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13 ARCHAEOLOGY OF A I 6 T H CENTURY BASQUE WHALING
SHIP: CONCEPTS AND QUESTIONS

13.1 Renaissance Hull Design: The Seeds of Modern Naval
Architecture
Brad Loeiven

The ships of the Age of Discovery first captured p o p u l a r a n d scholarly attention in
1892 d u r i n g the quadricentennial celebrations of C o l u m b u s ' s first v o y a g e to the West
Indies. These w e r e ships w i t h a m o d e r n
a p p e a r a n c e , exhibiting a combination of
square a n d lateen sails, fore a n d aft castles,
an axial rudder, a n d often a square stern.
Renaissance artists depicted ships in w a y s
that p r o v i d e d 19th-century scholars w i t h an
accurate idea of h o w the u p p e r w o r k s a n d
rigging w e r e arranged. However, below the
waterline a n d h i d d e n from the p a i n t e r ' s eye
lay a n early m e t h o d of hull design a n d construction k n o w n in P o r t u g u e s e as madeiras
da conta, w h i c h is also alluded to in naval
treatises written in other languages: Italian,
Latin, Spanish, English, a n d French. It is not
k n o w n w h e n the madeiras da conta m e t h o d
w a s developed. However, w h e n Scandinavian researchers sketched out prevailing
notions about the transition from medieval
to m o d e r n shipbuilding, they d r e w a line
s o m e w h e r e b e t w e e n the clinkered hulls they
observed in the Viking ships, a n d the carvelbuilt hulls of the Iberian ships of discovery.
W h a t e v e r their origin, the shipbuilding
m e t h o d s described in Renaissance treatises
were the state of the art in the 16th century,
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b u t by the 18thcentury, w h e n Blaise Ollivier,
Jorge Juan y Santacilia, a n d Henri-Louis
D u h a m e l d u Monceau m e n t i o n e d them,
they w e r e b u t a fading m e m o r y in a few
M e d i t e r r a n e a n shipyards. 1 In 1758, w h e n
D u h a m e l d u Monceau p r e p a r e d the second
edition of his w o r k on ship design, 2 he
struck out several pages of the ancienne
méthode he described in the first edition of
1752 a n d , with this gesture, three centuries
of written tradition came to an end.
D u h a m e l d u M o n c e a u ' s spell of silence w a s
broken in 1978 w h e n archaeologist Bruce
Bennett surfaced in the waters of Red Bay
a n d offered the laconic statement "I think
w e ' v e got a wreck." Since the Red Bay whaling vessel w a s discovered, the veil of time
has b e e n lifted from the lost shipbuilding
m e t h o d s of the Renaissance to reveal not
only their broad outlines, b u t also m a n y of
their details a n d variants. Researchers have
identified a b o d y of relevant naval m a n u scripts dating from the 15th to the 18th centuries, a n d h a v e decoded the hermetic
l a n g u a g e a n d arcane concepts they contain.
Ethnologists h a v e discerned the vestiges of
the madeiras da conta m e t h o d s in traditional
b o a t y a r d s from Brazil to Greece. ArchaeoloIII—1

gists have identified similar techniques in
ancient Greek architecture at Didyma in Turkey, and have learnt to recognize these
methods in shipwrecks using evidence such
as the inscribed marks on the 14th-century
Cala Culip VI wreck and the pattern of mortised joints along the bilges of 16th-century
Iberian ship remains. Historians of science,
stimulated by the archaeological finds, have
grasped the practical geometry underlying
these methods, and have discovered a link
with the mathematically-based methods of
ship design pioneered in Elizabethan
England. Early in the Red Bay research, it
was apparent that the ship remains would
tell a story that transcended the history of
Basque whaling in Labrador to address the
transition from medieval to modern shipbuilding technology. We have sought to
keep abreast of the rapid advances in knowledge of 16th-century shipbuilding, and to
situate our research within the context of
Atlantic culture during the Renaissance.

THE PROBLEM OF I 6 T H CENTURY ATLANTIC HULL
DESIGN
The principal artifact found at Red Bay was
the ship itself, a three-decked, three-masted
vessel with a cargo of whale oil casks. Its
hull walls collapsed outward onto the seabed, but the frames and planks still formed a
coherent structure as high as the original
waterline. In addition to the articulated
remains, hundreds of scattered and broken
timbers were recovered that had once
formed the castles and decks. The hull could
therefore be reconstructed with a high level
of confidence to the waterline. Above this
line and inside the hull, the incomplete vestiges had survived to the extent that the
shape, positions, and basic structure of the
decks and castles could be determined. The
result was a view of a 16th-century seagoing vessel with all of its essential components. The Red Bay vessel was a mediumsized transatlantic ship for its time. A rating
of 200 or 250 toneladas (tons)3 would have
made this whaler larger than the typical
cod-fishing vessels with one or two decks
and in the range of 35 to 120 tons. As a
whaler, however, the Red Bay ship was relatively small since the Basque whaling fleet
in Labrador was typically composed of units
of 200 to 500 toneladas with three or four
decks. Such ships were the largest vessels of
III-2

their time, used especially on the West
Indies route and, occasionally, in the northern cod fisheries.
In describing this typical transatlantic vessel
of the 16th century, we have tried first to
provide a general archaeological portrait.
We studied each piece individually to determine its method of manufacture, through
evidence including the parent tree's characteristics, tool marks left during the process
of timber conversion and the hull's assembly sequence. The archaeological remains
were studied within the context of 16th-century shipbuilding in the Atlantic in general,
and along the Basque coast in particular.
This spatial duality is mirrored in other
aspects of the analysis. Notably, we studied
the ship on two levels that formed distinct
components of a 16th-century shipbuilding
project: the hull design and the construction
methods. The Red Bay ship's design has parallels elsewhere in the Atlantic sphere, while
its fundamental construction methods
belong to the Basque coast. This spatial and
technological duality is vital to our understanding of the Red Bay wreck. It is also seen
in the ship's human history: the archaeology
points to a division of labour between the
shipwright who designed the hull and the
carpenters who built it. Finally, in comparing the archaeological evidence to the documentary record, we found that the ship's
design compared with treatises on shipbuilding whose geographic occurrence is
Atlantic in scale, while its construction
methods were related to a more local and
entirely different type of documentary
source namely, the Basque notarial and judicial archives. Thus, the distinction between
hull design and construction methods was
crucial in both the archaeological remains
and the documentary records.
In addition to their different spatial and
socio-professional contexts, hull design and
construction methods apparently followed
different chronological rates of development
and, in this respect, the Red Bay vessel
relates to different stages in the history of
shipbuilding. As Éric Rieth has pointed out,
hull design was highly stable in its essential
concepts over many centuries, from the
Middle Ages into the early modern era.4 The
design of the Red Bay ship thus falls within
a tradition whose history took a special
course in the Atlantic region. On the other
hand, the same period witnessed fundamen-
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tal changes in Atlantic construction methods. The most visible change - the transition
from clinker to carvel planking - was
adopted from Biscay to England in the 15th
century. A separate issue is the transition
from "shell-first" to "skeleton-first" construction, that is, a change in the sequence of
hull assembly. This transition was not
accomplished until the advent of fully preerected frames for the entire hull, for which
no evidence appears before the 17th century.
Thus, the 16th-century Red Bay vessel
belongs to a construction technology that
already embraced carvel planking but represents a distinctive, intermediate assembly
sequence that we have called "stepwise",
and enabled the technological transition
from "shell-first" to "skeleton-first" assembly sequences.
In this study, hull design lies at the heart of
one set of archaeological data, while the construction methods constitute a second set.
Their reconciliation as a coherent picture of
the 16th-century Biscayan art of shipbuilding is made possible by going back to the
documentary record with new questions
generated by the rich archaeological evidence from Red Bay, and weaving a common tapestry from both material and
archival sources.

Renaissance Ship Design:
Documentary Evidence
Perhaps the most rapidly evolving aspect of
shipbuilding history in the last two decades
concerns the design of hulls in the period
from 1500 to 1700. Research around the
world has led to periodic advancements in
the interpretation of documentary evidence
during the course of the Red Bay project.
Moreover, new data is continually coming to
light as more wrecks are studied from the
perspective of hull design. Our understanding of Renaissance hull design, as defined by
Richard Barker and Eric Rieth in the early
1980s, has concentrated on the period from
1570 to 1620, when the first Atlantic ship
treatises appeared in England, Portugal, and
Spain. These texts have influenced the central research questions relating to the design
of the Red Bay ship. Summarizing them is a
necessary, but potentially hazardous, task
that will doubtlessly need to be revisited as
fresh archaeological data comes to light.
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Iberian texts reveal an approach to hull
design known as the maderas de cuenta
method in Spanish, or madeiras da conta in
Portuguese. This method may be seen in at
least nine texts from about 1570 to 1620, a
period when lettered sailors, shipwrights,
and naval administrators first attempted to
codify the art of shipbuilding. 5 In England,
six texts are known from the same period,
starting with the royal shipwright Mathew
Baker's Fragments of Ancient English Shipwrightry from about 1580.6 While similar in
some respects to the Iberian works, English
texts contain a divergent approach to the
more advanced problems of designing the
futtocks and the sharply curving ends of a
hull. The approach favoured by the Iberians,
which can be traced to 15th-century Venice,7
was called the ancienne méthode in French
arsenals in the early 18th century, when it
was disappearing from use. The English
approach, while drawing upon the same
geometry as the Iberian method, was influenced by progressive mathematics in the
application of trigonometry and logarithms
to problems of hull design. In the 17th century, English shipwrights began describing a
hull's curves in mathematical language.
Interestingly, both methods died out,
replaced by the graphic method of lines
plans and its characteristic use of diagonal
controls, beginning in the late 17th century.
While the late 16th-century Iberian and
English written traditions were distinct,
their origins in practical geometry were the
same. Evidence for determining a hull's
form by these methods was found in the
14th-century wreck site of Cala Culip VI.8 In
a much earlier context, evidence relating to
the methods used to design tapering columns in a Greek temple at Didyma 9 suggests that the general principles behind the
maderas de cuenta method were known to the
ancients.
According to these treatises, there were
three basic steps in designing a hull. The
first was to establish the ship's overall
dimensions as a series of proportions. Once
the depth of hold, maximum breadth, keel
length, and overall length were worked out,
the second step was to design the master
frame, which was placed on the keel at the
point of the ship's greatest breadth near
midship. The master frame's shape consisted of several tangent arcs of different
radii joined successively from the keel up to
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the rail. In the third step, the frames forward
and aft of the master were designed, using
the master frame as a basis but modifying it
in three ways: the rising of the floor, the narrowing of the floor, and adjusting the shape
of the futtock. The latter modification, in
English texts, was called "hauling down the
futtock" and involved lengthening and
shortening the chords of adjacent arcs in a
reciprocal manner. In the Iberian texts, the

futtock was modified by a method called
joba in Spanish or espalhamento in Portuguese 10 in which the futtock was tilted from
a pivot point at the bilge, without adjusting
its arc chords. These three steps - setting the
basic dimensions, designing the master
frame, and projecting the remaining frames
- underlay all Renaissance shipbuilding
texts.

Figure 13.1.1: Master
frame, Mathew Baker,
Fragments of Ancient
English Shipiurightry, ca.
1580 (Courtesy: Pepys
Library, Cambridge,
MS 2820, fol. 15).
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The Overall Proportions of a Ship
The treatises begin by establishing a ship's
basic dimensions: maximum breadth and
the height at which it occurred; keel length;
overall length including the rakes of the
stem and the sternpost; the post and deck
heights. Since these basic dimensions were
also used to calculate ship's tonnage, a shipwright could use an order for a vessel of a
certain tonnage to derive the correct hull
dimensions. 11 The shipwright used proportional rules to establish the appropriate basic
dimensions for the hull. For example,
Thomé Cano wrote in 1611 that formerly,
i.e., earlier in his lifetime, the Biscayans had
sought a 1:2:3 relationship among the
breadth, keel, and overall length for
medium and large ships. The same proportions were used around 1620 by the Portuguese writer Joâo Baptista Lavanha, while
Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, a pilot in the
Indies route writing in Seville in 1575,
described the ideal ratio as 2:5:7. These proportions did not appear to owe their existence only to shipwrights. Mariners also had
definite ideas about the hull shape that best
combined cargo capacity with sailing performance, and surveyors based their tonnage formulas on typical relationships
among a ship's dimensions. As a result, hull
proportions had some stability over time,
but could vary regionally.

The Master Frame
Once the shipwright had established the
hull's basic dimensions, he relied on concepts that were unique to the shipbuilding
art to conceive the master frame. Our understanding of this step in the design process is
based primarily on the treatises of Joâo Baptista Lavanha, Manoel Fernandes, Martin
Aroztegui, and Mathew Baker.
These sources do not describe the same master frame, but a common method that could
be used to design any master frame. A shipwright first drew a baseline, corresponding
to the top of the keel, and two vertical lines
indicating the master frame's breadth (Fig.
13.1.1). He then traced the transverse shape
of the frame. On each side of the keel, he followed the baseline to a point as much as half
the distance to the verticals. This horizontal
line formed the flat floor. Next, he drew the
upward curving part of the frame, as a series
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of three or four tangent circular arcs with
radii of varying length. Generally, the lowest
arc had the shortest radius and formed the
bilge, and may be called the "bilge arc". The
next arc, which we may call the "futtock
arc", usually had the longest radius and created the futtock's outward flare. The third
arc, or "breadth arc", typically had a
medium-length radius and was used to
form the hull's greatest breadth and began
its inward curve just above the waterline.
Some of Baker's drawings show a fourth arc
with a short radius, situated above the
breadth arc and causing the tumblehome to
angle inward more sharply. We may call this
the "tumblehome arc". These are called tangent arcs because each forms a tangent to
the adjacent arcs. Thus, a straight line can be
drawn from intersection of any two adjacent
arcs (the "touch") and through the centre
points of both these arcs. Such a line will be
perpendicular to the arcs at their touch.
In planning the arcs and their touches, the
shipwright worked out three measures for
each arc: the radius, the chord (a straight
line between the endpoints), and the touch
positions. The treatises describe different
ways of positioning the touches: using their
height above the baseline, their horizontal
distance from the keel's centre, or a combination of these two values.
Finally, the shipwright plotted a point on the
frame on each side, within the bilge arc. This
point was the turn of the bilge12 and the distance between the two points was called the
floor. While this point had no function in the
master frame's conception, it was crucial for
the modifications that the shipwright later
applied to the master frame in projecting the
shapes of the frames forward and aft.
Few treatises shed light on the shipwright's
transition from working on paper to working at full scale. Baker devoted much of his
treatise to elaborate wheel-like scales that he
used to scale up paper drawings to produce
a ship of any desired size. These scales were
intended for use with a compass or dividers.
The frontispiece of his manuscript shows
Baker at a drafting table, dividers in hand.
Similarly, Fernandes's frontispiece shows
him also with his dividers held aloft as a
symbol of the architect's profession. In his
text, Fernandes cautioned that when tracing
the master frame's arcs at full scale, one
should not use a cord (which could deceive),
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but a large compass called a rol. Thus, the
shipwright's drafting tools, including a
dividers, a straightedge, and a square, also
existed as large wooden instruments to be
used at full scale. In this way, the shipwright
reproduced the shape of the master frame as
a full-scale wooden mould used, in turn, to
shape the ship's timbers.

The second modification applied to the master frame, to project the successive frames
forward and aft, was called the rising of the
floor. The turn of the bilge was raised progressively in the frames forward and aft of
the master frame. The horizontal line that
formed the flat floor of the master frame was
thus replaced by a diagonal line whose
angle rose from one frame to the next. If the
shipwright wished, he could make this line
After the carpenter traced the outline of the convex or concave, using one of the arcs that
master frame, he positioned the decks at were found in his master mould. By applytheir required heights. Deck heights varied ing the narrowing and the rising of the floor,
regionally, following local systems of mea- the lower part of the hull evolved from a flat
sure and the dimensions of typical cargo shape at the master frame, to a sharper V
units, such as casks. In 16th-century Bis- shape and finally to a Y shape at the ends of
cayan practice, the lowest deck beams rose the hull. These two modifications affected
to a height of about 4 codos (2.30 m) above the turn of the bilge of each frame, which
from bow to stern
the floor timbers, and the higher decks were formed a curved line
5
called
the
flower
line}
normally spaced at intervals of 3 codos
(1.72 m), so that the third-deck beam's upper
surface was 10 codos (5.75 m) above that of
A third modification was applied to the butthe floor timber in the master frame.13
tocks, from the floor timbers to the greatest
According to Diego García de Palacio, these
breadth. This modification caused the futdeck heights were not derived proportiontocks to flare outwards, above the floor, to
ally, but positioned so that three tiers of
increase the breadth at the waterline. This
casks called pipas could fit below the first
was intended to prevent the breadth at the
deck, and two tiers between the decks
waterline from narrowing as rapidly as did
spaced at intervals of 3 codos. Shipbuilding
the floor. Thus, the ship's flotation was
contracts in Gipuzkoa usually specified the
improved at the bow and the stern, preventdeck heights and generally confirm Garcia
ing it from cutting too deeply into the
de Palacio's rule, although in some cases the
waves. English shipwrights achieved this
intervals were Vi codo greater, particularly in
effect by reducing the chord of the bilge arc
large ships of more than 400 toneladas (tons).
and lengthening that of the futtock arc recipThe Biscayan practice of standardizing the
rocally; since these were tangent arcs, by
deck heights had a direct effect on the typilowering their touch, the upper arc flared
cal sizes of ships in the Basque fleet. Threeoutwards. In each frame, the touch was
decked ships ranged from about 200 to 300
moved down progressively in a modificatons, and four-decked ships from about 400
tion called hauling down the futtock. Iberian
to 550 tons, with relatively few ships in the
treatises mention a different way of flaring
14
intermediate range of 300 to 400 tons.
the futtocks, called joba or espalhamento.
They simply tilted the futtock outward at
the turn of the bilge, gradually increasing
the angle of tilting from frame to frame. The
Projecting the Frames Forward and resulting kink at the turn of the bilge was
Aft of the Master Frame
faired by emprical means. 16
Working forward and aft from the master
frame, the shipwright progressively modified the shape of each frame. Three modifications are found in the treatises. The first
was called the narrowing of the floor,
according to which the breadth of the floor,
or the distance from one turn of the bilge to
the other, was gradually decreased forward
and aft of the master frame. By applying this
modification, the ship's breadth gradually
narrowed toward the bow and the stern.
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In the Iberian texts, these three modifications were not carried through to the bow
and the stern, but were only applied to a
group of central frames, called the maderas de
cuenta (calculated frames), placed between a
pair of intermediate reference frames. Baker
called these reference frames "tailframes",
but did not elaborate upon their function
(Fig. 13.1.2). They were called almogamas by
the Portuguese, a term also used by the
Spaniard Thomé Cano. 17 Other Spanish
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Figure 13.1.2 (Facing
Page): The master
frame and "tailframes", called almogamas by the Portuguese
treatise authors, as
illustrated by Mathew
Baker in Fragments of
Ancient English Shipwrightry, ca. 1580
(Courtesy: Pepys
Library, Cambridge,
MS 2820, fol. 21). The
conception of these
two frames was based
on the same number
of arcs as were used to
make the master
frame.

writers, such as Diego García de Palacio and
Martin de Aroztegui, called the forward tailframe the amura and the aft one the quadra.
Aroztegui also called both frames postrera
madera de cuenta (the last calculated timber)
or simply the postreras. Each writer projected
an equal number of frames from the master
to the forward and the aft tailframes, but the
different authors do not agree as to the position of the tailframes between the master
frame and the ends of the ship. Several place
them at about a quarter of the hull's overall
length.
The terms quadra and amura evoke several
associations. Quadra, the after tailframe,
referred to the aft quarter of the hull. Amura,
the forward tailframe, was derived from the
verb amurar (to moor), meaning to tie off the
anchor cable or the main sail's tacks, or lines
attached to the sail's lower corners.
Fernandes specified that the riding bitts for
the anchor cable be placed as near as possible to the amura of the vessel, as this was the
ship's strongest point. Located at the upperdeck height, this was also the ship's broadest point. Dutch shipbuilders called this
point the Vials (neck), as in the "neck" of a
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fish. This is the point that confronted the
seas, as shown in Baker's well-known visual
allegory depicting a hull as a mackerel.18
García de Palacio indicated that the tacks of
the main sail were secured at this point to
cleats also called amuras. Escalante de Mendoza stated that only round ships had an
amura, as only they had tacks coming off the
main sail, a reference to a square rig. Therefore, this tailframe was more than a simple
reference point for the shipwright designing
the frames: its importance in a ship's foreand-aft mechanics was akin to that of the
centres of buoyancy and gravity affecting
transverse stability.

Sheer Lines
Some texts speak of two more modifications:
the narrowing of the hull's greatest breadth
(beam) and the rising of the main-deck line,
or its sheer, called arufadura in Spanish.19 On
three-decked ships, the main deck was close
to the greatest breadth of all of the frames
between the tailframes. Beyond the tailframes, toward the ends of the ship, these
heights might diverge as the greatest
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Figure 13.1.3: Rising of
the floor, Fernando
Oliveira, Figura do
aleuantamento dos
graminhos in Liuro da
fabrica das naos, ca.
1570. The rising and
narrowing of the floor
are concepts common
to all the methods of
conceiving a hull.
(Courtesy: Biblioteca
Nacional, Lisbon, Portugal).

breadth tended to rise more rapidly than the
deck (Figs. 13.1.3,13.1.4).
Both Aroztegui and Fernandes specified by
what measure the frames' greatest breadth
was to diminish from the master to the tailframes. Aroztegui formulated the narrowing
using a general rule in which the forward
tailframe was 1 codo narrower than the master frame, and the after tailframe was 2 codos
narrower than the master frame. The same
rule was applied to all ships regardless of
size. No comparable rule emerges from the
book of Fernandes. In some of his ships, the
almogamas are equal in breadth; in others,
the forward breadth is greater. In one example, the four-decked nau, the master frame
was to be 53 palmos de goa broad, 20 the almogamas 55 or 56 palmos. The greater breadth of
the almogamas, astonishing at first glance, is
understood by referring to the drawings of
this ship, where the greatest breadth was
much higher in the tailframes, so that the
ship actually narrowed from the forward
through to the aft almogama along the water-
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line.21 Fernandes explained only that in
making the tailframes broader than the master, the ship would be "stronger". No generalization on the question of the hull's
narrowing can be extrapolated from the
written record.
Concerning the arufadura, or rising of the
deck's sheer line, specifications in the Spanish ordinances reveal that the rising was
proportional to the ship's other measures.
The aft arufadura was greater than the forward: in the ship of 253 toneladas, comparable to the Red Bay vessel, the aft rising was
1 codo and the forward rising was Vi codo.
While the text does not specify where the
arufadura was calculated, these measures
suggest that it was not at the postreras, but at
the ship's stem and sternpost.
While Fernandes does not mention the
deck's sheer line, his drawings of master
frames and almogamas indicate the deck
heights. 22 These heights were fixed points on
the futtock mould. Thus, the deck rose with
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Figure 13.1.4: Two
methods of modifying
the form of the futtock
from the master frame
to the "tailframes". As
reproduced by Richard A. Barker, English
manuscripts illustrate
the "hauling down"
methods in the "tailframe". A second
method, called joba or
espalhamento, consisted of a progressive
tilting outward of the
futtock to the almogama. Manoel
Fernandes illustrated
this method functioning in conjunction
with the rising and
narrowing of the floor.
(Illustration: Brad Loewen and D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M95-103-24).

the floor unless the shipwright consciously
readjusted the deck rising, which he did by
applying the espalhamento, or tilting the futtock outward. In the case of his caravela, in
which the floor rose quite sharply, Fernandes also progressively reduced the futtock
length, thus further limiting the rising of the
main deck, relative to that of the floor. He
then added the same length to the futtock
above the deck. This reciprocal adjustment,
which resembles hauling down the futtock,
was called cancomo and, at least in this treatise, was related to the deck's sheer line.

THE GRAMINHO
Each of these modifications from the master
frame to the tailframes - the rising and the
narrowing of the floor, either hauling down
the futtock or the joba, the sheer lines required the projection of a curve. To
achieve this curve, the shipwright used a
scale that Portuguese authors called a
graminho, whose geometry was a central element of Renaissance ship design. It underlay
all the hull's curved rising and narrowing
lines, whether in the floor, in hauling down
the futtock or in the joba, or in the sheer
lines.

was called a brusca by Oliveira and Cano.
Another type mentioned by Fernandes was
called the saltarelha (grasshopper) in an
apparent allusion to the abruptness of its rising. Recent research in Greece has uncovered other graminho forms. In one graminho
based on a semi-circle, the narrowest grades
were not used, so that the rising began
abruptly, but continued geometrically.23
Graminhos were used not only to design the
hull but also, as Cano and Fernandes
describe, to lend a graceful, curved narrowing to masts and yards. This usage is identical to that observed in the tapered columns
of an ancient Greek temple at Didyma. 24 As
a method of controlling a curve in civil construction, the graminho based on a semi-circle is deeply rooted in European technology,
and its occurrence in shipbuilding texts is
one of many applications. However, the meia
lua could not generate the more complex
arcs found in a ship's bow and stern areas.
This limitation dictated the placement of the
tailframes. It also required shipwrights to
rely on more empirical methods to design
the frames beyond the almogamas.

Remaining Questions

Each graminho was made specifically for the
narrowing or rising line that it controlled.
That said, graminhos fell into several types.
The best-known type was called the meia lua
(half-moon) and was based on a semi-circle
whose radius equalled the desired rising or
narrowing from the master frame to one tailframe. This semi-circle was bisected to create two quadrants and each quadrant was
marked at equal distances along its arc with
as many points as there were frames
between the master frame and the tailframe.
The corresponding marks on each quadrant
were joined by lines that crossed the bisecting line at right angles, transforming the
bisecting line into a graded scale with geometrically increasing values that were
applied to successive frames from the master to the tailframe. By applying both the rising and the narrowing in this manner to the
same point on each frame, such as the turn
of the bilge, a three-dimensional curve such
as the flower line was created (Fig. 13.1.5).

Renaissance texts leave some important
design questions unanswered. The greatest
gap in the manuscripts concerns the frames
forward and aft of the maderas de cuenta, as
far as the stem and the stern. Knowledge of
their design is based on only a few passing
references. Oliveira indicated that the carpenter used his judgement to design these
frames. Aroztegui said that all the futtocks
were to be made with the same mould,
except the final six or eight futtocks forward
{espaldones). Lavanha's text is the most
detailed: the carpenters extended battens or
ribbands along the flower line and the futtock tops, from the maderas de cuenta to the
ends of the hull. The ribbands controlled the
shape of the hull in the manner of hull
planks in shell-first construction. However,
the authors are silent on the question of how
the arcs in these frames were controlled
between the upper and lower ribbands.
Archaeology may address this question, on
the condition that we can identify the tailframes and the ribband lines.

Other types of graminho existed. The simplest form, based on a square or triangle,
resulted in a straight line, not a curve, and

A related question concerns the design of
the fashion frames. Available information
relies on unannotated drawings by
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Figure 13.1.5: Three
graminhos, as illustrated by Fernando
Oliveira, Lluro da fabrica das naos, ca. 1570.
Shipwrights used such
a geometric scale,
based on a semi-circle
whose radius was
equal to the rising or
the narrowing
between the master
frame and the almogama, to achieve a fair,
three-dimensional
curve along the line,
from frame to frame.
The graminho had
many applications in
projecting the curvilinear shapes of a ship's
hull. (Fernando
Oliveira, "Liuro da
fábrica das naos," ca.
1570, ed. Manuel Leitào
as O livro da fábrica das
naos do Padre Fernando
Oliveira [Lisbon: Academia de Marinha,
1991]).

Fernandes and Lavanha, and remarks by
Fernandes and Lavanha (citing the shipwright Sebastian Temudo) indicating that
the futtock mould should be used upsidedown to make the fashion frames. Because
the fashion frames of the Red Bay vessel
were preserved, this problem could be
addressed archaeologically.
In studying the Red Bay vessel from the perspective of Renaissance hull design, we
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firstly sought parallels between the archaeological remains and the written record. The
hull's overall proportions, the design of the
master frame, and the projection of the
frames forward and aft of the master were
essential questions in our approach. However, no two texts describe identical procedures, and their diversity mirrors the rich
world of practical problems and solutions in
shipbuilding. The variety of methods
embraced within the term maderas de cuenta
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shows how a hull was designed without the
aid of two-dimensional lines plans. These
methods must be understood as an
approach to shipbuilding, not as a static formula. In studying the Red Bay hull, we recognized variants on the concepts found in
the Iberian and English treatises. Many elements, however, such as the elaborately
carved keel, have no direct parallels in shipbuilding texts. Nevertheless, we can recognize the technical mindset that underlay
their design and it is this mindset that can be
explored while reconstructing and analysing
the archaeological remains.
In this introduction to the Red Bay ship, we
have outlined the approach we took to
Atlantic hull design and Basque shipbuilding methods, and introduced the two primary research questions that guided
analysis. The relationship between these

questions - hull design and shipbuilding
methods - was explored by following the
timbers' chaîne opératoire, from the growth of
trees in the forest to the final assembly of the
timbers in the shipyard, leading to a better
understanding of how the shipbuilding
trades were organized. We have thus been
led to explore the hull's assembly sequence,
especially through the study of fastening
patterns which reveal the relative roles of
the hull planks, frame timbers, ribbands,
and other elements in controlling the hull's
form. The assembly sequence thus contributes to the debate on the transition from
medieval "shell-first" to modern "skeletonfirst" construction. The study of design
methods and assembly sequence thus provides an access to the larger questions of
Atlantic hull design and Basque construction methods.
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13.2 The Basque Shipbuilding Industry: Ship Types and
Units of Measure
Brad Loeiuen

In addition to the question of 16th-century
hull design, a second approach to the Red
Bay ship focusses on Basque shipbuilding
methods. Hull assembly sequence is a key
element in the idea that in the Atlantic
region the medieval "shell-first" (plankfirst) construction sequence was replaced in
the modern era by a "skeleton-first" (framefirst) sequence. Many researchers believe
that a paradigmatic change in construction
sequence, and in shipyard organisation, can
be seen in the transition from clinker to
carvel planking styles.25 Some authors have
added a third element to this line of thought.
They suggest that the transition from shellfirst clinker to skeleton-first carvel construction methods also heralds the arrival in the
Atlantic of "transverse" hull-design techniques such as the moulding procedures
described in Renaissance shipbuilding treatises.26 In this study, however, questions of
hull design and construction sequence are
considered separately, not least because they
apparently
had
different
rates
of
chronological development.
The vessel's assembly sequence is linked to
the larger question of Basque shipbuilding
technology. The mountainous Basque coast,
some 130 km long and with over a dozen
ports from Bayonne to Bilbao, was home to
one of 16th-century Europe's most advanced
shipbuilding industries (Fig. 13.2.1). The
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Basque provinces of Gipuzkoa and Vizkaia
furnished much of the West Indies fleet that
sailed from Seville,27 in addition to maintaining a whaling and fishing fleet for Terranova.28 As well, Basque shipping to
Andalusia and the Channel ports required
vessels of all sizes: zabras (20-40 tons), navios
(30-130 tons), and naos (150-650 tons).29 The
latter type, used on all routes and for all cargos, was the workhorse of the Spanish fleet
and a mainstay of the Biscayan shipbuilding
industry.30
Since the 13th century, the Basque shipbuilding industry was regulated and supported
by the Castilian crown, which offered subsidies to oak producers and shipbuilders. Forests within two leagues (about 11 km) 31 of
the coast were eligible for state subsidies,
based on the number of saplings planted. 32
The building of larger vessels, essential for
the expansion of commerce, was encouraged
by paying a fixed amount per tonelada (ton)
of burthen above a given threshold. In 1498,
when the new Spanish state assumed the
subsidies, ships of 600 to 1,000 tons were eligible. In 1563, the threshold was lowered to
300 tons to foster the growth of a more versatile fleet; generally speaking, all fourdecked ships were now subsidized. 33 An
effect of the 1563 reform, perhaps
unforeseen, was an exponential increase in
the number of shipbuilding records
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Figure 13.2.1 : The
Basque coast, called
Biscay in the 16th century. Its ports had a
maritime tradition
going back to the Middle Ages. When Spain
was unified in the late
15th century, the shipbuilding and navigational prowess of
Biscay helped turn
Spain into a global
force. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-92-101-8).

preserved in Basque archives. Although the
Red Bay vessel had only three decks and
gauged only 200 to 250 tons, it is
nevertheless a representative product of the
Basque shipbuilding complex (Fig. 13.2.2).

N A O OR G A L E ó N ?

naos and that they formed a distinctive
regional ship type. For example, the roster of
the 1588 Armada, divided into six regional
squadrons, included the tonnage and type of
each ship. Among vessels over 200 tons,
those from Vizkaia, Gipuzkoa, and Andalusia were called naos, while those from Portugal were galeones, those from Castile either
galeones or naos, and those from the Levant
were called naves.36 The Burgos insurance
records for Basque shipping in the 1560s
indicate that naos outnumbered galeones by
as much as 20:1, a ratio which is also applicable to the Terranova fleet.37

Basque carpenters built a distinctive type of
large ship called a nao that embodied the
standards of the shipbuilding industry.
Although nao was a generic term for large
ships, it also differentiated this type from
others of the period. One of these was the
galeón, which appeared on the Atlantic stage The nao was used on all major Basque shipin the 16th century and is popularly associ- ping routes. During the winter of 1571, 31 of
ated with Spanish oceanic navigation.
the 74 naos listed were tied up in port without a third-person charter and were being
However, there can be no doubt that naos, outfitted by their owners. 38 No doubt, the
not galeones, made up the core of the Basque Terranova fleet was included among these
fleet. A 1571 census of ships registered in ships, although these were not specifically
Basque ports, taken in January and February identified. The same winter, 21 naos plied
when the Terranova fleet was refitting, listed the Seville route and 13 were at Santander,
159 vessels of which six were galeones and no loading wool for Flanders. Six others had
less than 74 were naos, most between 200 state charters for the West Indies route, one
and 550 tons.34 Naos were also practically the was pursuing Turkish ships off Cabo Paxero,
only ships above 130 tons.35 Other sources and the last two were listed as lost in
confirm that large Basque ships were called Terranova and at La Rochelle.
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Figure 13.2.2: The
model of the Red Bay
ship finds at a 1:10
scale, viewed from the
port quarter. Most of
the model was built by
Marcel Gingras, with
Fred Werthman adding numerous second
futtocks and the ceiling planks. The two
model-makers used
French pearwood, chosen for its strength and
fine grain that permitted the carving of the
smallest details. Only
the archaeological evidence was modelled.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RD1124W).

To some extent, designating a ship as a nao
or a galeón was a question of individual
habit and perception. The majority of references to galeones in the Gipuzkoan archives
come from the pen of a single notary active
in Mutriku in the 1560s and 1570s, Simon de
Yturriça, who consistently preferred the
word galeón in describing ships. 39 Sometimes a notary failed to distinguish the
terms, calling the same ship a nao and a
galeón at different times.40 Nonetheless,
Basque sailors clearly considered naos and
galeones to be distinct types. In an inventory
for the sale of a ship at Mutriku in 1549, the
notary Domingo Ybañes de Larraga insisted
that the vessel was a nao and not a galeón.4^
Another case concerns the San Juan of
Pasajes, the presumed identity of the Red
Bay vessel. In six documents written by at
least three different people, the ship was
called a nao 26 times, and never a galeón.42
Comparison of references to galeones and
naos in Basque shipbuilding and navigation
reveals why these ship types were not often
confounded. The 1571 census shows that
galeones were much fewer in number, with
only six listed compared to 74 naos, and constituted a smaller class of vessel in the range
of 35 to 130 tons. 43 Apparently, a perception
of the galeón as a small- to medium-sized
vessel powered by both oars and sail prevailed in the Bay of Biscay at this time.44 A
galleon could be surprisingly small. For
example, in 1535 Jacques Cartier transferred
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to a galleon to travel up the St. Lawrence
from Quebec to Montreal, because the 100ton Grande Hermine could not be depended
on to pass over the river's shoals. The earliest known Terranova whaling outfit, underwritten in 1539 for a larger vessel from
Biarritz, included "a galleon well equipped
for taking whales." 45 This craft may have
resembled the pinazas manned by 12 to 15
men 46 that were used for whale hunting in
Terranova until the smaller chalupa became
the preferred whaleboat in the 1560s. Most
references to galleons, however, refer to
slightly larger vessels. The 1571 Basque ship
census
reveals
that
galeones were
comparable in size to navios, a common ship
type between 30 and 130 tons that occurs 47
times in this document. Identical in size,
Basque galeones and navios also had similar
functions. Both commonly functioned as
cargo carriers to Flanders and Seville,
although both could undertake crossings to
Terranova and the West Indies. In terms of
size and function, the galeón's direct rival on
the Basque coast was the navio, not the
larger nao.
The galeón appears to have been introduced
to the Basque coast from Portugal or the
Mediterranean, while the nao was a traditional North Atlantic ship whose history is
traced to the Middle Ages. Detlev Ellmers
associated the term nao with a ship type
found in archaeology and in iconography of
the 12th to 15th centuries from England to
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Biscay.47 The type, called nef in France and
keel in the British isles, also exhibits similarities to the knorr introduced to these waters
by Norse traders in the tenth century, such
as lapstrake planking, a stem and sternpost
with arcs tangent to the keel, a squarerigged sail, and mast set into a heavy step
carved from a single timber. While undergoing continuous technical development, the
nao persisted into the 17th century in Biscay
and in Portugal, where it was known as a
nau.iS Thus, for 500 years, it had a regional
identification as a large Atlantic trading
vessel.
In contrast, the galeón had a Mediterranean
origin. The term itself was an augmentative
of galea (galley). Galleys were long, low
ships powered by oars and one or two lateen
sails, that had little physical resemblance to
the tall, broad, square-rigged cargo vessels
of the 16th century. While best known as the
ship of the medieval Venetian arsenal,
beginning in the 13th century the galley also
periodically appeared in the Atlantic where
it was used in battle or for ceremonial occasions. In the 15th century, a squadron of galleys was built for the English crown in the
Basque port of Bayonne. Perhaps because of
its distinctive design, exacting construction,
and labour-intensive operation, the galley
was the undisputed ship of state, equated
with royal functions. In the 15th century
also, the Venetian arsenal gave birth to the
galeanni, modified galleys considered to be
the forerunners of the galleon.49 A century
later the galeón appeared in the Atlantic,
coinciding with an increased involvement
by Western European states in the financing,
construction, and operation of ships. Thus,
the galleon inherited the galley's place as a
symbol of royal might and Mediterranean
prowess in ship design.
Given their contrasting tonnages and
regional genealogies, it is not surprising that
the nao and the galeón were distinguished by
16th-century Basque seamen. Since period
illustrations suggest that this distinction
may be difficult to discern in the upperworks, 50 Michael Barkham's suggestion that
the difference lay beneath the water line in
the hull's overall proportions becomes
important. Biscayan naos typically had a
1:2:3 ratio of beam to keel length to overall
length. The ships used for the West Indies
route, as per the royal ordinances of 1607-18,
had a narrower 2:5:7 ratio.51 According to
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Barkham's hypothesis, Basque builders
adopted the sleeker new hull proportions
early in the 17th century, relegating the
rounder nao to history.
The nao had other unique features hidden
from the artist's eye. Barkham has shown
that while its hull dimensions had a proportional relation, its deck heights were fixed at
intervals of 4, 7, 10, and 13 codos, regardless
of the ship's size.52 To maintain a suitable
relation between the depth of hold and the
hull's other dimensions, ship sizes increased
by classes. Thus, two-decked ships were
about 80 to 130 tons, three-decked ships
about 180 to 300 tons, and four-decked ships
generally fell in the range of 400 to 650 tons.
Few naos fell into the large gaps between
these tonnage groups. The significance of
such a rigid division of internal space, in
terms of the shipbuilding methods it represented, is a question that only archaeology
can answer. Comparative sources reveal that
this particular deck height pattern was
unique to 16th-century Basque shipbuilding.
Mathew Baker's treatise and the Spanish
ordinances based their deck heights on proportional rules: the larger the ship, the
greater the deck heights. 53 It appears that the
Basque shipbuilding industry consisted of
separate but interdependent elements, none
of which could be altered without affecting
the others. By identifying the links between
these components, we can understand how
a regional ship type such as the Basque nao
developed.

THE BASQUE STANDARD OF
MEASUREMENT: THE CODO

DE

RIBERA 54
A sign of the extent to which the Basque forestry, shipbuilding, and shipping trades
were integrated as a single industry was
their use of a common metrology based on a
measure called the codo de ribera, found only
on the Basque coast and used especially in
shipbuilding. It was slightly longer that the
codo de Castilla that was in common use
throughout Spain.55 In the 18th century, the
Basque royal surveyor Pedro Bernardo Villareal de Berriz described the codo deriberaas
33/32 of the codo de Castilla.5*' This way of
describing the shipbuilding measure was
based on a division of the Castilian foot into
16 dedos (fingers).57 Thus, two feet equalled
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carpenter Domingo de Busta . . . ."68 The earliest Gipuzkoan reference that distinguishes
the codo used in shipbuilding from the codo
de
Castilla dates to 1545, in San Sebastián,
In 16th-century notarial and judicial records,
although
this reference does not specify the
the codo de ribera does not appear under this
69
unit's
length.
It appears therefore that the
name. Most often, these documents refer to
codo
de
ribera
was
fully established in Basque
the codo of a particular port, such as the codo
shipbuilding
custom
by the middle of the
de Çumaya. Sometimes, they refer to the codo
16th
century,
when
related
documents begin
used by a particular shipwright. Such referto
appear
in
notarial
archives.
ences do not, however, imply that the codo
varied from one port to another or from carpenter to carpenter. Rather, they indicate In the 16th and early 17th centuries, efforts
that a standard measure was stored at that were made to standardize the use of one
place, or that the carpenter himself pos- value for the codo throughout the Spanish
sessed a standard codo de ribera. While the shipbuilding industry. For example, in 1580
Basque ports used a common regional mea- Cristóbal de Barros stated that the codo of
sure, Andalusian ports used the codo de Biscay was to be used for all Spanish ship
Castilla (55.71 cm). Alonso de Chaves and surveying. Nonetheless, he
excluded
Diego García de Palacio refer to its use 58 and Andalusia, where the codo de Málaga could
it is illustrated in the 1618 Spanish ship- be used to gauge West Indies vessels.70 In
building ordinance. 59 Presumably, this is 1590, Barros issued an even more authoritaequivalent to the measure known as the codo tive decree that reasserted that the codo of
de Malaga that was used to survey ships in Biscay was to be used.71 However, practice
Andalusia according to an edict of 1580.60
did not follow these decrees, as indicated by
a 1618 shipbuilding ordinance in which a
Perhaps because of this confusion in Spanish codo of 55.9 cm appears. It appears that all
maritime policy, the Basque codo de ribera attempts to standardize maritime measures
was eventually designated the codo del Rey between Biscay and Andalusia foundered,
(royal codo), a reflection of its use by royal and that for many decades after Spanish
each
measure
remained
engineers and astronomers. 61 Its use was unification,
dominant
along
its
native
coast.
made official for gauging ship's tonnage
throughout Spain by a decree of 1590. This
document described the codo del Rey as equal Within the Basque provinces, the codo de ribto two-thirds of a vara plus one thirty-sec- era's use was largely confined to the coastal
ond of the same two-thirds, thus totalling maritime trades. This limited usage could
57.46 cm.62 In 1672, José de Veitia Linage engender confusion and therefore naval timdescribed it as 33 dedos, 48 of which equalled ber sales and shipbuilding contracts specia vara.63 These measures correspond to the fied that this codo was to be used. Generally,
1736 work by the Biscayan Villareal de Ber- the expression "the codo of this town" ["el
riz.64 Thus, the codo del Rey equalled codo desta villa"] sufficed to describe the codo
57.46 cm.65
de ribera although sometimes the name of the
port was specified. Thus the codo de Çumaya
being an active shipbuildAlso known in 16th-century Bayonnese appears, Zumaia
72
66
ing
centre;
other
ports are also named. 75 In
shipbuilding as the aune, it is clear that the
codo del Rey or codo de ribera was in use in some cases, the codo de ribera was designated
Basque shipbuilding. The 1590 decree and as the codo customarily used by a particular
its 1580 precursor both confirm that this shipbuilder, as in the 1571 reference 74to the
measure was used in the shipyards of Bis- codo used by the carpenter de Busta. More
cay.67 An earlier reference comes from a 1571 commonly, however, the codo de ribera was
document in which the royal shipbuilding identified as the usual measure of the shipagent, Cristóbal de Barros, placed an order building trade, as in a 1576 act from Pasajes
for a ship to be built at Bilbao by the carpen- specifying that ship's timbers were to be
que tienen y traen en
ter Domingo de Busta. The contract stipu- measured using el codo
76
las
fabricas
de
las
naos.
lates the length of the codo to be used in
determining the principal dimensions of the
vessel: "each codo will measure two-thirds of While the value of 57.46 cm seems to have
a vara plus the width of one finger, accord- been established in 16th-century Gipuzkoa,
ing to the custom observed by the master the terms codo de ribera or codo del Rey were
32 dedos, and the codo de ribera was one
Castilian dedo longer.
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not yet standardized. The term codo largó76
(long codo) was also used, while the term
codo del Rey, as used in 1736 by Villareal de
Berriz, was not even used in the royal shipbuilding ordinances of 1607-18. Cristóbal de
Barros mentioned the medida de Castilla,
which he described as shorter than the codo
used on the Atlantic coast (costa del
puniente).77 Indeed, the name codo del Rey,
when used at all, engendered confusion, for
it was associated with the codo of Castile, as
is evident in two depositions from the 1540s:
the measure of the codo [...] is much
greater than the King's codo which is
two-thirds of a vara [...] . All the
other shipbuilding masters of this
said city [of San Sebastián], like
their companions of the entire coast,
use and customarily use a greater
measure than that of the King.78
the codo customarily used by the
said master Myguel de Arizmendi
to measure the planking and framing timber from which ships are
made is greater than the King's codo;
this is well known; and seeing that
the codo used for measuring ship's
timber in the town of Orio is greater
than the King's codo .. . 79

the plains of Vizkaia. The act specifies that
the timber "shall be gauged with the codo
that is generally used to measure similar
timber in Lekeitio and not with the codo of
the plains." 81 The distance from Lekeitio to
Ea is about seven kilometres.
Clearly, the use of the codo de ribera was limited to the maritime trades of the the coastal
towns and the lower valleys. The coastal belt
that formed the range of the codo de ribera
extended approximately two leagues inland
from the coast, the area in which oak planters were eligible for naval subsidies. 82

THE C O D O AS A

TIMBER

MEASURE
Not only a linear unit, the codo was also a
volumetric timber measure. Three timber
codos existed, applied respectively to hull
planking, frame timbers, and to lesser pieces
such as planking for the castles and squared
timbers used as ledges. Each of these volumetric codos was calculated differently and
had a different value.

The codo de tabla (hull-planking unit), was
the most complex of the timber measures. It
was written into contracts to specify both
the volume and the thickness of planks
It is clear that ordinary Biscayan ship car- required. A typical example is "3000 codos of
penters did not associate their customary good oak planking, of which 2000 codos are
measure with state policy; instead, they for the ship's hull, at 9 planks per codo, and
associated the codo de Castilla used through- 1000 codos of deck planks, at 14 planks per
out Spain with the king.
codo . . ."83 This contract is typical in that the
volume of wood was given in terms of codos,
In addition to being associated with ship- and the thickness of the planks was given as
building, the codo de ribera was only used in the number of pieces that made up a codo.
a sharply circumscribed coastal area. Evi- The contract specifies that the hull planks be
dence of its use inland occurs only as far as cut at nine planks per codo (6.4 cm thick),
the boundary of the coastal shipbuilding and the deck planks at 14 per codo (4.1 cm
representing
fairly
typical
towns. Shipbuilding timber taken from thick),
dimensions
for
ship's
planking
in
16thplantations within this coastal jurisdiction
century
Biscay.
The
reason
for
including
was always gauged using the codo of the
coastal port. For example, in 1588 timber these two kinds of information was that the
was cut and hauled to the tidehead customs price of timber was determined not only by
ports, or renterías, of Oikina and Bedua the volume of wood, but also by the number
located several kilometres inland within the of saw cuts required to prepare the planks.
jurisdiction of Zumaia, where it was mea- Therefore, the timber was not gauged until
sured with the codo of Zumaia. 80 As one after it was sawn.
moved away from the shipbuilding ports,
the codo de ribera quickly disappeared from In 1736, the surveyor Villareal de Berriz
use. The degree to which its use was local- explained how the codo de tabla was meaized appears in a document from the port of sured.84 A codo of planking measured 1 codo
Lekeitio. It is a contract for timber to be long (57.5 cm), 16 onzas (pulgadas) wide
delivered to the shipyards of Ea, situated on (38.3 cm), and 3 onzas thick (7.2 cm). Planks
111-18
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Figure 13.2.3: The
planking codo, or codo
de tabla, used in the
Biscayan naval timber
trade. The codo measured 57.5 cm and
was called the codo del
Rey or the codo de ribera. Based on Pedro
Bernardo Villareal de
Berriz, Maquillas
hidráulicas de molinos,
y herrerías y govierno
de los árboles y montes
de Vizcaya (Madrid:
Antonio Marin, 1736;
reprint, San Sebastián:
Sociedad Guipuzcoana de Ediciones y
Publicaciones, 1973),
p. 119. (Parks Canada;
24M-95-111-4).

Figure 13.2.4: The
frame-timber codo, or
codo de madera, used in
the Biscayan naval
timber trade. Based on
Pedro Bernardo Villareal de Berriz, Máquinas
hidráulicas de molinos, y
herrerías y govierno de
los árboles y montes de
Vizcaya (Madrid: Antonio Marin, 1736;
reprint, San Sebastián:
Sociedad Guipuzcoana
de Ediciones y Publicaciones, 1973), p. 122.
(Parks Canada; 24M95-lll-4a).

of this thickness were called 8 en codo,
because a codo had 24 onzas and, thus, eight
planks of this thickness made up a codo.
Planking that was of greater or lesser
thickness was gauged using the standard of
8 en codo as a base. In practice, the
calculation was quite simple, as Villareal
showed in an example. If the planking was
100 codos in total length and five planks were
1 codo thick, then 100 was multiplied by
eight, and the result divided by five. Thus,
the planking equalled 160 codos. In metric
measures, 1 codo of planking 8 en codo
contained about 0.0158 m of wood (Fig.
13.2.3).

reads: "it is understood that within the said
1000 codos of frame timbers, there shall be 10
floor timbers of 6 Vi codos each, and 20 'toed'
futtocks of 6 Vi to 7 codos each, and another
20 'reverse' futtocks of 7 codos each . . . ."85
Villareal de Berriz again explains that frame
timber was gauged after it was squared, and
that a codo of frame timber was 1 codo long
and 8 onzas square (57.5 cm by 19.2 cm by
19.2 cm).86 For pieces having other sectional
dimensions, a conversion was made as with
the planking. Thus, a codo of frame timber
contained 0.0211 m of wood, or 33.3 per
cent more than a codo of planking (Fig.
13.2.4).

Second, the codo de madera, the measure for
frame timbers, was relatively simple and,
perhaps for this reason, was defined less frequently in timber purchases. One example

Third, a method of gauging pieces of smaller
dimensions appears in timber contracts,
indicated by the expression dos por uno (two
for one). The following citations illustrate
the types of timber to which it refers:
the remaining lesser planking [...] at
14 per codo, gauged at two for one
according to the custom of the shipyards of this city ... ,87
1000 codos of deck planks [...] at 9 Vi
maravedís per codo, understood as
two codos for one codo, so that the
1000 codos count as 500 codos, and
for each of the 500 codos, 9 Vi maravedís; and the deck ledges and the rigging tie rails are also to contain two
codos for one, according to the custom of this river [of Zumaia]. 88
Turning again to Villareal de Berriz, we
learn that when smaller timber was gauged
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to pay the sawyers, the two cuts on the sides
were counted as one cut, since the piece was
thinner and easier to saw. Thus, the price
paid per codo was half as much as for hull
planks and frame timbers.
These timber gauging customs do not
appear to have changed from the 16th century until the time Villareal de Berriz
described them in 1736.89 They are based on
the premise that planks were sawn and
frame timbers were squared before gauging
and delivery. This premise is confirmed by
several 16th-century contracts that actually
state that planking was first sawn, then
gauged (codeada) for payment. Thinner
planks were more expensive per codo than
thicker ones, confirming that additional
sawing raised the price. From more detailed
contracts, it appears that sawing and
squaring took place on the timber
producer's property before the pieces were
carted to the rentería at the tidehead port to
be gauged and boated downstream.
Sometimes the buyer took possession at this
small inland port, while in other cases the
seller delivered the timber to the shipyard at
the river's mouth. In either event, it was the
forest owner who organized the work of
sawing the timber cut on his property. Some

sawyers used a double-bladed saw, in which
case the tarif per codo was less than when
they employed a single-bladed saw.
According to Villareal de Berriz, doublebladed saws were common in Vizkaia, but
less so in Gipuzkoa. He advised proprietors
and sawyers to agree in advance what type
of saw to use and whether the smaller pieces
would be gauged dos por uno, to avoid later
disagreements.

In archaeology, measures are central to any
typological study. For the ship archaeologist,
they are also a way of studying the relationship between the vestiges and the shipbuilding trades, for they represented a common
standard among trades. On the Basque
coast, this relationship was based on a local
unit of measure not found elsewhere. One of
the goals in studying the Red Bay remains
was to discover whether the shipwrights
had used the codo de ribera, for such a finding
would show conclusively that the wreck had
a Basque origin. Another goal was to learn
how the codo was used in preparing the timbers, determining the hull's overall dimensions, and designing the frames. Such
internal relationships reveal how Biscayan
construction was organized.
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published in Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th
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Century Spanish Basque Shipbuilding c. 1550-C.1600,
App. X: "3000 codos de buena tabla de roble los
2000 codos dellos para el costado de una nao que
sea de 9 tablas en codo e los 1000 codos de tillado de
14 tablas en codo... . "
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Pedro Bernardo Villareal de Berriz, op. cit., pp. 119122.
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AHPG, I, 2579, fol. 7, published in Michael M.
Barkham, Report on the 16th century Spanish Basque
shipbuilding c. 1550-C.1600, App. X: "entendiese que
ayan de ser en los dichos 1000 codos de madera de
liazon 10 barengues de cada 6 Vi codos e mas 20
genolbeaçes de cada 6 Vi codos asta 7 e otros 20
genoles rebeses de cada 7 codos . . . . " The frame
timbers as described represent only 335 to 345 codos.
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Unlike the explanation of the planking codo, the text
does not specify that this codo was the codo del Rey.
We do not know if this was an oversight or if
Villareal intended that the codo de Castilla of 55.7 cm
be used.
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ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
29v (1545): "la otra tabla menor [...] de catorze en
codo, codeado dos por uno segum costumbre délos
estilleros desta billa
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AHPG, II, 3284, fols. 23r-23v (1535): "mili cobdos de
tabla de tillado [...] por precio de nueve maravedís
y medio por cobdo entendiéndose dos cobdos un
cobdo, do modo que les mili cobdos se cuenten
quinientos cobdos y por cada codo destos
quinientos nueve maravedís y medio, y en la
barrotadura y escotadura se ayan asy bien de dos
codos uno, segund la costumbre desta canal [de
Çumaya]."
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The methods described in a 1680 manuscript
written by Antonio Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga do not
differ from those known from the 16th century (see
F. Fernández González, C Apestegui Cardenal, and
F. Miguélez García, éd., Arte de fabricar reales: Edición
comentada del manuscrito original de Don Antonio de
Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga [Barcelona: Lunwerg, 1992],
fols. 24-24v).

ARCHAEOLOGY OF A 16TH-CENTURY BASQUE WHALING SHIP

14 THE HULL: OF SHIP DESIGN AND
CARPENTRY

14.1 The Stem, Keel and Sternpost: Projecting the Profile
of the Hull
Brad Loewen

The ship's principal timbers consisted of five
components that outlined the profile of the
hull, from the bow to the stern:
1.

the stem, made of two scarfed pieces,
the upper piece found in two fragments;

2.

the main keel timber;

3.

the heel, which formed the angle
between the keel and the sternpost;

4.

the sternpost, found broken into three
fragments; and

5.

the sternpost knee.

The ship's keel comprised two scarfed
pieces: the main keel timber and the heel.
Although the keel was entirely preserved, it
was difficult to decide precisely where to
measure its length in order to reflect its conception in 16th-century Basque terms. The
points that offered the greatest precision
were the forward and aft ends of the keel
rabbet, which gave the keel a length of
14.73 m, or about 25V2 codos. These points
were retained for several reasons. At the forward end of the keel, the aft edge of the
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

stem-keel scarf coincided with the point
where the curved stem rabbet began. Aft,
the angle formed by the keel rabbet and the
sternpost rabbet was the clearest measurable
point. At the keel's aft end, however, an
ambiguity arose due to the sternpost's angle;
when the lines of the sternpost's outboard
face and rabbet were extended downward,
their intersections with the keel's baseline
and rabbet line created no less than four
potential end points for the keel. The intersections of the rabbet lines and the two outboard surfaces, skeg excluded, were
considered to be the most plausible end
points for the keel. Use of these points
resulted in keel lengths of 14.73 m and
14.78 m.90

The stem formed an arc with a radius of
5.16 m (9 codos), rising smoothly from the
keel's forward end as a tangent arc. The
sternpost rose at an angle of 69° to a height
of 5.75 m (10 codos) above the keel's baseline.
The rake of the stern was about 2.15 m
(about 3% codos). The hull's overall outside
length, from the top of the sternpost to the
furthest forward extension of the stem, was
about 22.04 m (3814 codos). The ratio of the
111-25

Figure 14.1.1: Profile of the principal timbers,
showing their basic dimensions. The stem conforms roughly to an arc of 9 codos (5.16 m) radius,
reflecting the height of the stem at its forwardmost point. The keel length (14.73 m) is presented here as a measurement between the
upturn in the keel rabbet at stem and stern
respectively. At the stem this corresponds to the
aft end of the keel-to-stem scarph (not visible)
while at the stern this occurs at the upturn of the
heel timber (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-2).

_
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Western Ledge Reef and Padre Island
wrecks.91 The assembly also appears in the
maritime vocabulary of 16th-century Iberia.
Lavanha employed the term couce de poupa
(stern knee) for the heel timber, while
Gipuzkoan documents referred to the zapata
(shoe).92 Outside of early modern Iberia, a
similar assemblage occurs at both ends of
the Bremen cog and on other medieval coglike vessels excavated in northern Europe.

Figure 14.1.2: Sections
of the upper and lower
stem timbers (TT 9 and
TT 22) showing angle
of rabbet of the lower
timber. See Figure
14.1.1 for section locations. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-3).
Scale 1:10

keel to the overall length was therefore
about 2 : 3 (Fig. 14.1.1).
Two typological aspects of the principal timbers are significant. First, the keel and the
sternpost were linked by a knee-like timber
that incorporated the aft part of the keel and
the lower part of the sternpost. We have
called this piece the heel. It extended the
keel by about 21/2 codos (1.44 m), not including the skeg, and it formed the lower 0.95 m
of the sternpost, including the heel-sternpost
scarf. A large sternpost knee braced the heel
and the two scarfs linking it to the sternpost
and the keel.
Similar stern assemblies dating to the 16th
century were found in the 27M and 29M
vessels surveyed at Red Bay, and in the

Secondly, the main keel timber was carved
to incorporate the garboard strakes, giving it
a cross-section that evolved from a T shape
amidships to a V shape at the ends. At each
end, where the stem and heel were scarfed, a
conventional rabbet received a garboard
plank that overlapped the scarfs. The Red
Bay keel is unique among 16th-century ship
finds. Its form recalls that of ancient dugout
canoes, as well as the keels of medieval
Scandinavian craft. The closest documentary
comparison is found in the 1616 drawings of
Fernandes, although these do not depict the
moulding of the garboards, but rather their
structural counterpart, the pedestals of the
floor timbers that fit between the garboards. 93 Analysis of the keel focused on the
conception of the garboards, whose longitudinal orientation and "shell-first" construction recalls design problems posed by
medieval Scandinavian hulls and ancient
Mediterranean shipwrecks. 94
When considering the conception of the hull
we recall that the principal timbers contained the hull's basic proportions that provided the shipwright's starting point.
However, the complex keel timber also permits a detailed study of how a carpenter
transformed the design into reality by
applying geometric principles found in
period manuscripts to a problem not found

Spanish
Name

Maximum
Breadth
(Sided)

Breadth
at Inner
Rabbet

Maximum
Thickness
(Moulded)

Minimum
Thickness
(Moulded)

Length

Main keel timber
(TT 1532)

quilla

56

22f; 20

27

24

1420

Stem (TT 9, 22,1581)

branque

21

20

29

20

865

Name (TT Nos.)

Heel (TT 1010)

çapnta

24

20

26

26

195h;95

Sternpost knee (TT 1101)

curva coral

27

N/A

32

26

259h;134

Sternpost (TT 23, 33)

codaste

25b;28

24b;15

25

24

565

Table 14.1.1: Scantlings of principal timbers (in cm).
b = lower part of sternpost (below transom).
f = forward end of keel.
h = horizontal parts of the heel and the sternpost knee.
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Figure 14.1.3: Lower
fragment of upper
stem timber (TT 1581),
port view. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5354W).

in any of the texts: the design of the keel and
the carved garboards.

THE STEM TIMBERS
Description of the principal timbers begins
at the bow of the vessel with the two stem
timbers; the upper timber was fractured in
two pieces. These three pieces were dispersed over the bow area of the site, and
their surfaces were eroded to varying
degrees. The lower piece had splintered,
complicating the reconstruction of its original curvature, while the upper pieces had
eroded to the point that the rabbet line could
be estimated only by referring to the pattern
of planking fasteners. The two timbers
allowed the stem's form to be reconstructed
to the height of the waterline and to the
maximum forward extension of the hull.
Interestingly, the outer face of the stem does
not form a smooth arc. No effort was made
to reduce the timber's grown shape to a circular arc, and the only finishing work done
was to remove the bark.

Dimensions

Timber
Both timbers were shaped from oak trees
whose natural curvature nearly matched the
carpenters' design. However, at the ends of
the timbers, the end grain is visible on the
outboard face and the grain is twisted where
it nears the base of the trunk. Among all the
major structural timbers, only the two stem
pieces reflected a less than ideal timber supply. In the lower stem piece, the carpenters
inverted the timber, placing its base at the
top, where its greater thickness was used to
create a more robust scarf with the upper
piece. The timber's natural curvature was
remarkably similar to that of the first futtocks amidships, but its length was greater
by about a metre.

Tool Marks
The stem's inboard face was finished with
carefully placed adze strokes, while on the
outboard face the naturally rounded surface
of the tree was left unaltered. On each side
was a rabbet, about 2.5 cm deep, equal in
depth to the thickness of the plank ends, cut
into the timber with an axe or adze. On the

The lower stem timber measured 4.75 m (814
codos) in a straight line from tip to tip. Only
4.15 m of the upper timber was recovered.
Although eroded, the upper timber appears
to be broken at its upper extremity. The rabbets on each side formed a nearly perfect circular arc with a radius of 5.17 m (9 codos). In
its moulded dimension, the stem varied
from 21 cm to 30 cm in thickness, due to the
irregularity of the outer face, but the inboard
face and the rabbet line ran nearly parallel at
a distance of 10 cm to 12 cm from each other.
The sided dimension, or breadth, of the
uneroded lower timber measured 21 cm outside the rabbet, and 20 cm across the
inboard face, the upper timber being somewhat narrower (Fig. 14.1.2).
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Figure 14.1.4 (Below):
Detail showing the
reconstructed scarf
between the two stem
timbers. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-98-103-1).
Scale 1:20

Figure 14.1.5 (Facing
Page): When shipbuilders in Bahía, Brazil, were working on a
restitution of a late
15th-century caravel
for the film 1492, they
nailed a series of temporary cleats along the
stern deadwood and
stern post, so as to create a kind of ladder.
The stem of the Red
Bay vessel had a series
of nail holes on its
inboard face, which
may have fulfilled a
comparable, temporary function. (Courtesy: John Patrick
Sarsfield).

Scarfs
The stem was attached to the keel using a
flat vertical scarf, cut diagonally across the
keel with square nibs, or butt ends. The stem
piece's tenon lay on the port side. Two
unused pilot holes for iron nails appeared
5 cm to 10 cm forward of the scarf, on the
stem's starboard face. A flat vertical scarf
was also used to join the two stem timbers,
with the tenon of the upper piece also on the
port side (Fig. 14.1.3). The scarf was secured
by five nails that entirely traversed the two
timbers, with pilot holes countersunk on
both the port and starboard sides of the
stem. Four of the nails measured 12 mm
square in section, while the fifth was 17 mm
square. Head impressions were recorded at
each end of the nail holes, indicating that the
points were bradded. A resinous waterproofing mixture was found in the countersink holes, similar to that found in other
areas of the hull. One pilot hole, measuring
17 mm to 20 mm in diameter, was unused
(Fig. 14.1.4).

Figure 14.1.6: Numerous 16th- and 17thcentury houses in the
Basque Country have
carvings of sea-going
ships on their lintels.
This 16th-century
example is from Orio,
in Gipuzkoa. (Courtesy: Fermin Leizaola).

inboard side of the cut, the wood was
removed with an adze and the surface was
finished smoothly. This surface was the back
rabbet that mated with the inboard faces of
the planking. Lodged in the rabbet were
traces of oakum used as caulking.
Near the stem's lower end, the inboard face
was marred by random hack marks left by
an adze or axe, in the area of the 17th to 19th
floor timbers forward of the master, indicating that the timber was used as a work surface while shaping other pieces before these
stem crotches were installed.

Fasteners
The planking fasteners found in the stem
consisted of two or three iron nails per
plank, which measured 8 mm to 12 mm
square and penetrated about 15 cm into the
stem. The V-shaped floor timbers at the bow
were not fastened to the stem, but only to
the hull planking. The only fasteners on the
stem's inboard face were ten square nail
holes, spaced at intervals of 30 cm to 60 cm
along the lower timber. These nail holes,
about 2 cm to 5 cm deep and 5 mm to 10 mm
in section, were not countersunk, suggesting
that they fastened a now-missing element to
the stem. The holes had no corresponding
features in the floor timbers and several
holes were covered by a bow crotch. Thus,
their function was linked to an earlier stage
in the ship's construction. A similar series of
disused nail holes occurred on the Red Bay
vessel's sternpost. Possibly, these nails fixed
a series of cleats to the inner faces of the
posts, which served as temporary ladders,
similar to that recorded by John Sarsfield on
the curving stern deadwood of the Santa
Clara in Bahía, Brazil (Fig. 14.1.5).95
Several other fasteners were noted on the
upper stem timber. Near the top was a transverse bolt hole, 25 mm in diameter, that
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Figure 14.1.7: General
view of keel as it lay
alongside the diving
barge at Red Bay.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2199M).

secured the end of the lowest wale. From
30 cm to 80 cm below this wale, in the stem's
outboard edge, were six iron nail holes,
12 mm square in section and penetrating
10 cm to 15 cm. Perhaps a cutwater or the
lower arm of a beakhead knee was attached
here, or a type of boomkin placed below the
beakhead known in 16th-century Biscay as a
botalao (Fig. 14.1.6). However, the position of
these nail holes, at the height where the
main deck met the stem, may also be significant. Possibly, these nails fastened a temporary shore or scaffolding intentionally
placed at deck height.

hull. Only a single breasthook was evident.
The weak bow structure stands in contrast
to several 16th-century Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts specifying that the bow
be solidly built (maçiço).96

THE M A I N KEEL TIMBER
"Well b'y, that's some stick."
Reg Moores, Red Bay, 13 September
1984

Analysis

In any shipwreck, the keel is of greater interest than any other single timber. In the case
of the Red Bay vessel, the keel's unusual
morphology posed fundamental problems
of interpretation (Fig. 14.1.7). For most of its
length, the garboards were incorporated
into the design of the keel, rising and narrowing toward each end of the timber,
recalling the simple form of a dugout. The
tradesman who sculpted this astonishing
form from a single beech tree was clearly
able to envision the form of the entire ship.

The stem assembly was surprisingly weak,
with no inner timber bracing the two scarfs.
The hood ends of the hull planks were fastened to the stem with only two or three
nails each and the bow crotches were not
fixed to the stem, but only to the hull planking. The frame timbers in the bow area,
rather than being more closely spaced, were
actually farther apart than in the rest of the

Through reference to shipbuilding treatises
of 16th- and 17th-century Iberia, we realized
that the keel's design was partially scribed
onto its upper surface in the form of a series
of incised circles that reflected the carpenter's working plan. These circles, conceived
and inscribed with a compass and straightedge, reveal the use of the ubiquitous
graminho, seen in countless contexts and

Three more iron-nail holes entered the
stem's outboard face at 1.95 m to 2.40 m
below the first wale, well below the load
waterline, corresponding in height to the
lower deck. Penetrating only about 5 cm,
these nails apparently served the same purpose as those found at the height of the main
deck.
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Figure 14.1.8 (Facing
Page): The keel
(TT 1532) showing its
incorporated, carved
garboards. Notice the
imprints of the floor
timbers, an intriguing
series of scribed circles, and a scribed cartouche on the upper
surface. The forward
end of the keel is on
the right. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-84-103-7).
Scale 1:50

forms throughout the hull. The radii of the
inscribed circles on the keel represent the
measures that a ship carpenter took off a
graminho used to calculate the garboards'
rising and the narrowing, which corresponded in turn to the rising and narrowing
of the pedestals of the floors placed between
the garboards (Fig. 14.1.8).
While these extraordinary scribe marks help
to understand how the carpenter achieved
the keel's form, the question remains why
such care was taken in the design of the pedestals' rising and narrowing. Two reasons
explain the care taken. Firstly, the floor-timber pedestals added height to the keel and
increased the ship's lateral resistance to
winds. Secondly, the pedestals' rising and
narrowing were part of the floor's rising and
narrowing, the most critical aspect of the
hull's design. The way in which the carpenters fashioned the garboards illustrates that
16th-century carpenters fell back, as if by
professional reflex, upon the graminho to create fair fore-and-aft curves.

Dimensions
The main keel timber measured 14.20 m
(24% codos) from end to end. The forward
scarf covered 47 cm and the aft scarf 54 cm,
leaving a distance between scarves of
13.19 m (23 codos). Within this distance of
23 codos, the incorporated garboards covered
a distance of exactly 20 codos (11.49 m).97 The
moulded dimension, or height, of the keel,
excluding the garboards, increased from
22 cm amidships to 26 cm to 27 cm at the
ends. The sided dimension, or width, of the
keel beneath the garboards was 21 cm to
22 cm. The lower, outboard face was
rounded where the tree's surface was left
unworked. The keel's greatest width,
including the garboards, was about 56 cm
amidships, and its maximum height, including the garboards, was 44 cm at the forward
end and 38 cm at the aft end.
Because the keel's upper and lower faces
were not parallel, it is not immediately clear
which, if either, of the two was conceived as
the ship's baseline. However, the lower face
was parallel to an imaginary line running
between the bow and stern rabbets. These
parallel lines were about 14.5 cm (14 codo)
apart. The distance from the rabbet to the
keel's upper face doubled from 6 cm amidTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 14.1.9 (Facing
Page): Underside of the
keel. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M2163M).

Figure 14.1.10: Interior
tool marks on keel,
and incorporated garboards. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7254W).
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tree's first large branches were visible 9.50 m
along the timber, where the aft garboards
begin to rise. The keel timber was thicker at
the forward end, which was carved from the
lower trunk of the tree. Over half a metre in
diameter at the base, the trunk had a slight
curve near its lower end that was used to
lead into the arc of the stem. The smooth
natural surface typical of beech remained
visible on the lower face and lighter
coloured sapwood was exposed along the
garboard edges (Fig. 14.1.9).

Tool Marks

ships (the thickness of the hull planks) to
12 cm to 13 cm at the forward and aft rabbets. Based on these observations, it seems
that the keel's lower face and the exterior of
the hull planking at the keel formed straight,
parallel lines, and that the keel's upper face
had a controlled rising. The keel's lower face
thus served as its baseline. We see here a
precedent for the concept expressed in the
18th century as the quille portant sur terre
(keel lying on the ground), the baseline of
naval construction. Nevertheless, not all of
the Red Bay vessel's vertical dimensions
were taken from this line. The frame design
was measured from the top of the keel amidships, and deck heights were measured from
the ceiling planks amidships beside the keelson.

Timber
Of all the structural timbers, only the keel
was of European beech (Fagus sylvatica). The

An adze was used to carve the sides of the
keel and the garboards to their desired
shapes, and to create the gentle rising of the
keel's upper face. The regular rhythm of the
adze marks on the upper face was occasionally interrupted, especially in the area of the
rising garboards, indicating that the work of
shaping this rising, narrowing surface proceeded in stages of two to five frame spaces
ata time (Fig. 14.1.10).
Different qualities of adze work are distinguishable. The adzing on the upper face was
rhythmic, leaving a scalloped finish, while
the scarfs were almost mirror-like in their
smoothness. Such accomplished adzing was
observed in only a few areas of the ship,
notably where two timbers were fayed
together. As on the stem, the rabbets were
also adzed and the rabbet lines were made
with either an axe or a flat adze to a depth of
3 cm to 4 cm. Finally, the ends of the garboards were trimmed separately, and somewhat roughly, presumably once the exact
positions of the floor timbers were determined.
Twelve scribed circles and arcs made with a
carpenter's compass were observed between
the 4th and 12th floor timbers forward of the
master frame, on the keel's upper surface
between the rising garboards (Figs. 14.1.8,
14.1.11). A cartouche was scribed with a carpenter's timber scribe at the point where the
garboards began to rise at the aft end of the
keel.
Random tool marks resulting from the use
of the keel as a work surface while shaping
other timbers appeared on the keel's upper
face, between the 7th and 10th frames forward of the master. The location of these

Figure 14.1.11: Scribed
circle on the upper
surface of the keel.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-9111W).
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Figure 14.1.12: Scarf at
forward end of the
keel, viewed from the
starboard side. Note
the rabbet for a separate garboard strake.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7241W).

marks, if not the precise action that created
them, is explained by analyzing the
sequence of the hull's assembly, which
reveals that these floor timbers were probably installed later than those further forward
and aft, leaving this surface open as a working area (see Fig. 14.1.8).

Scarfs
At each end of the main keel timber, a flat
vertical scarf, cut diagonally with square
nibs,98 joined the heel and the stem. These
scarfs were supported on each side by sawn
garboard planks, 5.5 cm thick, rabbeted into
the principal timbers and abutting the
carved garboards.
At the forward end of the keel timber, the
scarf lay at an angle of 8° to the keel's centre
line. The keel timber's tenon was on the starboard side. Three iron nails, 12 mm to
15 mm square in section, were driven horizontally through the scarf from the port
side. One of these nails exited and was
clenched on the starboard side. Four treenails also secured the joint, two of which
functioned as stopwaters in the scarf's forward and aft nibs (Fig. 14.1.12).

stopwater formed by placing a treenail in
the joint near the keel's upper face. Another
horizontal stopwater passed between the
keel and sternpost knee (Fig. 14.1.13).
A flat vertical scarf (diagonal with square
nibs) identical to those found at Red Bay
was illustrated by Joào Baptista Lavanha,
ca. 1620, between the main keel timber with
the heel.99 Conversely, keels shown in the
Album de Colbert, ca. 1670, had hooked horizontal scarfs, cut diagonally, with hooks and
square nibs at each end. This form is also
shown in the 1688 work of Antonio de Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga describing construction
in northern Spain.100 In the 18th century,
Diderot and d'Alembert also showed the latter style of scarf.101
Archaeological sources also reveal a diversity of keel scarf forms. Their vertical or horizontal orientation have been compared,
drawing upon C. Nepean Longridge's
apparent surprise at finding vertical scarfs

At the keel timber's aft end, the scarf was
also vertical, and lay diagonally at 9° to the
keel's centre line, with the keel's tenon on
the port side. Six iron nails 12 mm square in
section were driven through the scarf from
the starboard side, three above and three
below the rabbet. The nails passed through
the keel and were countersunk at both ends.
The scarf's forward nib had a horizontal
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Figure 14.1.13: Aft end
of keel, viewed from
the starboard side.
Note the damage,
probably due to the
vessel's initial grounding. The transverse
groove on the left
marks the forward
edge of the sternpost
knee. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M9110W).

in the 18th-century English ship HMS Victory.102 Vertical keel scarfs similar to those
used in the Red Bay vessel were found on
the Highborn Cay and Cattewater wrecks. A
more recent English ship, the Saphire (1696),
also had vertical keel scarfs.103 On the other
hand, the keel of the ca. 1516 Genoese wreck
found at Villefranche had a horizontal scarf,
with complex secondary attributes. 104 These
scattered examples do not allow a chronological or geographical typology, but a horizontal orientation may have been chosen
when the ship had a false keel.

Fasteners
An iron nail and a treenail passed through
the garboard into each floor timber on both
the port and starboard sides. The iron nails,
12 mm square in section, were centred in the
floor timber, and were presumably inserted
first to hold the timbers in place. The treenails, 25 mm in diameter, were offset from
the centre of the floor timber: if the starboard treenail was forward of centre, the
port treenail was aft, and vice versa, suggesting that these treenails were installed as
a group. The fastener holes had triangular or
rectangular countersinks, made with a few
strokes of a small axe or adze.
The spacing of the floors revealed by the fasteners and the imprints of the floor timbers
upon the keel was not constant. Along the
keel's flat central part, the room and space
was about 36 cm (.625 codo), while in the
area of the rising garboards the spacing
increased to about 39 cm. The average spacing from one end to the other of the carved
garboards was 38 cm, or about two-thirds of
a codo. At the ends of the vessel, where the
floor timbers rested on the sternpost knee
and the stem respectively, the spacing
increased to 41 cm to 42 cm (Fig. 14.1.14).
Seven bolts passed vertically through the
keel, continuing through the floor timbers
and the keelson. The bolt holes measured
25 mm to 30 mm in diameter at the lower
end, and about 5 mm less at the upper face
of the keelson. Amidships, the shortest bolt
measured 62 cm in length and, at the ends of
the keelson, reached 72 cm where the floor
began to rise. The round bolt heads, 50 mm
in diameter, were countersunk into the
keel's lower face, and driven from below.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

The bolts occurred at every third, fourth, or
fifth floor timber.
Bolts passing through the full thickness of
the keel, keelson, and the floor timbers were
observed in other 16th-century sites, including the Padre Island, Highborn Cay, Cattewater, Villefranche, and Yassi Ada wrecks,
attesting that the technique was widespread.

Analysis: Material and Typology
The use of beech (Fagus sylvatica) for the keel
timber is unusual. Although the beech proliferates in the natural forests of Gipuzkoa
and Navarre, they thrive at higher altitudes
than oak. In naval timber contracts from
16th-century Gipuzkoa, the keel was normally supplied by the same plantation that
furnished the vessel's other large timbers, all
of which were of oak in this case. These
observations confirm the unusual nature of
this archaeological example. The use of a
beech tree was possibly due to a local shortage of certain types of oak. The keel was the
largest timber in the ship, requiring a
straight trunk over 15 m long with a diameter of at least 75 cm. Oaks of this size were
normally reserved for producing planks,
possibly dictating the choice of beech for the
keel.
Another possible explanation may have
related to the unusual shape of the Red Bay
keel. Beech, with its fine grain, is suitable for
carving into complex shapes such as the garboards incorporated into the keel timber.
Moreover, as with elm, beech is resistant to
rot as long as it remains submerged, as
opposed to oak which can withstand cycles
of wet and dry.105 It is, however, impossible
to assume that the choice of beech for the
keel of the Red Bay ship was a general Biscayan practice. The other wrecks in Red Bay
appear to have oak keels, and among other
16th-century Iberian vessels excavated, all
had oak keels. The beech keel from Red Bay
remains an unexplained exception.
More intriguing than the material was the
form of the keel timber, sculpted to incorporate the garboard strakes and evolving from
a T-shaped section amidships to a V shape at
the ends. While the Red Bay keel is not
unique from a typological standpoint, similar examples tend to be significantly older. It
is tempting to find in this form an echo of
111-35

Figure 14.1.14: The
keel (left), with keelson superimposed
(right), showing the
locations of the floor
timbers and bolts.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-5, 24M-91-1035a).
Scale 1:75 and 1:40
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the ancient dugouts used in maritime cultures throughout Europe.106 A carved keel,
evolving from a T shape amidships to V
shape at the ends, was typical of Norse
ships, ca. A.D. 900-1250, but in this context it
was associated with lapstrake construction.
It was also found in later medieval ships
from northwestern Europe, in certain Baltic
cogs, and in nefs or keels from the Atlantic,
ca. A.D. 1100-1400, following the typology of
Detlev Ellmers107 (Fig. 14.1.14).

form of garboard is recorded in 16th-century
wrecks such as the Western Ledge Reef,
Highborn Cay, and Studland Bay wrecks,
and even the Mary Rose where the garboard
strake consisted of a sawn plank that was
warped to the desired shape.112 These forms
lead to a three-part typology:
1.

carved garboards, incorporated into
keel (Red Bay and medieval Norse
examples);

While the idea of a cultural transmission
from Vikings to Basques seems a lengthy
detour, the Norse founded the port of Bayonne in the tenth century, and the town
charters of Gipuzkoan ports also date to this
period, when the Norman maritime tradition ruled the Atlantic. Basque shipbuilders
of the Middle Ages followed the northwestern European tradition, based on the typologies of Ellmers and analysis of ships on
medieval town seals by Herbert Ewe.108

2.

carved garboards, joined to a separate,
rabbeted keel (Villefranche wreck; Padre
Island wreck; Cavalaire-sur-Mer wreck;
Kyrenia wreck);

3.

sawn and warped garboard planks,
joined to a rabbeted keel (Mary Rose;
Highborn Cay wreck; Studland Bay
wreck; Western Ledge Reef wreck).

Analysis: The Keel's Conception
From the standpoint of the technologies that
underpinned the Basque naval timber trade,
the complex, carved form of the keel timber
is similar in inspiration to other massive,
oddly shaped timbers found at Red Bay
such as the keelson and the waterways. In
contrast, Mediterranean sites such as Villefranche have mostly revealed the use of
evenly shaped timbers that were sawn
rather than hewn. Similarly, in Dutch shipbuilding the use of compass, or grown, timbers was relatively rare, due to the high cost
of obtaining and transporting curved timbers.109 Thus, the massive Red Bay timbers
speak of an abundant nearby wood supply,
while their elaborate natural and carved
shapes evoke the survival of more ancient
methods of preparing pieces than in the timber-poor,
but
technologically
more
advanced Mediterranean and Low Countries.
The garboard strakes are part of a continuum of technical complexity. On one hand,
we may compare the Red Bay example to
the garboards found on the Padre Island,
Villefranche, and Cavalaire-sur-Mer wrecks.
These Renaissance examples are preceded
by the fourth-century B.C. Kyrenia wreck.110
In all these comparisons, the complex form
of the garboard strake was achieved by carving a heavy timber to the desired, twisting
shape, and fastening it to the rabbet of the
keel timber.111 On the other hand, another
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

A close look at the dimensions and features
of the Red Bay keel generates other data that
can be compared with manuscripts of the
period, placing this timber in the technological culture of the 16th century. Study of the
keel's dimensions raises issues of naval
metrology in Biscay and the geometry used
by 16th-century ship carpenters. The conception of the keel consists of three elements:
1.

the lengthwise measures;

2.

the upper surface of the main keel timber, between the rising garboards, consisting of the rising and narrowing; and

3.

the rising and narrowing of the garboards (the greatest height and breadth
of the timber).

Lengthwise

Measures

Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts placed
great importance on the length of the keel.
To compare the archaeology with this aspect
of the archival record, the points between
which the keel length was measured must
be identified.
The forward point of the Red Bay keel
appears to be the aft end of the keel-stem
scarf. At this point, the rabbet line begins to
form the rising curve of the stem; equally,
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the upper face of the stem immediately
begins to rise from the end. From this point
forward, the stem's greatest extension
equals 9 codos; the height of this greatest forward extension is also 9 codos above the
keel's baseline. Thus, the stem forms a quarter of a circular arc.
The keel's aft end is defined by the intersection of the keel and sternpost rabbets. If a
line were drawn straight down from this
point, it would intersect the keel's baseline
within 5 cm of the outside angle of the sternpost and the keel, excluding the skeg. Thus,
the keel's length may be defined as the distance between the stem and the sternpost
rabbet, which also presents a plausible interpretation of the keel lengths specified in
16th-century Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts. Measured between these points, the
Red Bay keel measures 14.73 m or 25V¿ codos
in length. The master frame was centred at
three-sevenths of this length, from bow to
stern.

Rising and Narrowing
Upper Surface

of the

Keel's

Amidships, the keel's flat upper surface was
about 22 cm to 23 cm above the timber's
baseline. This height increased gradually to
about 26 cm to 27 cm at the forward and aft
ends. Due to the unevenness of the keel's
lower face, it is impossible to measure the
rising precisely, but it is approximately 4 cm
to 5 cm (about two dedos).
The forward and aft narrowing of the keel's
flat upper surface does not have a parallel in
any of the shipbuilding texts of the period.
Paradoxically, this minor calculation reveals
much about the relation between the ship
carpenter's craft and the shipbuilding treatises of the time. This relationship is
revealed by the circles scribed onto the
upper surface of the keel.

These circles or partial circles have diameters of 6 cm, 7 cm, 8.5 cm, 9 cm, 11 cm, 12 cm,
13 cm, and 21 cm. The diameter of the largest circle, 21 cm, equals the least distance
Another critical measure was the distance between the garboards at the ends of the
between the ends of the carved garboards keel timber. This is also the width of the pedthat, at 20 codos (11.5 m), anticipated the estal underneath the 15th floor timbers fore
placement of the 31 frame timbers that lay and aft of the master frame, situated at the
on this part of the keel's length. Between the ends of the carved garboards. The greatest
rising garboards, amidships, the keel's flat distance between the garboards, at the sevpart was 10 codos long (5.75 m). This flat area enth frames fore and aft of the master, is
accommodated 14 frames, however, it was twice as great at 42 cm.
not centred between the ends of the garboards, as the forward rising covered 514 Eight floor timbers were located between
codos and the aft rising 4% codos. The master the rising garboards both forward and aft,
frame was precisely centred along the 20- that is, from the 8th to the 15th frames forcodo length of the carved garboards; as a ward and aft of the master. From one floor
result, it was not centred along the keel's flat timber to the next, the distance between garsection. Already while fashioning the keel, boards narrowed. At the 10th, 11th, 12th,
the carpenters anticipated the installation of and 13th floor timbers, the corresponding
seven frames on the keel's flat section aft of distances between the garboards equaled
the master, and six forward. This central the 21-cm diameter of the largest scribed cirgroup of 14 frames represented the only pre- cle plus the diameter of progressively
assembled frames in the hull.
smaller circles: 13.0 cm, 11.0 cm, 8.5 cm, and
6.0 cm. The radii of these smaller circles, that
The cartouche, inscribed near the point is the span between the compass points,
where the stern garboards begin to rise, may have been progressively added to each
appears to have marked either the point side of a 21-cm initial width. Evidently, once
where the calculation for these garboards the garboards were carved, these markings
was to commence, or possibly the point at were adzed away when the floor timbers
which the pre-assembled frames were to end were installed. The floor stations along the
aft of midship. These longitudinal measures garboards corresponded to the eight points
indicate that the keel's elaborate shape was of a simple graminho, comparable to what
not left to chance, but carefully worked out Oliveira called a brusca, in which the value
in relation to the master frame's position increased at each station by the same
and the hull's eventual rising and narrow- amount. In this manner the function of 9 of
the 12 scribed circles is suggested, leaving
ing.
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Figure 14.1.15: Schematic drawings showing the keel's forward
end and the narrowing
of the flat surface
between the carved
garboards. Circles
have been superimposed at the positions
of the 7th to 15th
frames to show our
interpretation of how
scribed circles determined the narrowing
of this surface. The
narrowing decreased
from 42 cm to 21 cm,
in increments that corresponded to the
diameters of the
scribed circles adjacent
to the central 21 cm
circles. The rising
shown here is based
on measures taken on
the keel at each floor
timber and has no
relation to the scribed
circles. (Drawings: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-1, 24M-94103-la, 24M-94-103lb).

unexplained those with diameters of 7 cm,
9 cm, and 12 cm (Fig. 14.1.15).
Rising and Narrowing
Garboards

of the

The baseline for the rising of the garboards
appears to have been the top surface of the
keel, which contained its own calculated rising. At the forward end, the garboards
extended 14.2 cm (V4 codo) above the upper
face of the keel, and 7.2 cm (1/8 codo) at the
after end. After plotting the rising, it appears
that both the forward rising of V4 codo and
the aft rising of 1/8 codo follow straight
lines. The graminhos prepared by the carpenter to control the rising of the garboards do
not seem to be based on a semicircle.
The narrowing of the keel's upper surface,
between the garboards, seems to have determined the narrowing of the garboards along
their upper edge. The garboards' upper and
lower edges were nearly parallel in breadth,
regardless of their rising. The upper distance
between the forward garboards was 14.5 cm
to 15.5 cm greater than the bottom distance;
similarly, between the aft garboards, the
upper separation was always 8 cm to 10 cm
greater than that at the surface of the keel, at
the same vertical station.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

The initial dimension from which the garboards narrowed was the keel's width amidships, about one codo de ribera (56 cm)
including the garboards. Forward of this
point, the keel's total width narrowed to
55 cm where the garboards began to rise,
and 45.8 cm (4/5 codo) at the forward end of
the carved garboards. Aft of midship, the
timber was 50 cm wide where the garboards
began to rise, and 38 cm (about 2/3 codo) at
the stern end of the carved garboards.
These narrowings, when expressed as fractions of the codo amidships, follow the logic
used in creating the narrowing graminhos of
masts, as described by Cano and
Fernandes, 113 and the narrowing graminhos
of the floor timbers described most clearly
by Oliveira, but also by Fernandes, Lavanha,
and Aroztegui. According to this logic, the
Red Bay garboards would have narrowed
by a fifth forward of midship and by a third
aft of midship. The keel was broader at the
forward end, a form understood in the 16th
century to be more hydrodynamic, as indicated by Oliveira's discussion of the supposed hydrodynamic qualities of the form of
a fish, being broadest near the head, and by
Baker's drawing that superimposed a fish
on the hull of a ship.114 While Oliveira and
Baker were referring to the entire hull of the
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ship, the same logic is present in the narrowing of the Red Bay garboards, which presage
the entry and run of the hull.
The calculation of the floor-timber pedestal
has no clear parallel in the Iberian shipbuilding treatises of the time. In the Spanish ordinances of 1613 and 1618 and the Portuguese
treatises of Fernandes (1616) and Lavanha
(ca. 1620), there are no detailed calculations
for the rising of the floor (astilla muerta;
astilha). This dimension was not, moreover,
divided into the two components observed
at Red Bay, namely the dead rising contained in the pedestals (and in the carved
garboards) and the total rising of the floor as
measured to the turn of the bilge. Only the
illustrations of Fernandes seem to break this
height into two segments, albeit without any
textual explanation.

THE HEEL
Joining the keel to the sternpost in the form
of a grown knee was a timber we have called
the heel (Fig. 14.1.16). Its horizontal part
formed part of the keel and incorporated a
triangular skeg extension to protect the
lower end of the rudder. The vertical part
formed part of the sternpost. Similar features were noted on other 16th-century Iberian shipwrecks.
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Figure 14.1.16: Heel
(TT 1010) corresponding to a drawing of the
couce de popa in Joào
Baptista Lavanha,
"Livro primeiro da
arquitectura naval,"
ca. 1598-1620, Figure
12. (Photo: A.E. Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-5618W).

Dimensions
The heel's horizontal part, including the
skeg, measured 1.95 m long and the vertical
part measured 0.95 m in length. In section,
the dimensions of the horizontal part conformed with those of the aft end of the keel:
26 cm moulded (height), 20 cm sided
(width) between the rabbets, and 25 cm
sided (width) overall. The upper part of the
heel had the same dimensions, matching
those of the sternpost. It was carved at a 69°
angle to the keel's baseline. The corresponding rabbet lines formed the same angle.
The horizontal part's upper face contained a
curved rising, with the result that the angle
formed by the inboard faces did not equal
69°. This is the termination of the keel's dead
rising; a similar trait characterizes the Western Ledge Reef wreck. On the Padre Island
and Villefranche wrecks, the inboard angle
of the heel was rounded (Fig. 14.1.17).

Timber
The heel was carved from the trunk and the
first major branch of an oak tree, while the
skeg represented the trunk's continuation.
The grain closely followed the shape of the
timber, but a twisted crack revealed a weakness in the trunk, just above the branch. The
timber's bottom face was not worked; only
the bark was removed and the piece
retained its original rounded form. This
treatment echoed that observed on the stem
and the main keel timber. Presumably the
carpenters knew that a smooth natural surface would protect the principal timbers
against abrasion and marine organisms.

Tool Marks

Figure 14.1.17: Portside view of the heel
(TT 1010), the lower
fragment of the sternpost (TT 33), the sternpost knee (TT 1101),
and the 17th floor timber aft (TT 1086).
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-83-103-2).
Scale 1:20

The sides of the heel were squared and finished with an adze. The rabbet was cut
about 3 cm into the wood with an axe or an
adze, and the wood pared away with an
adze. The surface was adzed to a smooth
finish where the heel was in contact with
adjacent timbers in the scarfs and along the
upper face where the sternpost knee rested.
Caulking scars were visible on the sides of
the upper part where the iron had penetrated between the planking; these lines continued on the sides of the knee. The
gudgeon's course was visible on the heel's
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

upper part, where shallow beds made with
an adze traversed the timber's lateral faces,
to receive the gudgeon straps.

Scarfs
In contrast to the vertical scarfs in the keel
and stem, the diagonal scarf linking the heel
and the sternpost lay horizontally. An
angled lower nib held the sternpost in place
during assembly, before it was firmly locked
on the outboard side by the heel's tenon and
on the inboard side by the sternpost knee.

Fasteners
The four iron nails securing the scarf were
12 mm square in section and 17 cm long,
with 25 mm heads, and they reveal the
sequence of the heel's assembly. First, the
sternpost was scarfed to the heel and two
countersunk nails were driven through the
joint, one from outboard, the other from
inboard. Only later was the heel's inboard
surface adzed to receive the sternpost knee.
This inboard surface was the culmination of
the keel's dead rise, which terminated in a
visible upward curve suggesting that it was
calculated with a graminho based on a semicircle. The operation of carving the top surface of the heel thus occurred after the
sternpost was raised into position.
The two bolts that passed through the heel
and the sternpost knee were similar to those
of the keel, and will be discussed with the
fastenings of the sternpost knee.
The planking over the timber was attached
on each side by treenails and iron nails, conforming to the normal pattern of the hull
nailing. The treenails measured 25 mm in
diameter, penetrating an unknown distance
into the wood, but not passing entirely
through the heel. The iron-nail holes were
12 mm square in section and penetrated
14 cm to 17 cm.

Analysis
The heel timber represents a predominantly
Iberian design feature, described by
Lavanha, who includes a perspective drawing of the timber, as the couce de popa.115 The
Padre Island wreck provides the best-known
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Figure 14.1.18: Model,
detail of heel area
showing relationship
among the heel timbers, port view.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RD1139W).

archaeological parallel of such a timber. The
Western Ledge Reef wreck had a comparable structure, although the heel itself did not
survive. At Red Bay, the vessel known as
29M also had a heel, and it was also of 16thcentury Biscayan provenance. 116
The scarf joining the heel to the sternpost
was not only oriented differently from the
vertical scarfs in the keel and the stem of the
Red Bay vessel, but also from those found in
other 16th-century vessels. In the 29M and
Padre Island wrecks the heel-sternpost scarf
was vertical.
In 16th-century Gipuzkoan notarial documents, the çapata or zapata (shoe) occasionally appears as one of the principal timbers,
and in at least one instance it appears to be a
reference to the heel. In another context
however, the çapata refers to a false keel. In
1823, Timoteo O'Scanlan gave two definitions for the term: a false keel and a heel.117
Thus, the term zapata can be applied with
caution, while the Portuguese conce da popa
clearly refers to the heel timber.
As the subject of a study in shipbuilding
technology, the heel gives rise to certain
reflections. In the history of wood technology, the coincidence of increasing ship size
and rising outlays for the transport of naval
timber resulted in a tendency to use fewer
grown timbers where complex shapes were
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Figure 14.1.19: The
sternpost was found in
three fragments
(TT 23, TT 33, and
TT 664/686), mended
in this drawing, and
viewed from aft in the
projection on left.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M99-103-la).
Scale 1:40

THE STERNPOST
The sternpost was made from a single piece
of oak, but was broken in three during the
ship's wrecking. One fragment near the top
was torn away and thrown to the starboard
with the rudder and upper-port side of the
transom. The sternpost broke again at the
tuck, where the fashion pieces touched the
post, when the remaining part of the transom fell to the port side as the ship's flanks
collapsed to each side (Fig. 14.1.19).

Dimensions
Figure 14.1.20: Rabbet
on sternpost fragment
(TT 23) showing adze
marks on the surface
covered by the planks
of the square transom.
Notice the mortise on
the aft face to receive
the gudgeon. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; 24M-1810W).

required, in favour of joining multiple
straight pieces of wood with more complicated scarfing techniques.118 The Red Bay
heel timber apparently pre-dated this tendency, which would eventually result in a
structure where the keel and sternpost were
directly joined without using a heel timber
to reinforce the angle119 (Fig. 14.1.18).

The sternpost timber reached a length of
about 5.65 m (9.83 codos, a figure whose lack
of logic indicates that the critical measure
lies elsewhere). Its maximum width, below
the tuck, was 24 cm, and above the tuck was
about 28 cm. The moulded (fore-and-aft)
dimension of the timber was about 23 cm
throughout its entire length. At its summit,
the aft edge was bevelled, presumably to
allow more play for the rudder and tiller
assembly.
The lower rabbet below the transom
received the ends of the lower hull planks,
but the rabbet was only 2 cm deep compared
to the 6-cm thickness of the lower hull
planks. Above the tuck, the rabbets received
the planks of the square transom. The rabbets measured 14 cm fore-and-aft, so that the
sternpost stood about 8 cm proud from the
stern planking, presenting a column to
which the rudder was attached (Fig. 14.1.20).
The total length of the sternpost, including
the heel's upper part, measured about
6.15 m (10.7 codos, another illogical value).
The top of the sternpost stood at a height of
5.75 m (10 codos: clearly the critical measure)
above the keel's baseline, a height that represents one of the basic measures used in the
conception of the ship's profile. The upper
end of the sternpost extended about 2.15 m
(334 codos) aft of the keel, measured at each
end of the sternpost rabbet.

Figure 14.1.21: Sternpost sections, above
and below tuck. The
two rabbet lines do not
align. See Figure 14.1.1
for section locations.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M94-103-3b).
Scale 1:10

Timber
The sternpost was made from an oak tree at
least 35 cm in diameter, excluding the sapwood and the bark. The tree was not perfectly straight; even after it was squared,
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 14.1.22: Sternpost knee (TT 1101),
starboard view. Notice
the convex lower surface, the lines of caulking scars and the
single starboard-side
mortise receiving a
tenon on the base of
the 20th floor timber
aft. (Drawing: S. Laurie-Bourque, Parks
Canada; 24M-83-103la).
Scale 1:20

rabbeted, and finished, a slight inward bow
of 5 cm remained in its length. The carpenters did their best to correct the tree's imperfection. At the midpoint, where the natural
shape was most contrary, the carpenters
were obliged to leave waney edges on the
outboard edges to make the best use of the
wood.

Tool Marks
Tool marks on this timber were not recorded
in the field. The photographic record indicates that the surface of the wood was
eroded and the tool marks were not discernible. Only in the case of the upper rabbet,
protected from post-depositional degradation by the covering stern planks, was it
apparent that this feature was carved with
an axe or an adze.

Analysis
Both the lower hull planks and the transverse transom planks butted against the
sternpost, obliging the carpenters to orient
the rabbets accordingly, below and above
the tuck, the point where the fashion pieces
flared to form the transom (Fig. 14.1.21). As
a result, the sectional shape of the sternpost
was different above and below this point.
Unfortunately, the sternpost was broken at
this point, destroying the details of this transition. A comparable transition in the sectional form of the sternpost is shown in the
treatise of Lavanha120.

The Sternpost Knee
Supporting the angle of the keel and sternpost was a large knee that overlapped the
scarfs at each end of the heel timber. The
knee's horizontal part extended forward
nearly to the keel's incorporated garboards,

Figure 14.1.23: General
view of the sternpost
knee, port-side view.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M4817W).
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Figure 14.1.24: Upper
part of the sternpost
knee, forward face.
Note the countersunk
bolt holes. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-4814W).

Timber
The grain of the wood in the sternpost knee
reveals that the timber was derived from the
trunk and a major branch of an oak tree, and
the grain closely followed the finished shape
of the timber. The grain was exceptionally
tight, suggesting that the timber was carefully chosen for its inherent strength.

Tool Marks
The major surfaces were adzed smooth,
obliterating all of the preliminary shaping
marks. At the forward end of the knee was a
step for seating the aftermost V-shaped
floor. The step was roughly carved, and a
drainage channel off the forward edge of the
step was rudely made with an adze. The
mortises for the tenons of the Y frames were
carved with a small axe (Fig. 14.1.23).

Fasteners
When the sternpost knee was first held in
place against the keel and the heel, it was
spiked into place at the forward extremity
with a large nail, 15 mm square in section
and 30 cm long, with a 30-mm head. A similar large spike was driven through the upper
end of the knee and into the sternpost. Scars
in the wood around the holes attest to the
Dimensions
force with which these initial fasteners were
The knee's horizontal part was 2.59 m pounded home. Once pinned in place, the
(4V¿ codos) long, and the upper part 1.34 m knee was secured with four forelock bolts:
(214 codos) long. Its breadth was 27 cm two in the horizontal part and two in the
(0.47 codo) at the outboard edge and vertical part. Three of these bolts measured
decreased to 21.5 cm (0.375 codos) at the 51 cm to 52 cm in length, while the fourth,
inboard edge. The horizontal arm dimin- the uppermost where the knee was more
ished in height from 33 cm at the stern to slender, was 43 cm long. The bolts had a
26 cm at its forward end. This part fitted diameter of 25 mm to 30 mm, and were
snugly onto the concave upper face of the tapered by as much as 5 mm. They were
heel (Fig. 14.1.22). On the upper face were inserted from the outboard, where imprints
six mortises to receive the tenons, or heels, of the circular heads were measured at
that projected from the bottom of each of the 55 mm to 60 mm in diameter and at least
Y-timbers standing on the sternpost knee. 20 mm in thickness. The inboard ends of the
The mortises were offset to one side, with bolts were held in place with a forelock, or
five on the port side, and one to starboard. wedge, and a washer 50 mm in diameter.
They measured 21 cm to 22 cm long, 12 cm The forelocks were countersunk into morto 15 cm deep, about 5 cm wide, and were tises in the wood that were made with a
spaced at intervals of 41 cm.
half-round adze or a gouge, as were the
troughs allowing the forelocks to be inserted
into the bolts (Figs. 14.1.24, 14.1.25, 14.1.26,
14.1.27, 14.1.28). A stopwater 25 mm in
diameter appeared in the lower arm, placed
over the keel-heel scarf. Another was placed
and served as a base for the six Y-shaped
crotches in the after part of the hull. Similar
sternpost knees were recorded on the Western Ledge Reef, Calvi I, and 29M wrecks.
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ward of the sternpost knee was the 15th
frame aft of the master frame. This floor timber's forward counterpart lay immediately
aft of the keel-stem joint. Thus the sternpost
knee and the stem shared a symmetrical
relationship centred around the master
frame.

Figure 14.1.26: Crotch
(TT 1083)suspended
over reassembled
stern timbers. In the
photo is Albert Wilson, head of surface
recording operations,
whose crew photographed and prepared
1 : 10 scale drawings
of nearly 3,000 timbers. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M1905M).

between the upper arm and the sternpost
knee above the keel-sternpost scarf. The
upper arm served as the pedestal for the
sternmost floor timber.

As in the Calvi I wreck, it was impossible to
precisely identify the Red Bay vessel's tailframes, although one of the three pairs of
possible candidates is the 15th frames forward and aft of the master frame. These
frames, whatever their status in the hull's
conception, were certainly used as reference
frames during construction, and their positions relative to the stem and the sternpost
knee were critical to the initial organization
of the framing. While laying down the keel
and the principal timbers, the carpenters
already had a detailed conception of the
hull's longitudinal divisions and had plotted the frame positions relative to these divisions.

Analysis
A comparative 16th-century sternpost knee
from the Calvi I wreck also carried the
design of the aft part of the vessel in its
dimensions. In this case, where only the
stern of the vessel was found, the length of
the sternpost knee aided in identifying possible candidates for the couple de balancement,
or aft tailframe.121 The Red Bay case allows a
greater understanding of the question. The
first floor placed directly on the keel for-

CONCLUSION

Baselines
The designers and builders of the Red Bay
vessel paid attention to three lines in the
principal timbers, each of which served a
different purpose:

Figure 14.1.27: Detail
of heel assembly, port
view. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M1855M).
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Ship

Angle

Overhang*

Decks

Toneladas

Red Bay (24M) wreck

69°

14.6 %

3

200-250

Padre Island wreck

74°

-

-

-

Villefranche wreck

75°-78°

-

62°

-

4

Western Ledge Reef wreck

-

-

García de Palacio

73°

16.7%

4

450

Lavanha

73°

11.4%

4

950

Fernandes, fol. 71

72°

13.8 %

4

-

Fernandes, fol. 88

73°

11.6%

3?

500

Fernandes, fol. 92

71°

13.8 %

3

400

Fernandes, fol. 97

69°

16.1 %

3

350

Fernandes, fol. 99

72°

10.3 %

2?

300

Fernandes, fol. 104

76°

6.7 %

2

100

Fernandes, fol. 108

69°

10.1 %

2

-

Fernandes, fol. 110

68°

10.3 %

1

50

Fernandes, fol. 113

69°

6.7 %

2

-

Fernandes, fol. 114

71°

9.0 %

3

-

Baker, fol. 125

71°

9.4 %

3+?

-

Baker, fol. 24, fols. 128-129

75°

8.9 %

3+?

Baker, fol. 78

73°

8.0 %

2

-

Baker, fol. 24

71°

12.5%

2+?

Baker, fol. 139

71°

5.0 "A,

2

Baker, fol. 132

71°

5.8 %

2+?

Baker, fol. 133

72°

5.5 %

2

-

Baker, fol. 144

71°

8.5 %

1+?

-

Oliveira

77°

8.9 %

4

-

-

Table 14.1.2: Comparison of angles of sternposts.
* % of keel length.

•

the outboard face of the keel, the stem,
and the sternpost. This was the hull's
primary profile that defined the hull's
overall length (esloria) in building the
ship, measured to the posts' greatest
fore and aft extensions. The keel's baseline was also used to project the stem
arc and the sternpost height.

•

the rabbet line and, in the keel's Tshaped central section, the outer surface of the hull planking. This line was
parallel to the keel's baseline. Along the
stem and sternpost as well, the rabbet
was parallel to these timbers' outboard
faces.

•

the inboard surface of the principal timbers (excluding the sternpost knee).
Amidships, this surface corresponded
to the transverse baseline for projecting
the master frame. Forward and aft, the
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keel's top surface had a rising and, as a
result, it was not parallel to the keel's
base and rabbet lines. The inboard faces
of the stem and sternpost were used in
gauging the ship's tonnage, specifically
when measuring the length (esloria) of
the main deck.
These observations suggest that the outboard and inboard surfaces each had a primary role in the hull's conception, while the
rabbet line was of secondary conceptual
importance.

The Ship's Profile
The profile of the ship formed by the principal timbers can be briefly summarized. The
keel measured 14.73 m (25Vi codos) from the
aft end of the stem scarf to the stern rabbet,
from which the skeg protruded 40 cm. The
THE HULL

third of the keel length for the stem's rake,
and 2/7 of the sternpost height for the stern
rake.124 As a result, no neat proportion exists
between the keel and hull lengths (105 and
153 palmos). On the other hand, García de
Palacio, presaging Thomé Cano's Biscayan
rule of as, dos, tres (a ratio 1 ; 2 :3 for the
breadth, keel length, and overall length), set
the sternpost's overhang at a sixth of the
keel length, and the stem's rake as a third of
the keel length.125 The Red Bay vessel, while
exhibiting a 2 : 3 ratio between the keel
length and overall length, does not possess a
simple ratio between the aft and forward
rakes which, at 3% and 9 codos respectively,
bear a 5 : 12 ratio.
Figure 14.1.28: Detail
of heel assembly, starboard view, showing
stern rabbet, heelsternpost scarf and
caulking scar. Note the
way the grain of the
sternpost knee closely
follows the shape of
the timber. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1846M).

sternpost rose at a 69° angle to the keel, to a
vertical height of 5.75 m (10 codos), and a
horizontal distance about 2.15 m (3% codos)
aft of the keel.

Several researchers have sought to establish
an historical rule for the angle of the sternpost using archaeological and documentary
evidence.126 Table 14.1 tends to indicate that
the greater the number of decks, the closer
The arc of the stem extended from the keel's to vertical was the sternpost, with a range of
baseline and rose in a circular arc with a 9- 62° to 78°. The Red Bay ship, with three
codo radius. The stem extended forward of decks, falls in the middle of this range.
the keel by 5.16 m, a maximum extension Period texts do not contain a common
that occurred at a height of 5.18 m (9 codos) approach to determining the rake of the
above the keel's baseline. Although the sur- sternpost. While García de Palacio gave the
viving stem continued only about half a overhang as a proportion of the keel's length
metre above this point, it clearly curved (1/6), Oliveira prescribed an angle (6/7 of a
inward slightly before terminating at or just right angle) and Lavanha calculated the
above the upper deck, at least 6.6 m (HVi overhang as a fraction of the sternpost's
codos) above the keel's baseline. The total height (2/7). The Red Bay example may coroutside length of the hull, measured from respond to Lavanha's approach, as the sternthe top of the sternpost to the foremost point post's overhang was 3/8 of its height
of the stem, was 22.04 m (about 3814 codos). (3% codos and ten codos respectively).
Thus, the keel to hull length ratio was
approximately 2 : 3.
The conception of the principal timbers thus
included, first of all, their overall proporThe profile of the Red Bay vessel was com- tions according to which the keel length
pared with those of ships described in the (251/2 codos) and overall length (3814 codos)
Iberian shipbuilding treatises. The silhou- formed a neat 2 : 3 relation. The bow and
ettes of these ships vary to the extent that it stern overhangs formed a 12 : 5 relation, and
is difficult to propose a typical 16th-century the height and rake of the sternpost were
profile.122 Among all the ship profiles fixed at 8 : 3 . This proportional approach
described in these treatises, that described produced a precise 10-codo height for the
by Joâo Baptista Lavanha is closest to the sternpost and a precise 9-codo radius for the
Red Bay vessel, although the ship he stem. The simplicity of the latter measures,
describes was much larger.123 The 400-ton both of which are vertical, suggests that this
ship of García de Palacio resembles the Red dimension was the basis for all the ship's
Bay ship in its 2 : 3 proportion between the overall proportions. Thus, the deck heights
keel and hull lengths, but Garcia de Palacio's reflect the shipwright's point of departure in
four-decked vessel has a proportionally designing the Red Bay hull.
deeper hold. The variable manner in which
these two authors determined their hull pro- Secondly, the conception is also reflected in
files helps to understand the Red Bay find- the keel. The incorporated garboards were
ings not in terms of a universal rule, but carefully laid out using graminhos, whose
rather of an internal logic. Lavanha used a narrowing divisions were conserved in the
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Dimension

Metres

Codos

Total length of keel 127

14.73

25.50

Rake of stem

5.16

9.00

Rake of sternpost

2.15

3.75

21.97

38.25

21.25

37

5.16

9.00

Height of sternpost

5.75

10.00

Maximum beam amidships (manga)

7.56

13.16

Width of floor at master frame

2.30

4.00

Overall length, outside

(shipbuilder's csloria)

Line of main deck, inside, from stem to sternpost (tonnage csloria)
Height of stem's greatest overhang

129

Height of ceiling planks at master frame

0.52

0.90

Height of orlop beam amidships

2.82

4.9

Height of main deck amidships

4.54

7.9

Height to top of main deck beam, above top of master floor timber (puntal)

4.01

7

Height of weather deck amidships

6.27

10.9

Forward rising of main deck

+ /-0.80

+ /-1.5

Forward rising of first wale

1.35

2.34

Aft rising of main deck

0.86

1.5

Aft rising of first wale

1.15

2

Registry tonnage. [(VS manga x esloria x puntal) / 8] x 0.95

202.4 toneladas

Charter tonnage (burthen). Registry tonnage x 1.2

242.9 toneladas

Table 14.1.3: Basic dimensions and tonnage of the Red Bay (24M) vessel.
form of circles inscribed on the keel. The
keel itself also had a dead rising. The design
elements found in the keel do not have clear

documentary counterparts and the Red Bay
example therefore adds significantly to
knowledge of 16th-century hull design.

NOTES
90

91

Measuring to two intersections of a rabbet line and
an outboard surface would result in keel lengths of
14.69 m or 14.82 m. This range is approximately
equal to 25'/2 to 2534 codos. The keel length was
rounded down to 25lA codos because all keel
measures in Basque shipbuilding contracts are
given in full or half codo lengths.
Jay Rosloff and J. Barto Arnold III, "The Keel of the
San Esteban (1554): Continued Analysis," The
International Journal of Nautical Archaeology and
Underwater Exploration, Vol. 13, No. 4 (1984),
pp. 287-296; Gordon P. Watts, Jr., "The Western
Ledge Reef Wreck: A Preliminary Report on
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Investigation of the Remains of a 16th-Century
Shipwreck in Bermuda," The International Journal of
Nautical Archaeology, Vol. 22, No. 2 (1993), pp. 103124.
92

Timoteo O'Scanlan gives curva coral for the
sternpost knee. Timoteo O'Scanlan, Diccionario
marítimo español (Madrid: Imprenta Real, 1831;
reprint, Madrid: Museo Naval, 1974), p. 199.

93

Manoel Fernandes, "Livro de traças de Carpentaria,"
1616, ed. Manuel Leitâo as Livro de traças de
carpintería de Manuel Fernandes (Lisbon: Academia
de Marinha, 1989).
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timbers from pulling apart. Thirdly, the nibs or
butts were described as perpendicular to the
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scarf typologies, see especially Cecil Alec Hewett,
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Study (Newton Abbot, Devon.: David & Charles,
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shipbuilding scarfs, see C. Nepean Longridge, The
Anatomy of Nelson's Sltips (Watford, Herts.: Model &
Allied Publications, 1955; rev. éd., ed. E. Bowness,
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Press, 1994), p. 292; Charles Desmond, Wooden Shipbuilding (New York: Rudder Publishing Co., 1919;
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102 C. Nepean Longridge, loc. cit.; Charles Desmond,
op. cit., p. 46, describes a chronological shift from
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103 Robert Grenier, Chief, Underwater Archaeological
Service, Parks Canada, Ottawa, personal
communication, 1993.
104 M. Guérout, É. Rieth and J.-M. Gassend, op. cit.,
pp. 25-28.
105 François André Michaux, The North American Sylva,
or, a Description of the Forest Trees of the United States,
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(Amsterdam: Foundation VOC-Ship Amsterdam,
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14.2 The Frames: Atlantic Design Principles and Basque
Fabrication Methods
Brad Loewen

Having looked at the principal longitudinal
timbers, we turn now to the remaining hull
structures. These are divided into four
groups: the frame timbers, the hull planks,
the fasteners, and the transom stern.
The frame timbers will be examined in this
section. The extant remains forming the starboard side of the hull included five components, from the floor of the ship to the
superstructure:
1.

all 48 original floor timbers, including
the Y-shaped and V-shaped frames at
the stern and the bow;

2.

all 49 original first futtocks on
board side, which overlapped
of the floor timbers and flared
and up (the port side contained
number of first futtocks);

3.

40 of the 46 original second futtocks on
the starboard side, which overlapped
the ends of the first futtocks, rose to
form the broadest part of the hull, then
curved inward; most of the upper ends
were broken or eroded;

4.

16 of the 29 original third futtocks on the
starboard side, which overlapped the
ends of the second futtocks and continued the inward angle of the tumblehome; only broken timbers were found,
and 13 timbers were known only by
their associated fasteners in the hull
planks; and

Timber

The dimensions of the frame timbers are
summarized in Table 14.2.1.
A prominent characteristic of the frame timbers is that most were not assembled to each
other. With a few important exceptions, they
were held in position only by way of their
fastenings to the hull planks and the hull's
internal structures. Nor did the frame timbers butt against those immediately above
and below. Between the levels where successive timbers overlapped, forming a double
array of frames, were levels where only single timbers were found (Fig. 14.2.1).
In the lowest overlapped level, at the turn of
the bilge, the floor timbers and first futtocks
doubled over a distance of 1.0 m to 1.2 m
(about 2 codos). It is in this level that a dovetail mortise linked the timbers of 14 frames,
from the 7th frame aft of the master through
to the 6th frame forward. These were the
only assembled frame timbers in the entire
hull. Next, the first and second futtocks
overlapped at the height of the lower deck.
Here, the distance of overlap ranged from
0.7 m to 1.4 m, with the great majority
between 1.0 m and 1.3 m (about 2 codos). The
third overlap, between the second and third
futtocks, was of similar length, and occurred
at the height of the second, or main deck.

Sided Width

Moulded Thickness Length

Original Number

19 - 21 cm

20 cm

3.15 m

48

18 -19 cm

20 cm

3.6 - 3.95 m

49

at top

16-17 cm

14 -16 cm

15-19 cm

14- 17 cm

2.55-3.15 m

46

aft of midship

13-15 cm

14 - 16 cm

> 2.8 m

forward of midship

15-17 cm

16-18 cm

Second futtocks
Third futtocks

approximately 10 to 15 top timbers situated in the areas of the forecastle and the
stern quarterdeck, of which only scattered
fragments
were
identified,
although the existence of others could
be deduced from associated fastenings
in the hull planks.

at bottom

Floor timbers
First futtocks

the starthe ends
outward
an equal

5.

unknown

Top timbers

19
10
10-15?

Table 14.2.1: Dimensions of frame timbers (floor timbers and starboard futtocks).
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The third futtocks extended to a height just
above the third, or upper deck, beyond
which there is little evidence of the framing
(Fig. 14.2.2).
The first goal of the study of the frame timbers was to understand their architectural
conception as individual pieces, as frames,
and as a coherent hull structure, and to
relate this conception to manuscript and
archival evidence of 16th-century ship
design in Biscay and the Atlantic. Our
method for discovering the frames' geometric conception followed two steps. The master frame being the key to understanding the
hull's design, our first step was to deconstruct this frame's component system of
arcs, at at 1 : 10 scale, using a method by
which the frame was first laid out on paper.
The floor, or flat central portion of the frame,
was readily identified. Then, by superimposing a transparent sheet on which circular
arcs based on a regular succession of radii
were drawn, in increments of half a codo, the
four-arc conception of the master frame was
discovered. These arcs are, from bottom to
top, the bilge arc (radius of 4Vi codos), futtock
arc (radius of 11 codos), the breadth arc
(radius of 6Vi codos), and the tumblehome arc
(a second arc with a radius of AVz codos).
The second step toward understanding the
hull design involved tracing the evolution of
each of these four arcs in the frames forward
and aft of the master, as well as the evolution of the floor. In particular, we traced the
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rising and narrowing of the floor, as well as
the reciprocal lengthening or shortening of
the chords of adjacent arcs, according to a
moulding procedure called hauling down
(or hauling up) the futtock.132 In following
these evolutions from one frame to the next,
from the master frame to the bow and the
stern, the graminhos used by the shipwright
to determine these increments could be partially reconstructed. While it was possible to
reconstruct the essential elements of the
moulding method along the full length of
the hull, the state of our present knowledge
did not permit the identification of the tailframes (postreras, couples de balancement,
almogamas) where the central group of calculated frames (maderas de cuenta) ended and
the empirically derived frames forward and
aft began.133
In addition to studying the hull design
encoded in the frame timbers - the shipwright's art - we developed ways of studying how the hull was fabricated and
assembled - the ship carpenter's art. One
aspect of the carpenters' work concerned the
execution of the hull design, which involved
the precise sculpting of each frame timber
and its equally precise three-dimensional
placement without fixing it to any other
frame timber (except in the 14 mortised
frames). A second, related aspect was the
sequence of the hull's assembly, which leads
us to question the distinction that is often
rigidly expressed between "shell-first" and
"skeleton-first" construction styles. Both
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Figure 14.2.1: Schematic frame timber
plan, starboard side,
with frames numbered
forward and aft of the
master frame (M).
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-1).

Figure 14.2.2: Midship
section reconstruction
showing the timbers of
the master frame,
looking forward. Note
the areas of overlap
between frame timbers. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-88-103-5a).
Scale 1:50

these carpentry aspects - controlling the
hull's shape and its sequence of assembly were partially resolved in the construction
of the Red Bay vessel by the extensive use of
ribbands, especially in the areas of floating
or unassembled futtocks. The ship's internal
structures also entered into the hull-assembly sequence. A third and final aspect of the
carpenter's art that we have studied is the
division of labour along the entire chain of
shipbuilding operations, starting from the
production of naval timber in Gipuzkoa's
celebrated oak forests, and ending in the
hull's launch from the beach where it had
been erected. Thus, beyond identifying the
individual carpentry techniques so richly
attested by the Red Bay remains, we have
analyzed those techniques to reconstruct
some of the socio-professional dynamics
that characterized the 16th-century Biscayan
shipbuilding trades. This archaeological
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approach to studying the carpenter's art
ultimately sent us back to Basque notarial
and judiciary records with a multitude of
new questions and hypotheses.

TIMBERS
Floor Timbers
The Red Bay vessel had 48 floor timbers, all
of which were recovered. The master floor
timber was the 23rd floor timber from the
stern. We have found it useful, however, to
identify each floor timber in relation to the
master, as did the shipbuilding treatise writers of the period. For example, we refer to
the floor timbers as the 1st or 2nd aft of the
master, and so on, by which method the
master floor timber has the value of zero. We
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Figure 14.2.3: The
series of mortised floor
timbers, stern views
with Timber Tag numbers. The two aft floor
timbers in this group
contain a rising.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M92-103-5).
Scale 1:25
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Figure 14.2.4: The series
of rising floor timbers,
aft of the mortised
series. The arrows indicate the location of the
flower-line ribband.
The 35-mm plugs were
located on the forward
faces of the crotches,
and are also indicated
here, although the view
is from astern. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada;
24M-95-103-21b).
Scale 1:25

will use the same method in discussing the
futtocks, by using the master frame as our
reference.

and aft of the master, the futtocks were
attached to the face away from the master
(Fig. 14.2.3).

The floor timbers fall into four groups on the
basis of their shapes. The first group consists
of the master floor timber and the 1st floor
timber on each side whose dimensions were
identical to those of the master. These three
timbers were characterized by a flat floor
and slightly rising ends, or wrungheads.

In the third group, beginning with the 7th
floor timbers forward and aft, the flat floor
was replaced by an upward-angling section
on each side of the keel, a function called the
rising of the floor. These rising floor timbers
extended from the 7th to the 15th floor timbers forward and aft. They corresponded
approximately to those floor timbers lying
between the rising, sculpted garboards,
which were the 8th to 15th timbers aft and
the 7th to 15th forward. Each of these floor
timbers had a pedestal that fit between the
garboards. The floor timbers whose risings
produced a 90° angle between the two
halves of the timber were the 15th aft and
the 16th forward, situated at or near the end
of the sculpted garboards.

A second group of ten floor timbers, five on
each side of the three central floors, also possessed a flat floor but, in these timbers, the
floor narrowed incrementally from one
frame to the next. These two groups, comprising 13 floor timbers, corresponded
approximately to the central frames in
which the floor timber and first futtock were
assembled by means of a dovetail mortise.
This assembly was found in 14 frames from the 7th frame aft of the master to the
6th frame forward. The master floor timber
itself had mortises on both its forward and
aft faces, so that four futtocks were connected to it. On the floor timbers forward

Site

Molasses
Reef

Highborn
Cay

Western Ledge Red Bay Studland
Bay
Reef
(29M)

Sided

16

16

16

18

Moulded

17

17

18

18

Finally, beginning with the 16th floor timbers and continuing to the stern and the
stem were the crotches. These timbers
formed the narrow areas in the forward and
aft parts of the hull, known respectively as

Red Bay Red Bay
Cattewater
(24M)
(27M)

Villefranche

Mary Rose

20

20

20

20

20

25-49

18

20

20

20

20

32

Table 14.2.2: Comparison of Red Bay floor scantlings with other sites (cm).
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Figure 14.2.5: The
series of rising floor
timbers, forward of the
mortised series. The
35-mm plugs were
located on the aft faces
of the crotches, and are
indicated here,
although the view is
from forward. (Drawings: C. Piper, Parks
Canada;
24M-95-103-21;
24M-95-103-21a).
Scale 1:25

the entry and the run. The forward crotches
were placed on the stem and were V-shaped,
with an increasingly acute angle between
their two rising ends. The aft crotches were
mounted on the sternpost knee and had a Yshaped profile (Figs. 14.2.4,14.2.5).
Scantlings
The breadth of the master floor timber was
about 3.15 m. This measure decreased grad111-58

ually in the floor timbers forward and aft.
The sided dimension of the floor timbers,
measured fore-and-aft, was constant at
about 19 cm to 20 cm (1/3 codo).
The moulded dimension of the master floor
timber, measured perpendicular to the hull
planking, was also about 19 cm to 20 cm.
This measure was maintained as far as the
7th timbers forward and aft. From this point
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Figure 14.2.6: Intervals between floor
timbers, centre to centre along the keel.
Despite the somewhat
irregular spacing, the
tendancy was for the
floor timbers to be further apart, the further
they were from the
master frame. The
average interval from
the 15th frame aft to
the 15th frame forward, was about
38 cm, or about twothirds of a codo. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-94-1096).

on, the floor timbers generally increased in
height over the keel, attaining about 44 cm
(3A codo) at the 15th floor forward and aft.
The Y-shaped crotches of the stern measured
up to 1.45 m from their base to the crotch
between the two arms of the Y.
In comparative 16th-century sites, the floors
measured from 16 cm to 20 cm, with the
exception of the Mary Rose whose scantlings
were noticeably greater and more variable
(Tab. 14.2.2):
Room and

Space

The interval from the centre of one floor timber to the next measured along the keel,
known as the room and space, gradually
increased from an average of 36.8 cm for the
mortised floor timbers to about 42 cm at the
stern and 45 cm at the bow. Figure 14.2.6
shows each interval and, secondly, the moving average of each group of five consecutive intervals. The intervals varied quite
widely and, even within the group of mortised frames, they ranged from 33 cm to
40 cm. In general, the intervals tended to
increase toward the ends of the keel to
accommodate the incremental inclination
and canting of the futtocks inserted here. As
well, we notice three plateaus among the
moving averages of five consecutive intervals:
•

from the master to the 6th frame forward (six intervals): 38.5 cm
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•

from the master to the 7th frame aft
(seven intervals): 35.3 cm

•

from the 6th to the 15th frame forward
(nine intervals): 39.2 cm

•

from the 7th to the 15th aft (eight intervals): 37.8 cm

•

from the 15th to the 25th frame forward
(ten intervals): 42.8 cm

•

from the 15th to the 21st frame aft (six
intervals): 41.0 cm

These plateaus show that the interval average was some 2 cm to 3 cm greater at any
given frame forward of the master than at
the comparable frame aft.
A similar phenomenon was observed in the
Western Ledge Reef wreck, where the interval between the nail-holes on the keel also
increased by plateaus forward and aft of the
master frame. From the master to the 5th
frame aft, the spacing averaged 31.5 cm.
From the 5th to the 12th frame aft, the spacing averaged 38 cm. Forward of the master
to the 6th floor timber, the spacing averaged
36 cm. From the 6th to the 8th floor timbers,
the intervals were erratic, before increasing
dramatically to about 50 cm from the 8th to
the 10th frames forward of the master.
In the Western Ledge Reef wreck, mortises
were found on the master floor timber as
111-59

Figure 14.2.7: The floor
timbers around midship were not at right
angles to the keel, but
were "skewed" so that
the starboard ends
were further foward.
The angles are shown
as recorded on the
keelson and the keel,
with 90° being square
with the keel. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-91-1091).

well as five floors aft and at least three floors
forward of the master frame (beyond this
floor, evidence was not perserved). As in the
case of the Red Bay wreck, a relationship
was observed between the plateaus and the
presence of mortises in the floor timbers.
Although evidence of canted frames was not
preserved in the Western Ledge Reef site,
the frames apparently inclined at a sharper
angle than at Red Bay. Not only did the
intervals between floor timbers increase
more rapidly that in the Red Bay wreck, but
also the sternpost formed an angle of 62° to
the base line of the keel, compared to 69° at
Red Bay.134

the mortised frames. On the keelson, the
notches on its lower face that fit over the
skewed floor timbers were also carved at an
angle. Figure 14.2.7 shows the angles of the
floor-timber notches under the keelson, and
of the floor-timber impressions on the keel.
The skewing occurred from about the 4th
frame aft of the master to the 6th frame forward. An abrupt correction was made
between the 6th and 7th frames forward of
the master.

Other 16th-century sites corroborate these
findings. On the Highborn Cay wreck, the
three central floor timbers were spaced
30 cm apart, and those further forward and
aft at 40 cm. On the Molasses Reef wreck,
the spacing of the central floor timbers was
32.5 cm, while on the Cattewater wreck the
room and space was 37 cm. The stern
crotches of the Padre Island wreck were
spaced 42 cm to 44 cm apart.135
A peculiar feature of the Red Bay floor timbers was that, in the central hull, the timbers
were not placed at a right angle to the keel,
but were skewed with the starboard ends of
the floor timbers placed further forward.
Perhaps these frames had been inadvertently pivoted as a group during the installation of the planks. The skewing did not
affect the floor timbers forward and aft of
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Figure 14.2.8: Pit-saw
marks on the forward
face of TT 1090 (13th
floor aft). (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1227M).
THE HULL

Figure 14.2.9:
Exploded view of the
lateral joints of the
master frame and the
two frames immediately forward and aft,
identical in section to
the master. (Drawing:
R. Hellier, Parks Canada; 24M-83-103-14).

Figure 14.2.10: The
two mortises of the
master floor timber,
top view. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7771W).

Timber and Tool

Marks

Based on visual tree ring counts in the field,
the typical age of the oak trees from which
the floor timbers were cut was about 35 to 40
years. The grain of the wood generally followed the shape of the floor timbers. Up to
the 10th frames forward and aft of the master, the floor timbers were cut from the
increasingly bowed trunks of trees. From the
Uth floor timber forward, and from the 11th
to the 16th aft, the timbers were taken from
the trunk and one branch of the tree. In the
Y-shaped stern crotches, from the 17th floor
timber aft, a massive section of the trunk
and two branches were used. Waney edges,
or the natural surfaces of the log with only
the outer bark removed, occasionally
appeared along the upper edges of the floor
timbers, especially in the bow and stern
crotches.

In three instances, pairs of floor timbers
were detected that were taken from a single
tree. These were all found aft of midship: the
11th and 12th; the 13th and 14th; and the
17th and 18th.136 All the remaining floors
used the entire section of a tree.
The tool marks associated with the initial
shaping of the timbers remained visible on
their forward and aft faces. A large squaring
axe was used to shape most of the floors. On
the mating faces of the pairs of floor timbers
taken from a single tree, marks from a pit
saw were visible; these were characterized
by a gradual deflection of their angle that
was corrected abruptly every 60 cm or so
when the upper sawyer took a step back
(Fig. 14.2.8).
On the inboard and outboard faces, an adze
was used to finish the floor timbers. This
tool closed the grain against micro-organisms and provided a smooth surface against
which to lay the hull and ceiling planking.
On some floor timbers, notably the 15th to
17th frame forward and aft of the master,
numerous shallow auger-holes pocked the
interior face. These unused holes were about
25 mm in diameter and penetrated to about
5 cm. They corresponded in diameter to the
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treenail holes and thus, it appears that these
floor timbers had been used as a backdrop
for piercing other, unknown timbers. The
concentration of these holes in the 15th,
16th, and 17th frames forward and aft suggests that these floor timbers were present as
a group before those immediately next to
them.
Dovetail

Mortises

The mortise assembly located on the master
frame, as well as the six floor timbers forward and seven aft, had a regular appearance. The mortises were 1 cm to 2 cm deep;
they were widest at the outboard edge of the
floor timber, where they measured 20 cm to
25 cm as opposed to only 13 cm to 17 cm at
the timber's inboard edge (Fig. 14.2.9).

Figure 14.2.11 (Above):
The master floor timber (TT 2218), with futtocks still attached, top
view. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M7847W).

The mortises on the floor timbers were on
the face oriented away from the master
frame, and the master floor timber had mortises on both the forward and aft faces (Figs.
14.2.10, 14.2.11). Several tools were used to
make the mortises. In the corners, the marks
of a straight-edged axe or adze were
detected, used to carve the outline of these
features (Fig. 14.2.12). Subsequently, the surfaces within and to each side of the mortises
were adzed to a smooth finish. These surfaces were in contact with the correspondingly carved lower end of the first futtocks.
The fine adze work found here was similar
in quality to that found in the scarfs and fays
of the principle timbers, and may represent
the work of the same person (Fig. 14.2.13).
The ends of the mortised floor timbers were
bevelled with an axe to form a tab about half
the floor timber's width, through which a
nail was driven into the adjoining futtock.
The tab contained a countersink for the nail,
carved with a few blows of an axe or an
adze. The nail hole itself was drilled with a
10-mm auger. Since the futtock had a similar
tab and nail at its lower end, the corresponding nail hole was observed in the mortised
face of the floor timber, inboard of the mortise (Figs. 14.2.14,14.2.15,14.2.16).

Figure 14.2.12 (Left):
Axe or adze marks in
the edges of the dovetail mortise (TT 2218).
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7770W).

Figure 14.2.13 (Above):
The surface of the floor
timber away from its
futtock partner was
adzed, but not to as
smooth a finish as was
the contact side. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7052W).

The floor timber and the first futtock were
also joined by two fore-and-aft treenails,
placed on each side of the mortise. These
treenails were of oak and measured 35 mm
in diameter. Their ends were cut flush with
the surface of the timbers with no countersinking.
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Figure 14.2.14 (Left):
Tab at end of mortised
futtock, through
which an iron nail
passed into the floor
timber, outboard view.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7318W).
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Site

Morphology

Distribution"

Red Bay
(ca. 1565)

Dovetail form; mortise in floor, face away from master; widest at outside

7 aft, master, 6 forward (14)

Highborn Cay
(1530s)

Dovetail form; mortise in floor, face away from master; widest at outside

1 aft, master, 1 forward (3)

Cattewater
(ca. 1535)

Dovetail form; mortise in floor, face away from master; widest at outside

3 aft, master, 5 (7?) forward (9)

Rio Oria
(17th a?)

Dovetail form; mortise in floor, face away from master; widest at outside

Unknown

Western Ledge Reef
(ca. 1585)

Dovetail form; mortise in floor, face away from master; widest at outside

5 aft, master, 3 forward (9)

Villefranche
(1516?)

Some dovetail, some knuckle; mortise in floor, some faced away from,
some toward master; widest at outside

16 aft, master, 3 forward (20)

Molasses Reef
(1510s)

Dovetail form; mortise in floor, face away from master; widest at outside

6 aft, master ?, 1-6 forward (7-13)

Mary Rose
(built 1511)

Three forms: square and diagonal lap joints, knuckle; futtock laps
floor-timber face toward master

5 forward, master, 15 aft (21)

Studland Bay
(ca. 1530)

Square lap join; futtock laps floor-timber face away from master

5 aft, master?, 1 forward (6)

Cavalaire
(15th century)

Double dovetail form, with adjacent mortise and tenon in floor-timber
face away from master

Unknown

Yassi Ada
(16th c.)

Knuckle; futtock laps floor-timber face away from master

Unknown

Table 14.2.3: Comparison of Red Bay dovetail-mortise form with other sites.138
* Total in brackets.

Figure 14.2.15 (Bottom
Right): Tab at the end
of a futtock (TT 2213),
showing countersunk
nail hole and adze
marks. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-8567W).
Figure 14.2.16 (Below):
A quick comparison of
the varying angles of
nails passing through
tabs of mortised floor
timbers. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7583W).

In several other 16th-century Iberian shipwreck sites, comparable series of mortises
were recorded. The mortise form observed
at Red Bay, consisting of a dovetail mortise
in the floor timber, a tab with an iron nail
and fore-and-aft treenails was also found on
the Highborn Cay, Molasses Reef, Cattewater, Rio Oria, and Western Ledge Reef
wrecks. The Villefranche mortises were variable, some having the same form as at Red
Bay, and others having a "knuckle" morphology. At Villefranche, mortises were also
found linking the first and second futtocks.
The Studland Bay site had vertical lap joints
rather than dovetail mortises, while at Yassi
Ada, the linkage was in the form of a
"knuckle," more typical of Mediterranean
carpentry. In the Mary Rose, three non-mor-
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tised joint styles were intermingled at random: square and diagonal lap joints, and a
form of "knuckle" joint. 137
The number and distribution of the mortised floor timbers at Red Bay was compared
with the findings from other sites. This comparison remains inconclusive since only in a
few cases could a complete census of the
original group of mortised floor timbers be
made. However, it seems that the number of
mortised floor timbers aft of the master was
generally greater than the number forward
(Tab. 14.2.3).
Limber Holes and Tenons
Each floor timber had a limber hole where it
rested on the keel to allow bilge water to
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flow along the keel to the pump. The limber
holes were not necessarily centred upon the
keel. Three shapes of limber holes were
noted: square, triangular, and rounded. The
square passages were made by cutting vertically into the foot of the floor timber in two
places with an axe or an adze, after which
the wood in between was chiselled out. The
triangular passages were made with a diagonal axe or adze cut, while the rounded ones
were made by drilling a hole through the
timber near its base, and cutting out the
wood below the hole with an axe or an adze
(Figs. 14.2.17,14.2.18,14.2.19).

Frame

1 2

3

4

5

6

Table 14.2.4 shows the distribution of limber
hole shapes, forward and aft of the master.
The square holes were grouped in the central frames, as far as the 10th floor timbers
forward and aft. The triangular examples
occurred from the 11th to the 14th frames
forward and aft, mixed in with square and
rounded holes. From the 15th frames on
toward the ends of the vessel, only rounded
passages were found. While the different
styles probably reflect nothing more significant than an individual carpenter's personal
propensity, their distribution suggests that
different hands were at work in fashioning
the passages and delineates possible blocks
of work involved in making the floor timbers.
At the foot of the stern crotches, where they
stood on the sternpost knee, a small tenon
projected downward, to mate into a mortise
carved into the knee. Five of these features
were oriented to port side, and one to the
starboard side. Each tenon was fixed to the
knee with an iron nail, driven into a hole
that was pre-drilled from a triangular countersink (Figs. 14.2.20,14.2.21).

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

A

A

•

•

•

A

B

B

A

24

25

Aft
Fwd
Frame

15

Aft

•

Fwd

•

•

16

17

•

•
18

•

19

•
20

•
21

•
22

•
23

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• = Square
A = Triangular
• = Round

•

Table 14.2.4: Shapes of limber passages. The master floor timber has a square passage.
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Figure 14.2.17: Square
limber passage in 9th
floor timber forward
(TT 2080), lower face.
Note the marks of an
adze or an axe in the
inside edges of the
passage. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-8719W).

Figure 14.2.18 (Bottom
Left): Round limber
passage in 21st floor
timber aft (TT 35),
lower face. In this case,
the tool marks were
hardly visible. Note
the tenon at left.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5003W).
Figure 14.2.19 (Below):
Triangular limber passage in 13th floor timber aft (TT 1090),
lower face. The marks
of an adze or an axe
are visible. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1232M).

Figure 14.2.20 (Above):
The 18th floor timber
aft (TT 1085), forward
face, showing the
tenon that fit into a
mortise in the sternpost knee. Note also
the limber passage
with a rounded shape
and, in the middle of
the timber, a 35-mm
plug. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-4789W).
Figure 14.2.21 (Top
Right): Detail of the
outboard view of the
tenon at the bottom of
the 21st floor timber
aft (TT 35). Note the
countersunk iron-nail
hole. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-4786W).

Fasteners
Throughout the hull, the frames and hull
planks were attached by a combination of
treenails and iron nails; typically, each
plank-frame joint contained two treenails
and two iron nails. Along the planks where
two frame timbers overlapped, each timber
had only one treenail and one iron nail. This
variation in the general fastenings pattern
figured prominently at the level of the floor
timbers, which were overlapped along
much of their length by the first futtocks (see
Section 14.3).
The floor timbers were fastened to each
carved garboard by a treenail and an iron
nail. In addition, 10 of the 27 floor timbers
clamped down by the keelson were also
fixed by a bolt or a treenail that passed
through the keelson, the floor, and the keel.
Bolts were located in the 4th, 8th and 11th
floor timbers aft of the master, and in the
2nd, 6th, and 11th timbers forward. Treenails
served the same purpose in the 3rd and 12th
floor timbers aft, and in the 1st and 10th
floor timbers forward.

First Futtocks
The Red Bay vessel had 49 first futtocks on
the starboard side - one for each floor timber
except the master, which had two futtocks
attached.139 There were 22 first futtocks aft of
the master frame and 25 forward of the master frame. All were extant and recorded in
situ, but not all were raised and individually
drawn. The two first futtocks of the master
frame are designated master futtocks, and
the remaining futtocks numbered sequentially forward and aft, in the same manner as
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

the floor timbers. Thus, the 2nd futtock aft,
for example, belonged to the 2nd floor timber aft, and so on (Figs. 14.2.22,14.2.23).
The first futtocks fell into three groups on
the basis of their shapes. First, a central
group of 14 futtocks, from the 6th forward to
the 6th aft, were attached to the 13 flat floor
timbers and characterized by an almost
identical shape. The second group included
the 7th to the 15th first futtocks from the
master, both forward and aft, which had a
rapidly evolving shape. Last, from the 16th
frames to the ends of the hull, the futtocks
were typified by an S-shaped form that was
more pronounced in the stern futtocks than
in the bow.
The first group of futtocks corresponded
approximately to the set of 14 mortised
frames - 14 floor timbers and 15 starboard
futtocks - in the central part of the hull.
These futtocks had dovetail tenons on the
side facing the master floor timber, which
linked each futtock to its associated floor
timber. The additional mortised frame was
the 7th aft, whose floor timber already had a
rising.
Despite the fact that many of the starboard
first futtocks were broken near the middle,
their forms could be recovered with a high
degree of confidence. As a result, the progressive changes in their form could be
learned, beginning with the master frame
and working toward the bow and the stern.
In this way, the moulding method that had
been used to shape this level of the hull
could be reconstructed. Upon comparison of
this method with early Iberian and English
shipbuilding treatises, it was realized that
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Figure 14.2.22 (Below):
Frames from the stern
forward, through the
groups of mortised
frames at midship. The
arrows indicate the
locations of 35-mm
plugs on the inboard
faces of the frame timbers. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-95-103-22c).
Scale 1:50

Figure 14.2.23 (Right):
Frames forward of the
mortised frames, with
the position of the
interior 35-mm plugs
indicated. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-95-103-22b).
Scale 1:50
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Figure 14.2.24: This
graph was made by
measuring the forward or aft angle of
the first futtocks. It
was found that the futtocks were divided
into groups during
their installation. Subsequent analysis of the
shapes of these frames,
and the fastening patterns, revealed that the
same groups existed at
various stages in their
fabrication and assembly, from the forest to
the planking operations. The numbers of
the futtocks count forward and aft from the
two mortised futtocks
of the master frame.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-109-2).

these Renaissance texts described two distinct approaches to modifying the shape of
the first futtocks. The English texts describe
a procedure called hauling down the futtock, in which the chords of the bilge and
futtock arcs are adjusted reciprocally, which
corresponds to the Red Bay archaeological
evidence. In contrast, the texts produced in
Seville and Lisbon describe a procedure
called joba or espalhamento, in which the futtock is tilted outward from a pivot point at
the turn of the bilge. The latter procedure
was not identified in the Red Bay remains.
We have therefore hypothesized that the
Basque and English examples represent an
Atlantic method, as opposed to the Mediterranean method recorded at Seville and Lisbon and also found in related Italian and
Provençal texts.
Scantlings
The length of the master futtocks, measured
in a chord from end to end, was about
3.60 m (614 codos). This measure gradually
lengthened in the frames forward and aft, so
that at the 15th frame a maximum chord
length of 3.98 m (nearly 7 codos) was
recorded. Measured along their arcs, however, there was little variation in the length;
in other words, the amount of wood in a futtock varied little.
The moulded dimension of the timbers
tapered from 19 cm to 20 cm, at the lower
end, to 14 cm to 16 cm at the summits. In the
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

sided dimension, a gradual tapering was
also observed, from 18 cm to 19 cm at the
bottom to 16 cm to 17 cm at the summit.
In their sectional form, the central futtocks
were approximately square, and only from
the 12th frames on was bevelling noticed.
Here, the sectional form deviated up to 5°
from a right angle in the lower half of the
first futtocks. In the upper half of these timbers, the sectional shape was again square.

Rake
In the central group of mortised frames, the
first futtocks were approximately vertical
and parallel to each other. Those futtocks
forward and aft were raked (inclined)
toward the ends of the vessel, and at the
same time, canted (rotated) so that their
squared sides remained perpendicular to the
hull as it narrowed toward the stem and the
stern.
The inclinations of the forward and aft futtocks were incremental, and a closer examination revealed that both forward and aft
futtocks were divided into two groups each
on the basis of their inclination (Fig. 14.2.24).
By representing the rake graphically, it was
possible to distinguish two groups of futtocks in both the forward and aft areas of the
hull, separated between the 14th and 15th
frames. Within each group, the distance
between the futtocks at their summits
remained constant but, being greater than
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the distance between the futtocks at their
bottoms, the futtocks were incrementally
raked. Moreover, the upper intervals were
greater for the futtock groups nearest the
stem and the stern, thus further accentuating their rake. These futtocks may have been
installed in the groups identified in Figure
14.2.24, contributing to our picture of how
the work of assembling the hull was organized.
Arcs
The shape of the futtocks, which fell into
three groups corresponding to the hull's
central area, the 7th to the 15th frames forward and aft, and the ends of the hull, may
be described in terms of the arcs found in
these timbers (Fig. 14.2.25).
First, the 15 mortised futtocks contained two
separate arcs: the bilge arc with a Wz-codo
radius (2.59 m) which began in the wrungheads of the floor timbers and extended to
about the midpoint of the first futtock; and
the futtock arc with an 11-codo radius
(6.32 m) that covered the timber's upper
half. Where the two arcs met, evidence of a
longitudinal construction ribband was
found, consisting of a series of disused ironnail holes (see Section 14.4).
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Second, from the 7th to the 15th frames forward and aft, we notice a systematic evolution in the two initial arcs. The futtock arc
was progressively lengthened downward,
and the bilge arc was reciprocally shortened.
By the 12th frame, the bilge arc had entirely
disappeared and the entire futtock formed a
single arc with an 11-codo radius. This progression corresponded to the method called
hauling down the futtock in English shipbuilding texts. The forms of the 13th to 15th
futtocks appeared nearly identical. In the
area below the flower line, where the futtocks doubled the floors, both timbers had
an identical shape based on the 11-codo futtock arc.
Third, from about the 15th frame on, the
lower ends of the futtocks below the flower
line were curved in an opposite direction,
giving the futtocks an S shape. Above the
flower line, these futtocks were defined by
the 11-codo futtock arc, except in the three or
four frames closest to the stern transom,
where a 6V2-codo arc and a straight line were
gradually introduced. At the flower line, the
futtocks had a kink where they reversed
their overall curvature. Below this line, the
futtocks mirrored the bow and stern
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Figure 14.2.25: This
drawing shows how
the shapes of the first
futtocks were divided
into the same groups
as were their fore-andaft rakes. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-1).

Figure 14.2.26 (Right):
Grain of full width of
tree visible at lower
end of futtock
(TT 1280). (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5862W).
Figure 14.2.27 (Far
Right): Even though
the full diameter of the
tree was used, the
"hook" at the bottom
of the futtock was
often tighter than the
curve of the tree. Here,
we see the grain coming out of lower end of
a futtock (TT 407), outboard view. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-8675W).

crotches, which had a concave arc with an
11-codo radius.
Timber and Tool

Marks

The futtocks were generally free of knots or
twisted grain associated with roots or
branches. The number of tree rings observed
was typically from 35 to 40, which corresponded to the age at the time of felling.

Figure 14.2.28: Profile
view of a typical first
futtock. The dashed
line indicates the
approximate location
of the heartwood,
while the waney edges
appearing at each end
and in the central area
are hatched. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-2000-103-1).

than the timber's finished dimensions.
Waney edges are visible on the corners of
numerous pieces where the tree's diameter
was not quite sufficient. These waney edges
occurred near each end of the timber, on its
inboard corners, and occasionally in its central area, on the outboard corners. This pattern of waniness revealed that the parent
tree was slightly straighter than the finished
timber but, more importantly, confirmed
that the tree's diameter was similar to that of
the futtock's sectional dimension (Fig.
14.2.28).

By following the wood grain along each first
futtock, we notice that the oak tree's original
curvature and the finished timber's shape
were generally quite similar. Only at the bottom of the more sharply-curved futtocks, in
the hull's central area and ends, did the
grain often run out toward the piece's outboard face (Figs. 14.2.26,14.2.27).
In most cases, one tree had yielded one futtock. The tree's diameter was little greater

This conclusion was confirmed by observing
the futtocks' end grain. The heart of the tree,
at the futtock ends, was centred fore-and-aft
in the timber - that is, the heart was rarely
offset to the piece's forward or aft face. Only
in two first futtocks did the end grain reveal
that these timbers represented only half the
parent tree's diameter, which was sawn
along its centre.
Pit-saw marks could sometimes be discerned on the pieces' flat fore-and-aft faces
(Figs. 14.2.29, 14.2.30). These traces of the
timbers' initial shaping process were usually
erased, however, by rhythmic adze marks
left by a subsequent operation designed to
close the wood grain against micro-organ-

Figure 14.2.29 (Bottom
Left): Pit-saw marks
visible on forward face
of first futtock TT 37.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-8922W).
Figure 14.2.30 (Bottom
Right): Pit-saw marks
meeting on forward
face of first futtock
TT417. (Photo: C.Bradley, Parks Canada;
24M-1754M).
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Additional tool work was identified on the
fore-and-aft faces, adjacent to the upper
edge of the ceiling. Here, small planks were
inserted between futtocks (see Section 15.1),
and were seated in a shallow concavity in
the futtock, excavated with an axe or an
adze (Fig. 14.2.31).

isms. Sawing tore the wood fibres, creating a
relatively porous surface, while adzing severed the fibres cleanly and left the wood
mirror-smooth. Adze work was regularly
seen on the lower half of a timber's foreand-aft faces, while the pit-saw marks were
more likely to be visible on the upper half.
The inboard and outboard faces were adzed
to a smooth finish along the timber's entire
length.

As well, the lower ends of the S-shaped futtocks at the stern were trimmed, with an
axe, on their fore-and-aft faces. By thus
shaping these ends to a wedge-like shape,
the timber could be canted (rotated)
between the stern Y-timbers. These axe
marks were oriented in a radial pattern,
allowing the position of the worker to be
hypothesized. They suggest that the futtock
was already installed and the worker stood
upon the sternpost knee to trim the lower
end (Fig. 14.2.32).
Some areas of the outboard faces contained
areas of a cruder kind of adze work, known
as dubbing and intended to fit the futtock to
hull planks that had an uneven thickness.

Figure 14.2.31 (Above):
Wedge-shaped piece
forming the edge of
the ceiling on first futtock TT 37. The lower
face of the wedge, on
the right, would have
rested on the upper
edge of the albaola. The
moulded face of the
futtock exhibits a shallow concavity to
receive the escoperadas,
or small "sealerplanks" placed at the
corresponding level
between the frames.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-8924W).
Figure 14.2.32 (Top
Left): The axe marks on
lower end of S-shaped
futtock (TT 443), were
oriented in a radial
pattern. We can conclude that the carpenter stood to the right.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M94-103-8).
Figure 14.2.33: Futtock with tenon
(TT 424), top view,
showing how wood
was removed to create
the tenon. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-6979W).

Figure 14.2.34: Futtock with tenon
(TT 1158), side view.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2622M).
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Figure 14.2.35: Master
futtock (TT 45) showing axe or adze marks
at edge of tenon.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7127W).
Figure 14.2.36: Futtock (TT 2324) showing axe or adze marks
at edge of tenon.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-2615M).

Finally, the tenons on the 14 mortised futtocks were made by paring away the wood
adjacent to the tenon (Figs. 14.2.33, 14.2.34,
14.2.35, 14.2.36). The tenon's form was outlined with an axe; in the case of one tenon,
two axe-blows were made in error (Fig.
14.2.37). In another futtock (TT 400, the 5th
aft on the port side), the tenon had a chevron
shape instead of a dovetail shape (Fig.
14.2.38).

Figure 14.2.37: Futtock (TT 2230) showing misdirected blows
of an axe while carving out tenon. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-9014W).

At the lower ends of these futtocks was a tab
similar to those on the floor timbers (Figs.
14.2.39, 14.2.40, 14.2.41). It was also shaped
with an axe or an adze, and contained a
countersunk iron-nail hole 10 mm in diameter that often retained its original round
shape. Others were slightly deformed by the
presence of a square-shanked nail, because
the nails inserted here measured only 8 mm
to 10 mm square. These nails inserted
through the tab and into the floor timber
were not large enough to force the pilot
holes into a square shape. Clearly, the carpenters took care to ensure that the tab
would not split as the nail was inserted.

Figure 14.2.38: Futtock (TT400), 5th aft on
port side, showing
aberrant chevronshaped tenon. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-2621M).

Figure 14.2.39: Tab at
lower end of master
futtock with tenon
(TT 49), aft view.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7411W).

These iron nails presumably held the floor
timber and futtock together as the treenail
holes were drilled and the treenails themselves driven home. Both fastener types
found in the dovetail mortise assembly had
atypical dimensions: the iron nails were

Figure 14.2.40 (Right):
Tab at lower end of
futtock with tenon
(TT 2220), top view.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7177W).
Figure 14.2.41 (Far
Rigid): Tab at lower
end of futtock with
tenon (TT 2322), 2nd
aft, port side; aft view.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-8603W).
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Figure 14.2.42: Master
floor timber (TT 2218)
(on the left) and starboard futtocks
attached. Probing
between the futtocks
and the floor timber is
Albert Wilson. On the
right, photographer
Rock Chan, with Saddle Island in the background. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-7845W).

unusually thin and the treenails, at 35 mm in
diameter, were thicker than their equivalents in the hull planks. As well, no countersinks occurred around the treenails, possibly
because the holes' large diameter had obliterated them. Such exceptional features indicate that the mortised frames were
assembled as a distinct operation, separate
from the assembly of the rest of the hull. In
general, the Red Bay evidence confirms the
observation made on other 16th-century
shipwrecks that the mortised frames were
pre-assembled. The linkage created by them
was extremely solid, especially when the
wood became humid, and this strength was
doubtlessly the reason for the assembly's
fabrication. That strength was needed especially during the hull's construction, before
the internal reinforcements were in place, to
lend rigidity to the frames as the first planks
and ribbands were bent into place (Figs.
14.2.42,14.2.43).

the 14th frame aft to the 21st forward. In the
stern area, the shape of the second futtocks
gradually evolved to correspond with that
of the fashion pieces. The second futtocks in
the bow area were not sufficiently preserved
to permit a similar analysis.
Dimensions
The complete examples of second futtocks
measured from 2.55 m to 3.15 m in length
(about 4V2 to 5Vi codos). Their moulded
dimension was about 15 cm to 16 cm, while

The Second Futtocks
Of the 46 second futtocks that existed on the
starboard side, fragments of 40 were identified. Most of the missing timbers, whose
positions were revealed by associated fasteners in the hull planks, were located at the
extreme bow or stern of the vessel. In shape,
the second futtocks were highly uniform, to
the extent that their arcs were identical from
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Figure 14.2.43: Marcel
Gingras disassembling master floor timber and futtock.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-1784M).

Figure 14.2.44: Arcs of
second futtocks, as
recorded. Note the
consistency of the
shapes, except toward
the ends of the hull.
The internal consistency of this group of
arcs also points to the
fact that the timbers
did not change shape
during more than four
centuries on this seabed. As well, the accuracy of the recording
comes out, for these
timbers were not
drawn in a series, but
in random order,
mixed in with many
other timbers over
several years. The odd
shape of the 3rd futtock foward resulted
from an error in mending two fragments.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M92-103-2).

the sided (fore-and-aft) dimension varied
from 15 cm to 19 cm.

Third Futtocks

Evidence of 29 third futtocks was detected
on
the starboard side, of which 19 were
The radius of these timbers' predominant
located
in the stern half of the vessel. Howarc measured 6V2 codos long (3.73 m). We
ever,
only
16 actual timbers were recorded,
have called this the breadth arc. The arc
including
13
in the stern half of the vessel.
found in the second futtocks of the bow and
The
presumed
existence of the remaining 13
stern had a radius of AVz codos (2.59 m), equal
third
futtocks
was
based on fastening evito that of the bilge arc in the master frame
(Fig. 14.2.43). Aft of midship, the Wz-codo arc dence in the hull planks. In the stern half, a
was instituted on the 15th frame (TT 435) third futtock was located in each space
and, forward of midship, on the 19th frame between second futtocks, whereas in the for(TT 1959). In each successive frame toward ward half, a third futtock was located in
the bow and the stern, the chord of the 4V2- every third or fourth space. This pattern
codo arc was incrementally lengthened in an appears to have been related to the existence
evolution similar to the hauling down of higher walls in the sterncastle, aft of midobserved in the first futtocks (Fig. 14.2.44).
ship, than in the waist area. In the area of the
forecastle, a third futtock occurred in every
second space.
Timber and Tool Marks
Although of a smaller section than the first
futtocks, the second futtocks were also made
from the trunks of oak trees whose grown
shape closely conformed to the final shape
of the timber. No systematic evidence could
be identified to suggest that these futtocks
were made from branches, such as the presence of compression wood, knots associated
with secondary branches, or abrupt changes
in the direction of the grain. Due to the surface erosion of these timbers, tool marks
were rarely visible except on the outboard
faces where, protected by the hull planking,
regular adze marks could be observed.
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Dimensions
The longest surviving example of a third futtock was a fragment of 2.8 m, which did not
include the timber's upper end. The preserved length brought these timbers to the
level of the third deck, above which they
extended an unknown distance.
Third futtocks in the ship's forward half
were sparser but also stouter than their aft
counterparts. In all cases, the moulded
dimension was greater than the sided. The
aft third futtocks were 13 cm to 15 cm sided
(fore-and-aft) and the forward timbers 15 cm
111-73

Figure 14.2.45: Scribe
marks related to shaping the pedestal of the
14th floor timber aft
(TT 1089), aft face.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M4791W).

to 17 cm. In their moulded dimension, the
aft timbers measured 14 cm to 16 cm and the
forward timbers 16 cm to 18 cm.
The lower ends of the third futtocks were
curved, echoing the arc of the second futtocks where the two timbers overlapped.
Along most of their length, however, the
third futtocks formed a straight line, tangent
to the arc of the second futtocks below.
Timber and Tool

Marks

Also taken from oak trees, the third futtocks
had degraded surfaces that contained few
tool marks. Those that were visible were on
the outboard face, consisting of rhythmic
adze marks identical to those observed
throughout the frame timbers.

EVIDENCE RELATING TO THE
DESIGN OF THE H U L L
Several types of evidence occurring on the
frame timbers were related to the process of
designing the hull. These included marks
scribed onto the floor timbers and some first
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Figure 14.2.46: Scribe
marks related to the
shaping of the 13th
floor timber aft
(TT 1090), aft face.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5179W).
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Figure 14.2.47: Detail
of scribe marks on
pedestal of 13th floor
timber aft (TT 1090),
aft face. Note the triangular limber passage
on the right. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1228M).

Figure 14.2.48: Scribe
marks related to the
shaping of the pedestal, as found on 12th
floor timber forward
(TT 2077), forward
face. Note the alignment of marks with
the rising sides of the
pedestal. Such marks
were regular, whereas
the marks indicating
points on the lower
edge of the pedestal
were less regularly
placed. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-7a).

Figure 14.2.49: On this
drawing, the small
arrows indicate where
the scribe marks on
the floor-timber pedestals were aligned. No
clear relationship or
pattern emerges relative to the circles on
the keel. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-96-103-19).

futtocks; nail holes associated with temporary construction ribbands; and short, treenail-like plugs inserted in the majority of the
frames. Emerging from a study of these features is a three-dimensional picture of the
hull design, with clearly defined longitudinal and transversal references.

Scribe Marks on the Floor Timber
Pedestals
The first type of mark was scribed on the
fore-and-aft faces of the rising floor timbers,
in the lower area called the pedestal which
fit between the carved garboards. These simple marks indicated the outline of the pedestals and apparently guided the work of the
carpenters who prepared the floor timbers.
Two marks on each side indicated the top
and bottom of the pedestal, and a third mark
fell halfway between these on each side. On
the pedestal's lower edge, similar marks
indicated the limits of the limber passage
and the pedestal's breadth at its base (Figs.
14.2.45,14.2.46, 14.2.47, 14.2.48).
The three marks along the pedestals' sides
appear to have been made with a compass
and were perhaps transferred from a scale in
the form of a circle whose diameter corresponded to the desired measure, as in the
case of the keel's sculpted garboards (see
Section 14.1). The compass would have been
opened to the length of the circle's radius,
explaining the mark at the mid-point of each
side. Such circles may have been used to
derive the measures as marked on the floortimber pedestals (Fig. 14.2.49).

Evidence of Construction
Ribbands
Two features appearing in the frame timbers
were associated with ribbands used during
the hull's construction: iron-nail holes and
wooden plugs. The ribbands thus indicated
resemble those described in the ca. 1620 treatise of Joâo Baptista Lavanha, who shows
their function in the madeiras da conta
method of construction (Fig. 14.2.50).140
Iron

Nails

By comparing iron-nail holes in the starboard planks and frames, about 170 holes
were found in the frames for which no corresponding evidence existed in the planks.
The holes had a roughly rectangular section
that ranged from 8 mm to 12 mm to a side,
and they tapered to a point. Penetrating into
the frame timbers from 8 cm to 16 cm, the
great majority of nail depths were in the
range of 10 cm to 14 cm.141
The distribution of the iron-nail holes fell
into linear patterns along the length of the
hull, thus indicating where ribbands had
been nailed to the frame timbers and
removed prior to planking these areas of the
hull (Fig. 14.2.51). The lowest line of nails
occurred along the flower line, or turn of the
bilge, where the floor timbers and the first
futtocks overlapped. The line extended from
the stem to the sternpost, except for a gap at
the central group of mortised frames where
no evidence of a ribband was found. However, the two ribbands were aligned with the
dovetail mortises found in this central group
of frames. A total of 43 iron-nail holes were
found along this line, 30 in the floor timbers
and 13 in the first futtocks.
A second line of 21 nail holes extended from
stem to stern, without interruption, at a
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Figure 14.2.50: The most important kinds of temporary fasteners on the outboard face of the frame
timbers were: (1) iron nails, which appeared only
in the frames without a corresponding nail hole in
the covering plank; and (2) 35-mm plugs, also
appearing only in the frames. This drawing shows
the locations of these fasteners, and it is easy to
observe their linear groupings that reveal the use
of ribbands during construction. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-91-103-11).
Scale 1:100
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Figure 14.2.51: This presentation of the temporary
iron-nail and 35-mm plug evidence presents our
interpretation of where the ribbands or battens
occurred. Note the diagonal battens in the area of
the second futtocks (between the lower and main
decks), which would all have had to be removed
before the planking could begin. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-91-103-lla).
Scale 1:100

height about halfway along the first futtocks. The lesser ribband represented by this
line intersected the master frame at precisely
the point where the aWi-codo bilge arc
encountered the 11-codo futtock arc.
The third line of nail holes believed to reflect
the position of a ribband was at the height of
the lower deck, in the area where the first
and second futtocks overlapped. In all, 55
iron nail holes were found in a continuous
line running from stem to stern, with 34 in
the first futtocks and 21 in the second futtocks.142
Finally, a concentration of iron-nail holes
associated with temporary construction battens was located on the second futtocks.
This concentration did not appear as a single
longitudinal line, but as a series of short,
diagonal lines apparently indicating the
presence of battens used in erecting these
frame timbers.
In addition to these linear patterns, there
were several minor concentrations of temporary nails that could not be grouped in a
meaningful way.
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Analysis
Penetrating less deeply than the planking
nails, the ribband nails may have been
smaller so that they could be more easily
withdrawn from the frames. The irregular
section of the nail holes may result from the
nails' forcible withdrawal. While it seems
unlikely that the ribband would have been
thicker than the planks, in larger ships the
ribbands could be quite robust; Lavanha recommended that they measure Vi palmo by 4
dedos (about 11.0 cm by 7.3 cm).143 In the case
of the Red Bay vessel, it is possible to estimate the width of the lower ribband at the
flower line. The line of nail holes extended
the line formed by the dovetail mortises, but
these two lines were nevertheless offset by
about 7 cm. Thus, if the dovetail mortises
were aligned with the ribband's upper edge,
and the ribband was nailed along its middle,
the ribband would have been about 14 cm in
breadth. A slightly lesser width may be
obtained for the ribband at the summit of
the first futtocks, which was composed of
three successive planks. Rather than being
butted, the ribband ends were lapped so that
their respective fasteners formed lines offset
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Figure 14.2.52 (Facing
Page): This 1585 plan of
San Sebastián was made
by the English reconnaissance agent Richard Poulter, whose
ships are shown. Note
the ship under construction on the beach, with
the caption "Newe
ships made". Note as
well the pattern of laying out the moorings:
one anchor aft, one line
forward to the breakwater, and one or two
anchors forward
(depending on the size
of the ship). The prevailing winds come
from the left, and the
tides are normally in the
range of 3 m. Poulter
has shown the water's
edge near the low-tide
mark, which would
have risen at high tide
to the bow of the ship
under construction. The
Urumea river empties
to the right of the city;
thus, the shipbuilding
beach was in fact a narrow isthmus between
the Concha, or main harbour, and the riverine
port of Santa Catalina,
off to the right of the
plan. (Courtesy: British
Library, Cotton Augustus l.i. 16).

by about 10 cm, which appears to represent
the ribbands' width.
Placed over the overlap zones of successive
frame-timber levels (floor timbers and first
futtocks; first and second buttocks, etc.), the
ribbands played a role in erecting the framing of floating futtocks. Along each line of
ribband nails, the greater number always
occurred in the lower timber, such as, for
example, in the floor timbers. Thus, the ribband was most securely nailed to the lower
timbers. However, since not all the upper
timbers were fastened to the ribbands, these
timbers must also have been held in place by
other means such as, most likely, the hull's
internal longitudinal reinforcements.
This function of temporarily holding the
floating frame timbers in position was
undoubtedly the primary role of the short,
diagonal battens at the height of the second
futtocks, near the height of the main deck.
The diagonal pattern of these battens meant
that they had to be removed before the hull
could be planked at this height and thus it
seems clear that the hull's internal structures
were assembled before the hull was
planked.
In addition to their function in building up
the framing, the ribbands may have been
used to attach the shores used to prop up the
hull while it was under construction. No
direct evidence of shoring nails was found

on the timbers and thus it appears that
shores were attached to the ribbands at the
flower line and at the summit of the first futtocks. Such shores may be seen in the 1585
drawing made by the English spy Richard
Poulter of a ship under construction at San
Sebastián in Gipuzkoa (Fig. 14.2.52).144
The most important function of the ribbands
was their delineation of key longitudinal
lines necessary for the hull's design. Thus,
the lower ribband defined the flower line, a
longitudinal curve defined by the point, on
each frame, called the turn of the bilge. The
ribbands had a double function in the hull's
sequence of construction and in the hull's
design. As in shell-first construction, the
longitudinal ribbands preceded the frames,
even though most of the frames preceded
the permanent hull planks. By defining foreand-aft curves, the ribbands embodied a
hull conception based on longitudinal lines.
However, as in pre-moulding, the ribbands
also defined the points on each frame where
its component arcs intersected. Thus, the
carpenters controlled the shape of the hull
by both longitudinal and transverse references.
Plugs
The second kind of evidence associated with
the construction ribbands, found on the outboard face of the frame timbers, consisted of
shallow, treenail-like plugs that were cut off
flush with the timbers' surface. These plugs
remain only partially understood but their
primary and possibly only function was as
markers and not as fasteners (Fig. 14.2.53).
A total of 56 plugs were found in the outboard faces of the starboard frames. Occurring only in the futtocks, they formed linear
groupings, mostly in close proximity to the
ribband-nail holes at the turn of the bilge
and at the summit of the first futtocks. Generally, the plugs were about 10 cm higher
along the frame timber than the iron-nail
holes. About 50 of the plugs measured
35 mm in diameter and penetrated the frame
timber to a depth of 5 cm to 8 cm. The
remaining six plugs were only 25 mm in
diameter but, since they occurred in line
with the 35-mm plugs, they likely fulfilled
the same role. The treenails were usually
shorter than the depth of the holes drilled to
receive them, leaving an empty space
beneath.

Figure 14.2.53: A 35-mm
plug (24M8L29-1).
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19213B).
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The holes receiving the plugs were drilled
with a spoon-bit auger. The plugs were
made of oak, with the grain oriented longitudinally in the same way as in the treenails
fastening the hull. They were carved to a
slight taper with a drawknife that created a
faceted circumference. Finally, they were cut
off flush with the futtock's surface with an
adze or an axe.
In all, the plugs formed three lines. The first
line, consisting of 14 plugs, lay along the
flower line and was divided in two segments, one forward and one aft of the group
of mortised frames. Although the floor timbers and first futtocks overlapped here, the
plugs occurred only in the futtocks. More
precisely, the plugs in the aft line occurred in
the 12th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, and
22nd futtocks aft of the master. The forward
line of plugs lay in the 7th, 9th, 10th, 12th,
15th, 18th, and 20th futtocks forward of the
master.

A second line of 25 plugs corresponded with
the ribband at the summit of the first futtocks, where these timbers overlapped the
second futtocks. The plugs were located
only in the second futtocks. This line could
be divided further into three sets: from the
10th to the 22nd frames forward; upon the
14 mortised futtocks in the central area of
the hull; and from the 8th to the 20th frames
aft. The line formed by the central group
was some 10 cm lower than those formed by
the forward and aft sets of plugs.
Finally, five plugs were found at the level of
the main deck, where the second and third
futtocks overlapped. Again, they were
found only in the upper timbers. Evidence
of this group was limited to the stern half of
the vessel, as forward of this point the timbers had eroded away.
Six more plugs were randomly located on
the starboard hull, and the significance of
their placement remains unknown.

Figure 14.2.54: Relation between 35-mm
plugs and ribbands at
the flower line and at
the lower end of the
second futtocks.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M92-103-18a).
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function in the hull's design and construction, for example, in balancing the starboard
and port sides of each frame.

Figure 14.2.55:
Mathew Baker's master frame of the Einanuell. (Courtesy: Pepys
Library, Cambridge,
MS 2820, fol. 10).

Analysis
In analyzing the significance of the plugs,
their position along the construction ribbands is without doubt an essential piece of
information. Inserted while the individual
futtocks were being moulded, the plug
would later be rested on the ribband's top
edge, during the frames' assembly. Thus, the
futtock could be placed at its proper height
in the frame, with its component arcs
smoothly extending those of the moulded
frame timber below (Fig. 14.2.54).
The ribband at the summit of the first-futtocks and its associated plugs were at a constant distance of 3.99 m to 4.02 m from the
top centre of the keel, measured in a straight
(diagonal) line. An exception occurred in the
central frames, where the ribband segment
lay immediately below the forward and aft
segments. Here, the measure from the plug
to the keel's top centre was 10 cm less
(3.89 m to 3.91 m). Corresponding to 7 codos,
this diagonal measure possibly had a control
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

A similar, though unexplained diagonal line
occurs in one of Mathew Baker's master
frames (Fig. 14.2.55). Could this be a precursor of the diagonals found in modern lines
plans from the later 17th century onward?
Plotting the plugs on a lines plan of the Red
Bay vessel reveals that they line up as a circular arc with a 7-codo radius, centred at the
keel's top centre (Fig. 14.2.56). When the arc
is extended into a quarter-circle (as in a
graminho), the master frame intersects the
arc at a point three-eighths of the way along
the quarter-circle's length (33.75°). At this
point, the master frame had a half-breadth
of 6 codos. These sides of a right triangle,
with a constant hypotenuse, allowed the carpenters to balance the port and starboard
sides of each frame, using a cord or a chain.
They also represent the essential elements of
a half-moon graminho such as is illustrated
in several early shipbuilding treatises. Its
divisions could have been used to control
the ribband's rising and narrowing in the 15
frames forward and aft of the master. In each
floating futtock, then, the plug indicated a
precise position in the frame, relative to a
ribband whose rising and narrowing was
apparently controlled by a graminho. Returning briefly to Mathew Baker's draft, we may
project a similar quarter-circle, centred on
the keel and having a radius of nine of
Baker's linear units, that is intersected at
one-half its length (45°) by the master frame
and the main-deck beam.
In addition to their position relative to the
ribbands, the plugs were also positioned at
the touch of successive arcs on each frame.
Thus, the plug was an absolute reference
point, or surmark, on a floating futtock's
length. Despite the timber's variable overlap
with the neighbouring timbers in the same
frame, its precise position in the frame's
geometry was marked by the plug. Once
marked in this way, the piece could be put
aside until needed in the ship's hull.
These plugs appear to have been inserted
before the timber's outboard face was adzed
for, in several cases, a change in adzing
direction occurred at a plug, notably on the
second futtocks. It may be therefore that a
plug was also a form of communication
between the shipwright who moulded the
III—81

Figure 14.2.56: The line
of plugs in the body
plan with an hypothesized graminho arc
overlaid. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-16a).

frame timbers, and the men who shaped
their outboard face with adzes. By way of
comparison, in dugout craft construction,
plugs functioned as gauges that were
inserted to a specific depth below an
unworked timber's surface. The worker
removed layers of wood until he encountered the top of the buried plug. If a similar
(though obviously not identical) function as
an adzing guide may be ascribed to the Red
Bay plugs, they are a sign of a division of
labour based on the distinction between a
shipwright's knowledge of hull design and a
carpenter's manual skill (Fig. 14.2.57).
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The Turn of the Bilge, or Flower
Line
In addition to the ribbands indicated by
iron-nail holes and wooden plugs, the turn
of the bilge, or flower line, was indicated in
other ways that situate this important element of the hull design in relation to other
aspects of the ship's construction. In particular, the dovetail mortises in the central
frames were aligned with the turn of the
bilge, and several of these frames were
scribed with an arrow-like mark at this
point. When all these types of evidence were
combined, it was possible to trace the flower
line from stem to stern and measure its offsets at each frame. The values of the risings
and narrowings allow a precise comparison
with period naval treatises.
Dovetail

Mortises

The dovetail mortises that linked the floor
timbers and first futtocks of the central
frames were nearly equidistant from the
centre line of the keel. Their breadths form a
curve that apparently expresses the narrowing graminho for these frames. The distances
between the bottom centres of the mortises
from the 7th frame aft through to the 6th forward were 2.050 m, 2.069 m, 2.111 m,
2.142 m, 2.165 m, 2.258 m, 2.300 m, 2.300 m
(the master floor timber; 2 mm over 4 codos),
2.310 m, 2.264 m, 2.203 m, 2.126 m, 2.075 m
and 1.939 m. These figures, plotted in the
form of a graph, do not produce a perfectly
fair curve (Fig. 14.2.58), but they approximate the turn of the bilge in this part of the
hull.

Figure 14.2.57 (Facing
Page): A 35-mm plug
on outboard face of
10th futtock forward
on port side (TT 2308),
at turn of bilge, next to
a 25-mm treenail sawn
during dismantling of
hull. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M8643 W).

The association between the mortises and
the turn of the bilge seems more a reflection
of attentive workmanship than a rule of
16th-century ship design. While a similar
regularity was observed in the mortises of
the Western Ledge Reef wreck, those of the
Villefranche
vessel
were
irregularly
placed.145 The care taken by the Red Bay
ship's builders recalls the 1618 Spanish shipbuilding ordinance, which stated, "The
joints of the first futtocks with the floor timbers are to be as long as possible, so that
they will overlap more on the floor and can
be well mortised." 146 However, neither the
ordinance nor any other period text suggests
that the mortise should be located precisely
at the turn of the bilge, as seems to have
been the intention of the Red Bay vessel's
carpenters.
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Arrow

Marks

A mark in the shape of an arrow was scribed
at the turn of the bilge on several of the 14
mortised floor timbers. Where observed,
these consisted of two or three strokes converging at a point on the timber's outboard
edge. Occurring on the unmortised face, the
marks were not always noticed in the field
but were often recorded in general photographs in which they are visible under magnification.
These marks occurred on the face oriented
toward the master frame, and not on the face
that received the futtock (Fig. 14.2.59). It
was, however, necessary to control the shape
of both faces and the arrow marks may simply reflect that need; true "surmarks" on the
timbers' opposite face would have been
obliterated when the mortise was carved.
The arrow marks thus evoke the distinction
between the shipwright's work of moulding
the timbers, and the carpenter's work of
adzing and assembling them.
In the field at Red Bay, the same type of
mark was also recorded on the 5th futtock
aft of the master (Fig. 14.2.60). Subsequent
examination of field photographs revealed
the existence six more "arrow marks" on the
port and starboard futtocks in the central
group of mortised frames.147 Since most of
the futtocks were closely photographed in
this area to record tool marks and details of
the dovetail mortise assembly, it is unlikely
that more than these seven marks ever
existed. All occurred near or at the turn of
the bilge on the face oriented away from the
master floor timber, that is, opposite to the
face mortised to the floor timber. Their function, as with those on the floor timbers,
appears to have been to indicate the turn of
the bilge to the carpenters who assembled
the frames.
A similar arrow mark was noticed on the
forward face of the 14th futtock aft, approximately at the height of the ceiling's upper
limit. Its function remains unknown.
Risings

and

Narrowings

Taken together, the ribbands, plugs, dovetail
mortises and "arrow marks" allowed the rising and the narrowing of the flower line to
be traced from stem to stern. The initial
"parameters" of this line were defined in the
master floor timber, from where they
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Figure 14.2.58: Graph
showing the distance
between the port and
starboard dovetail
mortises in the central
14 floor timbers.
Frame numbers to the
left; floor timber tags
to the right. Note the
"flat spot" toward the
stern, and the rapid
narrowing toward the
bow. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-92-103-4).
Scale 1:25
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Figure 14.2.59: Location of scribed "arrow
mark" at turn of the
bilge of first futtock
(TT 407). (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-9).

evolved forward and aft. The master floor
timber contained a flat floor extending
57 cm to 58 cm (1 codo) on either side of the
keel's longitudinal centre line. At either end,
the floor timber rose in a tangent arc having
a 4Vi-codo radius (the bilge arc). Within this
arc, where it rose about 5 cm above the floor,
was the arrow mark indicating the turn of
the bilge, or flower line, which also corresponded to the mid-point of the dovetail
mortises. In the master floor timber, the distance from one turn of the bilge to the other
was 2.30 m, or exactly 4 codos.
These three elements - the flat floor, the bilge
arc and the turn of the bilge - thus constituted the initial parameters for the rising
and the narrowing of the floor. The 1st floor
timbers forward and aft were identical to the
master. From the 2nd to the 6th timbers, the
flat floor narrowed progressively and, at the
7th frames forward and aft, the floor began
to rise. In the rising floor timbers, the floor
line was no longer flat, but projected as a cir-

Figure 14.2.60: Arrow
mark indicating the
turn of the bilge on the
cast of a first futtock
(TT 407). (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada).
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cular arc with an 11-codo radius identical to
that of the futtock arc.
In each floor timber, it was possible to locate
the turn of the bilge. In the central group of
mortised frames, the mid-point of the mortise corresponded to the turn of the bilge. In
the unmortised frames forward and aft, the
turn of the bilge could be identified by a
shallow iron-nail hole on the floor timbers'
outboard face, where a temporary ribband
had been fixed (see Section 14.4). These ribbands began at the last mortised frames, at
the turn of the bilge, and ran aft to the tuck
and forward to the stem. The rising and the
narrowing at each floor timber are plotted in
Table 14.2.5.
At the master frame, the half-breadth was
1.15 m (2 codos), a distance which narrowed
by 1.01 m (l3/4 codo) at the stem and the sternpost which had a half-breadth of 14 cm. Also
at the master frame, the rising began at a
height of 5 cm, continuing aft to touch the
sternpost at a height of 1.59 m (2% codos) and
forward to touch the stem at a height of
58 cm (1 codo). When plotted graphically
(Fig. 14.2.61), the risings form straight lines,
as opposed to a geometric curve that would
have resulted if a graminho based on a semicircle had been used (Fig. 14.2.62). Possibly,
a simple graminho based on a triangle was
used. The narrowings, on the other hand,
form a (convex) curve as far as the 15th
frames forward and aft, at which point the
curve is reversed (concave). This line is con-
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Forward frames

Aft frames
Frame

Rising

Narrowing

Frame

Rising

Narrowing

Master

5

0

Master

5

0

1

5

0

1

4

0

2

5

2

2

4

1

3

4

4

3

4

3

4

5

6

4

4

8

5

5

8

5

4

10

6

6

10

6

4

13

7

8

12

7

6

17

8

15

14

8

11

21

9

22

18

9

16

25

10

28

21

10

20

28

11

36

26

11

25

33

12

45

32

12

30

38

13

55

38

13

35

48

14

65

44

14

40

56

15

75

52

15

45

62
72

16

85

60

16

49

17

95

66

17

51

79

18

105

73

18

54

84

19

115

80

19

56

90

20

126

86

20

57

94

21

136

90

Stem

58 (1 codo)

101 (144 codo)

22

147

95

Sternpost

158 (244 codos)

101 (VA codo)

Table 14.2.5: Rising and narrowing at the turn of the bilge, or flower line (cm).

sistent with the use of a semi-circular
graminho (used upside-down) but could also
have been produced with ribbands.
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Plugs in Other Areas of the Frames
In addition to the plugs located along the
ribband lines, similar plugs were observed
in two other contexts: on the fore-and-aft
faces of some of the rising floor timbers; and
on the inboard face of all the futtocks, except
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Figure 14.2.61 {Bottom): This graph
shows the risings and
narrowings of the
flower line. The rising
line has flat areas at
midship and again
from the 8th to the
15th frames forward
and aft. The narrowing line represents the
half-breadth of the
floor timbers, from the
centre line of the keel
to the flower line. Its
curved form could
have been created
with the use of graminlios. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-109-5).

Figure 14.2.62: Some
examples of graminhos
known from manuscript sources. The
information for this
graph was generously
supplied by Richard
Barker. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-109-3).
Figure 14.2.63: A 35mm plug in the 12th
floor timber aft (TT 3),
aft face. Note the converging pit-saw marks
at right. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-4849W).

those of the mortised frames in the central
area of the hull. While these plugs remain
poorly understood, their function was
undoubtedly associated with the hull's
design.
Plugs in the Rising Floor

Timbers

These plugs were centred on the fore-and-aft
faces of the rising floor timbers, both forward and aft of the master frame
(Fig. 14.2.63). In these floor timbers, their
height above the keel was somewhat irregular but tended to rise with each floor timber
away from the master (see Figs. 14.2.4,
14.2.5). Thus, they may reflect a rising curve.

They were found in the following ten floor
timbers foward of the master frame:
•

on the aft faces of the 13th to 22nd floor
timbers (10 floor timbers), and

•

for the 18th floor timber (TT 1944),
there is a plug on both the forward and
aft faces.

On the floor timbers aft of the master, they
were found on nine floor timbers:
•

on the forward faces of the 14th to 21st
floor timbers (eight floor timbers), and

•

on the aft face of the 12th floor timber
(none occurred on the 13th floor timber).

It is not believed that the plugs served as
depth markers while adzing the surface for
some occurred on sawn faces. Instead, these
treenails may have denoted the point where
the shipwright centred the mould while projecting the shape of the futtock. Figure
14.2.64 shows the relation between the plug
position and the futtock arc as projected by
the mould. However, this relationship was
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Figure 14.2.64: Relation between floortimber plugs and firstfuttock arcs. This relation did not extend to
the sternmost two
crotches. The letter "a"
represents the position of the turn of the
bilge on the master
mould, which is indicated by the dotted
line. "B" represents the
position of the "midfuttock batten" on the
master mould. At this
frame, "B" has been
"hauled down" to the
turn of the bilge.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M95-103-26).
Scale 1:20

absent in the 20th and 21st frames aft of the
master near the stern of the vessel.

Plugs on the Inboard Face of the
Futtocks

Most fore-and-aft plugs were placed in the
face oriented toward the master frame. This
position helps understand their function in
the moulding process because the shipwright presumably would have lain his
mould on the floor timber's opposite face,
where he could extend his line into the
respective futtock.148 The plugs likely had a
function in bevelling the frames in this area
of the hull, where the rising and narrowing
were relatively pronounced.

From two to four plugs, identical to those
along the flower line, occurred on the
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Figure 14.2.65: A 35-mm
plug on the inboard face
of futtock (TT 2308), next
to a 25-mm treenail.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-8644W).

Figure 14.2.66: A 35-mm
plug on the inboard face
of futtock (TT 154), next
to 25-mm treenail holes.
(Photo: A.E. Wilson,
Parks Canada; 24M1185W).

Figure 14.2.67: Distribution of plugs, interior face of starboard
frames, shown on the
generic timber plan.
Note the lengthwise
alignment of plugs
near the lower end of
the second futtocks,
and the short diagonal
sequences in the first
futtocks. No plugs
occurred on the mortised futtocks. This distribution pattern
suggests a relation to
the process of moulding the frame timbers,
especially to the hauling down of the futtocks. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-103-12a).
Scale 1:100

inboard face of the first, second and third
futtocks (Figs. 14.2.65,14.2.66). Found on all
the unassembled or "floating" futtocks,
these plugs did not occur on any first futtocks of the central mortised frames. Two
characteristics shed some light on their role.
They were apparently inserted before the
inboard futtock faces were bevelled, for the
plugs were parallel to the fore-and-aft faces
and thus at an angle to the inboard face. Possibly, they served as "depth gauges" for the
adzemen assigned to bevel the inboard
faces.
A second clue lies in the distribution pattern
of the plugs which appear, at first sight, to
occur in a series of diagonal alignments (Fig.
14.2.67). Analysis reveals that the plug positions were related to progressive hauling
down of the futtock arc. Two points along
this arc seem to have been designated as
plug positions and, when the arc was hauled
down, the plug positions were also displaced toward the keel. Thus, the plug locations may unintentionally reflect the
moulding process of each frame (Fig.
14.2.68).
Interpretation of the plugs is therefore based
on these two characteristics. It seems that
the shipwright placed marks on the mould
to remind him where to place depth gauges the plugs - on the inboard face of the timber
whose outboard face he was moulding. Such
a measure would have been necessary if the
mould did not have a constant width from
end to end. In fact, the master frame's moulded dimension decreased from 20 cm at the
bilge to 14 cm at the beam, which may indicate that the mould tapered accordingly. As
the shipwright hauled down the mould in
the frames forward and aft, he also corrected
the moulded dimension at predetermined
points along the mould. In the central group
of frames, where the futtocks were not
hauled down, the plugs were therefore
absent.
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Figure 14.2.68: Frame
shape may have been
scribed around templates, cut to specific
radii. Lengthening or
shortening could be
accomplished by sliding the template along
the timber to be moulded. Interior plugs are
well located to position both the centres
and ends of these arc
segments. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-99-103-5).
Scale 1:25

It was possible to compare the plug positions on the corresponding port and starboard futtocks for the eight aftermost
frames, which revealed an interesting discrepancy. While the port and starboard plug
distribution patterns were the same, the
port-side plugs were always about 30 cm
higher up along the futtocks than on the
starboard side. Perhaps the mark on the
mould was a temporary chalk stroke,
applied anew from time to time.
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ANALYSIS: DESIGNING AND
ASSEMBLING THE H U L L
Master Frame
In its essential aspects, the Red Bay hull was
designed according to the same principles
found in the shipbuilding manuscripts of
the period from 1570 to 1620. Following a
three-step method, these manuscripts initially set out the hull's basic dimensions,
then described the master frame's conception and, finally, outlined how the master
frame's shape was modified to design the
frames forward and aft. Once the keel length
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and overall length were established in a 2 : 3
proportion (2514 codos and 3814 codos), the
breadth of the master frame was fixed at
approximately half the keel's length, or
about 13 codos. These measures thus formed
a 1 : 2 : 3 ratio which Thomé Cano considered, in 1611, as being typical of Biscayan
shipbuilding. 149

sive arcs touched at the height of the
construction ribbands situated at the midpoint of the first futtocks' length, at the overlap of the first and second futtocks and at
the overlap of the second and third futtocks.
Such a master frame conception thus corresponded to the principles illustrated by
Mathew Baker and Manoel Fernandes.

The precise measure of the master frame's
greatest beam, 7.56 m, is slightly greater
than 13 codos (7.47 m). However, in Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts, the greatest
breadth (manga) is usually given in full
codos, rarely in half codos, and never in quarter codos. We believe the Red Bay vessel's
intended breadth was 13 codos for, as the
drafts of Mathew Baker and Manoel
Fernandes show, the master frame was usually marginally wider than the distance
between perpendiculars indicating the
ship's official breadth as contained in the
construction contract. Thus, the true breadth
slightly surpassed the planned breadth, but
the height at which the greatest breadth
occurred in the Red Bay vessel, exactly
7 codos (4.02 m) above the keel, seems to
have been closely controlled.

The geometry of the Red Bay master frame
appears carefully composed. Its full breadth
was exactly four codos at the turn of the
bilge, nine codos at the touch of the bilge and
futtock arcs, 12 codos at the touch of the futtock and breadth arcs and 13 codos at the
touch of the breadth and the tumblehome
arcs (Fig. 14.2.69). Each of these touches
(transverse design) corresponded to the
position of a construction ribband (longitudinal design). While the breadths fall in a
thought-out pattern, the heights do not correspond to any clear logic and were probably not pre-determined. lDl

In period manuscripts, the second step in
designing the hull, the conception of the
master frame, was typically based on a
series of three or four tangent circular arcs
with different radii, plus the tangent straight
floor and tumblehome lines. This conception
was also found in the Red Bay master frame
whose design included, from the keel to the
rail:
•

a straight horizontal floor, 1 codo in
half-breadth

•

a bilge arc with a 414-codo radius

•

a futtock arc with an 11-codo radius

•

a breadth arc with a ôVi-codo radius

•

a tumblehome arc with a 414-codo
radius

•

a straight tumblehome, about 4 codos
long

These elements of the master frame's design
were found by a trial-and-error method of
superimposing prepared arcs on the reconstructed frame at a 1 :10 scale.150 The succesTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Modifications Forward and Aft
The third step in designing a hull described
in Renaissance treatises consisted of modifying the master frame systematically in order
to generate the frames forward and aft. It is
here that the Red Bay findings appear most
original for, in the period Iberian texts, the
modifications are described only as far as
two reference frames called almogamas (postreros), while in the archaeological example,
it is possible to trace these modifications as
far as the stem and the transom stern. We
may describe these modifications by dividing the hull into levels, corresponding to the
distance between ribbands, and into frames,
counting from the master frame to the stem
and the stern (Fig. 14.2.70).
The lowest ribband, corresponding to the
flower line, had an aft rising of 1.58 m
(23A codos) and a forward rising of 1.01 m
(1% codos), measured at the sternpost and
the stem. The major ribband overlapping the
first and second futtocks cannot be traced to
the posts but, at the 15th frames from the
master, it rose aft by 0.86 m (114 codos) and
forward by 0.29 m (14 codo). These risings
seem to have formed a basic part of the
hull's original conception, within which the
detailed modification to each frame was
worked out. These modifications included
the narrowing of the floor, the rising of the
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floor, hauling down the futtocks, and fairing
the hull's lines into those of the stem and the
transom stern.

(Fig. 14.2.71). The narrowing appeared to
follow a curve such as that generated by a
semi-circular graminho.

Narrowing

Rising of the Floor

of the Floor

The initial width of the floor was not considered to be the flat part of the floor timber,
but rather the distance from one turn of the
bilge to the other. This half-breadth, established as 2 codos in the master frame, narrowed progressively beginning at the 2nd
frames forward and aft. It was the only measurable modification found in the central
group of mortised frames, as far as the 6th
frames forward and aft, and could be precisely determined as the distance between
the centre-points of the dovetail mortises
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The master frame contained a straight, horizontal floor free of any rising. However, the
turn of the bilge was situated about 5 cm
above the keel. The same vertical dimension
was found in all the frames as far as the 6th
frames forward and aft.
The rising of the floor began at the 7th
frames forward and aft. In its application, it
was divided in two components, namely the
rising found in the floor-timber pedestals
and, above this, the rising of the turn of the
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Figure 14.2.69: Conception of the master
frame. Note the finding of four arcs, as in
most of Mathew
Baker's draughts of
master frames. Longitudinal ribbands had
been attached to the
frames where the arcs
touched. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-95-103-20).

Portuguese treatises.152 According to Cruz
Apestegui CardenaTs analysis, the joba may
be detected by a kink in the bilge arc, where
the frame was progressively tilted outward,
starting from the master frame to the ends of
the hull, without altering the arc of the futtock above the turn of the bilge153 (see Fig.
13.1.5). This procedure may thus be seen an
alternative to that of hauling down the futtock which is commonly mentioned in the
English treatises of the period.154 It appears
that on this point the Basque-built Red Bay
Hauling down the Futtock
vessel corresponds more closely to the
This modification affected the bilge arc
English than to the Iberian texts. This obserfound, at the master frame, between the flat
vation leads us to ask where the geographifloor and the futtock arc. The AVi-codo bilge
cal boundary lay between shipbuilding
arc formed the bottom half of the first futmethods using the joba or espalhamento and
tock, including its zone of overlap with the
those that prescribed hauling down the futfloor timber. At the master frame, the bilge
tock.
arc's upper end corresponded to the height,
at the futtock's mid-point, where a ribband
was fixed. By following this ribband for- While several English manuscripts make
ward and aft, we obtain the base line from mention of hauling down the futtock, only
which the ll-codo futtock arc was hauled that of Mathew Baker refers to the joba. It
down. Beginning at about the 7th frames does so in a particular context. Referring to
forward and aft, the futtock arc extended it by its Italian name, linoramo, Baker affirms
downward beyond this ribband, progres- that this procedure was unknown to his
sively displacing the bilge arc until finally, English compatriots. Presumably, Baker
around the 12th frames, the bilge arc disap- learnt the procedure and its Italian name
peared. Thus, the two ll-codo arcs in the fut- from a Venetian shipwright named AugusBaker at
tock and in the floor timbers met to form one tino Levello who worked alongside
155
Deptford
for
over
forty
years.
Thus,
the
continuous arc.
joba appears to have been foreign to
In each frame, the futtock arc was extended England, during the period from 1580 to
downward incrementally, according to a 1620 when the English shipbuilding treatises
progression that seems to have been based discussed were produced.
bilge. The rising of the floor, in contrast to
the narrowing, did not follow a curve from
the master frame to the posts, but rather a
straight line kinked, especially forward of
midship, at the 15th frame. In these rising
frames, the floor was no longer flat, but
curved in a circular arc with an ll-codo
radius identical to that of the futtock arc.
This arc was inverted to form a hollowing
arc in the bow and stern.

on a graminho. It is not known, however,
whether the graminho was based on a semicircle or on a triangle.

It is more difficult to generalize about the
Iberian manuscripts. The joba was mentioned by Cano in his 1611 treatise and by
Shortening the Breadth Arc in the Stern Martin de Aroztegui in the 1613 and 1618
Spanish shipbuilding ordinances. Its PortuFrames
guese equivalent, espalhamento, was menAt the master frame, the ship's greatest tioned by Fernandes in 1616. Oliveira in
breadth was formed by an arc with a 6V2- 1570 and García de Palacio in 1587 did not
codo radius, while at the fashion frames, the mention any modification to the futtocks.156
breadth arc had a AVi-codo radius. The transi- The geographic origin of these texts can be
tion occurred over the last seven frames in placed in Seville or in Lisbon, even though
the stern quarter, but insufficient evidence the Spanish ordinances contain implicit
survives to allow the nature of this transi- links to Biscay.
tion to be fully understood (see Fig. 14.2.70).
Analysis
While the Red Bay evidence corresponded
to the design procedures called the rising
and the narrowing of the floor, and hauling
down the futtock, the evidence could not be
related to the design procedure called joba or
espalhamento respectively in the Spanish and
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

The treatise of Diego García de Palacio has
been held as an example of Cantabrian
methods, due to the author's birthplace in
Santander and his text's structure as a dialogue between an Asturian and a Biscayan.
However, the text itself is based on Andalusian references. The linear shipbuilding unit
is the codo de Castilla and ship's tonnage is
111-93

based on the Sevillan tonelada of two pipas.
As well, Garcia related the deck heights to
the pipa, a cask seldom used in the Bay of
Biscay in the 16th century, but customary in
Andalusian shipping. The use of Andalusian measures thus appears to disqualify
any suggestion that García de Palacio was
describing Biscayan methods.

niques, Cano showed how they were not
suitable for the Indies route.

Finally, the Spanish ordinances of 1607,
1613, and 1618 were signed by Antonio and
Martin de Aroztegui. Little is known of
these men, but their names are Basque and
Martin de Aroztegui was a member of the
Spanish war council, and was stationed in
The 1611 book of Thomé Cano, a Canary San Sebastián in 1627.161 The ordinances
Islander who plied the Carrera de las Indias contain at least one Basque term, albaola (see
from Seville to the New World, reveals in Section 15.1). However, the ordinances were
several passages that he was well prepared in Madrid, and were successively
acquainted with Biscayan shipbuilding. For refined in consultation with a junta of
example, the well known as, dos, tres propor- Seville's foremost shipwrights. The memtion comes to us from Cano.157 In other pas- bers of this junta are known, and not one
sages, Cano mentioned the numbers of ships was Basque.162 Moreover, the Mediterranean
involved in Cantabrian navigation 158 and shipbuilding vocabulary in these ordinances
referred to the Biscayan practice of reinforc- has little relation to that found in Gipuzkoan
ing a ship's floor to allow the Atlantic cus- notarial documents, and the codo illustrated
tom of beaching ships,159 and described the in the 1618 ordinance is not the Biscayan
different carpentry required for ships sailing codo de ribera.163 These documents thus
to the Indies or to Terranovad60 However, appear to represent an Andalusian tradition
Cano's primary interest did not lie in Bis- that included the use of the joba. Their allucayan techniques; in fact, the opposite is true sions to Biscayan shipbuilding are often cast
for in describing Biscayan shipbuilding tech- in a contrasting light, suggesting that differ-
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Figure 14.2.70 (Above
mid Facing Page): These
drawings show the
combination of arcs
found in the master
frame, and arcs with
the same radii in several frames forward
and aft of the master.
The radii measure 4V4 ,
6V2 and 11 codos. The
adjustment of the
chords of these arcs,
from one frame to the
next, was called "hauling down" the futtock.
At the bottom, near the
keel, the rising and the
narrowing of the floor
can be observed. Note
the discrepancy in
frame 9 aft, in which
the chord of the 11codo arc appears
unusually short.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M2000-103-2 and 24M2000-103-3).
Scale 1:100

ent technological cultures prevailed
Spain's northern and southern coasts.

on

We must therefore be cautious in comparing
the Andalusian and Portuguese treatises to
an archaeological example of Basque shipbuilding. The administrative role of Seville
and Lisbon no doubt explains why these cities generated shipbuilding treatises while
Biscay, despite its well-developed maritime
tradition, had no such role. The best evidence of Basque ship design concepts
remains the archaeology of ships. The Red
Bay example shows that Basque builders
subscribed to a method that, although
related to the maderas de cuenta methods
known from the Iberian treatises, was in key
respects closer to the English method. This
method may thus be described provisionally
as "Atlantic."
Later in the 17th century, by about 1680, the
joba made its appearance at the royal shipyard of Colindres on the Asturian coast. At
nearly the same time, in the 1670s, its French
equivalent, the trébuchement, also appeared
on the Atlantic coast in the royal shipyard of
Rochefort where it was used by the builder
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Pierre Mallet. These technological transfers
from the Mediterranean, transported by
royal shipbuilders, were short-lived. In 1736,
Blaise Ollivier stated that the trébuchement
was used only by a few old Mediterranean
shipwrights as more modern methods were
adopted by navies seeking state-of-the-art
designs.

Frame Groups
Three large groups of the Red Bay frame
timbers may be identified:
•

the central group, including the master
frame and extending to the 6th frames
forward and aft

•

the rising frames from the 7th to the
15th frames forward and aft

•

the bow and stern frames from the 16th
frame to the ends of the hull.

The floor timbers corresponding to these
three groups were cut from different parts of
the tree, respectively the curved trunk, the
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V-shaped angle formed by the trunk and a
rising branch, and the Y-shaped fork of the
trunk into two rising branches. The first futtocks could also be divided into corresponding groups, based on their shapes ranging
from a J shape in the central frames, to a
smooth bow in the rising frames and an S
shape in the bow and stern frames.
Thus, three groups of frames can be distinguished on the basis of the timbers' natural
shapes, moulding method, and assembly
technology. As the ultimate frames in their
respective groups, either the 6th or the 15th
frames may have been considered the almogamas where, according to Iberian treatises,
the central group of calculated frames terminated and the empirically designed frames
of the bow and the stern began. Possibly,
however, the Red Bay vessel's builders
employed two sets of reference frames, as
described by Lavanha. In his treatise, the
calculated frames - from the 5th forward to
the 5th aft - were also the mortised frames.164
Lavanha then identified two secondary reference frames - approximately the 11th
frame forward and the 18th frame aft where the hollowing of the entry and run
began.165 These frames were needed to set
up ribbands from the almogamas to the posts,
as with the Red Bay ship.
While Lavanha's text suggests that the Red
Bay vessel's almogamas were the 6th frames,
Aroztegui's approach tends to place the 15th
frames in this role. According to this
approach, secondary reference frames were
located halfway between the master frame
and the postreros (almogamas). At these secondary reference frames, the joba was instituted, as was the hauling down of the
futtock in the Red Bay vessel. Thus, it seems
impossible to identify either the 6th or the
15th frames as the almogamas }b6 On the other
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hand, the Red Bay ship may not even have
possessed almogamas as such, for English
shipbuilding manuscripts do not mention
reference frames. Only Mathew Baker mentions "tail frames" and he specifies that they
were part of a non-English system of hull
design. If the joba procedure required the
definition of almogamas, possible the English
procedure of hauling down the futtock did
not require reference frames in the same
manner.

Timber Supply Contracts
In 16th-century Gipuzkoa, these three types
of naval timber found their way into the
local technical vocabulary. In timber supply
contracts, the three types of floor timbers are
called varengas caladas meaning "flat floor
timbers," picas a tercias or "three-pointed
floor timbers," the rising floor timbers, and
hurculus or "crotches" (Figs. 14.2.72,
14.2.73).167 Similarly, there were three terms
for the corresponding futtocks. The genolbeaçes were the central "toed futtocks"; the
genoles burbilus were the intermediate
"bowed futtocks"; and the genoles rebeses
were the S-shaped "reverse futtocks" of the
bow and the stern (Fig. 14.2.74).168
Interestingly, these terms, spelled out in a
timber supply contract for the benefit of a
timber warden, corresponded to the groupings that were subsequently used by the carpenters to assemble the frames, illustrating
how the Basque trades of naval timber supply and ship carpentry were coordinated by
common conventions and concepts.
The Red Bay frame timbers offer an insight
into the world of naval timber production in
Gipuzkoan oak plantations. The number of
tree rings counted visually in the futtocks
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Figure 14.2.71: Illustration of our method
of discovering how
the floor timbers from
the master to the 6th
frame aft, were moulded. The carpenter's
mould, superimposed
on the floor timbers in
bold lines, probably
had a graduated series
of lines at the midship
end, indicating where
to align the mould
with the centre line of
the keel for each of the
successive floor timbers. The same point
on the mould always
fell on the "turn of the
bilge". This method of
discovering how the
frames were moulded
was suggested by Eric
Rieth, and has proven
fruitful beyond all
expectations. The
same technique was
used to learn how the
entire frames, from the
master to the ends of
the ship, were moulded. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-14).
Scale 1:20

Figure 14.2.72: Floor
timbers, from the 1st
forward to the 3rd aft
(top to bottom); note
the ends, or wrungheads, lifting to the
bilge arc, the mast-step
chocks and the sump
gouged out for the
pump on the aft floor
timber. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-2056M).

Figure 14.2.73: Examples of hurculu or
crotch (TT 1086, 17th
aft), pica a tercias or
"three-pointed" floor
timber (TT 1090, 13th
aft) and varenga calada
or "flat" floor timber
(TT 2226, 8th aft), from
top to bottom. (Drawings: J.C. Farley, C.
Piper, R. Hellier, Parks
Canada; 24M-95-10318A).
Scale 1:20
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Figure 14.2.74: Examples, from left to right,
of geuol rebese or
"reverse" futtock
(TT 443,18th aft), genol
burbilu or "bowed"
futtock (TT 448, 12th
aft) and genol beaz or
"toed" futtock (TT 45,
3rd aft). These futtocks are from the starboard side. (Drawings:
J.C. Farley, C. Piper, R.
Hellier, Parks Canada;
24M-95-103-9A).
Scale 1:20

fell in the range of 35 to 40. Such a narrow
age range could not logically have occurred
if the futtocks had been harvested in a forest
of wild oaks. In addition to their uniform
age, the curvature and dimensions of these
planted oaks also conformed closely to the
frame timbers' desired shape. The amount
of wood lost to incorrect growth in the futtocks was minimal; this could not have
occurred if the trees had been left to grow to
a natural form. The various futtock shapes
had apparently been trained as saplings.
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Finally, the futtocks were of a uniform
length, along which there were no signs of
branches, indicating that these trees had
been pruned while young so that their
trunks could be used as futtocks. These
practices apparently underlay the technical
vocabulary referring to the different types of
futtock.
Clearly, the Red Bay futtocks originated in a
carefully managed oak plantation that specialized in the production of naval timber.
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Figure 14.2.75:
Exploded view of the
stern crotch assembly.
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-83-103-3).

Considering that the oaks were grown for
more than 40 years with the assurance that
their shape, thickness, and length would
eventually satisfy a shipwright, it is understandable that certain aspects of Biscayan
ship design were slow to change.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OP RED BAY

Assembly Techniques
While most of the floor timbers were fastened to the keel, stem or sternpost knee by
means of various fasteners, other floor timbers were fastened only to the hull planking.
This was the case with the bow crotches,
from the 16th floor timber forward, and with
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the 16th floor timber aft which reposed on
the forward end of the sternpost knee (Fig.
14.2.75). The significance of fasteners holding the floor timbers to the keel was questioned by Eric Rieth in the context of the
Villefranche wreck, where some floor timbers, including that believed to be the master, were not fastened to the keel.169 In
ancient Mediterranean contexts, the presence of floating floor timbers has been seen
as evidence of shell-first construction.170 It
therefore appears that the Red Bay bow
crotches were installed after the bow planks
were in place.
The most interesting assembly technique
observed in the floor timbers was the dovetail mortise-and-tenon joint that linked the
floor timbers and futtocks of 14 frames
amidship. Their significance has been discussed ever since they were perceived to be
a regular feature of 16th-century shipwrecks
of probable Iberian origin.171 Debate has centred on whether they represented a simple
reinforcing technique, or whether the framefirst construction that they revealed also
suggested some form of pre-moulding.
There can be little doubt that the mortises
provided structural rigidity during con-

struction, both while setting up the frames
and while bending the immense hull planks
into place. Nor can there be any doubt that
the mortised frame timbers were assembled
prior to being set up on the keel. The structure of the mortises, as well as the treenails
and iron nails used to fasten them, was such
that they could not have been physically
assembled in the closely spaced series in
which they were found.

The Iberian treatises written between 1570
and 1620 include three references to frame
mortises. The references clearly associate the
mortises with pre-moulding methods, and
explicitly attribute a strengthening function
to them. The 1618 ordinance specifically
mentions this strengthening function, and
does not associate the mortises with the maderas de cuenta.172 Fernandes wrote that the
floor timbers, presumably those of the
madeiras da conta, were to be overlapped by
three palmos (77 cm) and joined by a mortise
one dedo (finger) in depth, 173 while Lavanha
associated the use of mortises with his 11
madeiras da conta.174 Therefore, this feature
relates to the hull's construction, rather than
to its design.

NOTES
132 Four geometric terms will frequently recur in this
section. Arc refers to a segment of a circle. Radius
refers to the distance from the arc to the centre of
the circle. Chord refers to the length of a straight line
joining the ends of an arc. Tangent refers to a line
extending from a given point on an arc that forms a
90° angle to the radius line that touches the same
point. Tangents may be straight lines or tangent
arcs.

133 This difficulty was also mentioned by Pierre Villié
in his study of the Calvi I wreck and by Max
Guérout, Eric Rieth, and Jean-Marie Gassend in
their analysis of the Villefranche vessel.
134 See Gordon P. Watts, Jr., "The Western Ledge Reef
Wreck: A Preliminary Report on Investigation of the
Remains of a 16th-Century Shipwreck in Bermuda,"
The International Journal of Nautical Archaeology, Vol.
22, No. 2 (1993), pp. 103-124. The keel and other
timbers were observed by Brad Loewen in 1991.
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Thanks to Edward Harris of the Bermuda Maritime
Museum for permission to use these data.
135 Thomas J. Oertling, "The Highborn Cay Wreck: The
1986 Field Season," The International Journal of
Nautical Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol.
18, No. 3 (1989), pp. 244-253; and "The Molasses
Reef Wreck Hull Analysis: Final Report," The
International Journal of Nautical Archaeology and
Underwater Exploration, Vol. 18, No. 3 (1989),
pp. 229-243, Tab. 1.
136 TT 1085 and 1086, TT 1089 and 1090, and TT 3 and
1567.
137 Brad Loewen, "The morticed frames of XVIth
century Atlantic ships and the madeiras da conta of
Renaissance texts," in Construction navale maritime et
fluviale: Approches archéologique, historique et
ethnologique. Archaeonautica 14. Actes du 7e Colloque
international d'archéologie navale, éd. Patrice Pomey
and Éric Rieth (Paris: CNRS, 1999), pp. 213-221;
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J. Richard Steffy, Wooden Ship Building and the
Interpretation of Shipwrecks (College Station; Texas
A&M University Press, 1994), pp. 134, 137; Brad
Loewen, "The structures of Atlantic shipbuilding in
the 16th century: An archaeological perspective," in
Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Archaeology of Medieval and Modern Ships of IberianAtlantic Tradition, Trabalhos de Arqueología 18, éd.
Francisco Alves, (Lisbon: Instituto Portugués de
Arqueología,, 2001), pp. 241-258.
138 Brad Loewen, "The morticed frames of XVIth
century Atlantic ships and the madeiras da conta of
Renaissance texts."

146 "El Rey...," 1618, Cambridge, Harvard University,
Houghton Library, Pallia Mss. fols, llv-12, para. 26:
"Los escarpes de los pies de genoles con las
varengas, o planes han de ser los mas largos que ser
pudiere, porque cruzen mas por el plan, y hagan
buen encolamiento."
147 The marks were found on TT 419 (1st futtock on aft
face of master frame, port side), TT 1158 (6th futtock
aft, port side), TT 1286 (1st futtock aft, starboard
side), TT 2229 (5th futtock forward, port side),
TT 2231 (2nd futtock forward, port side) and
TT 2324 (4th futtock aft, port side).

148 Using a different line of reasoning, the floor
timber's surface toward the master frame should be
moulded, for this surface was larger and could be
bevelled away to the opposite face. The inverse
would require "adding" wood. In fact, the Newton
140 Joño Baptista Lavanha, "Livro primeiro da
manuscript states that the mould is to be laid on the
arquitectura naval," ca. 1598-1620, éd. Joào da
surface facing the master frame. Isaac Newton,
Gama Pimentel Barata, Ethnos: Revista do Instituto
ANewton MS," ca. 1600, Cambridge, Cambridge
portugués de arqueología, historia e etnografía, Vol. 4
University Library, Mss Add 4005, Part 12, ed.
(1965), pp. 221-298 (reprint as Livro primeiro da
Richard A. Barker, in ADesign in the Dockyards,
arquitectura naval, Lisbon: Academia de Marinha,
about 1600," in Carvel Construction Technique.
1996). See also Brad Loewen, "Codo, Carvel, Mould
Skeleton-First, Shell-First: Fifth International
and Ribband: The Archaeology of Ships, 1450Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Amsterdam
1620," Mémoires vives: Revue québécoise d'archéologie
19SS, ed. Reinder Reinders and Kees Paul (Oxford:
historique (1994), pp. 6-21.
Oxbow Books, 1991), p. 69.
139 The port side had an equivalent number of first
futtocks.

141 The variable section of these fasteners contrasts
with the consistent 12-mm section of the nails that
permanently fastened the planks. As well, the
planking nail holes were longer, penetrating the
futtocks by about 14 cm to 17 cm.

149 Thomé Cano, Arte para fabricar, fortificar, y apareiar
naos de guerra, y merchante (Seville: Luys Estupiñan,
1611; reprint as Tomé Cano, Arte para fabricar y
aparejar naos, ed. Enrique Marco Dorta, La Laguna,
Tenerife: Instituto de Estudios Canarios, 1964),
p. 62, pp. 66-67.

142 According to some 17th-century treatises, the
position of a major ribband at the summit of the first
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futtocks corresponded to the line along which the
joba or espaihamento was calculated. See Cruz
Apestegui Cardenal, AAnálisis técnico de la obra,"
in Arte de fabricar reales: Edición comentada del
manuscrito original de Don Antonio de Gaztañeta
Yturribalzaga, ed. F. Fernández González, C.
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Apestegui Cardenal, and F. Miguélez García
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14.3 The Planks: The Role of the Sawyers and Timber
Gaugers
Brad Loewen

The remains of 26 strakes of oak planking
were found on the starboard side of the hull,
while 18 were identified on the port side.
Study concentrated on the starboard
remains, which comprised 19 strakes found
largely intact along the hull's length
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(Fig. 14.3.1) and a further seven strakes
which had become disarticulated. On the
port side, the lower nine strakes were complete from bow to stern, and in the bow area,
where a section of the hull had broken off
and rotated, the planking was intact from
THE HULL

Width

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Length

Thickness

0 - 199 (19%)

12-16 [wales] (4%)

37 - 40 (8%)

200 - 299 (5%)

6.5 (4%)

35 - 36 (24%)

300 - 399 (14%)

6 (31%)

33 - 34 (30%)

400 - 499 (20%)

5.5 (39%)

31 - 32 (19%)

500 - 599 (8.9%)

5 (19%)

21 - 30 (13%)

600 - 699 (13%)

10-20 (8%)

700 - 799 (6%)
800 - 899 (1%)

Cluster 3

900 - 999 (6%)

4 (3%)

1000 -1099 (6%)

Table 14.3.1: Summary of starboard plank dimensions (in cm).

shakes 10 to 18. In the port midship area, a
section from strakes 10 to 14 was torn from
the hull and deposited some distance forward of the articulated structure.

Figure 14.3.1: Starboard planking plan
with Timber Tag numbers, up to the main
wale at the level of the
main deck. The arrows
indicate the locations
of 35-mm plugs found
in the edge of a plank.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M94-103-15).

Strake numbers are used frequently in this
section; the following benchmarks may be
useful for orientation. The flower line
approximately followed strake 3. Higher up,
the decks sat at six-strake intervals: the
lower deck was at strake 13, the main deck
at strake 19 (the main wale), and the upper
deck at strake 25 (the upper wale). The 26th
strake formed part of the waist rail.
The dimensions of the 79 surviving starboard planks are summarized in Table
14.3.1. Their widths, although variable,
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tended to cluster around 33 cm to 34 cm. As
might be expected, their lengths varied
greatly, from less than 1 m to almost 11 m.
Clusters occurred in three ranges: 4 m to
5 m; 6 m to 7 m; and 9 m to 11 m. Plank
thickness typically measured from 5 cm to
6 cm below the main wale, and from 4 cm to
5.5 cm above this wale.
In general, these plank dimensions correspond with those recorded for other 16thcentury Iberian shipwrecks. The plank
scantlings of the English ship Mary Rose,
while slightly larger, are not dissimilar but a
sharp contrast is noted with the thick planks
of the Villefranche wreck, which is most
likely of Genoese origin.175 We have therefore examined the possibility that the
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dimensions of the planking from Red Bay
had a regional association related to Basque
forestry measures and, in particular, to the
use of the codo de tabla, the standard codo for
ship's planking. This standard is known
from the 1680 manuscript of Antonio de
Gaztañeta and the 1736 book of Pedro Villareal de Berriz,176 as well as from plank specifications found in timber purchases from
16th-century Gipuzkoa. The Red Bay planks
also reveal other aspects of Basque naval forestry, such as the age and size of trees used
for planking, and the tools used in their production.

We also considered the function of the
planking in the design and construction of
the hull, beyond simply cladding the frame
timbers. Some planks may have served a
purpose similar to ribbands during hull
assembly, bridging long gaps between
frames and supporting the bow crotches and
some of the floating futtocks. Whatever the
planks' priority may have been during hull
assembly, they did not play a primary role in
controlling the hull shape. For example,
spiled or arced edges were evident on the
plank on the flower line along shake 3 (Fig.
14.3.2), suggesting that the profile of this
plank was cut to reflect a shape dictated by
the central group of frames, rather than vice
versa. This contrasts with the lower hull
planks of ancient Greek vessels which, as
Richard Steffy has noted, were not curved in
this way, yet flowed smoothly along the
hull.177 While the spiled bilge plank is only
one element of a complex question, it suggests that the Renaissance idea of a flower
line can not be traced directly to the planking lines of ancient and medieval ships of
shell-first construction.

THE HULL PLANKS

Most planks had an even width throughout
their length. Below the main wale, tapered
planks were used in two areas: at the forward end of strakes 1 through 11, and in the
stealers in strakes 2 to 4. The main and
upper wales follow a roughly parallel
course, and the planks between them are
generally uniform in width. 17S

Figure 14.3.2: The
plank that ran along
the flower line
(TT 1526/2829) showing its curvature, or
spile. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M7299W).

Strakes 1 to 18, between the keel and the
main wale, measured 5 cm to 6 cm in thickness, with most falling between 5.5 cm and

Dimensions
Most hull planks were between 31 cm and
36 cm wide, with the greatest concentration
(30 per cent) being between 33 cm and 34 cm
wide. Most of the narrower planks were
found in strakes 2 and 3, especially in the
stern half, where irregular planking runs
were needed to accommodate the complex
curves in this area.
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Figure 14.3.3: The
wood grain on the
ends of planks
revealed that they had
been sawn, not split.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5961W).

THE HULL

Figure 14.3.4 (Right):
Hull plank (TT 1243)
showing saw marks
on inboard face. The
changing angle of the
blade marks is characteristic of "pit-sawing", in which one
sawyer stood on top of
the log and one or two
stood underneath to
operate the saw. The
change of angle
occurred when the top
sawyer took a step
back. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-4055W).

Figure 14.3.5 (Far
Right): Hull plank
(TT 591) showing adzing on inboard face,
covering the saw
marks. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-1205M).
Figure 14.3.6 (Bottom
Left): Hull plank
(TT 464) showing adzing on inboard face.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-3221W).
Figure 14.3.7 (Bottom
Right): Hull plank
(TT 1243) showing
adze or axe marks
along edge. Caulking
scars are also visible
along the edge, forming a line at about half
the thickness of the
plank. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M1247M).

6 cm. The thickest planks were found in
strakes 1 to 5, in the floor of the ship. Above
the main wale, in the stern quarter, strake 20
was 5.5 cm thick. The next four strakes
recovered in the stern quarter, were somewhat thinner at 4 cm to 4.5 cm.
The lengths of the hull planks ranged from
about 1 m to more than 10 m. As discussed
in further detail below, the clustering of the
plank lengths shown in Table 14.3.1 reveals a
practice of cutting planks in standard
lengths.

Timber
Only oak planks were found up to strake 25,
the wale at the upper deck, and in strake 26,
the rail plank. Ring counts suggest that the
oaks were at least 80 years old when they
were felled. Generally, the wood grain in the
planks was straight, and followed the line of
the plank. A major knot was discerned in
only one plank (TT 1141 in strake 12), and in
only one plank (TT 1075/2848 in strake 5)
did the grain not follow the line of the plank,
causing a split that was repaired with short
nails, as discussed below.
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Tool Marks
The orientation of growth rings and medullary rays at the ends of the planks indicated
that the planks were sawn tangentially, not
split, from the log (Fig. 14.3.3). Saw marks
were discernible in some places, notably on
the planks' interior faces. Because the angle
of the saw blade had been adjusted at intervals of about 60 cm, the marks were identified as those of a pit saw, similar to those on
the ceiling planks (Fig. 14.3.4).179
The predominant tool mark observed on the
planking was that of an adze, whose rhythmic strokes smoothed the surface and compressed the grain. Appearing on both the
inside and outside faces, the striations left
by the blade lay at about 60° to the grain,
with about 14 to 15 rows of strokes per
metre of length (Figs. 14.3.5, 14.3.6). The
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Figure 14.3.8: Frame
timber (TT 1280)
showing caulking
scars where the iron
penetrated between
the planks. (Photo: C.
Bradley, Parks Canada; 24M-1748M).

edges and ends of the planks were also finished with an adze (Fig. 14.3.7).
In two instances, the plank's inside face was
not fully adzed. About 30 cm at the end of
one plank was not adzed where it fell on a
frame. In the other case, the adzed and
unadzed lengths corresponded to specific
groups of frames. The unadzed area fell on
the central group of pre-assembled frames,
and the adzed area on those immediately
forward, which may have been installed
after some of the planks were in place. These
two cases suggest that the planks were
adzed at or near the construction site and
that the adzing proceeded in phases that
were synchronized, to some extent, with
other operations in the assembly of the
planks and frames.
The edges of the planks were slightly bevelled with an adze, so that the seams were
wider on the hull's exterior than the interior
(see Fig. 14.3.7). The bevel was most pronounced in areas such as the stern tuck.
Some seams may have been as wide as three
centimetres on the outboard faces; however
this measurement was difficult to obtain
after the hull's disassembly and the resulting rapid expansion of the waterlogged
wood fibres.180
The plank edges bore only one set of caulking scars, indicating that the vessel had
never been recaulked. Recovered caulking
consisted of oakum, or combed-out hemp
cordage. The depth of the caulking scars
varied from 30 per cent to 100 per cent of the
plank thickness, and they were oriented at
angles of 60° to 90° to the exterior face of the
hull (Figs. 14.3.7, 14.3.9). In some areas, the
tools penetrated deeply enough to leave
scars on the frame timbers (Fig. 14.3.8).
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Figure 14.3.9: Hull
plank (TT 1407/1257)
showing caulking residue and scars along
the edge. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5167W).

Figure 14.3.10: Hull
plank (TT 1526/2829)
showing adzing at
butt end. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7284W).

Figure 14.3.11: The
stern end of the garboard strake (TT 1243).
The edge was thinned
slightly to match the
rabbet. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-1246M).

Figure 14.3.12: A 35-mm
plug in the edge of a
hull plank. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-2453W).

Figure 14.3.13: This
35-mm plug was not
centered in the edge
of the plank
(TT 2431/2435) so
that it was partly
exposed after sawing
or after adzing.
(Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M8364W).

sponded with the positions of frame timbers
(Figs. 14.3.1,14.3.14).

Alternatively, these scars may have been left
while gouging the seams with a centering
chisel prior to the insertion of the oakum.
Similarly, the ends of the planks were usually finished with an adze, and a slight bevel
for the caulking was created (Fig. 14.3.10).
At the ends of the hull, where the hooding
ends of the planks fit into the sternpost or
stem rabbets, the ends of the planks were
shaped with an axe, and the planks were
thinned slightly to match the four-centimetre depth of the rabbets (Fig. 14.3.11).

Plugs in the Plank Edges

Figure 14.3.14:
Some hull planks
had 35-mm plugs in
both edges at a
frame timber position. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-94-10310).

An unusual feature found in the edges of
some planks was a shallow hole about
35 mm in diameter, plugged with a treenail,
and adzed flush with the edge of the wood
(Figs. 14.3.1, 14.3.12). Although usually centred in the plank edge, some were partially
exposed on one face, indicating that they
were in place at the time the plank was
adzed and perhaps when it was sawn (Fig.
14.3.13). In one long plank (TT 438), plugs
occurred at several points. Generally, they
tended to occur as aligned pairs on opposite
edges of a plank, which sometimes corre-

This feature was noted on nine starboard
planks, mostly located in the lower stern
quarter. A macroscopic comparison of the
tree-ring patterns in these planks suggested
the possibility that some were sawn from
the same tree. Perhaps, then, these planks
remained together as a group from the time
they were sawn until their installation. This
hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
plugs were not found in the stern planks of
shake 13 (TT 439 and 999/1248), an adjacent
shake installed later in the construction process, after the underlying ribband was
removed.
A hypothesis to explain these features must
also consider their similarity to plugs
observed in the frame timbers, which were
apparently inserted as a means of controlling the shaping of these timbers. In the
frame timbers, their positions are loosely
related to the arcs used to define the frames
and they were probably used as guides
while adzing the timbers' inboard faces to
the correct depth. These comparisons suggest that the plugs in the planking may have
had a role in controlling the plank widths
and were used either by the sawyers or by
the adzemen.

Evidence of Repairs
The hull planks were meticulously repaired
in several ways. Such repairs fell in the category of work called graving the hull, and in
this case were made before the ship was
launched and after the planks were fastened
to the frames with treenails. Only one example of a plank replacement that involved
inserting a second series of treenails was
noted, in a short area of strake 5 (TT 2600).
The most common type of repair consisted
of removing a defective area of a plank and
replacing it with sound wood. Rectilinear
graving pieces, or rumbos, were found in two
places in the starboard hull. In strake 14, an
angled scarf was created for a repair piece
measuring about a metre in length. In strake
11, a section about 10 cm wide and 50 cm
long was replaced in the middle of a plank
(Fig. 14.3.15). On the port side, three such
repairs were noted, including two in a single
plank.
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Figure 14.3.15 (Far Left):
Broken hull plank
(TT 1810) showing rectangle of wood removed
for a graving piece.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M6153W).
Figure 14.3.16 (Left):
Hull plank (TT 1530),
outboard face, showing
graving piece anchored
in frame as a treenail.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-1214M).

A second type of repair consisted of removing a small, rectangular area of wood, some
5 cm to 10 cm across, which was repaired by
inserting a specially-carved treenail with a
rectangular head corresponding in shape to
the hole in the plank (Figs. 14.3.16, 14.3.17).
Two or three such repairs were noted on the
starboard side.
Another preventive operation was used to
remove knots, which could loosen over time
and create a leak in the hull. The knot was
removed and the hole was plugged with a
piece of wood specially carved in the shape
of the knot (Figs. 14.3.18,14.3.19,14.3.20).
In two long planks in strakes 3 and 5
(TT 1526 and 1075), the surface had split as
the planks were bent into place in a sharply
curving area just above the run of the stern.
The superficial splinter was reattached by
driving small nails, about 5 mm in section,
into the plank to check the split (Fig.
14.3.21). In cases of minor splitting, the carpenters scoured the edges of the crack, thus
ensuring that the wood fibres were razed
and that the splintering would not continue
(Fig. 14.3.22). Where the surface had splintered as a result of drilling a hole for a treenail or an iron nail, the crack was scoured
and its end was finialed to check the splinter's progress and to close the grain (Fig.
14.3.23).
At the stern of the vessel, at the height of the
tuck, were two plank-like timbers carved at
an angle to wrap around the fashion piece
from the side to the stern (Fig. 14.3.24). The
grain of the timbers followed the angle of
the finished pieces. These carefully carved
pieces reduced the number of planks to nail
and seams to caulk in this poorly accessible
corner.
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Figure 14.3.17: Hull
plank (TT 1245),
inboard face, showing
a rectangular graving
piece that had been
anchored in frame,
and was cut during
hull disassembly.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5221W).

Figure 14.3.18: Hull
plank (TT 2540) showing carved graving
piece, outboard face.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7280W).

Figure 14.3.19: Hull
plank (TT 2540), outboard face, graving
piece removed. Note
the caulking material
that sealed the repair.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7799W).

Figure 14.3.20: Hull
plank (TT 2540) showing a hole to receive a
graving piece. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-7808W).

Figure 14.3.21 (Right):
Hull plank (TT 1526/
2829), outboard face,
showing repair of a
major splinter. The
wood fibres at the
edge of the splinter
were carved so as to
contain the splintering, and small nails
kept the splinter from
lifting away. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7294W).
Figure 14.3.22 (Far
Right): Hull plank
(TT 2141/2830) showing scouring along the
edge of a minor splinter to prevent further
damage. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7613W).

Analyzing the Plank Dimensions
The plank dimensions were compared to
Basque timber metrology, in which the standard Biscayan unit of ship's planking, the
codo de tabla, measured about 57.5 cm by
38.3 cm by 7.2 cm, expressed as one codo in
length, 16 pulgadas (onzas) in width, and 8 en
codo (1/8 codo) in thickness. The planking
lengths being most variable, we shall first
examine the sectional dimensions according
to this historical Basque standard.
The widths of the Red Bay planking usually
fell in the range of 31 cm to 36 cm, with the
greatest concentration in the range of 33 cm
to 34 cm. Only eight per cent of the planks
were wider than 36 cm. Thus, their widths
never exceeded the 16 onzas (38.3 cm) of the
codo de tabla, measured after sawing. This
standard was apparently perceived as a
maximum by the sawyers who, given the
technology of the day and the variability of
tree sizes, did not value standard dimensions above the efficient use of wood.

Figure 14.3.23: Hull
plank (TT 2848) showing how a splinter
from drilling a treenail hole was checked
by carving out the
edges of the splinter.
Normally, the countersinks would have prevented such a splinter.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7135W).

3 cm. Thus, the original plank widths would
have been in the range of 33 cm to 39 cm,
and clustered at 35 cm to 37 cm. These
widths still fall within the planking codo of
16th-century Biscay.
In thickness, most planks below the main
wale were 5.5 cm to 6.0 cm thick, while those
between the main and upper deck wales
were 4.0 cm to 5.5 cm thick. On the Basque
coast in the 16th-century, plank thicknesses
were expressed in terms of a certain number
of planks per codo, with the standard for hull
planking being 8 en codo, giving a value of
7.2 cm after the planks were sawn. Comparing the Red Bay planking to these values, it
seems reasonable to suggest that up to
1.5 cm of thickness was removed in adzing
the surfaces, suggesting that the lower hull
planks were originally 6.5 cm to 7.5 cm
thick, with eight or nine planks en codo.

Another factor explains the discrepancy
between the Red Bay planks and the standard width of the codo de tabla. The edges of
the sawn planks were all adzed to close the
grain and to bevel the edges in preparation
for caulking. While it is impossible to determine the amount of wood that was removed
during adzing, it seems reasonable that a
plank's total width was reduced by 2 cm to

Figure 14.3.24: Carved
planks wrapped
around lower end of
fashion piece. Detail of
archaeological model.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RD1137W).
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This hypothesis parallels information found
in 16th-century planking purchases for
Basque ships of different sizes. For one ship
of about 450 toneladas, about twice the size of
the Red Bay vessel, the planks below the
flower line were to be 7 en codo (8.2 cm) and
from the flower line to the castles, 8 en codo
(7.2 cm).181 For two ships of 220 and 225
toneladas, similar in size to the Red Bay vessel, the hull planks were ordered at 8 and 9
en codo (7.2 cm and 6.4 cm), and thinner for
the upper works. 182 A third ship of 120
toneladas had planking calculated at 9 and 10
en codo (6.4 cm and 5.8 cm).183

Table 14.3.1 shows that the ten longest starboard planks measured between 9 m and
11 m. These ten planks, although only 12.6
per cent of the total number of planks, represented 25.5 per cent of the total length of
planking recovered from the starboard hull.
Another 55.1 per cent of the planking was
sawn into lengths corresponding to about
two-fifths or three-fifths of this original
length. Of this 55.1 per cent, about half (28.6
per cent) of the linear codos of timber was in
lengths of 300 cm to 499 cm, comprising 27
pieces. The other half (26.5 per cent of the
total) was cut in lengths of 600 cm to 799 cm,
representing 15 pieces. In all, 80.6 per cent of
We turn finally to the lengths of the Red Bay the hull planking was in three lengths: complanks, recalling that the standard codo de plete planks of around 10 m; three-fifths of a
tabla was 57.5 cm long. Table 14.3.2 reveals complete plank (around 6 m); and two-fifths
that the total length of the 79 planks recov- of a complete plank (around 4 m). The
ered in the starboard hull, up to the first underlying logic of these preferred lengths
(main) wale, was about 384 m, or 668 codos appears to reside in their proportions, which
de ribera. Estimating that five per cent of the allowed an even distribution of butt joints
planking was not found, the starboard throughout the hull.
planking up to the waterline would have
totalled slightly more than 700 codos in In contrast, only 9.8 per cent of the linear
length. Laid end to end, the total starboard planking (seven pieces) suggested complete
planks up to the height of the second planks sawn in half, that is, into lengths of
(upper) wale would have measured in the 500 cm to 599 cm. Only one plank measured
range of 1,000 to 1,200 codos. The oak planks between 800 cm and 899 cm. A further 7.2
of the transom stern to the same height per cent of the timber was sawn into lengths
would have amounted to another 100 to 200 of less than 399 cm, a total of 19 pieces. Most
codos, bringing the total length of oak planks of these short planks filled apparently
in the hull alone to somewhere between unplanned gaps in the planking.
2,100 and 2,600 codos. Thus, at 8 or 9 en codo,
the Red Bay vessel contained between 233 While written sources do not indicate a stanand 325 codos de tabla in oak planking to the dard length for planks in the Gipuzkoan
upper deck.
timber trade, in practice the most common
The maximum lengths suggest that all the
hull planks were originally cut into lengths
of 10 m to 11 m. When cutting the planks
into shorter pieces, the carpenters tended to
divide the original length into two-fifths and
three-fifths (about 4 m and 7 m), probably to
distribute the butt joints in a manner that
would not compromise hull strength. Table
14.3.2 shows the amount of planking, in linear centimetres, that was cut into each one
metre range of length.

lengths may have been in the range of 10 m
to 11 m (about 16 to 19 codos). Obviously,
plank length was determined above all by
the height of the first branches on the trees.
A mature European oak, more than 80 years
old, up to a metre in diameter, and grown in
a plantation specializing in the production
of naval timber, might have a branch-free
trunk as long as 20 m, or twice the length of
the planks. However, trees of this size were
not common and were probably reserved for
use as keels, keelsons, and perhaps masts or

Length range

0-199

200-299

300-399

400-499

500-599

600-699

700-799

800-899

900-999

1000-1099

Total

Total length

1710

1088

3876

7105

3762

6539

3663

859

4544

5149

38395

% of total length

4.4

2.8

10.1

18.5

9.8

17.0

9.5

2.2

12.1

13.4

99.8

Quantity of planks

15

4

11

16

7

10

5

1

5

5

79

Table 14.3.2: Analysis of linear quantity of starboard planking by plank length (in cm).
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Figure 14.3.25: Hull
planks from strakes 1
to 7 at bow, on the
Penney Island jetty.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-2018M).

spars. For planks, other factors also governed the maximum length, such as the
mode of transport on mountain roads and in
tidal estuaries, and the practical limits of
handling the planks between the forest to
the shipyard.

The Role of Planking in
Assembling the Hull
The distribution of butt joints in the hull was
analyzed to understand the sequence in
which individual planks, or groups of
planks, were installed. Firstly, planks were
identified that extended all the way from the
central group of pre-assembled frames to the
stem or sternpost. The importance of these
planks was that their installation did not
depend on the prior presence of the floating
futtocks, since each end was fixed to one of
the posts. Hypothetically, these planks could
have been installed before the floating frame
timbers.
Secondly, plank groupings were identified
on the basis of various characteristics related
to the position of their butt ends in relation
to certain groups of frames or patterns in the
treenail distribution. These were apparently
installed in groups, in an operation that can
be distinguished from the installation of
adjacent planks. Based on patterns in the
locations of their butt ends, these plank
groups could be compared to frame groups
and fastening patterns. By isolating these
various patterns and finding correspondences among them, the nature and synchronization of tasks involved in building
the hull were more precisely defined, and
their sequence could often be deduced.
Although the distribution of most of the butt
joints was not patterned in an significant
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way, several groups did stand out. One
group consisted of four planks that
extended the full distance from the central
group of pre-assembled frames, to the fashion pieces or stem. Three of these planks
were at the after ends of strakes 8, 9, and 12,
while the other was located at the forward
end of strake 11. All traversed the upper half
of the first futtocks. These four planks are
important because they could have served
as a cradle to support the floating futtocks.
The forwardmost planks in strakes 1 to 10
also formed a coherent group (Fig. 14.3.25).
Their butt ends fell on the first futtocks of
frames 12 to 18 forward of the master frame.
These frames were significant for several
reasons. Notably, frame 12 was the forward
end point of several design modifications
used to determine the shapes of the frames.
Also, as explained in the study of the fastenings (see Section 14.4), the 12th and 18th first
futtocks coincide with important changes in
the treenail pattern. This coincidence
appears to confirm that these planks were
installed before the frames at the bow. The
floors of these frames were not fastened to
the stem, nor even properly seated on it, and
appeared to have been wedged into place
after these planks were installed.
In strakes 1 to 4, a third distinctive group of
planks appeared. Irregularly shaped, they
filled a similarly irregular gap left by the
prior installation of the strakes above them.
This gap in the floor planking would have
allowed wood chips to fall out of the hold
between floor timbers but, more importantly, it resulted from the projection of parallel planking from strake 5 upward. The
planking runs were set by the ribbands; no
such parallel lines could be projected in the
floor and the turn of the bilge areas.
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Finally, several unusually short planks
formed a fourth group in strakes 6, 7, and 8.
Their butt ends fell over frames 6 to 12 forward of the master frame. These planks
appear to represent the completion of the
planking operation at this level of the hull
and, significantly, their positions coincide
with the last first futtocks to be installed, just
in front of the mortised frames.

THE M A I N AND UPPER DECK
WALES
Fragments of the two wales that formed
strakes 19 and 25 were recovered. At the
master frame, the main wale (strake 19) was
just above the waterline, near the height of
the main deck. The upper wale (strake 25)
sat at the height of the upper deck at the
master frame. Both wales, however, rose
more rapidly forward and aft than the
decks.

scupper channels were also carved into the
upper face, measuring 85 cm and 125 cm in
length and about 5 cm in depth. These channels matched scupper ports located in the
waist bulwark plank (see Section 15.2). One
half of a scarf was observed in the upper
wale. It measured about 36 cm in length,
angled horizontally across the timber, and
terminated with a nib at the lower edge.

Figure 14.3.26: Main
wale (TT 2702) bottom
view of carved end fitting against the stem.
The outboard edge is
on top. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7395W).

Fasteners
Dimensions
Six fragments of the starboard main wale
were recovered, accounting for approximately 17.20 m of the wale.184 These fragments represented about 73 per cent of the
wale's original length of 23.50 m from stem
to stern. The width of the wale was about
15 cm and its thickness was about 17 cm.
One wale fragment (TT 2971) was identified
as part of the upper wale, based on a mend
with a plank in the waist bulwark. Measuring 7.02 m long, about 15 cm wide, and
13 cm thick, it corresponded to the ship's
waist, extending from the pump dale to the
forecastle.

Timber and Tool Marks
The wale fragments were of oak, and were
formed from a quarter of a log. The two outboard corners were bevelled, but no tool
marks were visible. At its forward end, the
main wale was carved to fit into the stem
rabbet (Fig. 14.3.26). Just aft of the master
frame, two pieces were assembled together
with a flat horizontal scarf, about 40 cm long
(Figs. 14.3.27,14.3.28).

The main wale was nailed to the underlying
frame timbers with square-shanked, iron
nails measuring about 25 cm in length and
12 mm square. The spacing between nails
over most of the wale's length was at intervals of about 35 cm to 50 cm. The nails usually fell on a second futtock, near the level
where the second and third futtocks overlapped. The interval between the nails was
smallest in the centre of the hull where the
frames were most closely spaced. Toward
the bow, the intervals were as great as 60 cm
to 70 cm. Most of the nails were countersunk, with insets made in a roughly square
shape with a few strokes of a small adze.
In two areas, one near the bow and the other
just aft of midship, nail holes without countersinks were observed, indicating where
additional timbers were once fastened to the
outside of the wale. At the bow, these
unknown structures may have been part of
the beakhead structure (Fig. 14.3.29) and,
amidship, they may have served as a fender

The upper wale was mortised on its upper
face to seat the end of the pump dale. Two
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Figure 14.3.27: Main
wale (TT 91), outboard
view of scarf. (Photo:
A.E. Wilson, Parks
Canada; 24M-516W).

area around the scupper channels, no fasteners were used.

Analysis of Sheer Lines

Figure 14.3.28: Main
wale (TT 91), bottom
view of scarf. (Photo:
A.E. Wilson, Parks
Canada; 24M-3647W).

to protect the sides of the ship during lading
or when launching boats.
A single bolt was found in the main wale. It
was located amidship and passed from the
main wale through a second futtock and
into the shelf clamp for the main deck.
The upper wale was nailed to the frame timbers with 12-mm square nails, and, as with
the main wale, the nail heads were countersunk. The nails were spaced at intervals of
20 cm to 60 cm and were most often driven
into the third futtocks. Nails spaced less
than 40 cm apart tended to be associated
with a fourth futtock or top timber. In the

The sheer of the main wale was compared to
the sweep of the maximum breadth line of
the hull. Aft of midship, this wale ran parallel to the maximum breadth line, with the
wale about 40 cm higher. Forward of midship, the maximum breadth line rose more
quickly than the wale. Amidship, according
to a hydrostatic analysis of the hull185, this
wale would have remained just above the
waterline (by 10 cm to 25 cm) when the ship
was fully loaded.
The sheer of the wale was also compared to
the sweep of the line formed between the
points on each frame that designated the
tumblehome touch, where the top arc ended
and the frame assumed a straight tangent.
Aft of midship, the wale was situated about
40 cm below the tumblehome touch. This
comparison could not be carried out forward of midship.

Figure 14.3.29: Reconstruction of how the
main wale was joined
to the stem. Notice the
nail holes without
countersinks, just aft
of the stem, indicating
that an unknown timber was affixed here,
overlapping the wale.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M94-103-12).
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NOTES

Carolina Press, 1983), p. 172, and The Woodioright's
175 The Mary Rose had planks measuring about 38 cm
wide and 6 cm thick, thanks are extended to
Workbook (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Margaret Rule and the Mary Rose Trust for kindly
Press, 1986), pp. 173-188.
allowing me access to this information. The lower
planks of the Villefranche vessel waere about 21 cm
wide on average and 12 cm thick (21 cm being the
180 Some of the effects of waterlogging could, in fact, be
average of widths from 15 cm to 40.5 cm) (M.
measured in the case of the stern planking (see
Guérout, E. Rieth and J.-M. Gassend, Le navire génois
Section 14.5). The intact stern structure was
de Villefranche: Un naufrage de 1516?, Archaeonautica
disassembled under water, brought to the surface,
9 [Paris: Éditions du Centre National de la
and immediately reassembled. The lateral swelling
Recherche Scientifique, 1989], p. 65). While the
of the planks was immediately noticeable. Over the
planks of the Mary Rose are generally thicker and
width of the planks, which averaged about 33 cm,
wider than typical 16th-century Iberian planking,
the fastening holes running from one face of the
the English ship's plank scantlings fit within the
plank to the other were displaced by one centimetre
range of widths and thicknesses found in Iberian
in relation to the corresponding holes in the frames.
shipwrecks. The variation is thus a question of
Thus, when the timbers were released during
degree, which can be explained by the greater size
disassembly, the swelling across the grain was
of the Mary Rose. The Villefranche wreck is a
about three per cent. The same figure of about three
different matter, as the proportion between the
per cent swelling across the grain of the wood was
width and thickness of the planks demonstrates.
observed in the head pieces of the casks. Originally
round, when measured after their recovery, the
heads were about 1.5 cm to 2 cm broader across the
grain than along the grain. See Lester A. Ross,
176 Antonio de Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga, Arte de fabricar
Sixteenth-Century Spanish Basque Coopering
reales (1688; reprint as Arte de fabricar reales:Edición
Technology: A Report of the Staved Containers Found in
comentada del manuscrito original de Don Antonio de
1978-79 on the Wreck of the Whaling Galleon San Juan,
Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga, ed F. Fernández González,
Sunk in Red Bay, Labrador, A.D. 1565, Manuscript
C. Apestegui Cardenal and F. Miguélez García,
Report Series, No. 408 (Ottawa: Parks Canada,
Barcelona: Lunwerg Editores, 1992), 2 vols., pp. 241980), p. 112. The same cask heads were measured
25; Pedro Bernardo Villareal de Berriz, Máquinas
again in 1991, after conservation, by the author, and
hidráulicas de molinos y herrerías y govierno de los
they had returned to a round shape.
árboles y montes de Vizcaya (Madrid: Antonio Marin,
1736; reprint, Donostia-San Sebastián: Sociedad
Guipuzcoana de Ediciones y Publicaciones, 1973),
pp. 112-113.
181 Archivo de la Real Chancillería, Valladolid, Pleitos
civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol. 29v (1545). See
Sections 13.2 and 16.1.
177 J. Richard Steffy, "The Mediterranean Shell to
Skeleton Transition: A Northwest European
Parallel??," in Carvel Construction Technique,
Skeleton-First, Shell-First: Fifth International
Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Amsterdam,
198S, ed. Reinder Reinders and Kees Paul (Oxford:
Oxbow, 1991), pp. 1-2.

182 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa,
Oñati (hereafter AHPG), II, 3321, fol. 116 (Zumaia,
1593), and AHPG, II, 3284, fols. 23r-23v (Zumaia,
1535). See Sections 13.2 and 16.1.

183 AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 117-118 (Zumaia, 1584). See
Sections 13.2 and 16.1.
178 The top of the main wale was 4.30 m above the
baseline of the keel amidship, and reached the stern
at 5.42 m, near the height of the main transom
beam. The upper wale was at a height of
approximately 6.00 m amidship and rose aft to a
height of approximately 7.20 m, directly above the
main transom beam, before reaching the stern. See
Section 15.2 for a full description of these wales.

179 On the identification of woodworking tool marks,
especially the pit saw, see Roy Underhill, The
Woodwright's Companion: Exploring Traditional
Woodcraft (Chapel Hill: University of North
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184 The individual sections measured 330 cm, 400 cm,
260 cm, 150 cm, 333 cm, and 246 cm in length.

185 Steve Killing, "The Red Bay Vessel. A Re-Creation
of the Hull Lines Drawing and Analysis of its Shape
and Performance," Manuscript on file, Underwater
Archaeology Service, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1992;
Garth Wilson, "Computer Documentation and
Analysis of the Red Bay Vessel," Manuscript on file,
Underwater Archaeology Service, Parks Canada,
Ottawa, 1999.
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14.4 The Hull Fasteners: 11,000 Nails, Treenails, and Bolts
as Evidence of a Stepwise Construction Sequence
Brad Loewen

This section describes evidence for fasteners
found in the starboard side of the hull and
the stern assembly. The fasteners fell into
two functional groups. The principal group,
consisting of iron nails, treenails, and iron
bolts, held together the hull, that is, the
planking, the frame timbers, and various
interior structures associated with the ceiling and the decks. A second group comprised evidence of miscellaneous fasteners,
including unused treenail holes, plugged
iron-nail holes, and disused treenails.

understanding the techniques and sequence
of the Red Bay ship's construction. The richness of the evidence arises in part from the
large database that the fasteners represent.
Some 11,000 data points, each corresponding
to a fastener in a frame or in a plank, were
recorded in the starboard hull and in the
stem assembly. The first step in the analysis
was to compare the fasteners recorded in the
planks with those recorded in the frames, in
order to identify those appearing only in the
planks or only in the frames.

Table 14.4.1 lists the most numerous types of
fasteners, although a wider variety was
found, especially among the iron nails. They
are organized according to the characteristics used to establish functional groups:
type, morphology, and function. The iron
nails used to fasten the hull planks above
the upper wale were shorter than those used
below this wale, where the planks were
thicker. Among the treenails, the differences
in diameter indicated two separate functions. Treenails measuring 25 mm in diameter were used to fasten the hull planks to the
frames, while treenails with a 35-mm diameter linked the floors and the first futtocks of
the mortised frames (see Section 14.2).

Once the fastener types were identified, the
analysis proceeded in various ways,
depending on the nature of the evidence.
For example, in the case of the permanent
hull fasteners, which were the most numerous, various distribution patterns were
noted for the iron nails, the treenails, and the
bolts. In keeping with the objectives of learning the sequence of the hull's assembly and
studying the organization of the shipyard,
the distribution patterns were interpreted as
evidence of blocks of work accomplished
either sequentially or simultaneously by different groups of carpenters. The distribution
patterns often revealed fascinating and fertile relationships with other categories of
evidence, such as tool marks on the frames
and planks, the moulded morphology of
frame groups, the cant of the frames, and

The analysis of the fasteners contributed
immensely, and in unforeseen ways, to

Fastener

Section

Length

Function

Iron nails (a)

12 mm, square

14 -17 cm

Hull planks to frames, 2 per joint

Iron nails (b)

10 -12 mm, square

10-14 cm

Upper hull planks to frames, 2 per joint

Iron nails (c)

8-12 mm, square

10-14 cm

Temporary fasteners in frames, along ribband lines*

Treenails (a)

25 - 28 mm, round

18 - 25 cm

Hull planks to frames, 2 per joint

Treenails (b)

35 mm, round

40 cm

Floor timbers to futtocks, in mortised frames*

Bolts

25 - 30 mm, round

29 - 72 cm

Keel, knees, and breast hooks

Table 14.4.1: Main fastening types found in the hull.
* See Section 14.2.

Estimated Length of Nails

Up to 13 cm

14-17 cm

18 cm and up

Percentage (n = 1,900)

16.9 %

70.3 %

12.7%

Table 14.4.2: Estimated lengths of iron nails based on depth of holes.
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Figure 14.4.1: Hull
plank (TT 1248) showing the three main fastener types: iron nails
(small square holes),
treenails (round
wooden pegs), and
bolts (large round hole
with head imprints).
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5492W).

groups among the planking. By comparing
these patterns, it was possible to propose
distinct blocks of work and to ascribe a
sequential order to them.186
By offering a picture of shipyard organization and the hull's assembly sequence, the
Red Bay evidence contributes to the larger
debate in shipbuilding history regarding the
transition from shell-first to skeleton-first
construction sequences. As well, many
detailed glimpses of the 16th-century
Basque maritime trades were gained,
including not only the construction techniques, but especially the overall coordination of forestry and shipyard activities as
evidence of a governing concept at work in
which the ship's construction was conceived
down to the smallest details. The overall
coordination of trades and materials was a
challenge that was no doubt closely related
to that of hull design.

M A I N H U L L FASTENERS: IRON
NAILS, TREENAILS, AND BOLTS
The main types of fasteners used in the construction of the Red Bay ship were iron nails,
wooden treenails, and large round iron bolts
(Fig. 14.4.1). Each joint between the planking
and the frame timbers was typically fastened by two iron nails and two treenails.
The iron nails and treenails were installed at
separate times during the process of construction, although their final functions as
fasteners were complementary. The spatial

distribution of variants in the styles of workmanship visible in these fasteners revealed
details of the division of labour in the construction of the Red Bay vessel that can be
compared to documentary evidence of the
period (Fig. 14.4.2).

Iron Nails
Evidence was found of about 1,900 iron nails
fastening the hull planking to the frame timbers, up to the waterline, in the starboard
hull (Fig. 14.4.3). This evidence consisted of
holes in the planks and frames, and countersinks and head impressions on the planks'
outboard faces. The nails had completely
corroded, leaving only small ferrous deposits around their former locations.
Description
The iron-nail holes were generally square in
section and typically measured 12 mm
(± 2 mm) to a side, reflecting the nails' original sections. Their lengths were derived by
measuring the depth of each nail hole in the
frame timber, and adding the plank's thickIII-116
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Figure 14.4.2 (Bottom):
A typical pattern of
treenails and iron
nails, on hull strakes 6
to 9 overlying the first
futtocks of the 3rd to
6th frames forward of
the master frame. Note
that the treenails on
the 3rd and 4th frames
have a different orientation than those on
the 5th and 6th frames.
Also note the variability in the butt joint fastenings. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-13).
Scale 1:20

ness minus 1 cm for the countersink
depth. 187 Table 14.4.2 summarizes the estimated lengths of the nails originally used in
the hull, excluding the heads.
These length categories also corresponded
to functional groups. About 90 per cent of
the iron nails used to fasten the hull planks
ranged from 12 cm to 18 cm in length, and
70.3 per cent from 14 cm to 17 cm. Smaller
nails measuring from 10 cm to 13 cm were
mostly used to fasten the construction ribbands and the 4-cm thick hull planks above
the upper wale. Nails in the 13 cm to 18 cm
range were used to fasten the lower hull
planking. The very longest nails were used
to fasten the main and upper wales.

Distribution
The typical distribution pattern showed that
two iron nails were used at each plank-toframe joint. The nails were aligned vertically
along the centre of the frame timber near the
upper and lower edges of the plank (see Fig.
14.4.2).
Four important exceptions to this typical
pattern were noted:

Figure 14.4.3: Schematic drawing of locations of iron nails.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-7).
Scale 1:100
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1.

at butt joints;

2.

along strake 3 where the floor timbers
and first futtocks overlapped. The ironnail pattern in the long plank in this
strake (TT 1526), popularly called the
"binder board," followed a zigzag pattern along the plank, the upper nail
being in a futtock and the lower in a
floor timber;

3.

along strakes where successive levels of
frame timbers overlapped, where only
one nail was placed at each plank-toframe joint. However, because the frame
timbers were doubled, the total number
of iron nails in a plank was not reduced;

4.

on the third futtocks. Frequently,
two or three planks overlapping
third futtocks' lower ends had no
nails at all, above which a single
nail for each plank-to-futtock joint
typical.

the
the
iron
iron
was
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Materials, Manufacture,
Installation

and

The large, technologically advanced Gipuzkoan iron industry was an essential element
of the efficiency of 16th-century Basque
shipbuilding. About a third of Gipuzkoa's
iron production was used by the local shipbuilding industry, and another third was
exported, often for shipbuilding as well. In
the early 17th century, Joâo Baptista
Lavanha recommended to his Portuguese
compatriots that shipbuilding nails be
obtained from Biscay, where the nails were
tempered for extra strength.188 A 1582 contract for Basque nails to be delivered to Portugal included drawings of the sizes of the
nails, apparently because the nail sizes used
in Portuguese shipbuilding were unfamiliar
to Basque nail producers. 189
Since no actual nails were found on the Red
Bay shipwreck site, John D. Light examined
comparative examples from 16th- and 17thcentury Gipuzkoan contexts to learn something of their fabrication.190 These nails
revealed that the stock, or iron rods, from
which the nails were made, was not cut by
machine but by hand (Fig. 14.4.4). Among
the 40 examples of 16th-century Basque
nails studied, five different techniques for
making the head were observed (Figs.
14.4.5, 14.4.6). This evidence suggests that
III-118

the rolling mill and the slitting mill, already
used in the Low Countries and in England
in the 1540s to manufacture nailing stock,
had not yet been implemented in Gipuzkoa.
The variety of techniques for making the
heads suggests also that the work was distributed among several nail-makers, even to
produce the nails that were found in a single
archaeological context.
On the outboard faces of the planks, a countersink was cut around each of the nail holes
with a roughly square or triangular form
and a depth of 1 cm to 2 cm. The triangular
form predominated, but all were made with
a few quick blows of an adze or a hatchet. A
few countersinks did not have nail holes
associated with them (Figs. 14.4.7, 14.4.8).
Apparently, these were false starts, since the
purpose of the countersinks was to prevent
the planks from splintering when starting to
drill the pilot hole, as well as to hold the lute
or resinous pitch that protected the hull and
the nail heads.
Some of these pilot holes remained unused.
Moulds taken from their interior indicated
that they had been drilled with a spoon
auger, some 10 mm in diameter (see Fig.
14.4.9). When the square nails were driven
in, their 12-mm section forced the holes into
the square shape typically observed. The
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Figure 14.4.4: Typical
methods of producing
nails from plate,
resulting in a characteristic, parallelogram
that is not square in
cross-section, (la)
Plate divided into
strips from blank, (lb)
Cutting parallel sided
blanks, (lc) Cutting
tapered blanks. (Id)
Cutting blanks from
strips with a shear.
This shear is modern
and it is not known
what a 16th-century
Basque shear would
have looked like. (2a2b) Forging point. (2c)
Forged point and
actual cross-sections of
sheared nail. See John
D. Light, "16th Century Basque Ironworking: Anchors and
Nails," Materials Characterization, Vol. 29,
No. 3 (1992), pp. 249258. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-111-1).

Figure 14.4.5 (Right):
Two methods of making flat-head nails, as
inferred from 16thcentury Basque nails
from the Red Bay land
site and from Gipuzkoa. The nails were
graciously provided
by James Tuck and
Manuel Izaguirre.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-111-2).

Figure 14.4.6 (Beloxu):
Three methods of
making T-head nails,
as inferred from 16thcentury Basque nails
provided by Manuel
Izaguirre. Note that
there is no evidence
that nails of this type
were employed in the
ship. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-lll-3b).

pilot holes penetrated the frame timbers by
2 cm to 5 cm. This depth was apparently sufficient to prevent the nail from splitting the
plank, as splitting near the iron-nail holes
was rarely observed in the planks. In contrast, minor splitting was normally observed
in the frame timbers, particularly where several closely-spaced nails were aligned with
the grain of the wood.

Analysis
The general iron-nail pattern, at each plankto-frame joint, included two nails, except
near the upper or lower ends of the frame
timbers, where the carpenters tended to
insert only one iron nail at each joint. An
interesting exception to this pattern
occurred in strakes 11 to 13, which ran along
the overlap zone of the first and second futtocks, at the height of the lower deck. While
strakes 11 and 13 were generally fastened
with one iron nail at each plank-to-frame
joint, in strake 12 there were two nails at
each joint. As a result, the density of nails in
strake 12 was double that typically found.
Only where this strake traversed the central
group of mortised futtocks did one nail
occur per plank-to-frame joint. The change
in pattern happened in the middle of one
plank (TT 1249). The carpenters' rhythm
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 14.4.7 (Far Left):
Unused countersink
for iron-nail hole
(TT 404). (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-4643W).

was interrupted in the course of nailing this
plank, precisely at the foremost mortised, or
pre-assembled frame. Since this interruption
in the carpenters' work lay where four
frames were installed late in the construction process, it may be that the work of iron
nailing was interrupted by the absence of
these frame timbers.
The iron nailing pattern was independent of
the treenail pattern, suggesting that these
two kinds of fasteners were installed separately. The iron nails were apparently
installed first, as confirmed where instances
of overlapping countersinks around iron
nails and treenails revealed that the iron-nail

countersink
14.4.10).

had been made

first

(Fig.

Figure 14.4.8 (Left):
Countersink around
iron-nail hole, above
bolt hole (TT 1246).
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5159).

Treenails
Evidence of about 1,850 treenails was found
on the starboard hull up to the waterline.
Most treenails survived in their original
positions but were cut during the disassembly of the hull. The treenails also affixed
internal structures such as the ceiling planks
and the deck beams.
Description
The treenails were 25 mm to 28 mm in diameter and 20 cm to 25 cm in length where they
fastened only the hull planks to the frames.
Where they also fastened internal structures,
they measured up to 30 cm or 35 cm long.
Their morphology included an expanded
head and a tapered shaft. They passed
entirely through the planks and frames,
except at the stern and bow crotches, where
the inboard ends did not traverse the full
thickness of the timber.
Distribution
Two treenails were typically installed at each
plank-to-frame joint, aligned in a diagonal
orientation relative to each other (see Fig.
14.4.2). Two subgroups were noted among
these treenails, based on different diagonal
orientations. In one subgroup, the upper
treenail at each plank-to-frame joint was on
the forward side; in the other subgroup, the

Figure 14.4.9: Reconstruction of spoon
auger. Handle shows
artifact 24M16M3-2;
bit based on mould
24M12K19-1 taken
from the interior of an
unused pilot hole.
(Drawings: D. Kappler, Parks Canada;
24M16M3-2, 24M-12K19-1).
Scale 1:2

Figure 14.4.10: Overlapping countersinks
for a treenail and an
iron nail (TT 941). It
appears that the countersink for the nail was
cut first. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-3211W).
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upper treenail was aft. In a few isolated
cases, the two treenails were in a vertical orientation to each other.

Figure 14.4.11: Schematic drawing of locations of wooden
treenails, showing the
distribution of the two
orientations of treenails. Note the areas
where a single treenail
affixed a plank to a
frame. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-103-8).
Scale 1:100

At the overlap of frame timbers, where the
number of frame timbers was doubled, only
one treenail was found at each plank-toframe joint; thus, the density of treenails per
plank remained unaffected. The pattern of
one treenail per joint predominated at the
level of the third futtocks, above the waterline, even in areas where the frame timbers
did not overlap.
As shown in Figure 14.4.11, the two subgroups of treenails in opposite orientations
form well-defined groups. The subgroup, in
which the upper treenail was placed aft, ran
from the 18th frame aft to the 3rd frame forward, including all but three of the mortised
frames amidships. The second subgroup, in
which the upper treenail was forward, corresponded to the 8th to the 18th frames forward of the master. This subgroup began
just forward of the central group of mortised
frames, and included all the first futtocks
upon which the butt ends of the bow planks
fell. The two subgroups were separated by a
transitional zone from the 4th to the 7th
frames forward of the master, largely within
the group of mortised frames.
In three well-defined areas, the predominant
pattern was inversed: along strake 1 amidships; on two non-adjacent first futtocks
near the stern; and in one section of the bow.
This latter area corresponded to the futtocks
upon which no plank butts fell, as well as to
the bow futtocks whose arc differed from
that found in most of the first futtocks. The
coincidence of these three patterns - an area
with a distinctive treenail pattern, the
absence of planking butt ends, and a unique
futtock arc - may suggest that the bow and
stern futtocks were installed after the planks
in limited were in place.
At the height of the second and third futtocks, the treenail patterns were mingled
and could not be clearly separated. Apparently, the factors that kept the two patterns
separate at the level of the first futtocks did
not pertain at the level of the second and
third futtocks. This division in the treenail
pattern suggests that the hull assembly
method changed at the level of the second
futtocks.
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Figure 14.4.12 (Top
Left): Tapering shaft of
a treenail (24M8L29-1)
fashioned with a
drawknife. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA19215B).

The pattern of one treenail per joint was
found in areas of overlapping frame timbers, and occurred generally on third futtocks, above the waterline, where the
density of iron nails was similarly reduced.

Materials, Manufacture,
Installation

and

The treenails were all made from the trunks
or major branches of the European oak
(Quercus type robur). The grain was oriented
lengthwise, indicating that the treenails
were split from the parent log. A drawknife
was used to fair and taper the shafts, as
revealed by longitudinal tool marks discernible along the treenails' lengths. The taper
promoted penetration, ensuring a tight fit
(Fig. 14.4.12).
At this stage of its manufacture, the treenail
still possessed a large, unfinished end that
was used to drive it into place. Once the
treenail was inserted, the protruding end
was trimmed with an adze, more or less
flush with the surface of the plank. As the
treenails were driven home, their shafts
compressed to conform to the smaller diameter of the borehole. This left a slightly
raised shoulder where the treenail retained
its original diameter within the countersink
(Fig. 14.4.13). This shoulder was enlarged by
water-induced swelling, essentially forming
a head that improved the treenail's purchase
on the underlying plank. This technique can
be compared to the more conventional
method of splitting the outboard end and
inserting wedges, a technique which effectively locked the treenail in place but that
made the end-grain more susceptible to
attack from teredo worms.
The outboard ends of the treenails were
marked with parallel, concentric striations
around a small indentation left by a pointed
instrument. The chamfered edges of the
head had the same concentric marks (see
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Figure 14.4.13 (Top
Middle): The outboard
ends of three treenails.
The shafts compressed
as they were driven
into the boreholes,
leaving a raised shoulder where the countersunk head retained its
original diameter. The
end views show the
finishing technique
used to seal the end
grain; a bit was centred
on the head with a
point that left an
indentation, while a
spur on the bit chamfered the edge. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M900X1003,4,& 5).
Scale 1:2
Figure 14.4.14 (Top
Right): The head of a
treenail (24M8L29-1)
showing the chamfered edge and the
centre indentation left
by the point of the finishing tool. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA19213B).

Figure 14.4.15: Reconstruction of the installation of a treenail. A
small adze was used
to cut a countersink,
usually with a triangular shape, but shown
here with a rectangular shape that was also
observed. The borehole was drilled with a
spoon auger, and a
tapered treenail was
driven in until tight.
The protruding end of
the treenail was then
trimmed with an adze,
and the remaining
stub was finished with
a rotating bit that had
a central point and a
spur. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-95-111-3).

Figure 14.4.16: Crosssection of a treenail set
into a triangular countersink. The wood
grain shows how the
shaft compressed to
conform to the size of
the borehole, leaving a
raised shoulder at the
head. Note how the
finishing tool left the
head slightly recessed
below the surface of
the plank. (Drawing:
R. Hellier, Parks Canada; 24M-83-103-13).

Fig. 14.4.14). All these marks were left by a
single, rotating bit with a point in the middle
to centre it on the treenail, and at least one
spur on the edge to cut the chamfer.191 The
outer face of the treenail head was thus very
smoothly shaved down, sometimes slightly
below the outer face of the plank (Figs.
14.4.15, 14.4.16). This treatment, perhaps
reflecting a distinctly Basque solution,
sealed the end-grain against marine borers
and allowed the slightly recessed head to be
thoroughly covered with pitch. This technique takes its place among a wide range of
treenail-finishing methods observed on
shipwrecks, indicating that in using this
simple object, much depended on local preferences.192

Figure 14.4.17: Triangular countersink for
treenail (TT 1526/
2829). (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M7295W).

The inboard ends of the treenails were occasionally split, and an oak wedge was
inserted. Such wedges were most often used
in the longer treenails that did double duty
in securing interior structures in addition to
fastening the hull planking.

The treenail holes measured 25 mm to
28 mm in diameter and were drilled with a
spoon auger. In order to reveal the shape of
the bit, polysulphide moulds were made of a
number of unused boreholes which did not
penetrate all the way through the respective
timber.
A countersink similar to those used with the
iron nails was cut in the plank's outboard
surface around each of the treenails. Often,
only the very edges of the countersink could
be discerned around the treenail head. These
cavities were cut at the spot where the auger
was to be centred and protected against
plank splitting. They were fashioned with
two to four strokes of a small axe or adze,
which left a four- or three-sided recess from
1 cm to 2 cm in depth (Fig. 14.4.17). While
most of the countersinks were triangular or
rectangular, some appeared round.193 The
countersink preserved a short, exposed
length of treenail, after it was trimmed flush
with the plank face, which formed the head
as described above. After the hull was completed, the countersink served as a receptacle for the pitch used to pay the outside of
the hull, fairing the fastener recesses and
protecting the open end-grain of the treenail.

Analysis
Similar countersinks also appear in land carpentry of 16th-century northern Spain and
France194 and were related to the use of the
spoon auger, considered obsolete by the 17th
century. Although commonly observed on
16th-century Biscayan shipwrecks, these
countersinks remain incompletely understood.195
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The distribution of treenail patterns in the
hull seems to mirror the blocks of work carried out in the shipyard. Three large blocks
of treenail work were identified: the lower
four strakes on the floor timbers; the area of
the first futtocks (divided in two subgroups); and the area above the lowest deck,
at the height of the second and third futtocks. These blocks of work may correspond
to stages in the hull's assembly sequence.
Within the second stage, corresponding to
the raising and planking of the first futtocks,
a major division occurred just forward of the
mortised frames amidships. Minor blocks of
work included the 4th to 7th futtocks forward, and the stern and bow futtocks. These
latter groups of frame timbers may have

been installed after most of the hull planking in these areas was already in place.
Numerous correspondences between the
fastening patterns and those of the planking
and the frame timbers indicate that the tasks
of erecting the frames, installing the planks,
and treenailing them was not organized in a
neat linear progression that could be characterized as pure frame-first construction.
Instead, a transitional assembly sequence is
revealed, and within each step, corresponding to a level of frame timbers, the three
tasks were also carried out in a non-linear
order.
The treenail pattern on the second futtocks
was unique in that the two subgroups of

Figure 14.4.18: Schematic drawing of locations and fastening
patterns of butt joints
in starboard side of
hull. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-103-6).
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Locations of Butt Joints

Number of Joints

Symmetrical

Percentage

Floor timbers

9

l

il %

First futtocks

33

11

33 %

Second futtocks

14

4

29%

Table 14.4.3: Symmetry of fasteners in opposing butt ends of planks.
diagonally-aligned treenails were randomly
mixed. Perhaps this pattern was related to
that of the diagonal construction battens
used at this height in the hull. All of these
battens would have had to be removed
before the frames could be planked, unlike
in the lower hull where the longitudinal ribbands were parallel to the planks and hardly
interfered with the planking operation.
Thus, the internal hull structures at the
height of the second futtocks must have
been installed before the diagonal battens
were removed and the planks laid on. Such
a mixed construction sequence - transitional
between shell-first and skeleton-first techniques - may have characterized the floating
futtock construction observed on most 16thcentury shipwrecks.

Butt Joints

Figure 14.4.19: First
futtock (TT 1280)
showing fasteners at
butt joint, including
not only iron-nail
holes and treenails,
but also a bolt hole.
(Photo: C. Bradley,
Parks Canada; 24M1748M).

The fastenings on the 55 butt joints found in
the starboard hull were studied as a group
and compared to the larger body of treenail
and iron-nail evidence (Fig. 14.4.18). The 55
joints included the butt ends of 116 planks,
for which data was available on 106Vi butt
ends. Each butt joint contained a combination of iron nails and treenails, and only one
joint, at the level of the overlap between the
floors and first futtocks, contained an iron
bolt (Fig. 14.4.19). Typically, iron nails were

located in the planks' corners, separated by
treenails and one or more iron nails.
Analysis
The absence of symmetry between the fastenings on the abutting ends of two planks
was an important finding of the analysis. Of
the 45 joints where two planks of equal
width abutted each other, only 15 had symmetrical fastenings. Table 14.4.3 breaks
down this finding, showing that the greatest
incidence of asymmetry occurred in butts
falling on the floor timbers, where the planking pattern was also most irregular.
Despite this asymmetry, a relationship was
found between the number of iron nails and
treenails in a butt joint, and the fastening
pattern along the remainder of the same
plank. Thus, when a plank had two treenails
at each plank-to-frame joint, the butt end
tended also to contain two treenails. If the
plank typically had only one treenail at each
joint, as in those strakes where frame timbers overlapped, the butt tended also to
have only one treenail. This tendency did
not, however, apply to the iron nails, for at
least two were typically found in the butt of
any given plank.
This analysis suggested that the iron nails
were used to tack on the planks, at which
time any fairing problems at the butt joint
were resolved by installing extra nails.
When the subsequent work of treenailing
reached the butt joint, travelling along the
plank, there was no reason to deviate from
the pattern established along the length of
the plank.

Bolts 196
With one exception, the bolts once contained
in the Red Bay vessel had entirely oxidized,
leaving only the bolt holes, the head impressions, and the countersinks for at each end
of the bolt. The bolts did not constitute a
uniform group. In some cases, the style of
bolt varied according to its function. Also,
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the tools used in making the countersinks
for each end also varied, even between bolts
whose functions were essentially the same.
The bolts also played varying roles in the
hull assembly. In some areas of the hull, the
bolts were integrated into the treenail pattern, with a bolt taking the place of a treenail
in the normal treenail pattern. In other areas,
the bolts were superimposed over the treenail pattern, with the bolts appearing in
addition to the regular quantity of treenails.
This provides an idea of the sequence in
which the respective tasks of installing the
bolts and treenails were carried out at different levels of the hull (Fig. 14.4.20).
The length of the bolts was not standardized, and each was cut to length for a given
location. This observation suggests that a
blacksmith was present in the shipyard during the construction of the hull.
In the absence of surviving bolts, examples
from the Padre Island, Highborn Cay, and
Molasses Reef sites were compared with the
evidence from Red Bay. The forelock bolts
from those sites had a round head at the outboard end, and the inboard end had an eye
through which a forelock was passed. A
small mark was chiselled in the metal next
to the eye, apparently when the bolt was initially inserted, indicating where the eye was
to be made.
Description
The diameters of the bolt holes varied from
25 mm to 30 mm, and in most cases were
visibly tapered. The lengths varied from
29 cm to 72 cm, according to the location of
the bolt. The heads on the outboard ends left
circular imprints in the hull planks. These
imprints varied from 50 mm to 60 mm in
diameter, although a few isolated examples
were as wide as 65 mm. These heads were
not countersunk.
At the inboard end, a groove was carved in
the wood to allow the forelock to be
inserted, ranging from 2 cm to 6 cm in
depth. The grooves cut into the keelson and
foot wales (see Section 15.1) were deeper
than those in the knees. Around the bolt
holes was the impression of a washer. The
bolts that entered from the bottom face of
the keel were given large round countersinks on the lower face of the keel (Fig.
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Figure 14.4.20: Schematic drawing of locations of fasteners on
the inboard faces of
the frame timbers.
Note the locations of
the bolts and their
relation to the interior
structures. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-91-103-9b).
Scale 1:100

Position

No. recorded Lengths

Diameter of Shaft

Outboard Head

Inboard Countersink

Keel-keelson

6

62 - 72 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

washer/forelock

Keel-stern knee

4

43 - 52 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

washer/forelock

Ceiling

16

23 - 30 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

washer/forelock

Lower deck knees*

19

33 - 60 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

washer/ forelock

Other features*

11

29 - 32 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

washer/forelock

Bow area*

5

unknown

25 - 30 mm

unknown

50 - 60 mm, round

Transom stern

13

33 - 43 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

50 - 60 mm, round

Knee-deck beam

4

24 - 27 cm

25 - 30 mm

50 - 60 mm, round

50 - 60 mm, round

Table 14.4.4: Bolt characteristics.
* For these features, the number of bolts includes only those on the starboard side of the hull.

14.4.21). Table 14.4.4 summarizes the characteristics of the bolts.

tern was found in the distribution of these
tool marks.

The bolts associated with the lower deck
knees did not pass through the hull at a
right angle to the planking. The heads on
these bolts were canted, or set on the bolts at
an angle. A similar, though less pronounced,
angle was observed in bolts at the main deck
level.

All the bolts were installed from the exterior,
including those passing through the keel
and keelson. There were two locations
where neither end of the bolt was countersunk, nor did it bear any evidence of a forelock. These bolts occurred in a longitudinal
orientation, passing either through a beam
and an accompanying knee, or through the
transom stern. Possibly the countersink was
not considered necessary, or perhaps these
bolts were bradded, that is, riveted over a
washer without heating the bolt.

Manufacture

Figure 14.4.21: Bolt
hole surrounded by
the imprint of the head
on outboard face of
hull plank (TT 999).
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M3900W).

and

Installation

From the evidence of the holes, imprints,
and countersinks in the ship's timbers, and
by comparison with bolts from the Padre
Island, Molasses Reef and Highborn Cay
wrecks, the various steps in manufacturing
the bolts were inferred (Fig. 14.4.22).
The two parts of the inboard countersinks the circular washer bed and the forelock
groove - were carved with two different
tools: a straight-bladed hatchet or adze, and
a round-bladed adze respectively. No pat-

Analysis
One aspect of the bolts' distribution provided insight into the hull assembly
sequence. Certain bolts passing through the
hull of the vessel were integrated in the regular treenail pattern, while others were
superimposed over this pattern. The two
patterns were grouped according to the
bolts' locations and functions. Those that
were superimposed on the treenail pattern,
and thus assumed to have been installed
after the planks were treenailed, were found
on:
•

the foot wales of the ceiling;

•

the clamps, knees, and waterways of
the lower deck;

•

the lodging knees of the stern; and

•

bolts related to features immediately
above the main deck.

The bolts that were integrated into the treenail pattern, and were considered to have
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Figure 14.4.22: Reconstructed manufacture
of iron bolts, based on
bolts recovered from
the Padre Island,
Molasses Reef, and
Highborn Cay sites.
The Padre Island ship
is believed to be the
San Esteban, built in
San Sebastián. The
bolts were graciously
loaned by J. Barto
Arnold III and Sliips of
Discovery. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-91-111-5A).
Scale 1:4

been installed before the plank was treenailed, fastened:
•

the clamps and knees of the main deck.

This observation adds another detail to the
sequence of the hull assembly. It seems that
the central plank in strake 1 was installed
before the foot wale of the ceiling, while the
ceiling was fastened with iron nails before
strakes 2 to 4 were treenailed.
At the lower deck, the bolts' superimposition over the treenail pattern indicated that
the deck features were bolted after the hull
was treenailed at this level. The waterways
were installed before the knees, in the midship and forward areas of this deck (see Section 15.1).
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The transom, or lodging, knees at the stern
were installed after the hull was completely
treenailed. The bolts above the main wale
and main-deck clamp in the aft third of the
hull, as well as those at a similar level and
related to a raised deck in the waist area (see
Section 15.1), were also added after the hull
was treenailed.
The bolts associated with the main-deck
knees and clamps were integrated into the
treenail pattern, suggesting that these knees
and likely their beams were in place before
the hull was treenailed at this level. These
findings correspond with other evidence
suggesting that, at the level of the second
futtocks, the hull was erected frame-first,
then braced by the internal structures, and
finally planked.
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Figure 14.4.23 (Facing
Page): Schematic drawing of locations of miscellaneous fasteners
found in the starboard
side of the hull. The
three kinds of plugged
nail holes are probably
variants of the same
phenomenon, and are
interpreted as evidence for the attachment of a launching
cradle and shores.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-10).
Scale 1:100

MISCELLANEOUS FASTENERS
About 74 fasteners with various functions
were located on the starboard side of the
hull. They included three types (Fig.
14.4.23):
1.

plugged, generally not countersunk,
iron-nail holes in the planks, possibly
associated with shores or a launching
cradle;

2.

unused treenail holes in the frames; and

3.

severed treenails in the frames, associated with a re-planking operation.

Plugged Iron-Nail Holes
Associated with Shores and/or a
Launching Cradle
Thirty-six examples of plugged iron-nail
holes were identified on the starboard side.
Of these, 22 penetrated only the planking
and six penetrated into the underlying
frame timbers for a distance up to 8 cm. The
holes were 12 mm square, and were plugged
with a tapered oak peg of corresponding
size.
As well, eight examples were found of
round holes that were plugged with an oak
peg. They measured 10 mm in diameter, and
appeared to have been drilled with the same
auger used to make the iron-nail holes
throughout the hull.
Most of the plugged iron-nail holes were
found in linear concentrations near planking
seams at:
1.

the seam between shakes 1 and 2, at the
forward and after ends of the keel;

2.

the seam between strakes 4 and 5 at the
stern; a comparable concentration of
unused, round iron-nail holes was
found along this seam at the bow; and

3.

in a long, irregular group found from
stem to stern in strakes 11 to 14.

In addition, a fourth concentration of holes
that were not organized in a linear fashion
was noticed in strakes 7 and 8, just forward
of the mortised frames, where several small
planks were used to complete the planking.
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These fasteners may be associated with
shores or scaffolding and a launching cradle,
since their locations correspond to descriptions of shoring 197 and launching operations.198 In preparation for launching, a
cradle was nailed to the entry and run of the
hull, accompanied by shores higher up the
hull. Before launching, the shores were
removed, but the cradle accompanied the
hull into the water, and fell off once the hull
was afloat. The holes from the nails that had
fastened the cradle were likely plugged during the vessel's first careening, soon after the
hull was launched.

Incomplete Treenail Holes in the
Frames
Twenty-eight examples of incomplete treenail holes were identified on the frames' outboard faces. Made with a spoon auger, the
holes had a standard 25-mm diameter and
had varying depths, but did not pass
through the frame timbers. No corresponding features were observed in the planking.
Although such features were distributed
throughout the hull, 13 holes were located
under strakes 2 to 4, most found in two horizontal rows under strake 2. Another ten
holes were located under strakes 13 to 18 in
an area corresponding to the second phase
of hull construction. These features indicate

temporary bracing structures fastened to the
frames with short, removable treenails.

Treenails in Frames Only:
Evidence of a Re-planking
Operation

Figure 14.4.24: Repair
plank (TT2600), showing deep countersinks. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M7200W).

Two examples of treenails that passed only
through the frame timbers, and not the adjacent planking, were identified in the starboard side of the hull. They were found
under strake 4, in a frame timber where a
part of the original planking had been
removed and replaced with one of the shortest planks in the hull (TT 2600). Also associated with this repair were a plugged, not
countersunk iron-nail hole in the adjacent
plank, and an empty treenail hole in the
floor timber under the replacement plank.
This is the only evidence of re-planking after
the initial treenailing, and it may have been
done to remove a flaw in the wood before
the ship left its launching cradle, or during
the first careening (Figs. 14.4.24,14.4.25).

Figure 14.4.25: Fastening pattern observed
on frames under
repair plank (TT 2600);
disused fasteners are
indicated by arrows.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M94-103-11).
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CONCLUSION
The fastening patterns allowed the hull's
sequence of assembly to be better understood. The principal conclusion arising from
this analysis was that, at the level of the
floors and first futtocks, the frames, planks,
and ceiling were assembled in a variable
sequence. Next, the first deck was installed,
allowing the second futtocks to be erected.

Before the temporary battens on these futtocks were removed, the main-deck carpentry was installed, providing support for the
second futtocks as they were planked. A
similar sequence was then followed to erect
and plank the third futtocks. This sequence
of construction allowed the builders to work
with floating futtocks and avoid the additional labour required to pre-assemble the
frames.
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14.5 The Square Tuck Stern: A Renaissance Innovation?
Brad Loeiven

The Red Bay vessel had a flat transom stern,
also referred to as a square tuck stern. Sterns
of this type appear to have been an innovation of the late 15th century, based on their
earliest iconographie appearance. They
superseded medieval styles in which the
hull planking came to a point at the sternpost. The first known depiction of a square
tuck stern in the Atlantic is a votive painting
found in the church of San Pedro in Zumaia
in Gipuzkoa, which depicts events of 1475.
The treatises of Mathew Baker, Diego Garcia
de Palacio, Manoel Fernandes, and Joào
Baptista Lavanha reveal that, by about 1600,
the square tuck stern was a common feature
of Atlantic ship design. It gave greater volume to the after hold and allowed for larger

quarters in the sterncastle. In terms of a
hull's hydrodynamic qualities, the greater
body afforded more stability and permitted
a larger sail area, although the sharp corners
created an unwelcome turbulence behind
the hull and around the rudder. The 1613
and 1618 Spanish ordinances advised that
builders round out these corners, presaging
the less squarish style of transom stern
found in 18th-century iconography.
While characteristic of 16th-century ship
design, few archaeological examples of a flat
transom stern from this period have been
found. The stern of the Calvi I wreck found
in Corsica was unusual because it contained
no transverse beams, or transoms, but only a

Figure 14.5.1 {Far Left):
Reconstruction of stern
assembly, outboard
view. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-103-14a).
Scale 1:50
Figure 14.5.2 (Left):
Reconstruction of stern
assembly, inboard
view. The massive
lodging knees, or transom knees, are not
depicted in order to
better show the fastening evidence on the
planking. The knees
were fastened to the
2nd, 4th, and 6th transoms, counting from
bottom to top.
Although there is little
evidence for the positions of the decks at
the stern, by projecting the known heights
of the decks at other
points in the hull, it
can be estimated that
the lower deck terminated at the 4th transom, while the main
deck terminated at the
7th transom, just above
the stern ports. Dashed
horizontal lines indicate the projected locations of the lower faces
of the deck beams.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-91103-14).
Scale 1:50
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Planking

Length

Breadth

Thickness

0.6 - 2.4 m

30 - 38 cm

5.5 cm

Transoms

1.41-3.72 m

20 cm

20 cm

Lower fashion pieces

3.90 m

20 cm

16 cm

Second fashion pieces

1.0 m (fragment)

16 cm

16 cm

Iron nails (2 per joint)

14-17 cm

12 mm square

Treenails

23 - 36 cm

25 - 28 mm round

Table 14.5.1a: Dimensions of components of the stern assembly.
Vertical height of top of sternpost, above lower face of keel

5.79 m (10 codos)

Vertical height of tuck, above upper face of keel

1.82 m (3 codos)

Length of sternpost (excluding skeg)

5.75 m (10 codos)

Distance along sternpost (from the skeg) of transom's maximum breadth

5.12 m (9 codos)

Breadth of wing transom

3.72 m (6Vi codos)

Maximum breadth of flat stern panel (at 86 cm below the top of wing transom)

3.94 m

Table 14.5.1b: General dimensions of the stern assembly.

Figure 14.5.3 (Bottom
Left): Outboard face of
stern assembly as reassembled on diving
barge. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
24M-463X).
Figure 14.5.4 (Bottom
Right): Inboard face of
lower stern assembly
as reassembled on diving barge. (Photo: R.
Grenier, Parks Canada;
24M-2359W).

series of nested, interlocking fashion
pieces.199 Fragmentary evidence of stern
structures was found on the Mary Rose, the
San Esteban, and the Western Ledge Reef
wreck.200 At Red Bay, however, nearly all the
components of the stern assembly were
found, from the keel up to the wing transom. Fragments of the counter and the fashion pieces above the wing transom allowed
the form of the stern to be projected up to
the top of the sterncastle. Table 14.5.1 summarizes the dimensions of the components
of the stern assembly (Figs. 14.5.1, 14.5.2,
14.5.3,14.5.4).
Much of the significance of the Red Bay
stern assembly lies in the techniques of its
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construction, which may be compared to
other sites and to iconography. However, its
importance also resides in the conception of
its component arcs and the way that its
design, oriented parallel to the sternpost's
rake, related to that of the vertical master
frame.

DESCRIPTION

Dimensions
The sternpost was 6.15 m in length, from the
keel's lower face to the top of the sternpost.
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Its overhang extended about 2.15 m (3%
codos) aft of the keel, projecting at an angle of
69° to the keel's lower face. The upper end
reached a height of 5.75 m (10 codos) above
the keel's lower face.
In laying out the stern's heights, the shipwright appears to have measured some
dimensions along the rake of the sternpost
and others vertically. The principal vertical
measure was the sternpost's overall height
of 5.75 m (10 codos), measured from the
lower face of the keel. The measures taken
parallel to the rake of the sternpost appear to
have been measured from the upper face of
the aft end of the keel, where it met the
sternpost's inboard face. From here, the
tuck201 was at 1.70 m (3 codos). The stern's
maximum breadth was at 5.12 m (9 codos), at
the scarf between the lower and second
fashion pieces, near the level of the main
deck and at about half the stern structure's
total height. As discussed below, the deck
intervals, measured along the rake of the
sternpost, were about 1.72 m (3 codos),
equivalent to their vertical heights at the
master frame.

The wing transom's sided (fore-and-aft)
dimension was expanded in its central portion by about 2 cm, over a distance of 1.25 m.
This feature remains unexplained but we
note that its width was equal to the distance
between carlings.
The stern planking was aligned at a 45°
angle to the sternpost, giving the stern a
chevron pattern. Measuring 5.5 cm to 6.0 cm
in thickness, the planks varied from 25 cm to
42 cm in width, with the majority ranging
from 32 cm to 35 cm.

The lower fashion pieces, or aletas, had a
parallelogram section. They measured about
16 cm by 16 cm at the upper end, and about
22 cm moulded by 16 cm sided at the lower
end. The second fashion pieces were about
16 cm square.

The planks and frame timbers of the stern
were disassembled underwater and reassembled on land (see Figs. 14.5.3, 14.5.4).
This exercise allowed the effects of waterlogging to be observed. Each plank had swollen
laterally, across the grain, by about one centimetre, based on the attempt to realign the
The breadth of the wing transom was 3.72 m fastenings in the planks and the frames. The
(6V2 codos), about half the breadth of the mas- lengthwise swelling along the grain was too
ter frame. The maximum breadth of the small to measure.
stern was 4.03 m (7 codos).

The eight horizontal beams, called transoms,
that ran between the fashion pieces had a
uniform scantling of about 19 cm to 20 cm
square. Their outboard faces were slightly
convex, creating an angle of about I o where
they crossed the sternpost. For the lowest six
beams, the space between transoms was
roughly equal to the room (19 cm to 20 cm).
In the following text, we will refer to these
eight timbers in order from bottom to top,
ending with the wing transom. In addition,
at the bottom was a large V-shaped timber
that reinforced the base of the flat stern
panel. This timber measured 57.5 cm (1 codo)
in height. It served a purpose similar to a
knee and braced the lower ends of the fashion pieces (Fig. 14.5.5).
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Transom Knees
Six horizontal lodging knees, known as transom knees or sleepers, reinforced the joints
between the transoms and the sides of the
hull, with three on each side (Figs. 14.5.6,
14.5.7). Only four knees were found, widely
dispersed on the site. The locations of the
remaining two were revealed by fastening
holes in the transoms. The knees were fixed
to the 2nd, 4th, and 6th transoms, from bottom to top. Their transverse arms extended
1.10 m to 1.40 m across the stern; and the
longitudinal arms ran 1.20 m to 1.95 m forward along the side of the hull. The larger
knees were located higher up, where the
hull was wider.

THE HULL

Figure 14.5.5: Vshaped timber at base
of stern assembly,
inboard view, showing the mortise that fit
over the inner face of
the sternpost. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-1219W).

Figure 14.5.6: Transom
knee (TT 661) held by
Lome Murdock, head
of conservation activities at Red Bay. (Photo:
G. Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-6205W).

Figure 14.5.7: The
archaeological model,
showing the transom
knees. When the stern
broke away, the transom knees were
widely dispersed on
the site, and not all
were found. (Photo: C.
Moore, Parks Canada;
RD1162W).

The fasteners in the knees' transverse arms
included, from outboard to inboard: a 30mm round bolt, a 25-mm round treenail and
a 12-mm square iron nail at the inboard end.
These fore-and-aft bolts had no countersinks
and, on the outer face of the stern planking,
only the circular imprint of a washer or a
head was visible around the bolt holes (Fig.
14.5.8). The fasteners in the longitudinal
arms were more varied. Near the knee's
angle was a bolt, followed by several treenails that passed through both the frames
and the hull planking. The bolt hole in the
longitudinal arm was countersunk to accept
a forelock and a washer at its inboard end
(Fig. 14.5.9).
Figure 14.5.8 (Right):
Impression on the outboard face of one of
the planks covering
the flat stern panel.
This is the impression
of the head of a bolt
used to secure one of
the transom knees.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-2489W).

into the stern planking, about 29 cm square
(Vi codo). Around this port, on the inboard
face of the planks, were shallow nail holes,
indicating that the stern port had been
boarded shut from the inside. The cover for
this port was not identified.
The starboard stern port measured 58 cm by
57 cm, or one square codo. The opening was
framed on each side by a post, let into the
two transoms that served as the port's sill
and lintel. The port's cover was made of several planks and was hinged on its upper
edge, so that it opened outward (Fig.
14.5.10). The form and location of the hinges
were revealed by impressions in the cover
planks and by iron staining. A small wire

Stern Ports
Two ports were located in the stern just
below the main deck, one on each side of the
sternpost. On the port side of the stern, the
opening consisted of a simple opening cut

Figure 14.5.9 (Far
Rigid): Countersink for
a forelock on the longitudinal arm of one of
the transom knees.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-1872M).
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latch or handle that allowed the cover to be
closed from the inside was indicated by a
hole near the cover's centre and impressions
on its outboard face, where the handle was
anchored. The cover had been nailed around
the edges; only one set of nail holes was
observed, suggesting that this port had been
sealed only once for a major voyage.
What was the function of the two stern
ports? They do not appear to have served
principally as artillery ports. To accommodate a 16th-century artillery piece, mounted
on a low stock, one would expect the stern
ports to be lower, near deck level, and not
just beneath the main-deck structures. 202
More likely, the ports facilitated the loading
of long objects, such as planks or extra
yards. They may also have provided access
to the rudder while at sea, in case repairs
were needed. 203 It is noteworthy that the
ports were built relatively near the waterline, in keeping with period iconography.
The stern ports may have also been used
during inside maintenance or cleaning activities. A ca. 1565 Dutch print shows a similar
arrangement of large and small ports, with a
pail suspended from one (Fig. 14.5.11).204

elements widely dispersed over the wreck
site, it was possible to identify:
1.

five of the six original, curved counter
timbers for the lower counter;

2.

two planks into which the helm port
was cut;

3.

a carved timber containing two hawse
holes;

4.

the planks that covered the counter;

5.

two standing knees that rested on the
wing transom and braced the upper
fashion pieces; and

6.

one top timber (third piece) of the fashion frame.

Counter and Upperworks

The counter timbers were mortised into the
wing transom, then curved up and out to
form an arched overhang. Their arc was
based on a circle with a AVi-codo radius. The
upper deck met the stern at the top of these
counter timbers. The middle counter timbers rose higher than those on the sides to
reflect the deck camber. Horizontal planks
were nailed to the outside of the counter
timbers.

The counter and the lower sterncastle structures rose above the wing transom. Among

The tiller passed between the middle
counter timbers, which defined the sides of
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Figure 14.5.10: The
cover for the port on
the starboard side of
the stern. The outer
face is shown on the
left and the inner face
is shown on the right.
Notice the imprint on
the outboard face of a
splayed double wire
that served as a handle, the imprints of the
hinges, and the holes
around the perimeter
where the cover was
nailed shut. (Drawing:
J. C. Farley, Parks Canada; 24M6N1-1).
Scale 1:10

Figure 14.5.12 (Facing
Page): The top of the
sternpostfTT 664/686)
showing the dovetail
tenon that fit into the
wing transom, and the
squarish mortise
where an eyebolt that
served as the uppermost gudgeon was
attached. (Photo: A.E.
Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-5585W).

knees were massive in comparison to the
counter timbers and the top timbers, and it
appears that they furnished a fundamental
strength to the upper deck and sterncastle
structures, directly beneath the mizzen-mast
step. The starboard knee's end was truncated where it framed the helm port, and the
angle formed by this end, at 31° to the keel's
centre line, indicated the tiller's maximum
deflection.
Finally, an oak top timber for the fashion
frame was identified. Approximately 2.9 m
(5 codos) in length, it appears to have been
the uppermost of an estimated three scarfed
fashion pieces. Fastenings on its inboard
face reveal its relation to the quarterdeck. It
tapered from 16 cm by 13 cm at its lower
end, to 7 cm by 10 cm at its upper end.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
Timber, Tool Marks and Joinery

Figure 14.5.11: A
ca. 1565 print showing
a Dutch flute. Note the
two lower stern ports.
(Courtesy: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam,
Van Bast. 98).

the helm port. A massive timber containing
the aft hawse holes rested horizontally
across the inside of the counter timbers. This
element was carefully carved from a single
timber, apparently to derive strength from
the integrity of its grown shape. It was
notched over each counter timber and contained two hawse holes, one to port and one
to starboard. A lip was left proud around
each hole to prevent lines from chafing
against the adjacent planks.

All the recovered components of the stern
framing were of oak and were finished with
an adze. All tool marks related to previous
woodworking operations had been obliterated. The planking fasteners, consisting of
iron nails and treenails, were inset into shallow countersinks in the same manner as the
planking fasteners in the rest of the hull.
The stern contained eight examples of joinery and one example of a fayed joint which,
in addition to several simple joints, made
this one of the most complex areas of joinery
in the ship:
1.

the wing transom was set onto the sternpost with a dovetail mortise and tenon
assembly. The tenon protruded from the
top of the sternpost and fit into a mortise in the aft face of the wing transom
(Fig. 14.5.12);

2.

the wing transom was tenoned to the
fashion pieces on each side;

3.

the lower ends of the fashion pieces
were lapped over the sternpost;

4.

the lower and second fashion pieces met
in a simple diagonal butt;

Two large standing knees rested on the wing
transom, with the upper arms supporting
the second timbers of the fashion pieces. The
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5.

each transom contained a mortise at its
midpoint that fit over the inner face of
the sternpost;

6.

the second and third fashion pieces
were joined by a diagonal flat scarf with
nibs;

7.

the side frame pieces of the starboard
porthole were let into the transoms
above and below;

8.

the second highest (7th) transom had a
mortise in its upper face, at the centre, to
receive an unidentified longitudinal
timber at the the main-deck level; and

9.

the V-shaped timber at the base of the
stern assembly was fayed, or laid flush,
against the lower, inboard faces of the
fashion pieces.

This concentration of joinery may be compared, in simple numerical terms, to the 30
dovetail mortises found in the central group
of frames, and with the joinery found in the
principal longitudinal timbers, where four
scarfs and one fayed timber (the sternpost
knee) were identified. Such complex, rigid
joinery in hull construction would become
more commonplace in later centuries.

from the beam's upper face into the fashion
piece. Each transom was also nailed to the
sternpost using one or two iron nails, measuring 12 mm square in section and about
20 cm in length. The diagonal scarfs
between the second and third fashion pieces
were each secured by one iron nail.
The most solid joints occurred in the wing
transom. At each end, where this timber was
let into the fashion pieces, a 35-mm treenail
and an iron nail secured the joint. At the centre, the dovetail joint linking the wing transom to the sternpost was held by a large bolt
that also served as the uppermost gudgeon.
The diagonal stern planks were typically
fastened to the transoms with two iron nails
(12-mm square in section and 16 cm long)
and one treenail (25-mm diameter) where
each plank crossed a beam. Exceptions to
this rule were, however, frequent. The
planks' ends, which butted into a rabbet on
the sternpost, were held by two or three iron
nails. The outboard ends, where the planks
were fastened to the fashion pieces, were
held by two iron nails and, below the waterline, occasionally also by a treenail.

1.

fastenings between frame timbers (iron
nails, treenails, bolts);

2.

plank-to-frame fastenings (iron nails,
treenails);

3.

auxiliary fastenings associated with the
rudder and portholes (iron nails, gudgeon straps, hinges); and

4.

evidence of fasteners indicating the
presence of temporary structures used
in the construction of the vessel (iron
nails, treenails, 35-mm wooden plugs).

Five rudder irons were identified on the
basis of fastening evidence and iron staining
(Fig. 14.5.13). Two gudgeons with iron
straps supported the rudder below the tuck.
The straps were held by iron nails that
decreased in length, from 12 cm to 17 cm for
the nails nearest the rudder, to 6 cm in
length at the forward ends of the gudgeon
straps (Figs. 14.5.14,14.5.15). Next, two gudgeon straps were fastened to the sternpost at
the level of the 2nd and 5th transoms, counting upward (Fig. 14.5.16). The straps were
held with relatively small iron nails that
were 8 mm in section and that penetrated
about 6 cm into the planks and underlying
transoms. Finally, at the top of the sternpost
was an eyebolt that served as a gudgeon
(Fig. 14.5.17). The gudgeon straps and fasteners were arranged so that they reinforced
several timbers. For example, the lower gudgeon reinforced the scarf between the heel
and the sternpost, and extended forward to
overlap the sternpost knee and the first of
the stern crotches.

The outboard ends of the transoms were
nailed to the fashion pieces with iron nails
measuring 12 mm square in section and
10 cm to 12 cm in length. The nails were toed

Among the evidence of temporary structures used in the stern's construction, three
kinds of fasteners were noted. The first consisted of iron-nail holes in the outboard face

Fasteners
The fastenings found in the stern may be
divided into four groups, defined by their
functions:
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Figure 14.5.13 {Facing
Page): Rudder and
stern timbers showing
the locations of the
pintles and gudgeons.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-13).
Scale 1:25
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of some of the transoms and fashion pieces,
at points where the stern planks had no corresponding evidence of fasteners. These
iron-nail holes appear to indicate where
temporary shores propped up the stern during its construction.
Secondly, a series of iron-nail holes occurred
along the sternpost's inboard face, in the
spaces between the transoms. These nails
may have held temporary blocks that served
as spacers between the transoms or, perhaps, as a ladder for the carpenters. Similar
iron-nail holes were observed on the
inboard face of the stem.
Finally, three 25-mm round treenails
appeared in the 6th transom from the bot-
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tom (see Fig. 14.5.2). This beam was situated
just below the stern ports, between the
lower and main decks. The treenails were
cut flush with the beam's faces and then
covered on the inside by the transom knees
and on the outside by the hull planking.
Their purpose remains unknown.
Two examples of 35-mm round plugs, penetrating about 5 cm into the wood, were
found on the inboard face of the V-shaped
timber at the base of the flat transom. These
features were identical to the plugs found in
the forward and after faces of the rising
crotches of the bow and stern. Presumably,
these plugs played a role in moulding or
bevelling the fashion pieces.
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Figure 14.5.14 (Top
Left): Reconstruction of
lowermost gudgeon 1,
based on iron oxide
stains, nail holes, and
shape of stern timbers.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-13a).
Scale 1:10
Figure 14.5.15 (Top
Right): Reconstruction
of gudgeon 2. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-91-10313b).
Scale 1:10

Figure 14.5.16 (Above):
Reconstruction of gudgeons 3 and 4. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-91-10313c,d).
Scale 1:10

THE RUDDER
This immense timber, with a surviving
length of 5.78 m and fashioned from a single
oak piece, represents one of the most fascinating finds from Red Bay (Fig. 14.5.18).2"5

Although the top was broken, its original
length was estimated to be between 6.2 m
and 6.3 m (about 11 codos), based on the location of the helm port in the counter.

Figure 14.5.17 (Top
Right): Reconstruction
of gudgeon 5, consisting of an eyebolt
attached to the top of
the sternpost. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-91-10313e).
Scale 1:10

Figure 14.5.18: Albert
Wilson, left, and Marcel Gingras manoeuvring the rudder onto
the barge by crane.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-1730M).
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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The rudder's thickness at the forward edge
was 13 cm at the top, and 14 cm at the bottom. Its thickness along the after edge was
17 cm at the top and 18 cm at the bottom. Its
fore-and-aft measure decreased from 78 cm
at the bottom to 58 cm at the uppermost pintle, above which the timber was broken.
The lower forward corner of the rudder was
bevelled to accommodate the skeg. The after
edge was squared, while the forward edge
was bevelled on both the port and starboard
sides, so that the rudder's rotation was not
impeded by the sternpost.

Figure 14.5.19: Reconstruction of rudder
irons. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-88-103-2b).
Scale 1:40
Figure 14.5.20 (Far
Left): Photomosaic of
the port face of the
rudder. ( Photomosaic: G. Vandervlugt,
Parks Canada; photos:
G. Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5132W).

Evidence of four rudder pintles was
observed on the rudder (Fig. 14.5.19). The
imprints of the pintle straps fixed to the rudder were visible as iron oxide deposits (Fig.
14.5.20). These straps, which held a pin that
was inserted into the gudgeon to create a
hinge, ran across the entire rudder and were
wrapped around its aft edge. Nail holes
indicated how the straps were attached.
The rudder's leading edge was mortised to
receive each of the pintle and gudgeon
assemblies. By analyzing the shape of these
mortises, it was discovered that each pintle
and gudgeon combination was joined before
it was inserted into its mortise (Figs. 14.5.21,
14.5.22). Thus, the rudder could not have
been removed simply by lifting the pintles
out of the gudgeons. According to a similar
analysis, the installation of the rudder
involved fastening the gudgeons to the ship,
inserting the pintles into the gudgeons, then
lifting the rudder up to the irons and, finally,
bending the pintle straps around the rudder.
Documentary references from 16th-century
Gipuzkoa suggest that while some rudders
were designed to be easily removable, others were not.206 On a coast with large tidal
fluctuations, where ships could be beached
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Figure 14.5.21: Detail
of a mortise on the
rudder for pintle.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5135W).

Analysis
Analysis of the stern assembly focused on its
dimensions and component arcs, the rake of
the sternpost and its relation to the vertical
master frame, and the stern's assembly
sequence. The form of the square tuck stern
was a subject that merited only a few references on the part of the treatise writers of the
16th century. Four kinds of information
relating to flat transom sterns can be compared to the Red Bay vessel:

Figure 14.5.22: Reconstruction of the attachment of a pintle on the
rudder. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-88-103-2a).

1.

The breadth of the wing transom {yugo,
gio) at the summit of the sternpost was
to be half the master frame's breadth, or
slightly more.208 The breadth of the Red
Bay wing transom at 6V2 codos and the
stern's maximum breadth at 7 codos corresponded closely to half of the 13-codo
breadth of the midship frame.

2.

The height of the tuck (rase/) was determined in various ways. While in some
cases this height was given without
explanation, in others it was a proportion of the length of the keel or the
height of the sternpost.209 In the case of
the Red Bay vessel the rase! was 3 codos
(1.72 m) above the top of the keel (Fig.
14.5.23).

3.

The rising of the deck (arufadura), from
amidships to the stern, varied in proportion to the ship's overall dimensions. 210
For a ship of 251 toneladas in the 1618
Spanish ordinances, the aft rising
amounted to 1 codo. In the case of the
Red Bay vessel, the upper deck rose at
least that much and, more likely, by IV2
codos.2U In all the treatises discussing the
subject, the upper deck terminated at
the upper limit of the counter, as on the
Red Bay vessel.

for repairs, a fixed rudder may not have
posed a major problem. However, when a
ship with a fixed rudder, such as the Red
Bay vessel, required rudder repairs in a port
with a small tidal range, a diver would have
to detach the irons.207
The rudder's range of movement indicates a
limit for the length of a tiller inside the ship.
Swinging just below the upper deck to an
angle of 30°, the tiller would encounter the
side of the hull at a point about 3.1 m to 4.
3.3 m forward of the wing transom. By this
measure, the tiller may have been up to
4.0 m long (7 codos), including its length outside the hull. At the tiller's forward end, a
whipstaff for holding sustained headings
likely passed through the upper deck immediately above the tiller. The whipstaff's position would have taken into account the
sterncastle bulkhead and the span of the
capstan bars.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

For a caravela of 11 rumos as described by
Fernandes, the form of the fashion
pieces was described in terms directly
related to the mould of the master
frame: "...when making the form of the
fashion frames, mould it with the mould
of the futtock, turning the bilge
upward...." 212 The ordinance for a ship
built by Sebastian Temudo, recorded in
1598 by Lavanha, was even more
explicit: "The fashion frames are traced
with the futtock mould, turning the
bilge to the main transom...."213 In the
III-143

Figure 14.5.23: Major
measures related to
the design of the stern
assembly and rudder.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-15a).
Scale 1:40

case of the Red Bay vessel, however, the
sequence of arcs in the fashion pieces is
the same as in the master frame above
the bilge and there was no apparent
inversion of the master mould (Fig.
14.5.24).

the frames were increasingly raked aft, the
vertical deck heights decreased from 1.72 m
amidships to 1.61 m at the stern. This constant relation between mould form and deck
height is similar in concept to the drawings
of Fernandes, where the deck heights, indicated
by small ledges or "teeth" (dentés), had
The vertical distance between the decks at
a
fixed
relation to the form of the futtock
the master frame, 3 codos, was also found at
mould.
the stern, measured along the line of the
sternpost (see Fig. 14.5.23). The same correspondence existed at each frame from the The sequence of the stern's construction was
master to the stern, with the effect that, as deduced by John D. Light. The sternpost, the
III-144
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Figure 14.5.24: Arcs
related to the design of
the stern assembly.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-14b).
Scale 1:40

transoms, and the fashion pieces were
assembled while these elements lay flat on
the ground. Subsequently, the stern assembly was hoisted into place on the heel timber, and the sternpost knee was spiked to
the sternpost. Several iron-nail holes in the
outboard faces of the transoms and fashion
pieces, for which no corresponding holes
were found in the planks, indicate where
temporary props supported the stern before
it was fixed to the sides of the ship, after
which the stern was planked.
The stern assembly thus illustrates many of
the practical difficulties of designing the

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

hull. Not only were different dimensions
worked out from different baselines (the
upper and lower faces of the keel) and along
different axes (vertical and along the rake of
the sternpost), but the ship's geometric
design as established on a vertical plane at
the master frame had to be reconciled with
the inclined plane of the transom stern.
These difficulties, as Stephen Johnston has
remarked, could hardly be represented in
two dimensions. 214 Thus, when ships were
designed on paper in the 17th century, many
of the internal relationships found in the
Red Bay ship's design had to be fundamentally rethought.
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arcs found in a 16th-century hull, largely
because the lines are based on arbitrary vertical stations while the actual arcs follow
frames that are most often raked or canted.
Thus, the actual design process of the ship,
based on Renaissance shipbuilding concepts, is occulted in the lines plan. The value
of the lines plan is principally in comparing
the Red Bay ship's shape to that of other vessels.

Lines Plan
The hull of the Red Bay vessel, or rather the
external shape of the frames, has been represented as a modern lines plan by taking
detailed measures from the model and
checking these measures against the dimensions contained in the original drawings of
each timber (Fig. 14.5.25). Obviously, a modern lines plan inadequately represents the

NOTES
199 Pierre Villié, Cnlvi I: De I'archéologie ¡i l'histoire (Paris:
De Boccard, 1994).
200 In the case of the Mary Rose, the sternpost and part
of the starboard side of the stern were present,
revealing that the ship possessed a square tuck
stern. Thanks to The Mary Rose Trust for providing
this information. The two Iberian examples of the
San Esteban, built in San Sebastián, and the Western
Ledge Reef wreck revealed construction details of
the stern below the tuck (J. Barto Arnold III and
Robert S. Weddle, Tlie Nautical Archeology of Padre
Island: The Spanish Shipwrecks of1554 [New York:
Academic Press, 1978]; Gordon P. Watts, Jr., "The
Western Ledge Reef Wreck: A Preliminary Report
on Investigation of the Remains of a 16th-Century
Shipwreck in Bermuda," The International journal of
Nautical Archaeology, Vol. 22, No. 2 [1993], pp. 103124). The San Esteban stern is on display in the
Corpus Christi Museum of Science & History
(Corpus Christi, Texas). We look forward to
publication of the results of the excavation of a 15thcentury wreck off Cavalaire in Provence, in which
extensive remains of what may be a square tuck
stern were reported (Marion Delhaye, Underwater
Archaeologist, Centre d'Études et de Recherches en
Archéologie Moderne et Contemporaine, Toulon,
personal communication, 1995).

drawings by Pieter Bruegel. The Bruegel drawings
no longer survive. The ships in Fig. 15.2.20 were
later copied by Jan Luyken for his engraving
published in Cornelius van Yk, De nederlandsche
scheep-bouw-konst open gestelt (Dutch shipbuilding
unveiled) (Delft: Jan ten Hoorn, 1697). The
engraving was entitled "Spaanse caraken of
galionen" (Spanish Carracks or Galleons) by van
Yk. Although often considered to be Basque-style
naos or galeones because of their square tuck sterns,
which Bruegel could have observed in Holland, it
has been suggested that Bruegel's original drawings
might have been based on detailed studies drawn
during his visit to Italy in 1551 to 1555. Irene de
Groot and Robert Vorstman, eds., Maritime Prints by
the Dutch Masters (London: Gordon Fraser, 1980),
Figs. 1 and 4.

205 Evidence concerning the rudder's range of
movement was examined by Peter J. A. Waddell
and Charles Moore. The rudder irons were studied
by John D. Light (see Appendix X). The following
analysis is largely based on their work.
206 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa.
Oñati (AHPG), II, 3312, fol. 280-281 (Zumaia, 1584):
"...mas su timón sacadija(?)."

207 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
201 The tuck was the point at which the fashion frames
1045, fol. 39.
touched the sternpost, called the rase!, regel, or raser
in 16th-century Iberian texts.
208 Thomé Cano gave a rule that the transom was to be
half the ship's maximum breadth (Thomé Cano,
Arte para fabricar, fortificar, y apareiar naos de guerra, y
202 Despite these doubts about the suitability of the
merchante [Seville: Luys Estupiñan, 1611; reprint as
port for artillery, a graffito found on the ship (see
Tomé Cano, Arte para fabricar y aparejar naos, éd.
Section 15.2) shows a cannon protruding from the
Enrique Marco Dorta, La Laguna, Tenerife: Instituto
stern of a vessel similar to the Red Bay ship.
de Estudios Canarios, 1964], p. 68). The 1618
Spanish shipbuilding ordinance gave the rule as
203 Such a manoeuvre is described in Archivo de la
half the manga plus '4 codo: "...las aletas de popa han
Real Chancillería. Valladolid (hereafter ARCh),
de abrir en el yugo la mitad de la manga, y un
Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja 1045,
quarto de codo mas...." (Martin de Aroztegui,
fol. 39.
ASpanish Shipbuilding Ordinance, 1618,"
Cambridge, Harvard University, Houghton Library,
204 Figs. 14.5.11 and 15.2.20 are prints from a series of
Palha Mss, Ms 4794, Vol. 2, paras. 1-14, 23). Jocâo
ten engravings by Frans Huys (ca. 1561-1562), after
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Baptista Lavanha and Sebastian Temudo used half
the manga (Joào Baptista Lavanha, "Livro primeiro
da arquitectura naval," ca. 1598-1620, éd. Joào da
Gama Pimentel Barata, Étimos: Revista do Instituto
portugués de arqueología, historia e etnografía, Vol. 4
[1965], p. 280; Sebastian Temudo in Joào Baptista
Lavanha, op. cit, p. 296). Manoel Fernandes used
slightly more than half the maximum breadth
(Manoel Fernandes, "Livro de traças de
carpintaria," 1616, ed. Manuel Leitâo as Livro de
traças de carpintaria de Manuel Fernandes [Lisbon:
Academia de Marinha, 1989], fol. 2v).

209 Diego Garda de Palacio gave the rule of one-fifth of
the keel (Diego García de Palacio, Instrucion náutica,
para el buen uso, y regimiento de las naos [Mexico:
Pedro Ocharte, 1587; reprint as Instrucción náutica
para navegar, Madrid: Ediciones Cultura Hispánica,
1944], fol. 92r). Thomé Cano gave the surprising
value of half the depth of hold (puntal) to the upper
deck (Thomé Cano, loc. cit.). The 1618 ordinance
gives the value as a third of the maximum breadth
(manga) (Martin de Aroztegui, loc. cit.).
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210 The 1618 ordinance gave one codo as the aft rising of
the deck for most of the ships in the ordinance,
regardless of the great differences in their sizes
(Martin de Aroztegui, loc. cit.).
211 In the 1618 shipbuilding ordinance, it is not clear
whether the arufadura was calculated to the stern or
to the tailframes (Martin de Aroztegui, loc. cit.).
212 Manoel Fernandes, op. cit., fol. 16r: "...quando
quizerdes fazer o pee manco, galivaraó pella forma
o braco, virando o covado pera cima...."
213 Joào Baptista Lavanha, op. cit., p. 296: "...Os pees
mancos se tiraraô pella forma do braco, virado o
covado para o Gio...."
214 This idea was explored by Stephen A. Johnston
(Stephen A. Johnston, "Making Mathematical
Practice: Gentlemen, Practitioners, and Artisans in
Elizabethan England," Ph.D. dissertation,
Cambridge University, Cambridge, 1994, pp. 107165).
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15 THE CEILING, DECKS, AND
CASTLES: ADAPTATIONS OF
SHIPYARD CARPENTRY FOR
WHALING

15.1 The Internal Structures: an Architecture for a Cargo of
Casks
irad Loewen

The internal structures of the Red Bay vessel
represented an interpretive challenge quite
unlike that of the hull (Fig. 15.1.1). Whereas
the collapsed frames and planking remained
largely articulated, the internal structures
were generally torn away from the hull and
dispersed as fragments on the seabed, either
as a result of the salvage of part of the cargo
soon after the ship's sinking or of natural
site formation processes. Only the ceiling
lining the bottom of the hold remained
largely intact; of the deck structures, only a
few fragmentary pieces were still attached to
the hull. Most of the deck elements had been
broken and dispersed, and had to be identified among approximately two thousand
loose timbers strewn around and underneath the intact sections of the hull. Reconstructing the decks required a three-part
approach. Firstly, analysis of the forms and
distribution of these fragmentary timbers
brought an understanding of their functions
and original associations. Secondly, an analysis of the fasteners, pressure marks, and
differential weathering patterns on the articulated frames revealed the position and
dimensions of some deck timbers. Finally,
after these two analyses were combined, the
assembly of the dispersed deck timbers was
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

deduced from typical fastening and mortise
patterns. Although less than a quarter of the
original deck structures could be identified
among the archaeological remains, the positions and the basic construction of the decks
was established.215
This chapter is divided into five sections that
describe, in order from bottom to top in the
ship: the ceiling, or longitudinal planks and
timbers that formed the bottom of the hold;
the three full decks, referred to for the purposes of this study as the lower, main, and
upper decks; and a fourth deck in the sterncastle and the forecastle areas. Their basic
dimensions are contained in Table 15.1.1.
The internal structures contribute in several
ways to understanding 16th-century shipbuilding. Firstly, the deck heights at intervals of 4 codos, 3 codos, and 3 codos offer an
explanation of Michael Barkham's observation, based on construction contracts, that
16th-century Gipuzkoan deck heights were
standardized and did not vary according to
the ship's size.216 The Red Bay example,
whose deck heights corresponded to those
in Gipuzkoan construction
contracts,
revealed that these heights were related to
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Height of
Beam (m)*

Thickness of
Beam (cm)

Breadth of
Beam (cm)

Lower deck

2.30
(4 codos)

20

Main deck

4.02
(7 codos)

Upper deck
Fourth deck

Principal Knees

Planking
Breadth (cm)

Type

Spacing (m)

20+15=35
(doubled)

standing knees
fixed aft of beam

2.3 ±0.1
(4 codos)

30 - 35

12

13

hanging knees
fixed aft of beam

1.58
(214 codos)

20-30

5.75
(10 codos)

10

11

hanging knees
fixed beneath beam

1.6
(214 codos)

24-38

±7.5
(13 codos)

11

12

hanging knees
fixed aft of beam

±1.6
(214 codos)

18 - 35

Table 15.1.1: Dimensions of deck structures.
Beam dimensions are taken from typical examples.
* Measured at the master frame, from the top of the ceiling plank beside the keelson, to the top of the beam.

the dimensions of the barricas that constituted a basic cargo unit of Biscayan ships. As
well, the deck heights, situated at the points
where successive frame timbers overlapped
and were held in position by the shelf
clamps and the waterways, were governed
by the standard length of futtocks produced
by local oak growers. While this standardized supply of timber contributed to the efficiency of shipbuilding, it also imposed
limits on deck heights and on other aspects
of hull design.

Figure 15.1.1 (Facing
Page): Reconstructed
profile of interior starboard side structures,
based on timber and
fastener evidence
incorporated into the
archaeological model.
Many of the longitudinal structures of the
lower and main decks
have been reconstructed from fragmentary remains. For
cross-sections, see
Figs. 15.1.96,15.1.97,
and 15.1.98. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-3a).
Scale 1:100

Figure 15.1.2 (Facing
Page): Plan view of the
ceiling including
spacer planks, or escoperadas, showing hull
outline at maximum
breadth. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-93-103-2).
Scale 1:100

The deck heights and the cargo spaces
between them lead to a better understanding of ship's tonnage in 16th-century Spain,
where two figures were often used for the
same ship. In commercial and state charters,
a ship's tonnage was 20 per cent higher than
its registry tonnage used to calculate the
state subsidy for the same ship's construction. According to a 1590 regulation concerning these construction subsidies, a
ship's registry tonnage was based on its
depth of hold to the height of the main deck
amidships. 217 This regulation specified what
measurements were to be taken to calculate
a ship's tonnage. When this formula was
applied to the archaeological remains from
Red Bay, the registry tonnage of the vessel
was calculated at just over 200 toneladas.
However, its true cargo capacity, at 20 per
cent more, would have been close to 250
toneladas, equivalent to nearly 1,000 barricas.
Calculations used to simulate the lading of
the Red Bay vessel with barricas revealed
how much of its internal space was needed
to hold this many casks: in addition to the
space below the main deck, at least half the
space between the main and upper decks
was required. This additional space reserved
for the paying cargo above the main deck
apparently appears to explain the 20 per
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cent difference between registry tonnage
and cargo tonnage in 16th-century Spanish
texts.
Finally, the deck structures help to develop a
typology of 16th-century transatlantic ships.
Thomas J. Oertling, for example, has drawn
attention to the typical appearance of the
keelson, mast step, and ceiling.218 If the ceiling construction had characteristic features,
what about deck construction? The manner
in which the beams, carlings, and ledges
were assembled in the Red Bay example
may have been typical of 16th-century
Basque construction, for it sheds light on
otherwise perplexing archival references,
such as specific beam intervals and frequent
descriptions of the lower deck as a tier of
beams (andana de baos). Lacking stanchions,
the carlings rested upon beams that apparently bore the entire weight of the deck and
cargo. Some deck features help clarify
Thome Cano's 1611 comment that Terranova
ships were built tighter and warmer than
Spanish ships plying the humid West Indies
route, where it was important to let air circulate in the hold.219 In ships for the latter
route, according to period authors, the
upper deck was a grating (xareta), the waist
of the ship was cut down (conves),220 and
gaps were left between the lower-deck
planks.221

KEELSON, CEILING, AND PUMP
ASSEMBLY
The breadth of the hold at the outboard edge
of the ceiling amidships measured 4.02 m
(7 codos) to the outside of the frames (Fig.
15.1.2). The structures were symmetrical on
either side, beginning in the middle with the
keelson, into which was carved the main-
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mast step (see Tab. 15.1.2). The mast step
area, with its one-piece construction braced
on either side by four buttresses, was characteristic of many 16th-century Ibero-Atlantic shipwrecks and reflects some of the
shipbuilding concepts that may have underlain this typical construction. Moving outward on either side from the keelson, the
ceiling was comprised of a number of elements, beginning with a strake of removable
limber boards, followed by a heavy foot
wale that clamped the futtock ends, a strake
of planking similar to the hull planks, and a
slightly thicker plank, or bilge clamp, that
traversed the wrungheads. The outboard
extent of the ceiling was bounded by a sill,
or albaola, whose outboard edge was elaborately notched to receive small filler planks
called escoperadas that stopped material from
dropping under the ceiling through the gaps
between futtocks. Debris was thus kept out
of the bilges and away from the pump.

Figure 15.1.3: The keelson (TT 402/19/20).
The forward end is at
the bottom. (Drawing:
J. Farley, Parks Canada; 24M-84-103-8).
Scale 1:50

Keelson and Mast Step Assembly
The keelson, a timber measuring 9.97 m
long, is typical of the 16th-century IberoAtlantic tradition, characterized by its fabrication from a single oak trunk and by its
morphology of long, tapering ends and an
expanded central area forming the mast step
(Figs. 15.1.3,15.1.4).

Figure 15.1.4: Upper
face of the keelson,
viewed from its forward end, on the barge
at Red Bay in August
1983. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M1731M).
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Working Name

Spanish Name(s)

Breadth (cm)*

Thickness (cm)

Fasteners

Keelson

carlinga

41

32

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Limber boards

panas embornaleras,
labias de la canal

36

6

none

Mast step buttresses

¡aquetas

16-19

9-24

mortises, treenails

Foot wale

cingla, singla;
palmejar

26

10

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Ceiling plank

tabla del soler,
del granel

36

5-6

treenails, iron nails

Bilge clamp

cingla, singla

24

8

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Sill

albaola

38

6

treenails, iron nails

Filler planks

escoperadas

45

6

iron nails

Table 15.1.2: Ceiling (soler, granel) elements at the master frame (from keelson to starboard side).
* The upward curvature of the ceiling brings the total of these individual breadths to more than 4.02 m.

Although carved from a single log, the keelson comprised three distinct sections: the
mast step area and the two tapering extensions forward and aft. The mast step area
was a rectangular block measuring about
1.55 m in length, 30 cm in height, and 40 cm
in width, thus representing the greatest section of the timber. Mortises 7 cm deep were
carved in the underside to receive four floor
timbers. This expanded part of the keelson
was centred just aft of the master floor timber.
Within the expanded area was a large, rectangular mortise that received a tenon at the
base of the mast. This cavity, centred over
the first floor timber aft of the master, was
18 cm wide, 16 cm deep, and about 75 cm
long. A hole, 25 mm in diameter, drained
water from the mortise into the space aft of
the master floor timber. Two wooden chocks
found in the cavity were used to adjust the
fore-and-aft position of the mast. Forward of
the mast was a small log, some 12 cm in
diameter, that ensured that the mast would
pass just aft of the lower-deck beam at the
master frame. The after part of the cavity
had been filled with a carefully-fitted block
of wood, about 28 cm long, that held the
mast foot in place. These chocks reduced the
cavity's length to 33 cm long at the bottom

and 37 cm at the top, indicating the mast
foot's fore-and-after dimension. Once these
adjustments were made, the centre of the
mast corresponded to the middle of the
expanded area's length, or about 9 cm to
10 cm aft of the master floor timber (Fig.
15.1.5).
Forward and aft of the expanded mast step
area, the keelson tapered and followed a
slight upward curve, mirroring the rising of
the ship's floor. The forward extension measured 4.14 m long, tapering in height from
27 cm to 19 cm, and in breadth from 32 cm
to 23 cm. The after extension measured
4.25 m long, tapering in height from 29 cm
and 20 cm, and in breadth from 32 cm to
20 cm. In all, the keelson straddled 12 floor
timbers forward of the master frame and 14
floor timbers aft. All these floor timbers, like
the ones under the mast step, were let into
the keelson, with mortises ranging from
2 cm to 7 cm in depth, the shallowest occurring toward the ends of the timber where the
floor began to rise. Notably, the keelson
spanned only 27 of the ship's 48 floor timbers and was too short to reinforce the scarfs
that linked the keel to the stem or heel timber.

Figure 15.1.5: Port side
of the keelson in the
area of the mainmast
step. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-5281W).
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Figure 15.1.6: Side
view of the keelson,
showing notches to
receive the floor timbers, nail countersink
(at right), and chevronshaped bevelling of
the lower edges
between the notches.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M5303W).

Timber
The keelson was taken from an oak tree
whose appearance can be reconstructed in
some detail. The trunk's diameter was at
least 60 cm at a height of 5 m to 8 m, and at
least 30 cm at a height of 10 m. Knots marred
the trunk's straight grain at a height of 4 m,
but the first large branches did not occur
below 7 m to 9 m from the ground. No twisting of the grain was detected and the tree
was free of damage except for a bruise about
1 m or 2 m from the ground, visible at the
after end of the keelson. This majestic standard oak would have towered above its
trees used for frames and was comparable in
girth and stature to the century-old specimens that furnished the hull planking.
Tool

Marks

The keelson was squared with a broad axe,
the marks of which remained prominent
along the sides of the timber. Some areas
were finished with an adze, particularly the
mast step area and the bevels on the two
extensions. The lower edges were chamfered
in a series of chevrons that may have been
designed to arrest any splintering caused by
contact with the frames or, perhaps, simply
to afford an easier access while clearing the
limber holes (Fig. 15.1.6). The underside of
the keelson was notched to receive the floor
timbers; in cases where the floor timbers did
not lie perfectly perpendicular to the keelson, the mortises were angled accordingly.
This curious imperfection confirms that the
floor timbers were already in place at the
time the keelson was prepared. Vertical
marks, aligned with the mortise edges, were
inscribed on the sides of the keelson as the
floor timber locations were reproduced on
the keelson.

that covered the gaps between the buttresses
that led from the mast step to the foot wale.
As well, a crude indentation was axed into
the port side of the keelson, just aft of the
expanded area, to accommodate the pump
tube (Fig. 15.1.7).
The upper edges of the keelson's long forward and after extensions were bevelled to
prevent splintering and to protect the cargo.
The same style of bevel was found on other
bulky internal structures, notably the foot
wales and the shelf clamps.
Tasteners
The keelson was held in place with a combination of bolts, treenails, and iron nails. Six
bolts passed through the keelson, floors, and
keel at the 2nd, 6th, and 11th floor timbers
forward of the master frame, and the 4th,
8th, and 11th floor timbers aft. Impressions
in the underside of the keel revealed that
these bolts had circular heads about 55 mm
in diameter. The bolts were countersunk in
the top of the keelson to accommodate a
forelock pin (Fig. 15.1.8); these countersinks
resembled those in the lower-deck knees.
Four treenails passed through the keelson
and the floor timbers, penetrating but not
traversing the keel at the 1st and 10th floors

The mortise for the mast foot was hollowed
out with an adze. Next to it, on each side,
was a shallow rabbet to receive short planks
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Figure 15.1.7: Sump
carved into the port
side of the keelson just
aft of the mainmast
step to hold the pump
tube. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-5286W).

Truncation
End

of the Keelson's

Forward

In comparing the forward and aft ends of
the keelson, it appears that the forward end
was truncated. This impression is confirmed
by the keelson's equal width at the 12th
floor timbers forward and aft of the master
(23 cm), respectively the timber's forward
tip, and a point 90 cm from its after tip that
extended to the 14th floor timber.

Figure 15.1.8: Upper
face of the keelson,
showing countersink
for bolt, washer, and
forelock pin. (Photo: G
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5292W

forward of the master, and at the 3rd and
12th floors aft. The bolts and treenails
formed a symmetrical pattern that was centred in the 1st floor timber aft of the master,
which also corresponded to the middle of
the keelson; when this timber was installed,
the master frame's primary place in the
hull's conception and early construction had
been forgotten.
Lastly, 13 countersunk iron nails were toed
from the sides of the keelson into the floor
timbers below. On the port side, the nails
entered the 1st, 3rd, 7th, and 11th floor timbers forward of the master and the 4th, 7th,
and 11th floors aft. On the starboard side,
they were found in the master floor timber
as well as in the 5th and 9th floors forward,
and in the 4th, 9th, and 13th floors aft. No
clear distributional pattern can be distinguished.
Mast Step

Buttresses

Oertling notes that the expanded mast step
area typical of Ibero-Atlantic keelsons was
accompanied by a system of lateral buttresses. In the Red Bay example, four
wedge-shaped chocks braced this area
against the foot wales on either side (Fig.
15.1.9). These oak pieces, carved with a flat
adze, were 23 cm high where they butted
against the keelson, and 12 cm to 15 cm high
at the outboard ends where they were mortised into the foot wale. About 17 cm to
21 cm wide and 39 cm to 40 cm long, they
were let into the foot wale by 5 cm to 7 cm.
They rested on consecutive floor timbers,
from the 1st frame forward of the master to
the 2nd aft. The gaps between these buttresses were covered by small boards measuring about 50 cm by 20 cm by 2 cm, and
affixed with countersunk iron nails.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

It may be that the keelson's forward end was
cut in order to permit the replacement of the
13th floor timber. This floor timber had a
moulded height noticeably greater than that
of neighbouring floor timbers. Also, the ceiling planking in this area contained several
butt joins and filler planks, suggesting they
had been replaced. The inside of the hull
planking was heavily dubbed at the 13th
floor timber, the only such example in the
entire ship. Finally, the placement of iron
nails and treenails in the 13th and 14th floor
timbers represents an exception to the dominant fastening pattern in this area of the
hull. The keelson may have originally
extended forward to the 14th floor timber,
symmetrical with its after end, but was cut
when the 13th floor timber was belatedly
installed or perhaps replaced. This operation
would have occurred after the keelson, the
hull planks and the ceiling were installed,
but before the hull planks were treenailed.
Analysis
The Red Bay keelson and mast step assembly corresponds closely to Oertling's typology
of
16th-century
Ibero-Atlantic
shipwrecks, whose features included a
larger central area that held a carved mast
step, and a system of lateral buttresses that
braced the mast step area.222 This construction may be contrasted to a Mediterranean
style of keelson and mast step as illustrated
by the Villefranche wreck, where two parallel, relatively thin timbers (carlingots) serve
the function of the keelson, and are separated by a space where a mast step was built
of assembled pieces.223 While this complex
assembly forms a clear contrast to the massive Red Bay keelson with its integrated
mast step, several English examples including the Mary Rose are similar to Oertling's
Ibero-Atlantic type.224 It appears that the
Red Bay example and the Ibero-Atlantic
type belong to a larger Atlantic tradition.
The abundance of large oaks in Atlantic
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Europe, compared to the Mediterranean
basin, helps explain the divergence between
the two regional styles of mast step, one
formed from a single timber, the other of
composite construction. The Mediterranean
style, with its sawn components, perhaps
represents a technological solution to scarcer
timber. The Atlantic style, thus, may be relatively ancient. In fact, its expanded morphology is reminiscent of the kerling found
in medieval Norse ships, whose main function was to step the mast rather than to
clamp the floor timbers to the keel.225
An intriguing hypothesis that the ship's
greatest breadth was reflected in the dimensions of the mainmast step was also
explored. According to several writers of the
period, the mast's diameter at its base had a
proportional relation to the breadth of the
ship. This relation had two aspects. Firstly,
according to Diego García de Palacio, the
mast's circumference at the upper deck
equalled one fifth of the ship's breadth.
Given the Red Bay ship's breadth of
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13 codos,226 its mast should thus have measured 47.6 cm in diameter at the upper deck.
Secondly, the mast's taper from the upper
deck to the mast step followed certain rules.
Cano stated that the diameter was reduced
by one fifth, while Manoel Fernandes made
the reduction two sevenths. Reducing the
diameter at the upper deck by these proportions results in a diameter at the step of
either 34.0 cm or 38.0 cm. This theoretical
diameter may finally be compared to the
length of the mast step cavity, 37 cm (after
the insertion of the two chocks) and to the
keelson's width at the mast step, 40 cm (both
about 2/3 codo). Therefore, the mast step's
dimensions may have been calculated from
the overall dimensions of the ship.
Other dimensions recorded on the Red Bay
vessel suggest that in building the mast
steps, the carpenters followed a set of proportions similar to those given by García de
Palacio, who stated the foremast's diameter
was to be one fifth less than that of the mainmast, and the mizzen-mast and bowsprit's
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Figure 15.1.9: The
mainmast step assembly. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-87-103-la).

diameters were to be one fifth less than that
of the foremast (25 : 20 :16).227 Similar proportions appear in the widths of the mast
step mortises from Red Bay: 18 cm for the
mainmast, 15 cm for the foremast, and 12 cm
for the mizzen-mast (24 : 20 :16). In addition, the bowsprit foot neatly fits into the
mizzen-mast step,22S reflecting García de
Palacio's statement that these spars had the
same diameter. These relations, however,
fall short of establishing a clear theoretical
framework for such rules.229 A clearer set of
proportions appears to arise from the widths
of the mast step timbers themselves: 40 cm
for the mainmast step, 30 for the foremast
step, and 20 cm for the mizzen-mast step.230
This 4 : 3 : 2 proportion of mast diameters
does not appear in any literary source, but
its starting point, the mainmast step, may
nevertheless be derived from the ship's
breadth as described by García de Palacio
and Cano.

Ceiling
On each side of the keelson, the majority of
the ceiling components were found in their
original positions, especially on the starboard side where almost no damage had
occurred. Five strakes constituted the ceiling, each of which was unique. These elements are described in order of their
occurrence from the keelson, as follows:
1.

the limber boards;

2.

the foot wale (palmejar or singla);

3.

a strake of ceiling planking;

4.

the bilge clamp, or singla; and

5.

the sill (albaola) with its filling planks
(escoperadas).

A typological comparison reveals that the
Red Bay ceiling generally resembled that of
other 16th-century Atlantic shipwrecks,
especially with regard to two features. First,
the ceiling did not extend much beyond the
span of the floor timbers, and did not rise
along the walls of the ship. Second, the elaborately carved sill, or albaola, constituted a
veritable tour de force of naval carpentry. In
one respect, however, the Red Bay ceiling
differed from that of smaller vessels.231
Where these had ceiling planks of equal
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thickness, at Red Bay, massive foot wales
clamped the futtock ends and braced the lateral buttresses that reinforced the mast step,
in the manner of larger vessels such as the
Emanuel Point ship.232 Finally, in its conception as an architectural unit, the ceiling was
an integral part of the hull's geometric
design, as revealed by the placement of the
mast step and the ceiling's overall width at
the master frame of exactly 7 codos.
Limber

Boards

On each side of the keelson ran a strake of
removable limber boards. Eight boards
formed the starboard strake, divided in
equal numbers forward and aft of the mast
step buttresses. Only six boards formed the
port run, of which three were forward and
three aft of the buttresses. The aftermost
board on the port side was not recovered.
The dimensions of each piece appear in
Table 15.1.3, revealing a consistent thickness
of about 6 cm to 7 cm (about nine planks per
codo); their widths were adjusted according
to the space left between the keelson and the
foot wales. Presumably, these boards were
offcuts from hull planks, as their lengths
showed no clear pattern, varying from
97 cm to 207 cm.
These tool marks confirmed that the carpenters had taken whatever planks were at
hand, left over from other operations. 233
These marks illustrated the entire gamut of
operations used to prepare ship's planking.
Some faces exhibited only the marks of a pit
saw (TT 1128, TT 1359, TT 1914, TT 2020);
some sawn faces were partially finished
with an adze (TT 1909, TT 1912); while others were fully adzed in the manner of the
hull planking (TT 137, TT 1127, TT 1366,
TT 1910, TT 1911, TT 1915). All the edges
had been carved with an adze. In addition to
these typical tool marks, most of the limber
boards had numerous axe or adze marks,
revealing that these pieces had been used as
a backdrop for other work. Since these
marks did not appear on other ceiling timbers, they must have been made in the shipyard before the limber boards were installed
(Figs. 15.1.10, 15.1.11, 15.1.12, 15.1.13,
15.1.14).
Two other limber boards lay immediately
forward and aft of the keelson (TT 1913,
TT 858). The aft board's dimensions of
196 cm by 39 cm by 6 cm indicated that this
was also a spare length of hull planking. It
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Order from mast step
(forward and aft)
Starboard

Port

1

2

4

3

TT

WxL

TT

WxL

TT

WxL

TT

WxL

Forward

1909

36 x 105

1910

35 x 107

1911

31 x 152

1912

24 x 131

Aft

2020

32.5 x 97

527

30 x 106

126

28 x 119

1127

23 x 124

Forward

1915

39 x 107

137

37 x 151

1914

27 x 207

Aft

528

40 x 135

1366

33 x 205

n/a

n/a

Table 15.1.3: Limber board dimensions.
All measurements in cm.
W x L = Width x Length.

was tapered along its length and its edges
were bevelled to mate with the narrowing
and sharply rising floor timbers (Fig.
15.1.15). The forward board, measuring 48
cm by 19 cm by 6 cm, extended from the
keelson to the 13th floor timber, beyond
which the ceiling was fixed. It was this floor
timber whose late installation required the
keelson to be cut and the limber board, in
effect, took the place of the keelson's amputated tip.
Foot

Figure 15.1.10 (Left): A
limber board
(TT 1911), showing pitsaw marks on its face.
(Photo: C. Bradley,
Parks Canada; 24M1767M).

Wales

Outboard of the limber boards lay foot
wales that clamped the futtocks and braced
the mast step by way of the buttresses. Their
sectional dimensions, 26 cm wide and 10 cm
thick, made the foot wales at once the narrowest and thickest timbers in the ceiling.
Their lengths, at 9.41 m for the starboard
foot wale (TT 42) and 9.53 m for the port
(TT 47), were comparable to that of the keelson (9.97 m). These massive pieces functioned in tandem with the keelson to bind
the lower frame timbers. The keelson and
foot wales also bore resemblances in their
tool marks and fasteners, suggesting that the
three pieces were fashioned and installed in
a single operation. The sides and faces were
initially squared with an axe, then most
areas were finished with an adze. Because
the foot wale was thicker than the adjacent
ceiling strakes, its exposed upper edges
were bevelled much like those of the keelson, except in the midship area where four

Figure 15.1.11: A limber board (TT 126),
showing tool marks on
its face. (Photo: A. E.
Wilson, Parks Canada; 24M-61T).
Figure 15.1.12: A limber board (TT126)
with axe or adze
marks along its edge.
(Photo: A. E. Wilson,
Parks Canada; 24M55T).
Figure 15.1.13 (Bottom
Left Corner): A limber
board (TT 126), showing axe marks along its
end. (Photo: A. E. Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-59T).
Figure 15.1.14 (Left): A
limber board (TT 2020)
bearing tool marks
from use as a work
surface for other carpentry activities.
(Photo: C. Bradley,
Parks Canada; 24M1765M).
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Figure 15.1.15 (Right):
Lower face of a limber
board from aft of the
keelson (TT 858),
showing how it was
bevelled to fit over the
rising floor timbers.
(Photo: C. Amer, Parks
Canada; 24M-3433W).

mortises received the mast step buttresses
(Figs. 15.1.16,15.1.17,15.1.18).
Like the keelson, the foot wales were fastened using a combination of bolts, treenails,
and iron nails. Four bolts pierced each foot
wale at the 4th and 9th floor timbers forward and aft of the master, except in the port
foot wale's aft portion, where the bolts traversed the futtocks of the 4th and 10th
frames. This pattern of placing the fasteners
in the floor timbers was even more marked
among the treenails and iron nails. Their distribution reveals that the foot wales were
fixed in two distinct operations: one corresponding to the central group of mortised
frames plus one more frame forward and
aft, and one operation outside this central
area.

Figure 15.1.16 (Belozv):
Marcel Gingras examining a foot wale
(TT 47) on the barge at
Red Bay. Note the
strongly curved shape
and the mortises at the
centre of the curve to
hold the outboard
ends of the mast-step
buttresses. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1997M).

The only treenails found in the foot wales
were inserted from the outboard side and,
apart from their greater length, were normal
hull-planking treenails. Carefully positioned
on their outboard ends, they occasionally
exited inboard in a seam between a foot
wale and an adjacent strake. No countersinks occurred around their inboard ends. In
the central frames, from the 7th forward to
the 8th aft, they traversed only the floor timbers. Outside this central area, the treenails
in the foot wales randomly passed through
either a floor timber or a futtock (Fig.
15.1.19).
The countersunk iron nails were toed into
the side of the foot wale, from where they
entered the frame timber below. Their distribution paralleled that of the treenails. In the
same central frames, from the 7th forward to
the 8th aft, the iron nails pierced only floor
timbers and alternated between the inboard
and outboard sides of the foot wale, except
where the mast step buttresses intervened
(Tab. 15.1.4, shaded area). Outside this central area, the alternating pattern ceased and
some nails were driven into a futtock.
Based on these fastening patterns, it appears
that the foot wales were initially fastened to
the central frames and only later to the
remaining frames forward and aft. Interestingly, the same central frames were associated with an aspect of the main hulltreenailing pattern. Along the first strake of
hull planking, the diagonal relation between
the treenails at each plank-to-frame joint
was distinct on these central frames. It may
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 15.1.17 (Left): A
foot wale (TT 42/48),
showing mortises for
the mast-step buttresses. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7542W).

Figure 15.1.18 (Below
Left): A foot wale
(TT 41/426), upsidedown, showing chamfering on its upper
edge. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M2045M).
Figure 15.1.19 (Below
Right): A foot wale
(TT 42/48), showing a
treenail and countersunk holes for a bolt
and an iron nail.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-1946M).

be that as soon as these frames were
installed, the first strake and the foot wales
followed, even though their ends projected
into areas as yet unoccupied by any frame
timbers. The keelson, however, appears to
have been installed later.
Ceiling

Strake

The third ceiling strake consisted of a strake
of planking, comparable to the hull planks
in size (5 cm to 6 cm thick and 33 cm to
37 cm wide) and fabrication technique
(sawn, then finished with an adze). The
M

1

planks were fastened to each floor timber by
means of countersunk iron nails, 12 mm
square in section and 14 cm to 17 cm long.
They were placed near the edges of the
strake, alternating between the inboard and
outboard edges. Towards the ends of these
planks, beyond the mortised frames where
the floors began to rise and thus to twist the
plank, nails occasionally appeared on both
edges of the strake.
The treenails from the second strake of hull
planks traversed this strake of ceiling plank-

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

0

i

0

i

0

i

i, i*

i

i, o*

i

i

i

i

o

i

o

i

i, 0

0

i

o

i

i

0

i

0

i

0

i

i

o

i

i

i

i

Forward: starboard

0

Forward: port

0

0

i

Aft: starboard

0

o

o

i

o

Aft: port

0

0

0

o

i

0

Table 15.1.4: Placement of iron nails on foot wales.
o = outboard edge; i = inboard edge; * = first futtock.
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As with the foot wales, a combination of
bolts, treenails, and iron nails secured the
bilge clamps. The starboard clamp had four
bolts at the 3rd floor timber and 8th futtock
forward, and in the 3rd futtock and 9th floor
timber aft of the master. On the port side,
only the aft bolts were found, which were
located in the 3rd floor timber and the 9th
futtock aft of the master frame.
The treenails came through from the hull
planking, sometimes exiting at a seam. No
countersinks were noted around them. The
iron nails, on the other hand, were all countersunk. They were driven into the futtocks,
except in the 14 mortised frames where they
occasionally struck a floor timber. Possibly,
then the bilge clamp was also nailed down
as soon as the central frames were erected.
Albaola
Planks)

Figure 15.1.20: Lower
face of a ceiling plank
(TT 50), showing tool
marks. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-2086M).

ing, sometimes exiting in the seams. Thus,
the ceiling planks were already fastened in
place with iron nails at the time the second
hull strake was treenailed (Fig. 15.1.20).
Bilge

Clamp

This timber, the fourth ceiling strake,
clamped the ends of the floor timbers to the
futtocks. Its thickness of 8 cm made the bilge
clamp slightly thicker than the adjacent
planks. As well, its relatively narrow width
of 24 cm was similar to that of the foot wale,
and indeed, this clamp functioned in tandem with the foot wale in securing the linkage between the floor timbers and the first
futtocks. Both port and starboard clamps
extended aft to the 12th floor timber from
the master. Forward, the starboard piece
butted against the 11th floor timber; the fractured port clamp's forward limit could not
be determined.
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(Sill) and Escopetadas

(Filling

The most complex feature of the ceiling
structure was the final strake of planking
that formed the edge of the ceiling. This sill,
or albaola,234 was a plank crenellated along
its outboard edge to receive a series of small
filling planks, or escoperadas, that sealed the
gaps between futtocks. The starboard
assemblage was intact; the port, fragmented.
On the starboard side, a single length of albaola covered the distance from the 14th frame
aft to the 17th forward, beyond which the
strake was extended with shorter planks
into the very stern and bow of the vessel.
The albaola's greatest width was about 38 cm
and it was about 6 cm thick (Fig. 15.1.21).
The albaola was fastened with treenails, penetrating from the hull planks and thus without any countersinks, and iron nails that
were countersunk and were driven into first
futtocks. Forward of midship, the nails
occurred only along the plank's outboard
edge, while aft of midship they alternated
from one edge to the other. This pattern can
be attributed only to the personal preference
of different workmen (Fig. 15.1.22).
Successive albaola planks were joined with a
diagonal scarf, sometimes without but more
often with nibs, in which each plank was
trimmed to a thickness of about 3 cm to form
a combined thickness of 6 cm. This lapping
area extended some 25 cm to 30 cm. Such a
scarf style, which remained relatively watertight without the benefit of caulking, is typical of clinkered hull planking and represents
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Along its length, the albaola was dramatically twisted to reflect the rising of the floor.
From midship to each end, the twist brought
a change of 30° to the timber's transverse
plane as it evolved from about 30° to horizontal amidships, to 60° at the bow and
stern. Considering its bulk, this oak plank
must have been heated in some way to
enable the carpenters to bend and twist it
into place. As well, the iron-nail holes could
have been accurately positioned only once
the sill was placed against the buttocks. One
can imagine a scene where the hot plank,
weighing 180 kg, was rushed to the hull,
aligned, and cinched against the frames with
blocks-and-tackle, while two pairs of workmen each deftly drilled and nailed one end
of the plank, the aftermost pair alternating
the nails on both edges of the sill, the forward pair only nailing the outboard edge.
Finally, the indentations along the outboard
edge were carved, apparently with an adze.
These corresponded to the spaces between
futtocks and were 7 cm to 12 cm deep,
becoming progressively shallower toward
the ends of the sill. The indented edge was
always made horizontal, even as the plank
was twisted to match the rising and narrowing of the hull. Thus amidships, the
indented edge lay at 30° to the albaola s face
one of the Red Bay vessel's rare throw-backs and required fully 12 cm to traverse the 6-cm
to medieval technology.
thickness of the sill. The entire indentation
was thus a bevelled surface. Toward the
In its fabrication and installation, the albaola ends, the bevel lay at 60° to the sill's face,
represented a remarkable feat of carpentry. and took up only 4 cm in traversing the
When the plank was laid out flat, its edges plank. Between indentations, where the sill
described a bell curve so that, once it was lay on the futtocks, its edge was crowned
pressed against the concave inner hull, its with a small wedge to prevent water from
ends would not ride upwards along the but- collecting.
tocks. The carpenters' original projection
proved to be remarkably accurate for only at
The escoperadas, 6 cm thick, were cut to meathe very aftermost end was the starboard
sure for each indentation, and their inboard
timber dubbed to fit its edge against the
and outboard edges were bevelled to lie
bilge clamp.
flush with the sill and hull planks. The futtocks on each side of the escoperadas were
adzed smooth to create a watertight joint.
Iron nails were toed from the escoperadas into
the futtocks on either side, and into the
indented edge of the sill. Finally, the entire
assemblage was caulked and coated with a
resinous waterproofing mixture.
This remarkable piece of carpentry, which
deflected water and debris onto the ceiling
was designed, firstly, to protect the pump
valve from becoming blocked by debris.
This function seems to have been linked to
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Figure 15.1.21: An albaola (TT 43/427), or sill,
from the outboard
edge of the ceiling.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7569W).

Figure 15.1.22: A treenail and a countersunk
iron-nail hole on the
interior face of an albaola (TT 914). This was
part of the evidence
that revealed the ceiling planks had been
treenailed from the
outside, since the treenail holes would have
had countersinks
around them if they
had been drilled from
inside. (Photo: D.
Page, Parks Canada;
24M-1068M).

into place was thus governed by a precise
notion of where the albaola's upper edge
would rest. Therefore, the small wedges
crowning the albaola may have served as
guides. The significance of the ceiling's
breadth becomes apparent when the remaining deck breadths are compared: as with the
ceiling, each comes exactly to a full codo.
This was an ordered architectural project
that was executed with great precision, in
which the albaola played a critical role.

Figure 15.1.23 (Above):
An albaola (TT 43/427),
showing the notches
along its upper outboard edge. Small filling planks, or
escoperadas, were
inserted in the notches
to fill the spaces
between futtocks.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-2031M).

Figure 15.1.24 (Bottom
Left): An escopetada,
showing evidence for
the use of two nails on
the edge that was fastened to the albaola and
one nail toed into the
futtock. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; 24M-2902W).
Figure 15.1.25 (Far
Right): An escopetada
that was fixed to the
albaola with a single
iron nail. Many escopetadas were found
among the scattered
timbers of the upperworks. It was often
possible to determine
from which deck they
originated by examining the bevels on the
inboard and outboard
edges. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; 24M-2884W).

Similar sills (albaolas) and filling planks
(escoperadas) have been found on other shipwrecks and were included in Oertling's
typology of 16th-century Ibero-Atlantic
ships.235 Archival research suggests that this
the absence of caulking in the ceiling, which was a typical feature of Basque shipbuildallowed water to seep through the planking ing. In the 1613 and 1618 Spanish shipbuildseams while filtering out debris. More ing ordinances, the sill was called by its
importantly, the albaola kept moisture from Basque name albaola and the filling planks
the exposed grain of the floor timbers' upper were called escoperadas, which may be transends. The entire assembly also lent greater lated as "scupper pieces". According to the
rigidity to the hull's framing structure and, author of these texts, Martin de Aroztegui,
for these reasons, formed an intrinsic ele- the albaola and the escoperadas were located
ment of the 16th-century Basque technique just above the bilge clamp in the ceiling, and
of building the ship's frames as a series of above the waterway at each deck.236 The sill
partially-overlapping, floating timbers (Figs. is also named in a 16th-century Gipuzkoan
15.1.23,15.1.24,15.1.25,15.1.26).
shipbuilding contract, in association with
the deck waterways: the ship is "to have its
deck
clamps and waterways with their aldaThe albaola and the escoperadas could only be
installed after all the first futtocks were in olas (sic)."237 In the Red Bay example, as displace, long after the earliest ceiling elements, cussed below, an albaola was also found at
the foot wales, had been fastened to the mor- each deck, above the waterway.
tised frames. However, the albaola's exact
position in the ship was known well in
advance. Where the escoperadas touched the
hull planking, the master frame's breadth
was exactly 7 codos de ribera (4.02 m). The
carpenters' tour deforce in warping the plank

Figure 15.1.26 (Bottom
Right Corner): An escoperada, whose shape
indicates that it was
placed toward the
stern. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-3920W).
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The contract also names escoperadas, which
are used in two different contexts. They first
appear in association with the waterways of
the upper deck: the ship is "to have, in the
upper deck, its scuppers in the sterncastle
and forecastle, made from timbers and
planks with their escoperadas and scuppers
perfectly made." However, the filling planks
were also to be installed in the ceiling
(granel), where they were to be indented into
the singla, or foot wale: the ship is "to have
its ceiling with two clamps on each side, one
clamp with its escoperadas, all watertight."
These references allow this distinctive feature to be linked to its original name, identifying it as an integral part of ship design and
construction in the Basque provinces.

Pump and Pump Well238
The Red Bay vessel had a single pump situated just aft of the mainmast (Fig. 15.1.27). It
resembled other pumps found in 16th-cen-

tury wrecks, as Oertling's study of ship's
pumps has shown. 239 Considering that Oertling and Peter Waddell have published
descriptions of the Red Bay example, this
discussion provides only a summary
description of the findings, while highlighting certain details that, although typical for
their period, were later deemed to be inadequate for the rigours of oceanic navigation.
The pump was fitted between the 2nd and
3rd floor timbers aft of the master frame, on
the port side of the keelson. The tube's
diameter was greater than the space
between the floor timbers, and the 3rd floor
timber was roughly notched out with an axe
to accommodate it. Similarly, the keelson
was notched on the port side, just aft of the
mast step, so that the pump could be seated
closer to the midship line. The pump's
weight thus rested primarily on the keel and
its action placed less strain on the seam
between the keel and the garboard strake.

Figure 15.1.27: Reconstruction of the pump
assembly, showing the
pump tube, the foot
valve in dashed lines,
and the protective
pump well. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-87-103-2).
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Four elements of the pump assemblage were
identified:
1.

a squared pump tube made of beech
(Fagus sp.), measuring about 26 cm in
section, and extending to the upper
deck;

2.

a spear-like plunger, consisting of a
shaft made of fir (Abies sp.) and a piston
made of 21 leather discs sleeved onto
the shaft;

3.

a cylindrical foot valve made of birch
(Betula sp.) that rested on the keel and
supported the pump tube; at its top was
a flap-style valve made of six tabbed
leather discs;

4.

a square pump well, or housing for the
pump tube, whose height extended to
the lower deck. The well was made up
of four corner posts, three of alder
(Alnus sp.) and one of fir (Abies sp.), and

horizontal planks of maritime
(Pinus marítima).
Pump

pine

Tube

This feature was represented by two nonmending fragments with a total length of
5.25 m. The tube's original length would
have been slightly longer to clear the upper
deck, which sat 5.93 m above the tube's
lower end. About 26 cm square in section
with chamfered corners, the tube had a
12 cm round bore. Its lower end was round
in section and tapered to a diameter of 22 cm
where it rested on the valve (Fig. 15.1.28).
As an example of the tube-driller's art, this
artifact contained several interesting features. It was squared with a flat adze or axe,
and the end was tapered with a hollowing
adze. Along one side, three holes were
drilled transversely into the piece, traversing the bore, but not exiting the other side.
These holes were 2 cm in diameter and
spaced at intervals of 66 cm to 68 cm (2 1/3
pieds de ribera); doubtlessly, they served to
guide the boring of the tube. Later, they
were closed with plugs that were about 3 cm
long and trimmed flush with the surface of
the tube.
The better-preserved lower tube fragment
was still coated with traces of pine pitch, in
which the imprint of textile swaddling was
observed. The fabric had large, irregular
threads in a tight weave, resembling burlap.
The cloth and pitch presumably kept the
beech tube from drying out and splitting.
Traces of a metal band survived around the
tube's finished upper end, where it had
apparently joined with a faucet-and-lever
assembly on the upper deck. The tube's
upper end would have passed immediately
forward of the dale on the upper deck.
Plunger
Found within the tube, the plunger's shaft
was composed of at least two scarfed sections that were 5 cm thick and fashioned
with a drawknife. The shaft's lower end was
reduced to a diameter of 2.5 cm, upon which
21 tightly-fitting leather discs were sleeved.
The upper 11 discs had a diameter of 12 cm,
equal to that of the bore, and the lower ten
discs had diminishing diameters, forming a
point and lending the plunger a spear-like
appearance. The aggregate thickness of the
21 discs was about 8 cm. As the discs were

Figure 15.1.28: The
pump tube (24M16M22-1) with the
plunger inside. Note
the tapered lower end,
the plugged holes in
the pump tube, and
the flapper of leather
discs on the end of the
plunger. (Drawing: S.
Laurie-Bourque, Parks
Canada, 24M16M22la).
Scale 1:20
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driven down through the water in the tube,
their edges flexed upward; when retracted,
the discs' conical arrangement presumably
gave them the necessary rigidity to raise the
water in the bore. The discs were held in
place, from above, by the shaft's greater
diameter and, from below, by an iron pin
that passed through the shaft about 2.5 cm
from its lower end. Around the end of the
shaft, below the pin, was the imprint of a
cord wrapping that kept the shaft from splitting at the pin.
Foot

Valve

This small component at the base of the
pump mated with the tube that rested upon
it. The foot valve directed water upward
into the tube and prevented it from returning. The valve had a squat, columnar shape
with a diameter of 11 cm in its upper portion
and 21 cm in the lower portion. The tube's
lower end was sleeved over the valve's
upper portion and rested on the lower part
(Fig. 15.1.29).
The cylindrical bore inside the valve had a
diameter of 6.5 cm. Water was drawn into
the bore laterally by way of four arch-like
passages around the valve, made by augering a hole through the valve wall and chiselling out the adjacent wood.

Pump Well
Surrounding the tube was a box-like,
wooden structure that protected the pump
from the cargo and afforded access, albeit
restricted, to the valve. This pump well was
approximately square, having sides of 91 cm
(starboard), 95 cm (aft), 90.5 cm (port), and
81 cm (forward). Its dimensions allowed for
about 25 cm to 30 cm of space around the
sides of the tube, hardly enough even for a
boy to service the foot valve without first
retracting the tube.
The horizontal planks forming the sides
were of maritime pine (Pinus marítima) and
measured 2.5 cm thick and from 22 cm to
30 cm wide. Eight planks were identified as
belonging to the starboard side of the well;
their combined breadth of 216 cm brought
the height of the pump well up to the lower
deck. The frame posts, all fragmentary, measured about 9 cm by 9 cm in section. They
had bark on their waney edges and their
faces had been shaped with an adze. Iron
nails, in an irregular pattern, fastened the
planks and posts. The impression gained
from the pump well's structure was that it
had been built expediently, using whatever
materials were immediately at hand.

Between the valve and the tube above,
inside the bore, was a leather flap that lifted
to allow water to pass when the plunger was
drawn upward, and dropped shut when the
plunger was forced downward. The flap
was in the form of a disc and tab; the disc
was about 10 cm in diameter and the tab
about 8 cm long and 5 cm wide. The disc
was mobile, while the tab was recessed into
the valve's outside face and fixed by five
metal tacks. The flap's six layers were
stitched together; two layers included both
the tab and the disc elements while four layers comprised only the disc.
An isolated flap layer, including both tab
and disc, was recovered among other material from one of the deck levels. Apparently
a spare piece, this flap layer was similar to
those found with the foot valve, but had a
slightly longer tab and a different stitching
pattern.
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Figure 15.1.29: Reconstruction of the foot
valve (24M14M27-4)
with its leather flap.
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M14M27-la).
Scale 1:3

Analysis
As Oertling has pointed out, the Red Bay
pump was typologically similar to those
found on other 16th-century Ibero-Atlantic
shipwrecks. The technique of seating the
valve in a sump carved into the keelson and
a floor timber has not only been observed on
each of the 16th-century Iberian wrecks
investigated in the New World, but also on
contemporaneous shipwrecks found in
England, including the Mary Rose, the (possibly Iberian) Cattewater wreck, and the Rye
A vessel. On some vessels, two parallel
sumps occurred on opposite sides of the
keelson.240 In all these ships, hewing out the
sump appeared as a distinct operation relatively late in the ship's construction. In the
Red Bay example, this impression was
heightened by the crudeness with which the
keelson and floor timber were hollowed to
make room for the pump. Other indications
that the pump was installed after the ship
carpenters had completed their work
include the use of wood species other than
oak for the pump well's planks and posts,
and the absence of mortises in the ceiling to
receive the pump well. These archaeological
findings suggest that the division of labour
in Basque shipbuilding followed the lines of
crafts such as the ship carpenter and the
pump maker, whose contributions to the
shipbuilding project occurred at different
times.241
Some interesting technical aspects of the
Red Bay pump were also observed. For
example, the two-piece construction of the
valve and tube, common to 16th-century
shipwrecks, differed from later pumps
where the valve was integrated into the tube
so that it could be pulled up for servicing
and cleaning.242 Did this mean that the Red
Bay valve could be maintained only by
sending a sailor down into the well? This is
unlikely, for the pump and valve were
firmly sleeved together and the wood's
swelling would have made the two elements
difficult to separate. A more genuine technical inconvenience of the Red Bay pump concerned the design of the conical leather
plunger within the tube, whose efficiency
was limited because it was not designed as a
valve that could open and close.243 One
wonders how well the fixed plunger that
was also noted on other 16th-century sites
was adapted to its task of raising a column
of water 12 cm in diameter and up to 7 m
high. The weight of this water, at about
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

80 kg, must have required some form of
lever or fulcrum, perhaps similar to that
depicted by Agrícola in 1556, to give a
mechanical advantage to the pump's operators.

THE STRUCTURES OF THE
LOWER DECK
Numerous vestiges of the lower deck were
found attached to the wreck's articulated
hull structures (Fig. 15.1.30). These were longitudinal timbers that traversed the overlap
zone of the first and second futtocks, and the
broken vertical portions of 12 of the original
14 large standing knees that remained
attached to the second futtocks. We have
called these "lateral structures" in reference
to their position along the sides of the deck
and their immediate articulation with the
walls of the ship.
In addition, scattered fragments of the
deck's suspended structures were identified
among the loose timbers on the site. Representing the beams, carlings, ledges, planks,
and hatches, these elements provide a more
complete picture of the deck's appearance.
We have called these "horizontal structures." Their fragmentary nature and dispersed in situ locations required a laborious,
hypothesis-based approach to reconstructing their original form and position within
the ship.
After generally reconstructing the deck, its
structure was interpreted using available
archival information relating to 16th-century
Basque shipbuilding and the Labrador
whale hunt. The lower deck was analyzed
from the perspective of its place in the hull's
architectural design. For example, the deck
beams were exactly 4 codos above the ceiling
at the master frame; as well, at this frame the
deck's breadth was almost exactly 12 codos
to the hull planks. The deck's height and
breadth were doubtlessly predetermined
and, therefore, must have been related to the
master frame's geometry. Indeed, the lower
deck touched the master frame at the point
where a major construction ribband was
placed, and where the frame's futtock and
breadth arcs touched. Here was a key reference point in the master frame's design. In
building the lower deck, the ship's carpenters continued to be guided by an ordered
architectural plan.
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Turning first to the deck's lateral structures,
there were four strakes of longitudinal timbers attached to the hull, from bottom to top
(Tab. 15.1.5):
1.

the shelf clamp;

2.

a heavy, carved waterway that also
served as a clamp-like inwale;

3.

a sill, indented to receive the filling
planks inserted between the second buttocks; and

4.

a stringer, located a short distance above
the sill.

The second group of deck remains represents the horizontal structures, which
include seven massive doubled beams that
were attached to the standing knees. Two
parallel longitudinal carlings rested on these
beams, near the ship's central axis. Running
transversely between the carlings and the
beam shelves were shorter pieces called
ledges, which supported the deck planking.
In the deck's bow area was the foremast
step, a short transverse timber (Tab. 15.1.6).
The doubled beams traversed the hull at
intervals of about 2.3 m (4 codos). Two longitudinal carlings rested upon these beams,
with a space between them of about 1.2 m.
Shallow notches, about 1.5 cm to 2.0 cm in
depth, were carved in the carlings' lower
faces where they rested upon the beams.
Transverse timbers running from one carling
to the other were mortised into the carlings'
upper inboard edges at positions corresponding to the doubled beams.
The carlings were also mortised along their
upper outboard edges at intervals of 35 cm
to 45 cm, where the ledges were tenoned
into place. The spacing of the ledges corresponded to that of the first futtocks at the
level of the lower deck. The outboard ends
of the ledges fit between the shelf clamp and
the waterway, and butted against a frame
timber. The deck planks were nailed over
the ledges and carlings. A series of removable panels made of frames and planks,
resembling hatch covers, decked the space
between the carlings.
The grillage of beams, carlings, and ledges
was a surprising assembly in that the carlings rested atop the beams, so that the carIII-168
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Working Name

Spanish Name(s)

Height (cm)

Breadth (cm)

Fasteners

Standing knees

curvas

160

180

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Shelf clamp, clamp

tierna, durmiente

25

11

forelock bolts, treenails, iron nails

Waterway

trancanil, contrállenla,
contradurmiente, canale

23

17

treenails, iron nails

Sill

albaola

30

5

iron nails

Filling planks

escopetadas

3.5

25

iron nails

Stringer

1

9

5

iron nails

Table 15.1.5: Lateral structures of the lower deck.
Figure 15.1.30 (Facing
Page): Reconstruction
of the lower deck.
Although few of the
deck structures were
found, it was possible
to reconstruct them
based on the timbers
that survived. In this
illustration, and some
of the reconstruction
drawings that follow,
structural elements are
shaded to clearly
delineate the extent of
timber survival. Structures drawn in a solid
outline are reconstructed from firm
archaeological evidence; a dashed outline signifies a
structure extrapolated
from recognizable patterns in the hull
remains. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-92-103-9).
Scale 1:100

lings' upper faces were about 14 cm higher
than the deck beams. As a result, the ledges,
running from the shelf clamps to the carlings, were not parallel in height with the
beams. A dead space corresponding to the
thickness of the calling remained between
the beams and the deck planking above. The
impression that the carlings and ledges were
laid upon the doubled beams without a
view to unifying the entire grillage was
enhanced by the absence of mortises to link
the beams to the other timbers. This lack of
integration in the deck's structure offers a
clue as to the organization of the ship's construction. If the doubled beams were
required to lend rigidity to the hull as the
floating futtocks were erected, the decking
itself was not needed until later.
This type of structure was observed
throughout the central two thirds of the
deck's length. In the bow and stern areas, a
different style of construction prevailed.
Here, the system of beams, carlings, and
ledges was replaced by a series of smaller,
closely-spaced beams that spanned the
entire hull. In cross-section, these beams
resembled the ledges of the central deck
area. In addition, the heavy waterway was
absent at the ends of the deck and in its
place was only the albaola which was also
indented along its lower edge to fit over the
beam ends. This lighter construction
occurred along about 3 m at the stern and

3.5 m at the bow. It is unclear how the two
construction styles were joined, but the
change in style did not alter the smooth rising line of the shelf clamp, as indicated by
nail holes in the frames. Thus, a third block
of work emerges in the construction of the
lower deck.
Such an apparent division of shipyard
labour let us return to the 16th-century
Basque archival record with new questions.
In construction contracts between the master carpenter and the shipowner, the term
"first deck" (primera cubierta) is rarely
encountered. Instead, these contracts mention only the first beams (primeros baos) or
the first tier of beams (primera andana de
baos). In contrast, the main and upper decks
were respectively called the cubierta (or cubierta principal) and the puente, or bridge. Such
a choice of terms may mean that the carpenters who built the hull did not, as a rule,
deck the first beams. An exception seems to
confirm such a rule. In an unusually detailed
contract, apparently for a West Indies ship,
the outfitter asked that the lower beams be
decked and specified that the deck planks
should be separated by a narrow gap, too
small for a man's foot to pass through.244
Such a measure was apparently intended to
allow air to circulate in the hull during the
long, humid West Indies voyage. This exception sheds light on the brief texts of most
construction contracts, and on the structure

Working Name

Spanish Name(s)

Height (cm)

Breadth (cm)

Assembly

Doubled beams

baos, primeros baos

20

35

mortises, bolts, treenails,
iron nails

Carlings

eslorias, quillas

18

16

treenails, iron nails

Ledges

latas, barrotes

10

12

iron nails

Single beams (bow area)

baos

16

12-14

iron nails

Planks

tablas, tablazón

4

30-35

iron nails

Foremast step

carlinga de trinquete

22

30

no fasteners or mortises

Table 15.1.6: Horizontal structures of the lower deck.
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Figure 15.1.31: Fragment of a lower-deck
clamp, outboard view,
showing pit-saw
marks. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1260W).

of the Red Bay vessel's lower deck. It would
appear that installing the doubled beams
was an integral part of hull construction,
while the deck structure of carlings, ledges,
planking, and hatches depended on the
ship's function on a particular voyage and
its installation was best left until this function was decided. This helps explain the Red
Bay deck structure, in which the massive
doubled beams were not integrated with the
overlying structure of carlings, ledges,
planking, and hatches.

Lateral Structures of the Lower
Deck
Shelf Clamp
One fragment of the shelf clamp (TT 477)
was found attached to the frame timbers.
Three other large fragments (TT 5, TT 220,
and TT 476) could be matched with their
original locations based on fastening patterns. Elsewhere, the shelf clamp was
absent, but fastening evidence in the frame
timbers readily allowed its existence and
location to be ascertained.
The shelf clamp was oak with a rectangular
section measuring about 25 cm by 11 cm.
Pit-saw marks could be discerned on the
surfaces of the extant fragments (Fig.
15.1.31). The lower inboard edge was bevelled in a manner similar to the edges of the
keelson and the foot wales, to protect it from
splintering and to gain precious centimetres
of cargo space.

The successive lengths were joined by a flat
scarf with nibs, cut on the diagonal, an
example of which was found on one fragment of a shelf clamp (TT 476). Just forward
of each knee the shelf clamp had a dovetail
mortise in the upper face, where one component of a doubled beam was set.
A combination of iron nails, treenails, and
bolts fastened the shelf clamp to the frame
timbers. The countersunk iron nails were
about 12 mm square in section and, at about
25 cm in length, relatively long. They were
most often driven into the first futtocks,
despite the fact that the shelf clamp ran
along a zone where the first and second futtocks overlapped. The treenails, inserted
after the iron nails, came through from the
exterior hull planking and their inboard
ends were flared with oak wedges. Such
wedges were not noted in the ceiling treenails. The shelf clamp was also fastened, at
each knee, with a 28 mm round bolt that traversed the knee, the shelf clamp, the frame
timber, and the hull planking, over a distance of 45 cm. These bolts were inserted
after the hull was treenailed, for they were
superimposed on the hull treenailing pattern (Fig. 15.1.32).
Standing

Knees

Seven large standing knees were located on
each side of the lower deck, at intervals of
2.1 m to 2.4 m (averaging about 2.3 m, or
4 codos). Located on second futtocks, they
fell on the master frame and, forward and
aft, on about every 6th frame in a fairly symmetrical pattern. 245 All were broken in half

Figure 15.1.32: A
clamp, showing: a) a
bolt hole; b) an ironnail hole; c) a treenail
hole; and d) a wedged
treenail from that hole.
(Photo: A. E. Wilson,
Parks Canada; 24M1244W).
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Figure 15.1.33 (Above):
A standing knee from
the lower deck (TT 72),
with the lower, horizontal part broken in a
typical pattern. (Photo:
A. E. Wilson, Parks
Canada; 24M-166W).

Figure 15.1.34 (Below):
Upper part of a lowerdeck standing knee,
showing the typical
fastening pattern of
two forelock bolts and
an iron nail at the top.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
24M-1890W).
Figure 15.1.35 (Bottom): Lower-deck
standing knee, showing detail of bolt hole
with washer and forelock recesses. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-448X).

and, with only one exception,246 only the
vertical arm attached to the futtock was
found. Fastening patterns in the missing
horizontal arms were known from the beam
fragments that had been attached to the
knees.
All the knees were of oak, made from the
trunk and a branch of a mature tree. The
faces were finished with an adze and the
faces touching the frame timbers and the
beams were particularly smoothly finished.
The edges were neatly bevelled. A notch at
the outside angle allowed the waterway to
pass under the knees from midship forward;
this notch was absent in the knees from the
aft part of the ship, where the waterway was
constructed in sections that butted against
the knees (Fig. 15.1.33).
Four iron bolts, 30 mm in diameter, were
found in each knee, two in the vertical part
and two in the horizontal part. In the vertical arm, near the angle of the knee, one bolt
was sharply angled relative to the framing,

and passed through the knee, the waterway,
the frame timber, and the hull plank. A second bolt, higher up in the vertical part,
passed through the knee, the frame timber,
and the hull planking. These were superimposed upon the hull plank treenailing pattern, indicating that these knees were bolted
into place after the hull was treenailed.
Around each bolt hole, on the knee's
inboard face, was an elaborate countersink
consisting of a circular seat for a washer and
a trough for the bolt's forelock. Similar countersinks occurred in the keelson and the foot
wales. On the lower, horizontal part of the
knee, two fore-and-aft bolts fastened the
beam to the knee's forward face. Finally, an
iron nail was found at each end of the knee
(Figs. 15.1.34,15.1.35).

Waterway
This elaborately carved timber ran along the
upper face of the deck and served simultaneously as a waterway and a longitudinal
reinforcement for the hull. It had an Lshaped section, with the lower, horizontal
part extending out about 17 cm and the vertical part rising about 23 cm. The lower part
butted with the deck planking and rested
upon the deck beams and ledges, while the
upper part was fixed to the frame timbers
and supported the albaola above. The primary purpose of this timber was to deflect
water away from the walls of the ship. The
inner angle formed a gutter that channelled
water along the sides of the deck to a point
where, presumably, it was led down to the
bilge and the pump.
The timbers were of oak and were carved
rather roughly with a large adze. The fasteners were a combination of 10 mm square
iron nails, and treenails that passed through
the frame timbers and the hull planking. The
iron nails were countersunk, but the treenails were not, indicating that these were
drilled from the outside.
Two styles of waterway were recovered. The
forward waterway was a continuous structure that passed through notches in the
standing knees (TT 217, TT 327, TT 503,
TT 1198), while the after waterway consisted
of shorter segments that fit in between the
knees, without passing through them
(TT 595). The after waterways had a triangular section at each end, where they butted
against the knee, and their L-shaped section
commenced about 5 cm to 10 cm from each
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Figure 15.1.36: A
lower-deck waterway
(TT 327) butting
against a standing
knee. (Photo: D. Page,
Parks Canada; 24M1885W).

end. The two styles, which met at the first
knee aft of midship (about 2.3 m aft of the
mainmast) seem to correspond with different times for installing the waterways: the
continuous waterway preceded the knees,
while the segmented waterway was
installed after the knees. In both cases, however, the waterways were installed before
the hull planks were treenailed, for these
fasteners also passed through the waterways. As will be seen from the main deck
evidence, the waterway's reinforcing role
explains its continuous structure in the central and forward hold (Fig. 15.1.36).
Albaola (Sill) and Escoperadas (Filling
Planks)

ran from one standing knee to the next and
were fastened to the frames by two rows of
countersunk, 10 mm square iron nails. No
treenails occurred in this strake of timber,
confirming that it was affixed after the hull
planks were treenailed. At each end of a
albaola segment was an iron nail, toed into
the abutting knee (Figs. 15.1.37,15.1.38).
The indentations in the albaola's upper edge
corresponded to the spaces between second
futtocks, and were intended to receive escoperadas in an arrangement similar to that
found at the edge of the ceiling. Their purpose was to deflect water away from the
hull planking and onto the waterway, thus
protecting the tops of the first futtocks from
moisture and rot. The entire waterway system was heavily coated with pitch, as on the
hull's outer surface (Figs. 15.1.39,15.1.40).

Running atop the waterway was a strake of
planking whose morphology included a
series of square indentations along its upper
edge like the albaolas observed at the edge of
At the stern of the vessel, aft of the last knee,
the ceiling.247 Five lower-deck albaolas were
the indented plank was wider, attaining a
recovered on the starboard side (TT 415,
breadth of 40 cm (TT 488). Here, the carved
TT 482, TT 761, TT 914, TT 1220). The pieces
waterway was absent and the sill's lower

Figure 15.1.37: Fragment of an albaola
(TT 751) from the main
deck, which once
butted against a knee.
In this photo of the
inboard face, the timber is upside-down.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
24M-2908W).
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nailed to the stringer. There were also no
corresponding holes in the underlying
frame timbers, indicating that the stringer
was a reused piece. Its precise function is
unknown. It was in place before the lowerdeck knees were installed, at a point during
the construction when the stringer could
have stabilized the second buttocks' lower
ends as these pieces were erected. Such a
function would have been similar to that of
the ribbands; perhaps, then, this functioned
as an internal ribband that was never
removed from the frames. It may have been
left in place to further stabilize the knees, or
to function as a tie rail for securing the
cargo. The spaces behind the stringer and
between futtocks contained shoes and dismantled cask parts.24S
Figure 15.1.38: Toenail
holes at the end of an
albaola (TT 914), where
it was attached to the
standing knee. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-3164W).

edge was indented at intervals of 65 cm to
70 cm to fit over the small beams in this
stern area.
Stringer
Above the indented plank ran a slender oak
stringer, about 9 cm by 6 cm in section. It lay
28 cm above the sill amidships and at the
hull's after quarter, and rose to 38 cm above
the sill at the forward quarter. It passed
beneath the standing knees by way of specially carved notches; the absence of these
notches in the forwardmost and aftermost
knees indicated approximately where the
stringer ended.
The starboard stringer contained numerous
large iron-nail holes, about 15 mm square, at
intervals of about 20 cm to 25 cm. The
absence of countersinks around these holes
indicated that other timbers had once been

Analysis
The shelf clamp and waterway allowed the
lower deck's height to be precisely determined along the full length of the ship. At
the master frame, the top of the beam rested
4 codos (2.30 m) above the ceiling; the deck's
breadth, to the inside of the hull planks, was
12 codos (6.94 m). These critical dimensions
are in the same order of importance as the
ceiling's width, 7 codos, which further refines
the analysis of the master frame's conception.
The line of the deck's lateral structures followed the overlap zone between the first
and second futtocks and, for this reason, the
shelf clamp and the waterway were essential
to the hull's solidity. In binding successive
frame timbers, they fulfilled a purpose similar to that of the foot wale and the bilge

Figure 15.1.39: A
lower-deck albaola,
inboard face, showing
pitch deposits. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-2067W).

Figure 15.1.40: A
lower-deck albaola,
showing tool marks in
the notches to receive
the escoperadas. (Photo:
G. Taudien, Parks
Canada; 24M-5084W).
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clamp in the ceiling. More importantly, the
height of the shelf clamp and waterway was
tied to the length of the first futtocks which,
in turn, was related to the system of arcs
found in the frames. Deck heights, timber
supply, and tangent arcs were integrated elements of the ship's design and construction.

nent was 20 cm by 20 cm in section; the
lesser component had the same height but
was only 15 cm wide, resulting in a combined width of just under 35 cm.249 Seven of
these doubled beams traversed the hull at
intervals of 2.0 m to 2.5 m, fixed to the forward side of each standing knee.

By studying the fasteners in the lateral deck
structures, their sequence of installation can
be reconstructed. The shelf clamp and
waterway were fastened to the frames with
iron nails before the hull planking was treenailed, for the hull treenails also passed
through these internal structures. It is
impossible, however, to tell how early the
internal structures were installed; presumably, they were required to hold the second
futtocks in place. As for the standing knees,
they were bolted after the hull was treenailed, for these bolts were superimposed
upon the pattern of hull treenails.

Several fragments of these beam components were recovered, but only one was
intact (TT 666); this was a principal component originating at the second knee from the
stern, attached to the 11th frame aft of the
master. The beam's length of 5.18 m
equalled exactly 9 codos de ribera, a measure
that may have been a transverse reference
point in the hull's design. Its camber was
only 5 cm higher in the middle than at the
ends. The timber included the full diameter
of the parent tree trunk and, although the
tool marks were not preserved, the surfaces
had been smoothly finished (Fig. 15.1.41).

Horizontal Structures of the Lower
Deck

Evidence of the timber's assembly included,
firstly, a dovetail tenon at each end, which
linked the beam to the shelf; and, secondly,

Less than 10 per cent of the lower deck's
horizontal structures could be identified
among the disarticulated timbers found near
the hull. The individual beams, carlings,
ledges, and planking were similar to those
typically found in later wooden shipbuilding; however, their assembly pointed to a
two-stage construction process according to
which the beams formed part of the hull's
integral structure, while the carlings, ledges,
and planking appeared as a separate and
later assemblage. Thus it appears that the
beams were decked once the ship's vocation
as a whaler was determined, and that the
unusual deck structure observed at Red Bay
was adapted to the conditions of the Terranova route.
Beams
The beams of the lower deck were doubled,
with the two oak components fayed
together side by side. The principal compoIII-174
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Figure 15.1.41: The
double beam (TT 666
and TT 667) from the
after end of the lower
deck was the only
complete beam from
this deck, and a key
piece of evidence in
reconstructing the
lower deck. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-3289W).

Figure 15.1.42: The
two components of the
double beam (TT 666
and TT 667). In the
foreground, the secondary component
(TT 667) is turned
upside down to show
the dovetail mortise
and tenon. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-3300W).

Figure 15.1.43: The
double-beam components joined as found,
showing fastening pattern. (Drawing: A. E.
Wilson, Parks Canada, 24M-95-103-7A).
Scale 1:25

two bolt holes, 80 cm and 175 cm from the
ends, which linked the beam to the knees.
Thirdly, the two beam components were
assembled with a dovetail mortise and
tenon assembly similar to that found in the
ship's central floor timbers and first futtocks. The mortise was located on the forward face of the beam's principal
component, with the narrower part of the
dovetail oriented upward. The mortise was
3 cm deep; in breath, the starboard mortise
flared from 15 cm to 23 cm and the port mortise, from 15 cm to 28 cm. They were centred
at 105 cm from the timber's starboard end
and at 85 cm from the port end. A similar
mortise characterized an isolated deck beam
fragment from the Studland Bay wreck (Fig.
15.1.42).250

Fourthly, in this timber's upper face, several
unexplained fasteners were noted immediately to the port and starboard of the ship's
centre line. At 61 cm port of centre was an
iron-nail hole, 10 mm in section, while two
drill-holes lay at 38 cm port and 80 cm starboard of the timber's centre. These drillholes were 30 mm and 25 mm in diameter
respectively and penetrated less than half
the beam's thickness; the former had an iron
deposit around it. Possibly, these features
were related to the position of the carlings
(Fig. 15.1.43).
Finally, on the beam's top surface, a cluster
of iron-nail holes occurred at each end of the
beam, six holes to starboard and three to
port, all lying within 50 cm of the beam's
ends. Measuring from 6 mm to 10 mm
square in section, the holes nearest the
beam's ends were 6 cm deep and those furthest from the ends were only 4 cm deep.
These nails fixed the deck planking; their
occurrence near the beam's ends was
related, as discussed below, to the deck's
unusual structure.
The second beam component was a composite of two timbers, scarfed end to end, of
which one (TT 667) was found linked to the
first component. This oak piece, 2.65 m in
length represented the port half of the composite beam; a vertical hook scarf joined this
timber to its lost partner (Fig. 15.1.44). Its
end had a lap joint designed to fit over the
shelf clamp. It was traversed by the knee
bolts (Fig. 15.1.45).
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nail holes in its forward face indicating the
attachment of vertical planks about 20 cm in
width; possibly, a bulkhead above or below
this deck was located near the stern.
Three fragments of principal components
were found off the vessel's bow, having no
dovetail tenon to notch into the shelf.252 In
one instance, a knee had been attached by a
bolt and an iron nail. These heavy beams at
the lower-deck level not only kept the hull
walls from flexing inward under pressure,
but also prevented any outward flexing in
the overlap area of the first and second futtocks, especially if the ship came to rest on
the bottom.
In the bow area, over a distance of about
3.5 m, the system of doubled beams was
replaced by smaller, single beams (16 cm by
12 cm to 14 cm high), which were more
closely spaced at intervals of 40 cm to 70 cm
(Fig. 15.1.47). A similar structure prevailed
in the extreme stern area of the deck, over a
distance of about 3 m where the beams
occurred at intervals of 60 cm to 80 cm.
These smaller beams took the place of the
grillage of doubled beams, carlings, and
ledges found in the central area of the hull.
Several similar, though less complete beam
fragments were found. One fragment of a
secondary timber from aft of midship
included a flat vertical scarf secured with an
iron nail (TT 816, from sub-operation 10R).
Another secondary beam component with a
hooked scarf was found in the stern area of
the vessel (TT 1, from sub-operations 8M8N) (Fig. 15.1.46).251 This timber had iron-

Figure 15.1.44: Top
view of vertical hook
scarf in the middle of
the double beam's secondary component.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-3284W).

Figure 15.1.45: The
lower-deck double
beam, showing the
dovetail tenon to fit
into the shelf clamp,
on the main beam
component, and on the
right, the lap mortise
of the secondary beam
component that fit
over the shelf. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-3286W).

Carlings
Two parallel carlings lay atop the doubled
beams in a longitudinal orientation, on
either side of the ship's central axis and separated by a distance of 1.15 m to 1.2 m
(about 2 codos). One large fragment was
recovered (TT 1178) and its characteristics
enabled three smaller fragments to be identified as the same type of timber (TT 12, TT 54,
TT 943). The large fragment was 3.90 m
long, 18 cm high, and 16 cm wide. A shallow
inset in its lower face, 2 cm deep and 35 cm
long, indicated where the carling had rested
on a doubled beam. An iron nail was toed
from the carling's outboard face into the
principal beam component.

Figure 15.1.46: Side
view of the scarf in
TT 1 used to join the
two halves of the double beam's secondary
component. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-3176W).
Figure 15.1.47: Small
beam from the forward portion of the
lower deck, whose
shape was reminiscent of the clubhead
ledges found along
most of the deck's
length. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-4877W).
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Working Name

TT

Led}r.e Nai 1-hole Inter vals (cm)

Carling

1178

35

42

45

Carling

12

45

49

42

40

Waterway

503

49

51

48

Waterway

595

48

46

44

Waterway

1198/1506

35?

Waterway

217

41

46

49

60

Sill (albaola)

488

50

70

64

88

43

29

27

41

50

Table 15.1.7: Lower-deck ledge intervals, based on distances between iron-nail holes.
Along the carling's upper outboard edge
was a series of mortises that received the
ledges. These mortises were 10 cm to 13 cm
wide and about 5 cm deep. Each contained
an iron-nail hole where the ledge had been

fixed; their 40 cm to 51 cm spacing corresponded to that of the frame timbers
(Tab. 15.1.7). Along the carling's upper
inboard edge, at each doubled beam, was a
pair of mortises that received two transverse, ledge-like "middle pieces" that lay on
the beams and braced the carlings apart.
Each middle piece was held in its mortise
with one or two iron nails. None of these
middle pieces were identified among the
loose timbers. These mortises were 17 cm to
18 cm wide and 4 cm deep; each pair was
6 cm to 10 cm apart. Thus, the hatchways
framed by the carlings and the "middle
pieces" were about 1.2 m wide and from
1.74 m to 1.86 m long (2 codos by 3 to
314 codos).

Planking-nail holes were evident in the carling's upper face, as were treenails driven
vertically through the timber at intervals of
50 cm to 70 cm. These fasteners held a deck
plank that served as a binding strake that
clamped down the ledges' inboard ends
where they lay in their mortises (Fig.
15.1.48).
Ledges
Numerous examples of ledges from the
lower deck were found (e.g., TT 124, TT 127,
TT 572, and TT 577). Their "clubhead" morphology, previously unrecorded, consisted
of a slender inboard end that was mortised
into the carling and an expanded outboard
end that rested on the shelf clamp
(Fig. 15.1.49). The slender end was 10 cm
high and the thicker end was about 15 cm to
17 cm high, corresponding to the space
between the shelf clamp and the waterway
The ledges measured 12 cm to 13 cm in
breadth. The outboard end was toenailed to
the shelf clamp, and the inboard end was
tenoned into the carling and held by a single
iron nail. At their outboard ends, the tops of
the ledges were level with the tops of the

Figure 15.1.48: A
lower-deck carling.
This timber, along
with the double beam,
was a critical element
in determining the
basic structure of the
lower deck. (Drawing:
F. Ventresca, Parks
Canada; 24M-95-1038A).
Scale 1:25
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Planking
While no examples of planking were found
in association with the lower-deck elements,
the plank characteristics could be determined indirectly. Plank widths were derived
from nail-hole intervals in the ledges, which
clustered around 31 cm to 36 cm (Tab.
15.1.8). Plank thickness must have been thinner than the lip of the waterway, which was
5 cm to 6 cm. The planks were nailed to each
ledge with two iron nails about 8 mm in section and 10 cm to 12 cm in length.

doubled beams; however at their inboard
ends, they rose to the top of the carling,
some 13 cm to 16 cm above the beams.

Fgure 15.1.49: A
lower-deck ledge
(TT 1442), showing
detail of the outboard
end, whose shape
inspired the nickname
"clubhead" ledge.
Note the countersink
for a toenail leading
into the clamp. The
ledges had such a nail
only on one side.
(Photo: G. Taudien,
Parks Canada; 24M4943 W).

Among the numerous oak plank fragments
dispersed on the site, many matched this
description, but these tended to be only
3.5 cm thick. However, it was impossible to
identify any of these planks as coming from
the lower deck, since the main and upper
deck planks had similar characteristics.

This assemblage lent the impression that the
carlings and ledges were installed independently from the beams; as well, the divergence between the beam and ledge heights
explained why planking-nail holes in the
beams were found only near the hull, where
the planks were nearly in contact with the
beams (Fig. 15.1.50).

Analysis
Despite the fragmentary nature of the horizontal lower-deck remains, the reconstructed picture of the powerful doubled
beams and the unusual structure of beams,
carlings and ledges that covered the central
two-thirds of the deck's length seems credible. The general dimensions of the deck
planks could be determined only by indirect
means.

Evidence of the ledges' spacing, derived
from fastening evidence in longitudinal
deck elements, revealed that the great
majority of ledge intervals fell into the range
of 40 cm to 51 cm (see Tab. 15.1.7). A shorter
interval of 27 cm to 29 cm separated two
ledges at each doubled beam. Planking-nail
holes in the ledges' upper faces were 8 mm
square in section and penetrated 5 cm to
8 cm into the ledges.

Interestingly, no evidence of stanchions to
support the deck was found, either on the
underside of deck structures or in the ceiling. Such posts would have interfered with

Plank Width (cm)

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Number of Examples

1

1

0

0

0

1

4

4

3

2

1

6

1

1

0

1

Table 15.1.8: Deck-plank widths as deduced from nail-hole intervals in the ledges, and
the number of times each plank width was observed.

Figure 15.1.50: A ledge
fragment, showing the
angle of the outboard
end. (Drawing: S. Laurie-Bourque, Parks
Canada; 24M-82-83D19).
Scale 1:25
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Figure 15.1.51: Three
views of the foremast
step (TT 7). The curve
of the timber and the
limber passages on
each side indicate that
this timber rested on
the planking of the
lower deck. Note the
lack of fastening holes,
which raises questions about how the
mast step was held in
place. Note also the
extreme forward rake
of the mortise in the
middle section drawing. The present reconstruction of the bow
timbers fails to completely account for this
rake. (Drawing: J. Farley, Parks Canada;
24M-84-103-4).
Scale 1:25

the cask lading pattern in which successive
tiers were nested in the hollows between the
casks of the tier below. Stanchions would
thus have compromised the hold's capacity
and the cargo's stability. Clearly, the lower
deck was built to create the uninterrupted
space necessary for a cargo of whale-oil
casks and it appears that this imperative
underlay all aspects of the deck's design.
Thus, the carling-over-beam construction,
which divided the deck into two distinct
types of carpentry, was related to the apparent absence of stanchions, because the
assembled ledges, carlings, and "middle
pieces" formed an arched truss that
enhanced the load-bearing capacity of the
doubled beams. In this way, the distinctive
deck structure of the Red Bay vessel appears
to have been related to the ship's function in
the transportation of whale oil.

Foremast Step
The foremast step was a transverse timber
measuring 2.20 m from end to end and
30 cm wide. A rectangular hole that measured 37 cm transversely and 15 cm from
fore-and-aft held the foot of the mast. The
mast step timber had a camber of about
10 cm that corresponded to that of several
short lower-deck beams from the same area.
At each end of the timber was a limber hole
to drain the deck area forward of the timber,
indicating that this piece rested upon the
deck planks.
Two iron-nail holes in the after side of the
mast step presumably linked the step to a
lodging timber. Two other iron nails were
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toed from the after face of the step to the
sides of the ship.
The timber rested on the lower deck near the
bow (Fig. 15.1.51). The step's location on the
lower deck, within the bow's overhang
(about 1.8 m from the bow's maximum
extension), may be contrasted to the Spanish
ordinances of 1607 to 1618, where the bow
overhang was shorter (that is, the keel was
longer in relation to the overall length of the
hull) and the foremast was stepped into the
keelson.

Analysis
The use of the deck's longitudinal structures
(shelf clamp, waterway, and albaola) to reinforce and seal the overlap zone between first
and second futtocks is echoed by Cano in
1611, who compared Spanish ships navigating in warm and cold climates. In ships sailing in cold climates, the zone of overlap was
sealed; on the other hand, in warm climates,
the beams, ledges, and frames tended to rot
in the overlap zone, and could not be easily
replaced if this area was too tightly sealed
by the waterways. 253 Presumably, the structures observed at Red Bay would correspond to those used in ships sailing to tierras
frías (Fig. 15.1.52).
The lower deck reveals a previously unrecorded style of construction, based on carlings and ledges resting proud of the beams.
While the doubled beams represented the
normal work of the carpenters in building
the hull, the carlings, ledges, planks, and
hatches represented the customized trussing
of the lower deck for the purpose of hauling
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whale-oil barricas, another adaptation for the STRUCTURES OF THE M A I N
Terranova route (Figs. 15.1.53,15.1.54).
DECK
Since Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts
from the 16th century usually described the
lower deck only as a row of beams, the decking observed at Red Bay was perhaps itself a
modification to the basic deck structure of a
Gipuzkoan ship. Clearly, however, this deck
was well planned and integrated into the
ship's design. The distance from the ceiling
to the top of the beams was 4 codos, the typical first-deck height found in 16th-century
Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts. The
deck's 12-codo breadth amidships was also
carefully planned.
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Early in the analysis of the Red Bay vessel's
internal structures, it became clear that significantly fewer main-deck elements were
preserved than for any other deck (Fig.
15.1.55). This fact may be a function of the
ship's destruction sequence, reflecting the
sinking, ice action over the following winter,
and the salvage operation in spring.
Another explanation, however, may also be
offered. It may be that the main deck in the
area of the ship's waist had only a skeletal
structure of beams that braced the hull
transversely, but which were largely
unplanked so that casks could be stacked
between the deck beams, bringing their
weight down upon the relatively more massive lower-deck beams.
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Figure 15.1.52: Reconstruction of lower
deck, showing double
beam, standing knee,
shelf clamp, waterway,
albaoln, and stringer.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M93-103-8).

Figure 15.1.53: Reconstruction of carlings,
ledges, and planks of the
lower deck. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-93-103-9).

Such a hypothesis coincides with fastening
evidence on the frames' inboard faces suggesting that, in the ship's waist, the main
deck was stepped up by 35 cm to 60 cm relative to its height under the castles, after the
shelf clamp was first installed. This small
adjustment may have resulted in a more efficient division of the hold's vertical space, so
that the deck spacing corresponded more
closely to the heights of casks that were
stacked between decks. If so, the distinction
between modified and original main-deck
structures again contrasts this Terranova
whaler to a typical Gipuzkoan ship.
As with the lower deck, for the sake of convenience, the main-deck structures have
been divided into the lateral elements that
were fastened to the articulated hull struc-

ture, and the horizontal structures whose
nature was determined solely on the basis of
disarticulated and dispersed fragments.
Although few lateral elements were recovered, their fasteners were extant along threequarters of the hull's length, which enabled
the deck line to be determined. In the stern
half of the vessel, where the fastening evidence was best preserved, the deck's lateral
elements were, from bottom to top (Tab.
15.1.9):
1.

a series of hanging knees;

2.

a shelf clamp;

3.

a waterway; and

4.

a sill with its characteristic sealer-planks.

Working Name

Spanish Name(s)

Height (cm)

Breadth (cm)

Fasteners

Shelf clamp, clamp

durmiente, tierna

16

8

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Waterway

trancanil, canale, contradurmiente

est. 20 ?± 2

est. 14

iron nails

Sill

albaola

25

4

iron nails

Filling planks

escoperadas

3

15

iron nails

Hanging knees

curvas (á esquadra)

62

70

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Table 15.1.9: Lateral structures of the main deck.
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The horizontal structures included the
beams, the carlings, and the deck planking.
In addition, two features dominated the
deck, respectively, near the bow and at the
stern quarter. These were a combined step
for the riding bitt and the bowsprit, and the
step for the capstan spindle (Tab. 15.1.10).
In addition to its apparent customization for
a whaling expedition, the questions relating
to the main deck concern its architectural
conception and its role in gauging the ship's
tonnage. This deck, which touched the hull

planking at a height fractionally above the
ship's greatest breadth, was 13 codos wide.
The height of its beams was 7 codos above
the ceiling planks amidships, prior to the
possible modification that raised the deck in
the area of the waist. Again, the deck's
width and height were worked out to exact
codos and formed part of the master frame's
geometric conception. As with the lower
deck, the main deck's lateral structures reinforced the overlap between second and third
futtocks.

Figure 15.1.54: Lower
deck from below, and
reconstruction of the
midship hold and the
cargo of barricas. For
clarity, ballast stones
and dunnage are not
shown. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-93-103-7).

Working Name

Spanish Name(s)

Height (cm)

Breadth (cm)

Fasteners

Beams

baos, latas

12

14

mortise, treenails, iron nails

Carlings

eslorias, quillas

10

11

mortises, iron nails

Planking

tablas, tablazón

4

20-30

iron nails

Bitt/bowsprit step

?

31

34

no fastener or mortise

Capstan step

concha de cabrestante

17

34

iron nails, mortises

Table 15.1.10: Horizontal structures of the main deck.
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Lastly, the main-deck height related directly
to the official Spanish methods of gauging
ship's tonnage and of calculating royal shipbuilding subsidies in the 16th century. Royal
surveyors would take three measurements
in codos de ribera (57.46 cm) and feed them
into a formula. These measurements all
related to the main deck: its width and
height at the pump well, and its overall
length (manga, puntal, esloria). The surveyors
then calculated the volume of the ship's
hold, under the main deck, in toneladas of 8
cubic codos according to the following formula: (Vi manga x puntal x esloria x 0.95) A 8
= toneladas.254 For the Red Bay vessel, this
results in a registry tonnage of 202.4 toneladas. Once the ship was launched and ready
to be chartered, this figure was multiplied
by 1.2 to obtain a realistic estimate of the
ship's true cargo capacity, which would
have given the Red Bay vessel a commercial
tonnage of about 243 toneladas (see Section
16.2).

Lateral Structures of the Main
Deck
Shelf Clamp
Only one shelf-clamp fragment (TT 899) was
identified as originating at the main-deck
level, in the port stern quarter near the capstan. The fragment, measuring 2.58 m in
length, was 16 cm in thickness and 8 cm in
breadth. Both its upper and lower edges
were chamfered. It had been fastened to the
frame timbers by five countersunk iron nails
and ten treenails. On its upper edge were
iron-nail holes, indicating the positions of
the main-deck ledges, or beams, at intervals
of 49 cm to 62 cm.

Figure 15.1.55: Reconstruction of the main
deck. The main wale is
shown along the outside of the frame timbers. In the bow area,
note the lower end of
the bowsprit, where it
was stepped just aft of
the transverse bitt
step, and offset to pass
to the port side of the
foremast. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-92-103-10).
Scale 1:100

The line of the shelf clamp was represented
by a series of iron-nail holes and broken
treenails on the frame timbers. These fasteners occurred along a band about 20 cm wide,
at a height about half a metre above the
stringer associated with the lower deck.
Above the band of shelf-clamp fasteners was
a gap of some 12 cm to 15 cm, representing
the thickness of the beams that rested on the
shelf clamp (see also Figs. 15.1.96, 15.1.97,
15.1.98).
An important anomaly in the shelf clamp's
line was noted in the waist area, forward of
the mainmast. Here, only a handful of iron
nails continued the shelf-clamp line as estabTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 15.1.56: A
main-deck hanging
knee (TT 117) and
attached beam fragment (TT 118). In this
photo, the timbers are
upside-down. Note
the tenon on the right
that would have rested
on the shelf clamp.
(Photo: A. E. Wilson,
Parks Canada; 24M501W).

lished aft of midship. This relative absence
of fasteners suggests that the shelf clamp in
the ship's waist area had been raised by at
least 35 cm, almost to the level where the
futtocks were eroded away and the fastening evidence was lost. Such an interpretation
appeared to be confirmed by other kinds of
evidence relating to knees fastened in this
area.
Leaving aside this ambiguous area, the shelf
clamp followed a smooth line along the hull,
from which the fore-and-aft rising of the
deck could be projected. Assuming a normal
camber,255 the beam was 4.02 m (7 codos)
above the ceiling planks amidships at the
master frame. At the stern of the vessel, the
main deck's centre line touched the sternpost at 4.88 m (8V2 codos) above the level of
the ceiling planking at the master frame, or
5.35 m above the baseline of the keel.
Forward, the main deck touched the stem
just below or at its greatest forward extension, which occurred at a height of about
4.8 m above the ceiling planking at the master frame, or 5.3 m (about 9 codos) above the
keel's baseline. Thus, the deck's rising along
its centre line, both forward and aft, was
about IV2 codos.

As at the ceiling and the lower deck, an
indented sill, or albaola, ran above the waterway. One recovered fragment (TT 751) measured 2.08 m in length, 25 cm in height and
4 cm in thickness (see Fig. 15.1.37). It was
fastened to the futtocks by iron nails. Sealerplanks, or escoperadas, were nailed to the
upper edge of the sill, within the indentations. None of the escoperadas from the main
deck were found, but impressions left by
these pieces were visible on the fore-and-aft
sides of some second futtocks.
Knees

At intervals of about 1.6 m along the main
deck, or on about every fourth frame, was a
hanging knee. Five examples were identified, of which four came from the stern
quarter and one from the bow area. They
could be identified by their angle of approxWaterway and Albaola
imately 90° and by their attachment to the
after side of their associated beam. The knee
Above the shelf-clamp fasteners, a longitupositions were indicated by bolt holes in the
dinal band of iron-nail holes 40 cm to 45 cm
hull, from the stern to the waist area, while
wide in the frame timbers indicated where
another knee could be placed in the bow
the waterway and albaola had been affixed.
area on the basis of its morphology. Thus,
In this band, three distinct rows of nail holes
nine knees or positions of knees could be
could be discerned, the lowest of which coridentified, grouped in three areas:
responded to the waterway and the upper
two rows to the sill that lay atop the water1. four hanging knees in the stern of the
way.
vessel;

No fragments of the main-deck waterway
were identified, but the lines of nail holes in
the futtocks revealed that the missing timber's height was about 20 cm. Its width was
estimated from the deck-planking nail-holes
in three beam fragments, which lay as close
as 28 cm to 30 cm from where the beam ends
butted against the futtocks. If these nails lay
3 cm to 5 cm from the edge of the plank, the
waterway had a width of about 25 cm. At
20 cm high and 25 cm wide at its base, the
main-deck waterway appears to have had
an L-shaped section, matching that from the
lower deck.
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2.

four hanging knees in the (raised?)
waist area; and

3.

one smaller hanging knee in the bow
area.

In the stern of the ship, bolt holes indicating
four hanging knees were found in the
planks of two hull strakes.256 These bolts
passed through the third futtocks of the 7th,
11th, 15th, and 19th frames aft of the master.257 The two aftermost bolts were somewhat lower than the two forwardmost bolts.
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Figure 15.1.57: Lower,
vertical part of a maindeck hanging knee
(TT 564). Note the
mortise to fit over the
shelf clamp and the
treenail holes used to
fix the knee to the deck
beam at left. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-2745W).

Scattered fragments of four of these oak
hanging knees were found.258 The upper,
horizontal part was about 1 m long and was
fastened to the deck beam's after side by
three fasteners, respectively from the angle
to the end: a 28 mm bolt, a 25 mm treenail,
and a 12 mm square nail (Fig. 15.1.56).
About 12 cm below the angle, on the vertical
part, the knee was notched to fit over the
shelf clamp. A toed iron nail held the knee to
the shelf. The lower, vertical part was
attached to the third futtock by a bolt (Figs.
15.1.57,15.1.58).
The second group of knees, situated in the
waist area, was revealed by four bolt holes
situated respectively in the 3rd frame aft of
the master, and in the 4th, 9th, and 13th
frames forward, near the extant upper limit
of the frame timbers.259 Iron-nail holes farther down in the same futtocks indicated
where the knees' lower ends had been fixed,
revealing that these were hanging knees.
Their vertical position suggested that the
deck in the waist area was raised above its

line in the stern of the ship by an estimated
35 cm to 60 cm. The added height would
have allowed an extra third tier of barricas to
fit below the main deck in the widest part of
the hold.
A hanging knee, the sole recorded example
of its type, was situated under the forecastle
(TT 1993, from sub-operation 30Q). The
knee's shape corresponded to the sharp
angles found near the bow. Its upper, horizontal arm was 70 cm long, and the lower,
vertical arm was 62 cm long. The upper part
was fixed to a beam's forward face by a
27 mm round iron bolt, a treenail, and a
15 mm square nail, in order from the angle
to the tip. The lower part was notched to
receive the shelf clamp; this notch measured
16 cm high and 6 cm wide, thus indicating
the dimensions of the shelf. About 8 cm
below the notch, a 30 mm bolt fastened the
knee to a frame.
The hanging knees of the main deck provide
evidence that the main-deck structure in the

Figure 15.1.58: A
main-deck hanging
knee (TT 95). Part of
the lower, vertical part
was split away below
the mortise for the
shelf clamp. In this
photo, the timber is
upside-down. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; 24M-372W).
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waist area was modified by raising the shelf
clamp by 35 cm to 60 cm, or between 2/
3 codo and 1 codo. While archaeological evidence at this height in the hull, at the upper
limit of the articulated frame remains, is
insufficient to allow the shelf-clamp line to
be conclusively reconstructed, there is no
doubt that the deck's appearance in the
waist area was quite different from that
under the sterncastle (see also Fig. 15.1.97).
This factor influenced the reconstruction of
the lading pattern of casks throughout the
hold, for the raised deck height, in allowing
an extra tier of borricas to be loaded,
increased the ship's cargo capacity.
The forward and aft limits of the raised main
deck, and the exact implications for cargo
lading, cannot be determined with certainty.
It would appear, however, that the raised
section conformed generally to the area of
the waist, but perhaps extended a short distance beneath both castles. This is suggested
in the stern, where a more precise location
for the transition in the main-deck profile
can be outlined. Ostensibly, the step
occurred either at the knee position at the
3rd frame aft of the master, which was
raised, or at the 7th frame, which was not.
While the former aligns with the dale and
the forward limit of the sterncastle, reflecting a suitable transition point, it shows no
associated evidence for the deck at the
unmodified height. At the 7th frame aft,
however, there was such a juxtaposition
between the two respective heights; on the
8th frame (TT 1133) there is evidence of escoperada fasteners indicative of a raised albaola
(see Section 15.2). This would suggest a
short overlap in the lateral structures aft of
the step.260

Analysis
Both the shelf-clamp fasteners and the knee
locations suggest that the main deck was
raised in the waist area by 35 cm to 60 cm.
Such a modification was no doubt related to
the ship's cargo of barricas that were stacked
in tiers on each level of the hold. With an
average barrica diameter of 66 cm at the
booge and 63 cm at the quarters, two nested
tiers of casks measured 1.29 m in height,
three tiers 1.92 m, and five tiers 3.18 m.
These fixed heights had to be related to the
available spaces between decks.
At their original 3-codo interval, the decks
had 1.57 m of space between them once the
III-186
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Figure 15.1.59: Fastenings relative to interior
features. In this drawing, the ceiling planks
are shown at the bottom, followed by the
shelf clamp, waterway,
and albaola of the
lower deck, then the
isolated stringer. At
the top of the articulated structure, there is
evidence for the maindeck shelf clamp,
waterway, and albaola.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-9b).
Scale 1:100

thickness of the beams and planks was subtracted. This vertical space, corresponding
to neither two nor three tiers of casks, was ill
adapted to a cargo of barricas and, as a result,
the ship's outfitters apparently modified the
main deck in an attempt to reduce the dead
space in the hold's central area. One modification may have been to raise the main deck
by about 38 cm (2/3 codo), increasing the
space below it to 1.95 m, thus allowing three
tiers of barricas to be stowed below. However, the space above the modified main
deck (1.22 m) thus became insufficient for
two tiers. No advantage was gained unless
the main-deck structures could be discounted and the total, uninterrupted height
between the lower and upper decks (3.29 m)
could be used, in which case an extra tier of
casks might be loaded.261

Figure 15.1.60: A
main-deck carling.
(Drawing: R. Hellier,
Parks Canada; 24M83-87-D30).
Scale 1:25

Horizontal Structures of the Main
Deck
Evidence that the beams, carlings, and
ledges were assembled in a way similar to
the lower deck was found. However, extant
horizontal structures for the main deck were
rare, and surviving beams were significantly
thinner than those of the lower deck.
Beams

At least two beams, one still fixed to a maindeck knee (TT 118) and the other spanning
the entire deck in the after quarter (TT 634
and TT 806), could be positively associated
with the main deck. Made of oak, these
pieces were 12 cm thick and 14 cm wide.
Five other widely dispersed beam fragments
with a similar section also appear to have
come from the main deck.264 The main-deck
As compared to the robust lower deck, the
beams were therefore significantly thinner
main deck had a significantly lighter conthan the doubled beams of the lower deck.
262
struction and greater span. Possibly then,
The interval between beams attached to
the main deck in the waist area was unusual
main-deck knees was about 1.6 m. The comin two respects: first, it was raised to create
plete beam, found in two mending fragbetween-deck heights that were better
ments, had a notch in its lower face with a
adapted to a cargo of barricas and, second, it
treenail passing through it amidships, indiconsisted of partially planked, widely
cating the presence of a possible stanchion
spaced beams that allowed casks to be
or carling.
stacked between the deck beams in the central area, bringing their weight down upon
the lower deck.263 This interpretation, how- Carlings and Possible "Middle Piece"
ever, is not fully satisfying as it is not readily Two fragmentary carlings are believed to
apparent that the lower deck, despite its originate with the main deck, possibly from
heavy doubled beams, could safely support the forward waist area.265 One of these
more than three tiers. Such an hypothesis (TT 1263) was 12 cm wide and 15 cm thick. It
seeks to explain the surviving archaeological had no recesses on the outboard side for
evidence, but is tempered by the lack of ledges, but on its inboard side were mortises
main-deck vestiges from this part of the ship for hatch cleats and the "middle pieces" that
(Fig. 15.1.59).
braced the carlings apart between successive
hatchways. It was nailed onto larger beams
at intervals of 155 cm, corresponding to the
distance between knees in the main deck
(Fig. 15.1.60).
Another similar fragment (TT 2037, from
sub-operation 20Q) could only be tentatively
associated with this deck. It measured
289 cm by 10 cm by 11 cm, smaller in section
than the other carlings. Its upper edge was
notched to receive ledges at intervals ranging from 38 cm to 50 cm. The carling's
rounded edges, reflecting the natural curvature of the log, contrast with the sharp edges
of most of the ship's beams and suggest that
a different timber source may have provided
this deck element (Fig. 15.1.61).
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Figure 15.1.61: A carling-like timber with
finished-end morphology similar to beams
situated on the main
deck or higher. (Drawing: B. Radway, Parks
Canada; 24M-84-21D65).
Scale 1:25

A possible middle piece was identified
(TT 229, from sub-operation 18P), measuring 142 cm by 10 cm by 10 cm, which may be
associated with the carlings in the waist
area. At each end was a tenon that mated
with the mortises in the carlings, so that
these pieces would have been separated by
118 cm.

26 cm on another (Tab. 15.1.11). The thickness of the deck planking was determined
from the capstan step found in the stern
quarter. This timber was notched over an
edge of the deck planking, whose thickness
was thus revealed to be 3 cm.

Features of the Main Deck
Ledges
No main-deck ledges were found. However,
the interval between ledges was determined
from fastening evidence in shelf-clamp fragment TT 899 (from sub-operation 10K) and
the carling fragments. According to the
former element, the main-deck ledges in the
area of the capstan step were at intervals of
55 cm, 62 cm, and 49 cm; according to the
second timber, the intervals forward of midship were somewhat less at 50 cm, 38 cm,
43 cm, 42 cm, and 48 cm.

Two additional features were situated on the
main deck: a heavy transverse timber in the
bow area that served as a step for both the
riding bitts and the bowsprit, and a socketed
timber in the stern quarter that functioned
as the capstan step. The first feature
spanned the width of the deck, enabling its
fore-and-aft position to be reconstructed.
The second feature linked with the capstan
spindle and its partner at the upper deck,
thus revealing a 3-codo deck separation.
Bitt and Bowsprit

Planking
While no main-deck planking could be identified, nail-hole intervals in beam fragments
from the deck's stern half allowed the width
of planks lying next to the waterway to be
established at 27 cm to 30 cm. Other plank
widths deduced in this manner were 35 cm
to 38 cm on one beam fragment and 25 cm to

Step

A large transverse timber, 34 cm wide and
31 cm thick, was identified as a step for the
riding bitts and the bowsprit (TT 6). One
end was broken or eroded, leaving a significant fragment 4.02 m in length. The log
retained much of its naturally round section,
although the forward face was trimmed to a

TT

Sub-operation

Intervals (cm)

806

4Q

26, 40, 40, 13, 35, 35, 25

634

6Q

25, 30, 35, 25, 35, 35, 40

2663

16T

30,35, 38

118

8L

40,30

Table 15.1.11: Deck-nail intervals, on beam fragments (main deck).
From the waterway toward midship.
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Figure 15.1.62: The bitt
step (TT 6) that traversed the main deck
under the forecastle.
Note mortises to
receive the lower ends
of the riding bitts. This
timber also secured
the foot of the bowsprit. A 20th-century
wreck, the Bernier, is
visible in the background. (Photo: A. E.
Wilson, Parks Canada; 24M-487W).

flat plane and the lower face had a camber of
about 10 cm to 11 cm that seemed to mirror
that of the deck (Fig. 15.1.62).
Two mortises, 1.2 m apart and centred on
the timber's midpoint, were identified as the
bitt steps. The mortises' sections were (transversely by longitudinally) 17 cm by 14 cm,
and 20 cm by 17 cm. Each received a tenon
at the foot of the bitt's upright posts. A treenail, inserted from the step's aft face, locked
each tenon in place. The posts were not
found but would have extended upward

through the upper deck and into the forecastle (Fig. 15.1.63).
Near the step's middle were two treenails
that had, apparently, secured cleats on either
side of the bowsprit whose lower end rested
on the step. One treenail was exactly on the
midship axis and the other was offset 30 cm
to port. In this way, the bowsprit also was
offset so that it could pass the foremast on
the port side. In this area, the timber was
bevelled to correspond with the bowsprit's
angle, but no cavity existed in the timber to

Figure 15.1.63: The bitt
step, showing one of
the bitt-post mortises.
(Photo: A. E. Wilson,
Parks Canada; 24M481W).
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receive the bowsprit foot;266 the bowsprit
may have been gammoned to this timber.
The step's position on the main deck, near
the bow, was apparent from the angle of its
finished end, which corresponded to the
hull's narrowing at the bow. The step's foreand-aft position was determined by first taking its original length as twice the distance
from the finished end to the midpoint
between the mortises and, secondly, matching this length to the ship's breadth in the
bow. Directly below the step, four aligned
bolt holes in the starboard hull and three in
the port hull, all 30 mm in diameter, indicated where a heavy breast hook was
located. This reinforcement would have

absorbed the force that the bitt step transferred from the bowsprit to the hull and
deck structures.
Capstan

Step

Two mending oak fragments of a socketed
timber, identified as the capstan step, were
recovered in the ship's stern quarter (Fig.
15.1.64).267 The timber's dimensions, 153 cm
long, 38 cm wide, and 19 cm high, translate
precisely to 2 2 / 3 by 2/3 by 1/3 codos de ribera. It was oriented transversely on the deck
and was mortised, at each end, onto the carlings and the edge of the deck planking. Its
fore-and-aft position along the deck corresponded to that of a hanging knee and its
accompanying deck beam. The step, called a
concha de cabrestante in the 16th-century
"Vocabulario
navarrese," 268
resembled
depictions of an escasse in the ca. 1670-1677
"Album de Colbert" and a carlingue in
Diderot's 1779 encyclopedia.269
Two aspects of this feature's morphology are
noteworthy. Firstly, a round socket dominated the middle of the step and fully traversed the timber. Around the socket on the
step's upper face was a circular bed; in
diameter, the hole measured about 27 cm
and the bed was exactly twice as large, or
about 54 cm (Fig. 15.1.65). These concentric
mortises received the tenon at the lower end
of the capstan spindle.
Secondly, at one end of the step timber was a
stepped notch that fit onto the carling and
the overlying deck planks. Two countersunk
iron nails were associated with this notch, as
in the timber's opposite end where the notch
had eroded away. In this double-stepped
notch, the lower notch mated with the carling and the second, offset by about 3 cm, fit
over a deck plank that lay upon the carling
(Fig. 15.1.66). The iron nails passed through
the deck plank and into the carling below.
Thus, the capstan step allowed the reconstruction of several main-deck elements in
this area: the distance between carlings was
1.20 m; the apparent width of the carlings
was 12 cm to 14 cm; and the deck plank
thickness was 3 cm.
Analysis
As with the lower deck, the beams, carlings,
and ledges of the main deck were assembled
so that the ledges sat above the beams by the
10 cm height of the carling. Such a structure,
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Figure 15.1.64: Three
views of the capstan
step(TT2andTT731),
showing socket in top
view. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-83-103-8a).
Scale 1:25

Figure 15.1.65: Upper
face of part of the capstan step, showing the
socket for the capstan
spindle. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; 24M-2912W).

Figure 15.1.66: Lower
face of part of the capstan step, showing the
stepped notch to overlap the carling and
deck planking. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; 24M-2913W).

however, is attested only in the deck's stern
quarter by the capstan assembly, which
revealed the exact height between the main
deck and the upper deck. The lightness of
these structures, in keeping with the ship's
commercial vocation, can be contrasted with
the Mary Rose and the Villefranche wreck,
both warships with much more robust
main-deck structures. 270 The contrast helps
explain 16th-century references to the reinforcement of deck structures when the Spanish crown requisitioned merchant vessels for
military duty.

We find here a plausible explanation for
modifying the main deck's height in the
waist: building a ship's interior spaces to fit
the dimensions of casks was, moreover, a
well attested practice from Seville to Bordeaux.274 Attributing the entire waist area to
the whale-oil barricas helps to better understand the distribution of personal artifacts
on the Red Bay site, notably ceramics, treen,
and footwear, which were strictly grouped
under the sterncastle and forecastle.

This interpretation assumes that the space
above the main deck was partially used for
The deck beams' upper face sat 4.02 m, or cargo, in contrast to the 1590 Spanish forexactly 7 codos, above the ceiling planking in mula that gauged a ship's tonnage only to
the area of the pump well, prior to the deck's the main-deck height.273 In fact, ship's tonmodification. This height corresponds with nage in Phillip IPs Spain had two forms. The
the main-deck height typically specified in first, taken while the ship was still in its
Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts. Notably, stocks, was indeed measured to the main
the height of the main deck was measured at deck and served to calculate the state conthe pump well when a ship was surveyed. 271 struction subsidy. The other, taken later in
the ship's career, was an international cargo
Just aft of this point, the main deck appears rating used for calculating charters; in Spanto have been stepped up by 35 cm to 60 cm ish state charters, it was obtained by adding
relative to the height of the shelf clamp as it 20 per cent to the shipyard rating. This
was first installed. Such a step, or quebrado adjustment, or refacían, reflected the practice
("break"),272 was a common feature of 16th- of filling cargo in about half the space
century ships.273 In the Red Bay example, the between the main and upper decks.276 This
increased height of the deck was related to cargo space was the waist, as confirmed by a
the vessel's function in the transportation of 1519 Rouen tonnage survey in which the
whale-oil barricas. By raising the main deck main deck's areas under the castles were
in the waist by 2 / 3 codo, three tiers of bar- reserved for the crew and stores.277 Spain's
ricas could fit below it. However, the space double system of measuring ship's tonnage
that would be left above this deck was not thus explains the Red Bay ship's shipyard
sufficient for two tiers of barricas unless the gauge of just over 200 toneladas and its
casks could, in some way, be stacked apparent cargo capacity of nearly 250 tonelabetween the deck beams themselves. Possi- das.
bly, the main-deck beams in the ship's waist
were only partially planked, leaving open
the central part of their span so that the bar- STRUCTURES OF THE UPPER
ricas were stacked, with little interruption, DECK
from the lower to the upper deck.
As with the other decks, the upper-deck
structures were divided into lateral and hor-

Working Name

Spanish Name(s)

Height (cm)

Breadth (cm)

Fasteners

Known
lateral
structures

Shelf clamp

durmiente

14

8

treenails, iron nails

Sill

albaola

33

4

iron nails

Hanging knees

curves

105

98

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Beams

baos

8-12

11 -15

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Horizontal
structures

Carling-coaming

brazola

18

23

iron nails

Ledges

barrotes

8-10

12

iron nails

Planking

tablas, tablazón

3.5

24-38

iron nails

Table 15.1.12: Structures of the upper deck.
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izontal elements (Tab. 15.1.12). The surviving lateral structures included a shelf clamp
and a sill; no evidence of a waterway was
found. Hanging knees were fixed under the
beams, apparently at intervals of about
1.6 m. As for the upper deck's horizontal
structures, the waist and sterncastle areas
differed in appearance. In the waist, the
ship's typical arrangement of beams, carlings, and ledges resembled that found in
the lower deck and in the main deck below
the sterncastle. A notable difference was that
the elaborately carved carlings doubled as
hatch coamings in the upper deck. At the
dale, just aft of the mast, this style of deck
construction was replaced by a simple system of closely spaced (about 55 cm) deck
beams that spanned the entire hull, much as
in the bow and stern areas of the lower deck.
In the upper deck, this style of construction
corresponded to the entire sterncastle and,
likely, the forecastle (Fig. 15.1.67).
At the upper deck, the junction of the two
styles occurred at the dale. The two styles
resulted in unequal deck cambers, for the
carlings in the waist area stood 10 cm above
the beams. This inequality was resolved by
dropping the shelf clamp by 10 cm in the
waist, which brought the two decks heights
into alignment at the midship axis. Thus, at
the dale, the deck had a step that was greatest next to the bulwarks, diminished toward
midship as the two cambers converged, and
was absent in the deck's central area
between the carling-coamings.
The approach used in reconstructing the
upper deck deserves some discussion for,
unlike the other decks, the upper deck's
position could not be directly related to the
hull's articulated structure. Nonetheless,
despite the disarticulated nature of the
upper-deck remains, the number of recovered and identified elements was actually
greater than for the main deck. Four of these
spanned the entire deck, revealing the ship's
breadth at the following points (in order
from stern to stem): the counter, the mizzenmast step, the dale and its lodging knees,
and the foremast partner (Tab. 15.1.13).
The fore-and-aft positions of these transverse elements could be established thanks
in particular to the reconstruction of a nearly
contiguous structure that ran almost the
entire length of the ship on the starboard
side. This structure was formed by the forIII-192
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Figure 15.1.67: Reconstruction of the upper
deck. In the after area,
the mizzen-mast step
was found. Next, the
capstan and its partner, the dale, and the
foremast partner are
among the major surviving features shown
here shaded. In the
bow area, the foremast is round,
whereas the bowsprit
appears as an oval.
The tops of the hawse
pieces were above the
deck level. The relative
heights of the fore and
aft channels are shown
in Figure 15.1.98.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M92-103-11).
Scale 1:100

Working Name

Spanish Name

Height (cm)

Breadth (cm)

Fasteners

Mizzen-mast step

carlinga

20

18

mortises, iron nails

Dale

dala

20

22

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Lodging knees (dale)

curvas

140 (long.)

110

bolts, treenails, iron nails

Foremast partner

tamborete

23

34

mortises, iron nails

Table 15.1.13: Horizontal features associated with the upper deck.
ward and after channel assemblies, and by a
wale and its associated bulwark planks in
the waist that linked the two channel assemblies. Several transverse features could be
positioned relative to this fore-and-aft structure, above all the dale just aft of the master
frame, but also other features such as the
capstan, the hawse holes and the beakhead.
In this way, the fore-and-aft disposition of
the deck features was precisely established.
In order to determine the upper deck's
height and breadth, the key pieces of evidence were: a detached section of planking
and framing that was successfully mended
to the upper limit of the articulated hull, this
serving to reveal the height of the upper
deck in the vessel's starboard flank; the
intact structure of the stern as high as the
counter; and the hull's tumblehome at different points along the hull, extrapolated
from the articulated frames and the geometric progression of the arcs within these
frames. These data, when correlated with
the breadth and fore-and-aft position of the
deck's horizontal features, allowed the
upper-deck line to be reconstructed, by a
process of trial and error, from the stern to
near the stem. As the deck's appearance was
refined and increasingly filled out, a large
number of isolated features could be placed
in their original positions.

The reconstructed deck was compared to
16th-century Gipuzkoan references to the
upper deck that were characterized either as
a xareta or a puente corrida. The first term,
xareta, usually translated as a grating deck,
is depicted as a removable, unplanked grillage of beams, carlings and ledges, often
with a planked walkway in the centre,
between the carlings. Such a deck, designed
for warm climates, could be accompanied by
a couves, or a cut-down waist that let breezes
into the ship. The xareta could be waterproofed with sailcloth, or covered with a net
to protect against boarding or falling debris
from the rigging during military actions.
The second term, puente corrida, indicated a
fully planked deck designed for colder climates. The Red Bay puente corrida may thus
be seen in light of Juan de Escalante de Mendoza's 1575 statement that Terranova ships,
as opposed to West Indies ships, were closed
to protect the crews against cold.

Lateral Structures of the Upper
Deck
Direct evidence of the upper deck's lateral
structures was limited to a short aibaola fragment, one escoperada, and the remnants of
three hanging knees.

Figure 15.1.68: An
upper-deck knee
(TT 219) with attached
beam fragment
(TT 218). Note the
mortise for the shelf
clamp. This configuration, with the knee
below the beam, is different from that of the
main deck. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1228W).
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Shelf Clamp
Although no elements of the shelf clamp
could be identified, the dimensions of this
feature could be determined from the corresponding mortise in one of the upper-deck
knees (TT 219). The shelf was about 14 cm
wide and 8 cm thick and its lower inboard
edge was chamfered (Fig. 15.1.68).
In the stern half of the ship, the shelf-clamp
line was established by aligning the following heights:
1.

the top of the stern counter (see Section
14.5);

2.

the capstan's height relative to the main
deck;

3.

shelf-clamp mortises in two hanging
knees (TT 1130, TT 975), one positioned
over a shelf-clamp nail in the attached
3rd futtock (TT 1131); and

4.

the dale's breadth relative to the tumblehome, which translated into the dale's
height.

At the dale, a step occurred in the shelf
clamp, with the forward part being 10 cm
lower than the after part. This step was
revealed by the assembly of four elements:
the dale, its lodging knees, an adjacent deck
beam and the upper-deck wale with its
scuppers. From the dale past the scuppers,
the shelf-clamp line could be deduced relative to the line of the upper-deck wale. Presumably, however, the deck and planking
lines diverged in the bow area; the forward
extrapolation of these two lines may be seen
in the reconstruction of the shelf-clamp line
from the dale to the bow.
Si'ZZ (Albaola)
(Escoperadas)

and Filling

Planks

The upper deck, as did the lower and main
decks, had an indented sill (albaola) with filing planks (escoperadas) to deflect moisture
and debris away from the frames onto the
deck, thus protecting the tops of the third
futtocks. One sill fragment measuring 52 cm
long and 35 cm by 4 cm in section could be
associated with the upper deck, based on the
angle of its indentations; similarly, the bevel
angle of a lone escoperada indicated an origin
at this level.278 It was not possible to confirm
whether a waterway was also present.
111-194

Hanging

Knees

Three fragments of upper-deck knees were
found, still attached to a beam fragment
(TT 218) and two partial 3rd futtocks in the
starboard hull (TT 975, TT 1131). Each came
from the stern half of the vessel. Fashioned
with an adze, the oak knees were fastened to
the beams' lower face by two treenails and
two iron nails. The knee's 11-cm width
matched that of the deck beam. The upper,
horizontal part was about 98 cm long and
tapered in thickness from 17 cm at the throat
to 6 cm at the end (Fig. 15.1.69).
The lower, vertical part of the knee extended
about 105 cm below the deck beam. It was
fastened by three or four treenails and one
iron bolt, 30 mm in diameter, that passed
through the knee, the futtock, and the hull
planking. An iron nail affixed the knee's
lower end. The interval between upper-deck
hanging knees in the stern was 1.60 m, as
inferred from the spacing of features
observed on the detached hull section that
mended with the starboard flank of the
articulated hull. These features included two
of the hanging knees mentioned above as
well as four evenly spaced bolt holes found
in two hull planks (TT 756, TT 758).

Horizontal Structures of the Upper
Deck
The horizontal upper-deck structures were
divided into two styles, one that repeated
the arrangement of beams, carlings and
ledges already described for the lower and
main decks, and one that echoed the style
noted in the bow and stern areas of the
lower deck, where only lighter beams at frequent intervals spanned the ship. On the
upper deck, the first style occurred in the
waist and included the hatches, while the
second style occurred throughout the stern
half and within the forecastle.
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Figure 15.1.69: An
upper-deck knee,
showing adze marks
on the fayed face
touching the beam.
(Photo: A. E. Wilson,
Parks Canada; 24M1254W).

Beams in the

Waist

Few examples of beams could be positively
associated with the waist, where the deck
carpentry formed a grillage of beams, carling-coamings, and ledges. One possible
example measured 16 cm by 12 cm and was
thus slightly heavier than the beams found
aft of midship (TT 2277, from sub-operation
18S).

Figure 15.1.70: A
coaming-carling, three
views, with top view
in the middle. (Drawing: S. Martin, Parks
Canada; 24M-80-70D37).
Scale 1:25

Beams in Castle

Areas

Some 13 beam fragments could be associated with the upper deck.279 Aft of the dale
and in the forecastle, only beams supported
the decking. The spacing of these beams was
evident in the area of the capstan partner
(TT 737, from sub-operation 8K), which was
notched over beams at intervals of 47 cm,
57 cm, 59 cm, and 51 cm. Varying in height
from 7 cm to 11 cm and in width from 12 cm
to 17 cm, some of the heaviest beam examples were found in association with the capstan partner, the better to reinforce this
structure.
The beams' outboard ends were bevelled to
reflect the approximate angle of the hull's
tumblehome. The angle of these bevels
ranged from 72° to 85° relative to the deck
camber. A camber was visible in the longer
fragments, which raised a 2 m long fragment by about 1 cm in the middle. Near
each end of the beams, an iron nail was toed
from one side into the shelf clamp below.
Iron-nail holes in the upper face indicated
the presence of deck planking.
One upper-deck beam from the stern half
contained features that reveal some details
of the deck's structures. It lay immediately
aft of the dale, and was indented to mate
with the dale's shape (TT 1774). It lay atop
the dale's lodging knees, thus supporting
the plank ends that were butted at the dale.
Another beam fragment, 2.78 m long and
12 cm by 13 cm in section, may also have
rested on a lodging knee as, fully 25 cm from
its outboard end, it was toenailed to a supporting timber that took the place of a shelf
clamp (TT 1803, from sub-operation 18R).
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There was no direct evidence indicating the
typical beam interval in the waist, but the
length and position of the upper-deck hatchways would certainly have been determining factors. Potentially, the 1.60-m knee
spacing documented in the stern quarter
was maintained in the waist (see Fig.
15.1.67), a spacing likewise reflected in the
grillage of the main deck. Alternatively, a
tighter spacing might be inferred from the
upper-deck carling-coamings and hatch covers, which suggest hatchway lengths in the
range of 1.00 m to 1.10 m. In either case, a
series of closely spaced ledges would have
filled the intervals between these principle
beams, supported by the shelf clamp at one
end and a carling-coaming at the other.
Carling-Coamings

in the

Waist

An elaborately-worked timber (TT 205) was
identified as a combination of carling and
hatch coaming that lay in the upper deck
and butted against the dale. Its incomplete
length was 1.70 m and its original sectional
dimensions, 17 cm high and 23 cm wide
(Fig. 15.1.70).
On each side of the carling-coaming ran a
rabbet-like lip upon which the planks of the
deck and the hatch-cover were butted. The
central part of the carling-coaming stood
above the deck planking. Each lip was interrupted at regular intervals by rabbets where
shorter, transverse timbers were inserted: on
the piece's inboard side, hatch cleats fit into
these rabbets; on its outboard side, ledges.
However, the rabbets had different sizes and
spacings. The hatch-cleat rabbets were 10 cm
wide, 2 cm deep, and spaced at 34 cm to
40 cm intervals. Those for the ledges were
10 cm to 18 cm wide, 3 cm to 4 cm deep, and
were spaced at intervals of 39 cm to 47 cm;
centred in each was a nail hole where the
ledge had been secured.
Along the middle of the carling-coaming's
upper face, a gutter about 10 cm deep and
III-195

Figure 15.1.71: A
reconstruction of
coaming-carlings and
hatch cover of the
upper deck. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-98-1039).

half as wide had been excavated to drain
water that ran off the hatch cover. The gutter
did not extend to the end of the timber, exiting instead by way of a round bore, 5 cm in
diameter, drilled from the end of the timber.
This drainage system apparently emptied
into the dale (Fig. 15.1.71).
A
second
carling-coaming
fragment
(TT 2100), less well preserved, measured
2.25 m in length. Interspersed between its
six hatch-cleat rabbets were two additional
rabbets, representing transverse "middle
pieces" that separated successive hatchways. These rabbets were 11 cm to 14 cm
wide, 3 cm to 5 cm deep and were centred
1.10 m apart. This interval may indicate the
length of the hatches and possibly as well,
since similar middle pieces on the first deck
Length (cm)

level were aligned with deck beams, the distances between upper deck beams in the
waist area.280 However, the middle pieces
were not secured in place, and were perhaps
removable allowing for the possibility of a
double-length hatchway and an alternate
beam spacing; there was no evidence for the
coaming having been secured to a deck
beam at the midpoint of its length.
The spacing between parallel carling-coamings is not known categorically but four
unrelated data suggest that the distance
between carlings on the main and upper
decks was 1.15 m to 1.2 m, or slightly more
than 2 codos. This measure appears in the
separation of the riding-bitt posts and the
carling mortises in the capstan step (main
deck), and in the transverse cleats of the

Thickness (cm)

Width (cm)

Fasteners

Cover 1
3 cleats

121 -123

4.0-6.5

9.5 - 11.0

iron nails

3 middle planks

109.5

2.5 - 3.0

25.5 - 26.0

iron nails

1 outer plank

110

2.5 - 3.0

35

iron nails (countersunk)

3 cleats

123.5

5.0-6.5

11.0-11.5

iron nails

3 middle planks

110-112

3.0

20.5 - 25.0

iron nails

1 outer plank

110

3.0

40

iron nails (countersunk)

Cover 2

Table 15.1.14: Dimensions of recovered hatch-cover components.
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Figure 15.1.72 (Right):
The hatch cover with
four chevrons. (Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-81-103-4a).
Scale 1:25

Figure 15.1.73 (Far
Rigltt): The hatch cover
with six chevrons.
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-81-103-7a).
Scale 1:25

hatch covers and the length of the dale's
widened central section (upper deck). A
hatchway of this size could comfortably
accommodate one of the barricas found on
the Red Bay ship, which measured 84 cm to
90 cm in length and 65 cm to 67 cm in diameter. However, it could not easily have
allowed a pipa to pass, even though a pipa
stave measuring 1.21 m long was in fact
found on the wreck.281

Hatch Covers in the Waist

Figure 15.1.74: Hatch
cover, detail of six
chevrons. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-1513W).

Two recovered hatch covers could be attributed to the upper deck, based on one hatch's
mating with an upper-deck coaming piece
(TT 2100, cover 2) and the in situ proximity
of the other hatch to a second coaming piece
(TT 205, cover l). 282 In situ, the hatch covers
lay in the waist atop the articulated hull,
between the mainmast and the forecastle.283
Each was originally composed of five
planks, of which only four were recovered in
each case, and three cleats. Their reconstructed size was about 110 cm to 112 cm by

143 cm to 145 cm. The dimensions and fasteners of the recovered components appear
in Table 15.1.14.
The cleats of the first cover were spaced on
32 cm and 33.5 cm centres; those of the second, were 31.5 cm to 36 cm apart. For each
cover, one outer plank was absent. The two
surviving outer planks were oak, while the
middle planks were of softwood. The use of
oak gave the outer planks greater strength,
no doubt because their breadth extended
past the ends of the cleats by 8 cm to 13 cm.
At one end, the plank ends surpassed the
nearest cleat by 12 cm to 13 cm, and at the
other end by 21 cm to 22 cm (Figs. 15.1.72,
15.1.73).
The planks and cleats were fastened with
square-shanked iron nails, whose head
impressions were generally visible in the
planks. While the nails in the oak planks
were countersunk in the same manner as
many other nails in the ship, those in the
softwood middle planks were not. The presence of countersinks confirms that these
holes were pre-drilled to prevent the nails
from splitting the wood. As well, longer
nails were used in the oak planks. They
exited on the other side of the cleats, where
they were clenched; in contrast, half the
middle-plank nails did not exit the cleats.
Clearly, the outer planks were intended to
carry the weight of the hatch cover. One of
these had been used previously, as indicated
by three nail holes that had no corresponding holes in the cleats.
On the central plank of each cover was an
incised pattern consisting of a series of
nested chevrons. In the first cover, found
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cm

<19

No. 3

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

1

3

3

4

8

5

5

6

5

5

5

7

7

4

5

3

8

4

2

Table 15.1.15: Upper-deck plank widths, as reconstructed from nail-hole intervals on beams and ledges.

near amidships, there were six chevrons
while in the second cover, found farther forward, there were four (Fig. 15.1.74). The
number and orientation of these chevrons
may have allowed the covers to be matched
with the appropriate hatches.
These two hatch covers appear to have lain
along the centre line of the upper deck,
between the two carling-coamings in the
waist area of the ship (see Figs. 15.1.67,
15.1.71). On either side of the covers, the
cleats' bevelled ends were set into rabbets let
into the coaming's inboard face. Three edges
of the cover would have rested on the surrounding deck structures while the other,
the end where the planks extended 12 cm to
13 cm beyond the nearest cleat, would have
lapped over a supporting "middle piece." In
the case of coaming TT 2100, this middle
piece may have been removable to allow
access to a double-length hatchway approximately 2 m in length.
Sixteenth-century Gipuzkoan shipbuilding
contracts contain references to hatch
arrangements, but since these contracts do
not specify the eventual purpose of a ship, it
is difficult to link them to the example of the
Red Bay whaler. One contract for a ship of
similar size to the Red Bay vessel specified
that two hatches were to be built, one ahead
of the mainmast and one behind the
pumps. 284 Another contract stipulated that
the hatches on the main deck were to be
placed along the midship axis, while those
of the upper deck were to be set to one
side.285 The sparse archival data contribute
little to understanding the Red Bay hatches.
Ledges in the

Waist

Six ledges from the waist area were identified.286 These timbers extended from the hull
to the carling-coaming where they were
nailed into rabbets. One complete example
(TT 92) measured 167 cm long, 8 cm high,
and 12 cm wide. According to the spacing of
the rabbets in the carling-coamings, the
ledges were situated at intervals of 39 cm to
47 cm.
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At least three of these ledges did not butt
against the inside of the futtocks, but passed
between frame timbers as far as the outer
hull planking (TT 299, TT 293, and TT 2778).
Apparently, these ledges were situated at the
scuppers that appeared in the waist bulwarks, and served to extend the deck planking between the frames and to the outside of
the ship.
Deck

Planking

Among the scattered timbers on the site
were planks whose origin in the upper deck
could be ascertained by matching their features to those of the beams and ledges. First
of all, these planks were nailed at typical
intervals of 40 cm to 51 cm, which generally
echoed the spacing observed for the beams
and ledges.287 Secondly, these planks had
widths corresponding to those that were
revealed by the nail-hole intervals on upperdeck beams and ledges, which fell in a typical range of 25 cm to 37 cm (Tab. 15.1.15).288
A closer look at these nail-hole intervals in
the deck beams, reveals that the narrower
planks 30 cm wide or less lay in three areas
of the deck. Most importantly, they occurred
along the edges of the deck, where the
planks tapered as the deck narrowed.
Reduced plank widths also occurred near
midship in the deck's stern half, next to features such as the pump, knight, and capstan.
Finally, the narrowest planks were used in
the waist, next to the hatches.
The recovered upper-deck planks that corresponded to these characteristics were of oak
and measured about 3.5 cm in thickness.
Interestingly, many had been indented along
one or both edges, by removing 2 cm to 5 cm
from the plank's width. An indentation typically ran from one end of the plank to a deck
beam or ledge. Apparently they were used
where planks of unequal width were butted
and the next plank over was indented to
overlap the unequal butt. The indentations
thus reflect a timber industry in which standard plank widths did not exist.
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deck.290 This completed, the hull was
launched and the carpenter was paid. Other
artisans, sometimes in another port, were
hired to finish the ship according to the outfitter's desire. The two stages of deck construction suggested by the Red Bay evidence
appear to reflect such an organization of
shipbuilding trades on the 16th-century
Basque coast.

Analysis
One type of deck structure observed on the
Red Bay vessel was based on relatively
small beams that spanned the hold at frequent intervals, without carlings or ledges.
Such a structure, found in the bow and stern
of the lower deck and in the castle areas of
the upper deck, corresponded to surfaces
reserved for provisions and gear, for the
crew's domestic activities and for sailing
manoeuvres, regardless of the ship's precise
function.
The second style of deck structure leads to a
more complex perception of 16th-century
Basque shipbuilding. According to this
style, two carlings rested over widely
spaced beams, and sloping ledges were set
into the carlings and on the shelf clamp.
Hatch panels lay between the carlings. Such
a structure characterized the upper deck in
the waist and important parts of the lower
and main decks. Its carpentry was similar to
that of grating-decks (xaretas) depicted in
period illustrations, where the grillage of
carlings and sloped ledges was left
unplanked to allow air to circulate. From a
carpenter's perspective, grating-decks and
planked decks had much in common. In
1575, Escalante de Mendoza compared them
in his discussion on the merits of ships with
a grating-deck and a cut-down waist
(conves), as opposed to ships with a planked
deck (puente) and bulwarks (bordo y mareaje
firme). The extent to which a ship was closed
up depended largely on the climate where it
sailed.289 Thus, considering that, in the case
of the Red Bay ship, the beams were
installed at the time the hull was built and
the carlings, ledges, and planks were added
later in a separate construction stage, this
appears to be an adaptation of the vessel to
its northern route and its eventual load of
barricas. This was a customized Terranova
whaler.
The archaeological distinction between initial standardized and later customized deck
construction sent us back to 16th-century
Basque shipbuilding contracts with new
questions. These contracts specified, for
instance, what work was required before the
master carpenter received his final payment.
It is not unusual to find that he would install
only the beams and knees on the lower deck,
but would install all the main-deck beams
and carlings and plank them up to the capstan and, finally, fully plank the upper

Features of the Upper Deck
From stern to stem, five important features
were located on the upper deck:
1.

the mizzen-mast step;

2.

the capstan and its partner;

3.

the dale and its lodging knees;

4.

the foremast and bowsprit partner; and

5.

the hawse timbers at the bow.

Mizzen-Mast

Step

The mizzen-mast step was a single timber
spanning the upper deck at a point about
1.3 m forward of the counter and almost
directly above the top of the sternpost, as
also shown by Mathew Baker. Stepping the
mizzen this far aft reflects the custom practiced for most of the 16th century; by century's end, the mizzen on three-masted
ships had been moved forward to occupy a
position up to half the distance between the
taffrail and the mainmast.291 The recovered
timber measured 3.72 m long (6V2 codos),
20 cm wide, and 18 cm thick at the ends. The
angles of its bevelled ends matched the
ship's tumblehome and narrowing in the
upper stern area (Figs. 15.1.75, 15.1.76). The
lower face was hollowed so that the thickness was reduced to 16 cm amidships,
apparently to accommodate the deck's camber. The step rested on the deck planks, and
a limber hole at each end allowed water to
pass forward. These features echoed the
form of the foremast step and revealed that
the work of stepping the masts occurred
after the decks were planked, offering
another insight into the organization of the
ship's construction.
In the mizzen-mast step, the mortise was
12 cm by 20 cm in section and 9 cm in depth,
and was drained by a 10 mm round hole.
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apparently from ropes running and flexing,
at points that were aligned with the hawse
holes in the stern counter. The counter being
below the upper deck, this deck then had
openings where the hawsers were passed
around the timber; on the starboard side,
this opening was provided by the hatchway.
Capstan292
Three elements
assemblage:

The cavity's 12 cm by 20 cm section precisely equalled that of the bowsprit's rectangular foot, suggesting that the ship's
bowsprit and mizzen-mast were the same
size, as recommended in the treatise of
García de Palacio (Fig. 15.1.77).
Five mortises appeared in the mast step timber's after side, of which three were in the
port half. These mortises apparently
received ledges that butted against the stern
counter. The two on the starboard side,
about 90 cm apart, may have framed a
hatchway descending from the master's
cabin to the main deck. Significantly, the
step's only buttressing was on its after side,
indicating that the mast's stress was transferred to the hull by way of the standing rigging. More importantly, the timber was
braced aft because it apparently also served
as the stern bitt. Its edges were rounded,
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composed

the

capstan

1.

the capstan itself, a vertical oak piece
that was stepped at the main deck and
traversed a partner at the upper deck;

2.

the partner, consisting of two heavy,
longitudinal planks notched onto five
upper-deck beams; and

3.

the capstan step, a socketed timber that
was mortised between the main-deck
carlings. (This piece was described in
relation to the main deck.)

Although its components were greatly dispersed during the ship's destruction, the
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Figure 15.1.75 (Left):
The mizzen-mast step
(TT 676). Starboard is
at the top; the top face
is on the left. (Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M-95-103-10A).
Scale 1:25
Figure 15.1.76 (Above):
The mizzen-mast step
timber, aft face, showing the end that joined
to a frame timber and
the angle of tumblehome. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; 24M-2954W).

Figure 15.1.77: The
mizzen-mast step,
showing the mortise
for the mast foot.
(Photo: R. Grenier,
Parks Canada; 24M1055M).

capstan's original fore-and-aft position
could be deduced from the deck-beam
notches in the capstan partner. The capstan
was located at a point along the upper deck
about 5 codos (2.9 m) aft of the dale. This
position placed the capstan about equidistant between the castle walls and the pump
dale, to accommodate the rotation of the
capstan bars.
The capstan partner straddled five beams.
The notches cut to accept these beams were
typically 12 cm to 13 cm wide although one
was 17 cm in width. Two treenails were
noted, passing into the larger beam and a
second beam of unknown size that was
notched into the partner's after edge. The
distance between these two beams, about

1.65 m, corresponded to the intervals
between the hanging knees along the upper
deck.
The overall height of the capstan itself was
2.92 m, divided into a shaft, called a spindle,
at the bottom and the barrel at the top. The
spindle was the thinner part, having a diameter of about 25 cm and measuring 1.58 m
long (2% codos). Its lower end formed a
thicker foot with a diameter of 32 cm, carved
to match the socket of the step (Fig. 15.1.78).
Made from a single tree, the capstan contrasted with the composite piece found on
the Villefranche wreck and echoed the
repeated use, in the Red Bay ship, of single
logs to make large structural components

Figure 15.1.78: The
capstan (24M-12R131), a cylinder carved
from a single tree comprising both the spindle and the barrel.
(Drawing: A. E. Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-12R13-1).
Scale 1:25
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such as the keelson, the bitt step, and the
hawse holes.
The capstan's barrel measured 1.35 m high
(2 1/3 codos) and had a diameter of about
49 cm which reflected that of the parent log
and, therefore, was not perfectly circular.
The barrel's working surface was, however,
made concentric by the addition of six vertical whelps, placed at regular intervals
around the barrel's lower end, which also
increased the barrel's diameter. These
whelps were seated in rectangular rabbets,
74 cm high ( 1 1 / 3 codo) and 10 cm wide, and
fixed with iron nails. The rabbets were dovetailed to lock the whelps in place; the latter
were inserted by sliding them into the rabbet from the barrel's end. The whelps were
thicker at their tops to keep the rope from
riding upward, and were buttressed against
each other at their lower ends by a series of
trapezoidal chocks whose thickness was also
customized to centre the barrel's circumference on its central axis. No braking mechanism could be identified, although the
partner had a concentration of iron-nail staggered at heights of 84 cm, 98 cm, and
holes forward of the capstan where a pawl 111 cm above the deck. Their dimensions
ring may have been affixed.
suggest those of the bars (from the lowest
bar up): 9 cm by 10 cm; 8 cm by 13 cm; and
The barrel's upper end was pierced, hori- 9 cm by 12 cm. These dimensions correzontally, by three holes through which the spond to those of the deck beams and ledges
capstan bars were passed. The holes were and suggest that the bars may have been
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Figure 15.1.79 (Above):
The capstan partner
(TT 737, TT 738, and
TT 960), showing three
views. (Drawing: R.
Hellier, Parks Canada;
24M-83-103-7).
Scale 1:20

Figure 15.1.80 (Facing
Page Bottom Left):
Lower face of the capstan partner, showing
mortises for deck
beams. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
24M-3336W).
Figure 15.1.81 (Facing
Page Bottom Right):
Upper face of the capstan partner. Note the
circular socket that
received the capstan
barrel. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
24M-3521W).
Figure 15.1.82 (Right):
Upper face of the capstan partner, showing
detail of circular
socket. (Photo: R. Grenier, Parks Canada;
24M-3345W).

taken from the same stock of sawn wood.
No timbers from the site were identified as
possible capstan bars.
In a 1582 Gipuzkoan inventory for a ship of
about 780 toneladas, the capstan was also
equipped with three bars. 293 García de Palacio specified that the bars for a AOO-tonelada
ship should measure 3 bracas in length (5.85
m). This ship had a maximum beam of
17 codos de Castilla (9.47 m), giving it a 8 :5
ratio to the capstan bars.294
On the Red Bay ship, the bars' length was
limited by the sterncastle's breadth, by the
pump, and by the sterncastle bulkhead.
Given these restraints, their total length
could not have exceeded about 4.8 m, which
given the ship's breadth of 7.56 m, results in
a similar 8 : 5 ratio for the length of the capstan bars.

The capstan partner, upon which the barrel
of the capstan rested at the upper deck, was
composed of two heavy planks forming a
platform 90 cm wide and 204 cm long (Figs.
15.1.79,15.1.80). This platform was mortised
over five deck beams and was thickest at its
forward end, where it rose 11 cm above the
beams, compared to 8 cm at its after end.
Thus, its surface lay at 3° to the deck, apparently to compensate for the deck's rising.

Figure 15.1.83 (Right):
Reconstruction of the
capstan, showing bars,
partner, and step.
(Drawing: R. Hellier,
Parks Canada; 24M-83103-4).
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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they met the surrounding deck planking,
which was revealed to be 3 cm to 4 cm thick
(Figs. 15.1.79,15.1.80,15.1.81).
In the platform's upper surface was a circular depression, whose diameter matched
that of the barrel. Circular wear marks in the
depression were proof of the friction
between the partner and the barrel (Fig.
15.5.82). The depression may have held
grease to lubricate the capstan's working
surfaces.
Other archaeological examples of capstans
from the 14th to the 18th centuries 295 were
placed in the after part of the upper deck.296
Archival references from Gipuzkoa indicate
that the capstan was to be on the upper
deck, or puente.297 One ship of about 250
toneladas with a keel of 26 codos, thus similar
in size to the Red Bay vessel, had two capstans on the upper deck.298
The capstan of the Red Bay vessel was positioned to heave cable through both the bow
and stern hawse holes and to hoist yards on
the mainmast (Fig. 15.1.83). It was meant to
heave about half a ton; in comparison, the
ship's main yard, estimated at 23 m long and
23 cm in average diameter, would have
weighed about 525 kg if made of oak. The
anchor found near the wreck weighed about
470 kg to 480 kg.299
Dale and Lodging

Knees

Just aft of the pump tube, 1.20 m to 1.40 m
aft of the master frame, the dale crossed the
upper deck (Fig. 15.1.84). The timber measured 6.93 m from end to end. Carved into
the underside near each end was a lap mortise 16 cm wide to receive the upper-deck
wale. These mortises established the ship's
breadth to the outside of the frames at
6.32 m or exactly 11 codos.

dale and the trough had an extra 2 cm of
breadth. It was here that water spilled from
the pump into the dale.
Numerous iron-nail holes occurred in the
dale's forward face, on its port half. Most of
these nails were about 5 mm square in section and penetrated the timber from 6 cm to
14 cm. Apparently, a partial bulkhead
divided the main-deck space below, at a
point where this deck had been raised 35 cm
to 60 cm. This bulkhead may have separated
the space allocated for main cargo stowage
from a space reserved for ship's stores or
domestic activities.
A massive lodging knee was attached to
each end of the dale (TT 51 and TT 796). The
transverse part of each knee measured
110 cm long and the longitudinal part about
140 cm. The transverse part was fastened to
the dale's after face with a bolt 25 mm in
diameter. Each knee's longitudinal part was
fixed to three frames by a sequence of one
treenail and two iron nails, from the angle to
the tip (Fig. 15.1.85).
The dale's relation to the upper-deck wale,
the lodging knees, and the indented deck
beam situated aft of the dale confirmed that

The dale consisted of a single timber
(TT 792), 20 cm wide except for an expanded
central area that was 23 cm in breadth. This
extra width occurred on the dale's after face,
over a distance of 1.44 m (2V1 codos). This
unexplained feature's width approximated
the span of the carling-coamings.
The dale's height was about 20 cm, into
which a trough 10 cm deep was carved. The
tapered trough itself measured 11 cm wide
at the bottom and 14 cm wide at the top,
except in the central area where both the
III-204
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Figure 15.1.84: The
dale (TT 792) with
lodging knees (TT 51
and TT 796), carved at
1 : 10 for the archaeological model. This
was a critical piece of
evidence in determining the height and
breadth of the upper
deck amidships.
(Photo: C. Moore,
Parks Canada;
RD1117W).

Figure 15.1.85: A lodging knee for the dale,
showing fastener holes
for the dale and the
angle of tumblehome.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-3129W).

Figure 15.1.86: A reconstruction showing how
planks running in the
central portion of the
waist area lapped over
the lip of the dale. Nearer
the bulwark, however,
the camber of the waist
area caused the planks to
butt against the forward
face of the dale, leaving
the water on this portion
of deck to drain through
the scuppers (note the
sloped filler planks here).
Aft of the dale (foreground) the shelf clamp
was stepped up slightly,
allowing water from this
less-cambered deck to
drain directly into the
dale along with the
pump discharge. There is
no archaeological evidence for the placement
of the knights and the
mainmast partner or for
the details of the pump
head. (Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-2000103-6).

the shelf clamp was stepped down by 10 cm
at this point. The dale was mortised over the
upper-deck wale, whose scupper troughs
revealed that the waist deck was about
10 cm lower than the top of the dale. Aft of
the dale, the deck beam resting on the dale's
lodging knees brought the deck to the same
height as the dale (Fig. 15.1.86).

Partner (Tamborete)/or the
and
Bowsprit

Foremast

This heavy transverse timber, lying on the
shelf clamp within the forecastle, braced the
aft sides of both the foremast and the bowsprit (Fig. 15.1.87). In this position, it counteracted the aftward tension exerted by the
foremast shrouds, and locked the bowsprit
down upon its step on the main deck and its
pillow at the top of the stem. The partner
had wear marks, perhaps left by a kind of

Figure 15.1.87: The
foremast partner. Note
that this timber has no
camber. (Drawing: F.
Ventresca, C. Piper
and D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-95-1034A).
Scale 1:25
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gammoning where the spars were lashed in
place. This piece may correspond to the term
tamborete, which figures in 16th-century timber supply contracts as one of the special
timbers to be supplied to the shipyard. Its
double function echoed that of the bitt and
bowsprit step and the stern bitt and mizzenmast step.
The partner had been broken violently, presumably when the foremast fell. Only about
two thirds of its length was recovered but its
symmetry could be established from its curvature and a centred concavity that received
the foremast. Just to the port side of this concavity were several iron-nail holes where
cleats had held the bowsprit in place. This
timber's position relative to the foremast
step on the lower deck and the bowsprit or
bitt step on the main deck was fundamental
to the reconstruction of the ship's upper
bow area (Figs. 15.1.88,15.1.89).
Bow Hawse

Figure 15.1.88: Reconstruction of the bow
area in cutaway profile, showing the rakes
of the foremast and
bowsprit and their
relationship to: A) the
foremast step; B) the
foremast partner; C)
the transverse timber
stepping the cathead
and; D) the riding bitt
and bowsprit step.
Also note: E) the
escobenque; F) the main
beakhead timber; and
G) a knee that may
have served as a bowsprit pillow. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-95-10319).
Scale 1:100

Holes

The massive timbers framing the bow hawse
holes corresponded to the escobenques fre-

Figure 15.1.89: Reconstruction of the bow
area showing the foremast and bowsprit
and their relationship
to the foremast step,
the foremast partner
and the riding bitt and
bowsprit step. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-2006103-4A)
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Figure 15.1.90 The
hawse port assembly,
inner (TT 1849) and
outer (TT 2701) components from the port
side. (Drawings: S.
Laurie-Bourque, F.
Ventresca, Parks Canada; 24M-2001-103-8).
Scale 1:25

Figure 15.1.91: Hawse
port assembly, outer
component from the
port side. Two views
of the same timber.
Note the mortise for a
wale. (Photos: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-6959W, 24M6960W).

Figure 15.1.92: Hawse
port assembly, inner
component from the
port side. (Photos: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5574W, 24M5576W).

quently listed in timber supply contracts
among the specially prepared, heavy timbers required for a ship. There were two
hawse timbers at the bow, one to port and
one to starboard. These massive timbers
were braced against the stem and, together,
contributed to the pillow structure for the
bowsprit and beakhead. Again, the dual
functions of these specially prepared pieces
is notable.
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Each hawse hole was composed of an
inboard and an outboard element that were
fitted by way of a carved gasket (Fig.
15.1.90). The smaller, outer component was
mortised over a wale and its upper edge was
nestled under the beakhead (Fig. 15.1.91).
The inboard component fit diagonally
downward and aft along the hull wall,
crossing a couple of futtocks before butting
against a heavy, clamp-like inwale. Thus, the
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stresses of the anchor cables, as well as those
of the bowsprit, were distributed downward
and aft (Fig. 15.1.92).

Analysis
The upper deck's width at the master frame
was 11 codos and its height at the master
frame was 1.72 m (3 codos) above the main
deck, as originally installed, between the
tops of the respective deck beams. Thus, the
distance from the ceiling to the top of the
upper-deck beam was 5.75 m (10 codos). The
deck's rising from the dale to the stern
counter was at least 60 cm (about 1 codo) relative to the keel's baseline. These measures
reveal that the deck's breadth and height
ence, suggested a length for the waist of
were part of the master frame's conception.
7.50 m or 13 codos (see Section 15.2).
The reconstruction of the upper-deck line
and the layout of the deck's features
depended in large part on the relation
between these elements and the contiguous
structure of the starboard upperworks consisting of the forward and after channel
assemblies, and the waist bulwark assembly.
A particularly important reference point
was the junction of the upper-deck wale
(TT 2791), the pump dale, and the forward
end of the after channel assembly, thought to
correspond with the forward limit of the
sterncastle. The separation between the forward and after channel assemblies, by infer-

A detached plank and framing section that
mended to the starboard flank of the articulated hull likewise bore directly on the
reconstruction of the upper deck. The interval between upper-deck knees in the stern
quarter was established by the locations of
bolt holes in the planks, while two surviving
knee fragments clearly indicated the height
of the shelf clamp.
Located roughly in line with this section,
fore-and-aft, was the capstan and its partner.
The latter indicated a deck construction of

Feature

TT

Information

Transom stern

332, 705,1418,996, 959

Breadth, height and camber of the upper deck at stern

Mizzen-mast step

676, 709

Breadth of the upper deck near the stern

Capstan partner

737, 738; 148, 960

Structures at the middle of the deck
Height above the main-deck capstan step
Fore-and-aft position of the capstan

Knees

219, 975, 1130

Appearance of the knees and the shelf clamp

Bolt holes for knees

753, 756

Knee positions and intervals

Mainmast channels

1162; 1390, 2905

Forward limit of the sterncastle

Dale and its lodging knees

792; 51, 796

Breadth and camber of deck amidships
Change of deck structure, forward and aft of the dale

Bulwark assembly (mareaje)

200, 2050; 602, 722

Upper-deck wale

2971

Foremast partner

1994

Foremast channels

1590; 1406, 2691

Hawse holes

1849, 2701; 1722

Stem

9

Forward extent of deck

Upper tangents of frames

See Section 13.1

Hull's section from main deck upward

Forward limit of the sterncastle
Appearance of the scuppers
Fore-and-aft position of the dale
Breadth at the foremast
After limit of the forecastle
Height of the deck at the stem
Forward limit of the forecastle
Relation between forepeak and beakhead structures

Table 15.1.16: Inventory of features related to the upper deck and the upperworks.
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Figure 15.1.93: Reconstruction of the sterncastle deck. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-12b).
Scale 1:100

Lateral Structures of the Fourth
Deck
Fasteners on the inboard face of a timber
identified as the fashion frame's top timber
(TT 883) provide an idea of the fourth deck's
lateral structures. Five iron nails, spanning a
distance of 68 cm, appear to represent a shelf
clamp and two shakes of planking above
the deck, consisting of a waterway and an
albaola. This top timber had a mortise on its
inboard face for a large horn cleat that presumably served to secure the mizzen-mast's
running rigging.
Stern Deck

Figure 15.1.94: Reconstruction of the forecastle deck. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-22).
Scale 1:100

closely spaced beams, distinct from the grillage construction documented in the waist.
Regarding the deck's construction and its
two styles of carpentry, it appears that, as a
general principle, the system of carlings and
ledges was used in those deck areas where
the cargo of whale-oil barricas passed
through, and the system of closely spaced
beams was used for those deck areas
reserved for other shipboard functions.

STRUCTURES OF THE FOURTH
DECK
A fourth deck level included two segments:
one covering much of the sterncastle, and
another the forecastle. The identifiable sterncastle deck remains included one fragmentary and four complete deck beams and a
possible shelf clamp (Fig. 15.1.93), while the
foredeck was represented by one complete
and four fragmentary beams (Fig. 15.1.94). A
deck height of 3 codos (1.72 m) above the
upper deck was assumed based on the spacing of the lower decks.

Beams

These beams were of oak and retained some
of their original camber. Their thickness
ranged from 10 cm to 12 cm and their width
from 11 cm to 14 cm (Tab. 15.1.17). Their orientation was determined from their end
angles, which reflected the hull's tumblehome and aft narrowing (Tab. 15.1.18). The
beams' sequence was established on the
basis of their relative lengths, and their precise fore-and-aft locations were determined
by relating beams' lengths to the hull's narrowing along the line of the fourth deck.
The beams were grouped within the ship's
stern quarter, forward of the mizzen-mast,
and were spaced at intervals of about 40 cm.
An iron nail was toed from the forward edge
to a shelf clamp on each end. One beam
(TT 965) was attached to a hanging knee
fragment (TT 1102). The 1.05 m long horizontal arm of the knee was fixed to the
beam's forward face with a treenail, a bolt,
and an iron nail at the tip. The same pattern
of knee fasteners occurred on the beam's
other end (Fig. 15.1.95).
The nail holes on the upper faces of the
beams revealed that the deck planks varied
in width from about 18 cm to 35 cm. The
planks were nailed near their edges, using
square-shanked nails about 5 mm to 8 mm

TT

Sub-Operation

Length (m)

Thickness (cm)

Width (cm)

Fasteners

965

8P

3.65

10

14

iron nails (for planks);
bolts and treenails (for knees)

192

12Q

2.00

11

12
12

633

6N

3.35

12

818

10Q

3.49

11

11

588

4N

3.72

10

12

iron nails (for planks)

Table 15.1.17: Dimensions and fasteners of the fourth-deck beams (sterncastle).
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AftNa rrowing Angle

Tumbkthome Angle

Shelf-Clamp
Separation (m)

TT

l'ílÍTinPT
V_ cl 111 C C I

ÍPTTll
\ C 111}

Port

Starboard

Port

Starboard

192

incomplete

2.5

70"

not found

87"

not found

633

3.06

2

80"

86"

86"

86"

818

3.21

1.5

72"

100"

78°

85"

965

3.48

4

76"

82"

81"

86"

588

3.59

6

85"

n/a

77"

93"

Table 15.1.18: Shelf-clamp separations and end angles of the fourth-deck beams.
in section. At butt joints, one or two nails
appeared in each end of the two adjoining
planks.

Figure 15.1.95: A deck
beam (TT 965) with
knee (TT 1102) from
the sterncastle deck.
(Drawing: A. E. Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-95-103-5A).
Scale 1:25

The two shortest, aftermost beams contained a concentration of nail holes over a
distance of 55 cm to 58 cm (about 1 codo),
precisely centred amidships. It is possible
that these nail holes indicated the presence
of a partner or step for the mizzen-mast.
Forecastle Deck

Beams

The forecastle deck beams were also oak,
with thicknesses in the range of 8 cm to
10 cm. Their widths, at 10 cm to 13 cm, were
comparable with those of the afterdeck
beams (Tab. 15.1.19). Their relative fore-andaft locations were deduced from the tumblehome angles at each end for, in this part of
the hull, the castle walls had a reverse curve
and came to vertical at the castle's forward
end. The interval between beams was about
40 cm to 50 cm.
One of the beams (TT 1489) was notched in
the central area, apparently to fit around the
foremast. Most of the beams were chamfered
on
their
undersides,
which
distin guished them from deck beams elsewhere in the ship and suggests that the deck
below them was an area where sailors
moved about frequently.

TT

Sub-operation

Length (m)

Thickness (cm)

Width (cm)

Fasteners

94

26Q

1.57

10

13

iron nails (for planks)

1489

24Q

3.04 (complete)

8

12

1490

24Q

0.79

8

13

1493

24Q

2.71

8

11

2272

18S

1.56

8

10

Table 15.1.19: Dimensions and fasteners of the fourth-deck beams (forecastle).
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Figure 15.1.96: Reconstructed section at station 8.3, stern quarter
near the capstan, looking forward. In this
drawing, and Figures
15.1.96 and 15.1.97, the
sections are vertical
with respect to the
baseline. Given the
rake of the frames in
the bow and stern
however, the sections
shown in Figures
15.1.95 and 15.1.97 do
not follow an individual frame, but rather
intersect a number of
frames. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-92-103-6).
Scale 1:50

CONCLUSION
The remarkably systematic layout of the
decks is, first of all, an indication of how
thoroughly the ship's designer calculated all
the dimensions of the hull, from the master
frame toward the stem and the stern. Measuring from the top of the ceiling planks at
the pump well, the respective deck beams
rose to 4 codos, 7 codos, and 10 codos respectively. These heights conform to the typical
Basque custom of placing deck heights at
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these intervals, whatever the size of the
ship.300
Another
systematic
measure
revealed by the archaeology of Red Bay was
the hull's breadth at the ceiling's edge and at
each deck. The ceiling was precisely 7 codos
wide and the three decks were 12 codos, 13
codos, and 11 codos wide respectively. This
accomplishment is all the more significant in
light of the master frame's system of tangent
arcs, which was also based on the codo,
reflecting the application of a studied geometrical conception to the hull.
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The internal coherence of the Red Bay vessel's design did not prevent the outfitters
from adapting the deck structures to the
ship's vocation as a Terranova whaler. While
the bow and stern areas of the upper and
lower decks were built with only beams and
planking, the rest of the ship was decked
with a combination of beams, carlings,
ledges, planking, and hatches that allowed
large objects to be moved up and down in
the hold. In addition, the main deck's height
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was apparently modified so that the cargo of
whale-oil barricas could be better stowed.
These deck features were adaptations to the
ship's intended use that may be contrasted
with the type of decking needed on the West
Indies route. The decking characteristics,
more than any other single aspect of the Red
Bay ship, reflected its specific function as a
Terranova whaler (Figs. 15.1.96, 15.1.97,
15.1.98,15.1.99).
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Figure 15.1.97: Reconstructed section at station 6, midship frame,
looking forward. The
approximate height of
the raised main deck is
shown as a dashed
line. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-92-103-7).
Scale 1:50

Figure 15.1.98: Reconstructed section at station 2.1, inside
forecastle, looking forward. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-92-103-8).
Scale 1:50
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Figure 15.1.99: Reconstructed profile of the
ship, showing deck
lines, upperworks,
and standing rigging.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M93-103-lg).
Scale 1:200
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(1964), pp. 115-122.
hazen muy fuertes las naos en tierras frías...."
220 Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, "Ytinerario de
navegación de los mares y tierras occidentales"
(Seville: n.p., 1575; published by Cesáreo Fernandez
Duro in Disquisiciones Náuticas, Madrid: Aribau,
1880), Vol. 5, p. 459: "...el navio de bordo y mareaje
firme es competente y acomodado [...] para las
pesquerías que dicen de alto mar [...] para sufrir y
defenderse de la furia del mar..."; Michael M.
Barkham, op. cit., pp. 1-13.
221 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa,
Oñati (hereafter AHPG), II, 3312, fol. l l l r (Zumaia,
1584): "...y la dicha puente y xareta a de ser puente
firme, y las dichas cubiertas la primera debaxo a de
yr media tabla de suerte que no pase el pie del
hombre y la segunda muy bien entablada, con sus
escotilas en medio las dos cubiertas, y la tercera de
arriba de la xareta a de tener las escotilas como se
suelen hazer para meter el batel por la banda de a
babor...."
222 Sites contributing to Oertling's typology include
Parks Canada 24M, 27M, and 29M. Information on
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

225 See Ole Crumlin-Pedersen and Max Vinner, eds.,
Sailing into the Past: Proceedings of the International
Seminar on Replicas of Ancient and Medieval Vessels,
Roskilde, 1984 (Roskilde: Viking Ship Museum,
1986).
226 13 codos de ribera equals 7.47 m, or slightly less than
the ship's actual breadth of 7.56 m.
227 Diego García de Palacio, Instrucion náutica, para el
buen uso, y regimiento de las naos (Mexico: Pedro
Ocharte, 1587; reprint as Instrucción náutica para
navegar, Madrid: Ediciones Cultura Hispánica, 1944;
reprint as Nautical Instruction, 1587, trans. J.
Bankston, Bisbee, Ariz.: Terrenate Associates, 1986),
fol. 92v ff.
228 This observation by Robert Grenier led to the
hypothesis relating the size of the mainmast step
with the ship's maximum breadth.
229 These measurements reveal that of the dimensions
of the Red Bay mast step, only the width of the step
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cavity corresponds to the mast proportions derived
from Diego García de Palacio and Thomé Cano:
Main

Fore

Mizzen

Ratio

Total length of step
cavity

75

37

20

24:12:6

Length of step cavity

37

??

20

2 5 : ? ? : 12

after chocking

(no chock)

Width of step timber

40

30

20

24:18:12

Width of step cavity
Mast diameter at
partner (after Garcia
de Palacio)

18
48

15
38

12
30

24:20:16
25:20:16

Mast diameter at
step (after Cano)

38

30

24

2 5 : 2 0 : 16

230 It must be emphasized that these are measurements
were take across the grain of waterlogged wood,
which have inflated the dry measurements by about
3 per cent. The dry measurements would have been
about 2/3,1/2, and 1/3 codos (38.3 cm, 28.7 cm, and
19.1 cm).

29. El plan, y Piques de Popa á Proa han de ir llenos
de cal, arena, y cascotes de guijarro menudo, entre
Quaderna, y Quaderna, y encima de ellas de ha
entablar el Granel de Popa á Proa, hasta llegar á las
Singlas de las cabezas de las Varengas: y por encima
de esta Singla ha de ir una tabla bien ajustada, que
servirá de Albaola, y en ella la escoperada de
Granel, encima del qual han de ir las taquetes de la
Carlinga endentados, y enmalletados en las
proprias tablas de el Granel, que alcancen hasta la
Singla, que va por las cabezas de los pies de
Genoles, con su diente en la propria Singla."
237 AHPG, II, 3301, fols. 57r-58v:
"Yten ha de tener en la puente sus canales y la
chiminea y batallera, echados de madera y tabla con
sus escoperadas y canales a perfeçion.
Yten ha de tener su graner con sus dos singlas cada
banda, una singla con sus escoperadas, todo
cerrado.
Yten ha de tener sus liernas y contraliernas con sus
aldaolas."

231 Including the wrecks from Molasses Reef, Highborn
Cay, Western Ledge Reef, and Studland Bay.

238 This section is based on a study of these features by
Peter J. A. Waddell, "The Pump and Pump Well of a
16th Century Galleon," The International journal of
232 R. C. Smith, J. Spirek, J. Bratten and D. Scott-Ireton,
Nautical Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol.
The Emanuel Point Ship: Archaeological Investigations,
14, No. 3 (1985), pp. 243-259. See also A. C.
1992-1995, Preliminary Report ([Tallahassee]: Bureau
Carpenter, K. H. Ellis and J. E. G. McKee, Interim
of Archaeological Research, Division of Historical
Report on the Wreck Discovered in the Catteioater,
Resources, Florida Department of State, 1999), p. 44.
Plymouth, on 20 june 1973, Maritime Monographs
The ceiling planks were 5 cm to 7 cm thick and the
and Reports, No. 13 (London: National Maritime
foot wales were 15 cm to 16 cm thick.
Museum, 1974); Federico Foerster Laures, "Los
Ullastres: Discovery of Objects Which May Be a
Bilge Pump in the Wreck of the 1st Century AD
233 The tool marks of the Red Bay vessel were studied
Ship," The International journal of Nautical
by Charles S. Bradley. See Appendix VIII.
Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol. 8, No. 2
(1979), pp. 172-174; H. Lovegrove, op. cit., pp. 15-22;
234 Albaola is a Basque term deriving from albo meaning
Jim Moore, "Growth Ring Comparison of Red Bay
"side" or "edge" (alba- when followed by a vowel in
Pump Tubes" (Manuscript on file, Underwater
composite words) and ola meaning "plank." Thus,
Archaeology Service, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1982).
albaola is the edge-plank of the ceiling. Although
albo and ola occur in modern Basque, the composite
albaola has disappeared from usage. Thanks to
239 Thomas J. Oertling, "The History and Development
researcher Miren Egaña Goya for this explanation.
of Ships' Bilge Pumps, 1500-1840," Master's thesis,
See also Resurrección María de Azkue, Diccionario
Texas A&M University, College Station, 1984.
vasco-español-francés (Bilbao: La Gran Enciclopedia
Vasca, 1969), Vol. 1, pp. 26-27 and Vol. 2, p. 107.
240 Thomas J. Oertling, "The History and Development
235 Thomas J. Oertling, "The Few Remaining Clues...";
L. V. Mott, "Identification of the Words 'Singla' and
'Albaola' and Their Relation to Timbers Found on
15th-Century Spanish Shipwrecks," The International
Journal of Nautical Archaeology, Vol. 22, No. 3 (1993),
pp. 287-289. The albaola's archaeological occurrence
is not limited to 16th-century Iberian shipwrecks.
The same feature is called accotar(d) in French. It
also appears as aquator in an 18th-century Louisiana
contract. Thanks to Allan Saltus for this reference.

of Ships' Bilge Pumps...." Two sumps occurred on
each of the larger Basque ships surveyed at Red Bay
(27M and 29M) and on the Emanuel Point ship.
Roger C. Smith, et al., op. cit.

241 Installing the pump was not the ship carpenters'
task, for construction contracts never mention a
pump and only rarely refer to the pump well (area
de bomba): AHPG, II, 3324, fol. 16 (Zumaia, 1596):
"...la arqua de la bonba..."; AHPG, III, 2711
(Usurbil, 1591), fol. 29r: "...Yten la dicha nao aya de
hazer e aya su sorel [soler] de tabla de ocho en codo
con sus broquetes, e aya de llebar e llebe en el la
236 Spain, Consejo de Indias, Recopilación de leyes de los
carlinca principal y su arca de bomba asta la parte
reynos de las Indias, mandadas imprimir, y publicar por
donde el dicho Gurpide señala de la dicha tabla de
la Magestad católica del Rey Don Carolos 11 (Madrid:
ocho en codo"; AHPG, III, 420 (Fuenterrabia, 1600),
Julian de Paredes, 1681; reprint, Madrid: La Viuda
fols. 52r-53v: "...y debajo de las cubiertas puesto y
de Joaquin Ibarra, 1791), p. 351:
asentado y arqueros de bonbas y mastel y lastre...";
AHPG, II, 3312 (Zumaia, 1584), fol. 283: "...Yten ha
"27. Han de llevar dos andanas de Singlas por las
de llebar el dicho galeón seis posterios a proa, con la
cabezas de las Varengas, y por las de los pies de
guerlinga del trinquete, y la guerlinga mayor, y
Genoles, todas endentadas, y ajustadas, porque no
echado el soler bien y suficiente y su arca de la
juegan las cabezas, que es la llave de las fábricas [...]
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bonba, cerrada..."; cf. AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 280-281
(Zumaia, 1584).
The absence of direct references to the pump cannot
be attributed to oversight, for inventories of
working ships note the pump in place: Archivo de
la Real Chancillería, Valladolid (hereafter ARCh),
Pleitos civiles, La Puerta, leg. 271, exp. 1 (San
Sebastián, 1573), fol. 181v: "...dos bonbas con sus
aparejos..." [two pumps and their gear]; AHPG, 1,
2575 (Mutriku, 1549), fol. llr: "...Yten la dicha nao
sea nao e no sea galeón, e mas le de la bonba echa y
breada..." [the pump finished and coated with
pitch].
Memoranda describing repairs add further detail
about pumps: Archivo general de la Diputación de
Guipúzcoa. Tolosa, Ejecutivos Uria, leg. 1, corregido
I, fol. 52: "...las bombas con su adreço..." [the
pumps and their attachments]; ARCh, Pleitos
civiles, Balboa, leg. 167, caja 856 (Zumaia, 1575), fol.
490v: "Yten [...] a un oficial galafate por adresçar la
bonba y taquetes..." [to a journeyman caulker for
work on the pump and cleats] and fol. 497v: "Yten
un pedaco de quero para la bonba..." [a leather
piece for the pump].

242

243

244

245

246

252 TT 179, TT 2347, and TT 2399. TT 2347, badly
eroded, has a bolt hole and a possible mortise.
TT 2399 may be associated with TT 179.

253 Thomé Cano, op. cit., p. 86: "...en las naos que
navegan a las Indias y a Guinea, no ay necessidad
de trancaniles [waterways], porque su carga es
vinos y las tierras donde navegan son muy calientes
y lluviosas, y en las amuradas travajan las naos
mucho; luego queda allí la estopa más floxa que en
todo lo demás de la cubierta, y qualquiera agua que
en ella aya se va a la amurada donde está el
trancanil, y como la estopa de aquella costura está
floxa, el agua que por ella se trasvina humedece las
latas, baos y maderos del amurada y, por esta causa,
se vienen a degollar y a podrir las dichas latas, baos
y barraganetes; porque con la humedad del agua y
grande calor del vino que va abaxo, ayudado del
calor de las tierras donde navegan, les hazé padecer
el dicho daño, lo que no hará no llevando
trancaniles; porque como la tabla que va a la
amurada donde avía de yr el trancanil se arrima
mucho a los maderos del costado, el agua que se
travinare por aquella costura a lo menos no puede
hazer daño a las latas ni vaos, y solo lo hará a los
maderos del costado, aunque no tanto como si fuera
Thomas J. Oertling, "The Chain Pump: An 18th
trancanil. Aunque es verdad que los trancaniles
Century Example," The International journal of
hazen muy tuertas las naos en tierras frías, y que
Nautical Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol.
cargan sal, y otras mercadurías que no cuezen las
II, No. 2(1982), pp. 113-124.
maderas. Y no es el menor inconveniente, que
estando assí cozidos los maderos, no se pueden
A mobile plunger flap is shown in Georg Agrícola,
trocar aunque sea uno solo sin deshazer y arrancar
De re tnetallica (1556; reprint, trans. Herbert C.
los trancaniles; y puédese muy bien echar no
Hoover and Lou Henry Hoover, London: Mining
llebándolos, con solo abentar la tabla que sirve de
Magazine, 1912; reprint, New York: Dover
cossoera o trancanil en el amurada, que es mucho
Publications, 1950), p. 176.
menos obra; y la falta del trancanil se suple con las
colas que lleban las latas y baos y los corbatones que
AHPG, II, 3312, fol. l l l r (Zumaia, 1584): "...y la
van debaxo de la cubierta de pierna abaxo, y las
dicha puente y xareta a de ser puente firme, y las
curbas que van sobre la cubierta de pierna arriba,
dichas cubiertas la primera debaxo a de yr media
que luego diré de ellas, y los pernos de chaveta que
tabla de suerte que no pase el pie del hombre y la
lleva el dormente."
segunda muy bien entablada, con sus escotilas en
medio las dos cubiertas, y la tercera de arriba de la
xareta a de tener las escotilas como se suelen hazer
254 Jean-Pierre Proulx, "Essai sur la jauge des navires
para meter el batel por la banda de a babor...."
basques au XVP' siècle," in L'aventure maritime, du
golfe de Gascogne à Terre-Neuve, Actes du 118e congres
national annuel des sociétés historiques et scientifiques,
Knees were used on the 6th, 12th, and 17th frames
Pau, octobre 1993, éd. Jean Bourgoin and Jacqueline
aft and the 7th, 12th, and 17th frames forward.
Carpine-Lancre (Paris: Editions du CTHS, 1995),
pp. 115-124.
TT 141, the forwardmost starboard knee.

247 Spain, Consejo de Indias, op. cit., p. 351:
"30. Las Albaoloas had de ir á tabla en salvo, desde
abaxo hasta arriba, con su Albaola, debaxo [sic] de
todas Liernas, ó Durmentes."
248 In the Cattewater wreck, a similar stringer was
observed at the level of the ceiling, behind which
loose barrel staves were found. Mark Redknap, The
Cattewater Wreck..., p. 99.

255 The camber was calculated from the angle of the
knees.
256 They were found in planks TT 880 (16th strake) and
TT 673 (17th strake).
257 Matching bolt holes were found in the 11th and 15th
third futtocks aft (TT 779 and TT 918).
258 TT95,TT117,TT125,andTT564.

249 Again, these are measurements of waterlogged
wood. It is likely that the 20 cm section was
intended to represent one third of a codo de libera, or
19.2 cm, and the 15 cm width represented a quarter
of a codo, or 14.4 cm.
250 This timber is on exhibit at the Poole Museum in
Dorset.
251 Similar timbers were TT 2347 and TT 179.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

259 These timbers have the following numbers: in the
3rd frame aft is a second futtock, TT 1256; in the 4th
frame forward is a third futtock, TT 1278 (this is the
1st third futtock forward of the master frame); in the
9th and 13th frames forward are, respectively,
second futtocks TT 1001 and TT 1195. The
succession of bolt holes occurs in one hull plank,
TT 1409, whereas several of the futtocks are eroded
away at the height of these bolts.
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260 Such an overlap can be seen in the upper deck of the
Mary Rose, which takes a step down immediately aft
of the dale. The stringers that sandwiched the beam
ends atop the shelf clamp in the waist extend two
frames aft of the dale to rest on the corresponding
stringers at the lower height. Margaret Rule, The
Mary Rose: A Guide ([Portsmouth]: The Mary Rose
Trust, 1995), p. 18.
261 Comparison of barrica heights and deck clearances,
before and after raising the main deck by 38 cm (2/3
codo).
A fifth tier of barricas (88 cm by 66 cm each) in the
waist area (roughly 11 m by 6.5 m) would contained
about 105 casks, or 2614 tons.
Aiter

Befe»re
Deck
clearance

Barricas

Deck
clearance

Barricas

Ceiling to
lower deck

1.92 m

1.92 m
(3 tiers)

1.92 m

1.92 m
(3 tiers)

Lower to
main deck

1.60 m

1.29 m
(2 tiers)

1.95 m

1.92 m
(3 tiers)

Main to
upper deck

1.57 m

1.29 m
(2 tiers)

1.19 m

0.66 m
(1 tier)

3.29 m

3.18 m
(5 tiers)

Lower to upper deck, loaded "through"
the main deck

262 As reconstructed, the main-deck structures could
not support two full tiers of barricas. This conclusion
was reached by Emory L. Kemp, who was asked to
evaluate the load-bearing capacity of the decks.
Emory L. Kemp, Director, Institute for the History
of Technology and Industrial Archaeology, West
Virginia University, Morgantown, personal
communication to John D. Light, 7 February 2000.
263 In a 1573 shipbuilding contract from Zumaia, the
prospective shipowner specified that there was to
be room, between the lower-deck beams, for two
large barricas with a diameter of about 1.3 m,
perhaps to lodge them here during the voyage.
AHPG, II, 3300, 2, fols. 15r-v (Zumaia, 1573);
transcribed in Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 12,
68-71: "...Primeramente ha de tener de quilla 28
codos y a de tener 1472 codos de manga y de altor
hasta la puente IOV2 codos y ha de tener los
primeros baos en 472 codos de altor y de un bao a
otra han de caber dos baricas grandes de ancho y la
segunda cubierta ha de tener en los 7Vf¿ codos..."
264 TT 92, TT 2272, TT 2347, and TT 2663 are incomplete
fragments, while TT 634 and TT 806 are mending
fragments.
265 TT 176 (from sub-operation 36N) and TT 1263 (from
20R).
266 For further discussion of the capstan, see Section
17.4.
267 The capstan step fragments were TT 2 and TT 731.
268 "Vocabulario navarrese," (ca. 1590), Biblioteca
Nacional, Madrid, Ms 8773.
269 Jean-Baptiste Colbert, "Album de Colbert" (Paris:
Service Historique de la Marine, Pavillon de la
Reine, Château de Vincennes, Cat. Nos. 140,1 513;
published as Album de Colbert, 1670, Nice: Éditions
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Oméga, 1988); Denis Diderot and Jean Le Rond
d'Alembert, L'encyclopédie: Recueil de planches sur ¡es
sciences, les arts libéraux et les arts mécaniques (Paris:
n.p., 1783-1787; reprint, Nice: Omega, 1987), Vol. 9:
La Marine. An 18th-century capstan, complete with
step, was found on the Ronson ship in New York;
see J. Richard Steffy, Wooden Ship Building and the
Interpretation of Shipwrecks (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 1994), pp. 168-172.
270 M. Guérout, E. Rieth and J.-M. Gassend, Le navire
génois de Villefranche: Un naufrage de 1516?,
Archaeonautica, 9 (Paris: Éditions du Centre
national de la recherche scientifique, 1989);
Margaret Rule, The Mary Rose: The Excavation and
Raising of Henry VIII's Flagship (London: Conway
Maritime Press, 1982).
271 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit.; Jean-Pierre Proulx,
op. cit.
272 Martin de Aroztegui, "Spanish Shipbuilding
Ordinance, 1618," Cambridge, Harvard University,
Houghton Library, Palha Mss, Ms 4794, Vol. 2.
273 G. Robinson, "The Development of the Capital
Ship," The Mariner's Mirror, No. 4 (1914), pp. 14-19.
274 Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., p. 12; Jacques
Bernard, Navires et gens de mer à Bordeaux, (vers 1400vers 1550 (Paris: SEVPEN, 1968), pp. 228-235; Diego
García de Palacio, op. cit., fol. 90r; Fernando
Oliveira, "Liuro da fábrica das naos," ca. 1570, éd.
Manuel Leitào as O livro da fábrica das naos do Padre
Fernando Oliveira (Lisbon: Academia de Marinha,
1991), p. 180.
275 Tonnage ratings in the early 16th century were
taken to the upper deck and, later in the century, to
the main deck. José Luis Rubio Serrano, op. cit.; cf.
Thomé Cano, op. cit., pp. 94-95.
276 In the Red Bay vessel, the three upper tiers of casks
that could be accommodated by stacking through a
raised main deck in the waist area, totalled an
estimated 294 barricas (737/ toneladas). These tiers
spanned a maximum of nine barricas in width by 12
barricas in length (see Section 19.3).
277 Michel Mollat, Le commerce maritime normand à ¡afin
du moyen âge: Etude d'histoire économique et sociale
(Paris: Pion, 1952), p. 338. A 1514 survey from
Hondarroa also excluded the castles from the ship's
cargo rating (Archivo de Protocolos de Sevilla, IV
[1523] 1,497-502v). Thanks to Denise Lakey,
Researcher, Ships of Discovery, Corpus Christi, for
this reference.
278 The albaola fragment was TT 1059 (from suboperation 6P); the escoperada was TT 750 (from
sub-operationlOP).
279 The fragments positively associated with the upper
deck include: TT 794 (10Q); TT 191, TT 1250 (12Q);
TT 76 (12R); TT 177, TT 189, TT 1774 (14R); TT 292,
TT 294 (16Q); TT 218 (18Q); TT 1803 (18R); TT 1493
(24Q); and TT 2778 (26P). Three additional
fragments may be from the upper deck: TT 1535
(10P); TT 2277 (18S); and TT 1995 (28Q).
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280 Another carling-coaming fragment was TT 1964.

293 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 185-103
(1582-1584).

281 Charles S. Bradley, Preliminary Analysis of the Staved
Container Remains Recovered from the 1981 Underwater
294 Diego García de Palacio, op. cit., fol. 89v (codo de
Excavations at Red Bay, Microfiche Report Series
Castilla), 90r (ship's breadth), and 135r-v (capstan
No. 260 (Ottawa: Environment Canada, Parks
bars). García de Palacio's bars were one palma
Canada, 1982), pp. 35-36.
square in section, or about 22 cm. Regarding the
palmo, see Joào Baptista Lavanha, "Livro primeiro
da arquitectura naval," ca. 1598-1620, éd. Joào da
282 This section draws in large part on analysis carried
Gama Pimentel Barata, Étimos: Revista do Instituto
out by Denis Page and R. James Ringer.
portugués de arqueología, historia e etnografía, Vol. 4
(1965), pp. 221-298.
283 Hatch cover 1 straddled sub-operations 14P, 14Q,
16P, and 16Q; hatch cover 2 was found in
sub-operations 18P and 20P.

284 AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 280 (1584): "...mas a de llebar de
altor desde el soler a la primera cubierta en siete
codos y quarta algo mas o menos [...] y a proa del
mastel mayor una escotilla conforme ordenare
Ynigo [de Lorriaga] y otra a popa délas bonbas...;
mas de la cubierta a la puente de arriba [...] de
manera que tenga todo el altor de sobre el soler de
baxo diez codos algo mas o menos con [...] una
escotilla a proa del mastel y no mas...."

285 AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 11 Ir (see n. 232).

286 TT 92 (from sub-operation 26Q), TT 222 (from 16Q),
TT 293 (from 16Q), TT 299 (from 16Q), TT 1995
(from 28Q), and TT 2778 (from 26P).

287 This interval may be compared to the text of a 16thcentury Basque shipbuilding contract specifying
that ledges should be spaced at intervals of 2/3 codo,
or 38 cm. AHPG, II, 3300, 2, fols. 15r-v (Zumaia,
1573); transcribed in Michael M. Barkham, op. cit.,
pp. 68-71: "...y la barrotadura de las cubiertas suso
dichas con la chiminea ha de tener del un barote al
otro dos tercios de codo de suerte que en dos codos
entren tres barotes...."

288 Of 93 measurable plank widths based on nail-hole
intervals, 80 per cent ranged between 25 cm and
37 cm.

289 Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, op. cit., p. 459.

290 AHPG, II, 3298, fols. 498-499 (Zumaia, 1566),
transcribed in Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 6166.

291 Frank Howard, Sailing Ships of War, 1400-1860
(Greenwich: Conway Maritime Press, 1979), p. 64.

292 The capstan was analyzed by Daniel LaRoche and
this section draws upon his unpublished report.
Daniel LaRoche, "Le cabestan" (Manuscript on file,
Underwater Archaeology Service, Parks Canada,
Ottawa, 1992).
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295 See Klaus-Peter Kiedel and Uwe Schnall, Die HanseKogge von 1380 (Bremenhaven: Der Verein, 1982;
trans, as The Hanse Cog of 1380, ed. Richard W.
Unger, trans. Norma Wieland, Bremerhaven:
German Maritime Museum, 1985); Uwe Baykowski,
Die Kieler Hansekogge: Der Nachbau eines historischen
Segelschiffes von 1380 (Kiel: Alte Schiffe Verlag,
1991), pp. 18, 79; M. Guérout, É. Rieth, and J.-M.
Gassend, op. cit., pp. 90-92. The capstan on the
Bremen cog had three bars, that of the Villefranche
ship had two. Other capstans are known from the
16th-century Kravel and 18th-century Ronson ship;
see J. Adams, P. Norman and J. Rônnby, "Rapport
frán marinakeologisk vrakbesiktning, Franska
Stenarna, Nàmdôfjàrden," Marinarkeologisk tidskrift,
Vol. 2 (1991), pp. 8-9; J. Richard Steffy, op. cit.,
p. 172.

296 This position is specified by Manoel Fernandes,
"Livro de traças de carpintaria," 1616, ed. Manuel
Leitào as Livro de traças de carpintaria de Manuel
Fernandes (Lisbon: Academia de Marinha, 1989), fol.
4v, and by Martin de Aroztegui, op. cit., para. 65.
Cf. Antonio de Aroztegui, "Spanish Shipbuilding
Ordinance, 1607," Museo Naval, Madrid, Colección
Fernandez de Navarrete, Vol. 23, No. 47, para. 63.

297 Three shipbuilding contracts from Zumaia in 1584
and 1596, support this: "...su escobenque arriba de
la puente y su cabrestante lo mesmo arriba...,"
AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 280-281 (Zumaia, 1584);
"...cabrestante de la puente de arriba...," fol. 1867
(Zumaia, 1584); "...en cima de la puente la
escobenca, bita, cabrestante dos..."; AHPG, II, 3324,
fol. 116 (Zumaia, 1596). The escobenques were hawse
holes and the bita was the bitt.

298 Ibid.

299 John D. Light, "The 16th Century Anchor from Red
Bay, Labrador: Its Method of Manufacture," The
International journal of Nautical Archaeology and
Underwater Exploration, Vol. 19, No. 4 (1990), p. 310.

300 Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 8-13.
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15.2 The Upperworks
Charles D. Moore, Carol Piper, Ryan Harris and Brad Loeiven

Reconstruction of the Red Bay vessel followed two separate approaches that were
defined by the nature of available
information301. On the one hand, in the articulated portion of the hull remains, the position of timbers and their structural
relationships could be readily observed.
These ideal conditions ended abruptly, however, around the height of the main wale on
the starboard side. Reconstruction above
this level relied on study of the numerous
loose timbers found strewn over the site (see
Sections 17.3,17.4, and Chapter 20). Timbers
from the upperworks were distributed in a
different manner than those from the lower
hull, having broken up and fallen to either
side of the vessel shortly after it foundered.
Some of these disarticulated elements came
to rest near the hull, where they were covered and protected from organic degradation when the sides of the hull collapsed
outward. Their shape and surface details
often remained well preserved, allowing
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them to be generally repositioned by extrapolating the patterns established in the lower
hull. The loose timbers were often fragmentary, however, and sometimes appeared to
have originated from disparate parts of the
structure and to have become separated
from related timbers. Relating these fragments to one another and integrating them
into a reconstruction of the vessel's topside
structures presented a special challenge that
also relied on understanding the dynamics
of the ship's destruction and of site formation.
Of the 929 identified loose timbers, 688 (74
per cent) could be broadly classified according to type and associated with some part of
the ship's upperworks or deck structures. In
several cases, their precise original locations
could be determined. While the evidence
was too fragmentary to permit a full reconstruction of these features, many details of
their original forms and functions could
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Figure 15.2.1 (Below
and Facing Page): Two
possible reconstructions of the overall
form of the upperworks. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-2000-103-7).
Scale 1:250

nevertheless be ascertained, bringing an
archaeological understanding to elements
otherwise known only from period representations and a few rare models.
Some elements of the superstructure were
better preserved as assemblages than others
and of these, three contributed most directly
to the reconstruction of the upperworks: the
planking, the wales, and the four channel
assemblies. The latter represented the most
coherent assemblages, comprising the structures that anchored the mainmast and foremast shrouds to the sides of the vessel. The
channel assemblies were based upon a series
of postarios, vertical timbers notched to fit
over regularly spaced wales, which secured
the channel assemblies to the hull.
Beyond identifying these basic assemblages, further order was imposed on the
disarticulated timbers through the development of functional categories based on
observable patterns in timber morphology
and fastenings. Planks, for instance, differed
in width, thickness, material, and fastening
pattern, providing a number of attributes
useful for functional classification. The
wales also exhibited distinct patterns relat-
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ing to their cross-sectional shapes and sizes.
Variations observed in the wales and planks
mark transition points in the construction of
the upperworks. With respect to the channel
assemblies, the angles of the postario notches
also varied, reflecting the rising sheer of the
underlying wales. These angles were useful
in determining the fore-and-aft order of the
postarios. While the various functional categories were integral to the research process,
they only served to identify general patterns
in the structures of the upperworks.
Reconstruction was further advanced when
the three assemblages were compared and
more complete patterns came to light. In the
case of the stern postarios, for example, the
notches indicated the size and spacing of the
underlying wales. Subsequent examination
of the surviving wales led to the identification of timbers with cross-sections and fastenings that conformed to the postario
features. This tied the stern channel assemblies to two specific courses of wales that
could in turn be linked to fasteners found on
disarticulated hull planks. In this way, correlations between the three assemblages in the
upperworks were gradually built up (Fig.
15.2.1).
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(TT 1130) that remained attached to one of
the futtocks. The fragment's upper end indicated that the plank section was located
immediately below either the upper deck or
the fourth deck. This "floating section," as it
came to be called, held the promise of establishing the presence of treenail-fastened oak
planking at one of two defined levels above
the limit of the articulated hull. This multifaceted piece of evidence was the object of
intense scrutiny for the duration of the
research process, particularly after it was
linked with the starboard stern channel
assembly.

TIMBER ASSEMBLAGES AND
FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
Planking
It became apparent early in the research
that, above a certain level in the hull, the
pattern of oak planks laid edge-to-edge and
fastened with iron nails and treenails gave
way to an different style of carpentry. The
stout oak planks were replaced by much
thinner softwood planks, loosely fastened
with iron nails. Rigidity was lent to this relatively fragile structure by several wales
whose L-shaped cross-section fit into a
planking seam and overlapped the plank
below. This planking style reflected the final
phase of the ship's carpentry, the construction of the castles. One challenge for
researchers was to determine at what level
the transition between the two planking
styles occurred.

A similar, though smaller, articulated segment of port-side hull planking was also
identified.303 This assemblage of two planks
and three frames was deposited on the starboard side of the wreckage, along with other
material wrenched from the port side and
carried across to starboard at one stage of
the wrecking process.

A critical piece of evidence consisted of an
intact segment of three oak planks and two
frame fragments found in the starboard
stern area of the wreck. Four other planks
from the same vicinity could be linked to
this detached hull assemblage, for a total of
seven planks. These measured 4.0 cm to
4.5 cm in thickness, and 33 cm to 38 cm in
width. They were fastened to futtocks that
measured about 13 cm square, using two
countersunk iron nails and two countersunk
treenails for each plank-to-frame joint. Four
shakes covering about 2Vi codos (1.4 m) of
height were arranged in this fashion.302
Another feature of this detached hull segment was a hanging knee fragment

o

o
o
o

X
X

X

X
X

14-16

17

18

No.

cm

x
x
X
X

19

No comparable intact segments of softwood
planking survived. In seeking to identify the
softwood planks of the castles among the
mass of loose, fragmented timbers scattered
around the wreck, one piece of evidence was
found to indicate that these planks were
between 2 cm and 3 cm thick: the wales
from the forecastle and sterncastle areas
with an L-shaped section were carved to
overlap an adjacent plank and the resulting
rebate was 2.5 cm deep in almost every case.
A search was made for softwood planks
conforming to this thickness. About 35 such
plank fragments were recovered, whose
breadths tended to cluster in two groups of

o

x

O

X
X

O

20

X

21

X

22

23

X
X

O
X

24

X

25

X
X

26

X
X

27

O

28

29

30

X

31

O

32

X
X

32-35

Table 15.2.1: Widths of softwood planks, 2-3 cm in thickness.
o = edge-nailed plank; x = plank without edge nails.
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Figure 15.2.2: A sterncastle plank (TT 800/
1565) showing bevelling at each end.
Impressions of nailheads on the inboard
face (top) indicate
where the plank was
edge-fastened to an
overlapping wale, its
location indicated by
the pitch residue on
the outboard face (bottom). Note the borehole with irregular
wear marks at left,
perhaps used to lead a
rigging line. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-84-88-D45).
Scale 1:20

The lower bulwark planks from the port and
starboard waist were identified. These oak
planks were 4 cm to 5 cm thick and 30 cm to
33 cm wide, and their lower edge included
large scuppers that mated with troughs let
into the upper-deck wale (Fig. 15.2.4).304 The
oak bulwark planks were fastened only with
iron nails, as in the softwood planks of the
castles and in contrast to the main hull
planking where both treenails and iron nails
were used.305
Figure 15.2.3 (Above):
Detail of a sterncastle
plank (TT 842) showing bevelling at end.
Note the pit-saw
marks along the section of the plank that is
not bevelled, and the
axe or adze marks at
the end. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-3206W).
Figure 15.2.4 (Below):
Detail of waist bulwark plank (TT 722)
showing adze marks
on outboard face. Note
triangular countersinks associated with
the nail holes, and the
square scupper (bottom right) where the
plank was broken.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-3512W).
Figure 15.2.5 (Bottom
Right): Detail of
inboard face of a sterncastle plank (TT 1599)
showing graffito of a
star. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-5099W).

18 cm to 20 cm, and 23 cm to 27 cm (Tab.
15.2.1).
Treenails were not used to secure the softwood planks. Fastening evidence consisted,
firstly, of countersunk iron-nail holes at relatively widely spaced intervals of as much as
1.2 m. As well, about a third of these planks
(including half the planks in two width categories: 18 cm to 21 cm and 30 cm to 32 cm)
had non-countersunk nail holes along one
edge. These edge-nailed planks were overlapped by the timber above, apparently an
L-shaped wale that also left an impression
along the nailed edge (Fig. 15.2.2).
Tool marks preserved on the softwood
planks revealed that they were prepared
with less care than the oak planks. Saw
marks remained visible and the ends of the
planks were crudely bevelled with an adze
or an axe, to create a simple scarf between
planks (Fig. 15.2.3). Such bevelling was also
observed in the clinkered strakes of the
whaleboat found at Red Bay, where one
plank overlapped the next for a distance of
about 15 cm. In the 24M vessel that we are
studying here, the castle walls were not lapstraked, but the same form of scarf for joining the plank ends was employed.
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The castle planks exhibited noteworthy features such as graffiti, ports, and holes used
to lead rigging lines. Graffiti were found on
the castle planks' inboard faces, including a
five-point star (Fig. 15.2.5), and a welter of
lines, including a star, scratched around a
figure that may represent a pinaza under sail
(Fig. 15.2.6). The most complex graffito was
found on a fragmentary plank and shows a
three-masted ship that bears a resemblance
to the Red Bay vessel itself (Fig. 15.2.7).306 It
appears on a fragmentary softwood plank
measuring 33 cm in width, 2.5 cm in thickness, and 179 cm in surviving length. One
end of the plank was eroded at an angle,
reducing the plank width by 1 cm to 4 cm in
the area of the graffito and destroying the
upper part of the representation. The plank's
finished end is cut at an angle of 15° and two
iron-nail holes indicate a butt joint. These
are the only evidence of fasteners found in
the plank. Near the finished end, there is a
hole for a rigging line with an oval shape
about 2 cm by 4 cm that is worn on the
lower edge.
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The freehand graffito, incised with a sharp
metal point, is 48 cm long and encroached to
about 10 cm from the extant plank edge. It
forms a triptych, with the ship in the centre,
an anchor to the left and a boat to the right.
The ship was drawn using a mixed perspective, as the forecastle is overly long in relation to the waist area, and certain lines may
represent internal details of both the ship
and boat. The ship measures 18.4 cm from
the top of the stem to the lower stern
counter, and 5 cm from the keel to the top of
the forecastle. Horizontal lines possibly indicating the decks are spaced 1 cm apart and
seven vertical lines, spaced at 9 mm to
12 mm intervals, may represent the seven
mortised beams of the lower deck. The castles are decorated with lines of chevrons at
two levels that may also indicate the deck
heights. In the forecastle area is an anchor,
measuring 1.5 cm from crown to stock, with
the crown oriented forward. Three masts are
depicted. The foremast is supported by three
or four shrouds and the mainmast by six
shrouds, with lines of running rigging leading from the deck toward the missing yards.
The mizzen-mast and yard are depicted, as

was an outligger or boomkin. Projecting
from the stern is a trumpet-shaped object
that may represent a cannon.
The boat depicted on the right-hand side of
the graffito is 6.1 cm long and 0.6 cm high.
Like the ship, it was incised with seven vertical lines, which in this case may represent
thwarts. At the stern is a steering oar 4 cm in
length, and at the bow an apparent mast
6 cm tall. The anchor, on the left-hand side
of the triptych, is 7.5 cm long, measuring
3.3 cm from fluke to fluke and 5.0 cm from
the crown to the stock. This unusual 16thcentury depiction of a Basque whaler may
represent a scene that took place in Red Bay
during the whale hunt.
Part of a small port was cut into the lower
edge of a softwood sterncastle plank
(TT 1599). The opening would have measured about 29 cm high by 29 cm wide, or Vi
codo by Vi codo, and was arched on top with
straight sides (Fig. 15.2.8). The plank was
probably positioned so that the sill of the
port rested nearly level with the fourth deck.
Based on its size and location, it appears to

Figure 15.2.6 (Top):
Graffito of a small vessel, perhaps a pinaza
with shrouds,
inscribed on the
inboard face of a sterncastle plank (TT 1599).
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M94-100-1).
Scale 1:4
Figure 15.2.7 (Above):
Graffito of a threemasted ship on the
inboard face of a sterncastle plank (TT 2145),
possibly intended to
represent the Red Bay
vessel. Note the boat
tied to the stern. The
placement of the
anchor (left) is reminiscent of the mooring
arrangement in Richard Poulter's depiction of San Sebastián
(see Fig. 14.2.52).
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-94100-2).
Scale 1:4

Figure 15.2.8: A sterncastle plank (TT 1599),
showing rounded port
and holes used to lead
rigging lines. (Drawing:
J. Farley, Parks Canada; 24M-85-103-1).
Scale 1:20
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Figure 15.2.9 (Above):
Detail of outboard face
of sterncastle plank
(TT 1599), showing
holes used to lead rigging lines. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-5087W).
Figure 15.2.10 (Abone):
A possible bulkhead
plank (TT 195), showing saw marks. (Photo:
L. Ross, Parks Canada;
24M-428X).
Figure 15.2.11 (Above):
A bulkhead plank
fragment (TT 145),
showing impressions
of vertical timbers.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-302N).
Figure 15.2.12 (Top
Riglit): The assembled
components of a sliding door from the
sterncastle area.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-3234W).

have functioned as a gunport. The after end
of the plank is finished at a 70° angle, providing an indication of the rake of the upper
stern with respect to the plank's sheer.
Another interesting feature of this plank is a
group of four holes likely used to lead rigging lines (Figs. 15.2.8, 15.2.9; see also Fig.
15.2.2). About 25 mm in diameter, these
holes were worn to an oval shape on one
edge by repeated friction.
A group of softwood plank fragments that
may have formed part of a bulkhead in the
sterncastle measured 2 cm to 3 cm thick and
19 cm to 30 cm wide. 307 One complete example (TT 195) measured 92 cm in length and
possessed two butt ends (Fig. 15.2.10). These
planks were simply sawn and had impressions on one face where vertical timbers
about 11 cm to 14 cm wide had been placed
perpendicular to the planks' lengths (Fig.
15.2.11). These impressions were spaced at
45 cm to 55 cm intervals and were associated
with iron-nail holes. These perpendicular
contact marks stand in contrast to the angled
impressions found on the hull planks, which
reflect the increasing rake of the futtocks in
successive frames towards stem and stern.
The components of a sliding door about
135 cm high and 65 cm wide were found in
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the same general area as these planks (Fig.
15.2.12). Presumably located on a bulkhead
within the sterncastle, the door was made of
three vertical planks, each 45 cm wide and
2.5 cm thick, and three transverse pieces
measuring 6 cm to 9 cm wide and 3 cm to
4 cm thick. The top and bottom of the door
were cut at an angle that was significantly
steeper than the deck camber (Fig. 15.2.13).
It appears that this was a sliding door set
into channels that rose steeply to prevent the
door from sliding open inadvertently when
the vessel rolled. The construction of the
door reinforces the conclusion that some of
the softwood planks with perpendicular
framing were part of a bulkhead in the
sterncastle. While the bulkhead's fore-andaft position within the sterncastle could not
be precisely determined, 308 it would have
demarcated a principal living space for the
crew, which on a 250-ton whaler numbered
at least 50 to 55 men. These quarters were
situated above the hold filled with casks,
stores, and equipment and, during the chilly
Atlantic crossing, had to be enclosed and
reasonably warm.
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Type Description

Sectional Shape

W x H (cm)

Features

Distribution (No.)

l

Main wale

square

17 x 15

plank contact marks

bow to stern, both sides (10)

2

On-plank wales

square

12 x 13

exterior feature

stern, both sides; starboard bow (8)

3

Upper-deck wale

square

13 x 15

scuppers, plank contact marks

starboard waist (1)

4

Double-lapping wale

T-shaped, 4.5 cm rebates

12 x 13

plank nails, exterior
feature

starboard stern (1)

5

Double-lapping wale

T-shaped, 4.5-6 cm rebates

11 x 14

plank nails, exterior
feature

port bow (1)

ft

Lapping wale

L-shaped, 3 cm rebate

12 x 14

plank nails, exterior
feature, cut channel

starboard stern (1)

7

Double-lapping wale

T-shaped, 2.5-4.5 cm rebates

14 x 13

plank nails, exterior
feature

port/starboard bow (2)

8

Double-lapping wale

T-shaped, 2.5 cm rebates

8 x 10

plank nails, exterior
feature

starboard bow (2)

9

Lapping wale

L-shaped, 5.5 cm rebate

12 x 12

plank nails

starboard bow (1)

10

Lapping wales

L-shaped, 4.5 cm rebate

10 x 11

plank nails

starboard bow and waist (3)

11

Lapping wales

L-shaped, 2.5 cm rebate

10 x 10 to 6 x 6

plank nails

all except port stern (20)

12

On-plank wale?

Rectangular

7 x 12

13

On-plank wale? Railing?

Rectangular

treenails

starboard bow and stern (6)

5x9

starboard stern (1)

Table 15.2.2: Typology of wales.
W = width, H = height.

Wales
Identifying the wale fragments proved a
comparatively more exacting task than the
inventorying of planks. Isolating short
lengths of wale among the many beams, futtocks, and other elements with similar
dimensions required close inspection. The
morphology of the wales was also surprisingly variable. Nevertheless, 57 wale fragments were eventually identified and these
were categorised into 13 types (Tab. 15.2.2).
While certain patterns quickly emerged, the
full contribution of the wales to the reconstruction of the upperworks was realized
later in the process.
Five principal forms of wales were defined,
based on their cross-sections and fasteners
(Fig. 15.2.14). Firstly, oak wales with a rectangular section were recovered along both
sides of the hull, from bow to stern. Ten segments, totalling 18.6 m on the port side and
17.4 m on the starboard, appear to represent
the nearly complete vestiges of the main
wale (type l). 309 Conspicuous in its size and
close association with the articulated hull
remains, the main wale was fastened with
countersunk iron nails driven into the second futtocks. Impressions and pitch residue
on the timbers' upper and lower surfaces
indicated where the abutting edges of the
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Figure 15.2.13: The
reassembled door
components. The middle frame piece may
have been level, while
the ends were angled
so that the door would
not slide open when
the vessel rolled. Part
of the angle may
reflect the camber of
the deck. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M-82-103-1).
Scale 1:20

Secondly, eight lengths of oak wale with a
somewhat smaller (12 cm by 13 cm) square
section and chamfered outboard edges were
identified (type 2). These wales were fastened to the outboard surfaces of the planks
in the floating section of upper hull planks
and, as well, fit into the postario notches from
the mainmast channel assembly. The spacing of these notches demonstrated that the
two courses of on-plank wales, documented
on both the port and starboard sides of the
sterncastle,310 were arranged at intervals of
one codo above a third wale that supported
the lower ends of the postarios.
Countersunk iron nails secured these wales
to the planks' outboard faces. Additional
non-countersunk nail holes (listed as exterior features in the preceding table) indicated where vertical timbers were in turn
nailed to the outboard face of the wales.
These were spaced at intervals of about
1.6 m, corresponding to the postario spacing
of the channel assemblies. On two wales
(TT 2942 and TT 966, from the port and starboard
sides
respectively),
bolt-holes
encroached on the lower edge. These seem
to mate with bolt-holes noted in several
stern postarios within the lower notch. No
scarfs were documented among the
on-plank wales; successive timbers were
simply butted together to form a strake.

Figure 15.2.14: Typology of wale fragments
found among the scattered timbers, showing cross-sections.
Numbers indicate timber tag numbers and
provenience by grid
unit. Types 1 and 3
represent the maindeck and upper-deck
wales, respectively.
Type 2 wales were
nailed to the outside of
the planking and ran
under the mainshroud postarlos. The
remaining types
belonged to the sterncastle, the waist bulwark, the forecastle,
and the beakhead.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M96-103-23c).
Scale 1:20

adjacent planks (measuring 5.5 cm to 5.6 cm
thick) came into contact with the wale. Both
flat scarfs and butt joints were used to join
the components of the main wale.
A single wale segment (TT 2971), measuring
7 m in length, was ascribed to the waist at
the upper deck level on account of two scupper troughs and a rebate for the dale let into
its upper face (type 3). With a rectangular
cross-section measuring 13 cm by 15 cm, this
wale was smaller than, but similar in form to
the main wale. The plank rebates on this
timber were quite deep (4 cm to 5 cm), giving the timber an almost T-shaped cross-section towards the ends. Square-shanked iron
nails, 12 mm in section and 18 cm to 20 cm
in length, secured the upper-deck wale
directly to the frames. The upper-deck wale
possessed a horizontal scarf with a nib at its
forward end.
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Thirdly, oak wale fragments with a T-shaped
section were found, principally associated
with the forecastle. These wales lapped over
the adjacent planks above and below, some
over planks 4.5 cm thick and others over
planks 2.5 cm thick (type 8). Iron nails
passed through the middle of the T-shaped
section directly into the frame timbers; as
well, iron nails penetrated into the wale in
the opposite direction, from the underlying
planks. Two wale fragments (TT 2662 and
TT 1405, from the port and starboard sides
respectively) overlapped a plank 2.5 cm
thick on one side and a plank 4.5 cm thick on
the other (type 7). The nails driven into the
2.5 cm plank rebate were oriented at right
angles to those driven into the 4.5 cm rebate
(see Fig. 15.2.14), evoking the presence of a
thin plank fastened horizontally. In addition,
the presence of nail holes without countersinks indicated that a feature was nailed to
the wales' outboard face, possibly a postario
from the foremast channel assembly.
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One example of a T-shaped wale (TT 206)
originating in the starboard stern area was
rebated to receive 4.5 cm thick planks on
either side (type 4). This wale also had two
features nailed over its outboard face at the
spacing of the after postarios, suggesting that
this wale ran along the top of the mainmast
channel assembly.
Fourthly, 23 wale segments with an Lshaped section (types 10 and 11) were generally associated with the castle walls, near the
top of or above the channel assemblies (Figs.
15.2.15, 15.2.16, 15.2.17).311 Overlapping the
plank below, the smaller L-shaped wales
lent rigidity to the softwood planking of the
upperworks at a height where the futtocks
were spaced farther apart. Light wales
placed at close, regular intervals on the
superstructure are illustrated in prints based
on drawings by Pieter Bruegel (Fig. 15.2.18).
The wood grain orientation indicates that
the L-shaped wales were shaped from a log
split into quarters. While most surfaces were
heavily weathered, some evidence of adzing
was apparent on the inboard and outboard
faces. Measuring between 6 cm and 10 cm to
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a side, the wales had rebates 2.5 cm deep
that indicated the thickness of the adjacent
plank. The fragments, none of which were
complete, ranged in length up to 7.90 m.
They were fastened to the frame timbers
with thin iron nails that had irregular rectangular sections between 5 mm and 10 mm.
The iron nails holding these wales to the
planks were inserted from the inboard side,
through the planks and into the wale.
Four L-shaped wale fragments were exceptional in that they appeared to have overlapped larger, presumably hardwood,
planks. Three of these (type 10) bore rebates
for 4.5 cm thick planks (TT 2049, TT 2707,
and TT 2868); one was from the starboard
waist while the others came from the port
and starboard sides of the forecastle. Fashioned to lap over 5.5 cm thick planks,
TT 1219 (type 9) was found off the starboard
bow and, given its comparatively large
12 cm square cross-section, may have originated at a level below the upper-deck wale.
On some L-shaped wale fragments, a
scarfed end was preserved. 312 These flat
scarfs were similar to those found in the
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Figure 15.2.15: An reshaped wale fragment
(TT 2031), view of
inboard and lower
faces. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M7464W).
Figure 15.2.16: An Lshaped wale fragment
(TT 198), view of
inboard and lower
faces. (Photo: L. Ross,
Parks Canada; 24M434X).

Figure 15.2.17: An Lshaped wale. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-96-103-7).
Scale 1:20

Figure 15.2.18: Engraving by Frans Huys (ca.
1561-1562), after a
drawing by Pieter
Bruegel (ca. 15611562). (Courtesy:
Rikjsmuseum,
Amsterdam, Van Bast.
105 I).

rectangular wales (Fig. 15.2.19). On other
examples, a butt end was observed; these
were simply squared off and a nail was fixed
as near to the end as possible (Fig. 15.2.20).
Certain wale fragments were pierced by
worn holes indicating where rigging lines
were lead through the timbers.
Finally, several wale fragments with a chamfered rectangular section were recovered, all
but one from the starboard stern. The largest
(TT 2105, type 12) measured 7 cm thick by
12 cm wide while the rest were smaller, measuring 5 cm by 9 cm (type 13). The latter

Figure 15.2.19: A flat
scarf at the end of an
L-shaped wale segment, outboard view.
(Photo: L. Ross, Parks
Canada; 24M-432X).

were fastened along their central axis by a
combination of countersunk iron nails and
treenails. It is uncertain whether these wales
were fastened directly to the frames or
affixed to the outboard face of the planks.
TT 2105 (from sub-operations 10Q to 12Q)
was possibly an on-plank wale located
above the channel assembly. Five smaller
fragments with a combined length of 11.2 m
were distributed linearly along the starboard side in adjacent sub-operations. 313
These fragments may have once formed a
complete wale spanning the entire length of
the sterncastle. Another small fragment
from the starboard bow (TT 2823, from suboperation 22Q) suggests a possible continuation of this pattern in the forecastle.

Channel Assemblies
Attached to the outer hull, the channel
assemblies served to fix the mainmast and
foremast shrouds, to spread them and to distance them from the hull (Fig. 15.2.21). These
assemblies were complex, with each comprising:

Figure 15.2.20: A finished butt-end on an
L-shaped wale segment, outboard view.
(Photo: L. Ross, Parks
Canada; 24M-447X).
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•

•

six (for the mainmast) and four (for the
foremast) vertical, fender-like pieces
called postarios.3U These measured
three codos (1.72 m) in height and were
set atop a wale at fairly uniform intervals. Their inboard faces were notched
to fit over a number of underlying
wales while their outboard faces
received the remaining elements of the
assembly.

•

a longitudinal tie rail, mounted over
several postarios and set about one codo
above the channel, used to tie off the
runner (pendant) tackle associated with
the shrouds.

•

vertical reinforcing timbers at each postario, including a hanging knee under
the channel and another fender-like
piece fastened to the postario's outboard
face above the channel and notched
over the tie rail, which one might call
the "coun ter-posfario." On postarios
where the tie rail was absent, this second fender-like piece was replaced by a
small standing knee.

a longitudinal channel, called a mesa de
guarnición, consisting of a horizontal
plank from 4.5 m to 8.95 m long that
was attached edgewise to the postarios.
The channel spread the shroud chains
outward so that the shrouds would not
The channel assemblies anchored the major
chafe against the castle walls.
elements of the standing rigging - the
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Figure 15.2.21: Reconstructed sections of the
foremast and mainmast channel assemblies showing: A)
postario; B) mesa de
guarnición (channel);
C) counter-posfflno; D)
tie rail; E) hanging
knee; and F) standing
knee. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-99-103-2).
Scale 1:50

Figure 15.2.22: A portside postario (TT 2957/
1431) for the mainmast
channel assembly, forward face. The lower
end is at left. Note the
pitch and the small
rigging hole, possibly
for a mainsail sheet.
Similar holes were
noted on three of the
postarios for the foremast channel assembly. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada; 24M7633W).
Figure 15.2.23: A portside postario (TT 2957/
1431) for the mainmast
channel assembly,
inboard face. The
lower end is at left.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7634W).
Figure 15.2.24: A portside postario (TT 2957/
1431) for the mainmast
channel assembly, outboard face. The lower
end is at left. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7632W).

Figure 15.2.25: A portside postario (TT 1818)
for the foremast channel assemblies,
inboard and forward
faces. The top of the
timber is at left. Note
the diminishing intervals between notches
to receive the wales.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7340W).

shrouds and the runner tackles - and therefore had to be sufficiently robust to withstand the considerable stresses placed upon
them. The postarios received the inward force
exerted by the shrouds on the channel, and
distributed it to a number of underlying
wales, planks, and frames.

most notch at the head of the timber. The
notches were about 11 cm deep by 13 cm
high and were cut into the postarios at angles
ranging between 62° and 80°. The angles
became sharper towards the stern, reflecting
the increasing rake of the frames aft of midship and the rising sheer of the planking
(Figs. 15.2.22,15.2.23,15.2.24).

Postarios
The postarios were the foundation of the
channel assemblies. Six postarios on either
side of the sterncastle were nailed to the outside of the hull at intervals ranging between
1.55 m and 1.70 m, coinciding with the spacing of the hanging knees for the main and
upper decks. They were aligned with the
3rd, 7th, 11th, 15th, 19th, and 22nd frames
aft. The postarios were principally fastened
to the hull with iron nails driven from the
outside, through each notch into the underlying wale. Their lower ends, however, were
set on a wale, not notched over it, and in this
case were secured directly to the planking.
The stern postarios were 1.75 m to 1.85 m
(about three codos) long, 13 cm sided, and
15 cm moulded. Their inboard faces had
three notches to accommodate the underlying wales, situated at intervals of one codo
(58 cm) above the heel end, with the upper-

The four forward postarios were nailed to the
forecastle at intervals of 1.07 m to 1.65 m, at
positions corresponding to the fourth futtocks of the 15th, 18th, 21st, and 24th frames
forward (Figs. 15.2.25,15.2.26). The forwardmost postario was positioned over the side of
the beakhead. Moving forward, the moulded shapes of the timber evolved from an
inward curve to a reverse curve in the beakhead area. The postarios were 1.75 m to
1.78 m (about three codos) in length. Along
their inboard faces, five notches for wales of
variable sizes were spaced at uneven intervals. The space between notches generally
decreased from bottom to top, ranging
between 44 cm to 48 cm, 27 cm to 33 cm,
8 cm to 17 cm, 8 cm to 13 cm, and 5 cm to
7 cm respectively. Similarly, the notch size
also generally decreased from bottom to top,
indicating wales of decreasing size. These

Figure 15.2.26: A portside postario (TT 1818)
for the foremast channel assemblies, outboard and aft faces.
The top of the timber
is at left. Note the
reverse curve of the
forecastle bulwark
revealed by the curvature of the timber's
notched inboard face.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7339W).
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had widths of 14 cm to 19 cm, 10 cm to
20 cm, 10 cm to 15 cm, 10 cm to 14 cm, and
6 cm to 16 cm. The uppermost notch was
open at the head of the postario. Iron nails
fastened the postarios to the various wales,
passing through the associated notches.
Evidence regarding the wales on the sides of
the forecastle was derived from the notches
in the foremast channel assemblies. The postarios were stepped on a supporting wale,
above which ran two large wales spaced at
intervals of about one codo and Vi codo
respectively. Above these was a series of
smaller wales whose intervals diminished
from about 25 cm to 15 cm.
Channels
Attached to each side of the hull at the position of the foremast and mainmast was a
longitudinal plank, laid horizontally, called
a channel (mesa de guarnición). These were
affixed at the level of the lowest notch for a
wale in each postario. At the stern, the starboard channel (TT 1162) measured 7.5 cm by
31 cm by 8.66 m. Its forward end was broken, but an original length of 8.95 m
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(15Vi codos) is estimated. Its port-side counterpart, of which two non-mending fragments were recovered (TT 1390 and
TT 2905), appeared to have originally had
the same dimensions.
Along their inboard edges, the channels
were indented and toenailed where they
crossed each of the underlying postarios.
Measuring from the starboard mainmast
channel's broken forward end, these indents
occurred at distances of 1.34 m, 3.00 m,
4.70 m, 6.36 m, and 7.97 m, at an average
interval of 1.66 m.315 The outboard edge of
this channel was deeply chafed at five
points, apparently where five of the seven
shroud chains rested. These chain positions
were observed at the following distances
from the channel's forward end: 1.52 m,
2.26 m, 2.90 m, 3.62 m, and 4.39 m, at an
average interval of 72 cm or 114 codos.
Of the foremast channels, the starboard timber (TT 1406/2691) survived intact, while on
the port side (TT 1590) the channel's leading
end was broken and missing beyond the forward postario notch (Figs. 15.2.27, 15.2.28,
15.2.29). The dimensions of the recovered
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Figure 15.2.27: The starboard channels, bottom
view. The uppermost
(TT 1406/2691) is for the
foremast shrouds and the
lowermost (TT 1162) for
the mainmast shrouds.
The arrows indicate wear
marks associated with
the shroud chains.
(Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-94-103-16).
Scale 1:25

Figure 15.2.28: The portside channels, bottom
view. The uppermost
(TT 1590) are for the foremast shrouds and the
two lower fragments
(TT 1390 and TT 2905)
are for the mainmast
shrouds. The arrows
indicate wear marks
associated with the
shroud chains. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-94-103-17).

Figure 15.2.29 (Above):
Detail of the aft end of
the starboard channel
for the foremast
shrouds, showing evidence for fastenings
used to fix the channel
to a postario. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
24M-7092W).
Figure 15.2.30 (Top
Right): Example of a
hanging knee set
underneath the channel over each postario.
Note the angle of the
upper surface, at left,
reflecting the angle
between the sheer of
the channel and the
frame timbers. (Photo:
D. Page, Parks Canada; 24M-8150W).

elements were 7.5 cm by 20 cm by 4.50 m for
the starboard channel and 7.5 cm by 20 cm
by 4.85 m for the port channel. Their
lengths, at approximately eight codos, corresponded to that of the forecastle. The port
and starboard foremast postario positions, as
indicated by notches on the channels'
inboard edges and fastening positions, were
nearly symmetrical. Both were spaced at
intervals that decreased towards the bow,
from about 1.6 m to about 1.2 m.316 Along
each channel's outboard edge were three
areas of chafing, presumably caused by
shroud chains. The interval between chafed
zones varied from 1.45 m to 1.75 m, perhaps
as a consequence of the chains being bolted
through unevenly spaced futtocks.

used to adjust the tension of the shrouds. On
the mainmast channel assembly, the tie rail
spanned only the three forwardmost postarlos and, on the foremast channel assembly, it
spanned only the two aftermost postarios.
Measuring about 11 cm in section, the intact
tie rail from the starboard mainmast channel
assembly was 3.57 m in length.
Reinforcing

Timbers

At each postario, the channels were supported underneath by a small hanging knee
that was fastened the channel and the postario with iron nails (Fig. 15.2.30).

The tie rail was clamped to the postarios by
another fender-like timber, 1.25 m in length,
that stood on the upper surface of the chanTie Rails
nel and was fayed to the postarlo's outer face.
About one codo above the channels, a second Notched to fit over the tie rail, this timber
longitudinal timber was fixed to the postar- also functioned as a standing knee to brace
los. This was a squared timber with cham- the channel. These "counter-poston'os" were
fered edges, called a tie rail, that was used to fixed to the postarios with countersunk iron
tie off the lower ends of the runner tackles nails and the occasional treenail (Figs.

Figure 15.2.31: A starboard "counter-posfario" for the mainmast
channel assembly,
which was fastened to
the outboard face of
the postario. The notch
on the inboard face fit
over the tie rail to
which the runner tackles were lashed.
(Drawing: J. Farley,
Parks Canada; 24M84-103-2).
Scale 1:10
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15.2.31, 15.2.32, 15.2.33). On the postarios
where the tie rail was absent, this piece was
replaced by a simple standing knee.

THE "FLOATING SECTION"
When treated collectively, the three preceding typologies of planks, wales, and channel
assemblies revealed patterns that aided in
the reconstruction of the upperworks, notably by positioning these elements with
respect to an intact, detached segment of
upper hull planking and framing, referred to
as the "floating section," found adjacent to
the starboard flank of the articulated hull
remains. Correctly positioning the floating
section was critical to the reconstruction of
the upperworks in the sterncastle area.
Comprising fragments of three planks and
two futtocks, one with an attached hanging
knee (TT 1130),317 the floating section was
found beneath the broken ends of the second and third futtocks in the articulated
hull. At the outset, the frames associated
with the floating section seemed to correspond with the articulated third futtocks in
terms of size and spacing, while the height
of the section's attached hanging knee
appeared to corroborate the ten codo height
proposed for the upper deck (see Section
15.1). Likewise, it seemed reasonable that
this section of planking, with its mixed fastening pattern of treenails and iron nails,
was positioned below the level of the upperdeck bulwark strake, which was fastened
with nails exclusively.318 These observations
served to justify interpreting the floating
section as a continuation of the articulated
hull, despite the fact that no specific points
of connection could be established.
The mainmast channel assembly was first
positioned with the postarios stepped over
the upper-deck wale. While no specific wale
fragments had been linked to the channel
assemblies, the postarios were clearly tailored to fit over wales of known size and
spacing. As the adopted position for the
floating section between the main and upper
decks seemed to preclude the presence of
wales in this three codo gap, the channel
assemblies were placed higher up by
default. This position also corresponded
well with the Utrera votive model, which
shows postarios spanning the distance
between the upper deck and the half deck.319
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Researchers were content with this arrangement until a separate line of enquiry
brought new evidence to bear. An examination of period iconography provided no
example of a vessel lacking wales placed
between the main-deck and upper-deck
wales.320 Furthermore, available images consistently indicated a wale terminating close
to the top of the counter. This vulnerable
corner of the hull was about 1 codo below the
projected termination of the upper-deck
wale. At the bow, the notch in the outer
escobenque (hawse piece) was clearly set over
a wale (see Fig. 15.1.90). This wale could not
possibly be the main-deck wale, but if the
escobenque were set over the upper-deck
wale the lower edge of the hawse hole
would be situated more than 50 cm above
the deck. Furthermore, the base of the beakhead would have to be placed at least one
wale higher than the upper-deck wale in
order to clear the hawser. Iconographie evidence usually places the hawse hole just
above the deck along which the cables or
messengers ran toward the capstan. Likewise, the beakhead is generally shown as an
extension of the upper-deck wale.321 In the
case of the Red Bay ship, a wale placed one
codo below the upper-deck wale would not
only match the expected position of the wale
at the top of the stern counter, but would
also accommodate a more satisfactory placement of the escobenque. Lowering the hawse
hole by one codo would place it right at deck
level322 and would enable the beakhead to
be positioned at the expected height. The
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Figure 15.2.32: Detail
of a nail hole from a
starboard counter-posiario (TT 136) for the
mainmast channel
assembly, outboard
face. (Photo: A. E. Wilson, Parks Canada;
24M-508W).

Figure 15.2.33: A
counter-posfflrio fragment with a flared
base that rested on the
channel. (Photo: G.
Taudien, Parks Canada; 24M-6856W).

presence of this conjectural wale would sunk nail holes. A wale fastened to the outimply the presence of a second wale located side of the planks was something no one
one codo below the first, to maintain the even had expected.
spacing of wales in this three codo gap.
Figure 15.2.34: The
identification of nail
holes without countersinks or nailhead
impressions provided
critical evidence at the
following points: A)
the outer surface of
planks where the two
on-plank wales were
attached; B) the outer
surface of wales where
the postarios were fastened; and C) in the
strake located just
above the main wale,
where the lower ends
of the postarios were
attached. (D) indicates
the offset bolt that fastened certain postarios
and wales, just below
the height of the channel. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-2000-103-10).
Scale 1:20

The potential existence of these two wales
compelled researchers to re-examine the
floating section to see if it was possible that
the planks had been improperly reconstructed and that perhaps there was space
between the strakes to accommodate one or
more wales. The search only confirmed that
wales could not be placed between the
planks. However, a remarkable discovery
was made in the photographic record of
these timbers: on the outboard face of TT 756
several nail holes did not exhibit the usual
triangular countersinks or nailhead impressions.323 Moreover, a dark stain was discerned in association with the anomalous
fastening pattern, running the entire length
of the plank. Clearly, another structural element had been nailed to the outboard face of
this plank. On the site plan, a wale (TT 808)
was shown in situ as if it had fallen still
attached to the plank, with its fastenings
matching the horizontal line of non-counter-

The identification of this on-plank wale
seemed to conveniently redress the shortage
of wales suggested by the iconography.
However, further examination of TT 808
revealed additional non-countersunk nail
holes, indicating that other structural elements had been secured to the outboard face
of the wale. The fastenings' fore-and-aft
spacing of approximately 1.6 m matched the
spacing of the postarios in the main channel
assembly. A second on-plank wale (TT 966)
situated in the vicinity of the planked segment also showed non-countersunk nails
spaced at 1.6 m intervals. In addition, two
distinctive half-holes in the bottom of this
wale corresponded with offset bolts driven
through the lowermost notch of the main
postarios at the level of the channel (Fig.
15.2.34). The two wales above it (TT 966 and
TT 808) fit snugly within the dimensions of
the respective postario notches. Consequently, this second wale and the channel
assembly could both be confidently placed
directly over the surviving plank segment.
A reconstruction with the floating section
maintaining its placement immediately
above the articulated hull and with the
mainmast channel assemblies lowered
accordingly, resulted in the channels being
situated much closer to the waterline than
was previously thought practical. The forward edge of the mainmast channel would
have cleared the load waterline by a scant
80 cm. This height seemed counterintuitive
for a Terranova whaler crossing the North
Atlantic, and puzzled the research team.
Even modest angles of heel would immerse
the mainmast chains and threaten injury to
the channel. Iconographie evidence did not
support this lower channel height. Typically,
the mainmast channel is shown at the height
of the upper-deck wale, or perhaps one wale
above or below it.
As the floating section and mainmast channel assembly became inextricably linked, the
prospect of raising the two structures in tandem was investigated. This position would
restore the mainmast channel assembly to its
previous height, with the stern postarios set
upon the upper-deck wale (Fig. 15.2.1 [left]).
This arrangement links the floating section's
hanging knees to the fourth deck and identi-
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fies the section's frames as fourth futtocks.
An attractive aspect of this reconstruction is
that the finished ends of the two on-plank
wales, the channel, and the butt end of plank
TT 756 are all brought into alignment with
the forward limit of the sterncastle.

nail holes on this timber indicate the heights
of a shelf clamp, waterway, and albaola, suggesting that the castle planking was fastened
exclusively with nails as far as 1.3 m below
the level of the fourth deck, corresponding
to the upper position.

While this upper position may be less awkward in certain respects, it presented new
problems. The implication of attributing the
entire floating section to this upper position
is that it leaves a dearth of material in the
space below. The complete absence of any
hull structure from a level spanning the
main to upper decks represents a degree of
selective preservation that is difficult to
accept. Similarly, placing the stern postarios
and on-plank wales above the upper-deck
wale brings them to the same relative height
as the forward postarios. The latter have no
wale notches of corresponding size or spacing above the lowest notch, thus creating an
incongruity between bow and stern. Moving
the on-plank wales to the upper position
would also negate the correlation with iconography that was achieved by placing two
wales in the three codo gap between the
main-deck and upper-deck wales. Finally,
there is the matter of the treenail fastenings
associated with the floating section planks at
this height. TT 883 was identified as the top
of the starboard fashion frame and is noteworthy because it shows no sign of treenail
fastening along its 2.85 m length. Interior

Despite serious reservations about positioning the channel assembly at the lower level,
researchers renewed their efforts to establish
specific points of connection between the
floating section and the articulated hull. This
resulted in a considerable number of loose
timbers being added to the floating section,
some providing compelling links (Figs.
15.2.35, 15.2.36). The second on-plank wale
(TT 966) was linked to the floating section by
aligning its non-countersunk postario fasteners with those of its counterpart (TT 808). It
was later discovered that another plank
fragment (TT 732) mated with this second
wale by way of its non-countersunk nail
holes, one of the postario bolts, and a wale,
the silhouette of which was preserved in the
pitch adhering to the outboard face of the
plank. Three additional plank fragments
were subsequently associated with the section based on patterns of breakage, futtock
spacing, provenience, and, in one case, a
direct mend.324 These fastening patterns
indicate that the floating section planks
maintain the spacing and increasing rake of
the third futtocks observed in the articulated
hull.
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Figure 15.2.35: The
floating section in profile, showing links to
the articulated hull.
Surface features are
shown. Dashed lines
indicate the reconstructed positions of
the mainmast shrouds.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M2000-103-9).
Scale 1:50

Figure 15.2.36: The
floating section in profile, showing links to
the articulated hull.
Numbers identify timber tags and sequences
of postarios, planking
strakes, and frames aft
of the master. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-2000103-9a).
Scale 1:50

Three more wale fragments completed the
floating section. TT 206 is a T-shaped wale
(type 4) exhibiting two non-countersunk
nail holes and a cross-section that corresponds with the uppermost notches in the
4th and 5th postarios aft. TT 723 was affixed
to the same plank as TT 966, and continues
the line of this wale towards the stern
counter, with a non-countersunk nail hole
corresponding with the location of the 6th
and last postaño. Likewise, TT 1593 was an
on-plank wale fragment that continues the
line of TT 808 towards the stern. It was preserved in situ alongside TT 436, a plank with
a finished end that joined with the stern.
The diagonal splinter pattern in the planks
reflects the violent rending of the stern from
the starboard side of the hull, a pattern also
discernible in the after ends of the hull
planks below the main wale. Trauma to this
part of the hull also involved the outward
collapse of the structure above the main
deck at the vulnerable point just above the
heads of the second futtocks. Both the second and broken third futtocks of the articulated hull were subsequently exposed and
subjected to degradation by marine organisms and erosion. This frustrated efforts to
identify direct mends between these frames
and the floating section, despite the fact that
many futtock fragments come tantalizingly
close to one another. Two exceptions exist in
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TT 675 and TT 631, both representing heads
of second futtocks associated with the articulated hull. Based on a distinctive fastener
pattern, each served to bridge the main wale
(TT 568), strake 20 (TT 961), and a plank in
the floating section (TT 732). The broken end
of futtock TT 975 from the floating section
fell just centimetres short of the broken end
of TT 918. In general, the scantlings of the
floating frames matched those of the third
futtocks preserved on the articulated hull.
TT 975 has provided one direct link: an albaola fastener on its inboard face, perfectly
aligned with a corresponding hole in the
albaola plank from the main deck (TT 751 /
789) (see Fig. 15.2.35).
The most compelling links were furnished
by the postarios. Situated on the planks of
strake 20, immediately above the main wale,
was yet another series of non-countersunk
nail holes.323 These were found on the third
futtocks of the 3rd, 7th, 15th, 19th, and 22nd
frames aft. These corresponded to the locations of five of the six starboard postarios for
the mainmast channels, the planking evidence being interrupted at frame 11. Notably, there were no other nail holes fastened
to third futtocks, countersunk or otherwise,
associated with the lower edge of this strake.
Based on their spacing, these features were
interpreted as having fastened the heel ends
of the postarios to the outer hull planking
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(see Figs. 15.2.34C, 15.2.35). A shallow
indent in the upper face of the main wale
(TT 969) lying directly beneath the suggested position of the 4th postario, and an
anomalous absence of pitch beneath the 5th
postario (TT 568), were both consistent with a
vertical timber having once been positioned
at these locations.
Strake 20 also suggested a number of strong
inferential connections to the floating section. Most notably, a sequence of closely
spaced bolt-holes was identified along the
midline of two planks from this strake.
TT 135 exhibits a pair of bolt-holes spaced
75 cm apart, while TT 788 has three boltholes spaced 75 cm and 90 cm apart. In the
gap between the two planks, another bolthole was identified in the frame (TT 929),
spaced 78 cm forward of the nearest bolt in
TT 788. All six bolts were situated 13 cm to
15 cm above the main wale and were fastened to alternating second futtocks. The
bolt locations have shown no coherent relationship with respect to internal structures,326 but appeared to conform to the
sheer of the wales. This suggested an association with external elements. Indeed, the
bolt spacing closely matches the chafe marks
documented on the starboard channel (Fig.
15.2.35). These fastenings were interpreted
as representing six of the seven chain-bolts
that anchored the mainmast shrouds (Fig.
15.2.37).327 The expected location of the seventh bolt fell in an area where no hull material survives. The other bolts were
associated with the 4th, 6th, 10th, 12th, 14th,
and 16th frames aft. Figure 15.2.35 shows
the rake of the seven mainmast shrouds
based on these bolt positions.

on TT 975, as well as its cross-sectional correlation with the broken end of TT 918,
strongly argue for this timber being identified as a third futtock located immediately
above the articulated hull.

TT 975 also exhibited a toenail related to an
escoperada on its forward face. These fasteners secured the escoperadas between frames
and within their respective albaola notches
(see Fig. 15.1.24). The nails were typically
small (5 mm to 6 mm square) and penetrate
into the frames at a downward angle. Sometimes they were accompanied by a diagonal
The third futtocks of the articulated hull recess or pitch mark that outlines the placeexhibited an interesting feature with respect ment of the escoperada. The nail in TT 975
to plank TT 788. Each exhibits a 25 mm bore- occurred at the expected height, level with
hole on its outboard face that aligns pre- the albaola notch in the profile view (Fig.
cisely with the upper edge of the plank.328 15.2.35). The vertical distance between this
This height corresponded with the top of the nail and the deck above, as inferred from the
4!/2 codo tumblehome arc seen in both the hanging knees attached to the floating secsecond and third futtocks (see Section 14.2). tion, was consistent with a standard deck
With regard to the floating section, these separation of 3 codos. By comparison, two
holes were significant in that TT 975 also other escoperada fasteners found on the floatshows a corresponding 25 mm borehole at ing section, both on TT 1133, occurred at a
exactly the same level. It might be surmised higher relative position. This height, located
that these boreholes once held plugs that approximately level with the plank seam
guided the placement of the third futtocks between TT 2058 and TT 756 (Fig. 15.2.36),
329
onto an external ribband. It is possible that suggests a decreased deck separation. The
TT 788 served this function. The position of discrepancy of about 45 cm lies within the
the 25 mm borehole and the albaola fastener range suggested for the rise in the
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Figure 15.2.37: A crosssection detail showing
how the mainmast
shrouds may have
been secured to eyebolts set into the 20th
strake. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-2001-103-1).
Scale 1:20

main-deck level believed to occur in the
waist. There was no suggestion of a 45 cm
change in any other deck level, implying
that the floating section is correctly placed in
the lower position. Based on evidence from
the floating section, this rise appeared to
have occurred somewhere between the 2nd
and 3rd postarios, or 7th and 11th frames
aft.330 Evidence discussed in Section 15.1
places this rise in the vicinity of the pump
well, and TT 1131 on frame 7 represents the
first knee aft of this position.

It was determined that both structural and
inferential evidence weighed heavily in
favour of placing the floating section in the
lower position. Consequently, the lower
position was adopted in the balance of this
report (Fig. 15.2.1 [right]). The reconstruction of the scattered and fragmented
remains was the outcome of much discussion; nonetheless, many archaeological elements have yet to be integrated. Potentially,
several aspects of the reconstruction will
need to be re-examined as more pieces of
this giant puzzle fall into place.

Further inferential support for the lower
position was provided by the two on-plank A RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
wale fragments placed close to the stern. UPPERWORKS
The placement of TT 723 at the after end of
TT 966 was sound. Its forward end butts
nicely against the other wale and aligns with Sterncastle
a non-countersunk nail hole in the underlying plank. It possessed a slightly lozengeshaped cross-section that accords well with The sterncastle wall's forward limit lay at
the 3rd frame aft (Fig. 15.2.38). Measuring
the after end of TT 996 and, likewise, its lone
along the line of the upper deck, the sternsurface fastener falls precisely at the position
castle extended aft about 10 m to the top of
of the 6th postario. Interestingly, the broken
the counter. The sterncastle wall rose an estiend of TT 723 terminates just short at a pair
mated 1.70 m (about 3 codos) above the
of nail holes fastened into the side of the
upper deck to the level of the fourth deck. A
starboard counter timber (TT 705). While
bulwark rose just over 2 codos above the
one of these nails likely secured a plank, the
fourth deck at the fashion frame, but the forother may have been used to fasten the
ward extent of this bulwark and its height
wale. The second wale fragment (TT 1593) relative to the rest of the fourth deck were
came from the next on-plank wale course uncertain. The castle walls angled inward,
represented by TT 808. As with TT 808, this reflecting the tumblehome. Along the sternfragment was attached along the midline of castle's length, this angle increased steadily
the underlying plank fragment (TT 436).331 from about 67° amidships to 74° just aft of
The lower wale, conversely, was attached at the capstan, and to 79° at the fashion frames
the top of strake 20 alongside the seam. (Fig. 15.2.39). By way of comparison, the
Another similarity to TT 808 is that the wale inward angle of the mainmast shrouds was
and plank were deposited together in situ, about 77°, based on a length for the mainsuggesting that they also remained con- mast equal to the ship's overall length of
nected as the hull collapsed outward. Their 3814 codos?32
provenience places them just aft of TT 808 in
sub-operation 6P. Although placing TT 1593
directly aft of TT 808 in Figure 15.2.35 was The channel assembly that anchored the
something of an assumption given that the mainmast shrouds to the hull was set on the
two pieces did not mend, the significance of main wale (Fig. 15.2.40). Six postarios rose
associating the finished plank end of TT 436 three codos in height up to the upper-deck
with this course of wales must be empha- wale, over which they were notched and fassized. The 58° angle of this plank end was tened. They were also secured over two
incongruent with the 70° angle of TT 1599, intervening wales placed over the planks at
the softwood plank with a cut-out port that one codo intervals. The channel, or mesa de
was placed above the fourth deck. Clearly, guarnición, was situated one codo above the
these two strakes did not come from the main wale; it began at a point below the
same level in the stern, an arrangement that front of the sterncastle and extended aft
is implied by positioning the channel assem- almost 9 m to a point just forward of the
bly above the upper-deck wale (see Figs. counter. Up to the level of the upper-deck
15.2.1 [left], 15.2.7).
wale, the hull was planked with oak and fasTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 15.2.38: A
reconstruction of the
upperworks superimposed over the profile
of the interior starboard structures. The
load waterline is indicated. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-2001-103-7).
Scale 1:100
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Figure 15.2.39 {Top
Left): Body plan from
midship to stern.
Dashed lines indicate
the reconstructed
shape of the sterncastle. (Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M92-103-lóc).
Figure 15.2.40 (Top
Riglit): Reconstructed
stern view of the 24M
vessel. The load waterline is indicated.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M2001-103-2).
Scale 1:100

tened with a combination of treenails and
iron nails.
At some point above the upper-deck wale,
the oak planking gave way to a different
construction style consisting of softwood
planking interspersed with L-shaped wales
and fastened with iron nails exclusively.
There is some evidence to suggest the height
at which this transition took place. The Tshaped wale (TT 206) surmounting the starboard mainmast channel assembly reveals
that the next strake above was 4.5 cm thick,
based on the depth of its rebates. This strake
corresponds to the level of the oak bulwark
plank in the waist (TT 200/2050), which had
a similar thickness of 4 cm to 5 cm. TT 2049
(from sub-operations 14Q to 16Q) is an Lshaped wale from the same vicinity that also
overlapped a plank 4.5 cm thick (Figs.
15.2.41, 15.2.42). Its smaller size suggests
that this wale came from above the upper-
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deck wale and, considering that the lowest
bulwark plank has no edge-nailing for an
overlapping wale, may be associated with a
different strake higher up. TT 2759 and
TT 1804 represent L-shaped wales from the
starboard waist area (from sub-operations
18Q to 24Q and 18Q to 22Q, respectively)
that overlapped thinner 2.5 cm thick planks.
The side-by-side deposition of these two
long wales (8 m and 6 m long, respectively)
attests to two different softwood strakes
coinciding in the area of the waist. This suggests that the planking transition occurred
halfway up the waist bulwark, at a strake
that ran aft to the top of a presumed second
counter.
There is a certain logic to this transition
occurring two strakes above the upper-deck
wale, as this height corresponds with the
tops of the third futtocks and the
upper-deck albaola. Thicker hardwood hull
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planks would have fortified the overlap
zone of the third and fourth futtocks, sandwiching them against the opposing waterway and albaola timbers. The sterncastle
construction of the Mary Rose provides a
useful point of comparison: the lighter lapstraked planking of its superstructures
begins at the height of the upper-deck gunports.333 The last carvel plank directly below
the port is opposed internally by a pair of
stringers that likewise brace the heads of the
lower futtocks in this overlap zone.

struction, the upper stern panel converged
with the projected line of the starboard fashion frame (TT 883), when the fourth deck
was placed at a height of three codos above
the underlying deck.337

There is insufficient evidence to confidently
determine the extent of the fourth deck. The
fore-and-aft positions of the surviving
beams attributed to this level were estimated by comparing their lengths against
the reconstructed deck outline and observing the suggested knee spacing (see Fig.
Above this level, the sterncastle construction 15.1.93). This yields a planked deck length of
changed to softwood planks fastened to 5.5 m forward from the stern, based on surwidely spaced fourth futtocks. It appears viving timbers. Coincidentally, this amounts
that an L-shaped wale was interposed to precisely a quarter of the hull's overall
between each softwood strake, overlapping length or esloria. The fourth deck might oththe plank below. This is in part suggested by erwise have extended forward above the
the tight spacing of wale notches set into the capstan area, providing cover for nearly half
forward postarios, but also by TT 1599 in the the upper deck and a clear working surface
stern (see Fig. 15.2.8). This softwood castle for handling the mainmast rigging (see Secplank was preserved in situ with an L- tion 17.3). The additional shelter afforded by
shaped wale (TT 1600) overlapping its a fully planked half deck would have made
upper edge. At the same time, the gunport a tremendous difference for the crew of the
cut into its bottom edge would very likely Red Bay vessel on a late-season North
have been placed directly over another wale, Atlantic crossing, when most of the space
as strongly suggested by iconography.
below the upper deck was filled with casks
of oil. Unfortunately, the complete nature
The alternating pattern of softwood planks and extent of the fourth deck cannot be
and L-shaped wales in the sterncastle is determined archaeologically. Consequently,
reflected in 16th-century Dutch iconogra- the many insights this structure might have
phy, particularly the depictions by Pieter provided regarding crew accommodation
Bruegel of Spanish ships showing the plank- and other issues of life on board, including
ing of the sterncastle.334 In function, the clin- food preparation, sail handling, the helm
ker wales may be compared to the position, and the appearance of the vessel's
lapstraked planking found in the sterncastle sheer line, have proven elusive.
of the Mary Rose, lending lightweight rigidity to a sparsely framed structure.
Concerning the transverse design of the
upperworks, in projecting the line of the
Combined evidence from the planking and frames upward in the area of the ship's tumwale typologies sheds some light on the con- blehome, the initial interpretation was also
figuration of the stern. TT 436 and TT 1599, the simplest one: a straight tangent above
with their finished plank ends, were firmly the tumblehome arc. Top timbers indicate
linked to specific wale levels terminating at that the sterncastle bulwark was straight
identifiable heights, at the stern. Signifi- and that this straight line extended at least
cantly, the angles of these two plank ends some distance below the fourth deck at the
differ, indicating the existence of two sepa- stern.338 Above the 4Vi codo arc in the ends of
rate stern panels rising at different angles the articulated third futtocks, however, there
and thus, of two stern counters. 335 While is not a straight line but a very subtle arc
most iconography of two-counter vessels continuing the curvature inwards. 339 This
depicts parallel stern panels above the first arc is seen in the futtocks of the floating secand second counters, non-parallel panels are tion as well as a loose third futtock from the
shown by Mathew Baker and in the Manuel port side (TT 717). Unfortunately, the disde pilotage.336 These show an intermediate ruption in the surviving frame evidence
angle for the lower stern panel, between that between the upper and fourth decks preof the sternpost below, and the more vertical cludes establishing precisely where and how
stern panel above. In the Red Bay recon- this arc may have faired with the straight
III-244
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tumblehome. Apparently, the design of the
upperworks was more elaborate than was
first appreciated. This is equally true in the
case of the forecastle which was found to
contain a reverse (hollowing) curve where
the beakhead met the forecastle.

Waist
Evidence for the appearance of the bulwarks
included the two lower planks, one to starboard and one to port, both of oak and about
4 cm thick. The starboard plank (TT 200/
2050) measured 32 cm in width and had two
scupper openings measuring 87 cm and
128 cm long. The port plank was 30 cm wide
and had similar openings for the upper-deck
scuppers. From the iron-nail holes in these
planks, typical intervals of the top timbers
(fourth futtocks) were 40 cm to 46 cm, with
some spaced up to 52 cm apart. A second
series of nail holes, independent of the first,
corresponded to the locations of the third
futtocks at intervals of about 1.6 m, ranging
up to 2.3 m. The variability in spacing is
noteworthy: while every frame in the sterncastle had an associated third futtock, this
was not the case in the waist and farther forward in the forecastle, where third futtocks
were more sparsely used.

Figure 15.2.43: The
chess-tree. Its provenience in sub-operation 20Q suggested
that it originated forward in the waist.
Note the holes for
leading sheets and
tacks. (Photo: G. Taudien, Parks Canada;
24M-6970W).

On the starboard side, it was possible to
align the bulwark plank with the
upper-deck wale on account of mutual fastener spacings and scupper locations. Furthermore, one particular aspect of the wale
permitted the length of the waist to be
inferred. A bevelled notch in the top of the
wale (TT 2971) was identified as the point
where the dale protruded through the bulwark. The fore-and-aft position of the dale,
and by extension the entire bulwark assembly, could therefore be referenced to the
sump carved in the keelson. With consideration of the example of the Mary Rose, the
after edge of the dale was assumed to
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delimit the forward end of the sterncastle.340
This implied that the sterncastle began with
the fourth futtock of the 3rd frame aft. The
1st postario aft was also situated on this
frame but was affixed to the third futtock. In
the bow, the postarios were secured to the
fourth futtocks of the 15th, 18th, 21st, and
24th frames forward.341 Judging from the
iconography, particularly representations by
Baker and Bruegel, the 1st postario forward
similarly demarcates the after end of the
forecastle. This suggests that the forecastle
began with the fourth futtock of the 15th
frame forward. Based on these assumptions,
the length of the waist would have been
7.5 m or 13 codos.
The height of the waist bulwarks is
unknown. However, in 16th-century Gipuzkoan ship contracts, it is generally specified
as two codos (1.15 m). This height could be
made up by four planks of 25 cm to 30 cm
width. The evidence cited earlier with
respect to the wales seems consistent with
this number (see Fig. 15.2.41). TT 2759 may
represent an L-shaped cap rail that ran the
full length of the waist. Near the forecastle
was a chesstree (TT 2760, see Section 17.3)
containing two holes through which the
spritsail sheet and mainsail tack could be
lead (Fig. 15.2.43). This timber, about 1.14 m
(two codos) long, was notched to fit over
three wales, the middle one being the upperdeck wale and the uppermost a wale running along the top of the first bulwark
plank. The lower wale was comparable in
size to the on-plank wale TT 808 located at
the same level in the stern.

Forecastle
What little can be said about the forecastle's
profile and construction is principally
inferred from the foremast channel assembly
and related wales. The four forward postarios
on either side of the hull were on a wale situ-
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ated one codo below the upper-deck wale.
From here, the postarios rose three codos to a
level equal to the suggested height of the rail
in the waist. Presumably, the forecastle walls
rose higher to the level of the forecastle deck
and perhaps extended still higher to form a
bulwark. The 4th postario was located at the
24th frame forward, likely reflecting the forward extent of the forecastle. Based on the
separation between the first and last postarios, the length of the forecastle is estimated
at 4 m, or seven codos. The forward limits of
the wales were likely just forward of the
foremast.342

Figure 15.2.44: Body
plan from midship to
bow. Dashed lines
indicate the reconstructed shape of the
forecastle; note the
reverse curve. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M-92-10316a).

The forecastle had a tumblehome that
appeared to evolve, moving forward, from a
straight tangent into a reverse curve (Fig.
15.2.44). This curve had a radius of 11 codos
and was first apparent at the top with the
2nd postario from the after end of the forecastle. With each successive postario forward,
the curve extended downward.

Beakhead
Three elements of the beakhead were identified: a central, carling-like piece referred to
as the main beakhead timber (TT 1858); one
of the two longitudinal shelves fastened on
either side of the main beakhead timber
(TT 1859); and an ornamental timber forming the extreme forward end of the beakhead (Fig. 15.2.45, see also Fig. 15.2.18).
The main timber and the two shelves
formed a triangular structure over 4 m long,
extending from inside the hull to a point
about 3.5 m forward of the stem. The
inboard end of the main timber rested atop
the stem head and the two abutting hawse
pieces (escobenques).
The main beakhead timber and the shelf
were 17 cm thick, except for the inboard part
inside the hull, which was only 10 cm thick.
The main beakhead timber was 29 cm wide
at the stem and 21 cm near the forward end,
while the surviving shelf was 8 cm wide.
The main beakhead timber was rabbeted at
its forward end to receive the ends of the
beakhead planking and wales. These elements were fastened to the end of the timber
with iron nails. The main beakhead timber
and the shelves were joined, at the forward
end of the triangular structure, with two 30
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mm bolts. Since no head impressions were
found on the timbers, the bolts probably traversed the outer planking as well. At 1.05 m
and 1.20 m forward of the stem, two vertical
bolt-holes show where the timber was
affixed to the head knee. Again, no nailhead
impressions were noted.
The ornamental beakhead timber rose to a
height of 1.15 m (two codos), indicating the
height of the headrails (Fig. 15.2.46). Its
lower end was tenoned into the main beakhead timber's forward end. On each side of
the ornamental timber, a series of iron-nail
holes and treenails indicate where the
planks on each side of the beakhead were
fastened.
Near the point where the beakhead was
joined to the forecastle, two catheads projected beyond the beakhead. The cathead
assembly was represented by a transverse
beam (TT 2099/2706) and the cathead
(TT 1573, see Section 17.4). The inboard ends
of the catheads were mortised into the transverse beam, then notched to fit under the
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Figure 15.2.45: Plan
view of a reconstruction of the beakhead.
Surviving elements
located at the base of
the assembly are indicated in grey tone,
those at the top with
coarse stipple. The
shape of the beakhead
was determined by
aligning three known
points: the forward
end of the main beakhead timber (TT 1858);
the ends of the transverse beam (TT 2099/
2706); and the angled
notch cut into the
upper face of the cathead (TT 1573) into
which the headrail
was set. Note the shelf
(TT 1859) fastened to
the port side of the
main beakhead timber.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M2000-103-4).
Scale 1:50

headrail. The angle formed by this notch
established the line of the beakhead itself.

Discussion
Superstructures have been considered a relatively well-known aspect of 16th-century
vessels, based on representations of ships
from this period. It is important, therefore,
to realize that this archaeological example
contains many elements that cannot easily
be identified in period treatises or iconography. As far as the construction of its upperworks is concerned, the Red Bay vessel has
no archaeological parallels; there are only a
few contrasting examples, such as the lapstraked sterncastles of the Mary Rose and the
wreck from Cavalaire-sur-Mer. The archaeological study of ships' upperworks is relatively unusual compared to that of the
submerged elements of hulls.
An iconographie comparison reveals contrasting approaches to designing a ship's
upperworks. For example, a simple exercise
such as comparing the line of the upperdeck wale with points at the bow and stern,
such as the base of the beakhead and the top
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of the sternpost, reveals systematic differences among the illustrations of Mathew
Baker, Manoel Fernandes, Pieter Bruegel,
and the Norman school of cartographers. As
well, in comparing the Red Bay vessel's
upperworks to early maritime treatises in
Spanish, Portuguese, French, and English,
certain elements remain nameless while others have no exact translation. Such indicators of regional differences help explain why
16th-century sailors could identify a ship's
origin from a considerable distance at sea.
Uniformity in castle and standing rigging
was still a thing of the future.
What is the significance of the surprisingly
low placement of the main channel assembly? Is this a typical characteristic of Basque
ships of the time, or was it unique to whaling vessels? It could be argued that the low
level would have provided a working platform suitable for flensing a whale carcass
alongside the ship, analogous to the cutting
stages rigged on whalers in subsequent centuries.343 Here the advantage of the ship's
tackle and capstan could have been brought
to bear (see Section 2.2 for a discussion of
open water versus shoreline flensing practices). The low platform may otherwise have
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Figure 15.2.46: The
ornamental timber fastened to the forward
end of the beakhead
(TT 1976). The lower
end is at bottom. Note
the tenon that fit into a
mortise in the tip of
the main beakhead
timber. The height of
the decorative timber
was 1.15 m, or 2 codos,
the same height proposed for the headrails. A very similar
beakhead decoration
is shown on two ships
in engravings by Frans
Huys after Pieter Bruegel (see Fig. 15.2.18).
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; 24M-7722W).
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facilitated access to boats and to casks full of
oil being floated or lightered out to the ship
to be hoisted aboard. In any event, the lack
of iconographie parallels for this low channel arrangement suggests it was either a
highly specialized or relatively short-lived
custom.
The elaborate channel assemblies and the
complex castle structures of overlapping
wales indicate that topside carpentry represented an art distinct from that of the main
hull. Lightweight, flexible, and held together
by edge-nailing, the castle walls recall an
older shipbuilding technology than the
robust, carvel-planked structure below. The
peculiar use of overlapping wales may have

been a Basque predilection, perhaps even
one specific to certain carpenters. Nonetheless, despite the archaism and regionalism of
their construction, the upperworks contained modern elements that remained
familiar over the next centuries. Most
importantly, the channels, with their function of spreading the shrouds and distancing
them from the hull, and the subtle application of circular geometry in designing the
castles had few known antecedents in the
15th-century Atlantic tradition. As Renaissance hull design and rigging became more
elaborate and more theoretical, a similar
sophistication was emerging in the associated art of castle carpentry.

NOTES

301 This chapter owes much to the work of Charles
Bradley, who reconstructed the standing rigging
and channels, and Marc-André Bernier, who
brought order to the scattered timbers of the
upperworks.
302 The timbers that could initially be associated with
the "floating section" were planks TT 753, TT 756,
TT 2058; knee TT 1130; and frames TT 979, TT 1131,
TT 1132, TT 1133, and TT 1153. Planks TT 1154,
TT 1060, TT 1137, and TT 732 were added
subsequently, as was another frame with an
attached knee, TT 975.
303 Planks TT 157 and TT 158 and buttocks TT 159,
TT 160, and TT 161 (from sub-operation 12Q).
304 The two planks were formed respectively by
mending fragments TT 200 and TT 2050 (starboard)
and TT 602 and TT 722 (port).
305 Similarly, the two oak planks on either side of the
helm port, just above the transom, were fastened
with nails only. A bevel along the top edge of these
planks (TT 1413 and TT 1155) reduced their
thickness to 3 cm or 4 cm, perhaps reflecting a
transition to thinner softwood planks above.
306 The graffito appears on plank TT 2145 found in suboperation 12P.
307 This group included TT 1061, TT 1559, and TT 1560
(from sub-operation 8P); as well as TT 195 and
TT 145 (from sub-operation 12R).
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308 The door was recovered directly below the capstan
in sub-operation 10Q. The probable bulkhead
planks were found forward and aft of this area, in
sub-operations 8P and 12R. It is not possible to
determine from which side of the ship the surviving
bulkhead fragments may have originated.
309 The port-side main-wale fragments, from stern to
bow, were TT 1106, TT 2867, TT 2917, and TT 2240
(from trenches K and L). Their starboard
counterparts were TT 568, TT 969, TT 31, TT 1337,
TT 91, and TT 2702 (from trenches P and Q).
310 TT 966, TT 723, TT 808, and TT 1593 from the
starboard side and TT 2846, TT 2942, and TT 2677
from the port side.
311 From the port stern, none were identified. From the
starboard stern, ten fragments were identified:
TT 1534, TT 198, TT 798, TT 799, TT 2097, TT 885,
TT 2049, TT 1600, TT 841, and TT 2067 (29.8 m in
total; the longest fragment measured 6.2 m).
Turning to the bow area, from the port-side bow,
three fragments were found: TT 1881/1887,
TT 2868, and TT 2934 (7.5 m in total; the longest
fragment was 4.0 m). From the starboard bow, ten
fragments were recovered: TT 1447, TT 1723/2700,
TT 1804, TT 1797, TT 1481, TT 2024, TT 2235,
TT 2703, TT 2707, and TT 2759 (31.5 m in total; the
three longest fragments were 5.9 m to 7.9 m, others
were 4.0 m or less).
312 Scarfed ends on L-shaped wales were observed on
TT 198, TT 2703, TT 2707, and TT 2024.
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313 TT 745 (from sub-operation 6P), TT 1142 (from 8P),
TT 831/1143 (from 10P to 10Q), TT 197 (from 12Q),
and TT 2066 (from 12P to 14P).

éd., Maritime Prints by the Dutch Masters (London:
Gordon Fraser, 1980); two images originating in
Guillaume Brouscon's, Manuel de pilotage (1548),
reprinted in Fernand Braudel, éd., Le monde de
Jacques Cartier: L'aventure au XVIe siècle (Montreal:
Libre-Expression, 1984), p. 174, fig. 1; and a
charming drawing by Holbien of ca. 1530,
published in Frank Howard, Sailing Ships of War,
1400-1860 (Greenwich: Conway Maritime Press,
1979), p. 62, fig. 80.

314 Alonso de Chaves, Espejo de Navegantes (1537;
reprint, Madrid: Instituto de Historia y Cultura
Naval, 1983; reprint, Madrid: Museo Naval and
Quinto Centenario, 1992), p. 217: "Postarios, son
unos maderos que suben por de fuera en los
costados de la nao desde las cintas hasta el bordo de
la nao, y en ambos lados de la nao de proa y de
popa sobre que asientan las mesas de guarnición y
321 Particularly Manoel Fernandes, op. cit., pp. 92, 99,
par fortaleza de la nao." Cf. Vocabulario maritime, y
102, and 114; and Mathew Baker, op. cit., fols. 78,
explicación de los vocablos, que usa la gente de Mar, en
128-9, and 144.
su exercicios del Arte de Marear (Seville: Lopez de
Haro, [1722]; reprint, Seville: 1740; reprint, Valencia: 322 The upper-deck wale is slightly below the upperLibrerías Paris-Valencia, 1992), p. 64: "Posteleros son
deck level amidships but rises more quickly
unos pedazos de palo corvos. Estos se afirman
towards the ends of the vessel. If the sheer of the
desde le superficie de la mesa de guarnición de
wales forward continues to parallel the main-deck
costado del Navio, y serven par mayor sujeción de
wale (with a 2 1/3 codo rise between midship and
dicha mesa, y que con el valance no padezca."
the stem), then at the stem a wale approximately
one codo lower than the upper-deck wale would
actually be at deck height, which is estimated to rise
315 Counting aft, the known intervals for the port-side
only one codo over the same distance.
mainmast postarios were: 1st to 2nd postarios, 1.57 m;
3rd to 4th postarios, 1.52 m; and 4th to 5th postarios,
1.54 m.
323 Countersinks kept the wood surface from
splintering when drilled, protected the nailhead,
provided a pocket for pitch to seal the fastening and
316 Measured from the channels' after ends, the port
fair the surface, and seem to have been used
and starboard postarios were respectively centred at
universally for hull plank nails. Typically, nailhead
the following distances: 37 cm and 34 cm; 1.90 m
impressions are visible within the countersinks.
and 1.96 m; 3.35 m and 3.23 m; and 4.69 m and
4.30 m.
324 Plank fragment TT 1154 (from sub-operation 8P)
mends with TT 756; TT 1137 (from 10P to 12P) butt
317 The three planks, listed from bottom to top, are:
joins with TT 2058; and TT 1060 (from 8P) joins with
TT 2058, TT 756, and TT 753/758 (from
sub-operations 8Q-12Q). The planks were found in
TT1137.
situ, linked by two futtocks TT 1131 and 1133 (from
12Q). As well, three detached futtocks mated with
325 TT 961 (from sub-operation 8P), TT 788 (from 10Q),
the intact segment: TT 975 (from 10P), TT 1132
and TT 135 (from 14Q).
(from 12Q), and TT 1153 (from 12Q).
326 The six bolts pass through the bottom edge of the
main-deck albaola, the waterway at four different
318 This is based on the consideration that treenails
heights, and between the waterway and the shelf
derive much of their holding power from swelling
clamp (see Fig. 15.1.1).
caused by the absorption of water. Consequently,
their use is typically limited to the portions of the
hull below the waterline. The fastening transition
327 It was initially assumed that these bolts were
implied by the bulwark strake seemed to accord
anchored through a wale, not a plank. There is only
with that observed between the transom and
a single isolated example from the site, however, of
counter planking, albeit at a different height.
an anomalous bolt-hole in a wale (TT 31). The half
bolt-holes in the on-plank wales (TT 966, TT 2942)
were identified as fasteners securing postarios at the
319 The model is in the Museo Naval in Madrid. An
height of the channel. See Figure 14.5.11 for an
illustration of the model is published in Enrique
image after Bruegel (ca. 1562) showing shrouds
Manera Regueyra et al., Eí buque en la Armada
apparently attached to the hull above a wale, as
Española (Madrid: Silex, 1981), pp. 150-151. Other
suggested here.
iconographie evidence of the period typically shows
the after channel (mesa de guarnición) positioned on
the upper-deck wale, or sometimes one wale above
328 The boreholes are found in TT 919, TT 916, TT 778,
or below it, while the forward channel is shown at
TT 779, TT 930, and TT 975. TT 717 is a loose third
the same level or sometimes one wale higher.
futtock attributed to the port side that also exhibits
this particular borehole pattern. This feature does
not appear to be an isolated phenomenon.
320 Iconographie evidence considered in this analysis
includes vessel profiles drawn by Mathew Baker,
"Fragments of Ancient English Shipwrightry," ca.
329 Anomalous nail holes on the inboard faces of
1580, Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys
TT 1133 and TT 1132 appear at a height suitable for
Library, Ms 2820; vessel profiles by Manoel
a raised albaola consistent with these elevated
Fernandes, "Livro de traças de carpintaria," (1616;
escoperadas.
reprint, ed. Manuel Leitào as Livro de traças de
carpintaria de Manuel Fernandes, Lisbon: Academia
330 A rise in the level of the main deck at this
de Marinha, 1989); images attributed to Bruegel,
approximate location is shown in Mathew Baker,
published in Irene de Groot and Robert Vorstman,
op. cit., fols. 24,125, and 128-129.
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337 This convergence is another feature noted especially
in the profile drawings of Baker and Fernandes
where the angle of the sternpost and fashion frame,
extended to the top of the bulwark, is found to
intersect the apex of the upper stern and sheer wale,
332 The naval treatises of Diego García de Palacio,
at the vessel's uppermost and aftermost extremity.
¡nstrucion náutica, para el buen uso, y regimiento de las
naos (Mexico: Pedro Ocharte, 1587; reprint as
Instrucción náutica para navegar, Madrid: Ediciones 338 The futtocks identified as top timbers all originated
Cultura Hispánica, 1944; reprint as Nautical
between the waist and the stern. These include
Instruction, 1587, trans. J. Bankston, Bisbee, Arizona:
TT 1671, TT 883 (a fashion frame top timber), and
Terrenate Associates, 1986) and Thomé Cano, Arte
more tentatively, TT 1772 and TT 2142 (see Section
para fabricar, fortificar, y apareiar naos de guerra, y
17.3).
merchante (Seville: Luys Estupiñan, 1611; reprint as
Tomé Cano, Arte para fabricar y aparejar naos, éd.
339 The arc appears to represent a curve somewhat less
Enrique Marco Dorta, La Laguna, Tenerife: Instituto
pronounced than the 11 codo arc noted in the lower
de Estudios Canarios, 1964) prescribe that the
hull.
length of the mainmast should be equal to the
overall length (esloria) of the ship.
340 Margaret Rule, The Mary Rose: A Guide, pp. 18-19.
331 TT 436 was split medially along the bottom edge of
the attached wale. The corresponding fragment was
not recovered.

333 Margaret Rule, The Mary Rose: A Guide
341 These frame associations are revealed by a
([Portsmouth]: The Mary Rose Trust, 1995), pp. 15,
diagnostic spacing of the starboard channel's
19; Margaret Rule, The Mary Rose: The Excavation and
postario notches that perfectly align with the four
Raising of Henry VIWs Flagship (London: Conway
third futtock positions indicated on TT 1339 and
Maritime Press, 1982), p. 111.
TT 1449 from strake 17. The forwardmost postario on
the port side was, somewhat incongruously,
334 The comparison was made with later engravings
attached at the 25th frame forward.
based on the works of Bruegel. Irene de Groot and
Robert Vorstman, op. cit., figs. 2, 3, 4a, and 4.
342 Three L-shaped wales found in the bow area
measured approximately 3.8 m to 4.0 m in length
335 The angled end of TT 436 measures 58° while that of
(TT 1881/1887, TT 1723/2700, TT 1447). These were
TT 1599 measures 70°. These angles are referenced
all shaped to overlap 2.5 cm thick planks and seem
to the plank sheer, and were incorporated in the
to corroborate the proposed forecastle length of 4 m.
profile reconstruction drawings (see Figs. 15.2.1
[right], 15.2.38). Archaeological evidence of a
second, higher, counter was heretofore limited to
343 Figure 2.2.13 shows a 17th-century engraving of a
two curved timbers (TT 996 and TT 714) believed to
whale being flensed alongside a Basque ship. The
be counter frames but not conforming to the lower
scene depicts a container being passed between one
counter position.
sailor standing on the carcass and another holding
onto the side of the ship, both on precarious footing.
This suggests how a platform placed closer to the
336 Mathew Baker, op. cit., fols. 24 and 125; Guillaume
waterline may have proven useful.
Brouscon in Fernand Braudel, loc. cit.
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16 THE R E D BAY S H I P AND THE
STRUCTURES OF BASQUE
SHIPBUILDING

16.1 The Basque Shipbuilding Trades: Design, Forestry,
and Carpentry
Brad Loewen

The tasks of reconstructing and understanding the Red Bay vessel lead naturally to a
fresh look at the written record of 16th-century Basque shipbuilding. The principal
conclusions arising fronr the archaeological
study comprise six key aspects, which in
turn became our research questions as we
began the archival study.
First, analysis of the shape of the frame timbers revealed that the hull was designed
according to a method that, at the time this
study was undertaken, had not otherwise
been encountered in Atlantic contexts predating the 1570s and 1580s, when it appears
in the shipbuilding treatises of Fernando
Oliveira, Mathew Baker, and Diego Garcia
de Palacio. This development in the history
of modern naval architecture was therefore
pushed beyond its earliest textual appearance based on the archaeological evidence
from Red Bay.
Second, the design method was adapted to a
construction technique in which the frames
did not form an autonomous structure, but
consisted of non-assembled or floating timbers held in place only by the hull's internal
and external longitudinal elements. During
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construction, temporary ribbands were used
to control the hull shape and initially hold
the frame timbers in position. These ribbands, similar to those illustrated in the treatise of Joâo Baptista Lavanha, followed key
longitudinal lines and fulfilled a hull design
role comparable to that ascribed to certain
shakes in ancient and medieval shell-first
construction.344
Third, the curved frame timbers were grown
to nearly the exact shape, length, and diameter needed for the ship, apparently by artificially training oaks into the desired shapes.
The practice of growing compass timber to
predetermined forms allowed Basque naval
forestry to develop into an intensive and
efficient enterprise, but the decades invested
in producing such timbers perpetuated the
floating frame structure, thus fixing the
decks for all ships at standard heights and,
ultimately, limiting innovation in hull
design.
Fourth, the assembly of the hull's components proceeded in a sequence that was neither truly shell-first nor skeleton-first but,
rather, stepwise. Each level of frame timbers
was erected and faired with the aid of ribIII-253

bands, then secured by internal structures
and hull planks, permitting the next level of
frame timbers to be raised. This assembly
sequence invites comparison to the stepwise
construction found in other contexts, not
least the 4th-century B.C. Kyrenia wreck and
17th-century Dutch shipbuilding, in which
hull assembly also advanced level by level
in a stepwise fashion but where "shell" components led "skeleton" components, contrary to the Red Bay example.345
Fifth, such a stepwise assembly sequence
precluded a neat division of shipyard labour
between carpenters and plankers. While tool
marks and assembly evidence reveal some
specialization of shipyard skills, such as
blacksmithing and precision adze work, the
labour force clearly possessed a broad range
of skills and was divided into informal units
as required by the tasks at hand.
On the other hand, finally, the decks were
built in two discrete phases. The major elements (clamps, beams) were installed during the hull's assembly and helped to hold
each subsequent level of futtocks in place,
while minor components (such as carlings,
ledges, and planking) were added after
issues such as cargo distribution, crew's
quarters, and the placement of the ground
tackle and heaving gear were settled with an
eye to the ship's whaling vocation. Similarly,
the castles were built in a different style and
with different materials than those found in
the hull, suggesting that their construction
also formed a separate phase that was initiated only after the rigging plan had been
determined.
Casting the archaeological conclusions as
new research problems to be explored led to
a reassessment of the archival records
related to the Basque shipbuilding industry.346 Much as the ship itself, the records
imposed a "natural" organisation based on
the sequence in which these papers were
produced, according to the chain of shipbuilding operations. Thus, after presenting a
short overview of shipbuilding on the
Basque Coast in the early modern period,
we will follow the three large professional
divisions of a shipbuilding project: hull
design, naval forestry and shipyard carpentry. Each of these divisions brings new information to the preceding archaeological
conclusions.
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SHIPBUILDING ON THE BASQUE
COAST
In the Middle Ages, a self-contained naval
industry arose on the Basque coast that was
progressively refined and intensified, gaining a high degree of internal coherence
between its design, forestry, and shipyard
aspects. Its success attracted the attention of
other regions. Basque carpenters were hired
to launch the Bordeaux shipbuilding
industry 347 and are even reputed to have furnished England with ships and shipbuilding
expertise.348 Early in the 16th century,
Gipuzkoa began selling ships to the burgeoning market of Seville.349 In the second
half of the century, however, certain inherent
limits in the functioning of this industry
appear to have been reached. A crisis
occurred when the demand for naval oak,
stimulated by construction subsidies, outstripped the supply.350 However, as the Red
Bay evidence makes clear, timber from natural forests could not have been used without
obliging carpenters to alter their traditional
methods, which were based on a standardized timber supply. A period of crisis and
adjustment ensued around the turn of the
17th century,351 from which Basque shipbuilding emerged as a changed industry
using technologies similar to those found
elsewhere in Europe, where the forestry and
shipyard aspects of shipbuilding were less
closely linked and followed geographically
and technologically independent lines of
development.
In terms of recognizing archaeological vestiges of the old and new shipbuilding practices, a simple distinction may be
hypothesized. In 16th-century wrecks, the
presence of floating futtocks is generally
observed.
Subsequently,
double-sawn
frames came into general use for medium
and large ships. This transition remains
undated and was certainly gradual, but we
may hypothesize that for large ships used
on the West Indies route, it occurred during
the period between 1575 and 1625.352
The Red Bay vessel, in many ways typical of
16th-century shipbuilding in many areas of
the Atlantic, is also an example of Basque
methods. These methods were embedded in
a dramatic landscape of short, steep rivers
cutting through mountainous terrain, which
was also one of medieval Europe's primary
iron-producing regions.353 The six valleys of
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Gipuzkoa, between the French border and
the neighbouring province of Vizkaia, were
home to shipbuilding industries organized
around rivermouth ports,354 tidal estuaries
up to 6 km long used for timber transport,
and oak forests in the surrounding uplands.
The ports were separated by coastal cliffs
and highlands unsuited for agriculture or
transport, which fostered the autonomous
development of shipbuilding trades in each
valley.355 Situated at intervals of only 5 km to
12 km along the coast, the ports shared a
common history of shipping and navigation
that arose in the 13th century and, no doubt,
paralleled the rise of Basque shipbuilding. 356
Not only did medieval Basque ships haul
iron as far as Seville and Brittany, but they
also carried wool from Castille and wine
from Aquitaine to the wealthy textile
regions of northwestern Europe. For Basque
sailors, home waters lay in the North Atlantic and, in the 15th century, allied as the cofradía, they opposed the expansion of the
Hanseatic League west of Flanders.
Crowded Flemish ports saw skirmishes
between Biscayan and German sailors as
they jockeyed for docking priority. After
Hanseatic fishermen began taking on salt at
La Rochelle, a Basque force ejected them in
1443-1444.357 Biscayan fishermen headed for
the North Atlantic in search of cod, hake,
and whales, reaching Iceland early in the
15th century and contributing to the
breakup of the Hanseatic stockfisch monopoly in these waters. 358 While Basque navigation was generally oriented northward, a
number of ships also headed for the Mediterranean. By the 13th century, they had
found a niche hauling alum from Ostia to
England. From 1450 to 1475, a group of captains supplied Genoa with Sicilian wheat 359
and, in the following decades, Basque
pirates preyed on convoys of the great city
of Venice.360 As soon as Seville was captured
by Christian forces at the end of the 15th
century, Basque vessels appeared to take
part in that city's rich maritime trade.
Under the aegis of Hapsburg Spain, the
Basque maritime trades slowly took on the
colour of empire. Biscayan navigation
enjoyed its greatest success with the opening
of the Terranova fishery and the Carrera de
Indias. Shipbuilding, formerly an artisanal
trade exercised on municipal beaches,
became a viable capitalist enterprise. 361 Permanent, private shipyards with launching
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slips appeared in Gipuzkoa during the
1570s,362 partially financed by the increased
state construction subsidies inaugurated in
1563.363 They were set up by landed timber
merchants who also profited from reforestation subsidies.364 The concentration of capital broke with the traditional organization of
shipbuilding, in which a merchant hired a
carpenter and purchased timber to build a
specific ship, and the carpenter executed his
contract on the municipal beach. In the new
shipyards, a heightened division of labour
was perceptible. Carpenters and plankers
appeared separately in the yards, an indicator of a skeleton-first construction sequence,
and the local master carpenter was subjugated to the orders of a shipwright familiar
with the state's architectural norms, suggesting that a new method of hull design was
making its way into Basque shipbuilding. 365

These innovations occurred even as the timber supply began to decline, and they
appear to represent a peak in the shipbuilding economy. Signs of exhaustion appeared
in the 1580s, and the first decade of the 17th
century saw a veritable depression in the
naval industry of Biscay. As shipbuilding
activity declined, the associated iron industry failed to keep up with new technologies
implemented abroad. The rolling mill,
which industrialized nail production in
England and the lower Rhine in the 1580s,
did not reach Gipuzkoa until the 1620s.366
The Anglo-Dutch front represented more
than an industrial challenge, as heavy naval
losses inflicted by these countries in 1588
and 1593 shook the Biscayan economy. Soon
after, the successful implantation of English,
Dutch, and French colonies quashed all
hopes for a revival of Spanish Basque navigation in the North Atlantic. The shipbuilding trades, however, continued to develop.
The 1610s seem to have been a period of
recovery, accompanied by new hull design
methods derived from Mediterranean
models 367 and, possibly, the adoption of
fully assembled frames and full skeletonfirst construction.

The Red Bay vessel, dating to the third quarter of the 16th century, is representative of
an apogee in Basque shipbuilding. The hull
design and construction methods apparent
in the archaeological vestiges are important
clues to understanding the success of
Basque shipbuilding in the 16th century.
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Interpretation of Archival
Documents
The archaeological evidence lead to a new
interpretation of the documents upon which
existing knowledge of these developments
was based: the notarial acts in Gipuzkoan
archives, ca. 1550 to 1600, and the Iberian
shipbuilding treatises of ca. 1570 to 1620.
The notarial acts bear witness to a preindustrial economy characterized by decentralized production. These commercial contracts between outfitters, carpenters, timber
merchants, and iron merchants are only the
most visible part of a greatly extended web
of personal obligations among the smaller
allied trades, whose existence is revealed
particularly through judiciary records.

The surviving archival record is concentrated in western Gipuzkoa, from the Artibai
valley forming the border with Vizkaia,
through the Deba and Urola watersheds, as
far east as the Oria. Within this region, the
best-preserved records deal with the Urola
valley and its port of Zumaia. The notarial
records of eastern Gipuzkoa held in San
Sebastián were lost to fire in the 19th century
and, consequently, there is little information
from the valleys of the Urumea, Oiartzun,
and Bidasoa rivers. While the judiciary
records of Tolosa fill some gaps, knowledge
of the timber and shipbuilding trades in the
important whaling port of Pasajes remains
nebulous. However, the relatively detailed
picture from western Gipuzkoa provides an
idea of how the industry was organized
throughout the province.

The second type of written source, the shipbuilding texts of the late 16th and early 17th
centuries, arose in a different historical context characterized by state-directed shipbuilding. Rather
than describing a
decentralized network of master carpenters,
ship owners, and timber merchants, they
assume the presence of a shipwright's guiding hand in coordinating a state shipyard.
While these documents contain the only surviving descriptions of the concepts of hull
design, they were no doubt based upon the
practical experience of artisanal regional carpenters. The treatises adapt traditional concepts to the needs of the complex centralized
shipbuilding enterprises that emerged
throughout Europe.
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H U L L DESIGN
Atlantic shipbuilding treatises indicate that
16th-century hull design proceeded in three
general steps: setting out the overall dimensions; designing the master frame; and projecting the remaining frames forward and aft
of the master. For each step, the shipwright
followed a series of procedures based in part
on standard rules found in many areas of
Europe, and in part on the carpenter's preferences and on the individual ship in question. The Red Bay vessel, however, contains
some design elements that appear to have
been unique to the Basque coast.

The shipwright used three different baselines from which to project the vertical measurements, as illustrated in the drawings of
Manoel Fernandes. For the overall dimensions, the baseline was the keel's lower face,
while the frames were projected from the
keel's upper face at the master frame. For
the deck heights and other internal measurements, the baseline was the master floor timber's top face. In studying the Red Bay
ship's design, it was always necessary to
refer to the appropriate baseline to understand the shipwright's plan.

The ship's longitudinal measurements were
projected from the keel's ends, which were
represented by the keel rabbet's forward
and aft touches, spaced 25H codos apart. The
master floor timber was placed at 3/7 of this
length, slightly forward of the midpoint,
and the mainmast step's forward edge was
placed at the same location. The master
frame was situated at the centre of the upper
deck's length, measured from the stem to
the stern counter. Along this latter distance,
five points divided the ship's length: the
stem's forward extension, the stem-keel
touch, the master frame, the keel-stern
touch, and the stern counter's aft extension.
Forming four divisions, the distances
between these points, fore to aft, formed a
12-part ratio of 3 : 3 : 4 : 2.

Finally, the transverse measurements were
projected from a vertical plane running longitudinally along the centre of the keel,
forming a midship axis. Measurements were
projected to port and starboard from this
central axis.
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Overall Dimensions
According to the Iberian shipbuilding treatises of ca. 1570 to 1620, the starting point in
conceiving a ship lay in defining the overall
dimensions as proportions among the
breadth, length of keel, and overall length.
The overall length was defined as the distance between the stem's and the sternpost's
greatest overhangs. Even in texts written by
seamen,368 as opposed to shipbuilders 369 , a
rudimentary discussion of hull proportions
was always presented before the author proceeded to elaborate on the more sailorly concerns of rigging.
According to Thomé Cano, a venerable Biscayan rule of thumb stated that the perfect
ship contained a ratio of as, dos, tres (one,
two, three) among these dimensions. 370
Basque shipbuilding contracts from the
period 1550 to 1600 confirm that Cano's Biscayan rule was fairly closely respected.371
However, the same rule also applies to
García de Palacio's i00-tonelada vessel,372
and to the ships described by the Portuguese
writers Oliveira, Fernandes, and Lavanha.
Evidence from Red Bay reveals the points
where these dimensions were measured. A
comparable set of proportions may be constructed from a breadth of 7.56 m (13 codos +
7 cm), a keel length of 14.73 m (25Vi codos),
and an overall length, from the top of the
sternpost to the prow, of 21.97 m (3814 codos).

keels and broader floors increased the ship's
cargo capacity and improved fore-and-aft
stability in long ocean swells.373 As for the
as, dos, tres proportions used in Biscay,
France, and elsewhere along the Atlantic,
Cano explained that they related to the custom of beaching vessels.376 The Atlantic tidal
range of 4 m made beaching a common
practice, contrary to the nearly tideless Mediterranean. Considering that the strand
could be uneven or rocky, it may have been
preferable to limit the area of the hull that
rested upon it. However, there is no evidence that large ships were actually beached
on the Basque coast; between voyages, naos
rode in the deepwater ports of Pasajes and
Cetaria377 and, when they required recaulking, were careened by shifting ballast.378 The
captain of one whaling ship that struggled
into Lisbon with a broken rudder first hired
a diver to attempt to repair the damage
before accepting, as a last resort, to be
brought up on the riverbank.379 Thus, while
Cano's Biscayan rule is corroborated by
numerous shipbuilding contracts and adequately fits the proportions of the Red Bay
vessel, his reasoning remains unverified.

Another point of view may be ventured.
Basque and Portuguese ships, according to
available evidence, were characterized by a
stem that formed a tangent arc to the keel.
Such prows were common in Atlantic construction throughout the Middle Ages,
beginning with the Nydam wreck, with the
Cano suggested, however, that the Biscayan only major exception being the Hanseatic
rule was no longer preferred for trans-Atlan- cog. In large ships, this style resulted in a
tic navigation to the West Indies. He advo- significant bow overhang, so that the forecated proportions that resulted in a more mast was stepped at the lower deck level
elongated hull, similar to the prescriptions near the stem. On the other hand, Andaluof the shipbuilding ordinances of 1607,1613, sian writers describe a stem that rose
and 1618. Another text, written in 1575 by abruptly, forming a sharp angle to the keel,
Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, an Andalu- as illustrated by García de Palacio. The foresian pilot in the Carrera de Indias, gave pre- mast could be stepped in the hold, although
ferred proportions of 2 : 5 : 7.373 Using this not without bringing it relatively closer to
ratio, the stem and stern overhangs were the mainmast than was the case in the
proportionally shorter than in the Biscayan Basque style. When hull proportions and
rule, and the hull was longer relative to its sail plans are considered together, a contrast
breadth. These texts have been interpreted emerges. The Andalusian style had an elonas the encroachment of a Mediterranean hull gated hull with a relatively short rigging
shape upon traditional Atlantic forms in the setup, compared to the Biscayan style of a
Spanish context.374
round hull with a great fore-and-aft extension of sail. For a sailor such as Cano, the
The texts also offer clues as to why the two differences in handling would have been
systems of determining hull proportions significant, explaining why hull proporwere preferred on their native coasts. tions were part of his professional knowlAccording to the royal ordinances, longer edge.
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The Master Frame
The second conceptual aspect of ship design
was the master frame. Its dimensions were
governed by the maximum breadth as
defined by the hull's overall dimensions,
and by the depth of hold (puntal), which in a
three-decked ship expressed both the height
of the main deck amidship and the height of
the master frame's maximum breadth. Thus,
it was defined in conjunction with the deck
heights, which in Gipuzkoan shipbuilding
were nearly constant, irrespective of the
ship's size, at about 4 codos, 7 codos, and 10
codos.380 The Red Bay vessel corresponded
well to this rule confirmed by 16th-century
Basque shipbuilding contracts, for its decks
were at heights of 4 codos, 7 codos, and 10
codos, measured from the top of the master
floor timber to the top of the deck beams.

its, which quickly come to light in any study
of 16th-century Basque shipping or shipbuilding: almost no ships are found in the
130 to 180 ton range, nor in the 300 to 400
ton range. These less popular tonnages separated the three-decked ships from, on the
one hand, two-decked ships in the range of
80 to 130 tons and, on the other, four-decked
ships in the range of 400 to 650 tons.

This archaic approach to defining the master
frame's vertical dimensions may have been
perpetuated by the timber trade, the most
conservative component of the 16th-century
Basque shipbuilding industry. Deck heights
were determined by the juntas, or zones
where successive levels of floating frame
timbers overlapped. The height of these
zones, in turn, was determined by the length
of frame timbers available on the timber
market. For ships of the Indies route, deck
García de Palacio, in following the same heights were proportional to a ship's tonrule, explained that the heights of the decks nage. The ordinances of 1607 to 1618
were based on the space required for a typi- increased the deck height for each codo of
cal cargo of pipas, casks of half a ton.381 ship's breadth. In England, similarly,
Indeed, a 3-codo interval, less beams and Mathew Baker included the deck height in
planks, created a 'tween-deck space of about his complex proportional scales for expand1.56 m, while two tiers of pipas rose to 1.46 m ing a standard hull design to any desired
384
and thus fit neatly between the decks. Garcia tonnage. This was the way of the future.
de Palacio's explanation is perhaps less con- Increasingly diverse cargo units on Atlantic
vincing for the Basque coast where the quar- trade routes rendered obsolete the concept
ter-ton barrica was the usual cargo unit, two of fixed deck heights and the associated
tiers of which amounted to only 1.29 m, practices of training trees to produce stanleaving a dead space of 27 cm beneath the dard timber shapes and framing ships in the
deck. However, as Jacques Bernard has floating futtock style.
shown, the barrica used for whaling in the
16th century did not come into popular use
in the Atlantic until around 1425 to 1475,
when it supplanted the older pipa.382 Ship- Arcs of the Master Frame
building contracts from the 16th century
indicate that the ancient custom of basing
deck heights on pipa diameters persisted, Once the breadth and depth of hold were
although the pipa itself may have survived determined, the shipwright designed the
only in the Sevillean trade. 383 In the Red Bay arcs, or sweeps, of the master frame. Illustravessel, the main-deck height of 7 codos may tions of methods for designing a master
have been modified in a refit to eliminate the frame show two, three, or four consecutive
tangent arcs. The Red Bay example was
dead space below it.
based on a system of four arcs that we have
called, from bottom to top, the bilge arc, the
The design implications of standard deck futtock arc, the breadth arc, and the tumbleheights are intriguing. They can be con- home arc. These arcs employ three radii of
trasted with the breadth, keel length, and 4V2 codos, 6V2 codos, and 11 codos (Fig. 16.1.1),
overall length of Basque ships, which were producing curvatures that may be called
proportional to tonnage. The results are "strong," "moderate," and "weak," respecapparent in contracts for ships of about 180 tively. At each end of this sequence of arcs
to 300 tons, all of which had three decks and was a straight line. The lower line, or floor,
a depth of hold of about 7 codos, but varied ran horizontally from the top of the keel to
in breadth from about 11 codos to 16 codos. its touch with the bilge arc. The upper line,
Such an approach had obvious practical lim- or tumblehome, angled inward and upward
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from its touch with the tumblehome arc, as
far as the top of the waist bulwark.

Figure 16.1.1: The
design of the master
frame of the Red Bay
vessel. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-95-103-20).

Among the most useful period illustrations
of master frames are those by Baker, which
include all the design lines, allowing the
geometric design to be reconstructed (Fig.
16.1.2).385 Fernandes (Fig. 16.1.3) and
Lavanha show interesting variations, while
additional details appear in the Spanish
ordinances and in the book of Oliveira. Several texts refer to the method of locating the
touches between arcs, essential to the master
frame's design. In the case of the Red Bay
vessel, the lower four touches were defined
by their half-breadth, measured from the
ship's central axis. The floor-bilge touch was
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at a half-breadth of 1 codo, level with the
keel's top face; the bilge-futtock touch was
at 4V2 codos; the futtock-breadth touch was at
6 codos, level with the edge of the lower
deck; and the breadth-tumblehome arc
touch had a half-breadth of 6Vi codos. In contrast to their apparent logic when measured
transversely, these touches were situated at
heights above the keel that do not correspond with even codos or simple fractions.
However, their chords, or straight lines
between touches, correspond closely to
whole units or simple fractions of the codo de
ribera. It therefore seems that these chords
had a role in the master frame's conception,
as a starting point for adjustments to the
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Figure 16.1.2 (Facing
Page): A master
frame from Mathew
Baker's Fragments of
Ancient English Shipwrightnj (ca. 1580).
(Courtesy: Pepys
Library, Cambridge,
MS 2820).
Figure 16.1.3 (Right): A
master frame from
Manoel Fernandes's
Livro de traças de
carpintería (1616),
showing the centre, or
rol, of each arc. (Courtesy: Ajuda Library,
Portugal, Cod. Ms. 52XIV-21).

chord lengths in the modification called
"hauling down."
Most period illustrations of master frames
exhibit an intriguing detail: the greatest
breadth slightly exceeds the perpendicular
lines set up to indicate the desired breadth.
Apparently an effect of controlling the touch
positions and letting the connecting arcs fall
where they may, a slightly outsized breadth
was preferable to designing a ship that did
not attain its specifications. The same phenomenon may be observed on the Red Bay
vessel. The touches are at logical halfbreadths, but the greatest breadth, at 13.15
codos (7.56 m), slightly exceeds the assumed
official breadth of 13 codos. The maximum
breadth, however, falls exactly 7 codos above
the keel.

trol the rising and the narrowing of the floor,
as well as the hauling down of the futtock
arc. With these points in place, the design of
the master frame was complete (see Figs.
16.1.1,16.1.2,16.1.3).
Breadth

A stimulating piece of evidence relating to
the concepts that underlay the design of the
Red Bay master frame consisted of its full
breadth at various key locations (see Fig.
14.2.69):
1.

at the floor-bilge touch: 1.14 m (2.0
codos)

2.

at the turn of the bilge: 2.3 m (4.0 codos)

3.

at the edge of the ceiling: 4.02 m (7.0
codos)

Finally, the shipwright positioned the two
points called the "turn of the bilge," at a
4.
half-breadth of 2 codos, which fell within the
bilge arc, approximately in the middle of the
overlap between the floor timber and the
5.
first futtock. These points were used to con-
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Measurements

at the bilge-futtock touch: 5.18 m (9.0
codos)
at the futtock-breadth
(12.0 codos)

touch: 6.90 m
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6.

at the breadth-tumblehome
7.48 m (13.0 codos)

touch:

7.

at the edge of the upper deck: 6.33 m
(11.0 codos)

In contrast to the clear intent behind the
breadth of these key locations, the heights
did not reveal any logic at all. The impression is that the horizontal measurement was
used in situating these points, and not their
heights. In 15th-century Venetian practice,
the opposite may have held sway, for vertical distances in the master frame were fixed
(trepié, seipié, etc.), while horizontal distances
were variable.386
Plotting horizontally or plotting vertically:
was the choice as simple as flipping a coin?
This is unlikely, for the Basque method of
design had a powerful internal logic that can
be followed in several directions. A hypothetical example may be used. Given that
deck heights were predetermined and only
the breadth could vary in designing the
master frame of a three-decked ship, we can
imagine a shipwright receiving an order for
a ship of 15 codos in breadth. A series of even
codos such as that shown above could be
obtained simply by widening the flat floor
to 4 codos, without altering the remaining
points in any way. The shipwright could
thus use the same design (except for the part
concerning the flat floor) as for the Red Bay
ship. In theory, one mould could be used to
build a three-decked ship of any tonnage!
While this idea casts the Renaissance art of
the shipwright in a very modern, even
industrial light, there is evidence from
Gipuzkoan naval timber trade sources, presented below, to support such a scenario of
cookie-cutter design. Basque shipbuilding
efficiency depended on the use of industrywide standards. A standardized ship design
allowed growers of naval timber to train
trees to the required shapes, and harvest
them as soon as they attained the necessary
dimensions. Gains in efficiency were measured in shorter harvesting cycles and an
increased number of trees with usable arcs.
In the process, however, the locus of the hull
design process shifted away from the shipwright and the shipyard toward the oak
plantations in the highland forests. Innovation in hull design was slowed, or even discouraged, as timber shapes took at least 40
years to produce, and powerful forest proIII-262

prietors resisted any innovation that might
jeopardize the value of a standing forest.
Thus, efficiency and conservatism went
hand-in-hand in 16th-century Basque forestry and hull design.

Projecting the Frames Forward and
Aft
From the master frame forward to the bow
and aft to the stern, the shipwright projected
the remaining frames, using the master
frame as a starting point, by progressively
modifying the position of the turn of the
bilge, and by progressively adjusting the arc
chords. These two modifications were executed in precise ways.
In the first modification, the shipwright
moved from frame to frame, raising the turn
of the bilge higher above the keel, and moving it nearer to the ship's central axis. The
effects obtained by this double adjustment
were respectively called the rising and the
narrowing of the floor. Because the rising on
each frame operated on a vertical plane and
the narrowing on a horizontal plane, the
turn of the bilge followed a progression
upward and inward on successive frames.
The longitudinal line these points formed
from the stem rabbet, through the master
frame, and on to the sternpost rabbet, was
called the "flower line," a 16th-century
English phonetic spelling of "floor line."387
However, the flower line did not form a
straight diagonal forward and aft of the
master. Instead, it curved, flowing smoothly
from stem to stern and creating the fair
shape associated with ship hulls. The shipwright achieved this curve by varying the
amount of rising and narrowing applied to
each frame. Near the master frame, this
amount was quite small, increasing geometrically in the frames further forward and aft.
The shipwright found the amounts for each
frame by making two scales as long as the
total rising and narrowing, divided by the
number of frames he had, according to a
geometric progression. He obtained this
progression by making a graminho, or rule,
based on a semi-circle whose radius
equalled the total rising or narrowing, as
illustrated by Oliveira.388
While the graminho allowed the shipwright
to begin a convex curve almost impercepti-
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bly on each side of the master frame, it was
limited in that the curve ended in a series of
relatively large and growing increments. In
other words, it was impossible to change
from a convex to a concave curve, which
was essential for shaping the gripe and the
run. Thus, the shipwright chose two intermediate frames, the almogamas, called "tailframes" by Baker,389 where he ended his
convex rising and narrowing increments.
There are no recorded rules governing the
rising and the narrowing beyond the tailframes, but Oliveira stated that the carpenter used his judgement, Lavanha described
the placement of ribbands which projected
the flower line as far as the stem and the
sternpost, and the Red Bay evidence reveals
that ribbands were used in conjunction with
an elaborate system of moulding.
It is significant that, in period treatises,
scales for the rising and narrowing were
mentioned only in conjunction with tailframes. Because these scales, or graminhos,
could not generate a complex curve, they
required reference frames such as the master
frame and the tailframes, from which a new
curve was projected. In the hull areas
toward the bow and stern, where design
was left to the carpenter's judgement, the
methods of determining frame shapes
remain poorly understood. The Red Bay evidence shows, however, that these methods
were not limited to empirically shaping timbers by fitting them into the space outlined
by the ribbands. The incidence of identical
arcs in the frame timbers that were installed
within the ribbands attests to the use of a
mould or moulds, and the close coincidence
between the timbers' grown and finished
shapes reveals that it was possible to foresee, in the forest and without any access to
ribbands, the form each frame timber would
take (Fig. 16.1.4).
Adjusting

the Arc

Chords

The second kind of modification, progressively adjusting the arc chords on each
frame, was called "hauling down" in the
English manuscripts. 390 It was used to
lengthen the futtock arc downward, while
reciprocally shortening the bilge arc. In this
way, the strong arc found at the master
frame's bilge gradually gave way, forward
and aft, to the weaker arc found in the master frame's futtock. Eventually, the weak futtock arc extended all the way from the
flower line to the breadth arc. As well, by
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shifting the bilge-futtock touch downward,
the tangent described by the futtock arc
angled progressively outward. Thus, the
floor narrowed more quickly than the line of
the ship's greatest breadth.
Although hauling down is found principally
in English manuscripts, 391 it is similar to a
method called cancomo by Fernandes 392 and
recalement in later French treatises.393 There
is, however, a difference. The cancomo or
recalement was a secondary, corrective
adjustment used in conjunction with the primary method of tilting the entire side-frame
outward, called the balisa, from the turn of
the bilge, without modifying its component
arcs.394 In this way, the breadth narrowing
was less than the floor narrowing, a result
comparable to that obtained by hauling
down. This tilting method, called joba in
Spanish, had two design drawbacks. First, it
left a kink at the turn of the bilge, which had
to be faired out. The Spanish shipbuilding
ordinances recommended leaving a bit of
wood on the wrungheads, 1/32 of the
floor's width, which would later be used to
fair out the kink. Antonio de Gaztañeta
Yturribalzaga called this fairing out desfaldar?95 Second, while addressing the need for
a different narrowing at the floor and the
breadth lines, the breadth line's rising, or
sheer, remained dependent on the floor's
rising. As a corrective measure, the sideframe was shortened; this was the role of
Fernandes's cancomo. However, as Éric Rieth
has pointed out, when correctly applied, the
recalement also eliminated the kink at the
turn of the bilge.396
Thus, two approaches to modifying the
frame above the flower line emerge, one
based on hauling down the futtock arc over
the bilge arc, the other on tilting the sideframe outward, called joba. The former
occurs principally in English texts,397 while
the latter is cited by Baker as a method
unknown to his compatriots 398 and is confined before 1620 to texts originating in Venice, Seville, and Lisbon. The detection of the
practice of hauling down in a Basque shipwreck suggest that this was not solely an
English method in the later 16 century, but
rather a broader Atlantic practice, as
opposed to the Mediterranean and southern
Iberian method called joba. The two methods
may represent different technological cultures, whose boundary in the maritime
domain may be significant.
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Geographic origin is only one contrast
between the two methods. The joba appears
to have entered Atlantic dockyards by way
of state shipbuilding programmes. It was
used in the royal shipyards of Colindres in
the Asturias in 1680, under the direction of
the Basque shipwright Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga, from Mutriku.399 At about the same
time, in the 1670s, it was brought to the royal
French arsenals of Rochefort, Brest, and
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L'Orient by builders from Toulon.400 It is
possible that a similar transfer brought the
method from Liguria to Lisbon in the 16th
century.401 France, Spain, and Portugal all
had both Atlantic and Mediterranean maritime cultures and, when the time came to
standardize their approach to naval architecture, all chose the joba method. However, the
method died away in the first half of the
18th century as hull design began to evolve
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Figure 16.1.4: The Red
Bay ship model,
viewed from the stern
along the keel. (Photo:
C. Moore, R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RD1106W).

more rapidly.402 The hauling down method,
meanwhile, was refined in England
throughout the 17th century. Its geometric
approach was linked to new methods in
mathematics, particularly in trigonometry
and logarithms, that could mathematically
express the hauling down and the graminhos
used by shipwrights. 403 By the end of the
century, French and Dutch shipwrights were
astonished to see their English colleagues
generate hull plans using only figures.404 In
addition to their regional character, the two
approaches to projecting the frames forward
and aft of the master frame played different
roles in the development of naval architecture. In the 1560s, the geometrically refined
method of hauling down was fully developed on the Basque coast.

A Hypothetical Ordinance for the
Red Bay Vessel
One of the principal objectives of the Red
Bay analysis was to situate the findings
within 16th-century Atlantic shipbuilding,
as known from Iberian and English naval
treatises. Some treatises, also called ordinances, took the form of technical guidelines
for building a ship, as in the cases of the
ordinances of Antonio de Aroztegui and
Martin de Aroztegui (1607 to 1618),
Fernandes (1616), and the anonymous document (ca. 1600) copied by Isaac Newton. Following the style of these documents, we
have reconstructed a hypothetical ordinance
for the Red Bay vessel:
The keel is 25Vi codos long (from the
touch of the sternpost rabbet to that
of the stem rabbet).
The sternpost is 10 codos high and
has an overhang of 3% codos.
The stem is 12 codos high and has its
greatest overhang of 9 codos at a
height of 9 codos, and it forms an arc
whose centre is 9 codos above the
touch of the keel and the stem.
The overall length is 38V4 codos, from
the top of the sternpost to the stem's
maximum overhang.
The master frame is at 3/7 of the
distance along the keel from stem to
stern.
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The maximum breadth of the master frame is at least 13 codos at a
height of 7 codos above the keel.
The floor is 4 codos wide, and the
turn of the bilge is about two dedos
(5 cm) above the keel.
The point at the midpoint of the first
futtock is offset 4Vi codos.
The point at the summit of the first
futtock is offset 6 codos.
The point at the summit of the second futtock is Vi codo above the
main deck.
The floor of the master frame is flat
as far as 1 codo from the top centre of
the keel.
The arc at the turn of the bilge has a
radius of 4V2 codos and its centre is
offset 1 codo.
The arc at the upper half of the first
futtock has a radius of 11 codos.
The arc at the greatest breadth has a
radius of 6Vi codos.
The arc between the greatest
breadth and the tumblehome has a
radius of 4Vi codos.
The upperworks have a straightline tumblehome.
The lower (first) deck is at a height
of 4 codos above the ceiling.
The main (second) deck is at a
height of 7 codos above the ceiling.
The upper (third) deck is at a height
of 10 codos above the ceiling, and the
master frame has a breadth of 11
codos at the upper deck.
The bulwark in the waist rises 2
codos above the upper deck.
The rasel (tuck) is 3 codos above the
top of the keel.
The wing transom is 6V2 codos wide.
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The greatest breadth of the stern is 7
codos at a distance of 114 codos below
the wing transom.

The rising of the main deck is 114
codos forward (to the stem) and 114
codos aft (to the sternpost).

The stern counter rises 114 codos
above the wing transom and
extends 114 codos aft.

The rising of the upper deck is 1
codo forward and aft.

The breadth of the counter is 5%
codos. The upper deck touches the
stern at the top of the counter.
The 15th frames are set at about 10
codos forward and aft of the master
frame.
The aft rising (pedestal) begins at
the 7th frame and is four dedos (1/6
codo) at the 15th frame.
The forward rising (pedestal) begins
at the 7th frame and is six dedos (14
codo) at the 15th frame.
The rising of the floor aft begins at
the 7th frame and is 0.75 m at the
15th frame.
The rising of the floor forward
begins at the 7th frame and is 0.45 m
at the 15th frame.
The narrowing of the floor aft
begins at the 2nd frame and is
0.10 m at the 6th frame and 0.52 m
at the 15th frame.
The narrowing of the floor forward
begins at the 2nd frame and is
0.13 m at the 6th frame and 0.62 m
at the 15th frame.
The breadth at the summits of the
first futtocks at the 15th frame forward is 8 codos and at the 15th frame
aft, 9 codos.
The greatest breadth at the 15th
frames forward and aft is about 3
codos less than at the master frame.
The rising of the main wale is 2a
codos forward (to the stem) and 2
codos aft (to the transom).
The rising of the lower deck is 114
codos forward and aft.
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The futtock arc is used to make the
rising floor timbers, and the mould
is turned upside-down so that the
point at the turn of the bilge corresponds with the point at the futtock's midpoint.
The futtock arc is used to make the
bow and stern crotches, but it is
turned over to form a concave arc.
The futtock arc is hauled down in
the first futtocks from the 7th to the
12th frames.
The upper half of the first futtock is
invariable in the frames from the
bow to the stern.
The second futtock is invariable
from the master frame to the 15th
frames forward and aft.
The tumblehome arc is hauled
down from the 16th to the 20th
frames.
The top timbers of the forecastle
have a reverse curve, which is made
with the futtock arc. The arc is
hauled down from the 16th to the
20th frames.
The flat floor timbers and their first
futtocks are well mortised at the
turn of the bilge.
The armadouras (ribbands) at the
floor line begin at the rising floor
timbers, both forward and aft.
The armadouras (ribbands) are at the
tops of the first futtocks, the second
futtocks, and so on.
The forecastle begins above the
keel-stem scarf, the sterncastle
begins at the dale, and the waist
measures 13 codos from the sterncastle to the forecastle.
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The bulwarks of the fourth deck are
2V¿ codos high at the stern.
The beakhead projects 6 codos forward of the stem and its bulwarks
are 2 codos high.
The forward edge of the mainmast
step is at the master frame.
The foremast is stepped on the
lower deck, about 3 codos aft of the
stem.
The mizzen-mast is stepped on the
upper deck above the top of the
sternpost.
The bowsprit is stepped on the
main deck.
The riding bitts are on the upper
deck 7 codos aft of the stem, and
stepped on the main deck with the
bowsprit.
The hawse holes are just above the
upper deck, below the beakhead.
The pump is about 114 codos aft of
the master frame, between the 2nd
and 3rd floor timbers aft.
The capstan is on the upper deck, 5
codos aft of the pump, and it is
stepped on the main deck.
The mainmast has seven shrouds on
each side, at intervals of about 114
codos, and its channels are 1514 codos
long.
The foremast has four shrouds on
each side, spaced at about 114 codos,
and its channels are 8 codos long.

T H E T I M B E R TRADE
Microscopic study of the Red Bay timbers
included species identification, which
revealed the exclusive use of European oak
for the entire hull (Quercus robur), except for
the beech keel (Fagus sylvatica), while much
of the upperworks were composed of softwood species. Macroscopic analysis, on the
other hand, provided significant data on the
correlation between the grown and finished
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shapes of the timbers, on the size and
appearance of the parent trees, on timber
metrology, and, above all, on the chain of
operations from the felling of the trees to the
shaping of the timbers. This data suggests
strongly that the timber trade was not a passive element in the shipbuilding industry,
but controlled a certain number of design
decisions and woodworking operations that
took place before the material was finished
and assembled. We have approached the
history of Basque naval forestry with new
questions, first among which was to discover to what extent the Basque timber trade
played an active role in the process of hull
design and construction. This trade comprised all the aspects of producing and
delivering naval timber that were carried
out under the forest owner's direction.

Forest Locations and Types
Oak plantations and managed oak forests in
Gipuzkoa date to at least the 13th century,
and in the cultivation and harvesting of
naval timber, little was left to chance. Under
the pressure of 16th-century timber demand,
various programs were devised by the
Hapsburg state to encourage the replanting
and seeding of oak stands destined for use
as naval timber.405 Figure 16.1.5 shows the
geographic range of the naval timber trade
in western Gipuzkoa in the second half of
the 16th century. The highland forests, or
montes, that produced the timbers, were
within less than eight kilometres of the sea.
This coastal band fell within the limit of two
leagues from the sea (11.1 km), the zone in
which oak cultivation for naval use was
encouraged and subsidized by the Spanish
crown. As a rule, timber originated in the
same valley where a ship was built,
although the material for one ship often
came from two to four different farms
within the valley.406
The general practice of using proximate timber production is confirmed by rare exceptions. Builders in Mutriku, a port without a
river, received wood by sea from the Artibai
valley, a few kilometres to the west.407 Similarly, at Getaria, another port without a
river, timber was obtained from the Urola
valley, immediately to the west. The eastward movement of timber along the coast
included instances where the Deba valley
exported timber to Zumaia, one valley
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over,408 and the example of planking from
Vizkaia arriving in Deba.409 When timber
arrived by sea, it came from the west, aided
by the prevailing winds. 410 Despite these
exceptions, builders exhibited a strong preference for buying timber within the valley
where they dwelt and where the ship was to
be built. Of all the Gipuzkoan rivers, the
Oria was the largest and contained the
greatest concentration of shipbuilding activity, divided between Orio near the sea and
the tidehead port of Usurbil. Orio shipwrights led the way in designing ships for
the West Indies route,411 while many outfitters from San Sebastián had their ships built
in Usurbil.412 Even in the busy Oria yards,
however, timber arrived only from upstream
plantations (Fig. 16.1.6).
While most naval oak was grown within
eight kilometres of the coast, the valley's
lowest two or three kilometres did not produce timber. This zone corresponded
approximately to the tidal estuary's reach, as
well as the port's jurisdictional limit. This
zone may have been denuded of its forest
cover, and converted to gardens and pastures serving the town.
The oak forests of the montes were normally
on private domains, or casas, whose locations can be easily traced. Historically, the
rural Basque casa was a highly stable institution, established as a family seat in the Middle Ages and still known today by its
original name. Their modern limits closely
reflect 16th-century boundaries, for lands
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were not subdivided when a casa passed
from one family or generation to another.
The location of the farmhouse and its outbuildings, the casa proper, also remained
unchanged over the centuries. A typical
example of a timber supply contract specifies that the wood was obtained in los montes
de la casa de Dormutegui,413 indicating with
great precision where the trees grew (Fig.
16.1.7).
Another term used to describe the origin of
the timber was tierra. It was used for remoter
uplands, as in the tierra de Anona, a broad
hanging valley overlooking the Urola valley,414 or the Tierra Llana above the port of
Lekeitio in Vizkaia.415 Tierras could belong
either to a municipal council or to a casa, but
often lay at some distance from the port and
could be exploited for pasture as well as for
wood and timber.416 The term tierra y monte
indicates that the forest belonged to a casa or
to an individual. 417 Finally, the term terreno
is roughly the equivalent of an individual
timber lot, as in the te[rre]nos de la casa de Lili,
near Cestona in the terraced middle reaches
of the Urola valley.418
These lands were not necessarily visited by
the timber purchaser, who might consign
this task to a specialized timber dealer. This
type of contract was signed by the shipbuilder and a broker who agreed to supply
all the timbers required for a ship, except the
masts.419 It allowed the dealer to acquire the
timber wherever possible and, in some
cases, it is clearly stated that he would
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Figure 16.1.5: Wood
supply and shipyard
sites in western Gipuzkoa, ca. 1545-1600.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M92-101-2).

Figure 16.1.6: Timber
supply sites, transshipment points, and
shipyards in the Oria,
Urumea, and Oyarzun
valleys, ca. 1550-1600.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M92-101-5).

gather the timber from various sources.420
These contracts speak of the trade's complexity, which allowed specialists to occupy
the role of intermediary between builders
and growers.

Despite their specialization, forests were not
limited to only one use. Contracts exist for
the cutting of all available shipbuilding timber within a given forest, suggesting that
this was a more heterogeneous forest.425 One
glade mentioned was managed as a mixed
Timber purchases directly involving the pasture and pollarded oak forest, in which
grower reveal that all oak stands were not the branches were repeatedly lopped off at a
identical. Four general types of naval timber height above the reach of the cattle below.
existed: the maderamiento, or frame compass The owner wished to sell off the trunks of
timbers; the tablazón, or planking; the masts the pollarded oaks (robles trasmochos) as
and yards; and the materiales or pieças princi- shipbuilding426timber. Branches could be sold
pales, a varied category of hard to find pieces for charcoal or for boat frames.
such as knees, mast partners, capstans, and
bitts, as well as the keel, stem, sternpost, The uses made of these forests generally
rudder, and beams. These types of naval reveal the type of trees they contained. The
timber were often the object of separate con- long, thick trunks of old trees, required for
tracts, for planking, 421 frame timbers,422 or ship's planking, were fostered by making
the special timbers. 423 Contracts signed by the young trees compete for light, so that
timber growers usually specified the origin they would thrust upward rapidly and
of the wood on a particular casa or within a sprout branches only at the top. Such a tree
given forest. While different types of forests could attain great heights, maturing as a
were defined according to the timbers they "standard oak" (roble bravo) that would force
contained, each had a homogeneous appear- its younger neighbours to push upward in
ance and a specialized function. One con- the same way. Squat trees with numerous
tract, for example, specifies that the frame large branches, as required for knees, grew
timbers were to come from the terreno de in more open conditions. The thinner,
maderamiento, or compass-timber lot, of the curved trunks of younger trees, as found in
the Red Bay frame timbers, were the most
Casa de Lili.424
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Figure 16.1.7: Timber
supply sites, transshipment points, and
shipyards in the Urola
valley, ca. 1550-1600.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M92-101-4).

difficult to produce, requiring careful, intensive training. The lots where they grew took
the special name of terrenos de maderamiento.
Such attention to timber types was the mark
of a successful timber owner, as in the
instances where the forest lands of a single
planter provided the careful timber surveyor with all the curved and straight trees
{maderamiento tuerto y derecho) required for a
ship.

Forest Management
To this record of intensive timber management, the Red Bay evidence adds details as
to how the oak plantations near the coast
were managed, and how the planters antici-
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pated the specialized needs of the shipbuilding industry. The Red Bay timbers may be
divided into groups on the basis of their
growing conditions. Firstly, the vessel contained more than 250 futtock timbers, of
which nearly 200 were curved (all except the
top timbers). In addition, 20 floor timbers
near midship also originated from tree
trunks of similar dimension and shape. The
futtocks were taken from trees about 35 to 40
years old, based on visual counts of their
growth rings. Very little wood was wasted
in fashioning the curved pieces, and the tree
diameter was just sufficient for obtaining a
timber of 14 cm to 20 cm square. No
branches appear on the futtocks, that is,
these tree trunks had no branches to a height
of 3.5 m to 4.0 m. The uniform age, near-per-
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feet curvature, and precise dimensions of
these trees indicate that the Red Bay futtock
timbers were produced under controlled
conditions. They appear to be examples of
framing timber produced in the terrenos de
made?'amiento, or compass-timber lots.

torical illustrations showing how trees were
trained were discovered, one of which was
published by Robert Albion early in the 20th
century. Other illustrations are known from
Italy that date from as early as the 18th century. They show two basic techniques:
wounding branches to produce unnatural
Another large group of timbers was formed angles for knees and crotches; and using
by the planks, taken from oak trees from 80 props, cords, and stakes to force saplings
to 150 years old. The trunks were long into bowed shapes for frame timbers. Sevenough to produce planks 10 m to 11 m in eral variations of each technique are reprelength, and were almost invariably free of sented, each used to produce the different
knots associated with branches. At 33 cm to shapes. Notably, pairs of saplings were
propped apart with a piece of wood, and
39 cm in width, the planks represented half
their tops were pulled back together with a
the tree's diameter. These dimensions reveal
cord.427 In a similar study, Furio Ciciliot
the immense stature of the trees from which
combed the shipbuilding records of Savona
the planks were derived. Such trees were
in Liguria for references to garbo (moulded)
likely taken from a loosely managed forest,
timber, which arise in Genoese papers from
where competition for sunlight pushed
1248 through the 17th century. Garbo timber
young trees upward without developing
was grown as coppices and pollards, called
low branches. These were the robles bravos,
garbo di calce and garbo di cima. In coppicing,
the standard oaks reserved for planking. an old oak stump was allowed to produce
Some 25 to 35 such trees were required to new shoots that grew quickly thanks to the
furnish the hull and deck planking of the stump's mature root system. Pollarding
Red Bay vessel.
employed the same principal, but the old
tree was lopped off at a height out of reach
The 28 crotches and more than 60 knees of grazing animals. An oak garbo de cima is
were taken from the trunk and an adjacent represented on the seal of Diego Ribeiro's
branch of older trees. As with the futtocks, 1529 world map, as on the coat of arms of
very little wood was wasted and the grain the illustrious Savonese family Delia Rovere,
corresponded closely with the final shape of which gave the church two popes in the 14th
the timber. The crotches fell into two groups: and 15th centuries.428 In the 20th century,
those with an angle of 90° or more, taken Newfoundland carpenters around Trinity
from the trunk and a branch, and those with Bay regularly went into the woods to tend to
a Y-shape at the very bow and stern, which their projects of training coniferous trees to
were taken from a fork in a tree. The large the form of stems and sternposts, and in the
knees that reinforced the stern and the lower previous century in Nova Scotia, ship builddeck had one arm that ranged from 1.6 m to ers planted and trained oaks when native
2 m, with the other arm at least 1 m long. stands began to disappear.429
The smaller knees of the upper deck had
arms 1 m in length, while the right-angled
knees of the main deck were only 60 cm
The notion of training oaks to desired
along each extension.
shapes is certainly one of the more original
hypotheses to arise from the Red Bay study,
The beech keel, the keelson, and other large and its subsequent confirmation indicates
timbers such as the masts, the foremast part- that a significant element of medieval and
ner, capstan, hawse hole fittings, beakhead, Renaissance shipbuilding on some highly
bitt step, and the foremast step would all developed coasts, namely the art of naval
have come from large, specially selected forestry, has been entirely missed. The art
trees.
was no longer important when the 18th-century encyclopedists turned their attention to
Since the Red Bay archaeological study first forest technology. How was its decline
suggested the use of controlled frame-tim- related to changing modes of hull design
ber production in Basque forests, which and frame construction? Much evidence
appeared to be confirmed in Basque archival points to a rapidly changing forest economy
references, Richard Barker pursued the in the 16th century, as the timber trade took
theme of training trees for shipbuilding pur- on national importance and an international
poses in other areas of Europe. Several his- scale. No doubt, archaeology will continue
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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to provide important data on the ancient art
of naval forestry.

Selection and Shaping of Timbers
The first window on the role of the Basque
timber trade in hull design and ship construction is a type of notarial act called a
timber purchase contract, which governed
the relation between forest and shipyard
operations. The study of these contracts
leaves little doubt that choosing a ship's timbers and shaping them to their desired form
was carried out, with few exceptions, on the
casa or tierra where the trees were felled and
under the timber supplier's direction, before
the pieces were delivered to the shipyard.
When this finding is held up to the detail
and precision with which the Red Bay timbers were shaped, the degree of internal
coordination between the two principal
arms of the shipbuilding industry becomes
apparent.
Upon first reading the contracts, their technological interest for hull design and woodworking is somewhat masked, for they
contain only a general description of the
hull's desired shape. Their organization, too,
is disarmingly simple. Two parties, the ship
builder and the timber supplier, first stated
their basic intent, which was to bring a certain amount of timber to a shipbuilding
project, after which the contract carefully
spelled out the keel length, the hull's
breadth, and the deck heights. Omitted from
the contract, usually, was the hull's overall
length; nor did the contract mention details
such as the floor's width or its risings. A
clause covered the planking, specifying the
number of codos required as well as the
boards' thickness, stated as a number of
planks per codo. Finally, the special timbers
were enumerated. 430 Given this information,
the timber supplier was legally endowed
with the knowledge and power to select,
fashion, and deliver all the timber for a vessel. The extent to which this was true
emerges from a lawsuit brought against a
timber merchant by a shipbuilder, when
their agreement went awry.
The lawsuit concerned an unchristened nao
that had been ordered at 450 toneladas, but
had mysteriously grown to 600 toneladas by
the time of its 1547 launch in San
Sebastián.431 Taking recourse in civil court,
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the owner demanded that the timber supplier pay for the cost of building the
unwanted extra tonnage. In his deposition,
the ship owner specifically exculpated the
master carpenter who had constructed the
ship. Among the related documents are copies of notarial acts signed at the time of the
original agreement, and testimonies of several participants, including tradesmen hired
to carry out specific operations, who were
interviewed under oath.
Most aspects of the timber supply agreement were carried out in a routine manner
and provide an idea of the geographic separation between the timber and shipbuilding
trades at San Sebastián by retracing the steps
in the delivery of the timber. It was felled in
the montes of Besteçayn, a forest belonging
to the casas of Aranburu and Goyaz, located
within San Sebastian's municipal jurisdiction, about three kilometres directly inland
of the city (see Fig. 16.1.6). Brought down by
sinuous roads to the Urumea river, the timber was loaded in low, flat-bottomed, squarish craft called alas432 and poled with the
current as far as the puerto chico of Santa Catalina, a landing next to a bridge of the same
name that straddled the Urumaia near its
mouth and separated fluvial and coastal
navigation. From here, rather than taking
the timber by sea around the city to its main
harbour in an upwind voyage of about three
kilometres around a rocky headland, the
timber was carted with oxen 500 m across a
sandy isthmus to the shipbuilding beach
called La Concha, fronting the city's main
harbour. Although the distances were short
and could readily be walked, transport was
complicated by the local topography, which
required three modes of carriage and two
transshipment facilities, forming a significant part of timber costs. Thus, intentions
could easily be communicated from the
builder to the timber grower, but the two
parties directed distinct operations.
In the lawsuit, a central fact was that the
ship builder, a naval outfitter and merchant
in San Sebastián, had furnished the timber
supplier with the necessary moulds, drawings, and scales (la forma y traça y hechura) for
preparing the timbers. The timber dealer
had taken these instruments to the montes,
but failed to return them to their rightful
owner. Because of these facts, the timber
merchant was blamed for the shipbuilding
error.433 The court records provide a detail
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generally unstated in timber purchase contracts, namely that the shipbuilder, or
owner, furnished the moulds, drawings, and
scales to the timber supplier who then prepared the pieces as required for the ship
described in the contract. The builder had a
separate agreement with the carpenter, who
was responsible neither for moulding the
timbers in the forest, nor for designing the
ship, nor even for keeping the moulds which
translated this design. In short, the master
ship carpenter simply erected the timbers as
he received them from the forest.

In this case, it appears that at some point the
moulding instruments were confused with
those for another ship. While references to
moulds are rare, a 1583 notarial act confirms
that these instruments were given to the timber supplier to prepare the required pieces.
This contract, in which a merchant undertook to furnish all the wood for a shipbuilding project at Usurbil, stated that the pieces
should be supplied "... in accordance with
the moulds and patterns [...] for the construction of the said nao..."434 Was any
moulding at all done on the beach by the
carpenters? In a 1579 timber contract from
Zumaia, the supplier undertook to deliver
framing timber to the riverbank where the
ship was to be built, and where the carpenters would inscribe marks (scrivir) on the
timbers, in preparation for their assembly.435
This reference does not, unfortunately, lend
itself to clear interpretation. The carpenters
may have traced frame outlines on timbers
squared on the fore-and-aft faces, but no
related tasks or instruments are mentioned;
possibly, they scribed surmarks on finished
timbers that were laid out on the ground, to
aid in their assembly.

Other references indicate that the precious
moulding instruments were typically
designed by experienced ship carpenters,
possessed by ship owners, and lent to timber merchants and ship carpenters. The person who designed the instruments was not
typically the same one who built the ship. In
1577, an Orio carpenter obtained a contract
from the state shipbuilding agent, Joan de la
Salde, to build a vessel "as drawn by the
master carpenter Calatras of Renteria who
knows how the naos for the Carrera de las
Yndias are to be made." 436 Again, in 1585 a
Zumaia carpenter undertook to build a ship
according to the measurements and drawTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

ings (medidas y tragadas) that were lent to
him in the notary's presence when the contract was drafted.437 Moulding instruments
were the link between hull design and ship
construction. Possessed by ship owners who
closely controlled their circulation, they
were first used in the montes where frame
timbers were felled, squared, and moulded
under the direction of the timber grower or
merchant, and only secondarily, if at all,
used on the shipbuilding site.
In the montes, the selection and shaping of
trees was supervised by a timber warden or
bosquero, under contract to the forest
owner.438 This individual surveyed the timber,439 organized a team of fellers and hewers,440 and presumably manipulated ship's
moulds. Of all this work, only that of the
hewers was visible on the Red Bay floor timbers, whose forward and aft faces were
squared with a broad adze, leaving tool
marks oriented diagonally across the timbers. A few frame timbers had saw marks on
either the forward or the aft face. In these
isolated instances, the timber represented
only half the tree and the other half could be
identified elsewhere in the hull. The saw
marks were consistent with a pit saw, progressing from each end toward the middle
where the two patterns met. Saw marks
were often detected on the planks, recalling
documentary remarks that sawing the
planks took place at the casa, or farmyard,
where the timber was collected after felling.
In one project, four saws were used at once;
another contract mentions a sawyer.441 A
single-bladed saw was usually used in
Gipuzkoa, according to Pedro Bernardo Villareal de Berriz in 1736, who considered this
practice better than the Vizkaian custom of
using a double-bladed saw.

These squaring, moulding, and sawing
operations turned the casa into a hive of
activity during the winter months. Carrying
out the work here ensured that wood
offcuts, a substantial by-product of preparing naval timber, remained in the timber
owner's hands and could be sold as charcoal. Squaring a log removed a third of its
volume; sawing planks and carving special
timbers probably left an equal proportion of
offcuts. Not only could these remnants be
sold, but this method reduced the costs of
transporting the timber to the coastal shipbuilding beaches.
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Standards in Timber Supply
Contracts
In addition to the sharing of moulds, the
shipyard and forestry trades were linked by
timber growing conventions. The frame categories used in the shipyard, neatly divided
into levels composed of floor timbers, first
futtocks, second futtocks, and so on, were
also used in the forest. Timber contracts distinguished between the floor timbers {parengas), first futtocks (genoles), and upper frame
timbers (ligazones). These categories were
born in the floating futtock style of framing,
where levels of timbers were clearly differentiated, as opposed to framing styles where
the levels were not clearly distinguished, as
in the English warship Mary Rose.442
More importantly, the floor timbers and first
futtocks were each composed of three subgroups that corresponded in forestry and
shipyard terminology. The floor timbers
were divided into varengas calados, picas a
tierçias, and hurculus, or flat floor timbers,
rising floor timbers, and crotches.443 The first
futtocks were divided into the groups of
genolbeaçes, genoles burbilus, and genoles
rebeses, or toed futtocks, rounded futtocks,
and reversed (S-shaped) futtocks.444 These
groups form a parallel to the tercios, or
thirds, of a ship in the vocabulary of the
maderas de cuenta texts.445 They also correspond to the frame groups noted in the Red
Bay vessel: the group of 13 central frames;
the 18 transitional frames forward and aft,
from the 7th to the 15th frames;446 and
finally the 17 frames at the ends of the hull,
plus the fashion frame. Embedded in the
categories of futtocks and floor timbers
named in the timber supply contracts are the
hull design concepts described in the shipbuilding treatises of the day.

was to have the same depth of hold as the
Red Bay vessel, as confirmed by their equal
futtock lengths, but the two floors were of
different breadths. This observation, already
suggested in the study of the master frame,
confirms that three-decked Basque ships
might vary in breadth, but the depth of hold
remained almost constant.
Also in the scantlings, timber growers and
ship carpenters dovetailed their standards.
One contract gives the moulded and sided
dimensions of the frames for a ship of 450
toneladas as one third of a codo (19.5 cm).448
This dimension, which corresponds to a codo
de mader-amiento, echoes the major scantlings
of the Red Bay vessel and of several other
wrecks of probable Biscayan parentage,
even though all these ships are considerably
smaller than 450 tons.449 In using the same
scantlings for ships of widely varying sizes,
Basque carpenters allowed timber growers
to predict when a tree would be of harvesting size, and predictability was an essential
element of an industry based on cycles of 40
years or more.
The same contracts that allowed the timber
merchant to supply the framing based on a
rudimentary set of measurements for the
hull were often explicit on the matter of
planking. Many contracts specified that
planking should be of dry and merchantable
oak, and free of damage, knots, waneyness,
or twisting.450 They also precisely state the
quantity and thickness of the planks, but
rarely their width, which was fixed by custom at two thirds of a codo. According to Villareal de Berriz, information such as the total
amount of planking required (in codos), broken down into categories of planking
according to their thickness (number of
planks en codo), and the price for each codo of
planking for each category, were required so
that there would be no subsequent misunderstanding with the sawyers. As with the
frame timbers, only rarely does the amount
of planking in a timber contract add up to all
the planking required for a single ship, usually appearing to be less than the needs of
one ship.451

Usually, the parties in a timber supply contract saw no reason to specify the dimensions of the required frame timbers,
knowing that these would conform to standard dimensions and having on hand the
moulds to verify the dimensions. However,
two unusual contracts gave precise timber
dimensions. The genolbeaçes and genoles
rebeses were 6V2 to 7 codos in length, as in the The plank thickness varied according to the
Red Bay vessel. In contrast, the varengas in ship's size. For one four-decked ship of 450
one contract were to measure 6V2 codos in toneladas, the planks below the flower line (la
length, somewhat greater than the 5V2-codo flora) measured 7 en codo, for the sides (coslength of the Red Bay vessel's master floor tado) 8 en codo, and for the main deck 10 en
timber.447 Clearly, the ship in the document codo. They were two thirds codo in breadth
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(38.3 cm) and could not contain waney
edges. Planks for the castles and upper deck
were to be 14 en codo.452 Another ship with a
keel of 26 codos and a manga (breadth) of 14
codos, that is, marginally larger than the Red
Bay vessel, required planking of 8 en codo
and 9 en codo for the hull, and thinner planking for the upperworks. 453 Similarly, a threedecked ship with a 27-codo keel and a 13codo manga took hull planks of 8 en codo and
two thirds codo in breadth, as well as deck
planking of 12 and 14 en codo in thickness
and half a codo in breadth (28.7 cm).454 The
planking for a nabio of 120 toneladas, a twodecked vessel, measured nine, 10,12, and 14
en codo.455

Compared to these measurements, the Red
Bay hull planks appear somewhat thin at
5.5 cm to 6.0 cm (about 10 en codo) and,
above the upper-deck wale, as well as for
the decks, the oaken planks at 3.5 cm to 4.0
cm (about 15 en codo) again seem relatively
thin. However, the Red Bay planks were
adzed on both faces subsequent to being
sawn and, as Villareal de Berriz points out,
planking was gauged (codeada) after sawing.
The adzemen appear to have trimmed about
1.5 cm from the planks' total thickness, or
somewhat less than 1 cm from each face.
Thus, the Red Bay hull planks likely corresponded to the 8 or 9 en codo mentioned in
contracts for ships of comparable size. In
their breadth (again, after adzing), the Red
Bay planks fall between 33 cm and 38 cm, or
up to two thirds codo which was the standard.
At only 2.5 cm thick (equalling 29 en codo),
the softwood planking of the upperworks
from Red Bay is about half the thickness
given in timber supply contracts. Moreover,
these surfaces were not adzed. Perhaps, this
discrepancy is due to the custom of measuring the minor planking for the upper deck
and the castles on the basis of the formula
"two for one." 456 If so, the Red Bay planks
may have equalled about 14 en codo.
The special pieces mentioned in the timber
supply contracts were usually only listed by
name. The Biscayan maritime vocabulary is
quite rich on the matter of these timbers,
where some pieces such as the sternpost and
fashion frames could be called by any of several names. 457 The keel was often qualified
as a quilla limpia or "clean keel," an expression that may have meant a keel of a single
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piece of wood, as specified in a 1573 contract
for a ship of 400 tons. A one-piece keel did
not, however, preclude the addition of the
knee-like timber (çapata) which extended the
keel aft and turned upwards to lead into the
sternpost, as was typical of Iberian-Atlantic
construction of the period.458
Finally, some timber supply contracts
touched on masts and other spars, although
these were normally the subject of a separate
agreement. From fore to aft, the principal
spars were called the maopres or baopres
(bowsprit), trinquete (foremast), mastel mayor
(mainmast), misana or broquel454 (mizzenmast), and botalao (boomkin). As botalao de
proa, this last term applied to a kind of outligger extending forward and down underneath the beakhead, to which the foresail
tacks were led.460 In their forms, vocabulary,
and, above all, technical standards, the timber supply contracts reveal that the Basque
timber and shipbuilding trades, while separate trades practiced by different persons,
were closely intertwined as a common
industry.

Transporting Timber to the
Shipyard
In the course of bringing the timber from the
montes to the playa where the carpenters took
charge of it, at least three different trades
could be called upon. These included ox
drivers (bueyeros) who carted the timber
down to the river, surveyors (codeadores)
who gauged the timber at the transshipment
point at the river called a rentería, and boatm e n (aleros, bateleros, ponteros)

w h o com-

pleted the transportation to the shipbuilding
site near the river's mouth. In addition, at
each stop at the casa, the rentería, and the
playa, one or more woodworking trades left
their mark on the timber. This alternating of
woodworking and transport trades in the
history of each timber is visible in the tool
marks on the Red Bay timbers, adding to
knowledge of how the primary material was
gradually transformed into the objects discovered at Red Bay.
Once ready, the timber was assembled in a
place accessible to the teams of oxen, usually
at the limit of the casa, up to which point the
forest proprietor seems to have been responsible for transport.461 Occasionally, when a
casa bordered a navigable river, the timber
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was brought to the water's edge and loaded
directly onto boats.462 Generally, however,
this was not the case and the squared timber
was moved down the mountainside to the
tidehead of the river using oxen. One carter
employed 24 teams of oxen and a crew of
drovers, or bueyeros, to haul timber from
Çigarançara to Deba by way of Içiar, an
exceptionally long trajectory of 10 km or
more (Fig. 16.1.8).463 To finance the operation, he mortgaged three teams of oxen; a
dispute developed and the timber was
delayed at a place called Los Biberos. The
incident illustrates the practical limits of
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land transport on the mountainous Basque
coast and helps indicate why the naval timber trade was concentrated within two
leagues of the sea.
The timber's first destination was a rentería,
an inland port near the tidehead of the river.
Each of the Gipuzkoan rivers possessed at
least one rentería; these institutions dating to
the Middle Ages fulfilled a mixture of private and municipal functions in the shipbuilding industry. Serving as a customs
house, it was here that timber and iron
entered the jurisdiction of the coastal town.
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Figure 16.1.8: Timber
supply sites, transshipment points, and
shipyards in the Deba
and Artibay valleys,
ca. 1550-1600. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-92-1013).

It was ostensibly a neutral site between
seller and buyer, where shipbuilding timber
was officially surveyed by a codeador, or timber gauger. The town enforced the use of its
measure, the codo de ribera, possibly as a
form of competition with its hinterland. 464
Sometimes, the codeador was the carpenter
hired to build the ship.463 As well, any sawing that remained to be done was carried out
here, possibly by the landowner who held
the rentería concession.466 Port facilities were
located here, linking inland routes to estuarial navigation. Finally, the rentería served as
a temporary timber depot, so as not to
encumber the shipbuilding beaches. When
considering why ship's timber was sawn,
squared, and moulded before moving it to
the construction site, its inevitable stop at
the rentería may have been the defining reason.

transporting timber from the montes to the
playa encouraged the practices of squaring
logs and reducing the volume of timber near
its origin, which facilitated handling and
stacking, and limited transportation costs.
To this consideration may be added the
obligatory stop at the rentería, where timber
and other materials cleared customs and
were warehoused at a safe distance from the
town's limited port infrastructures, gardens, and pasturelands.

THE SHIPBUILDING SHORE

As on many mountainous coasts, Basque
rivers form a barachois, a sandy spit across
the rivermouth, where the surf and the current meet. It was on these communally
owned beaches that ships were traditionally
assembled and launched. As the 16th cenFrom the rentería to the mouth of the river, tury progressed, ships were built "in the
where the shipbuilding sites were located, river," inland on a privately owned stretch
the timber was transported by water. Doubt- of riverbank, but still within range of the
less, this transport moved with the tides, tides that were needed for launching the
whose range of 3 m to 4 m regulated many hull. The inland construction sites, at the
maritime customs along this coast. Boatmen renterías of Oikina and Bedua in the Urola
delivered the timber to the beach as it was river, and at Usurbil in the Oria, were the
needed by the carpenters. The boatmen and forerunners of modern shipyards in that
craft that plied the distance between the they concentrated the formerly dispersed
rentería and the rivermouth were called by shipbuilding trades into a single, capitaldifferent names in different ports, reflecting driven enterprise. They were on the land, or
the manner in which their craft were casería, of a ship or timber owner, who
adapted to the local river. At San Sebastián, invested in infrastructure such as a slipway
where the Urumea was blocked to coastal and a crane in the hopes of sustaining a conshipping by the Santa Catalina bridge, small tinuous production. It appears that labour
river craft played an important role. was divided between carpenters and plankBetween the head of navigation at Hernani ers in these shipyards and thus, the
and the Santa Catalina landing, bateleros sequence of hull construction followed a
rowed or sailed their bateles, while aleros and more linear, skeleton-first order.
ponteros punted their alas.467 At Zumaia,
coastal craft used the tide to enter the estu- However, these private shipyards made
ary and came to rest on the bed as the tide only minor inroads before 1600. Most ships,
ran out. Pinaças and barcos gained the Nar- including the three- and four-decked classes
ruondo rentería in the little Zumaia river, that promised significant profits, were conwhile bateles and chalupas circulated on the structed on the beach fronting the sea. The
Urola as far as Bedua and Oikina.468
term "shipyard" hardly describes these conThe final step in the transport, from the
water's edge to the construction site, occasionally involved the further use of oxen.
The masts, which often came from overseas
and were stored until purchased, were
drawn by oxen from the importer's casa to
the shipyard. The same carter might also be
hired to clear the debris from the previous
shipbuilding operation that had taken place
on the beach.469 Clearly, the complexity of
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struction sites, which boasted no permanent
infrastructure and had more the character of
a shanty. The artisanal labour force was relatively versatile and the hull assembly followed a stepwise order that mixed elements
of shell-first and skeleton-first construction.
In keeping with its decentralized financial
underpinnings, the shipbuilding project
appeared to migrate from one location to the
next: the forest, the beach, and, after the hull
was launched, alongside a municipal mole
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with a crane where the castles and decks
were finished and the rigging set up. Of the
two shipbuilding modes, the traditional one
best matches the techniques observed in the
Red Bay vessel.

The preamble named the outfitters and the
carpenter and stated their intent to build a
ship according to the measures that followed. These were the ship's basic dimensions, usually the keel length, the manga or
breadth, and the heights of the decks and
Due to prevailing northwesterlies, the the rail amidships. These summary meabeaches used for shipbuilding formed on the surements, which are no more detailed than
eastern side of the rivermouth or cove. The the timber purchase contracts, were folsame prevailing winds often led the Basques lowed by a list of the reinforcements and
to found their settlements on the western special timbers that the outfitter desired: the
side of the coves, where the hillside created numbers and types of knees, the riders, the
a lee. In San Sebastián, Mutriku, and Deba breasthooks, the capstan, the bitts, the
the beaches formed a crescent shape and hawse holes, and the mast steps and partwent by the name of la concha, or the cockle- ners. Some details of the ship's internal disshell.470 Elsewhere the shipbuilding beach position might be included, such as
could simply be called the playa, or beach, or bulkheads, hatches, castles, the beakhead,
possibly the arenal*71 in reference to its sandy and arrangements for the ship's boat. Then
soil, and sometimes astillero or shipbuilding the contract spelled out the schedule of
shanty.472
work and payments, the conditions to be
offered to the journeymen, and the guaranThe beaches were considered municipal tees and responsibilities assumed by the
land and, although sometimes called astille- master carpenter and the ship owner.
ros, they do not seem to have had permanent Remarkably brief, typical contracts constorage areas, slipways, outbuildings, or tained no more than about 300 words.
even a fixed perimeter. A 1585 depiction of
San Sebastián by the Englishman Richard The paucity of details raises questions with
Poulter shows an otherwise barren stretch of respect to the unwritten agreement between
beach on which appear the hulls of ships the carpenter and owner concerning the hull
under construction, held up by shores, with design and the vessel's intended function.
the inscription "Newe ships made here" 473 Even more striking is the paucity of con(see Fig. 14.2.52). Another representation of tracts themselves. From 1535 to about 1600
the same beach, published in 1584 by Abra- in western Gipuzkoa, there are fewer than
ham Ortelius, shows only a temporary-look- 40 known examples, mostly for naos and
ing building with smoke rising from it, galeones, but also for lighter vessels such as
perhaps used as a tryworks or a forge, as the coastal zabra. Many come from Zumaia,
well as a ship's hull under construction.474 In where notarial records are well preserved;
Zumaia, the beach was also home to the her- others survived because the parties were
mitage of Santiago, a hostel on the road to caught in a legal wrangle, like insects preSantiago de Compostela. Some shipbuilding served in amber. Their small numbers do
contracts were signed here, while in San not provide a clear reflection of the number
Sebastián, the cemetery was chosen on one of ships built on the Basque coast each
occasion for drawing up a construction con- year.476
tract.475 To the modern eye, the most remarkable aspect of this tableau is the absence of A construction contract was in fact the
any private spaces or property in the exer- engagement of a master carpenter, which
took place just before construction began.477
cise of the ship carpenter's métier.
The contract went into force the day it was
drawn up and ended the day the hull was
launched, a period that was broken into
The Shipbuilding Season
three phases of work and payment. The first
Shipbuilding contracts from the second half payment occurred either upon the contract's
of the 16th century used a standard form. signature, the day the keel was laid, or, less
Jan
1

Feb
0

Mar

Apr

3

4

May
5

J un
2

Jul
3

Aug
0

Sep
0

Oct
1

Nov

Dec

0

4

Table 16.1.1: Number of shipbuilding contracts signed each month, 1570-1590 (24
contracts).
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0

1

4

2

1

1

6

1

0

2

2

2

Table 16.1.2: Number of ships expected to be launched each month, 1570-1590 (24 ships).
often, once the stem and the sternpost were
affixed. A second sum was paid when the
hull was ready for caulking, the treenails
trimmed off and the planks in good order,
called rasar, to trim or "raze" the hull. The
last payment was due when the hull was
launched, whether the same day, a day or
two before, or up to four days after.478 The
normal time for this work to be completed
was four to five months for three-decked
ships with keels of 22 to 34 codos (about 180
to 400 tons). It was not rare, however, for a
ship in the lower end of this range to be built
in 2 Vz months. 479

The dates for laying the keel and launching
the hull also reveal which periods saw the
greatest number of shipbuilding projects
underway. Table 16.1.3 reveals the seasonal
rhythm of shipbuilding in western Gipuzkoa, based on the same 24 contracts from the
period 1570 to 1590. The period of greatest
shipbuilding activity was during the months
of April to August, and the least activity in
January and February. The winter lull corresponded with the period in which timber
was prepared for the following season's construction, and when the Terranova fishing
fleet was in port being refitted.

The signing and projected launching dates
help to define the shipbuilding season. Most
work was initiated between March and July,
or in December. In contrast, the months of
January and February, and late summer and
fall, saw scarcely any contracts for a carpenter's professional services, as indicated in
Table 16.1.1. This seasonal rhythm reflects
studies of notarial activity that attribute the
lack of activity in February to the Lent season, and the autumn lull to the harvest.480

The summer high season for shipbuilding
was also a period of rapid work. Ships built
in less than five months were invariably
begun in early spring and launched in July
or August. In contrast, projects that continued for five months or more were also the
last to be begun in spring, between May and
July. These tardy projects carried on until
September to December. No difference can
be detected between the ships in these two
groups which were, moreover, almost equal
in number. Autumn work, quite simply, proceeded at a more leisurely pace, possibly
because the labour force was reduced by the
harvest.

Based on an average duration of four to five
months for the construction of a vessel, a
project begun in April or May might be completed between August and October. In reality, such was not the case. The projected
launch dates reveal a marked tendency to
launch vessels in March or July, as shown in
Table 16.1.2. In one San Sebastián project, a
450-ton ship was launched exactly four
months after the keel was laid, and the rigging in Pasajes took another three months
and 22 days. 481 Thus, a vessel launched in
March could set sail in June or July, in time
to join the Labrador whale hunt. Its departure freed up moles, cranes, and riggers for
the next wave of launchings. A ship
launched in July could be operational in
time for the shipping season to Flanders and
England, which began in October.482

Shipyard Labour and the Sequence
of Hull Assembly
The carpenters' salaries were calculated in
jornales, or days of work, and they normally
worked six days a week, for a total of about
120 jornales over 4V1 months. The master carpenter's salary was about 4 reales per day,
while the oficiales earned from 3 to 3V£ reales
per day.483 The master carpenter hired from
10 to 24 oficiales, or journeymen carpenters,
depending on the size of the vessel and the
speed with which it was to be built.484 The
laying of the keel was the time at which the
construction crew was formed, and the
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4
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11

8

8

6

7

Table 16.1.3: Number of shipbuilding projects underway each month, 1570-1590 (24
projects).
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owner customarily furnished the master carpenter with a barrica of chacolin wine or
cider at this time. The wine and cider were
for the consumption of all the carpenters,
much as in a seagoing ship.485 The owner
also supplied the carpenters with all their
meals, a custom called the arrasafarias or
rrasaduras,488 and with lodgings in a house
nearby in which each room was shared by

occur in the 16th-century Gipuzkoan shipbuilding vocabulary. They were used in the
Spanish shipbuilding ordinances of 1607 to
1618, in which the mortising of the different
levels of futtocks was prescribed.491 These
terms appear to signify a frame-first construction, different from the stepwise, floating futtock techniques that were traditional
in Gipuzkoa. Their occurrence in the context
487
two oficiales.
of a private shipyard is a sign that a new
mode of shipbuilding was being introduced.
The shipbuilding crew's composition gives At least some of the stimulus for change
clues to the division of labour in the ship- came from Seville, as described in a contract
yard and the order in which the construction from 1577, at Orio, which stipulated that the
proceeded. Two contracts from Zumaia dur- carpenter, Anton de Yerobi, was to work to
ing the 1570s describe two different kinds of the plans and under the supervision of the
organization. The first was for a ship with a master carpenter Joan de Calatras of Rentkeel of about 24 codos, or somewhat less than ería, who was familiar with the design
200 toneladas, built on the ocean beach of requirements of ships for the Carrera das
Santiago. The master carpenter was to Indias. Part of the unfamiliarity of Calatras's
"employ in the construction of the said ship method lay in designing a ship with a shalfrom the day that he begins it onwards until low draught, presumably to cross the bar at
it is finished, 10 journeymen carpenters,
San Lucar near the mouth of the Guadeach working day."488 The image is of a crew
alquivir. This example presages the relaof general carpenters who carried out all the
tively wide floors prescribed in the 1607 to
tasks involved in building a ship.
1618 ordinances. Not only did the 1577 contract stipulate a new method of building
The second contract leaves a different ships, but it also introduced a new kind of
impression. It was for the construction of a labour relation in the form of a hierarchy
ship with a 32% codo keel, near Bedua on the between the ship designer or shipwright
Urola river, where a landowner wished to and the master carpenter.492
establish a private shipyard. Rather than create a network of contracts for the supply of
timber and the construction of a vessel, the Another figure appearing in the shipbuildtimber came from the same casa where the
ing hierarchy was the contramaestre, or foreship was constructed. The entrepreneur
man, who was hired by San Sebastián
even built a slipway for launching ships. In
shipowners to see to the myriad of details
this case, the division of shipbuilding labour
was different, as the contract with the mas- that contracting a shipbuilding project
ter carpenter stipulated that he was to "do required. He received two reales a day for
the planking with good master plankers." 489 his services, half as much as the master carAnother contract from a similar context penter. Perhaps he contracted more than one
explicitly divided the labour between the project at a time; perhaps as well, he took a
493
work of framing the vessel and the subse- percentage of materials and salaries. The
quent work of planking the hull. The master contramaestre had an ambiguous place in the
carpenter was to hire 12 journeymen until hierarchy of shipbuilding trades. Being close
the framing attained the height of the seg- to the shipowner, he followed the shipbuildunda ornidura, or second mortising, meaning ing project from site to site, but his profesthat the second futtocks were attached to the sional competence in each of the forest,
first futtocks.490 Once this stage was reached, shipyard, and rigging trades was inferior to
the master carpenter would retain the ser- that of the masters who directed the technivices of 22 journeymen until the planking cal operations. Private shipyards, new hull
was complete.
designs, skeleton-first construction, a rigid
division of labour, and new professions:
The terms ornidura or ornizon belong to skel- these were the winds of change in Gipuzeton-first construction and did not normally koan shipbuilding in the late 16th century.
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Figure 16.1.9 (Facing
Page): The surviving
principal timbers and
mortised frames of the
Red Bay vessel.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M91-103-la).

Figure 16.1.W(Facing
Page): The Red Bay
vessel with ribbands
and some planks in
place. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-91-103-lb).

Figure 16.1.11 (Facing
Page): Surviving
planking of the Red
Bay vessel above the
lower deck. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-91-103-1Í).

Assembly Sequence of the Red Bay
Vessel
With the organization of a Basque shipbuilding project in mind, the assembly sequence
for the Red Bay vessel was reconstructed.
The level of detail related to the construction
of a ship that can be detected in a wreck is
not equal for each step in the sequence. The
temptation is to follow detailed microsequences. What is important, however, is to
understand the major steps, in order to
address the question of the transition from
shell-first to skeleton-first construction.
Researchers have often considered this question in relation to the transition from clinker
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to carvel planking in the Atlantic and to the
emergence of moulding methods in hull
design.494 Leaving aside these parallel issues
for the moment, the following description
concentrates on the stepwise assembly
sequence observed on the Red Bay vessel
(Figs. 16.1.9,16.1.10,16.1.11).
This stepwise sequence may be compared
on the one hand to the Dutch bottom-based
method studied by Albert Hoving 495 and
Frederick Hocker496 and, on the other, to an
example of a primarily shell-first sequence
which, in practice, took the form of an alternating shell-skeleton order that Richard
Steffy has observed on the 4th-century B.C.
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Kyrenia wreck.497 What these studies have in
common with the Red Bay example is that
they break down the rigid distinction
between the shell-first and skeleton-first
models by showing shipyard practices that
fit neither paradigm. The middle ground
may have been large enough to allow enduring alternative traditions to develop. The
Red Bay evidence contributes to knowledge
of this middle ground by shedding light on
the role of elements not considered in the
shell-first versus skeleton-first debate,
namely the temporary ribbands and the
major internal structures which at times, in
the Red Bay ship's construction, played the
leading role attributed to hull planks in the
shell-first model.

In the first step, the carpenters laid down the
keel and sculpted its garboards to accommodate 13 flat floor timbers in the central area
and, forward and aft, the pedestals of 18 rising floor timbers. Mirroring the shape of the
ship's central 31 frames, the carved garboards were designed with the help of rising
and narrowing scales (graminhos) that were
inscribed on the keel itself, where they could
be checked easily. The two-part stem was
carved with rabbets and a smooth inboard
face, propped into place and scarfed to the
keel. At the stern, the transom was assembled to the sternpost, lifted into position,
and scarfed to the heel timber. The sternpost
knee secured the scarfs linking the keel, the
heel timber, and the sternpost.

In the second step, the floor timbers and first
futtocks of 14 frames amidships, including
the master frame, were assembled by means
of dovetail mortises, iron nails, and 35-mm
thick treenails. Although these frames all
had a flat floor, except for the aftermost one
in the group, they were progressively narrower forward and aft of the three central
frames. All the futtocks had identical shapes
but, moving forward and aft of the master
frame, were increasingly "hauled down"
over the wrungheads. This adjustment in
the timbers' relative positions, which hardly
exceeded 10 cm in the 6th frames forward
and aft, was applied without moulding the
futtocks to varying shapes. It was sufficient
to ensure that, despite the narrowing of the
floor timbers, the futtocks' upper ends
remained at the same breadth as in the master frame. Once assembled, these 14 frames
were erected on the keel (see Fig. 16.1.9).
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Thirdly, the rising floor timbers were set on
the keel within the area of the carved garboards. They were nailed and treenailed to
the garboards and stabilized by nailing the
foot wales in place. The foot wales were not
yet bolted, their purpose being to quickly
support the next level of frame timbers, the
first futtocks.
The fourth step was perhaps the most delicate. The carpenters attached ribbands at
three levels, to assist in erecting the first futtocks (see Fig. 16.1.10). The lowest ribband
followed the flower line, from the tuck at the
sternpost to the entry at the stem rabbet, but
was not present in the area of the assembled
frames. Seen in plan, where the narrowings
were visible, each ribband traced an
S-shaped line that reflected the floor timbers' transition from a convex arc at the turn
of the bilge around midship to a concave arc
at the the gripe and the tuck. Viewed in profile to highlight the risings, the floor ribbands traced straight lines, slightly kinked
at the 15th frames.
Next, the upper ribband was positioned
near the tops of the first futtocks, from the
transom to the stem. Its height corresponded
to the touch of the futtock and breadth arcs.
As an intermediate control on this ribband,
the first futtocks of the 15th frames were
raised and propped to their desired breadth
at the ribband, which was 3A of the hull's
greatest breadth, or IV2 times the breadth of
the wing transom. On each side of the 15th
frame, the ribband was marked at regular
intervals to indicate the futtock positions.
The aft intervals were greater than those forward of the 15th frame, to accentuate the
cant of the aftermost futtocks. Finally, a third
ribband, this one quite slender, was placed
between the first two, following a line with a
chord of 2lA codos, below the upper ribband
and crossing the master frame at the bilgefuttock touch. This was a reference line used
in hauling down the futtocks, relative to
which the carpenters adjusted the bilge-futtock touch of each frame. Once all three ribbands were securely in place, the carpenters
began raising the first futtocks.
In the fourth step, the floating first futtocks
were put in position. Their lower ends were
sandwiched between the floor ribband and
the foot wales, and their upper ends were
nailed to the corresponding ribband. In the
bow, forward of the 15th frame where the
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crotches were not yet in place, the futtocks
were not installed. The four aftermost futtocks also waited to be specially carved, so
their shapes could lead into that of the fashion frames. The vertical position of each futtock was carefully adjusted so the bilgefuttock touch fell increasingly below the
middle ribband. Interestingly, when these
timbers were moulded, the position of the
bilge-futtock touch had only a general relation to the ends of the timber, where the
respective arcs simply ran out. Thus, when
the carpenters positioned the touches, the
futtocks' upper and lower ends fell at irregular heights. This demonstrates the efficiency of the floating futtock style of
framing and the importance of the ribbands
in completing the work of shaping the hull.
Fifthly, the carpenters installed the beam
shelves and beams of the lowest deck, and
planked the hull to just below the upper ribband (see Fig. 16.1.11). In the bow, where the
framing was absent forward of the 15th
frame, planks spanned the gap and were
nailed to the stem; the four-futtock gap at
the stern was similarly spanned as was, perhaps, a two-futtock gap just forward of the
pre-assembled frames. All these framing
gaps still remained when the planks were
treenailed and only later were the corresponding crotches and futtocks fastened to
the planks.
As a sixth step, the carpenters returned to
the framing, supporting the second futtocks
between the upper ribband and the beam
shelves. Initially, they installed only the futtocks of every fourth frame and nailed diagonal battens from the top of one to the
bottom of the next. These were the thickest
second futtocks in the ship and had a guiding role that was similar to that of the preassembled frames for the first futtocks. A
ribband was nailed along their summits,
where the tumblehome arc touched the tumblehome tangent. Then, the remaining second futtocks were put in place. It was
important to align their tumblehome
touches with the corresponding ribband but,
as with the first futtocks, it mattered less
where their upper and lower ends fell.
Again, the floating futtock style of framing
allowed individual frame timbers to be
moulded easily. One needed only to ensure
that both arcs were present in the timber in
approximately the right lengths (within
about 30 cm). The carpenter then placed the
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

touch in the desired position relative to the
ribband.
The next step was to install the main-deck
beam shelves and beams, remove the diagonal battens, and plank the hull up to the
greatest breadth. Beyond this point, there is
little archaeological evidence. What emerges
from this assembly sequence is, firstly, a
cycle of four steps, repeated for each level of
frame timbers: propping up a few frame
timbers as guides; placing ribbands across
their summits; raising the other frame timbers of this level; and consolidating with
internal structures and hull planking. Even
before one level was complete at the bow
and the stern, the next level was begun. A
second observation is that the ribbandassisted, floating futtock method of framing
permitted the moulding of individual timbers to be imprecise, even approximate, provided that the arcs proper to each timber
were present over about the right distances.
Using the ribbands, the carpenters could
quickly place the touches into position.
Thus, the art of moulding in Basque forests
turns out to be relatively unsophisticated.

Finishing the Hull
In 16th-century Basque shipbuilding, the
hull's completion was signalled by the work
of arrasar, or trimming the treenails and
repairing defects in the planks in preparation for caulking. The Red Bay vessel helps
understand how important and painstaking
was the work of arrasar. The treenail heads,
for example, were adzed off and the stubs
finished smoothly with a rotating bitt, sealing the end grain against marine borers and
chamfering the heads' circumference. As
well, knots and areas of bad wood in the
planks were excised and replaced with rumbos, or graving pieces.498 Various kinds of
nimbos were noted in the planking. Some
were small planks inserted into rectangular
gaps cut in a hull plank; others were treenails with oversized heads that filled the
excised area; still others were carefully
carved plugs imitating the shape of a knot.
Up to ten rumbos were noted on the starboard side of the hull and each had a unique
shape. This was the last step before the
caulking crew arrived.
In the case of one 500-ton ship built at San
Sebastián in 1584, the caulkers arrived at the
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shipyard a mere 12 months after the construction contract was signed.499 They plied
a semi-specialized trade that was ambiant in
port towns and could be mobilized with
dozens of skilled workmen over one to three
days, only to disappear again into the routine of port life.500 Even though the master
carpenter readied the hull for caulking, he
was not responsible for organizing or paying the caulkers.501 This was left for the ship
owner who might delegate the task, as at
San Sebastián where ship owners left it to a
contramaestre to recruit, organize, and pay
the caulkers.502 The caulking material, or
oakum, was dark sacking hemp from
Flanders, old untwisted cordage, or pale
rope-making hemp brought from the Ebro
River.503
The Red Bay vessel seems to have been
caulked only once. The plank edges were
bevelled to permit the oakum to be driven
into the seam. At the outer surface of the
planking, the seam was often as wide as
3 cm. In some parts of the hull, the scars of
the caulking irons were observed on the
underlying frame timbers. The oakum was
hemp that was tightly crumpled between
the planks. It was impregnated with a resinous substance, similar to that covering the
entire hull. On the edges of some planks, the
scars of caulking irons were visible at intervals of 1 cm to 3 cm, and angled at about 60°
to the surface of the plank.

what unusual for, in 1581, the royal shipbuilding agent Cristóbal de Barros
complained that in San Sebastián, Rentería,
and Zumaia, ships were not launched
directly into the water, but rather en seco, or
"dry." His meaning is not immediately clear.
True, in these ports, the hull was dragged
across the beach and into the water, which
apparently could weaken the hull.506 Perhaps Barros preferred shipyards that possessed a slipway or even a drydock, and
there is evidence that some builders heeded
his advice. At the private shipyards in the
river near Zumaia, care was taken to lay
keels where the hull could be safely
launched. 507 Building on private land away
from the beach allowed slipways to be
founded and gave better access to timber
sources, but the channel was not always
adequate. At Urdaiaga on the Oria estuary,
incomplete hulls of over 300 tons were
launched without decks, to be completed at
the downstream port of Orio.508
An idea of how a ship was launched en seco
can be gained by comparing records dealing
with the careening of damaged Gipuzkoan
vessels in the ports of Lisbon509 and
Pasajes.510 In these cases, to put a vessel en
seco meant to haul it from the water upon
the shore, using the tides as well as human
and animal power.

Some shipbuilding contracts specify the hiring of additional people for the launching of
After the vessel was caulked, the hull was a vessel.511 After both sides of the hull were
waterproofed with brea, a mixture of resin caulked, the carpenters built the cradle,
and animal fat, in this case apparently whale known as los basos (vasos, vassos, bassos).5U
oil (sebo).504 At Red Bay, this substance cov- The work of building the cradle was called
ered both the inside and the outside of the enbasar, for which the ship owner usually
hull, where it had accumulated on horizon- furnished the timber, food, and lodging;
tal surfaces such as the wales, channels, and occasionally the carpenter provided the
the albaolas. Likely, the recipe was Biscayan, labour and the food.513 The carpenters paralthough the imported resin was contained ticipated in the launching, or bote,5u and in
in baúles, a type of cask native to the Nether- cases where the vessel was masted while
lands and used also in the resin commerce of still in its stocks, the carpenters returned to
the Landes, an area of pine forest between the shipyard for the launching. No Gipuzthe Biscayan coast and Bordeaux.505
koan source mentions Barros's terna botar en
seco; the closest matches are the expressions
545
While the caulkers were busy with the hull, botar al agua or a la mar. The ship was
the carpenters worked inside the ship to fin- pulled from its stocks and into the sea upon
ish the decks and install the special timbers. the launching cradle in an operation timed,
Once the caulking was completed, the car- presumably, so that the rising tide would
penters fixed a launching cradle to the out- assist the task. Except in cases of launching
side of the hull. In the shipbuilding unfinished hulls to be completed in deep
contracts, the phrase botar y baxar refers to water, this event marked the end of the carthe launching and first careening of a ship. penter's obligations and the final payment
Gipuzkoan launches were, however, some- for his work.
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In practice, however, the carpenter's release
was symbolic, for there still remained the
work of baxar, or the first careening, that
took up to four days of the carpenters'
time.516 This work presumably took place
between tides. According to the Red Bay
evidence, it consisted of detaching the cradle
poppets and carefully plugging the resulting
nail holes with wooden pegs, both in the
gripe and the tuck, and at the height of the
lower deck.517 The lines of plugged iron-nail
holes correspond with depictions of 17thand 18th-century launching cradles, helping
to visualize the apparatus used to launch the
Red Bay vessel.518
Although the first careening signalled the
end of operations at the shipbuilding site
and the carpenters' leave-taking, the ship
still had to be masted and rigged, and fitted
with hatches, bulkheads, and decking. Hulls
launched from the concha of San Sebastián
were masted at the mole of the port (where
there was presumably a crane), then towed
to the deepwater port of Pasajes to finish the
hull and the rigging.519 One ship launched
from the arenal of Zumaia was towed with
chalupas to the harbour of Guetaria to be
rigged.520 Generally, the hull was berthed
alongside the mole of the port, as at San
Sebastián,521 Mutriku, 522 and Lekeitio,523 or
alongside the wharf at Zumaia where the
town possessed a crane for masting and rigging.524

Installation of the Rudder
The rudders of Gipuzkoan ships are by all
accounts a complex subject. While one contract specifies that the rudder was to be
attached after the hull was launched, 525
another specifies the opposite. 526 It is significant that the rudder appears among the
plecas principales to be installed by the carpenters, 527 as elements that were installed
after the launching, such as pumps and
masts, were often absent from shipbuilding
contracts. In some cases, rudder irons were
included in the contract;528 other mentioned
accessories were the riata, or crown, by
which the tiller was attached to the rudder,529 the tiller,530 and the whipstaff.531 One
contract specified that the rudder should be
removable.532 The helm port could also be
included in the construction contract, as
could the cabin above the tiller where the
whipstaff and binnacle were located.533 No
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other accessory receives as much attention
in shipbuilding contracts as the rudder.
Details of rudder construction are also
known from lists of repair costs. One ship's
rudder was damaged in a storm on the
homeward leg of a whaling voyage. The
crew jettisoned 60 barricas of oil in an effort
to regain control of the ship. Upon reaching
Lisbon, a diver was hired to replace the rudder but was unable to do so. "A good part"
of the cargo was unloaded to allow the ship
to be beached, where it received a new rudder. 534 As well, the counter frames (bobedas)
had to be cut in order to repair the tiller
(leme). The bill for these repairs became a
bone of contention among the ship's owners. Another ship, damaged in a collision in
Pasajes harbour, was given a new rudder
and irons by careening the vessel.535
In many ways, the rudder can be seen as the
ultimate symbol of a ship's career. It
required a massive tree, sawn and adzed to
a perfect form. In the Red Bay example, the
irons were first attached to the sternpost,
then struck to the rudder as it was offered
up. Once in place, the Red Bay rudder was
not removable; in the event of damage, the
irons would have had to be removed before
the rudder could be repaired. The ship's
counter and sterncastle were organized
around the presence of the rudder, the tiller,
and the whipstaff, which determined the
bulkhead positions and limited the sweep of
the capstan bars. The crew living or working
on the main deck level of the castle had to
accommodate an unfettered sweep of the
tiller. Above, on the weather deck, the whipstaff helm and the binnacle were nestled
directly forward of the weather deck cabin
bulkhead, and just aft of the space allotted
for the working of the capstan. Here, a
helmsman was always on watch. Extending
from the sea to the upper deck, the rudder
assembly passed through the busiest and
most social part of the ship which may, after
all technical analyses are completed, explain
more than a little of its complex material and
written history.

CONCLUSION
An initial concern in approaching the Red
Bay evidence was to establish its place in
relation to the maderas de cuenta shipbuilding
methods described in Iberian treatises of
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1570 to 1620. The familial relationship,
which seemed apparent at first glance based
on the identification of a master frame and a
series of mortised frames, proved impossible to demonstrate unequivocally based on a
key characteristic of the maderas de cuenta
methods, namely the division of the hull
frames into two discrete sets consisting of
the maderas de cuenta, and the other frames at
each end beyond the almogamas or postreras
maderas de cuenta. Whatever test was used,
whether based on a study of the frame morphology, moulding techniques, or assembly
sequence, the Red Bay frames repeatedly
divided into three, not two, sets. Moreover,
the evidence that pointed generally to the
6th and 15th frames from the master as candidates for the almogamas was repeatedly
blurred, showing that the carpenters were
only generally guided by these frames as
reference points. On the question of identifying the maderas de cuenta and the almogamas,
the Red Bay evidence best approached the
example of Lavanha, a treatise which stands
as an exception to the Iberian school for the
same reasons that relate it to the case of Red
Bay. There was also a coherence between the
Red Bay findings and evidence from
16th-century shipbuilding and naval timber
contracts from Gipuzkoa concerning the
division of the frames into three sets, delineated approximately by the 6th and 15th
frames forward and aft of the master. The
scattered references in the text of Cano concerning the Biscayan shipbuilding tradition
confirmed the coherence observed in the
archaeological record and the Basque
archives.
Doubts about the relationship between the
Red Bay vessel and Iberian manuscripts led
to a careful reconsideration of these texts
and, eventually, to an expansion of the comparative frame of reference to include the
English manuscripts from the same period.
Helped by the pioneering work of Richard
Barker and Cruz Apestegui Cardenal, we
noticed that the English and Iberian schools
differentiated on two points relevant to the
Red Bay evidence. The first point was the
insignificance, in the English texts, of the
almogamas. Although Baker mentioned them
as tailframes, the context of his usage indicated that he considered them a foreign or
novel concept. Thus, it became clear that the
almogama as described in the Iberian manuscripts was not a universal concept in Atlantic shipbuilding. The second
point
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differentiating the English and Iberian treatises concerned the method of modifying the
shape of the futtock. The Iberian manuscripts referred to a method called the joba,
or espalhamento, which functioned with a
one-piece futtock. The English manuscripts
referred to a method called "hauling up"
and "hauling down" the futtock, which
functioned with a segmented futtock. The
Red Bay evidence appears to correspond to
the method described in English sources.
It seems therefore that we are in the presence of a family of Atlantic methods of hull
design. In its construction techniques, however, the Red Bay vessel exhibits a Basque
approach. These construction techniques
changed with time, and it was possible to
observe, based on Gipuzkoan archival
sources, the gradual intrusion of a new way
of building ships in Biscay, characterized by
private shipyards subsidized by the state, a
different organization of labour and materials, and a new ship design influenced by the
Carrera de Indias. These data stood out
against a background of evidence that
described, in great detail, the traditional
workings of Gipuzkoan shipbuilding, in
which traditional techniques and labour
relations prevailed, and traditional ship
design was present at every stage in the production of framing timber, from the planting
of the compass-timber lots to the method of
assembling the floating futtocks. Although
Basque shipbuilding was distinct within the
Atlantic, important changes were taking
place in Biscay.
Clearly, the Red Bay evidence corresponded
to a Biscayan construction technology that
was also in some ways Atlantic in scope,
and the vitality of Biscayan shipbuilding in
the 16th century gave it an important place
in maritime history. Biscayan design was
generally based on the proportions of as, dos,
tres; on an ancient naval forestry trade
whose customs had the effect of fixing the
vertical dimension of the master frame
while varying the breadth (particularly the
floor); and on a tripartite organization of
frames consisting of a limited number of
reinforced maderas de cuenta (to use Cano's
term) whose design remained almost static,
a highly modified floating-futtock group
called tercias, and the unnamed end frames.
The internal coherence of Biscayan design
and techniques was the source of great
industrial efficiency, but was also a weak-
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ness when change arrived. New ship
designs, promoted by the commercial interests of Seville and Madrid, introduced a
variability into the vertical dimension of the
master frame, which rendered Biscayan
compass-timber plantations obsolete.
The new designs and building techniques,
such as moulding and the one-piece futtock
composed of several shorter timbers (well
suited to the joba), may have been a response
to the restricted timber supply of the Medi-

terranean. Thus, the advantages of an ample
timber supply and efficient design held by
the Basques since the Middle Ages were lost
by the early 17th century. The Biscayan shipbuilding industry, once its internal coherence was destabilized, never regained its
former pre-eminence. Biscay's loss was Holland's gain. In the 17th century, Dutch ship
designers and naval timber traders joined
forces to create a highly successful shipbuilding industry.
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above the deck. However the unclear reference on
fol. lOr resembles Gaztañeta's desfaldar. "... por que
aÊy como vieres dando espalhamento a cada
Caverna assy viraó tambem dando ponta a
Caverna, e dando pee ao braço, e isto se chama
cancomo..." ("Regimentó do galiaó de quinhientas
toneladas"; drawings fol. 88v).
395 Cruz Apestegui Cardenal, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 29-32,
esp. Fig. 33.
396 Éric Rieth, loc. cit.
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Antonio de Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga, Arte de fabricar
reales (1688; reprint as Arte de fabricar reales: Edición
comentada del manuscrito original de Don Antonio de
Gaztañeta Yturribalzaga, ed. F. Fernández González,
C. Apestegui Cardenal and F. Miguélez García, 2
vols. (Barcelona: Lunwerg Editores, 1992).
Éric Rieth, "À propos du terme Espalhamento chez
Manoel Fernandes (1616)," Neptunia, Vol. 203, No. 3
(1996), pp. 33-40; Éric Rieth, "Duhamel du Monceau
et la méthode des 'anciens constructeurs'," in Etat,
marine et société: Hommage à Jean Meyer, ed. M.
Acerra, J.-P. Poussou, M. Vergé-Franceschi and A.
Zysberg (Paris: Presses de l'Université de ParisSorbonne, 1995), pp. 351-363.

401 Furio Ciciliot, "Genoese Ship Carpenters in Lisbon,"
paper presented at the International Reunion for the
History of Nautical Science and Hydrography,
Aveiro, 15-19 Sept. 1998.
402 Éric Rieth, "Duhamel du Monceau et la méthode
des 'anciens constructeurs'."
403 Stephen A. Johnston, "Making Mathematical
Practice: Gentlemen, Practitioners, and Artisans in
Elizabethan England," Ph.D. dissertation,
Cambridge University, Cambridge, 1994, pp. 107165.
404 Cf. Sir Anthony Deane, Dearie's Doctrine of Naval
Architecture, 1670, ed. Brian Lavery (London:
Conway Maritime Press, 1981). In theory, Deane's
method of projecting the forward and aft frames
does not fundamentally surpass that which
underlies the Red Bay vessel's design, especially
since he projected these frames off ribband lines
(flower line, breadth line) and not by adjusting arc
centres (p. 69). However, Deane shows how to
obtain the centres of arcs arithmetically (pp. 64-65).
405 Lope Martinez de Isasti, loc. cit, eulogizes, "Es
abandate de todo género de arboles asi fructíferos
de regalo como silvestres particularmente robles,
que toda ella parece un jardin plantado." Cf. Mikel
Barkham, "La construcción naval en Zumaia (15601600)," pp. 245,248, 251; Spain, Vizcaya, op. cit.,
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pp. 315-320 (cf. Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., p.
481); Arnauld d'Oihénart, Notifia utriusque
Vasconinae, turn Ibcricne, turn Aquitanicae, qua, praelcr
situm regionis et alia scitü digna... (Paris: Sébastien
420
Cramoisy, 1638), p. 174; Pedro de Medina, De las
cosas notables de España (Madrid: n.p., 1545), chap.
131.
406 Mikel Barkham, "La construcción naval en Zumaia
(1560-1600)," pp. 211-276, 238 (Fig. 248).
407 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa,
Oñati (hereafter AHPG), I, 2579 (4), fol. 13v (1564);
AHPG I, 2579 (9), fols. 67r-68r (1565); AHPG I, 2580
(2), fols. 54r-54v (1568).
408 AHPG, II, 3301 (2), fol. 16 (1576); AHPG I, 3312, fols.
117-118(1584).
409 Archivo general de la Diputación de Guipúzcoa,
Tolosa (hereafter AGDG), Civiles Elorza, leg. 173
(2), fols. 24r-24v(1570).
410 In contrast to these short west-to-east movements of
two kilometres to 5 kilometres, probably
undertaken in pinazas or bateles, Mikel Barkham, "La
construcción naval en Zumaia (1560-1600)," p. 250,
lists five examples of timber sales from Zumaia
westward to Bilbao during the 1570s, a distance of
more than 50 km that required the rounding of
Cape Machichaco with a vessel equivalent to a
coasting azabra.

414 AHPG, II, (6), fol. 89 (Zumaia, 1560-1568).
415 AHPG, II, 2577, fol. 22v (1559).
416 AHPG, II, 3335, fols. 171r-173v (1602); fols. 177r177v (1602); fols. 176r-176v (1602).
417 Cf. AHPG, II, 3335, fols. 177r-177v (1602).
418 AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 29 (Zumaia, 1590).
419 AHPG, II, 3301 (I), fols. 51-52; AHPG, II, 3311, fol. 59
(Zumaia, 1583); AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 117-118
(Zumaia, 1584); AHPG, II, 3313, fols. 32-33 (Zumaia,
1585); AHPG, II, 3321, fol. 116 (Zumaia, 1595);
AHPG, I, 2579, IX, fols. 67r-68r (1565), published by
Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th Century
Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600,
Appendix XI, pp. 90-93; AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 27
(1584), published in Mikel Barkham, "La
construcción naval en Zumaia (1560-1600)," p. 275;
AHPG, II, 3284, fols. 23r-24r (1535); AHPG, III, 1804,
si. (San Sebastian, 26 July 1578); AHPG, III, 2710,
fols. 58-59 (1583); ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada
fenecidos, 75-5 (1547); La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 308-
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A contract of this type bound the principal supplier
to "give and provide" (dar y probeer) all the
necessary timber to the carpenter. AGDG,
Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 295, fol. 2r: "...dar y probeer
[...] de todo el maderamiento tuerto y derecho, baos
y corbatones y quilla y cabestante y bita y branque y
arbola y tabla y de todo el demás maderamiento
tuerto y derecho que la dicha nao hubiere
menester..." and AHPG, II, 3313, fol. 32 (Zumaia,
1585): "...el dicho Pedro de Arteaga dixo que se
obligaba y obligo de probeer dar y entregar todo el
maderamiento y tablazón neçessarios
sufiçientamente...." For an example of a lawsuit
involving a principle timber supplier and smaller
timber sellers, see AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg.
157, escribano Perez, fol. 56r (1552).

421 AHPG, I, 2579 (6), fols. 19v-20r (1565); AHPG, I,
2580 (II), fol. 31r (1567); fols. 54r-54v (1568); AHPG,
II, 3298 (VI), fol. 79; AHPG, II, 3316, fol. 29 (Zumaia,
1588); AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 39 (Zumaia, 1590);
AHPG, II, 3335, fols. 177r-177v (1602).
422 AHPG, II, 3301 (II), fol. 16 (Zumaia, 1573); AHPG, II,
3305, fol. 135 (Zumaia, 1578); AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 29
(Zumaia, 1590); AHPG, I, 2575, fols. 31r-31v (1549);
AHPG, I, 2579, fol. 7, published in Michael M.
Barkham, Report on the 16th Century Spanish Basque
Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600, p. 88.

411 AHPG, III, 1803, fols. 46-7 (San Sebastián, 1577);
423
published in Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th
Century Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600,
pp. 82-85. Cf. Brad Loewen, "Le baleinier basque de
424
Red Bay, Labrador (XVIe siècle): Étude du clouage
dans les murailles de la coque."
425
412 AHPG, III, 2710, fols. 58-59 (San Sebastian, 1583).
413 AHPG, II, 3311, fol. 129 (Zumaia, 1583).

6 (1566); AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza, leg. 295, fols. 2r4r (1585).

AHPG, I, 2577, fols. 22r-25r (1559); AHPG, II, 3316,
fol. 29 (Zumaia, 1588).
AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 29 (Zumaia, 1590).
"...todo la cantida de tablazón y maderimiento que
hubiere el para nabios en el monte del terminado de
Ariate juridiçion desta dicha billa de Guetaria..."
AHPG, II, 3314, fols. 183-184 (Zumaia, 1586); "...aya
de cortar por el pie [...] todos los arboles de robles
del montazgo que tiene conprado el dicho maestre
Joan a Maria Saez de Liçamendi y Juan Saez de
Duana, su hijo, mas arriba de la casa y rentería y
lonja de Escaçabel..." AHPG, II, 3335, fol. 177r
(1602); cf. fol. 176r.

426 AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 27. In the coastal forests there
was little competition between shipbuilders and the
charcoal-consuming iron industry that was
concentrated in the middle reaches of the
Gipuzkoan river valleys. Only small forges that
reworked the iron from large inland bloomeries
operated in the ports. Evidence from the xalupa, or
whaleboat, found at Red Bay indicates that the
frames came from the 12- to 30-year-old branches of
mature trees.
427 Richard A. Barker, paper presented at the
International Reunion for the History of Nautical
Science and Hydrography, Aveiro, 15-19 Sept. 1998.
428 Furio Ciciliot, "Garbo Timer: Oak Cultivation for
Shipbuilding in Genoa in the Middle Ages,"
Manuscript on file, Centro Studi Attività Marinare,
Savona, 1999.
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429 Thanks to Will Burnfield for these personal
communications, Toronto, 1997.
430 Cf. AHPG, II, 3321, fol. 116 (Zumaia, 1595); AHPG,
III, 2710, fols. 58r-59v (San Sebastián, 1583).
431 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fols.
lr-31r (1547-1551), and AGDG, Civiles Mandiola,
leg. 157, escribano Perez, fols. lr-60v (1552).
432 Thanks to Xabier (Piru) Agote, for showing me a
rare surviving ala in the Bidasoa, next to the
Hondarribia to Irun road, and to Lourdes Odriozola
Oyarbide, for describing her grandfather's métier as
an alero, hauling sand and gravel.
433 AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 157, escribano Perez,
fol. 3r (1552).
434 AHPG, III, 2710, fols. 58v (1583): "...e todo lo demás
que abra menester ser acabada en toda perfeçion y
de tal manera que los genoles y fieles e barengas y
corbotones y todos los otros materiales que en la
dicha nao se pusiere sean de mui buen escarpe
ligadura y sean gruesos, a contento de el dicho
Sebastian de Valerd y conforme a los moldes y
grúas que él le diere para la fabricación de la dicha
nao...."
435 AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 47 (Zumaia, 1579): "...el
dicho Pero Fernandez a de dar en la rribera desta
billa donde la dicha nao se a de hazer el
maderamiento y tabla a donde se fuere menester de
donde los dichos carpinteros sean de scrivir...."
436 AHPG, III, 1803, fol. 46r (1577): "...como lo traçare el
maestre [Joan de] Calatras, vecino de la Rentería,
que save como se an de faser las naos para la
Carrera de las Yndias...."
437 AHPG, II, 3313, fol. 32.
438 The bosquero's tasks were cortar y desbastar (fell and
square): AHPG, II, 3301 (II), fol. 16 (Zumaia, 1576);
AHPG, II, 3311, fol. 129 (Zumaia, 1583) and fol. 130
(Zumaia, 1583); AHPG, II, 3314, fol. 149 (1586). One
bosquero, Sebastian de Sorarte who lived near
Zumaia, supplied a ship's timbers under his own
name in 1584; Mikel Barkham, "La construcción
naval en Zumaia (1560-1600)," pp. 255, 259.
439 A. Corvol, "La métrologie forestière," in Introduction
à la métrologie historique, ed. B. Gamier, J. CI.
Hocquet and D. Woronoff (Paris: Económica, 1989),
pp. 297-300. Corvol shows that in Diderot's time,
the French surveyor used a croix du bûcheron to
measure a trunk's height by triangulation. The
circumference was taken in the forest with a ficelle
or fouet, a hemp scale, and in the lumberyard with a
metal chaîne. The diameter was taken, if this was the
surveyor's preference, with the compass-like becs de
cigogne or bastringues. Antonio de Gaztañeta
Yturribalzaga, op. cit., fols. 24r-25r, showed the croix
de bûcheron and its use in 1680 at Colindres in the
Asturias. To estimate the volume of wood in a tree,
Gaztañeta took its diameter, then referred to a table
of conversions.
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440 Regarding the fellers and hewers, see Mikel
Barkham, "La construcción naval en Zumaia (15601600)," pp. 255, 259.
441 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
30r (1545) on the saws, and AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 39r
(Zumaia, 1590), on the contract.
442 Brad Loewen, "The Structures of Atlantic
Shipbuilding in the 16th Century: An
Archaeological Perspective," in Proceedings,
International Symposium on Archaeology of Medieval
and Modern Ships of Iberian-Atlantic Tradition: Hull
Remains, Manuscripts and Ethnographic Sources: A
Comparative Approach, ed. Francisco Alves,
Trabalhos de Arqueología No. 18 (Lisbon: Instituto
Portugués de Arqueología, 2001), pp. 241-268.
443 AHPG, I, 2579, fol. 7 (1565), in Michael M. Barkham,
Report on the 16th Century Spanish Basque
Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600, Appendix 10: "varengas
caladas," "urculus," "picas a tercias"; AHPG, 1,2579
(IX), fols. 67r-68r (1565): "urqulos."
444

ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
54v (1547-51): "genolles y genolles rebeses"; AHPG,
I, 2579, fol. 7 (1565); in Michael M. Barkham, Report
on the 16th Century Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c.
1550-c. 1600: "genolbeaçes," "varengas caladas,"
"genoles burbilus"; AHPG, I, 2579 (IX), fols. 67r-68r
(1565): "genolbeaçes," "genolrrebeses."

445 Thomé Cano, op. cit., pp. 105, 111, defines quadra as
"el tercio trasero de la nao" and amura as "el tercio
delantero de la nao." Cf. Martin de Aroztegui,
"Spanish shipbuilding ordinance, 1618": "Para que
los navios queden llenos en todos sus tercios, y con
buena proporción, respeto de su manga, es
necessario que las orengas postreras tengan...."
446 Cano distinguished, in one case, between the frames
called maderos de cuenta and those called tercios. In
this case, the ship had a short keel and relatively
few maderos de cuenta, as "in Biscay, France and
other parts where the ships are short-keeled" to
facilitate beaching them. The tercios went as far as
the quadra and the amura (Thomé Cano, op. cit.,
pp. 65-66). The floor timbers of the frames beyond
the maderos de cuenta were called piques. According
to Cano, it was not necessary to reinforce the
overlap of the floor timbers (piques) and futtocks
(estameneras) beyond the maderos de cuenta, only to
assure a long overlap, for when the ship was
beached, its weight was mainly on the maderos de
cuenta (p. 82). In distinguishing thus the maderos de
cuenta, the tercios and the end frames, Cano set out a
tripartite framing scheme that reminds us of
Lavanha's ship and, ultimately, of the Red Bay ship.
In contrast, according to the schemes of García de
Palacio, op. cit., fol. 92v and woodcuts, fols. 93v-94r;
and Martin de Aroztegui, "Spanish Shipbuilding
Ordinance, 1618," paras. 20, 21; the quadra and the
amura, or the stern and bow quarters, doubled as
locations for the postreros maderos de quenta. This was
also the scheme advocated by Cano.
447 AHPG, I, 2579 (IX), fol. 7 (1565); fols. 67r-68r (1565);
in Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th Century
Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600, pp. 88-
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448 AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 27 (1584); in Mikel Barkham,
"La construcción naval en Zumaia (1560-1600),"
p. 275: "Yten que el maderamiento a de ser
suficiente para las naos de cada 450 toneladas que
sea el maderamiento en ancho y gordo un tercio de
codo a una parte y a otra."
449 Thomas J. Oertling, "The Few Remaining Clues,
in Underwater Archaeology Proceedings from the
Society for Historical Archaeology Conference,
Baltimore, Maryland, 1989, ed. J. Barto Arnold III
([Pleasant Hill, Calif].: Society for Historical
Archaeology, 1989), pp. 100-103.
450 Cf. AHPG, I, 2579 (IX), fol. 7 (1565): "...buenas
robles sin raça ni mella"; AGDG, Ejecutivos Elorza,
leg. 295, fol. lv: "...no sea nidosa ni cebullosa";
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
29v (1545): "...buena y marchante sacada del medio
de los robles sin canteras" (see n. 431).
451 The documents forming the basis of the planking
study are: AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 173, fols, lr52r, esp. fols. 43r, 50r (1570); ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fols. lr-31r, esp. 29v (1545);
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 3506, fols. 4v, 27r-30v, 39r-49r, 60v-61v, 81v (1569);
AHPG, II, 3298 (VI), fol. 79 (Zumaia, 1560); AHPG,
II, 3301 (I), fols. 51r-52v (Zumaia, 1573); AHPG, II,
3307, fol. 13 (Zumaia, 1581); AHPG, II, 3307, fols.
130r-131v (Zumaia, 1581); AHPG, II, 3311, fols. 59r59v (Zumaia, 1583); AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 117r-118v
(Zumaia, 1584); AHPG, II, 3314, fols. 183r-184v
(Zumaia, 1586); AHPG, II, 3321, fol. 116r-116v
(Zumaia, 1595); AHPG, 1,2579 (VI), fols. 19v-20r
(1565); AHPG, I, 2579 (IX), fols. 67r-68r (1565);
AHPG, 1,2580 (II), fol. 31r (1567); AHPG, 1,2580 (II),
fols. 45r-54v (1568); AHPG, II, 3284, fols. 23r-24r
(1535).
In some cases, the amount of planking in a contract
exceeds the need for one ship. As an example of the
amount of planking on a ship of just over 200
toneladas, it is estimated that the Red Bay vessel had
2,200 to 2,500 codos of hull planking up to the upper
deck (excluding the castles) and 1,000 to 1,200 codos
of planking on its three decks.
452 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
29v (1545): "Yten asentaron que la tabla del costado
sea repartida en dos partes es asabar la una parte
para en la flora y baxo de siete (7) en codo astal mill
y trezientos codos y quesa a la dicha tabla buena y
marchante sacada del medio de los robles sin
canteras y la segunda suerte de ocho (8) en codo
todo lo que fuere menester para el dicho costado.
Yten asentaron que la tabla para la cubierta
principal sea de diez (10) en codo y que se aya de
medir la anchura de la dos tercios (2/3) de codo,
como la tabla major, y la otra tabla menor para la
alcaçar y puente y castillo y garita adeser de catorze
(14) en codo, codeado dos por uno según costumbre
délos estilleros desta billa [de San Sebastián]."
453 AHPG, II, 3321, fol. 116 (Zumaia): "Yten que me aya
de cunplir dos mili y quinientos codos de tabla de la
ocho (8) en codo todo para el costado y lo demás
aya deser de a nueve (9), y simi boluntad fuere para
los coarteles [upper works] y cosas necessarias me
aya de cunplir de tabla mas delgada a mi contenta."
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454 AHPG, II, 3284, fols. 23r-23v (1535): "...se obliga de
les dar mili cobdos de tabla de tillado, los
quinientos cobdos han de ser doze (12) tablas en
cobdo e los quinientos de catorze (14) en cobdo y el
hanchor ha de ser de medio cobdo, por precio de
nueve maravedís y medio por cobdo entendiéndose
dos cobdos un cobdo, do modo que los mili cobdos
se cuenten quinientos cobdos y por cada codo
destos quinientos nueve maravedís y medio, y en la
barrotadura y escotadura se ayan asy bien de dos
codos uno, segund la costumbre desta canal [de
Çumaya][...[ asy bien se obligo de les dar seys
çientas codos de tabla de costado de ocho tablas en
cobdo y en hanchor dos tercios de codo...."
455 AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 117-118 (Zumaia).
456 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
29v (1545): "...la otra tabla menor [...] de catorze end
codo, codeado dos por uno según costumbre délos
estilleros desta billa (see n. 452)"; AHPG, II, 3284,
fols. 23r-23v (1535): "...se obliga de les dar mili
cobdos de tabla de tillado [...] por precio de nueve
maravedís y medio por cobdo entendiéndose dos
cobdos un cobdo, do modo que los mili cobdos se
cuenten quinientos cobdos y por cada codo destos
quinientos nueve maravedís y medio, y en la
barrotadura y escotadura se ayan asy bien de dos
codos uno, segund la costumbre desta canal [de
Çumaya]" (see n. 454).
457 The most commonly mentioned pieces were the
quilla (keel), çapata (heel timber), branque(s) (stem
pieces), arbola, renola (sternpost),//c/es (fashion
pieces), carlinga or guerlinga (keelson), curbatones or
with inverted consonants as burcatones (knees), baos
(beams), billareamos (riders), bastardas (breasthooks),
cabestante (capstan), tamboretes (mast partners),
aldachas or albaolas (a kind of ceiling sill), cintas (foot
wales), Haves (special knees in the upper deck),
tablas de guarnición (channels), espillon (beakhead),
escobenques (hawse holes), bita (bitt), calces
(masthead), and timon or leme (rudder).
458 AHPG, II, 3301, fol. 51v (Zumaia, 1573): "...la quilla
aya deser de una pieça y mas su çapata y branque
como a semejante nao conbiene."
459 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
29v (San Sebastián, 1545).
460 Ibid.
461 AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 117r (Zumaia, 1584): "...todo lo
qual dará y entregara, acareado y aserado como
conbenga y el codear, sea de hazer en las puertas de
la casería de Echacho, donde sea de hazer la dicha
entrega, lo aya de hazer acarear el dicho Francisco
de Narruondo a su costa, asta la rivera de
Narruondo, orilla del agua, de manera que se pueda
enbarcar en barcos"; in AHPG, II, 3305, fol. 135r
(Zumaia, 1578), timber was transshipped at the
oisfl's boundary: "...de todo el dicho acarreto le aya
de pagar en esta manera, la tercia parte sobre los
dichos diez y seis ducados, que agora reçive a
tiempo, que acarreare todo el dicho maderamiento
asta la casa Arçubiaga y su terminado...."
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462 AHPG, II, 3311, fol. 129r (Zumaia, 1583). This was
the case for the casa de Dormutegui on the lower
Urola.

471 AHPG, II, 3311, fol. 129 (Zumaia, 1583): "...arenal de
Santiago juridiçion de la villa de Çumaya."

472 In San Sebastián, both the estíllenos de la villa and the
estíllenos principales déla dicha billa de San Sebastian
delante la billa a la parte déla ribera are mentioned.
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol. 1
AHPG, II, 3298 (VI), fol. 79r (Zumaia), where the
(1547), fol. 16v (1546) and fol. 30r (1545). In Orio,
timber originating in Arrona was to be gauged
there was the estillero déla ribera desta dicha villa.
using the codo of the town of Zumaia; AHPG, II,
Further up the Oria river, ships were built in the
3301 (II), fol. 16r (Zumaia, 1573); AHPG, II, 3305, fol.
puerto del estillero de Urdayaga and la canal de
135v (Zumaia, 1578); AHPG, I, 2580 (II), fol. 54r
Urdaiaga. AHPG, II, 3301 (II), fol. 57r (Zumaia,
(1568) is an example from Mutriku, where the
1576); AHPG, II, 3313, fol. 115r (1585); AHPG, III,
gauging took place outside the walls of the town,
2709, fol. 12r (1595).
since neither river nor rentería fed into the town.
Anne-Marie Cocula, "Du tonneau à la bouteille:
At Zumaia, ships were built in la ribera, in la rria y
Métrologie et commerce: L'exemple des vins du
canal desta dicha billa, in la rrivera de Oyquina, and in
Bordelais et des régions voisines," in Introduction à
the estillero de la ribera. AHPG, II, 3298 (IV), fol. 17
la métrologie historique, éd. B. Gamier, J. Cl. Hocquet
(Zumaia, 1562); AHPG, II, 3315, fol. Ir (Zumaia,
and D. Woronoff (Paris: Económica, 1989), pp. 2791567); AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 186-189 (Zumaia, 1584);
283, discusses the importance of metrological
AHPG, II, 1588, fol. 39 (Zumaia, 1588); AHPG, II,
standards in the competition between Bordeaux and
3301 (II), fol. 57 (Zumaia, 1576); AHPG, II, 3299 (XI),
its hinterlands.
fol. 40 (Zumaia, 1579). More important was the
estillero or the estillero maior, on the beach of
Santiago. AHPG, I, 3312, fol. 280 (Zumaia, 1584);
AHPG, I, 2579 (VI), fol. 19v (1565): "...codeados por
AHPG, II, 3316, fol. 29 (Zumaia, 1588); AHPG, II,
maestre Pero Ochoa de Yriarte, maestre carpintero,
3301 (I), fol. 51 (Zumaia, 1574).
a costa de anbas partes...."; AHPG, II, 3321, fol. 116
The shipbuilding activity in Mutriku was in the
(Zumaia, 1595).
estillero de Lasao en medio de la dicha villa de Motrlco on
the one hand, and on the other, the estilleros de la
AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 46 (Zumaia, 1574); AHPG,
villa that were located on la concha. AHPG, 1,1580
II, 3301 (II), fol. 16v (Zumaia, 1573).
(II), fol. 24v (1567); AHPG, I, 2575, fol. l l r (1549);
AHPG, I, 2591, fol. 79r (1571); ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
Balboa fenecidos, leg. 167, caja 856, fol. 591v (1571).
13v and AGDG, Civiles Mandiola, leg. 157, fol. 9r
Further down the coast, there was activity on the
(1552): "...Juanes de Licardi pontero [emphases
concha de Deba and in los estilleros de la villa de
added] para carrear maderos déla ribera de Santa
Hondarroa. AHPG, 1,1574, fol. 42r (1547); AHPG, I,
Catalina al estillero"; fol. 32r: "...Domingo de
2579 (I), fol. Ir (1564). Finally we find mention of the
Larrechao, batelero, diez ducados y quatro reales
astilleros de Esunça, que son en juridiçion de la villa de
[...] porque carreto con su batel cierta madera y
Lequeitio, and the astilleros de Lea, que es en la Tierra
tabla, desde el puerto de Hernani al puerto de Santa
Llana de Vizcaya. AHPG, I, 2583, fol. 45r (1574);
Catalina"; fol. 42r: "...Domingo de Arbide, alero,
AHPG, I, 2577, fol. 22r (1559); AHPG, I, 2578 (I), fol.
vezino de Hernani, ocho ducados [...] porque çiera
lr (1560).
tabla dellos carreto con sus alas dende el puerto de
Hernani al dicho puerto de Santa Catalina."
473 Richard Poulter, "San Sebastián," 1585. London,
British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I, i, fol. 14.
AHPG, II, 3305, fol. 135r (Zumaia, 1579): "...de la
herreda de Arrona asta Narruondo rilla del agua, de
474 Abraham Ortelius, "San Sebastián...," Theatri orbis
manera que la pinaça [emphases added] pueda
terrarum (Antwerp: C. Plantin, 1584; reprint,
tomar todo ello"; AHPG, II, 3311, fol. 130 (Zumaia,
Antwerp: 1595).
1583): "...todo el maderamiento que en los dichos
montes [de la casa de Dormutegui] hubiere para la
dicha fabrica, acarreado y enttregado a la orilla del
475 AHPG, III, 1803, fol. 46r (1577): "En el çimyterio de
rribera [...] de manera que lo pueden reçebir con
la yglesia de San Sebastian el antiguo estramuros de
batel y chalupas"; AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 117-118
la muy noble e muy leal villa de San Sebastian...."
(Zumaia, 1584): "...asta la rivera de Narruondo,
orilla del agua, de manera que se pueda enbarcar en
476 The 1571 census of ships in Basque ports lists ten
barcos"; AHPG, II, 3316, fol. 29r (Zumaia, 1588):
mostly four-decked ships under construction. At
"...entregada en las riveras délas renterías de
Rentería, ships of 400 and 658 tons; at San Sebastián,
Oyquina y Bedua y entre medias orilla del agua
a ship of 660 tons; at Deba, ships of 350 and 200
[...[donde se puede tomar con chalupas"; AHPG, II,
tons; at Hondarroa, a ship of 350 tons; at
3318, fol. 29 (Zumaia, 1590): "...délos puestos en que
Portugalete, ships of 635, 542,130, and 80 tons.
estubiere cada pieça asta la rrivera de Bedua, orilla
Presumably, smaller ships were not recorded.
del agoa a partes que con chalupas pueda ser
Selma Huxley, op. cit., pp. 51-54.
tomada el en los dicho acarreto de todo el dicho
maderamiento."
477 One contract specifies that the work is to begin

463 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 173, fols. 20r, 24r (1570).
464

465

466

467

468

469 AGDG, Civiles Elorza, leg. 173, fols, llr, 17v, 50r51v (1570).
470 AHPG, 1,1574, fol. 42v (Deba, 1547); AHPG, I, 2591,
fol. 79r (Mutriku, 1571).
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within 15 days of the signature. AHPG II, 3299, fol.
363 (1573): "...y la dicha nao se ha de poner en la
ribera desta dicha villa dentro de 15 dias..."
478 The typical schedule of three equal payments
(llanamente) was expressed as follows: "...la tercia
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parte el dia que se pusiere la quila [...]; y la otra
tercia parte en acabando de rasar la dicha nao; y la
otra tercia parte el dia que se botar la dicha nao y se
pusiere sobre los basos en acabando de baxarse
sobre ellos...." AHPG, II, 3298, fol. 164v (1566); cf.
AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 40 (Zumaia, 1579) and
AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 178-180 (Zumaia, 1584).
Variations on the third and final payment were
"...dentro de quatro dias despues que se botare la
dicha nao" and "...dos dias ante que se botare el
dicho galeón." AHPG, II, 3299, fol. 368 (Zumaia,
1573) and AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 46 (Zumaia,
1579). A different formula with the same intent is
found in AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 283-284 (1584):
"Pagados los dichos 165 ducados en esta manera:
ciento ducados agora de quando ante mi el
escrivano y testigos... y el rresto en dos plazos, uno
al tiempo que el dicho galeón fuere arrossado y el
ultimo al tiempo que el dicho galeón estubiere
acabado de todo punto...."
479 Four examples are all from Zumaia, built by the
same carpenter, Domingo de Uriarte: 6 June to 31
August 1570, keel of 22'/2 codos (AHPG, II, 3299 (IX),
fols. 82-83); 29 December 1579 to 15 March 1580,
keel of 22'/2 codos (AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 40); 13
March to 24 June 1579, keel of 23 codos (AHPG, II,
3299 (XI), fol. 46); 19 December 1578 to 15 March
1579, keel of 22V6 codos (AHPG, II, 3299, fol. 40r). In
contrast, one vessel at Usurbil with a keel of 28 codos
was to be built in 10 months from 10 October 1583
to 30 August 1584 (AHPG, III, 2710, fol. 58r).

In a memorandum of salary received, master
carpenter Uriarte received 2,136 reales and 30
maravedís. He and his oficiales had worked 509
jornales at three reales and four maravedís per jornal,
plus 72 jornales at three reales, plus 84 jornales at 32
reales. Thus over five months, the carpenters put in
665 jornales, or about 30 jornales per week. AHPG, II,
3316, fol. 131 (Zumaia, 1588).
484 In one lawsuit it appears that a carpenter hired only
15 instead of the agreed 20 oficiales for a ship of 650
toneladas. ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos,
75-5, fol. 52 (1548). A ship of unknown size was
built over five months at 665 jornales, or 30 jornales
per week; that is, by five carpenters. AHPG, II, 3316,
fol. 131 (Zumaia, 1588). A ship with a manga of 16 2/
3 codos required 24 carpenters "...aya de poner en
hedificar la dicha nao veynte e quatro
carpenteros..." AHPG, II, 3284, fol. 34r (1536).
A nao with a 24-codo keel was built in 42 months by
a master and ten oficiales carpinteros, or in about 1300
jornales. AHPG, II, 3299, fol. 368 (1573). Finally, for a
nao with a 28 codo keel, we find the unusual crew
(discussed below) of 12 oficiales until the second
futtocks were installed, and then 22 oficiales until the
ship was completed. AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 188
(Zumaia, 1584).

485 AHPG, II, 3299, fols. 363-369 (1573), in Michael M.
Barkham, Report on the 16th Century Spanish Basque
Shipbuilding, c. 1550-e. 1600, pp. 48-53. Cf. AHPG, II,
3298, fol. 165r (1566): "...y mas le ha de dar al dicho
maeso Perochoa al tienpo que pusiere la quila de la
480 Decreases in notarial activity during the months of
dicha nao une bote de sidra y barrica de bino
July to October have been attributed to the harvest
chacolin [emphases added] mosto de la primera
season. See J.-P. Poisson, "L'activité notariale au
cosecha que biniere deste ano"; leg. 3299, fol. 368
Québec en 1749: Études préliminaires," in Notaires,
(1573): "a de dar al dicho maestro carpintero una
notariat et société sous l'Ancien Régime, Actes du
barrica de vino chacolin y una bota de sidra y casa y
colloque de Toulouse, 15 et 16 décembre 1989, éd. Jean
camas y manteles y cosas de serbiçio de casa
L. Laffont (Toulouse: Presses universitaires du
acostumbrado ensemjantes casas..."; AHPG, II, 3299
Mirail, 1990), pp. 173-194; A. Contis, "L'activité
(XI), fol. 46-47 (Zumaia, 1579): "en el dicho Pero
notariale autour du bassin d'Arcachon dans la
Fernandez adedar al dicho maestre Domingo una
e
première moitié du XVIII siècle," in Problèmes et
barrica de bino chacollin de la cosecha que bendra
méthodes d'analyse historique de l'activité notariale XVedeste año..."; AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 284 (Zumaia,
XIXe siècles: Actes du colloque de Toulouse (15-16
1584): "...y mas una barrica de bino chacolin de la
septembre 1990) tenu dans le cadre de la Chambre
[one word] buena y suficiente..."; AHPG, II, 3312,
départementale des notaires de la Haute-Garonne, éd.
fol. 179 (Zumaia, 1584): "...y mas una barrica de
Jean L. Laffont (Toulouse: Presses universitaires du
vino chacolin, bueno entregado el dia que pusiere la
Mirail, 1991), pp. 111-130.
quilla déla dicha nao..."; AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 284
(Zumaia, 1584): "...y el vino al tiempo que
començare en la dicha fabrica...."
481 AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 191, fols. 2r-v, 6v,
llv, 13v, 14r, 19r(1586).
482 Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de mer à Bordeaux
(vers 1400- vers 1550), p. 404. Wool was the principal
autumn cargo from Santander, Bilbao, and San
Sebastián. It was sent to Flanders, Normandy, and
the West Country; see Brad Loewen, "Les barriques
de Red Bay et l'espace atlantique septentrionale,
vers 1565," Ph.D. dissertation, Laval University,
Quebec, 1999, pp. 74, 81-82.
483 AHPG, II, 1588, fol. 39 (Zumaia, 1588): "Por la quai
dicha fabricación el dicho Pedro de Echabe aya de
dar y pagar al dicho maestre Domingo por su
persona quatro reales de jornal por cada un dia que
en la dicha fabricación entediere y ttres reales y un
quartillo de jornal de cada oficial carpintero con los
dichos dos aprendizes por cada dia..."
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486 AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 46 (Zumaia, 1579): "...los
arrasafaries como es costumbre..."; AHPG, II, 1588
fol. 39 (Zumaia, 1588): "...mas de tan solamente, las
comidas acostumbradas que llaman las rrasaduras
según entales fabricas es costumbre..."; "...y dar la
dicha casa para la bibienda, y las dichas rrasaduras
y calçer según dicho es y esto en la forma y a los
tiempos acostumbrados en semejantes fabricas de
navios...."
In one lawsuit concerning the costs of careening a
vessel, where long hours were involved, there is
reference to four meals a day. ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 350- 6, fol. 43v (Pasajes,
1568): "...el dicho Domingo de Sorasu daba de
comer con bino a todos los que travajaban en la
dicho nao [...] quatro bezes al dia como se requiere
en semejante obra...."
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487 AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 284 (Zumaia, 1584): "...y las
camas neçessarias para los oficiales que tranaxeren
en la dicha fabrica durante ella para dos una
cama..."; AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 179 (Zumaia, 1584):
"...y las camas neçessarias para la que duerman los
oficiales que trabajaren en la dicha fabrica durante
ella, para dos una cama con sus hazer [comer?]...."
488 Ibid.
489 AHPG, III, 1803, fols. 46-47 (1577).

onesto como a otro oficial carpintero, que mas le
diere por el teinpo que ansi estubiere en la dicha
billa de Orio...."
493 The contramaestre appears in a lawsuit, in which he
claims to have worked seven months and 22 days,
of which only four months were recognized by the
ship owner. This was the period preceeding the
work of caulking, which did not go well and lead to
delays and a misunderstanding that was at the root
of the lawsuit. Numerous caulkers were
interviewed, who affirmed that they had done their
work. After the ship was launched in San Sebastián,
it was rigged and readied for departure in Pasajes,
and it was for this latter period of three months and
22 days that the contramaestre was suing for lost
wages. AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 191, fols.
2r-v, 6v, llv, 13v, 14r, 19r (1586).

490 "Yten, que el dicho maestre Domingo se obligado
de tener en la dicha fabrica doze oficiales
carpinteros y el mesmo desde que la començare asta
que cumpla la segunda ormidura, y dende, en
adelante asta que la acabe de entablar beinte y dos
oficiales sin que a ninguno dellos aya de despedir
de manera que continuamente ayan de trabaxar en
494 Eric Rieth has reviewed these questions. Eric Rieth,
la dicha fabrica el dicho numero de oficiales y no
Le maître-gabarit, la tablette et le trébuchet: Essai sur ¡a
menos y que con ellos la acabada de hazer en
conception non-graphique des carènes du Moyen Âge au
perfeçion...." AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 188 (Zumaia). Cf.
XXe siècle, pp. 15-38.
ibid., fols. 186-189 (1584); AHPG, II, 3312, fols, l l l r 112v; in Michael M. Barkham, Report on the 16th
Century Spanish Basque Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600, 495 Albert J. Hoving, op. cit.
pp. 76-81; AHPG, II, 3312, pp. 186-189 (Zumaia).
Michael M. Barkham discusses the timber supply of
496 Frederick M. Hocker, "The Development of a
the two private shipyards of Gorostiaga and
Bottom-based Shipbuilding Tradition in
Eskazabel, in Mikel Barkham, "La construcción
Northwestern Europe and the New World," Ph.D.
naval en Zumaia (1560-1600)," pp. 251, 254.
dissertation, Texas A&M University, College
Station, 1991.
491 Martin de Aroztegui, "Spanish Shipbuilding
Ordinance, 1618," paras 15 and 25 [emphases mine]:
"15. Y mando que todos los navios que se fabricaren
de aqui adelante en todos mis Reynos y señoríos
sean conforme a estas ordenanças, sin exceder un
punto, y se advierte que se ha de servir con la
misma grúa del pie del genol que sirviere en la
primera orenga de medio en toda la primera
ornizon para popa y proa, y lo proprio ha de servir
para las aletas de popa sin mudar otra grúa de
ninguna manera, excepto que en la roda de proa
aura menester seys, ocho espaldones, que esta grúa
no sirve para ellos, y para toda la demás ligazón, si
en la primera ornizon le sirve, y desta manera
saldrán los navios redondos con mucha bodega, y
perficionados conforme a la cuenta de las
ordenancas...."
"25. Desde la segunda ornizon (que son los pies de
genoles) arriba se ha de procurar buscar maderas
largas que alcancen a cruzar hasta llegar a las
cabeças de las orengas, todo lo mas que fuere
possible, y que assi mismo alcancen las mismas
maderas arriba a la segunda ornizon lo mas que
pudieren."
492 AHPG, III, 1803, fols. 46r-47r (1577): "...como lo
traçare el maestre [Joan de] Calatras vecino de la
Rentería que save come se an de hacer las naos para
la Carrera de las Yndias...; y el dicho maestre Joan
de Calatras, vezino de la Rentería, save la forma e
manera como an de ser ansi para la dicha Carrera e
como pesque poco agoa la dicha nao que atento lo
susodicho se aga la dicha nao por la traça, forma e
manera que al dicho Calatras le pareciere;"
"e para helio aya de benir a la villa de Orio y estar
alli el tienpo que fuere menester; y que el dicho
maestre Anton [de Yerobi] a su costa le aya de dar
de comer y beber y cama y posada y su jornal
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497 J. Richard Steffy, Wooden Ship Building and the
Interpretation ofShipiorecks, pp. 43-54. This is an
exemplary work of reconstructing shipyard
processes.
498 AHPG, II, 3299, fols. 40r-40v (Zumaia, 1576): "Yten
los runbos que se ovieren de echar al dicho galeón
al tienpo del galefetar han de ser a cargo del dicho
maestre Domingo"; AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 280-281
(Zumaia, 1584): "...mas aya de sacar todos los
rrumbos y echar de nuebo en forma..."; AHPG, II,
3312, fol. 284 (Zumaia, 1584): "...y ha de sacar todos
los rumbos y echar los de nuebo como fueron
necesarios...."
499 AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 191, fol. 2r (1586).
500 AHPG, II, 3307, fols. 130-131 (Zumaia, 1581): "Yten
por 289 jornales de calafates y cabillaeros a ttres
reales y medio per dia y mas...." Repairs in Pasajes
after a collision required 100 oficiales, costing 225
reales plus food. Oficíale meant jornal, a day of
professional services. ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 350-6, fol. 43 (1568).
Cf. ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 185-3,
fols. 24v, 47v (1581) (expenses of repairing storm
damage in Lisbon): "...cada jornal de galafate al
dicho tiempo costava quatro reales e medio con que
ello comiese...." (fol. 47v); "...mas quarenta y cinco
galafates que entraron en los ttres dios a quatro
rreales y medio que son duzientos y dos rreales y
medio [...]; mas veinte yngleses que tome una noche
que no pude tener la nao sobre el ago me costo en la
comida dos ducados; mas onze galafates que pague
quarenta y nuebe rreales; mas otros ttreinta
galafates al mismo jornal ciento y treinta y cinco
rreales..." (24v).
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501 As at Usurbil in 1591, the carpenter was not
responsible for the caulking: "Yten que el dicho
maestre [...] le aya de dar [...] la dicha nao acabada
en perfeçion del todo punto de carpintería según
dicho es, eçepto de galafetar...." AHPG, III, 2711, fol.
29v (1591).
502 The contramaestre was present on the shipbuilding
site in San Sebastián for four months up to the
caulking and launching, and for three months and
22 days afterwards to oversee the rigging in Pasajes.
AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 191, fols. 2r-v, 6v,
l l v , 13v, 14r, 19r (1586).
503 The hemp came from Calahorra or Catalayud in
Navarre, or from Flanders. Michael M. Barkham,
Report on the 16th Century Spanish Basque
Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600, p. 47.
504 Cf. AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 189 (Zumaia, 1584):
"...calafateada, breada [...] y botada...." See also
Section 18.1.
505 Robert Aufan and Thierry François, Histoire des
produits résineux landais: Goudrons, poix et brays gras
depuis l'Antiquité, en Buch, Born et Marensin
(Arcachon: Société historique et archéologique
d'Arcachon et du pays de Buch, 1990).
506 The royal agent Cristobal de Barros did not approve
of the Gipuzkoan method of botar en seco. Museo
Naval. Madrid. Colección Fernandez de Navarrete,
Vol. 22, No. 76, fols. 302-303 (1581), published by
José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 327-344: "...Dice
que los haria en San Sebastián y Rentería y Zumaya,
donde las naos se botan en seco, [emphases added]
y siendo largas [...] yendo como van mucha
distancia por la tierra sobre los vasos, se suelen
torar y quebrantar, y así, es de mucha consideración
el fabricallas en aquellos astilleros en los cuales,
aunque vecinos délias han fabricado y fabrican
muchas y muy buenas naos, en el bote de ellas se
padece y hacen descalabros; y no hay que dudar,
sino que el astillero que tiene el bote al agua es muy
mejor que el que lo tiene en seco."
507 When the casa de Gorostiaga decided to construct a
shipyard in the Urola river near Zumaia, at Bedua,
the site was chosen with a view to launching the
vessel without injury. AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 27 (1584);
in Mikel Barkham, "La construcción naval en
Zumaia (1560-1600)," p. 275: "...Yten se me ha de
dar ystilera para que la fabrica de las naos en el
terminado de la casa de Gorostiaga a donde
escogiere el maestre que fabricare las dichas fabricas
para la seguridad del bote de las dichas naos sin que
por la casa y estilero se page cosa alguna."
508 AHPG, II, 3313, fol. 115r (1585): "Yten que atento
que en la canal de Urdaiaga donde la dicha nao se
ha de fabricar ay poca agoa para baxarla [emphasis
added] al puerto de Orio [...] ordenare [...] que la
dicha nao hubiere menester se acabe de hazer y
fabricar en la billa de Orio después de baxada la
dicha nao a ella y su puerto, que [...] el dicho
maestre y sus oficiales sea obligado el dicho maestre
de la acabar en la dicha billa de Orio como lo abia
de hazer en Urdaiaga"; AHPG, III, 2709, fol. 12r
(1595): "...en el puerto del dicho estillero de
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Urdayaga y a botada a la querría abadar (?) a la
dicha villa de Orio..."
509 In 1581 the nao Catalina de San Bicente of San
Sebastián was damaged in a storm while
homebound from the Terranova whale hunt. The
captain paid for repairs in Lisbon and tried to
recover his costs from his partners in a legal suit.
The case gives evidence of hauling the vessel from
the water, and repairing the hull between tides,
called "obras de marea." ARCh, Pleitos civiles,
Taboada fenecidos, 185-3 (1581): "El dicho capitán
Sebastian déla Bastida por sus propios dineros y a
su propia costa conprando diversas bejes cordaje y
le dio obras de marea y le yzio otros rreparos..." (fol.
51r); "Un dia y una noche con artacos y gasto que
hizo, saco la nao del agua [emphasis added] que a
lo que lesta en la memoria la dicha noche esta que
de pone gasto quatro libras y media de candelas
alumbrando a la dicha gente y que marón algunos
barricas bazios de grasa por no poder hallar de
alquitrán por ser la noche muy escura y en ello hizo
mucha [sic] gasto y estubo la nao tres dias haciendo
obras de marea ... y asi bien la dicha noche y dia que
asi se ocuparon las gentes gasto mucho endarles de
comer [...] a dos y tres e quattro bezes al dia...." (fol.
65v) Among the accompanying "Memoria de la
costa que sea hecho en el adresçar déla nao a
[Lisvona] en las obras de marea...," the costs of
renting a capstan and caulking the hull are listed
(fols. 21v-24v).
In a separate instance of repair in Lisbon, repairs to
the rudder were made by a diver after attempts to
lighten and beach the vessel failed. ARCh, Pleitos
civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261 caja 1045, fols. 16,
39 (1566): "En Lisbona que tubimos nesçessidad de
descargar una buena parte de la barriqueria de
saines para hechar la nao en seco poner el timon
nuebo[...[. Mas por el buzo [diver] que se puso por
no hechar la nao en seco en Lizbona para dar el
timon...."
510 On August 24,1568, a ship under the command of
Ramon de Arrieta collided with that of Juan de
Villaviçiosa in the port of Pasajes, causing the latter
to spend 60 days under repair. ARCh, Pleitos
civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 350-6 (1568).
Among the costs were: "Yten sea pagado de atoajes
a Bicente de Echabe por su pinaça y gente de
quando se llebo la nao a seco a la playa e trayda de
ella en dos bezes con cada doze mareajes" (fol. 29).
The salaries and food for 60 people, including 12
women who removed the ballast in baskets to help
careen the ship, plus an unstated number of other
people, for a total of 3806 reales 22 maravedís... (fols.
27v-29r).
"Yten sedio y pago a las mugeres delà casa del
puerto donde la dicha nao hizo carena asi por el
servicio y casa como por lo que travajaron con su
batel en carga y descarga de laste se le dio con dos
ducados" (fol. 30v).
"Yten después de trayda y amarrada la dicha nao a
donde esta en sus amarras sele saco el leme por que
dieron por parecer los dichos mestres que no se
podia rremediar sin le sacar por aberse
desconcertado por el golpe [blow] que la dicha nao
dio en las penas en gran manera que tubo
nescesidad de quitar le todos los fierros y tornar a
capinteriar ne nuebo y para esto [...] travajaro en el
dicho adreço en dos dias tres carpinteros y doze
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marineros [...] por cada dia a quatro rreales por cada
jornal con su comida...." (fol. 30v).
511 See however AHPG, I, 2577, fol. 22v (1559): "...y en
los dias del dicho bote y baxada aya de dar y de de
comer a los dichos Domingo e Juan Perez e a otros
diez hombres que han de llebar para enbasar y
baxar, ademas de los que se sobraren en el has del
dicho galeón se ayuden los unos a los otros en
buscar y aber."

Klasing, 1970; reprint, London: Adlard Coles, 1970),
Pl. 61.
519 AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 191, fol. lOr
(1586): ".. .sabe y bio que botada la dicha nao a la
mar del muelle desta villa de San Sebastian, llebo el
dicho Pedro de Echeberria la dicha nao e uno con
otros al lugar de Passaje, y en el la amarra como
cómbenla...."

520 A 1581 Zumaia account for launching a vessel
includes the following items, AHPG, II, 3307,
512 The Spanish maritime definition of vaso as the hull
pp. 130-131: "Yten por los bassos para botar la nao
of a vessel cannot be read here. Timoteo O'Scanlan,
quatro ducados; Yten dos ducados a la grúa por
Diccionario marítimo español (Madrid: Imprenta Real,
arbolar; Yten para la costa del botar de la nao
1831; reprint, Madrid: Museo Naval, 1974), p. 546.
catorze ducados; Yten 128 reales que puesso los 66
In Portuguese, the meaning of a launching cradle
reales dellos en los atoajes délas chalupas que
appears in Humberto Leitâo and José Vicente
sacaron la nao de Çumaya a Guetaria."
Lopes, Dicionário da linguagem de marinha antiga e
actual, 3rd ed. (Lisbon: Ediçôes Culturáis da
521 See n. 452, AGDG, Ejecutivos Mandiola, leg. 191,
Marinha, 1990), p. 528: "Encontra-se o termo «vaso»
fol. lOr (1586).
na Crónica de D. Toao I, de Fernâo Lopes, e ali
empregado o lançamento de navios ao mar,
522 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Várela, caja 1788-1, fols. 156r,
correspondente ao actual «berço» (1949 éd., p. 212)."
158r (1603).
The quotation given by Leitâo and Lopes is also in
the plural as vasos: "...e começou logo de as mamdar
poer nos vasos e deitar a agua; e tall aficamento e
523 AHPG, I, 2577, fol. 22v (1559): "Yten que el dicho
tamtas gentes fazia jumtar e este trabalho, que as
Lope Abad sea obligado, despues que el dicho
mais délias foram deitadas aas máaos na agua sem
galeón fuere acabado y aparejado y galafetado y
cabrestante."
enbasado para botar por los dichos Domingo e Juan
Peres, de botar e baxar al muelle de la dicha villa de
Lequetio..."; AHPG, I, 2566, fol. 23r (1559): "...el
513 AHPG, II, 3299, fol. 368 (Zumaia, 1573): "...y al
dicho galeón fuere acabado y aparejado y
tiempo que estubiere presta para botar la dicha nao
galafetado y enbasado para botar [...] de botar e
el dicho maestro carpintero la ha de hazer enbasar,
baxar al muelle de la dicha villa de Lequeitio [...]
dándoles de comer y lo nesçesario..."
dando para ello enbasado y aparejado [...] 26
ducados par en ayuda del dicho botar y baxar, y en
514 Cf. AHPG, III, 1804, si. (1578): "...y quando le
los dias del dicho bote y baxada [...] otros 10
enbasaren aya de dar de comer al dicho maestre
hombres...."
Domingo y a otros oficiales quando dieren los basos
a la dicha nao y la enbasaren...."
524 AHPG, II, 3307, fols. 130-131 (Zumaia, 1581), see
n. 520; AHPG, II, 3313, fol. 213 (Zumaia, 1585): "...
515 AHPG, II, 3299 (XI), fol. 40r (Zumaia, 1579); AHPG,
botada a la grúa en la rivera desta dicha villa [de
II, 3299 (XI), fol. 47r (Zumaia, 1579); AHPG, II, 3301
Zumaia]..."
(II), fol. 58r (Zumaia, 1576): "Yten ha de dar
galafeteada y toreada a toda perfeçion asi de fuera
525 AHPG, II, 3300, II, fols. 15r-15v (1573).
como de la puente y proa y popa a perfeçion botada
a la mar y para el botar los susodichos ayan de dar
526 AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 178-180 (Zumaia, 1584): "...y
los cabos y sogas nesçesarias....; AHPG, II, 3305, fol.
puesto el timón antes de ser botada al agoa...."
270 (Zumaia, 1580): "...calafeteada, breada, acabada
en perfeçione echada y botada en la agua...";
527 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fol.
AHPG, II, 3312, fol. 189 (Zumaia, 1584).
29v: "...el leme y bita y cabestante y todas las otras
pieças principales que fueren menester para la
516 This is implied in a case where the carpenter
dicha nao y mas los tanboretes y ypios y el maste
received final payment within four days of the
del trinquete y maopres y el broquel y botalao de
ship's launch. AHPG, II, 3299, fols. 363-369 (1573):
proa...." Cf. exp. 5, fol. 6 (San Sebastián, 1547);
"...dentro de quatro dias despues que se botare la
AHPG, 1,2583, fols. 45r-46v (Mutriku, 1574); AHPG,
dicha nao..."
II, 3301 (II), fol. 57 (Zumaia, 1576); AHPG, II, 3312,
fols. 280-281 (Zumaia, 1584); AHPG, II, 3312, fols.
283-284 (Zumaia, 1584); AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 178517 These were escoras. ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez
180 (Zumaia, 1584); AHPG, II, 3324, fol. 116
fenecidos, caja 350-6, fol. 29v (1568).
(Zumaia, 1596); AHPG, III, 420, fol. 52r
(Fuenterrabia, 1600). These reference are quoted in
518 Manoel Fernandes (1616), op. cit., fols. 54r-56r, 79vthe following footnotes.
80r; Jean-Baptiste Colbert, "Album de Colbert"
(Paris: Service Historique de la Marine, Pavillon de
la Reine, Château de Vincennes, Cat. Nos. 140,1
513; published as Album de Colbert, 1670, Nice:
Éditions Oméga, 1988), Pl. 29; Antonio de Gaztañeta
Yturribalzaga, op. cit., fols. 236v-240r; cf. Fredrik
Henrik af Chapman, Architectura navalis mercatoria
(Stockholm, 1768; reprint, Bielefeld: Verlag Delius
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528 AHPG, II, 3301 (II), fol. 57 (Zumaia, 1576): "...Yten
asi bien el dicho playn aya de llevar su cabestante y
su timón con tres fierros"; AHPG, II, 3324, fol. 116
(Zumaia, 1596): "...Yten mas el mete del timón
cerrado [...] y el timón puesto en su lugar con sus
fierros...."
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529 AHPG, II, 3324, fol. 116 (Zumaia, 1596): "Yten mas
el ruete del timón cerrado [...] y el timón puesto en
su lugar con sus fierros...."
530 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Taboada fenecidos, 75-5, fols.
6, 9 (San Sebastián, 1547): "...y los ypios délas
ancoras y la caña del leme y la berrotadura de
garita..." (fol. 6); "...y el corbaton déla parte de
dentro del castilo ny los dos contraescobenques ny
las ypios para las ancoras ny el portalao donde
abian de ser las faltas ny la cana del leme" (fol. 9);
cf. AHPG, III, 420, fol. 52r (Fuentarrabia, 1600).
531 AHPG, III, 420, fol. 52r (Fuenterrabia, 1600): "...y
otro camarote encima del dicho alcaçar y su timón
afixado y picote y cana y molinete y bitacula...."
532 AHPG, II, 3312, fols. 280-281 (Zumaia, 1584): "...mas
su timón sacadija (?)."
533 AHPG, I, 2583, fol. 45v (Mutriku, 1574): "...la
cámara sovre la lemera bien echa e labrada [...] y el
raser (sic) le poma en seis codos, antes menor que
mas, e le porna su timón..."; AHPG, II, 3312, fols.
283-284 (Zumaia, 1584): "Yten ha de llebar su timón,
como sele ordenare y tanbien la lemera..."; AHPG,
III, 420, fol. 52r (Fuenterrabia, 1600): "...y otro
camarote encima del dicho alcaçar y su timón
afixado y picote y cana y molinete y bitacula...."
534 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045, fols. 16-18, 38-39 (1566):
"Yten saben [...] qeu beniendo de terra noba para las
partes de España nos suscedio gran fortuna a bentar
y biento que pasamos mucho peligro con la dicha
tormenta de que nos fue forzado hazer hechazon
para salbaçion della nao por que se no quebró el
gobernalle e perdimos otros muchos aparejos de
que nos fue forzado hechar en la mar sesenta
barricas de grasa..." (fol. 16);

"Yten que biniendo nabegando en seguimiento de
nuestro biaje para España [...] perdimos el timón..."
(fol. 17);
"En Lisbona que tubimos nesçessidad de descargar
una buena parte de la barriqueria de saines para
hechar la nao en seco poner el timón nuebo..." (fol.
18);
"Por los clabos que se gastaron en el adreçar de
leme..." (fol. 38);
"Por dos pedaços de tablas que diexon? en el leme
de siete en codo..." (fol. 38v);
"Mas por el daño de dos clabotes que se hecharon
por esparas para hacer gobernar al la nao por falta
del timón...";
"Por un arco que se puso en el leme en la nao y se
compro en Lisbona..." (fol. 38v);
"Mas por el daño que se hizo en la nao en cortar las
bobedas paa aderezar el timón...";
"Mas por el buzo que se puso por ho hechar la nao
en seco en Lizbona para dar el timón ...";
"Yten mas por el axio que se puso en adereçar el
leme quando se quebró...." (fol. 39).

535 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 3506, fol. 30v (Pasajes, 27 August 1568). In cause is a
collision and the subsequent repairs by careening.
The work took place from 24 August to 20
September 1568, "de dia noche quatorze personas"
(fol. 47v): "Yten despues de trayda y amarrada la
dicha nao a donde esta en sus amarras sele saco el
leme por que dieron por parecer los dichos mestres
que no se podia rremediar sin le sacar por aberse
desconcertado por el golpe [blow] que la dicha nao
dio en las penas en gran manera que tubo
nescesidad de quitar le todos los fierros y tornar a
capinteriar ne nuebo y para esto [...] travajaro en el
dicho adreço en dos dias tres carpinteros y doze
marineros [...] por cada dia a quatro rreales por cada
jornal con su comida...."

16.2 The Tonnage of the Red Bay Vessel and Ship Tonnage
in 16th-century Spain
Brad Loeiven

It is hard to imagine a better opportunity to
study ship tonnage in 16th-century Spain
than the Red Bay vessel, with its cargo of
quarter-ton casks of whale oil. Three studies
were carried out on the ship's tonnage, each
employing a different perspective.

shipbuilding agent Cristóbal de Barros for
calculating shipbuilding subsidies. Using
the Biscayan codo de ribera of 57.46 cm as the
unit of linear measurement, Barros
described in detail the steps to be followed
in surveying a ship.

The first study, presented here, used a historical approach to understand 16th-century
Spanish practices of gauging ship's tonnage
and apply them to the Red Bay vessel. The
central focus of this study was a formula
issued to royal surveyors in 1590 by the state

The formula can be applied to the Red Bay
vessel. The ship's breadth, or manga, of
7.56 m is equal to 13.16 codos, which are then
divided in half (6.58 codos); its depth of hold
to the main deck, or puntal, of 4.01 m is equal
to 7 codos; and its inboard stem-to-stern
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length, or esloria, of 21.25 m equals 37 codos.
These three values are multiplied, the product is divided by eight, and the resulting
quotient is multiplied again by 0.95. The
result is a tonnage rating of 202.4 toneladas536 which is comparable to the modern
concept of registry tonnage.
However, this rating did not include the
usable spaces above the main deck and thus
did not reflect the ship's true cargo capacity.
In 16th-century Spanish practice, 20 per cent
was added to the "registry" tonnage for the
purposes of negotiating charters. Using this
conversion, or refacían, the Red Bay ship's
rating becomes 242.9 toneladas, a figure that
approximated the ship's burthen, 537 or cargo
capacity, as found in literally thousands of
16th-century "charter parties" (lading agreements between merchants and ship masters)
recorded not only in the archives of Spain,
but also in those of France and England.

age would have depended on factors such as
crew size and the provisions required.
The wreck's reconstructed cargo capacity is
comparable to that of the San Juan, the presumed identity of the Red Bay vessel, which
contained between 900 and 1000 barricas of
whale oil at the time of its sinking. This was
close to the ship's total capacity, for only 40
or so barricas remained on shore to be
loaded.

The third tonnage study was carried out by
Steve Killing, using methods of modern
naval engineering. 539 The hull's reconstructed lines were subjected to hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic analyses, using the
ship's estimated dead weight, ballast, cargo,
provisions, and crew, and a sail plan derived
from the texts of Diego García de Palacio
and Thomé Cano. The waterline was placed
at the ship's greatest breadth amidship,
about 30 cm below the main-deck height at
Both registry tonnage and burthen were the frames, for three reasons. First, the ship's
given with different degrees of precision in estimated weight resulted in this line of floperiod documents. State papers gave the tation. Second, hydrodynamic analysis idenregistry tonnage to the nearest whole num- tified this as an optimal waterline for sailing
ber, sometimes even to a fraction. On the the ship. Third, historical sources state that a
other hand, commercial charter parties ship's maximum breadth was its intended
rounded off the burthen to the nearest 10,25, waterline. 540 At this waterline, the hull disor 50 toneladas, depending on the ship's size. placed 305.6 metric tonnes of sea water, a
rating called displacement tonnage today,
but
which had no comparable concept in
The second tonnage study, conducted by R.
16th-century
Spain.
James Ringer, was based on an archaeological reconstruction of the lading of whale-oil
casks in the Red Bay vessel. The original To compare this figure with the registry tonstowage pattern was reconstructed using nage and burthen in toneladas, an 18th-cen1 :10 scale models of barricas (evaluated at Vi tury rule was used stating that a 2 :3 ratio
tonelada) and quartos (evaluated at !4 bar- existed between registry tonnage and dis541
Two-thirds of the
rica).538 This study determined that the placement tonnage.
equivalent of 323 barricas (distributed as 293 hull's displacement tonnage thus equals
barricas and 120 quartos) could be accommo- 204.4 metric tonnes. The registry rating of
dated under the lower deck, where the 202.4 toneladas converts to 208.9 metric
archaeological evidence was clearest. The tonnes, an almost identical value. Thus,
reconstruction of the entire load was based modern methods of gauging tonnage
on the assumption that the main deck was provide a rating that is consistent with the
raised in the ship's waist to reduce dead historical formula as well as with the
space. Accordingly, the ship was loaded archaeological cargo reconstruction.
from the ceiling to the upper-deck level in
the waist, but only to the main-deck level in Although these studies underscore the diffithe areas under the castles. This approach culty of calculating ship's tonnage, the difyielded a cargo capacity, or burthen, of 965 ferent approaches confirm a registry
barricas (880 barricas plus 340 quartos) equal- tonnage of slightly more than 200 toneladas
ling 241V4 toneladas. This figure accords and a burthen, or cargo capacity, of nearly
well with the 242.9 toneladas obtained by 250 toneladas, using the terms of 16th-cenapplying the refacían to the ship's registry tury Spanish ship's tonnage. However, as
tonnage. It should be remembered that what Frederick C. Lane has asserted, today's conwas considered a full load on any given voy- cepts of freight, registry, and displacement
III-300
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tonnage cannot always be read into 16thcentury sources and any study of early modern ship's tonnage must seek to understand
the concepts and practices in use at the
time.542

SHIP TONNAGE IN I 6 T H CENTURY SPAIN 543
Since Pierre Chaunu revived interest in the
Spanish trade to the West Indies, the question of 16th-century Spanish tonnage has
been scrutinized by scholars.544 The process
of understanding this issue has been
surprisingly thorny, largely because of the
different concepts of tonnage in use at the
time. On the one hand, regional customs
and measures were still widespread in
16th-century Spain. On the other, the
commercial or administrative context of a
given document greatly affects the tonnage
concepts used.
This study has been immeasurably facilitated by the availability of the remains of an
actual ship from the period. Another advantage, relative to historians working only
with Spanish state papers, has proven to be
our focus on the Basque coast. This perspective has repeatedly confirmed that tonnage
concepts in this region could differ from
those transmitted in Spanish state papers or
in the notarial archives of Seville. While we
have had access to few unpublished sources,
the concepts that guided our thinking have
not been previously explored as an
approach to understanding the more arcane
aspects of Spanish tonnage. Firstly, the
Andalusian and Biscayan traditions of gauging tonnage were treated separately:
although brought into a common administrative context with Spanish unification in
1492, these persisted as distinct traditions
well into the 17th century. Secondly, we
looked at the efforts of the Spanish state to
establish a national tonnage standard with
consideration of both these regional customs
and the development of state shipbuilding
programs. During the course of the 16th century, the interplay of local tradition and state
influence lead to changes in maritime tonnage practices.

methods of gauging ship tonnage are
described. The rise of a standard Spanish
tonnage formula in the second half of the
century is then examined, revealing that the
Basque concept of tonnage was promoted
throughout Spain. Finally, the historical
meaning of each term in the 1590 gauging
formula is traced to show how these terms
were anchored in the Biscayan shipbuilding
vocabulary.

Tonel, Tonel Macho, and Tonelada
Throughout the 16th century, the three terms
tonel, tonel macho, and tonelada were used to
express maritime tonnage in Spain. In some
contexts, the three are described as equal,
while in other contexts a distinction is made
among their values. A reference in which the
three terms are used interchangeably
appears in a 1496 charter party from Seville
that explained the freight rates applied to
the Columbus flotilla of that year:
...to be counted for each tonelada of
freight: one tonel macho, or 2 pipes as
a tonel, or 5 butts as 3 toneles, at a
weight of 22V1 quintales per tonelada,
except for sea-biscuit [which counts
as] 14 quintales per tonelada, and
oakum counts the same....545
This citation leaves no doubt that, when the
tonnage of these items was evaluated for the
purposes of fixing their freight rate, the
tonelada, tonel macho, and tonel were considered identical. Significantly, this passage
from a charter party refers to cargo tonnage,
and not ship tonnage (whether registry or
burthen).

Cargo tonnage equivalencies, used in the
context of lading cargo and establishing
freight rates, existed for many kinds of merchandise. A 1536 document from Seville lists
the tonnage equivalents of some 50 commodities. All the commodities were reduced
to toneladas, the standard measure for cargo.
Notably, two pipes of water or wine
equalled a tonelada, five butts equalled three
toneladas, HVi quintales of iron were reckoned as a tonelada, and so on.546 Thus, the
tonel was a kind of cask evaluated at one
This analysis begins with a discussion of the tonel macho or tonelada of freight. In addition,
three principal terms used to refer to a ton in 22V! quintales was the maximum weight for
16th-century Spain: tonel, tonel macho, and one tonelada, and it could be considerably
tonelada. Next, the Andalusian and Biscayan less depending on the commodity.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Obviously, the ton of cargo had an equivalent ton that expressed the ship's cargo
capacity, based on the hold's internal dimensions. This fundamental equation underlay
traditional measures of tonnage, whose purpose was to provide a standard measure for
all types of cargo as well as for the cargo
space inside any ship. In this traditional,
commercial context, all three terms — tonel,
tonel macho, and tonelada — were considered
to be equal.

ship's ton. The practice varied depending
how the surveyed space inside the ship was
defined. In a commercial context, the space
included all the space below the main deck
and part of the space between the main and
the upper deck. If the ship was still under
construction, the purpose of the survey was
different. Ships above a certain tonnage
were eligible for a construction subsidy, calculated on a per-ton basis, and a certificate
of the ship's tonnage was required to receive
the subsidy. Naturally, the state also promoted a normalization of survey procedures
In contrast, José Luis Casado Soto has stud- that culminated in the detailed directive
ied documents that emphasize that different issued by Cristóbal de Barros in 1590. When
values were used to distinguish the tonel the threshold for the subsidy was lowered to
and the tonel macho from the tonelada. In 300 tons in 1563, the majority of Indies ships
these documents, the tonelada represents 120 became eligible and most vessels of this size
per cent of the other two values. An example built in Spain possessed a tonnage certifiof such a text is a 1580 survey directive in cate.550 This development is considered a
which, after a ship's hold had been mea- forerunner of today's registry tonnage. In
sured and the necessary calculations made, order to accelerate the processing of a subthe resulting tonnage is defined:
sidy claim, a hull could be surveyed while
still under construction, as soon as the main
deck beams were in place. Thus, only the
... the ship has this many toneles
space below the main deck was included in
machos. In His Majesty's fleets, one
the ship's "registry" tonnage.
customarily adds 20 per cent more,
and the number thus obtained is
called toneladas.5117

Once the ship was completed, however, certain unsurveyed spaces above the main deck
In this case, the document is referring to
were also used for cargo. In the Indies trade,
ship tonnage, not cargo tonnage or burthen.
ship owners and the state agreed upon a forIt is only in dealing with ship tonnage that
mula for converting the registry tonnage
inequalities arise, depending on the admininto burthen. For Biscayan ships, the converistrative context in which the ship was rated.
sion rate was 120 per cent.551 Thus, for
Whatever the ship's internal dimensions, the
example, the Red Bay ship may have been
goal was to calculate the number of toneladas
rated at just over 200 tons in the shipyard
of cargo that could be placed inside.
and over 240 tons when taking on cargo.
These dual surveying practices did not
In 16th-century Spain, a ship's tonnage was change the equivalency of the three tonnage
rated in two different contexts, both of terms, but the fact that the same ship could
which could apply to the same ship: once have two different ratings led to confusion
when the ship was under construction, and in terminology.
once when it was loaded with cargo. The latter context reflected longstanding customary usage. Traditionally, when a dispute In this general context, a closer look at the
between a ship's owners and its outfitters terms tonel, tonel macho, and tonelada is warmade it necessary to certify a ship's cargo ranted. 552 Tonel is a term that originally descapacity, or burthen, a surveyor was called ignated a large cask of wine or water. Its
on board in the company of a notary who contents could be divided into two pipas or
recorded the proceedings. 548 This time-con- four barricas without affecting the usage of
suming procedure was avoided when possi- the term tonel. As a measure of cargo, a tonel
ble. The surveyor, usually an officer of the included the containers as well as the concargo handlers' guild,549 measured the ship's tents and was at the root of all concepts of
internal dimensions and converted them tonnage, including ship tonnage. As Maria
into volumetric units such as tons, standard Leonor Freiré Costa has shown, surveyors in
casks, or lasts. This practice was based on Portugal used tonel hoops to measure a
the equivalency of the cargo ton and the ship's burthen as late as the 1530s.553
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Tonelada was a normalized ton that applied
to any type of cargo or method of gauging a
ship. As the most comprehensive of the
three concepts, it eventually emerged as the
modern measure of tonnage. Owing to its
great number of equivalencies, the tonelada
could be described in many ways without
changing its value. A description that
included both its volume and its weight was
the tonel of wine or water, equivalent to two
pipas or four barricas. For heavier commodities such as iron, the maximum weight of a
tonel was 22% quintales (1035 kg). As a measure of volume, used for lighter commodities and for measuring a ship's hold, the
tonelada was taken as 8 cubic codos de ribera
(1.518 m ).554 Thus, a ton of commodities
heavier than water never exceeded 22%
quintales in weight and a ton of commodities
lighter than water did not exceed 8 cubic
codos de ribera in volume.
Tonel macho is the most difficult of the three
terms to define. One hypothesis we may
suggest is that it was a volumetric measure
of a tonel plus the dead space around it
when it was stowed with other casks.
Another is that it referred to a Biscayan ton,
which was greater than its Andalusian counterpart (see below). While plausible, neither
hypothesis fully explains the historical use
of the term.555 Another meaning is possible.
It was common in wine-exporting ports to
use one standard of cask for retail trade and
another, somewhat larger and more strongly
built, for wholesale and maritime trade. In
Bordeaux, for example, where the official
capacity of the barrique was 226.5 litres, references also exist to the barrique forte, which
held about 243.6 litres.556 Both were considered equivalent to 14 ton in maritime trade,
the smaller officially and the larger in practice. The variance was considered normal in
the Atlantic practice of trading "frankly and
liberally," as Antoine de Conflans put it in
1516.557 Was the barrique forte a sister to the
tonel macho?

ANDALUSIAN AND BISCAYAN
TONNAGE CONCEPTS
Because Seville and the Andalusian coast
historically participated in Mediterranean
trade and the Basque coast was oriented
toward the North Atlantic, the different tonnage concepts associated with these larger
maritime spaces are reflected in regional
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

customs. However, other factors that were
specific to Seville and the Basque coast also
influenced how tonnage was conceived in
the two maritime centres of 16th-century
Spain.

Andalusia
Ship tonnage has a long history in Andalusia, based on the importance of shipping to
Seville. This port was a commercial centre of
immense stature, whose wharves handled a
great variety of merchandise, each with its
own measures. The merchandise was loaded
onto ships from all corners of Europe, whose
tonnage also was expressed in different
ways in their country of origin. In Seville,
maritime tonnage was based on the standard of two wine or water casks called pipas,
which underlay customary ideas of cargo
and ship tonnage.
Freight tonnage is a concept illustrated in a
list of tonelada equivalencies from 1536.
Although some 50 items were listed, the
most important were two pipas for one
tonelada, five botas (butts) for three toneladas,
and 22% quintales of iron for one tonelada.558
Of these standards, that of two pipas per
tonelada was the norm in medieval Seville.559
Its importance for gauging tonnage was
described in 1575 by Juan de Escalante de
Mendoza:
In all the countries, parts and provinces where there is navigation,
people know how to give a number
to the size and greatness of their
ships and boats, by referring to the
most common merchandise that
they ordinarily transport. Thus, in
the Levant, to indicate the size of a
ship it is said that a ship can carry
so many salmas of wheat and in
Flanders and France, so many barricas, or sacks of wool, or cahíces of
salt or other customary kinds of
merchandise [...] The size and measure of the tonelada that we use are
two pipes of wine or water or whatever else they may contain, of the
kind that hold 27% arrobas and are
made on the quay of La Carretería
in Seville, along the river. To this
same measure are reduced all the
toneladas of merchandise of whatever sort there may be.560
III-303

This passage illustrates the regional character of customary tonnages, and also provides a quantitative idea of the Sevillean
tonelada. The 2714 arrobas of wine equalled
443.85 litres, giving a tonelada of 887.7 litres
plus the weight and volume of the casks and
the dead space around them.561 It is not
known exactly what value was attributed to
this residual volume. However, it is known
that the Basque tonelada contained about 906
litres662 and occupied 8 cubic codos de ribera,
or 1.518 m , and in later Spanish ordinances,
the tonelada was defined equally as two pipas
or 8 cubic codos de ribera. This equivalency is
also suggested by other data.

ultimately been given a burthen of 280
toneladas after accounting for the usable
cargo space above the main deck.

An idea of how the Sevillean concept of
cargo tonnage, based on two pipas, was
transferred to the gauging of ship's tonnage
is derived from four tonnage certificates prepared by a pair of surveyors in November
1552. They first set out three dimensions of
the hold: the length expressed in pipa
lengths called longores; the breadth
expressed as the number of pipas that fit
across the ship; and the depth expressed in
codos. Perhaps, as in Venice, the hold was
measured with cords knotted at the appropriate intervals.563 The surveyors then calculated the number of pipas that could fit in the
hold at several andanas, or levels. For the
larger ships, rated at 380 and 64334 toneladas,
the surveyors measured at four levels. For
the smaller ships of 138 and 280 toneladas,
they measured at three levels, excluding the
space between the top two decks.

At each level, or andana, the surveyor measured the hold's greatest breadth and length
and multiplied them to obtain the number of
pipas that each level could hold. Moving
from the main deck down to the ceiling,
level by level, he accounted for the hull's
narrowings. When a ships' dimensions are
inserted into the 1590 formula of Cristóbal
de Barros, the result is within 5 per cent of
that obtained by the pipa method, before the
conversion of 25 per cent from toneles machos
to toneladas.

This document illustrates fragments of a
uniquely Sevillean method of gauging ship
tonnage in the early 1550s. From it emerges
the concept that the surveyor's pipa had a
length of 214 codos, a breadth of 114 codo and,
oddly, a height in the range of 1% to 2 codos.
(A cask 214 codos long and 114 codo in diameter could have held 2714 arrobas.) It is notable
that two of these surveyor's pipas equalled a
tonel macho which, using this method, in
turn equalled 1.25 tonelada.

A second document from about 1560 contains a variant of the pipa method of surveying. In it, the Seville harbour master
recorded the dimensions of the pipa he used
for gauging ships: 214 codos of length and 114
codos of breadth and height.565 As cylinders,
the two pipas had a combined volume based
on the Castillean codo566 of 1.528 m that was
Following the calculations given in these nearly equal to the Biscayan ton of 8 cubic
tonnage certificates, the surveyors multi- codos de ribera but, in fact, the two pipas were
plied longores by pipas at each level, or used as a rectilinear box that had a larger
3
andana. The product was called pipas. The volume of 1.945 m . The harbour master also
totals for the three or four levels were added illustrated his method of surveying using
up and then halved to obtain toneles the pipa method. The hold's length (esloria)
machos.564 Finally, for the two larger ships, was expressed in pipa lengths, which was
the toneles machos were converted into multiplied by the ship's breadth (manga) and
toneladas by adding 25 per cent. For the two depth to the upper deck (puntal), both
smaller ships, 20 per cent was added for the expressed in pipa diameters. A third of the
space between the top two decks, and the product was subtracted for the hull's
result was expressed in toneladas. The end narrowings. The remainder was divided in
result, for all four ships, was given toneladas half to convert the pipas into tons whose
and called the porte, or burthen. Thus, a name is not specified. In the example he
four-decked ship holding 608 pipas, chose, the harbour master indicated that the
equalling 304 toneles machos, was given a ship was rated at just under 400 toneladas for
rating of 380 toneladas. By way of His Majesty's purposes, and at 533 tons by
comparison, a three-decked ship similar to his method.
the Red Bay vessel holding 370 pipas under
the main deck, converted to 185 toneles This is Spain's earliest known tonnage formachos and 231 toneladas, would have mula. Because the ship's dimensions are
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given, its registry tonnage can be calculated
according to Cristóbal de Barros's 1590 formula, which results in a rating of 391 toneladas to the main deck. The harbour master's
rating of 533 unspecified tons was measured
to the upper deck. It appears therefore that
the tonnage units were equal in the two
methods, even though the space measured
was different. By about 1560, Sevillean tonnage based on the volume of two pipas was
fundamentally compatible with the Biscayan ton of 8 cubic codos de ribera. Only the
space measured was variable, reflecting an
innovation that appears to have been instituted in Seville about the time of Philip IPs
accession in 1556.

Biscay
As late as the 14th century,567 Biscayan ships
were also gauged in pipas, but by the early
16th century, this concept had disappeared.
A 1515 survey of a large ship built in Hondarroa bears witness to a purely volumetric
approach to gauging tonnage. The ship's
internal dimensions were measured in codos
and converted into a rating, using unspecified calculations, that was expressed as toneles cascos, or "hull tons." 668 Seven
dimensions were measured: the keel; the
length of the lower and main decks; the
breadth of the lower and main decks; the
hold's depth at the main deck; and the
height of the upper deck in the castle areas.
The survey was undertaken to calculate the
ship's lease rate to the Crown, at 140
maravedis per month per tonel, indicating
that its rating of 950 toneles was the burthen,
or freight tonnage. Significantly, areas above
the main deck were included in the survey.

1 - Length 46 codos; breadth 15 codos; depth 8 codos
2 - Length 50 codos; breadth 16 codos; depth 9 codos

While it appears that the Biscayan ton of 8
cubic codos de ribera already existed early in
the century, it is not until about 1570 that a
procedure appeared in Seville whereby the
volume of a ship's hold, measured in cubic
codos, was explicitly divided by eight to
obtain the tonnage.570 Surviving as two
model calculations prepared by the harbourmaster Rodrigo Vargas,571 the ratings were
expressed following otherwise identical procedures as toneles machos and as toneles.572
Again the measures in the 1590 formula of
Cristóbal de Barros can be used as a
comparison: they differ by about six per cent
(Tab. 16.2.1).
Henceforth, all tonnage formulas in Spain
incorporated the Biscayan concept of the
tonelada as 8 cubic codos de ribera or 1.518 m .
This purely volumetric ton was used in both
the 1580 and 1590 directives of Cristóbal de
Barros and was repeated by José Veitia
Linaje in the later 17th century. As an original Basque contribution to Spanish ship tonnage, it may originate in the Bay of Biscay.
The tonelada of 8 cubic codos de ribera appears
to have been based on the space occupied by
four barricas of wine or water. It is based in
the wine . trade of Aquitaine, particularly
from Bordeaux to northern Europe in the
Middle Ages. From 1400 to 1475, this trade
passed rapidly from using the tonel for shipping wine to using pipes of half a ton and,
finally, barriques of a quarter ton.573 For this
reason, Escalante de Mendoza remarked in
1575 that a ship's size in France was
expressed in barricas.574 Biscayan practice
was evoked when the space occupied by
four Bordeaux barriques, plus the dead space
around them, was chosen in France at the
time of Colbert as the basis for the tonneau de

A 1523 certificate from Bilbao reveals the
same concept at work.569 In this example, six
dimensions were measured in codos: the
keel; the overall length; the breadths at the
master frame, the amura and the capstan;
and the depth of hold to the main deck
planking. Again, the calculations were not
provided, and the result was expressed as
190 toneles. This, too, was a survey undertaken to calculate a state charter payment

Original Dimensions

but no spaces above the main deck were
included in the rating. When the overall
length, breadth, and hold depth are inserted
in the 1590 formula for registry tonnage, the
value obtained is 191 toneladas. This indicates that in Biscay, the tonel and the tonelada
were equivalent throughout the 16th century.

mer.575

Vargas (ca. 1570)
326.3 (sic = 345.5)
453.2

de Barros (1590)
327.8
427.5

Ratio
1.061
1.058

Table 16.2.1: Comparison between ratings of Rodrigo Vargas and Cristóbal de Barros.
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The container at the heart of Basque ship
tonnage, the barrica, was found in large
numbers at Red Bay. The capacities of new,
unrepaired casks clustered around the official Bordeaux capacity of 100 pots (226.5
litres), while older, repaired casks tended to
cluster around the official Gipuzkoan capacity for whale oil barricas of 400 libras (218.7
litres).576 The average length (87 cm) and
bouge diameter (66 cm) of a Red Bay barrica
produce a volume, which when quadrupled
to form a ton, gives a value of 1.516 m that
is for practical purposes the same as the
Basque tonelada of 1.518 m 3 .
One aspect of the Biscayan tonnage tradition, which has captured the attention of
many researchers, remains unaddressed. It
is a citation from the Sevillean Escalante de
Mendoza in which a 12:10 relation is
evoked between the Biscayan and the
Andalusian cargo tons:
In our Spain [Andalusia] we use the
word tonelada as a way of speaking
and measuring that was left to us by
Biscayan sailors, based on certain
casks [toneles] that in former times
they transported customarily in
their country and in their ships, and
to which they referred as toneles and
we, in our navigation, as toneladas.
But the two are not the same nor
one measure, for ten toneles of Biscay are twelve of our toneladas and
thus, to convert one to the other, one
commonly adds 20 per cent."577
The Biscayan tonel described in this passage
has never been identified and only one other
reference dovetails with Escalante de Mendoza's statement: the tonnage equivalency
of five botas to three toneladas. It is generally
assumed that this bota was the same cask
that was widespread in Mediterranean commerce. Nonetheless, a cask of the same
capacity, containing 533 litres (560 pintes or
70 veltes),578 was used in the salt trade at La
Rochelle and Brouage. This capacity was
exactly 20 per cent greater than the wine pipa
of 27Vi arrobas (443.85 litres) used as a
tonelada standard in Seville. The salt-carrying version of this cask was called a pipe in
France and taken aboard by fishermen from
all along the Atlantic, including Basques in
the 16th-century Terranova fishery. On the
return voyage, it was used to transport cod
fillets in brine as far as markets in the MediIII-306

terranean, especially Seville.579 A Basque
association for this cask is thus evident and
this may well be the origin of Escalante de
Mendoza's reference. There is no evidence,
however, that this cask was ever used as a
basis for gauging ship tonnage in the Basque
Country.
Cargo tonnages in Andalusia and Biscay
thus appear to have been based on a tonelada
of roughly equal value, with two Sevillean
pipas totalling 887.7 litres or four Bordeaux
barriques totalling 906.0 litres. Yet, when it
came to applying the tonelada standard to
gauging ships, customary Andalusian and
Biscayan methods diverged sharply. Sevillean practice remained based on the medieval standard of two pipas and surveyors
attempted to discover the number of casks
that fit into a ship's hold. No single method
can be identified, although all belonged to a
widespread tradition of gauging ship tonnage using cask units, which formed a notable contrast to the Biscayan surveying
method. At least from the beginning of the
16th century, Basque surveyors used the
cargo tonelada of 8 cubic codos de ribera as a
unit of ship tonnage and directly converted
a ship's internal measures into volumetric
toneladas. The simplicity of the Basque
method gave it an advantage over the
unstandardized and complicated cask-based
methods. In both the Andalusian and Biscayan methods, however, the tendency over
time was to reduce the number of measures
taken inside the ship and, instead, to measure the hold only at its greatest dimensions
and apply a formulaic reduction to account
for its narrowings.

EARLY TONNAGE FORMULAS:
THE ADOPTION OF BASQUE
TONNAGE CALCULATIONS
THROUGHOUT SPAIN
With the accession to the throne of Philip II
in 1556, a Spanish ship tonnage standard
began to emerge, based on the cargo tonelada
of 8 cubic codos de ribera and the Biscayan
method of surveying ships. The principal
stimulus for a national ship tonnage standard was the Crown's policy of granting
subsidies for heavy shipbuilding. Such payments were first instituted in 1498 for owners of vessels from 600 to 1,000 toneladas for
each year the vessel was fit for service.580 In
1502, the subsidies were available for the
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construction of ships of 1,500 toneladas or
more, prorated according to the tonnage of
the vessel.581 However, ships of this size
proved impractical582 and, in 1563, new subsidies were granted for ships of 300 or more
toneladas.583 To avoid fraud and confusion,
the program required a common tonelada
and a standard survey method. The tonelada
that emerged was based on 8 cubic codos de
ribera, as used in the shipyards of the Basque
coast and the survey method was a
simplification of the customary Biscayan
approach.

The next formula, from 1580, was already
prepared by Cristóbal de Barros, who
expressed the result in toneles machos. Identical in principal to that of Vargas, its main
advantage was its simpler calculation. However, Barros introduced one important new
element: the result of the calculations was
further reduced by five per cent, which was
explained as a compensation for space lost
in the hold to the pump, the masts, and
other fittings.

esloria x I l"a"Sn/2

A Galician named Cristóbal de Barros was
charged with the promotion and administration of the new shipbuilding programs. His
mandate included all of Spain and, after
1580, Portugal, but in practice his activities
focussed on the Portuguese and Cantabrian
coasts. It was the formula developed by Barros, whose career is documented from about
1563 to 1590, that was eventually adopted
for official use. During this period, the customary Andalusian survey method fell from
favor. While the Barros method eliminated
an important regional discrepancy, the standardization effort was plagued by other difficulties, some of which were introduced by
Barros himself. Most importantly, the Barros
method calculated ship tonnage only to the
main deck, where the greatest breadth was
located, while ship owners continued to use
areas above this deck as cargo space. Thus
the state's new formula diverged from common maritime custom.

+ puntal
toneles
Y

„

05

'

=

machos

Barros also explained that when chartering
ships gauged in this way, the Crown added
20 per cent to these toneles machos and the
new total was expressed as toneladas. The
conversion, or refacían, accounted for the
ship's cargo space above the main deck. In
the definitive 1590 schedule of Barros, the
principle is the same as in the 1580 formula:
manga /

x puntal

x esloria
x .95 =

toneladas

8

It would, however, be a mistake to assume
that with this formula, Spanish ship tonnage
attained stability. Notably, the problem of
two codos remained. In his 1580 directive,
Barros specified that the formula used codos
de ribera but that in Andalusia, his colleague
Although the tonelada as a volumetric mea- Pedro Berdugo used the codo de Malaga with
sure of ship tonnage emanated from Biscay, the same formula.585 Indeed, in the ca. 1590
it was in the port of Seville that the earliest "Vocabulario navaresco", the same formula
known formula for its use was recorded by is attributed to both Barros and Berdugo.586
Rodrigo Vargas around 1570. It measured In the 1618 shipbuilding ordinance, the codo
the hold's volume to the height of the main de Castilla used in Andalusia is even
deck (puntal) and compensated for the hull's illustrated as the measure to be adopted by
narrowing by reducing the breadth, or ship carpenters. Although the two codos difmanga, by half. Its overall length (esloria) was fered only by 1/32, their respective tons of 8
also measured along the main deck. The vol- cubic codos varied by one-tenth. For this
ume in cubic codos was divided by eight to reason, perhaps, Andalusians continued to
produce toneles:58*
describe the Spanish tonelada as two Sevillean pipas which equalled 8 cubic codos de
ribera. Instead of levelling regional
differences, the national policy of Barros
man a
esloria x [
g /2
+ puntal
appears to have introduced new areas of
discrepancy, sending both Andalusian and
= toneles
Biscayan surveyors back to their customary
8
practices.

/

/

X
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COMPONENT CONCEPTS OF THE
BARROS M E T H O D

Largely based on Biscayan custom, the surveying method of Cristóbal de Barros contained several concepts that originated in
Basque shipbuilding practices. The originality of these concepts is apparent when they
are compared to Andalusian surveying concepts that arose from the practice of cargohandling. Each of these component concepts
had a history that Barros sought to resolve.
Four elements were contained in the 1590
formula. The history of each element
emerges during the 16th century, and in
some cases the influence of regional differences is discernible in their histories. The
elements are: (1) puntal, or depth of hold; (2)
manga, or breadth; (3) esloria, or overall
length; and (4) the reduction of 5 per cent.

Puntal
Of these four elements, puntal, or depth of
hold, had the most complex history. The
1590 schedule defined where and how the
puntal was to be measured. The gauger lowered a rod into the pump well, located just
aft of the mainmast. 587 With the rod resting
on the floor timber's upper face, the puntal
was read at the height of the main deck
beams.

1560 divide the hold's depth into decks in
Biscay or levels in Andalusia. After this
date, the puntal was measured as a single,
indivisible dimension.
The lowering of the puntal to the main deck
occurred early in the reign of Philip II,
which may explain a statement made by
Thome Cairo in 1611 that a ship of 350 toneladas in his day would have been rated at 500
toneladas during the reign of Charles V588
This statement has been related to an ambiguous passage in the treatise of Diego Garcia
de Palacio. In his description of a 400tonelada ship, this author sets the puntal at
the upper deck which, using the 1590 formula, would give this ship a rating of 557
toneladas. The difference is similar to that
mentioned by Cano. This passage has been
considered by Carla Rahn Phillips as an
unintentional throwback to the earlier system of placing the puntal at a higher deck.589
The ca. 1560 document studied by José Luis
Casado Soto, contains a similar example of a
ship that gauged 391 toneladas to the main
deck and 533 toneladas to the upper deck. In
each case, the difference is proportional to
that described by Cano.

Lowering the puntal required Barros to
increase the ship's rating by 20 or 25 per cent
to reflect its true cargo capacity 590 In state
documents, this conversion was granted to
ships chartered for military duty or service
on the Carrera de Indias. It has been sugBy situating the puntal at the height of the gested that the additional space between the
main deck, Vargas and Barros broke with a main and upper decks was used for the artillong tradition of gauging tonnage to the lery and additional crew that the state
upper deck and it is with this change that required for such service.591 A close examiSpanish "registry" tonnage can first be dis- nation of how writers from the period intertinguished from customary burthen. In cer- preted the refacían leads to a different
tificates from the first half of the 16th explanation. In 1570, Rodrigo Vargas indicentury, the puntal or altor was measured to cated that 20 per cent was normally
the upper deck, both in Andalusia where the accorded to ships chartered for service in the
height was measured in pipas, and in Biscay Atlantic and Mediterranean fleets, but for
where codos were used. The change occurred service in the Indies, 25 per cent was granted
around 1560. In the Sevillean formula from because the greater heat required that crew
this date, the puntal was still measured to the members and cordage be moved higher up
upper deck although a second tonnage for in the ship. 592 The "Vocabulario navaresco"
the same vessel, obtained by measuring the of ca. 1590 confirms that Indies ships were
puntal to the main deck, was also mentioned granted a higher refacían than those charin the same document. In the ca. 1570 for- tered for service in European waters. 593
mula of Rodrigo Vargas, the puntal was mea- However Cristóbal de Barros, in 1580,
sured only to the main deck, at the point of explained only that in the royal armadas, 20
the ship's greatest breadth. This change in per cent was added to the toneles machos
conceiving the puntal obscures another, less measured to the main deck, which then
dramatic change in the practice of measur- became toneladas.59* These problematic terms
ing the puntal. Gauging certificates before were understood differently in 1611 by
ffl-308
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Thomé Cano, who called the rating to the
main deck "cargo toneladas."595 Finally, in
1613 Martin de Aroztegui confirmed that
this 20 per cent was for the use of the space
between the main and the upper decks and
in the castles.596 In this aspect, the custom
appears unchanged from the 1552 gauging
certificates, which state unequivocally that
20 per cent was added to take into account
the usable space between the main and
upper decks.597 Thus, the lowering of the
puntal to the main deck around 1560 did not
correspond with the actual distribution of
cargo space in the hold and required a
compensatory adjustment of 20 per cent.

Manga
According to the 1590 schedule, the manga
or breadth of a ship was measured across
the widest point of the main deck, following
the deck's camber. This measure closely
approximated the hull's greatest breadth. It
was measured to the outside of the frame,
that is, to the inside of the hull planking. The
manga was measured just aft of the main
mast at the pump well, near the master
frame of the ship. Here it intersected with
the puntal.

increased proportionally, from one-third to
one-half.

Esloria
In the 1590 schedule, the esloria or length
was measured along the ship at the height of
the puntal at about the level of the main
deck. The esloria was not measured along a
straight line; instead it followed the curvature of the deck. The measurement was
taken from the inside faces of the stem and
sternpost, passing through the same points
set out for the manga and the puntal.
In early certificates, the keel length as well
as the lengths of the lower decks were also
used in deriving the volume of a ship's hold.
By 1570, the concept of a single esloria corresponding to the greatest length of the ship
appears. There were, however, different
ways of describing this distance. In the 1580
formula, the esloria represented a straight,
level line from stem to stern,598 while in the
1590 schedule, it followed the curvature of
the deck, and was measured to the insides of
the stem and sternpost.

Reduction by 5 Per Cent
In earlier surveying practice, transverse
measurements were taken at several points
in the hull. In the 1515 Hondarroa certificate,
the breadth was measured at the main and
lower decks. In the 1523 Bilbao certificate,
the main deck's width was measured at
three points: at the capstan in the stern quarter, at the greatest breadth, and at the amura
where the forecastle began in the bow quarter.
The concept of the single manga as developed by Vargas and Barros represented a
great simplification, but required that the
value be divided by two to account for the
narrowing of the hull. This division also had
a history. The ca. 1560 pipa formula from
Seville, which was still used to calculate the
hold's capacity to the upper deck, only
reduced the cubic tonnage as derived from
the hold's greatest dimensions by a third,
thus accounting for the hull's narrowing and
rising. Similarly, the division of the manga by
two in the ca. 1570 and subsequent formulas
accounted for these narrowings. Because
these later formulas concerned only the hold
below the main deck, the reduction was
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

The earliest reference to a 5 per cent reduction of the volume of the ship's hold is
found in the 1580 directive of Cristóbal de
Barros.599 José Luis Casado Soto, following
Michael Oppenheim, believes it accounted
for the gripe and the run.600 The "Vocabulario navaresco" seems to give the same justification.601
This explanation may be questioned on the
grounds that the reduction of the manga by a
half (or a third) already accounted for the
narrowings and, as Jean-Pierre Proulx has
mentioned, a 5 per cent reduction hardly
suffices for such a purpose. In 1611, Thomé
Cano attributed the reduction of 5 per cent
to the space lost not only to the finings
(entry and run), but also to the masts,
beams, and pumps. 602 This explanation
seems more plausible, but a historical
perspective reveals that the 5 per cent
reduction was introduced by Barros
relatively late in the century. The finings,
masts, pumps, and other fittings were of
concern to the surveyor before this date.
Perhaps this reduction was a simple solution
III-309

to a complex problem that resulted in a
systematic inaccuracy of 5 per cent in the
simplified
gauging
formula.
The
explanations provided subsequently in the
"Vocabulario navaresco" and by Thome
Cano indicate that reduction continued to
have a practical purpose.

manner reminiscent of shipbuilding design
concepts from Venice.603 The 1523 Bilbao
survey also described the ship's breadth at
the amura, the position of the forward tailframe, and at the capstan, at the tailframe
called the quadra. In these contexts, manga
simply meant "breadth."

Without forgetting Pierre Chaunu's remark
that only in the domain of ship tonnage are
lay people so much at ease and specialists so
ill at ease, it seems that the Red Bay archaeoThe coincidence of Biscayan shipbuilding
logical material has allowed several aspects
and surveying terms such as puntal, manga,
of 16th-century Spanish ship tonnage to be
and esloria gains significance when comparseen under a new light. In exploring the
ing the lack of correspondence between
relation between a tonelada of cargo and a
Sevillean tonnage and shipbuilding vocabutonelada of registry tonnage, it was found
laries. The reason is that the Basque marithat, despite the inherent elasticity of both
time trades were based on shipbuilding
concepts, the two values were equal. In the
while those of Seville were based on trade
case of the Red Bay barricas and the ship, the
and commerce. The two approaches to tonparity was almost perfect. Perhaps most
nage respectively gave rise to concepts of
interesting has been the observation that Bisfreight and registry tonnage.
cayan and Andalusian tonnage traditions
competed for favour inside the new Spanish
However, the Basque terms did not neces- state. The use of pipas in Seville as a unit of
sarily have an identical meaning in ship- linear measurement and tonnage reveals, in
building and surveying. The surveyor's retrospect, the conceptual limits of medieval
puntal, or depth of hold, derives from the freight tonnage. In contrast, the eminent
shipbuilding term for stanchions, or pun- suitability of Basque concepts, based in shiptales. This concept may be traced to early building practice, is also clear. It is interestgauging certificates in which puntal referred ing that the concepts of freight and registry
to the interval between decks and was there- tonnage were anchored in distinct regional
fore equal to the height of the stanchion. traditions.
Esloria, as the surveyor's expression of a
deck's length, reflected the meaning of esloria as a carling, as the term appears in Not surprisingly, the Biscayan and the
Gipuzkoan shipbuilding contracts of the Andalusian methods continued to coexist
16th century. However, while the surveyor's for many years. When José Veitia Linaje
esloria was an inboard measurement, the described the Spanish tonelada in 1672, he
shipwright's esloria was the hull's outside included both the Sevillean equivalency of
length, from the top of the sternpost to the two pipas and the Basque equivalency of 8
greatest forward extension of the stem. cubic codos de ribera:
Thus, the surveyor's vocabulary no longer
matched that of the ship carpenter.
... each tonelada having the size of
two pipas, or of eight cubic codos
In contrast, manga had an identical meaning
measured with the Royal linear codo
for carpenters and surveyors, although the
of 33 dedos, of those that are comlatter were ill served by this coincidence.
monly explained as being two
Manga indicated the master frame's greatest
thirds of a Castillean vara, plus one
breadth to the outside faces, both in shipthirty-second.604
building and in surveying, as indicated by
the expression de tabla a tabla. Yet, the cargo
space within a hull clearly did not include The strength of Andalusian custom dictated
the thickness of the ships' frames. Manga that the old equivalency continued to be recalso contained other archaic shipyard con- ognized. More than simple regional tradicepts. In the Hondarroa certificate of 1515, tions, the two expressions reflected distinct
the manga was given at two heights in a notions of cargo and ship tonnage.

DISCUSSION
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NOTES

536 Tonelada can be translated as tonneau or ton.
537 "Burthen" translates as porte in Spanish and port in
French.
538 See Section 19.3.
539 Steve Killing, "The Red Bay Vessel: A Re-creation of
the Hull Lines Drawing and Analysis of Its Shape
and Performance," Steve Killing Yacht Design
(Manuscript on file, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1992).
540 G. G. Harris, éd., Trinity House o/Deptford
Transactions, 1609-35 ([London]: London Records
Society, 1983), Vol. 2, pp. 80-81.
541 Jorge Juan y Santacilia, Examen marítimo theórico
práctico, ó, Tratado de mechanica aplicado a la
construcción, conocimiento y manejo de los navios y
demás embarcaciones (Madrid: Francisco Manuel de
Mena, 1771; trans, as Examen maritime, théorique et
pratique, ou, Traité de méchanique, appliqué a la
manœuvre des vaisseaux & autres bâtiments, trans.
Pierre Levêque [Nantes: privately published, 1783]).
542 Frederick C. Lane, "Tonnages, Medieval and
Modem," The Economic History Review, 2nd Series,
Vol. 17, No. 2 (Dec. 1964), p. 230.

545 "...quieron de aver por flete de cada tonelada
contando un tonel macho o dos pipas por un tonel o
cinco botas por tres toneles a de peso veynte e dos
quintales e medio por tonelada saluo de viscocho a
catorze quintales por tonelada e de estopa asy
mesmo..." Archivo General de Indias, Seville
(hereafter AGI), Contratación, leg. 3249, segundo
libro de armadas, fols. 142-142v. Reference and
transcription courtesy of Denise Lakey, Researcher,
Ships of Discovery, Corpus Christi.
546 AGI, Patronato Real, leg. 0251 n°/r° 033, fols. 14v16v (Casa de Contratación, Seville, 1 March 1536);
The document was published in Martín Fernández
de Navarrete, Colección de los viajes y descubrimientos
que hicieron por mar los españoles desdefines del siglo
XV.... (Madrid: Imprenta Real, 1825-37), Vol. 21,
doc. 7. The same information, attributed to a 1543
document, appears in José Veitia Linaje, op. cit., Lib.
II, Cap. XVI, pp. 190-192.
547 "... tantos toneles machos terna la nao. En las
armadas de Su Magestad se acostumbran dar beinte
por ciento mas y, echo el número desta manera, se
llaman toneladas." Archivo general de Simancas,
Guerra Antigua, leg. 96-63, in José Luis Casado
Soto, op. cit., pp. 287-288.

548 For all of Atlantic Europe, fewer than ten of these
certificates are known. These are from Rouen (1509),
543 This research was initiated by Jean-Pierre Proulx.
Bordeaux (1483), Hondarroa (1512), Bilbao (1523),
See Jean-Pierre Proulx, "Essai sur la jauge des
Viana do Castelo (1514), and four from Seville
navires basques au XVIe siècle," in L'aventure
(1552). R. A. Barker, M. Elbl, M. L. F. Costa, D.
maritime, du golfe de Gascogne à Terre-Neuve, Actes du
Lakey and B. Loewen, "Early Methods of Gauging
IIS' congrès national annuel des sociétés historiques et
Ship's Tonnage", (Unpublished manuscript, 1993).
scientifiques, Pau, octobre 1993, éd. Jean Bourgoin and
Jacqueline Carpine-Lancre (Paris: Éditions du
549 This was the visitador de las naos, who was an officer
CTHS, 1995), pp. 115-124.
of the guild of cargo handlers, or arruinadores, a
specialized branch of coopers.
544 José Luis Casado Soto, Los barcos españoles del siglo
XVI y la Gran Armada de 1588 (Madrid: Editorial San 550 Certificates of this type have been studied in
Portugal by Maria Leonor Freiré Costa, op. cit.,
Martin, 1988); Pierre Chaunu, "La tonelada
pp. 61-67.
espagnole aux XVIe et XVIIe siècles," in Le navire et
l'économie maritime du XVe au XVIIIe siècles, éd.
Michel Mollat (Paris: SEVPEN, 1957), pp. 71-89;
551 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., p. 68.
Maria Leonor Freiré Costa, Naus e galeôes na ribeira
de Lisboa: A construçâo naval no século XVI para a Rota552 In 1831, Timoteo O'Scanlan described the tonel as
do Cabo (Cascáis: Patrimonia Histórica, 1997);
".. .a unit of measure of the capacity of a ship's hold,
Frederick C. Lane, loe. cit.; Michel Morineau, Jauges
used formerly by the Biscayans in the same way as
et méthodes de jaugeage anciennes et modernes, Cahiers
the Sevilleans of the Carrera de Indias used the
des Annales 24 (Paris: Armand Colin, 1966); Jeantonelada...." It seems that 12 of the latter toneladas
Pierre Proulx, loc. cit; José Luis Rubio Serrano,
equalled ten toneles, resulting in a 20 per cent
"Métodos de arqueo en el siglo XVI," Revista de
increase in the total number of toneladas for the ship.
Historia Naval, Vol. 6, No. 24 (1989), pp. 29-70.
This is according to Juan Escalante de Mendoza in
Earlier works include Antonio de Capmany y de
1575, and Cristóbal de Barros in a discourse
Montpalau, Memorias históricas sobre la marina,
presented to the king about 1570 (AGI, leg. 17 de los
comercio y artes de la antigua ciudad de Barcelona
de Buen Gobierno), and other documents in the
(Madrid: Antonio de Sancha, 1779-92), 4 vols., and
Archivo general de Indias in Seville (Juan de
José Veitia Linaje, Norte de la contratación de las Indias
Escalante de Mendoza, "Ytinerario de navegación
Occidentales (Seville: Juan Francisco de Blas, 1672;
de los mares y tierras occidentales," 1575, éd.
reprint, Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Fiscales,
Cesáreo Fernández Duro, in Disquisiciones náuticas
Ministerio de Hacienda, 1981).
[Madrid: Aribau, 1880], Vol. 5, pp. 413-515 [reprint
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as Itinerario de navegación de ios mares y tierras
Bordelais et des régions voisines," in Introduction à
occidentales, 1575, Madrid: Museo Naval, 1985];
la métrologie historique, ed. B. Gamier, J.-Cl. Hocquet
Cristóbal de Barros, "The 1590 cedida" [Madrid,
and D. Woronoff (Paris: Económica, 1989), pp. 263Biblioteca Nacional, Sección de manuscritos, No.
284. See also Archives départementales de la
1816, fols. 121-123; published in Disquisiciones
Gironde, Bordeaux (hereafter ADG), "Arrêts de
náuticas, ed. Cesáreo Fernandez Duro (Madrid:
Parlement," 28 August 1772.
Aribau, 1880), Vol. 5, pp. 150-153; reprint in Los
barcos españoles del siglo XVI y la Gran Armada de
557 Michel Mollat and F. Chillaud-Toutée, "Le livre des
1588, ed. José Luis Casado Soto (Madrid: Editorial
Faiz de la marine et navigaiges d'Antoine de Conflans,
San Martín, 1988), App. 9, pp. 289-291]). In any
v. 1516-1520," in /Actes du 107e Congrès national des
event, José Veitia Linaje states that according to a
sociétés savantes, Brest, 1982 (Paris: Editions du
schedule of 13 February 1552 (from which a
CTHS, 1984), pp. 9-44. Cf. Brad Loewen, "Les
published ordinance was derived) the burthen of
barriques de Red Bay et l'espace atlantique
ships going to the Indies was to be 100 toneles
septentrional, vers 1565," Ph.D. dissertation, Laval
machos and up; and that what was called tonel macho
University, Quebec City, 1999.
was the same as the tonelada (at the time of writing),
which is the capacity of two pipas of 27V5 arrobas
558 AGI, Patronato Real, leg. 0251 n°/r° 033, fols. 14veach (José Veitia Linaje, op. cit., lib. I, cap. 24, No. 5).
16v (Casa de Contratación, Seville, 1 March 1536).
In any case, it is probable and even obvious that the
Thanks to Denise Lakey of Ships of Discovery for
tonel gave its name to the space it occupied, and
providing this reference. A 1571 document from
consequently, to the tonelada.
Tolosa (Gipuzkoa) also mentions the equivalency of
O'Scanlan described the tonelada as a "unit of
22'/2 quintales for one tonelada. Archivo general de la
weight or of measure [i.e., volume] used to
Diputación de Guipúzcoa. Tolosa, Ejecutivos Uria,
document the capacity of ships and their
leg. 1, corregido 1, fol. 78r.
displacement. As a unit of measure it was eight
cubic codos de ribera; and as a unit of weight it
559 It is already mentioned in the late 14th century. José
contained 20 quintales or 2000 libras [sic]. The first is
Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., p. 67, n. 131.
called tonelada de arqueo and the second tonelada de
desplazamiento: we caution that these measures do
560 Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, op. cit.: "Medidas
not maintain a strict relation between them [...]. The
de toneles y toneladas: En todas las tierras, partes y
divergence arises from the utter impossibility of
provincias que se navegan por gentes entendidas,
creating a constant unit of the measure of capacity
saben dar nombre al tamaño y grandor que sus naos
combined with the weights of all the kinds of
y navios tienen, conforme a las mercaderías más
freight that exist; and for this reason from greatest
ordinarias que ellas en ellas suelen e acostumbran; y
antiquity, this unit was elected as the space
así en Levante para dar a entender el tamaño de una
occupied by a tonel or two pipas [...] with a view to
nao dicen llevará tantas salmas de trigo, y en
settling the price of charters, etc., on this basis...."
Flandes y en Francia tantas barricas, o sacas de lana,
Timoteo O'Scanlan, Diccionario marítimo español
o cahíces de sal, o de las otras más usadas
(Madrid: Imprenta Real, 1831; reprint, Madrid:
mercaderías, como señor, he dicho.... El tamaño y
Museo Naval, 1974), pp. 526-527.
medida de una tonelada de las que nosotros usamos
553 Maria Leonor Freiré Costa, op. cit., pp. 61-67. In
some contexts, tonel appears to be an abbreviation
of tonel macho.
554 The density of wrought iron is taken as 7.7 grams/
cm , within the range of densities of iron from 7.3 to
7.9 grams/cm , a factor dependent on the amount
of slag present. With the quintal of 100 livras de
Castilla (0.46 kg), a tonelada of iron would occupy
0.134 m , or 8.9 per cent of 8 cubic codos de ribera
(1.518 m3). John D. Light, "The 16th Century
Anchor from Red Bay, Labrador: Its Method of
Manufacture," The International Journal of Nautical
Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol. 19,
No. 4 (1990), pp. 307-316, n. 5, 6.

son dos pipas de vino o de agua, o de lo que las
quisieren henchir, de las de a veinte y siete arrobas
y media que se hacen en el arrabal de la Carretería
de Sevilla, frontero al río; y al la mesma medida y
volumen están reducidas todas las toneladas de
mercaderías de cualquier suerte y género que sean."
561 Policarpo de Balzola, Tablas de correspondencia de
todas las pesas y medidas de Guipúzcoa y las principales
del extranjero con las del sistema métrico (Donostia-San
Sebastián: Diputación Foral de Guipúzcoa, 1853;
reprint, Donostia-San Sebastián: Imprenta de la
Provincia, 1917).
562 See Chapter 8.

563 Frederick C. Lane, Venetian Ships and Shipbuilders of
the Renaissance (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1934;
555 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., p. 70, has suggested
reprint, New York: Anno, 1979), pp. 247-248.
it was the Biscayan tonel of 8 cubic codos de ribera
(1.518 m ), called macho in Seville to distinguish it
from the local tonel of 8 cubic codos de Castilla
564 For the smallest ship, the term toneles was used. It is
(1.383 m' ). This hypothesis was based in part on the
not clear whether this was intentional or an error.
belief that fono/ macho and tonelada emerged together
in the 1520s. Both terms, however, appear in the
565 "Cada pipa tiene dos codos y medio de largo y codo
1496 Columbus fleet reference cited above.
y medio de alto y ancho." AGI, Patronato Real, 260,
2, r° 41 (Seville, ca. 1560), in José Luis Casado Soto,
op. cit., pp. 265-270; cf. pp. 80-82.
556 The barrique forte had a capacity of about 108 pots
while the retail barrique contained only 100.
Anne-Marie Cocula, "Du tonneau à la bouteille:
566 The use of the codo de Castilla at Seville, while not
Métrologie et commerce: L'exemple des vins du
specified in this source, is attested by Alonso de
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of oils. The Gipuzkoan libra equalled 0.492 kg and
Chaves and Diego García de Palacio. Alonso de
Chaves, Quatri partita en cosmografía práctica, y por
the specific weight of oils was considered to be
otro nombre, Espejo de navegantes (1537; reprint, ed. P.
0.9 kg/litre. Brad Loewen, op. cit., pp. 48-64.
Castañeda Delgado, M. Cuesta Domingo and P.
Hernández Aparicio, Madrid: Instituto de Historia
577 Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, op. cit., p. 162: "En
y Cultura Naval, 1983), p. 214; Diego García de
nuestra Hespaña (Andalusia] hemos usado u
Palacio, ¡nstrucion náutica, para el buen uso, y
usamos deste nombre de toneladas, el qual modo de
regimiento de las naos (Mexico: Pedro Ocharte, 1587;
hablar y medir se nos quedó de los mareantes
reprint as Instrucción náutica para navegar, Madrid:
vizcaínos, de ciertos toneles que en su tierra y en
Ediciones Cultura Hispánica, 1944; reprint as
sus naos antiguamente acostumbraron a cargar, y
Nautical Instruction, 1587, trans. J. Bankston, Bisbee,
así ellos se dan a entender por toneles, y nosotros,
Ariz.: Terrenate Associates, 1986), fol. 89v. Cristóbal
en nuestra navegación, por toneladas; pero no es
de Barros said that Andalusian ship surveyors used
todo una mesma cosa ni una medida, porque diez
the codo de Malaga; José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit.,
toneles de Vizcaya son doce toneladas de las
p. 288. Using the codo de Castilla of 0.5571 m, the
nuestras, y así va a decir de lo uno a lo otro veinte
cylindric volumes of two pipas was 1.528 m , nearly
por ciento."
identical to 8 cubic codos de ribera, 1.518 m .
578 Jean Taransaud, Le livre de la tonnellerie (Paris: La
567 Cesáreo Fernández Duro, La marina de Castilla desde
Roue à Livres Diffusion, 1976), p. 102.
su origen y pugna con la de Inglaterra hasta la
refundición en la Armada español (Madrid: El Progreso 579 Laurier Turgeon, "Pour redécouvrir notre 16e siècle:
Editorial, 1894), pp. 443-444; José Luis Casado Soto,
les pêches à Terre-Neuve d'après les archives
op. cit., p. 67.
notariales de Bordeaux," Revue d'histoire de
l'Amérique française, Vol. 39, No. 4 (Spring 1986),
pp. 523-549.
568 Archivo de Protocolos de Sevilla, oficio IV, libro I,
fols. 497-502v (1516). Thanks to Denise Lakey for
providing this reference.
580 Gervasio de Artíñano y Galdácano, La arquitectura
naval española (en madera) bosquejo de sus condiciones y
rasgos de su evolución (Madrid: published by the
569 Published by Teófilo Guiard Larrauri, La industria
author, 1920; Barcelona: Oliva de Vilanova, 1920).
naval vizcaína: Anotaciones históricas y estadísticas
desde sus orígenes hasta 1917 (Bilbao: J. J. Rochelt,
1917; reprint, Bilbao: Biblioteca Vascongada Villar,
581 José Luis Rubio Serrano, op. cit., p. 32.
1968), p. 76; the archival source of the document is
not given.
582 Maria Leonor Freiré Costa, op. cit, pp. 110-152.
570 AGI, Patronato Real, leg. 260, 2, r° 35, in José Luis
Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 271-4; cf. pp. 81-84.

583 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., App. 4, 5, 6, pp. 275284.

571 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., p. 81, n. 169.

584 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 81-83, 271-274.

572 One calculation contains an error.

585 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 287-288.

573 Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de mer à Bordeaux
(vers 1400-vers 1550) (Paris: SEVPEN, 1968), Vol. 2,
pp. 227-231.

586 "Arqueamientos del Nao, según la orden de
Xptoval de Barros y Pedro Gomez Berdugo," no
date. Biblioteca Nacional. Madrid (hereafter BN),
MS 8773, fol. 21. The entire manuscript is dated to
the end of the 16th century. It is related to the 1580
and 1590 gauging schedules of Cristóbal de Barros,
and to the 1587 work of Diego García de Palacio.

574 Juan de Escalante de Mendoza, op. cit., p. 161: "...en
Levante para dar a entender el tamaño de una nao
dicen llevará tantas salinas de trigo, y en Flandes y
en Francia tantas barricas..."; ADG, 3E 5407, fols.
1062v-1065v (19 September 1566), contract for the
construction of a ship of 750 "barrisques" at
Bayonne.
575 The volume assigned to the tonneau de mer was 42
cubic pieds (1.44 m ). Jean Boudriot, who studied the
French Admiralty papers relating to this decision,
states that the true volume occupied by four
transport barriques was in fact closer to 4614 cubic
pieds (1.596 m ) but that legislators also took other
factors into account in choosing the smaller volume.
Jean Boudriot, Le navire marchand, Ancien Régime:
Étude historique et monographie, (Paris: Collection
archéologie navale française, 1991), pp. 1-3. The
weight assigned to the tonneau de mer was 2,000
livres, converted by Boudriot to 980 kg.
576 This was apparently the effect of buying new casks
in Bordeaux and repairing them according to the
Gipuzkoan standard used in the commercialization
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587 According to the evidence of numerous 16thcentury archaeological finds, the pump well was
about a metre behind the main mast step.
According to Diego García de Palacio, the mainmast
should be stepped about 2 codos de Castilla (1.11 m)
forward of the master frame. Thus, the pump well
was only approximately at the greatest beam of the
vessel. In the Red Bay ship, the mainmast is stepped
close to the master frame.
588 Thomé Cano, Arte para fabricar, fortificar, y apareiar
naos de guerra, y merchante (Seville: Luys Estupiñan,
1611; reprint as Tomé Cano, Arte para fabricar y
aparejar naos, ed. Enrique Marco Dorta, La Laguna,
Tenerife: Instituto de Estudios Canarios, 1964),
pp. 94-95: "Cuando el emperador Carlos Quinto, de
gloriosa memoria, mandó tacar las toneladas por el
archeaje antiguo, que era seys reales y medio por
tonelada, archeava conforme a él quintientas
toneladas una nao de las que aora archean
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trescientas y cincuenta." For discussion of the idea
that this refers to a change in the puntal, see José
Luis Rubio Serrano, "Métodos de arqueo en el siglo
XVI," Revista de Historia Naval, Vol. 6, No. 24 (1989),
pp. 29-70.
589 Carla Ralin Phillips, "Spanish Ship Measurements
Reconsidered: The Instrucción Náutica of Diego
García de Palacio (1587)," The Mariner's Mirror, Vol.
73, No. 3 (Aug. 1987), pp. 293-296.
590 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 68-69; see also
the 1552 gauging certificates published in the same
work as App. 1, pp. 261-264.
591 José Luis Rubio Serrano, op. cit., pp. 35-36; Carla
Rahn Phillips, op. cit.
592 "...y añadirle 20 por ciento más en armadas de
poniente y llebante, y en las Indias más, porque se
da más nao de la groma e aparejo de la mucha calor,
que se le diese 25 de bentaja por el servicio de los
altos, que su Md. paga los 20 como he dicho." In
José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 272-3.
593 "A los toneles machos se añade en Guipusqua y
Vizcaya 20 por 100, que es la quinta parte, y en
Sevilla añaden 25 que es una quarta parte, y en la
armada Real a 20 por 100." In "Vocabulario
navaresco," ca. 1590, BN, Ms 8773, fols. 21v-22.
594 "...tantos toneles machos terna la nao. En las
armadas de Su Magestad se acostumbran dar beinte
por ciento más y, echo el número desta manera, se
llaman toneladas." In José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit,
p. 287.
595 "...dozientas y treynta toneladas de merchante;
sobre las quales se le a de añadir a veynte por ciento
archeándola para de armada, y assi vendrá a
archear dozientes y setenta y ocho toneladas y cinco
dozabos." Thomé Cano, op. cit., p. 91; cf. pp. 92-93.

597 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., pp. 263-264: "...Son
toneles machos, ciento y ochenta y cinco [...]
CLXXXV toneles. A los quales se les dans quarenta
y seis toneladas, dándoles a veinte y cinco por
ciento, y dándole mas quarenta y neuve toneladas
por lo que cabe encima de la cubierta principal, que
es entre las dos cubiertas. Es todo el porte de la
dicha nao, doçientas y ochenta toneladas [...]
CCLXXX toneladas."
"...Son ciento y ochenta y dos pipas [...] CLXXXII.
Estas ciento y ochento y dos pipas son noventa y un
un toneles, y doandole veinte y dos toneladas, por
la refacion de veinte y cinco por ciento, son ciento y
treze toneladas [...] CXIII toneladas. Yten por lo que
cabe encima de la cubierta principa, ques entre las
dos cubiertas, veinte y cinco toneladas [...] XXV
toneladas. Por manera que el dicho galeón es de
porte de ciento y treinta y ocho toneladas [...]
CXXXVIIII toneladas."
598 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., p. 287: "...lo primero
que se a de medir es la manga, por donde más
ancha es la nao; y por aquel lugar se a de tomar el
altor, dende el solar hasta donde es lo más ancho; y
por este anchor y altor se a de medir la esloría,
derechamente, sin hazer baja de la medida en popa
ni en proa."
599 Ibid.
600 José Luis Casado Soto, op. cit., p. 87: "...de gorja y
raser."
601 ".. .y de los que saliere quítesele arraçon de a 5 por
100 por la angostura de los raçeses...." "Vocabulario
Navarresco," op. cit., fols. 21-21v.
602 "De estos se an de sacar y bajar cinco por ciento por
lo que son delgados, árboles, baos y bombas...."
Thomé Cano, op. cit., p. 91; cf. pp. 92-93.

603 Frederick C. Lane, Venetian Ships and Shipbuilders of
596 "...y á lo que quedare se ha de añadir veinte por
the Renaissance.
ciento por todo lo que hay entre Cubiertas, y por los
Alcaçares..." "Regla del Arqueo, Ordenanza de
1613," in Spain, Consejo de Indias, Recopilación de
604 José Veitia Linaje, op. cit., lib. II, cap. XV, No. 2,
leyes de los reynos de las Indias, mandadas imprimir, y
p. 181: "...siendo cada tonelada el tamaño de dos
publicar por la Magestad católica del Rey Don Carolos II
pipas, ó el de ocho codos cúbicos medidos con el
(Madrid: Julian de Paredes, 1681; 4th éd., Madrid:
codo Real lineal de 33. dedos, de los que una vara
La Viuda de Joaquin Ibarra, 1791) Vol. 3, Libro IX,
vulgarmente suele explicarse, de dos tercias de vara
Titulo XXVIII, Ley xxv, article 18 (p. 36v).
Castellana, y un treintadosavo délias."

16.3 Conclusion: the Archaeology of a Ship
Brad Loewen

What are the most important lessons to
retain from this study of the Red Bay vessel
and 16th-century Basque shipbuilding? This
question leads back to those that have long
preoccupied the historians and archaeoloIII-314

gists studying the ships of the late Middle
Ages and the early modern era. First among
these questions is that of planking styles,
which in the Atlantic region include only the
clinker and carvel techniques. In the Atlan-
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tic, the period 1420 to 1480 has been identified as the crucial period during which the
transition from clinker to carvel planking
took place.605 The change appears to have
happened abruptly; by 1500, clinker construction was rarely mentioned for seagoing
ships. With regard to this question, the Red
Bay ship shows only that the Basques were
no exception to the rule.
Compared to knowledge of planking, little
is known about the development of framing
styles or about the relationship between
planking and framing. Archaeologists are
only beginning to ask, for example, whether
planking and framing styles went hand-inhand, or whether they formed separate categories with independent histories. The Red
Bay vessel supports the latter hypothesis.
Although it possessed the more modern
carvel planking style, its floating-futtock
style of framing seems closer to medieval
examples than to the modern, double assembled framing observed in 17th-century
wrecks such as the Sea Venture (1609) and La
Belle (1686). The Red Bay vessel shows that
framing style is a sensitive indicator of
regional shipbuilding development.
A second question concerns the transition
from "shell-first" (planking-first) to "skeleton-first"
(frame-first)
hull
assembly
sequences. In the Mediterranean, archaeologists point to the ca. 625 A.D. wreck SaintGervais II, which is one of the earliest
known examples of frame-first construction
sequence,606 following the 5th or 6th century
Tantura A wreck.607 No such archaeological
milestones are known for the Atlantic at
present. Instead, 15th-century written references to carvel construction are read as evidence of frame-first construction. This
interpretation contains an fundamental difficulty. It is based on the idea that the structural autonomy of either the planking or the
framing identifies which of these two elements was assembled first. According to this
idea, the structural autonomy of edge-joined
or clinker planking indicates a shell-first
construction sequence. In contrast, the structural dependency of carvel planking, coupled with the autonomy of assembled
framing, indicate a frame-first construction
sequence. The two sequences have sometimes been cast as binary "poles" in a historical transition that forms a parallel to the
change from edge-joined to carvel planking.
Objections have been raised to this binary
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

paradigm for studying Atlantic ships, based
on documented Dutch practices that reveal a
third, stepwise sequence of construction.608
The binary paradigm is also inadequate for
explaining the Red Bay ship, in which neither the frames nor the planks formed an
autonomous structure, having also been
assembled in a stepwise or alternating
sequence in which other elements, including
temporary ribbands and the ship's internal
carpentry, played key roles.
A third question concerns the emergence of
a hull-design mode broadly called "moulding", in which the hull's transverse frames
were designed in advance and gave form to
the entire hull. In recent years, work on this
question has focussed on a corps of texts
from 1570 to 1620 which are the earliest
sources on hull design in the Atlantic realm.
These texts place Atlantic moulding in a
Renaissance context. By demonstrating the
links between these sources and 15th-century Venetian texts, a Mediterranean origin
for Atlantic moulding has been proposed.
At first sight, this hypothesis forms a satisfying parallel to the appearance of frame-first
construction and carvel planking in the
Atlantic, thus suggesting a general transfer
of shipbuilding technology from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic as part of the
Renaissance that diffused
throughout
Europe from Italy. Such a paradigm, however, does nothing to help in understanding
how ancient and medieval "shell-first",
edge-joined hulls were designed. In fact, the
opposition of longitudinal and transverse
design modes may be inappropriate as a
research concept. The Red Bay example,
with its system of longitudinal ribbands that
crossed the transverse frames at key design
points, reveals that both modes operated
together, illustrating the bringing of a "shellbuilder's solution to skeleton problems," as
so well stated in 1973 by Arne Emil Christensen.609

TECHNOLOGICAL CULTURE
One of the most useful approaches to studying shipbuilding technology is from the dual
perspectives of hull design and construction
techniques. 610 Such an approach allowed,
first of all, a reconstruction of the Red Bay
ship's design in some detail and to relate
this design to the earliest Atlantic shipbuilding treatises from the period 1570 to 1620.
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The design used a classic 1 : 2 : 3 proportion
to establish the breadth, the length of keel,
and the overall length; subsequently, a
coherent four-arc system was used to design
the master frame; and, finally, this design
method employed standard concepts such
as the rising and the narrowing of the floor
and the hauling down of the futtock to
project the remaining frames forward and
aft of the master frame.
The design method seems perfectly adapted
to the ship's size and function. However, it
also seems strangely rigid in certain aspects.
The deck heights, for example, rigorously
reflect the Basque tradition of placing these
at 4 codos, 7 codos, and 10 codos for a threedecked ship, irrespective of its tonnage
within a range of about 180 to 300 toneladas.
In addition to this vertical restriction, there
was a lateral parameter which fixed the key
points in the master frame's design at even
codos of breadth. These key points included
each touch of the adjacent arcs, the height of
each deck including the ceiling, and the turn
of the bilge. If such rigid vertical and lateral
parameters regulated the shipwright's art,
the meaning and role of "hull design" in
16th-century Basque shipbuilding must be
seriously reconsidered.
In this regard, hull design was highly constrained by construction methods. In fact, in
recreating the vessel's construction, designrelated operations appeared at several steps
in the fabrication process, beginning with
forestry practices undertaken long before
the trees were felled. The Red Bay vessel
revealed a near-perfect coincidence between
the futtocks' grown and finished shapes, in
both their curves (arcs) and their dimensions
(section, branch-free length). As well, a
visual tree-ring count of the futtocks
revealed that most of the trees were felled at
an age of about 35 to 40 years. Such consistent timber characteristics could only have
been produced by intensive forestry management, geared to produce frame timbers
in little time and with minimal waste. In
light of this archaeological data, archival
indicators of the intensive nature of Basque
naval forestry practices take on new significance.

moulding of individual frame timbers was
not, however, equivalent to the process of
designing of frames. Instead, each futtock
was given its desired arcs in roughly appropriate lengths that simply ran out at the
ends of the timber. Thus, the timbers were
moulded in a relatively rough operation that
took place before the timber was transported to the shipbuilding site. Controlling
the precise arc lengths (chords) was left for a
later time, during the assembly of the timbers.
The work of erecting the hull, on the beaches
where Basque ships were built, is when the
master ship carpenter first appeared in the
construction process. The assembly followed a stepwise sequence, according to
which a level of frame timbers was erected
and controlled with the help of ribbands,
then secured with hull planks and the internal structures before proceeding to erect the
next level of frame timbers in the same manner. In this manner, the floating futtock system was put to greatest advantage. As a
result, Basque carpenters had no need to
resort to the time-consuming technique of
pre-assembling frames. The longitudinal ribbands served as baselines that guided the
carpenters in positioning the touch between
the open-ended arcs on each timber. It mattered little if the timber ends did not fall at
the same height. This stepwise construction
eliminated the need for a linear division of
labour between carpenters and plankers and
thus, no true separation can be traced
between the framing and planking structures or their assembly.
This picture of Basque shipbuilding reveals
the integration of hull design and construction techniques at three points: as part of
naval forestry practices in the training of
tree shapes; when squaring and moulding
the frames on the forest owner's property;
and during the hull's assembly in the use of
ribbands to position pre-formed frame timbers. The methods by which hull design and
construction techniques were combined lie
at the heart of Basque shipbuilding technology in the 16th century.

HISTORICAL SPACES
The 16th-century Basque archival record
shows that the sawing, squaring, and moulding of timbers was carried out on the property of the forest owner, or casa. The
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Another way of understanding shipbuilding
history is through the concept of historical
spaces. Using this concept, archaeological
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features can be grouped according to their
geographic distribution. In this way, Detlev
Ellmers showed that the technological culture of the Atlantic seaboard can be distinguished from those of the Mediterranean
Sea on one hand and the North and Baltic
Seas on the other. Smaller spaces may also
be studied, as Thomas J. Oertling has shown
with his typology of Ibero-Atlantic shipwrecks. Thus, the Basque coast was different
from the English Channel, although both
can be considered "Atlantic." The geography of maritime spaces is often different
from that of political maps, which bring into
focus the problem of 16th-century Spain, a
new jurisdiction that straddled maritime
spaces with long and contrasting traditions.
The tonnage study has shown how Spanish
unification in 1492 brought Mediterranean
and Atlantic traditions under a single governance, bringing old customs into new, complex relationships.
The difference noted between regional
approaches to hull design also helps to
understand how technological culture and
maritime spaces were related. The distinction occurs between the Basque and English
technique of "hauling down the futtock"
and the Mediterranean and southern Iberian
technique called joba in Spanish. In itself, the
difference is minute and hardly significant.
However, the two methods of modifying the
futtock's shape were embedded in different
technological cultures, at least in the period
1570-1630, giving rise to two observations.
Firstly, the method of hauling down the futtock involved a reciprocal adjustment of
chords in tangent arcs of different radii in a
sophisticated geometric process that can be
expressed mathematically. The method
called joba involved a progressive tilting
from a pivot point using a rather mechanical
approach with little geometric or mathematical significance. Because of their regional
association, the two traditions were placed
in a competitive relationship by the rise of
state shipbuilding programs in Spain and
France during the 17th century.
Secondly, regional design methods were
both well adapted to the naval timber supply in these areas of Europe. On the Atlantic
coast, climatic conditions were optimal for
growing European oak, which became the
sole important species for naval timber. With
a certain amount of management, this speTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

cies produced timber in regular lengths,
diameters, and shapes. These tree shapes
became the scantlings for frame timbers that
overlapped at the turn of the bilge and at the
level of each deck. The Red Bay frame timbers illustrate these simple, repetitive
shapes. Each timber contained two arcs that
ran out at each end, and whose "touch" lay
near the middle of the timber. Thus, the
chord itself was never fully contained in any
single timber; its precise length was determined only when successive timbers were
overlapped. Moulding most of the futtocks
in the forest was neither precise nor complex
and could be safely left to less skilled workers. These pre-formed timbers were turned
into a complex hull shape by positioning the
"touch" in each timber in relation to longitudinal ribbands, leaving the ends to fall
where they might, or to "float". Thus, the
relatively predictable nature of the Atlantic
oak supply was exploited through the
design method of hauling down the futtock,
which consisted of adjusting the overlap
between pre-formed timbers. This timber
supply also allowed a stepwise assembly
sequence to be perfected, which did not
require a complex division of labour in the
shipyard.
By tentatively placing "hauling down" and
the joba in their respective technological cultures, their significance as "Atlantic" and
"Mediterranean" methods emerges. In this
way, the concept of maritime spaces also
allows each approach to hull design to be
related to specific steps in the development
of ship building. Geographic constraints
such as climate and vegetation can thus be
related to different modes of hull design and
shipyard organisation.

CHANGE AND CONTINUITY
The great success of 16th-century Basque
shipbuilding was based on a culture of
refinement rather than innovation. The supply of naval timber was projected many
years in advance and hull design was linked
to this timber supply, to the extent that
moulding instruments were not controlled
by ship carpenters, but by ship owners and
timber proprietors. The economic interests
of the latter two underlay much of the continuity found in the Basque shipbuilding tradition. Naturally conservative, their reaction
to the expansion of maritime trade in the
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16th century was to refine existing methods
and to intensify production.

Given the interdependence of naval forestry,
hull design, and shipyard techniques, a
change in any one of these three areas
affected the entire shipbuilding industry. As
the 17th century approached, the pressure
for change grew. Sevillean shipping to the
Indies included increasingly diverse cargos,
causing the traditional link between deck
heights and cask sizes to fall into desuetude
along with traditional hull designs and
framing systems. The traditional stepwise
assembly sequence based on the use of floating futtocks was gradually supplanted by
modern skeleton-first construction, leading
private shipyards in Gipuzkoa to introduce
a linear division of labour. Accelerated shipbuilding activity on the Basque coast outstripped the supply of oak from coastal
plantations, obliging builders to adapt to
more variable timber shapes and take wood
from less well-managed forests beyond the
ancient two-league range. The advantages of
a standardized timber supply were thus
undermined. All these changes brought
Basque shipbuilding methods closer to those
already practiced in Andalusia. It is not surprising that the joba was brought north in
the 17th century. The 1680 manuscript of the
Basque shipwright Antonio de Gaztañeta
Yturribalzaga, written in the royal arsenal at
Colindres in the Asturias, places "Mediterranean" hull design in an "Atlantic context".
Although the ascendancy of joba design
methods was short-lived, in the 16th and
17th centuries changes were introduced to
the Basque Country from the south.

A N E W LOOK AT DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION, AND
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCES
The example of the Red Bay ship and 16thcentury Basque shipbuilding suggests that,
in the medium term, hull design was static
in this region of intense shipbuilding activity and that, in fact, the industry's success
was predicated on technological refinement
at the expense of innovation. Rather than
seeing hull design as a modern science that
radiated and developed from a single Mediterranean source in the 15th and 16th centuIII-318

ries, shipwrightry can be considered an
ancient, subtle, and relatively static art until
the Renaissance. In the 16th century, separate design traditions existed. They appear
to have coexisted independently until the
modern state, with its prodigious shipbuilding agenda,
established
bridgeheads
between their respective maritime spaces.

The Red Bay example also indicates that one
must look beyond planking style when categorizing a hull, for the framing may contain
equally vital information. In this case, the
floating frames were structurally dependent
on the planks, but nevertheless contained
important elements of the hull's design. In
fact, neither the planking nor the framing
was structurally autonomous; similarly,
both longitudinal and transverse design
principles were applied to the hull. Thus, the
historical relationship between planking
and framing styles and design modes was
more flexible than is often postulated.

Finally, the Red Bay vessel illustrates an
assembly sequence that may be described as
stepwise, in which framing and planking
were added alternately, level by level. The
framing at each level was itself preceded by
a ribband, a temporary longitudinal feature
fixed to a frame already in place, which
guided the placement of the next set of
frame timbers. This third element was crucial, firstly, because it eliminated the need
for structural autonomy in either the planking or the framing and, secondly, because it
provided a crucial control over the hull's
shape. The stepwise assembly sequence thus
allowed transverse and longitudinal design
principles to be employed simultaneously,
reflecting a temporary shell builders' solution to a skeleton builder's problem, to paraphrase Christensen's words.

The 16th-century date of the Red Bay vessel
makes it tempting to see this as an example
of a transitional technology between medieval and modern Atlantic shipbuilding.
However, features related to hull design,
framing style, and assembly sequence show
no sign of being in a state of evolutionary
flux. On the contrary, they seem strangely
static. Apparently, the ship reflects a Basque
Atlantic shipbuilding tradition at the apogee
of a long period of refinement.
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A Reconstruction of the stern assembly of
the 24M vessel, inboard and outboard views.
See Section 14.5 in this volume for details.
(Drawings: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-91-103-14,14a).
Scale 1:40
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B to D Reconstructed hull sections
of the 24M vessel, looking forward.
See Section 15.1 in this volume for details.
(Drawings: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-6, 7,8).
Scale 1:40
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Reconstructed inboard profile
of the 24M vessel, starboard side,
with dashed lines indicating
heights of the various decks.
(Drawing: C. Piper, D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M-2001-103-7b).
Scale 1:60
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Reconstructed plans of the lower,
main, and upper decks
(fourth deck not shown).
See Section 15.1 in this volume for details.
(Drawings: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-92-103-9, 10, 11).
Scale 1:60
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In
1978
Parks
Canada
underwater
archaeologists discovered the wreck of a
16th-century Basque whaling vessel in Red
Bay, Labrador, believed to be the San Juan
(1565).
This discovery led to the most
comprehensive
underwater
archaeology
research project ever undertaken in Canada.
The shipwreck was completely excavated
over eight field seasons, resulting in the
accumulation of 14,000 diving hours in frigid
water averaging 0°C. The structural remains
of close to 3,000 timbers were recorded in
detail through a process that helped set new
standards in the field of underwater
archaeology. This five-volume publication
(actually five English and five French
volumes) is the culmination of over 25 years
of research by associates and members of
Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeology
Service. It describes not only the underwater
archaeology as practiced at Red Bay but also
16th-century ship construction, whaling and
material culture studies.

Robert Grenier, director of the project, was born
in Trois-Rivières, Québec, in 1937. Following the
completion of an MA in Classics at Laval
University, he started his archaeological field
training with Parks Canada at the Fortress of
Louisbourg in 1963. That year, he learned to dive
and embarked on an underwater archaeology
career. In 1968, he completed his underwater
field training on the Kyrenia Wreck Project, in
Cyprus. He joined the nascent underwater
archaeology team of Parks Canada in 1969 as
assistant-chief and became its chief in 1979. In
September 1978, he led a small team to Red Bay,
Labrador to find the wreck of the San Juan (1565)
and directed the Red Bay underwater fieldwork
there until its completion in 1985. He then assembled a research team and directed the
ensuing research and publication program. Grenier 's passion and unwavering approach to
the protection and rigorous management of submerged cultural resources throughout his
career have brought respect and recognition from his peers. In addition to several national
and international awards, he was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2004 for his
pioneering work in developing underwater archaeology in Canada and abroad. As
president of the International Scientific Committee on Underwater Cultural Heritage of
ICOMOS/UNESCO, Robert Grenier played a significant role in deliberations held by
UNESCO in Paris to develop the 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage.
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